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EPFSOT OF Aia POT^OiSlS ON THE STILiTEGIC PROELSK

Aircraft Control of the Seas

A proper understanding of the significance of the air-sea

ccuupaign and the conplexity of operations all over the

Mediterranean and Red Sea requires tha.t one should trace back

savie years before the war, to see how the R.A«P» shaped its

policy, and to look a.t the v»fay the strategic problem was

affected by the growth of adr power. In three years of hard

fighting, the strategic situation underwent a series of

bewildering changes, largely brought about through the

application of air power. The struggle for Mediterranean

mastery provided a conclusive lesson in how the air element

could control the sea - a lesson not demonstrated solely by

the ultimately successful protagonist.

It was in the air that the battle for control of the

Mediterranean - a protracted one - was decided. ^',s in the

Northern Europecji theatre, the sea vicx wa^ waged without a

major fleet battle, and throughout the struggle naval

movements were largely influenced by air strength.

This narrative deals mainly vdth the R,a,P« 's support

for naval operations and the part played by the air in the war

But strategy was three-dimensional, for itof supplies,

becajue clear that whichever side controlled the land was v;ell

on the way to controlling the waters and communications by

Thus while stud37'ing the air-sea warexercise of air power.

one must constantly bear in mind the situation on land.

It was in the Eastern Basin that the war for control was '

Ivery part -of this "battlefield", which ismostly fought,

some 1,500 miles long and at its widest (across the Gulf of

Sirte and the Ionian Sea) is 700 miles, could be covered by

Hence the developnent in aircraft

range caused the pattern of the air-sea war to be strikingly

/different

shore-based aircraft.
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different fran that of the 1914-”l8 war, when the. Royal No-Val .

ji.ir Service with seaplanes and carrier-borne aircraft

useful, though often la.rgely expcriio.cntal, waycontributed in a

to a variety of campaigns.

could have visualisedIn 1939, few people outside the Ii«

the R,A,P, 's role in the Mediterranean a.s wha.t it becan-e - not

ii.*r •

an ancillary to Anoy or Navy but the daainant and determining

The Navy, which had hitherto held pride

of place in keeping these seas open, could no longer sustain

factor in strategy.

that position.

ir Fewer’ and the Supply Routes

aircraft .range and the possession of air bases had changed

the face of Mediterranean strategy well before hostilities

No longer- could pov/erful fleets establish control overopened.

a sea in which nowhere is it possible to bo more then about 200

miles from- any lend. And as the won developed, as it did for

us Aat one stage, with nearly all the enveloping land in hostile

or neutral hends, the Navy's task became difficult indeed, and

would have been a hopeless one without protection.

The occasions Y<ihen the Navy gallantly ran the gauntlet vi/ithout

proper air cover, such as during the Greece and Crete evalua

tions or to beleaguered Malta and Tobruk, only served , as a. grim

reminder of the potency of land based aircraft operating over

nanrow waters.

Por three years the Mediterranean was virtually closed

to,us, at the cost of prodigious extra effort, material, man

power and shipping to take supplies end reinforcements by

alternative routes. Those extra exertions.were forced upon

us by the enemy's air power, and not always the active exercise

of it either, but the threat, Since the mere possession of

airfields cavimanding the Narrows was, in itself  a pov/erfu].

deterrent to our ships. Por exaj.iple, the geographical

position v/as sufficient to dissuade the R.ii..P, and the Navy

/fraa
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froH fully exploiting ilalta at the opening of hostilities vath

Italy.

fortunately, wc were not alone in having to nake extra

efforts' tlrirough interdiction of a supply route.

blov7s at ̂ pcis caonunicat ions played a notable part in throv>/ing

Our triui'.iph 'Owed much to the

Our counter-

the eneiay out of North iifrica.,.-A

fa,ct that while the enforced use of the Gape route involved a

tremendous extra effort, the supply was steady and reasonably

certain.' In that sense the safety of our ..tlajitic coanunica-

tions exerted a profound influence on the issue,

’yhile the armies 7vere locked in battle, while fortunes in

the Desert ebbed and flawed, while the armies were reinforcing

during periods of quiescence, the war of supplies continued

The whole cai'.'paign was one of supplies,

in the Ti?ay it affected supplies, influenced

the caiibatants swayed back ard forth;

in its turn affected by what happened

without abatement.

Air'sea power.

the position on land a,s

and air-sea power v/as

The fate of armies depended on v/hat could be

what could be brought by sea depended

on the land.

brought to then by sea;
I

the ability of air power to protect it, and on the abilityon

of the Army to secure and protect air bases.

Strategy Changed by Itady's Policy

The metamorphosis in the naval strategical situation had

come about in the years before the war tlirough the alignment

of Italy in the Axis, p'Olitical developments in the Balkan

countries and Near East, and progress in air striking power.

During theparticularly the ra.dius of aircraft action,

191ifF-l8 w.or, the Mediterranean route was maa.ntadned in the
1

face of U-Boat menace from the nests in the Northern Adriatic.

/Aircraft

1. \'?hen Mediterraiuean air-naval co-opera.tion was expanded
early in 1918, Wing Captain A.1'I. Longnore became the _ Senior
Air Service officer on the C-in-C's staff. Perhaps it was

more than a coincidence that the outbrealc of war_with Italy
found this same officer, now .Ur Chief Marshal Sir ..rthur

Longi'iiore, as A. O.C.-in-G. Middle East.
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;arcrsi’t froni carriers and shore bases helped to keep the %

submarines in check and played a part in the v^orking of the

a system of nets and air and sea

of U-Boats from the

II
famous Otranto "barrage

patrols airaed at preventing the egress

In that Ti/ar, much of‘the naval co-operation work byiidriatic.'

aircraft' was done from, carriers, as the application of air power

Then,restricted by range and weight carrying limitations,

largely reliant on the reach of the Navy.

1940 onwards that position was reversed, and it becax.ie painfully

was

Prom
air power wa.3

obvious to the sailors that their ability to operate depended on

the cover'provided by aircraft.

The seri'ous consequences to the Mediterranean route inherent

Thein Italy's entering the war virere foreseen well before 1940.

growth of Italian air and naval strength meant that even if the

Igeria and Tunisia,French were with us,- operating from ii

naintenahee of the route v/ould be a hazardous, if not impossible,

undent ale in g with Sicilian aiirfields and Pontellaria overlooking

eastern and WesternIt vi?as obvious that thethe narrows.

Basins would be divided, while on the other hand the Italian

Navy had easy access to both, through the

In the Eastern Basin, Italy had a strong position through the

The only reasonably safe naval base avails

trait of 'riessina.o

Dodecanese -bases.

able to us in that Basin.was Alexandria,

G/C. Harris' Warning

s early as 1935, the Deputy Director of Plans, G/C,

had produced a paper showing that increases in

iJ.

Harris,

T.

aircraft speeds and ranges, coupled with instrument flying,

had profoundly altered the whole conception of sea power and

Here are sa-ie of histhe security of sea communications,

observations (which are of special interest in the light of

events)

Only a year or so ago, the air threat to sea-conuTiunica-
tions could have'been adequately pictuz-ed on -a nap as a

200-nile shaded fringe round the coastlines. ̂ Today all

this is altered by technical progress, and tomorrow the

•wide open spaces' v/il'l have virtually ceased to exist

'  ' • ■ /as

n.Fi.

s. 35404
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as eai argunent tending to prove the inpotence of
aircraft in affecting 'sea power
has come, and indeed is overdue, when the truth of the

statement that 'the I'Ta.vy is the first line of defence
of our sea communica,tions' is due for test

The tine

Ithough Germany has no fleet to speak of and no
subnarinos at all, she possesses beyond doubt a
lasting memory of past experience, an efficient air
force, an aircraft industry superior to most, and the
knowledge that the third dimension which provided a.
way of evading our sea powei' in the last wa-r exists
not only below but also above the surface of the sea,
Y/here it can be exploited with a force and simplicity
far beyond the valdest dreams of her submarine war
days. Our Fleet may perhaps be considered of sane
value for protecting our sea communications against
Geman submarines and against surface raiders, v/hich
Germany is unlikely to Y\raste time in employing;
by no stretch of the■imagination can our Fleet be
considered capable of xjrotecting our sea cor-nunications
against shore-based air attack,
attack, and in ny opinion this method only, YYhich
Germany intends to exploit against us in the next v/ar.
It is, in fact, the only method by which she can
defeat us, and it is in fact under existing circumr-
stances the only sure road to our undoing
years ago the
circles on a nap of the Mediterranean,
rnanent it has been tacitly accepted by all except
fanatical reactionaries that in a war against a
Mediterranea.n Air Po’wer our sea communications through
ttie Mediterranea.n ha^ve virtually ceased to exist,"

J.1.

but

It is this method of

Some• •••••

,.ir Staff drew a few aircraft range
Frm that

©1

The Navy's Attitude

The changed strategical situation through air power was

appreciated by the Royal Kavy well before hostilities began.

In his conclusions on a night reconnaissance exercise

carried out in nugust 1937 by the Mediterranean Fleet and two

flying boat squo.drons, the C.-in-C. Mediterranean observed:

I'llm

S. 44926
6a

"It was desired to investigate the risks to vdaich a slow

The exercise showed convincingly thatconvoy is exposed,

the Mediterranean, Y/ith its narrow waters and short distaaices
1

frau air bases, is no place for moving slcfwlj'-. "

Uncertainty on ^Ixis Intentions

Our planning in the Mediterranean before September,
A939,

incident occurred which might have had
li. reconnaissance aircraft from

1, During this exercise an
international repercussions,
the carrier Glorious reported in error an Italian destroyer.
Acting on this, the Glorious despatched most of her striking
force on a nock attack. "Fortunately for the peace of

Europe", observed the Director of Staff Duties in  a uiinute,
"the mistalce v/as discovered in tir:ie,"

Ibid:
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1939, vyas canplicated through having to consider  a vaxiety of

> I,
cOhtingencies, as there was uncertainty as to the nature of the

conhination against us and direction of the blow. There v/ere

the possibilities of a. single-handed war v/ith Gennany or Itadyj

a caubination of both, with the support. of Spain; or a German

thrust to the Middle Mast through the Balkans. There was the

possibility that Germany might stand on the defensive in the

v7est -and dispatch considerable forces to Libya.. To ensure its

cor.inunications in such a plan, the Axis ’would have to neutr;iLise

’ our naval' power, v/hich night be la,rgely effected by bonbers.

Then reinforceiaents to Libya could be built up so as to out

number overwhelmingly our forces in Egypt,

such a. plan would be to strike at the enemy air bases, vdiich

could , only be done vyith long range borobers.

Our counter to

to

Early in 1939, the Director of plans, ;ar Ministry, ,.ir

CoT.inodore J, Slessor, rocorxiended the Director of Opera-tions

to consider the sending of six heavy .ba-iber squoodrons to the

Middle East by iiUgust 1939, even though bomber strength o.t hone
S. 50147 •

i.L4

vyas far from satisfactory. His view vyas that this reinforce

ment plan held out one of the few hopes of really useful

offensive action in the 1 .mediterranean area, and his object

to ensure that if vye do by eny evil chance have to doyyas

sanething of tbJ.s sort we shall not be caught completely napping.
tt.

s the antagonists-ta’be sized each other up in 1939J.X

ca.lculated their chances in the coning conflict, it vyas obvious

that Italy appreciated the weal< link in her chain of coiiinunication,

xate of her North and East African oi..ipires hung on theThe

security of the sea linlc with Libya, astride of which lay Malta,

Italy had no alternative supply line, as we had round the Cape,

The Italian nava,l intention vyas disclosed in a document

HQ. Med,

S. 247/83/Air purporting to be a directive to naval coixianders in the conduct

of operations. This docuuent, which c.arae into the hands of

the French Genera.1 Staf-f in the Spring of 1939, go-'ve Italy's

imediate naval objective ,as;- Gutting communications

/between
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isolation andbetween the j^ast and Vfcst Mediterranean:

V

protection of sea transport toneutralisation of Malta;

land f oirces against Egypt fron Cyrenaica, and against

(This

docunent was considered by the iicliniraJ.ty to be genuine).

Palestine from Italy and the Dodecanese,

/ MMLTA
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I.LJ.T.. POLICY TOJCEHTaINTILS

PefQnce, Liriitations

With the surge of Italy's haperial onbitions in the

'thirties, HeJLta assuued an increasingly strategical

It possessed the only fully equipped Fleet

dockyard in the iioditerranean, the destruction of which

T/ould considerably hamper our Fleet operations,

about roinforcenent of the island vacillated before the

war because of exposure to heavy air attack from Sicily.

I'he air defence problem e^rosc through lack of suitable

airfield space on this rocky island of 98 square miles,

vdrich prevented the employment of sufficient squadrons to

counterbalance the heavy scale of attack v^hich Italy could

The Navy wa.s loth to give up use of the island

regarding it as a useful outpost for chopping

Italian communications with North Africa,

To the Air Staff, Malta's geographical position put

the island at the mercy of an unremitting bombing onslaught

which could be unleashed from Sicily. Thus, during the

international crises which arose before the war it became

aircraft to more distant

importance.

Policy

la.unch.

as a base,

the policy to remove Malta's

bases.

Air Staff Views

s early as 1926, the air Staff considered that

unless adequate counter measures were provided, the

increased scale of air attack which Italy could mount would

11

25180
Note by
Air Staff

not only render Malta practically useless as a naval base

and dockyard, but would also constitute a serious

to British shipping in the vicinity of Malta and Sicily,

considered that no strength of air defence at Malta

The main

menace

It was

could give complete hmiiunity from air attack,

wealeness in Malta air defence was lack of "depth" to
1

provide adequate warning of enea'jiy approach,
1. Wlien hostilities developed, this drawback was largely

by the employruent of Radar, ■overcorae
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In 1934, Air Vice-Harshal Ludlow Hewitt, Director of

Operations and Intelligence, infomied the Joint Overseas end

Hone Defence Coranittee;

ir Staff for the provision ofrecoivciendation by the
s. nucleus air force at i.ialta nust not be- tsJken as an

It

S. 571
E.26 expression of..opinion that Malta could be successfully

defended fran Malta alone against tbe full scale of
air attack vdiich' Italy could bring to bear. It is
not a feasible operation, vi/ithout effective support
fron other air bases, to defend the siuall island area
v/ithin effective raiige of the main Metropolitan air
force of 8- great Pov;er.

Sub-Coonittee of the C.I.D. in 1936The Joint Plannin rr
C=

air facilities up to the full capacity of theJ.P,l6Z^

(C.O.S.bOO) Island should be provided as soon as possible",

cannot, however, pending Y'la.r experience of

upon the full facilities of Malta being available for the

recoinoended tha.t

adding;

n.ii.. defence,

"We

rely

Pleet in Vi/ar. 11

Representations to Air Ministry

Y/hen the A. 0. C. Malta, .ar Coraviodore P,C, Maltby,

.suggested raodification in the organisation of his Corvoand, the

Director of Organisation replied in Pebruaxy 1937 stating that

"the organisation and provision of additionod measures of

defence to deal \¥ith the possibility of

necessarilly depend upon policy decisions consequent on the

threat to Malta must

ii-.M.

S. 39977
4a

recent agreement v/ith Italy.
It

worrying MediterraneanMalta's function in war was

comraemders in the Suionier of 1937, when conversations were

held between the Governor, Lt.-Gen. Sir Charles Bonham-Carter,

and the C.-in-C. Mediterranean. Althe A.O. C. Mediterranean, l

were anxious to avoid the island being caught by  a crisis Y^hileii. M.

3.41415

10a,llA in a low state of preparedness, and this subject formed the

basis of representations which the A.O.G. made to nir Ministiy

By this tine the Navy was fairly certain that Malta

would be untenable as a Fleet base in a war Yvith Italy, and was

in July.

considering measures to ti-ansfer the Fleet to the Eastern

Basin in .such a contingency,

F's dilemma was inability to operate offensively
/v/ithout

The R.ii,.
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without strongly protected cdrfields - protection which did

The ii, O.G. thought that narked resultsnot then exist.

cjuld'b'e e.chieved v^ith protection, but without it our forces

"would not survive long enough to justify their being sent,

nir Ministry agreed Ti/ith< this view generally, but thought.Ibid:

19A
in view of the need for reconnaissance in the early stages,

a few flying boats night be nade operable, as there would

be wide dispersal at noonings.

In ,iugust, iinglo-Italian relationships were considered

by the Cor.mittee of Imperial Defence, but there y/as cold

comfort in 'their reca:mienda.tions for commanders in the

The Committee thought it would not be

justifiable to adopt measures to improve our strategical

situation in the Mediterranean from the air aspect if they

had to be taken at the expense of the a.ir defence of Great

The Air Council v/as thus restricted to such

ses in the iiiddlc Mast and Mediterranean as could be

t hone. The

i'iedite rranean.

Britain.

mere a

provided without depleting wa.r reserves Cv.

C.I.D's first consideration in the event of war y/ith Italy

to direct the efforts of the three Services mainly toVi/O s

Ibid:

2IA

the Defence of Mgypt, but it v/as intended to defend Malta

against any attempt to capture it.

The following April (1938), air Convoodore Maltby nade

further representations to Air Ministry about the functionsHQ.Med,

S. 210/A3M
and scope of his Command in the event of y/ar, as its

responsibilities between the Eastern and Western Basins did

He wanted his cammand to eiiibrace thenot seen clear.

El

Western Basin, including Gibraltjar, and outlines  a plan for

from Malta, in the event of war.

argument in support of this was that in war with Italy

invested fortress no longer tenable

Thetransfer of his H.n'=i*

"i'lalta will became an

al base and useless for rny Coixiand to exercise

control fram, either in the Eastern or Western Basins,

as a nav

/furthermore,
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Furthernore, the defence of'Malta virtually beccnes a

political rather than a nilitary necessity, the object

being to jprevent the island being captured,

nilitary problem in which the R,A,F. has a very snail

part, so'small that it does not justify ny H,Q, staff

This is a

It \70uld be betterremaining in the island for the purpose.

employed in controlling air op)ei’ations either in the Eastern

It would of course be necessary for aor 'V?e stern Basin,

small staff to remain in Malta to deal vdth the air defence of

the island. Accordingly the A.O,C, proposed that in war his

H.Q, should move to the ivestern Basin, continuing to exercise

such control in Malta a.s would bfe practicable.

Diso-greement with Navy

Sharp disagreement .between the R.A.P. and Na.vy about

the value of Malta became narked o.t a joint conference in

London in ^ipril 1939* Strong, naval arguments were advanced

for air reconnaissemce in support of their plan for striking

a.t Italy by operating light forces against communications

This p,roject hinged on the use of Malta, Thewith Libya,■  I'A

S.1157

sailors' views v;/ere resisted by i^ir Vice-Marshal Peirse,2B

D,C.A.S., who explained the Air Staff view that the Italians

could cripple Malta if they v/ished, as it was not tig enough

for sustained fighter defence. Vice A.dmiral Sir iindrev/

disagreed on the ground that Malta.'sG unn inghajo, D, C S•»

military targets were too small to bomb accurately and that

experience in the Spanish Civil War showed the Italians

lacked courage.

In July 1939j the C.I,D. authorised "Scale B" of

112 A,..!., guns, 60 light i«A, guns, 21+defence for MaltaC.I.D.

370th

meeting
1939

paper 506c
by J.O. H.D.
Committee

searchlights and four fighter squadrons - as the Navy was

anxious to operate from this base. The Air Staff, however.

Scale B" would not allow the Fleet to usethought that even

the island.

Air
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I'qr Staff Doubts i^eiuain

In June, 1939} Air Coixiodore Leckic, the new luO,C.

HediterraneejT, urged .ar Ainistiy to iiodify its o.ttitude tojiA* j! .•

3.4^1-534
the usefulness of Halta, enphasising itsivAlue for central114,J.-L

In view of the increasedi'le di te rr ane an re c onn ai s s anc e.

protection of the islojid and the projected re inf orce-

nent by fighter squadrons, he considered that the location

of a proposed new land-based GR/TB squadron. No,212, which

was ea.rmc.rkGd for the Ibditerranean, should be Nalta, not

il« J.^0

Egypt.

But the vulnerability of the island to air attack

was still very present in Air klinistry minds, and the Air

Commodore's proposal was rejected on the ground that the

of o-ir attc-ck would not permit theantieipa.ted scale

Ibid;

115..

effective operation of a land-based squa.dron until ;m even

It was, however.higher scale of defence was reached,

considered that it might be possible in war to operate

two flying boat squaIrons frem the island, as the i.iocring

dispersal of such aircraft would give then a better change

It was alsoof survival in air attack than land aircraft®

considered better to wait .and gauge the air threat to lialta

under war conditions than to risk the loss of valuable

squadrons.

Ithough the outbreak 'f war found Mad.ta without aJ-i.

fighter squadron, this was not to say that there was any

In the Spring oflack of intention to provide fighters.

H,Q, Med,
S. 198/i\IH

1940 the D.C.O.S. Corruttee reaffirmed the decision to

station four fighter squadrons eventually in Malta.

38Jil

The main object in defence of IJclta Y/as to inalce it secure

base f or naval ope.rations but i'ar Ministry had

about the chances of making it secure as a

as a

misgivings

The hdnira.lty wanted G.R.base for capital ships.

the island to assist in operations againstsquadrons on

/the
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ir G OLiraodorG.  , the Itrlian Fleet rud LilDyc.-bound convoys, but as

jf Operations,(Over

0. C., I-editerranean on lb May, 1940:

that v;hatfcver defences are

account of Malta's geographical

,  sta-ted in a lerseas;Coryton, Director

to the

■. .opinion has been

it vi/ill be inpossible, on

",dr Mini

tter

position, to noJce it usable as a Fleet base" - a view which

'For the present, while we

stry
Xx«

provided for Malta,

He added:’Wi'

Ibid:

sS confimied by events.

short of fighters to defend other vital areas, we are

provide any for Malta, as fron the Td.de point
■' .iolce j'dalta usable, vie should not in fact

.are so

simply unable to

of view, unless we can i.

waste our meagre resources.

idr Base Developnent

r base constructionpolicy uncertainties had delayed ai:
before the wa.r. In 1930 ^ Fb-ltaprograi'a.ies for sane years

for Fleet .dr ..m adrcraft and a flying boatwa-s a baseM.

25180 The a-cc-ommodation was the se.aplane base

with good workshop.

squadron (ho. 202).

ad Kalafra.na (used in the 1914'-18 wax) ,

torpedo nadntenoJice facilities, an auxiliary
at Gala Idstra and a landing ground

stora.ge and

mooring site for seaplanes

The restricted size of /lalfar led to a further

aerodraoe being reconnoitred at Takali, and this

uthority for steps to secure

at Halfar.

site for an

under construction in 1936.

third aerodrome site, at Luqa, was given by,the C.I.D. in
T/as XX

a.

July, 1936.

In June, 1938, the a.

described the existing organisation at Malta as having grown
O.G., Air Getmodore Kaltby,

up illogically, all the units being still appendages of

Halfar, he considered, was too dependent on
He recommended that the projected seaplane base

at Marsa Xlokk should be built as soon as possible, to relieve

the Director of Organisation,

Kalafrana.

Kalelrana.

The trouble, asKalafrana

ii.iV.

S.39977
22A

.

Air Vice~Marshal portal, pointed out in a derd”official reply,
Ibid:
25A /was
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and thatYi/as that "policy has been choJiged or not decided:

consequently c-11 our plems have been upset before they could be

The future of i,:alta yi/as decided in July 1937irnp>lcnented.

on the basis of the ultinatc re=-equipnent of No,202 Squadron

Ten days ago it was 'finally decidedwith landpla-nes.

I need not tellthat the unit.should continue to have boats.

your what the effect of this has been on our building progranae.

The plans drawn up in 1937 for construction of a seaplane

station at liarsa. Xlokk were approved by the Treasury early in

1939 and T/ork on the lay-out of buildings began in July, 1939.

YJien war broke out in 1939, Halta. ha.d tv/o sraall grass

HQ. Med.

S, 105AIR
69 d 103

Halfar, nainly used by the Fleet ̂ ar Am, and

lifter that, work

airfields

Taleali, then being used as a civil airport,

went ahead on the construction of Luqa, which v/as completed
D. of ¥.

¥ar History with four rumvays 800 yards x 50 yards in May, 1940.

Policy, hovjever, regained to "yvait and see" before

ccc'-iitting squadrons to Malta, The island's defencelessness

caused-the A,0,C,-in~C.in the air sense, apart fran A,A

^■^ir Chief Marsha.1 Sir n.M, Longnore, to voice the

guns,

Middle Mast,
H.Q.

Aii/2

speculation in a derai-officiad letter to iiir iiinistry a few15A

'Perhaps already the lossdays before Italy entered the v/ar:

of Malta is accepted by the Chiefs of Staff in their ninds.

OIBiAlLTiia AIR BnSa DIFFICULTIES

One Snail Larding Ground

The British intention in regard to Gibraltar was to
iJ?C. (J)31

1939 base anti-subiiiarine forces there and to close the Straits to

Gibraltar, covered by Allied navad dispositions.the enemy.

was regarded as a secure naval base so long as Spain remained

a 1,400 milesIts distance from Italian bases -neutral,

round trip frao Sardinia - meant that the Rock would be

virtually ij'mune fraa sustained or crippling air attack.

But Gibraltor could be made unusable as a naval base, even

though we continued to hold it, if hostile land and air
/forces

iiPC(j)
11th

meeting
1939
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Hcwevor desirable itforces operated fraa Spanish territory,

to station reconns-issance and fii^ter squadrons there ̂ thewas

px'oblen of air defence v/o-s coiiplicated by the inpossibility of

Throughoperating adequate air forces fron the Hock,

topographical liraitations, there existed in 1939 only one snail

emergency landing ground and there vrero very linited facilities

Meteorological conditions, partly due to

the situation of the Rock, adso created special difficulties

for flying boats.

for air operations frxi Gibi-altar.

Key to Reinforcenent Route

It had not been possible to nalce an adequate air base

by the outbreak of war even though the Chief of the Aix* Staff,

in a nenorandun in 1935 on the importance of G-ibraltar and Malta

to an air reinf ore eaient route betv/een Britain and the Middle

Gibraltan is the key to the route, and

therefore to the whole strategic conception of Imperial air

On the provision of an adequate intermediate air base

at that port depends our ability to bridge the gap in our air

jUi air base is also

for the operation oji“ landplanes and

East had stated:

defence.

communications for many years to come.

essential at GibrcHtm

D, D. Plans

ILv/1/38
37

seaplanes engaged in trade protection and air defence, 
"

Gibraltar's naval importance wais enhanced througl'i the

untenable as a naval base in thelikelihood of Malta's bein

Enlargeraent of the dry dock toevent of war with Italy,

talce capital ships was due for completion early in 1940, wliich

would make Gibraltar the only naval base in the Mediterranean

with adequate docking facilities for a Fleet and f2ree from

the threat of sustained air attack (assuming Spanish neutrality).

LESSONS OF 19 38 CRISIS - HBBlFOHCElvlBMT

Steps to Improve Preparedness

The general subject of dispositions and, war readiness

was raised by the Czechoslovakia crisis. On 4 October
M.

1938,

/the

S.46838
1
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the Air Council asked its uembers to produce reports on the

experience gained during the energency and to make suggestions

for iigproving war prepctredness. About the sarne tine the

Cannittee of Inperial Defence alsocalled for a review by all

departnents of the' measures talcen during the crisis, for any

defects to be pointed out, a.nd for suggestions to remedy then.

To tliis the A.O.C. Mediterranean replied that the transfer
1

of No,202 Squadron (London flying boats) to Egypt during the

crisis denuded Halta of all effective sea reconnaissance at a1
Ibid;

>  1
tine vi/hen it inight have been most urgently required, and that

the Governor and the Corxiander-in-Chicf were perturbed at the

civil reantion to and concomitant military effect of this,

and at the absence of fighter aircraft.

In his reply, the n. O.C. nden expressed the view that

the aircraft available were inadequate to keep dovm the Italian

a.ir threat to convoys at the southern end of the Red Sea., even

though supported by Sudan and Kenya squadrons, ' Nor were they

capa,ble of providing the extensive assistance required by the

East Indies Squadron,

squadron based at Aden and a flying boat squadron for naval

reconnaissance,

A little later, in October, the A,O.C, Mediterranean

suggested as a future energency plan the formation of a

0,0. Middle East in directing

operations of disembarked or shore-based units allocated'for

operations over the sea.

The needs y/ex-e a general reconnaissance

Coastal Goinnand to assist the li.*

Ibid;

15A

HQ. Med.
S. 210/Air
9A

Overseas Command Conference

ii.ll these and other problems yvere crystallised at a

/conference

1. In September, in response to Admiralty representations, it
had been decided to send 202 Squadron, located in Malta, to

Gibraltar to co-operate with the Fleet in cane of an emergency^
Mien the crisis arose, however, this intention was changed^ i .

.  and the result yvas that the London flying boats were

transferred to Alexandria on 27 September. With the passing

of the crisis, the squadron returned to Malta in October,

M.Xi.*

S. 44534
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conference of Overseas Coanands od Cairo early in Novenber 1938*

a result of this, an extensive series of policy and artainistra-

Their substance

Overseas

Corxiand

Conference

Report

As

tive recaoniendations were enbodied in a report.

as affecting naval co-operation natters anounted to this;-

An additional striking force squadrj.n to be provided in

x'^n additional fighterEgypt, preferably of the G,E, type,

squadron for Aden to protect the Fleet base and Red Sea

A fighter unit to be permanently located atc OLimunicati ons.

A permanent operationalivlalta to protect it as a naval base.

air base to be made available for the Fleet Air iiimi in the
t

Eastern liediterranean. It was proposed to maintain in Egypt

the major portion of the war reserves, stores and naintenaoice

facilities for G.E, squadrons v/hich in the event of war v/ith

Italy would be moved -fraa Malta. Provision of a Combined

War H.Q, at Malta, delayed tlirou^ conflicting views among the

Services, was held to be a matter of urgency.

It Was expected that on the outbi’eaJo of war the G,E,♦ •*

squadron in Malta would move to Egypt, so the Conference

reconended that H,Q. Mediterranean should arrange for creating

in the Middle East a group heaxlquarters formation to administer

and operoite this and any other G.R. squadrons in the Middle East

and dis-erabarked F,A»A. units except fighters. This group

headquarters would also be able to a.drainister any units ¥/hich

night under other cire mastances move to Gibraltar.

Conference on Navy's Calls

The impossibility of fulfilling, on a short-tena basis,

all the Navy's G.R« requirements becaaae obvious in the Spring

of 1939) when several inter-Service conferences were held.

The Navy T^anted all the Eastern Basin under reconnaissance fraa

Malta and Alexandria, but it was a case of malcing a little go a

very long way, as the R.A.F. had not the necessary aircraft.A,-M«

S. 1157
2B ■ If our light naval forces could operate'fra.i Malta, with the

French Navy working frao Bizerta, the Italians^ ¥VOuld be foroed

/to
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to institute the convoy systain, end this would be welcaned

hj/- the Novy as leading to fruitful operations by the Fleet

But our naval operations depended onbased on .ilexauidrioi.

a.ir rcconnaassance.

'huininuia vojr requireaieiits" for reconnaissance and

nbditeri’anean were defined bysecurity in the OentraJL haste;r>Ibid:

13

the C.-in-C. liediterrajiean as one G.h. Icjidplane squadron

Group H. Q., two G,il.and two fighter units a.t Ilalta;

l-ndplajie squadrons, eight flying boats and tvi/.o fighter

hadBut a.t thad tiiae adl the Eunits at Alexandria.

uj.-ation Wca.s oneava-ilable f or reconnaissance and naval co'-opc

squadron of London flying boats, v/ith the proiaise of another

However, the .dr st3.ff view v/assquadron during the ye.ar.

iiterranean could not be considered a.part frouthat theIbid: ,csr

2B
a view in Tdiichthe whole problen of idddle East defence.

Sir drlTL^w OtuTninghai-i, V.C.N. 3. concurred. although the

]0:-vy adioittod that opinions in the liediterreonean uight be

in th^ light of the whole iiiine East problen."paorochial

it was enpha.tic in its i-egard for tliis area as the best for

The only way of neeting the Navy's

accept a reduction

first line strength a\llotted for naval co-oxx-ration

striking a. blow at Italy,

call for iianediate reinforcenent was to

in the

Ibid:

12..

This was done in liay, with ..diniraltyfrou H'Xie banes.

approval, by the transfer of ITo. 228 Squadron, which had

just been equipped with Sunderlands, frou Penbroke Dock

with the S.S. Danana as a depot ship,

but on a

to ..lexandria,

No, 202 Squadron (Londons) renained at Kadta,

having survived a prbposa.1 that it should

In June, four Londons

carried out a training cruise of the

oLobile basis,

be re-equipped with landplancs,

of No. 202 Squadran

lied,

198/.ar
H.p.

6

Groek islands, under 'Jin

Desi^itc the

inadequate to fulfil the Navy's

Coureanri*
e

reinforcenent,

Blake.der E

the G,E. forces were

Xalans which were

/to

outlined
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ir Coi.iiaodore J, Slessor,to the R. xx.P. Director' of plcjis,'

S. 44534
122.. Rdi-dral and theat a conference in iladta. in July v/ith the

There v/ere not enough adrcraft to0. G. He diterranean.'

perfom even the routine patrol ’.vork envisaged by the- Na.vy, let

and there v/ere the axldition^il

rc.gard to the bases and extensive.

Then there was.the question of

cdone fulfil special calls;

couplexities of range, having

arca.s of sea- to be covered,

•  -suitability, for single flying boats could not be expected

to face the considerable opposition at strongly defended ports,

and tasks for.a G.R. forceThe io.odel systen of patrols

set by the lT.a.vy provided for a. continuous covera.ge of the Malta

to CephaJonia line- (350 niles);

covered frou bgypt (350 i.iiles distant);

the eastern entrance to the

the Y^estern
..s^gean,

Ibid:

129B

entrance to the ..egean, covered froai iladta or Alexandria;

offensive anti-protection of advanced surface forces;

occ.a.siona.l sightings of e'hony ports;subnarine operations; - .

reconnaissance for the Fleet; shadowings oflong-r.c'nge

sighted cneuy forces and investigations of reports.,

.vy ccdculated thad the full schei.ie would need ̂ 6 G, R,

T

.r

he

These Y/ei*,eaircraft bo-sed on Ibdt.a and 10 on ..lexandria..

11:1 adreraft.in ad-tition t o the Fleet ..ir

But, as the Navy ruefully adriitted, the number -of

aircraft available was noY/here near the theoretical require-

..t that tiiie the H.n.i'’. had only nine flying boats

The Fleet .lir ..m had 36 canrier-

nent..

in the Mediterranean,

borne o-ircraft (excluding fighters) and 11 catapult aircraft,

\iore incapable of carrying out most of the functions ^

There were loopholes, too, in the jJavy's

but the ou-

mcnti'oned above.

of the.'Eantern entrance toFor instance, coveragescheme.

ogean Y^ould ensure that enemy vessels did not enter the

During the night, a 30-knot

the

Eastern Basin by day undetected,

ship could reach almost any position in the Eastern basin.

In cutting its coat from the skimpy material available,

/the
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Aegean entrance patrolsthe ria-vy was prepared to reduce the

to a low priority, but rated the Malta-Cephalonia patrols

as of paraio.ount mportaJicc,

Hoc ting the NavjHs needs, plus the, vexed, question of

control and disposition of foircos, was indeed a staff

The probleu was tied up with the

use of lialta as a wajo-thuc base, about which there v^ere

headache f.ir the 11.;i,F,y

^iS the Navy-still i-iisgivings in ̂ i-ir StafT ninds,

a.ttached so nuch -h'-iportance to Central iHditerranec.n

But itsHalt a W3.S the obvious base.Ibid: reconncissancc,

122h
area ca.used the Director ofposition in the "bull’s eye

■ Plans in his report on the Malta conference to suggest

of Tunisian bases should be. cxaj-.iinod as anthat the use

alterno-tivo.

ult of the Malta conference’, the reservea resij.S

228 Squadron, retained in Britain, were
Sunderlands of EIbid:

1^3..
'ord.,recl to the llditorranean.

Long-terr ̂ ^ins

to cc«-oper.atel.vcntual build-up of G.il. strength.

with the Navy in the Mediterranean or lied Sea, to eiglit

a Chiefs of Staff reconioendation

"as soon o-s resources will

storage and depot facilities,

was to have tv/o carriers, operating six

squadrons was envisaged in

late in 1939, with the provision

The
of shore' base,?{

permit

Pleet

P. (39)148:\•

.iiir .xro

The disposition of the squadrons contemplated

in February 1940 wo.s:-

squadrons,

by oji l.ir Ministry conference

2 G.R. Flying Boat Squadrons said
1 TB/Cr.ll. Squadron cit Malta

landpla.ne' squadron at Gozo or Tuiiisia1 G.:l.

IIJ/12/67

at Gibraltar1 G.ll. flying boat squadron

1 G.xl, laiidplajie squadron in brocco

2 G.'1. lajidplane scjuadruns in Dgypt*

rnr.c was very r’.ush of the long-term order.But this progr;

/as
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y-V ■

there were nore pressing priorities, and it ¥i/as enphasised

by the Dii’c-ctor of plans that none of the personnel or equipment

could be expected in the h'iddle past "in the near future,"

Y/ar Dispositions =- Fomation ^f Wos.200 end 201 Groups

The plans had been formulated mainly on the basis of a war

.A,with Itady, but when the -situation arose of vi/ar with Germany

alone and intensive sub ;c.rine activity in the vfcstern

^^.pproaches and North Atlantic, hasty redispositions were naide.

On 8 depteiriber,

No, 202 Squadron was transf.rred from Ealta to G-ibraltar, the

Lio,228 Squadron was recalled to Britain andii, l.i»

3,44534
130

and of the x..,0.C, Mediterranean,la.tter rciaaining under ca.

Thus the 'week after the outbroal: of war with Gornany found the

ihYi.N's G',B. strength in the Mediterranean down to six

The Fleet nir hri ', of course, hadLondon II flying boats.

its carrier-borne and disembarked aircraft.

force-at Gibraltar, No. 200 GroupTo operate the G.xh

Yia.s formed under the connand'of Group Captain F.b.P, Barrington.

astern Basin was denuded of G,2. aircraft, it was.although the
iiir Order

No. 152 decided to retain a Headquarters fomation at ̂ ilexandria.

Consequently, No, 201 Group was formed on 18 SeptCimber 1939,

under Group Captain H.¥. pendercl, to operate torpedo spotter

reconnaissance aircraft disembarked at ii.lexandria while the

Fleet was not there, and any future G.2. reinfoz'cenents.

No, 200 Group's personnel from Imalta arrived at

The Group'sGibraltar on 9 September in Hostile,

function was to control the operations of No,202 Squadron

and No. 3 2. ;x.C,U, Detachment (Sv/ordfish) , and liaison with

the naval and military authorities at Gibraltar,

assist this Group, which became bumediately engorged in anti-

subma.rine v/ork and convoy protection, xmainly in the Atlantic,

No, 86 Wing mvas transferred with the. depot ship Dunana from

To

No. 200

Group
0,2, B.

Alexandria to Gibraltar in December,

serious shoi'tage' of flying boats at this time,

/coupled
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coupled with urgent requirenents in Hone waters, precluded the

sending of contenplat.ed reinforcements to Gibraltar - a

3.if4534
iinistry instruction in14 U shortage -,vhich in fact, evoked an Air

December that no unnecessary flying should be done.

Training Difficulties

The desirability of more G.ll. aircrat’t training

cropped up in February 1940, when .icboiral Gunninghajo, C.-in-C.

i-editerranean, expressed concern a.t the possibility of U-Boat

action in the i.bditerranean, pointing out that German

submarines had the necessary endurance for such voyages and

H.Q.
lied,

3.198/Air
23

i-vight errange for unobtrusive refuelling at obscure Spanish

lie cognising the value of air pa.trols asor Italian ports.

thein the forefront of effective anti-submarine'measures.

idmiral -vvas anxious that preparations should bo made to train

at ILolta for this type of work, and that in the event

of U-Boats appearing I'lalta should be reinforced with flying

It was tjmie, as he pointed out, that the air forces

for anti-submarine v/ork east of Gibraltar were

crews

boats.

avo.il able

almost non-existent.

of the. .X, O.C, Kediterranean,his proposal ha.d the backing

a practical preposition worthy ofwho supported it asIbid:

24
rine menace becanesserious consideration v/hether the sub

apparent in the hediterranean or not.”

But the lliddle East had neither the -aircraft nor

and the .,A0, C.-the crews to sxoare for any special training,

had to reject the suggestion on thein-G. Diddle East

Ibid:

of aircraftround of econ'Oi.iy of flying hours, shortagee

and thenor the crews to spare for any special training,

ant had to reject the suggestion on theA»0, C.-in-G, Diddle

ground of economy 'of flying hours, shorta.ge of aircraft and

aircrad*t v/ere available.;ind the fact tha.t no G»ll.

The uneasy period in the Ficditerranean b^tTi?een the

outbrealc of with Ger.iany and the entry of Italy

/provided

spares.
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for re-stucly of the strategic

uo of measures to meet the Italian

provided a breathing spa,ce

situation and tightenin

This respite enabled air~seca cc-operation exercises

e

threat,

and anti-aircraft preparations to proceed at iJalta,

iiinoy anti-aircraft training, hoYi^everj had not been all that

those Services desired, through the lank of tar-get towing

Pleet and

Gartering for this need, there was only No. 3aircraft.

C.U. (Swordfish) art N.alta, and this had been weaJeened by

the detachment of three aircraft for anti-submarine patrols

This operational use was dubbed, "misemploynent

(ii.ir Goan odore

from Gibraitar,

by the Director of Yfan Training and Tactics

H.Q.Hed,

S. 93Aai''

i4P. Yallock) during correspondence in May, 1940, with the

0. C. Mediterranean on o, Y'avy request fo.r iaster twingXi.«

12,.

a separtrteaircraft such as Henlcys and the provision of

flight art x^lexandria in view of the reinforcement of the

bxplaining to the Jidradralty why no

.....G.U. c'ould be expected through a

serious shortage 'of towing aircraf’t and equipment, the

Director said he had been seriously disturbed by the

anti-submarine patrols.

Mediterranean Fleet,

reinforcement of the

Themisuse of the arircraft on

reason for this misuse was that the detachaent happened

to be at Gibi-altar for training when the war started, and

used to supplement the flying boat effort, with Airwas

Ibid:

14..

Ministry concurrence.

Operations Between 3 September 1939 and 10 June 194Q.

Six days after the outbreak of war with Gerraan3a,

ordered to transfer from Kalofrana

and on 11 September the first

No. 202 Squa,dron was

(Malta) to Gibraltar,

202 Sqdn,
0. R. B.

operational patrols were carried out by two of the London

Thereafter the squadron did anti-submarine

3SCort vrork. .assisted by No. 3

Most of their flying was done over the

Submarine sightings

flying boats.

C.LT.
patrols and convoy

Xl«

detaclvaent.

IJestern ^ipproaches to the Straits.

/T/ere
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'wi.re rare, and in the 'Testem L^editerranean there -yvere none

at all. .i few attacks were jaade in the vicinity of

suspicious oil patches, without visible result. In the

first few nonths of operations, trouble was experienced

Half of the boiabs dropped during operationsT/ith bombs.

and tests between October 1939 and February 194-0 failed to

nother difficulty in the early period of theexplode,

war was lack of servicing facilities at Gibraltar; the

Londons had to fly to Kalta for overhaul.

The flying boads devoted considerable attention to
f

reconna-issance of Spanish ports, v/here German merchant ships

vyere identified from tine to tii'.ie.

Intensive watch was kept over the Straits for four

pril 1940, in consequence of a report that

some Italian submarines had left for Gemo-ny, but no sightings

days beginning 20

lilthough we were still at peace with Italy, thewere made.Ibid:

Cpl. Order

.9^9 2 AO
ri* aircraft were ordered to atta-ck such submarines on the high

seas or in Sp.anish territorial waters, if they were submerged

or on the surface without escort,

a.greement yvith Italy, her submarinca must not be outside

Under the terms of an

exercise areas without escort.

During the period between the outbreak of war vvith

Germany and Italy's' entry, there vyas little call for anti-

The fear thatsubmarine patrol in the mediterranean,

submarines were operaling near the Maltese islands in *ipril.

ed on Halfar,1940, led to Ho, 3 I..1.C.U's Swordfish, b

being put on an operalional basis for a brief spell, but

n d

there were no sightings during the few patrols carried out.

In the lull afforded by Italian neutrality, the

The expected U-boat nenane didMediterranean was tranquil.

The French Wavy assraed responsibility

British desti-oyer force guarded the

not materialise.

for the Western Ba^in, a

l^et, after-aStraits of Gibraltar, and the Mediterranean :

/period
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period, based on .Jexandria, went to Ha.ic waters, the C.’in-C.^idadi’alty
CO -unt of

far in E.

i ie di 10 rran e an

XI

A few vessels sufficed tohoistinp his flag ashore at ;..'alta.

cojory out contrabeoil exa-oinations in the Central and eastern

l-lion the initial tension arising fron the, warj A dite rr ane an.

with Cxcrj-iany had relaxed, nerchaiot shipping proceeded without

Italy had llritcd the .or--a, of her subioarine patrolsoscort.

and nade no fleet novenentO*

3y the end of Idrch, 1940, hov/ever, it was plain that

Italy was only biding her tii.ie before thrOTing in her lot, so

ieittle Fleet n.turned to the j.astern oiediterrano.an.the

reinforced by cruisex’s f.ror. the Cast Indies, and in Lay was

The fev' weeks renainingjoined by a j're.nch-squadcron.

before hostilities gave opportunity to weld this collection

of wao’ships into a fiiihting fleet.

G,L. Leinfor-ccncnts rrive

lay 1940 the i.ct.dralty, still planning use

i;..' Linistrji' to send a' flying boat squaxironJ.I

in

0 .iC’d t a, a.sk c dH. i,.I-ied,

3.198/idr
the issue of the10 the island. This .a,.:ain i-aisei37xi

vulnerability of squadrons baased on Ledta without adequate

,..rotectio.n. Ithou ii dispersed offered sonofighter XI

protection for flying boats, the anchorages were outside

The O.G.the effc,ctivG range of coverage. xi»

Loditerr ane an, taking the view that G.TL adreraft could not

defence on the island, urged thatoperate v/ith only ... xx*

squadronif no fighters, were to be laade available, a &,

the Central Mediterranea.n would be better basedto cover

Ministry reiterated its view thatThe ;d :on Tunisla.

G. L. units would be uncJole to operate for any length of

tine from the island in war.

in was rcnlnforcodYiThen, eo.rly in i'ay, the Ea.stern B;

by, Sunderlands fren the

not go to lialtcT, but to idexandria, based v/ith the depot

ai3

B.ast, the squadron, l\yo,230, did

No, 201 Gp.
O.F,B.

ovhich had been reiioved from Gibi-altar in .ipril.

/.Then
ship DunCi-na,
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Yi'hen it becaa'ij clear that Itr.ljr's cntrcrce int: the wo.r \r^.s

only a natter of da3rs, orders 'vvere oi'ven f or another squadron

of Sunderlands to rcii;forcc the Ld-diterranoan. So on the

day that Italy took the plunge, an echelon of three Sunderlands

.  j. 228 Sqdn. of No, 228 Squadron, frooi Nenbroko Dock, led by i^ing Coiiioander
B.0,..U*

a.D. Nicholetts, carr^ring 42 personnel and a large qua.ntity

of stores, viC'.s winging its way to ̂ .lexandriac'. Two of them.

:aade a night stop at Malta., 1 '.ving next oioming shortlyea

. befora the sirens hera-lded the first of the nany attacks

which the isl.and withstood.

he G.lh orgaaiisation .'t ..Alexandria v/r-.s tluat Nos. 23O-L

and 223 Squa'lrons caaoe un r control of No. 201 Group. This.0

group adso took over No, 101 Y.'in.;, which earlier.

had fulfilled an adninistrativc- function for the unitsMing,

at Gibraltar and had transferred to lexandria. with the

The two squadrons were based too far e.wa\y toss. D'jr.i-:in o

fulfil tae Navy's roquirenent for reconnaissarcc of the

l.aita - Benghazi ̂  Cophalonia. triangle, but the policy of

ilta. h-d foidiiddan their operating."wait"end-see" • about

frjT.i the island for the tine bein 0.G.“in~C• thou ghtTherr
■^i.0

it a pity that the G.M. r.-inforcenent v/as not one of a

long-nosed Blenhehi or Hudson squada-on which could operateTIT ' ' -pnil«

DO/lJlL/^
15.. frxi a shore baise in the 'v?estern Desert,

Final Mian to Meet Itcdian Threat -

Co-operation with the Navy in its task of interrupting

Italiaii caonunications to Libya and preserving the pad Sea

convoy route s-pp-ioared as one of the p.^..P's nain roles vdien

the new Middle Bast Operational ;.lan ws-s issued  a fortnight

Under the revised initialbefore itadjr entered the w,or.

Outline Flan issued p.bout the saioe trie, H. Middle ast

ha.d been assigned the connand ;aid general control of all

air opero-tions in the I.’iddle Bast, MediterraAnea.n, Iraq,

cuid Transjordan, xic", Kenya, end Soy;ialiland,
/with

Palestine
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to trnnsfer units from one opeuotional cxca toTdth I'Owc

Thus right fra.: the- start of v/ar c?.gainst Italy thec.n ether.

of applyingv»ras able to cxer’cis^. the dcsiclGratur.:. 0*C • ̂in^G!

the '.veight of air power at'the plaoe it was rost needed and

avoid the v/o.sta.ge inherent in sogretation and specialisation.

In the rlan, the neutralisation of the Italian air throat

Iiigy-pt was rc-garded as a principle of primary ir.iportanco,

but at the same time it was recognised tho.t direct suppoil for

toxdh. I'.h

Operational
Plaui 1940

naval forces by bombing night at tries have prior claim on

Co-opero-tion with the 13'avy in the Llediterraneanour air effort.

T/ould primarily bo reconnaissance wvork.

Bombing to reduce the thr-.at to Kalta, Tunisia, and .^xlgeria

wan visualised, but in-this connection the naive reservation

offensive comitments pre-suppose thewas made that "These

aircraft" and "there are noprovision of the requisit

indications that these will bo forthcci.ln;: in the near future,

it was ejiiphasisedeven if war brealas out with Italy.

lents and v/asta.p could not bt, rea.dily effectedthat repla.c

in the imaediate future owing to heavy ccaoitments

and so, until the meanure -wa.s talien of the

IvG due weight to the

elsewhere;

opposition, plans for altack should

consorvation of aircrao.E't.

.IffiJililJTSCOHTIOL

Pole of G-.jI Group

operations wiiichThe vexed question of control of G.l,

to continue well into the war period, arose sharplywas

early in 1939, when the new Combined Plan for the Defence

middle Ec'.st Operation I Ion were

During the September 1938 crisis, the

Fiddle last had agreed to a request from the 0,-in-G.

boats transferred fra.i Malta

of Dgypl and the H.ji.P,

o.c.fori:iulated.

mediterranean that the flyin

to Egypt should bo under his operational control,

Ihen the- Combined plon for the Defence of Egypt was

/drawn"
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drav/ii up in Februar-y by -the C.-in-G. Mediterranean, the

Ji.OtG. Idddlc East, the role of theG.O.C. Egypt end the

Gonbined

Plc'j'i for

Defence

of Egypt
1939 G.lh Group T/hich it was proposed should operate fraa

lexandria, Ccriposed of fonuations transferred from

Malta, v/as defined a-s follows;-

"Oversea ’reconncaissance' to a line raidwo-y between
xilexajidria and Malta and covering the coast line
Morsa Melruh to Haifa,

(G.I.) Squadron na.y also be usel
opoerations in the Yfestern Desert,
aircraft allocated by the
reconnaissance will be under the general direction
of the G.“in-C. Mediterranean who will exercise

control through the O.C. general reconnaissance
group. "

J.L

Yiircraft of the landplane
for long distance

ilny G.M.
i.O.C. for oversea

Navy Direction Resisted

These propos,als. also embodied in a drai’t operations

i'iiddle East, evoked a protest from the

L^.O.C. Mediterranean, iar Commodore H. Leclcie, who

',0

plan for 11

1.:.

3.47862
observed in a letter to ̂ .ir Ministry:-12..

that the necessity for the formation
roup-ilGadquorters han been submitted as a

"I must ei.iphasise
of this

result of a close study of the. circumstances , ,
and during the last two or tlipeeexisting in this Goa:

yeai-s and of lessons learnt in recent emergencies.
It has become increasingly evident that, on the

of units frau Malta to another theatre,departure
there is a necessity for setting up an H.m.P. Command
to direct operational activities Y/ithout wliich
opera.tional control Yvill inevitably drift into Naval
hands, as ha.s'happoened before. "

The i.ir Com.iodore warned that the detailing of G.H.

exclusively for Fleet purposes precluded theirsquarlrons

enployrient in a vd.der strategic role.

Just afterwa.rds, .comnenting on the revised version

of the Caabined Plan, Group Captain Druimond, of H.Q.

Middle East,’ in a D.O. letter to the Director of Plans,

>

Ibid:

13A
sta.ted:

rather to have

i.t the
"You Yvill also observe' that we appear
handed over our control to the navy,

conference, the 1.0,0. (kiddle Ea.st) was disposed
reater control, and it wasto give the Navy even

■only an a result of my rather heated protests and
di.iiral that we arrived

¥/hich was acceptable to

cr
e

same bickering mth the
at the present Y/ordin

i.'

cr

/both
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both po.rtics, and which I think norc or less
confonris with the wording of the Manual of Coast
Defence,

appear to have given away in the wording, in
pro-ctice it would v/ork satisfactorily, ''

The O.C, feels that whatever we nay

Group Captain Druioniond added tha.t he wan by,no neans happy

"The A. O.G's view is that he vailabout -the arrangenent.

not argue with the Adr.ura.1, and if the wording enployed

in defining the role of the G.E. and fighter squadrons

is not agreed by you, it is for you to tak;e it up with

the Admiralty,

Air Ministry Revises Flan

The apparent capitulation to the Navy's denands for

control did cause sone concern at Air Ministry, and the

divergence of opinion between the R.ii.P. end Navy was

taken to a higher level when the Air Ministry revised the

The disputed clause relatingM,E. initial Outline plan.

to role of the G.R. Group was aauendod to read:=-

"Operational control in conjunction with C.-in-C.
Mediterranean, through the nediuo of j^lrea Conbined
Headquarters, of G. E, units and disenbarked P.A.A.
T. S.E, a-ircraft.

op)eration with the Navj'' in the Mediterranean, G,R.
aarcraft of landplaaie type if available nay also
be used for long-distance operations in the Yfestern
Desert, "

The Air Council view was that the Corabined British

and Egyptian air defence resources necessitated a

capprehensive organisation which would ensure the most

flexible and econcr.iical enploynent of units and which

would nake possible the ipaxiniuau defensive concentration

at any threatened point.

The Navy, however, stuck to its guns and insisted

that the C.-in-C, Mediterr.anean should exercise general

direction over overseas reconnaissojice while the number of

■ The Admiralty were

Overseas reconnaissance in C'O-

available aircraft wa-s so apall,

ii.Ivi,

S.47862
24B

Ibid:

24A

Ibid:

prepca-ed to relax the condition only when the nuiPber of

aircraft was sufficient for daily routine long-distance

/re c orm ais s ance
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reconnaissance, as well as for e to-ope rat ion in naval o-perations.

Final Control Directive

The plan for control and dispositions was resolved

after the revised Defence of Egypt Plan had been tlirough the

a.lej.Tbic of Air Llinistrjr and'the Chiefs of Stai’f. The

S. 47862
36a

relevant poi'tion dealing with naval co-operation provided that:-

The A.O.C. iviediterranefin will be under the ccronand and

general direction of A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East, but will

deal direct v/ith C.-in-C. Mediterranean in regard to the

operation of all aircraft allotted for na.vaJ co-operation
(including T.3.R. aircraft diseubarked for operations).
HO. 11.A.F. Mediterranean to be located at the Fleet

base v/henever practicable."

There v^ould be an operational H. Q, fron Malta at the Fleet

A group H. Q. T/ould be formed at Malta frm the remainderbase.

of the staff and a.clministrative services in Malta, and its

coocander would be responsible- for locaA air defence and for .the

operation under the general direction of the iuO.C. Mediterranean

There would be a group H. Q. at

Alexandria, formed fron vang H. Q. in the depot ship Duroana, to

fLgaj-ia.ted Y/ith the operational H«Q. v/hen the A.O.C.

of aJl G.H. units at Malta,

be

Mediterranean Y;as at Alexandria,

Mhen the C.R, landplane squaxlron vi^as formed, its v^rar

station yjouII be Egypt.

The final revised Plan, in v/hich the R.A.F. gained its

point in the control controversy, vi/as issued to Caxiands in

August 1939 after consideration by the Chiefs of Staff,

was the solution of Y/hat the D.C.A.S. had rightly termed

Th

a

Ibid;

39A
is

A.M.

S. 44534
M. 116 complicated problem,"

Revision and modification of the Air Force Initial

Outline Plan, on 7 June 1940, defined more precisely the roles

and dispositions of formations. The n3.in modifications asHQ. ME.
O.E. B.

Appendices affecting naval co-operation were:-
June 1940 ■ '

"H. Q, R.AiF. Mediteiiranean v/ould be located "initially at

Mafta and lafer possibly a.t the Fleet base whenever
practicable.

/The
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The A.O.C. Mediterrtines.n would dead directWith the

Caoj':ander-in-Chief Kediterraneam regarding the ojperation
of all adrcraft .allotted for naval cc-operation "other
than .those based at Alexandria."

H. Q. Medite.rranean would control No, 209 (O. H«) Group
a.t Gibraltax, under v^hich canie No,d02 Squadron (London
flying boads),.

The Group H. Q. located at Alexandria, Ho. 201, emposed
of No, 101 Wing .aoad No. 230 Squ,adron (Sunderlands) would
be controlled by H. 0, Middle East,
conduct all operations of aircraft allotted for
cO“Operadion with the Navy .’ond ba.sed in the Alexandria
area, including T.S.E
operations while the Elect Y/as absent fron Alexandria,
but not bonbers and fighters.

No,.201 Group would

aircradt disembarked for

Naval Comand Difficult:/

'fhile the E.A.P. and Array had unified corraand in the

Middle East and Red Sea area, the N-.vy had not fallen into

line in this respect by the tine Italy entered the vrar,

.although representations haal been made to the Ackriralty by

The desirability of unified n.av.althe other Services,A. M.

S. 1708
coronand was pointed out to the Admiralty in August 1939 in

a note by the Deputy Chi...f of Air Staff and the Deputy
1

theBy this tineChief of the Imperial General Staff,

Air Ministry and War Office had agreed on the necessity of

a Connander-in-Chief for each sex-vice to co-ordinc-te plans

and operations in the Middle East and Red Sea areas, but

the Naval forces were still operated independently - the

and the Red Sea under theMediterraneaux undei- its C.-in-C,

As the security of the Red.SeaC.-in-C. East Indies.

route was of direct concei-n to all comanders responsible

for conduct of the w'ai- in the Mediterrauxean ajxd Egypt,

and inter-Service consxiltation would be difficult with

divided naval control, the Wry and Air Dorce avex-e anxious

It seemed essentialto ha.ve one na.val cojojaand in the area.

/that

1. In the Spi’ing of I938 the iiir Council decided that in war
the A.O.G. Middle East \You].d become A.0,C.-in-C. to

exei-cise higher control and cc-ordin.atioTi over all the

air forces in the iiiddle Sa^st, embracing Egypt, Palestine,
Suda-n,Kenya,Ii-aq,Malta, and Aden,
Council took a parallel decision concenxing the responsibility
of the G.O.C. land forces.

In.J-uly 1939, the War

A.M.

43149

58a,15D
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that the A.0.C.-in-C. should be in a position to co-ordinate

air-naval activity v/ith one nav^l corauander having authority

over both the Mediterraneo^n and Red Sea. In addition,

there was always the difficulty that both nayal ca^raanders

anight be at sea when decisions were required.

These representations-were revived at,,the time Italy

entered the war by the C,-in-C» Middle ast and A.0.C,-in-

C, Middle East in a message to. the Chiefs of Staff urging

thad "ncvval responsibility for the Red Sea and Aden be

placed immediately under the C.-in-C. Mediterranean so that

the spheres of operation of the three C's-in-G. here may

The Army and Air Force commanders stated that

joint planning experience so far had met "very considerable

difficulties" through the division of naval command.

Through the entry of Italy into the v/ar, the planning

inconvenience "night become a sepious danger,

representations, however, did not ha.ve the desired effect.

coincide.

The

A.M.

S.A.3I59
115B

FLMS TO SliFEGUilRD-RED SEA

Air Danger from Es.st Africa

In I939.J misgivings had developed about the security

of our Red Sea line of camiunication in face of the Italian

threat from East Africa, although it v/as obvious that

unless Italy couild obtadn control of the Suez Canal her

East African possessions would be virtually isolated.

An Italian seaborne attack against Aden seemed unlikely

without command of the sea, but there was the possibility

AFC.l
1939
(Britich
Strategical
Memorandum
164.-7)

of strong air attack if Italy reinforced her air forces

As our reinforcements moving to the Middlefrom Libya..

Ea,3t by sea were liable to air attack in 'the Culf of Aden

and the Red Sea, plans must be ma.de for completing the

overland route via Basrah, improving the route via

Kanbasa as an alternative, and for co-ordinating the

passage of convoys, v/ith simultaneous offensive action
M



by our air forces from the Sudan and Aden against Italian

bases in Eritrea,

While in 1938 and 1939 the Navy was seeking greater

G,E. strength in the Mediterranean, the same thing was

In the autumn of 1938^ 'fc^ehappening in the Red Sea area.

C,-in-C. East Indies, whose command embraced Aden and the

Red Sea, put for'/vard ^ scheme of air patrols and escorts

which would involve 12 flying boats, 12 medium bombers and

A.M.

47678
2B

. in the12 dive bombers on naval co-operation work alone.

light of actual war experience and v/hat 7/as achieved by

the use of much smaller forces, the C,-in-C's requirements

But his plan, envisaging the use of an

"umbrella" of six dive banbers in the air at a time five

seem excessive.

hours before a convoy 7/as due to reach Aden, reflected

the uneasiness felt at the Italian air tlireat to shipping

in the Red Sea,

A.P.C.(J)
6th meeting
1939 in

During the iinglo-Prench Staff Conversions in London

 April 1939, Capta.in Dancloverts, Director of plans,

Admiralty, emphasised that steps would be talcen to ensure

that at no time v/ould the Italians have control of the

The Navy's only anxiety v/asRed Sea by surface ships.

the risk to shipping from air attack in the narro7/er

The R.ArP's primary task in thispart of the Red Sea,

area, as defined by Group Captain Slessor, Director of

plans, Air Ministry, was to attack Italian air forces and

bases in East Africa to reduce the scale of enemy attack.

Allied Air Weakness

The contingency which would arise through Italian

intervention closing the Mediterranean route threv/ the role

of the Red Sea life-line into sharp relief when Anglo-ErenchA.P.C. 36
1939
Para. 5 Staff Conversations were held at Aden between 30 and

3 June, 1939. Tills conference concluded that the Red Sea,

forming the line of communications of land, sea and air

/forces
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forces operating in and around the Eastern Basin of the

Mediterranean, v/as vital to the Allies, Allied control

must he established without delay, to ensure supplies

and reinforcements for our Ovm forces and to deny supplies

to the enemy.

Although air attacks on our shipping were the greatest

threat, there was the consolation that this was a specialised

form of Ti/arfare in which the Italians might not be too well

practised.

Para. 8

Compared with the enemy, the Allied air forces to

Ibid:

App.C.1

meet the threat were weak. For naval co-operation there

were available No,8(b) Squadron (Blenheims) and a fighter

flight of Gladiators at Aden, A G,R, Squadron of

Beauforts (No, 229) v/as due to form at Aden in November 1939«

Stationed in Iraq ¥;as No,203 (P.B,) Squadron (Southamptons) ,

which might be sv/itched to Aden,

Squadron (Vincents), due to re-equip with V/ellesleys,

and No, 223 Squadron (ifellesleys),

considerable importance to air reconnaissance while convoys

were betv/een longitude 50 degrees East and latitude 18

In the Sudan v/ere No,47

The Navy attached

App.C.6

degrees North, and also wanted reconnaissance of enemy

bases, of the coast and islands at the southern end of

It was thoughtthe Gulf of Aden and in the Gulf of Aden.

that if No,203 Squadron reinforced Aden, the routine

reconnaissance requirements could be met.

The conference recormnended this move, suggested that

Section II this squadron should be re-equipped with G.S, landplanes,

and asked for the formation of No,229 Squadron at Aden to be
6(xi)

expedited. It also concluded that; "The naval and air

Section II forces immediately available for operations in the Red Sea

are at present so small that, at the outset of hostilities,
6(i)

control of the Red Sea, and to some extent, of the Gulf of

While this stateAden, vdll be in the hands of the enemy.

/lasts,
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lasts, not only would the flow of Allied shipping through

the Red Sea have to cease, but the enemy's supplies v/ould

continue to arrive, and he would be able to operate in the

Gulf of Aden against the Allied bases at Aden and Djibouti,

Moreover, there would be little chance of preventing raiders

and sumbarines breaiding, out into the Indian Ocean.

Offensive Defence" Plan

'Offensive defence" was the keynote of the Middle

East Operational Plan, 1940, to meet the Italian threat

to our Red Sea communications, Sudan and Aden,

security of the Red Sea route was regarded as of paramount

importance,

The
R.A.P.,
M,E,,Ope ra
tional

plan 1940

Security of our Red Sea communications and of Aden

constitute the principal commitment of the British forces

in this (Aden Command) theatre of operations. In general,

the primary role’ of our air forces is the neutralisation

of the enemy sir forces, especially during the actual

passage of convoys througli the Red Sea and entrances to

the Gulf of Aden, Naval and air forces operating from

Italian East Africa were regarded as the greatest threat

to the Red Sea life-line.

Such v/as the measure of importance attached to Red

Sea security that the A. O.C, Aden was instructed, when

considering provision of close support to land forces in

an emergency, to be guided by the principle that the

maintenance of the security of convoys in the Red Sea and

of our bases at Aden must have primary consideration;

"Direct support' to Allied troops in critical situations

vd.ll not be afforded if by doing so the maintenance

of the security of the Red Sea communications and

of Aden will be seriously jeopardised.

The Plan laid it down that navel co-operation such

^as
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as reconnaissance and escort duty in the Red Sea would be

provided by Aden Canmand and No. 254- (Sudan) Wing,
Command would also carry out banbing operations t

Aden

o counter

air, sea and land attacks against Aden, Sudan and Red Sea

c ojTjmunications,

to inc!I.ude co-^operation vath na.val

The role of the Air Force in Iraq was

forces in maintaining

security of sea camrunications through the Persian Gulf.

Air-Naval Conference Decisions

Detcdled plans for R.A.F. action in the Red Sea were

fomiu3.ated at an air and naval conference at Port Sudan o
II. Q.254
T/ing

S/l2/l/Air ij. May, 19Z(.0.

n

The need for conservation of resources
4A

imposed the po.licy that in the early stages,

offensive air

at any rate,

operations v/ould not be undertaken against the

ItaJ-ians in j.talian East Africa unless they attacked

vital interests.

our

But thei-e would be air attack on the

Itedian air forces during British convoy movements through

As 7/ell as convoy escort, sea and port

z'econnaissance and anti-*submarine patrols v/sre necessary,

these there were No,14 Squadron (Wellesleys),

the Red Sea*

and to undertalce

which had been eanmajzked to opera

No, 203 (G.R, ) SquadL’on at Aden,

The conference recominended that the Bleiiheim

quadron should be converted to fighters for

protection.

te from port Sudan, and

composed of long-nosed

Blenheims.

s
convoy

The need for economy in the use of aircraft led to

the A.0.C, “in-C. Middle East on 2Zf. May rejecting a proposal

from the Rear-Admiral Fourth Cruiser Squadron for  a daily

routine air reconnaissance from Port Sudan. The Rear-Ibid:

Adi-iiiral's request arose from the lack of anti-submarine

defences at port Sudan(except two 6-inch guns)and the fear

tnau enemy submarines would eas ily be able to waylay shipping

and lay mines in the approaches,

promise to meet this danger Y/as reconnaissance on special
/occasions.

The best the R.A.F. could
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occasions.

Ul'DERSTiiKDINGSGIjO=-i^'ii j.!»C.j.*i

plans to Control Pediterr.anean

Joint plans- for retaining control of the Keditarranean

were discussed at the Anglo-French 3taff Conversations in

The British view Y/as thatLondon in l/iarch and Aprils 1939

the extent to which Italian air forces v/ould be eJble to

C. (j)l5 interfere Y/ith our naval operations was conjectural,

worst, risks from submarine and air attack irdght severely

restrict operations of Allied Fleets in the Central Mediterran-

Fe are not prepared to aiccept this latter situation as

Moreover, our latest intelligence

"At the

ean.

the basis for our plans.

1939
Par. 22

indicates that the training of the Italian Air Force is back

ward as far as attack on warships is concerned, and it is

understood that they possess no torpedo bomber aircrafJ- V
0*

However, the available British naval forces would net

by themselves be adequate for operating continuously in thePara, 23

Central Mediterraneaji in vie'w of the distance from Alexandria,

but if conditions enabled us to use Malta as a base for the

main naval forces v/e could then exereise a stronger control.

Meanv/hile, if the French concentrated strong light forces on

co-operating with vi/hat light forces T\?e could

operate from Malta, it should be possible to maint-ain a serious

Bizerta,para, 24

and constant threat to Italian cormnunications.

We were depending on the French Navy to control the

Western Bas'in, and considered that Y/hen France v/as able to

develop offensive rneasLU’es against the long westein sea-Paras. 23
and 26

board of Italy, its bases and communications, she would be

able to effect a sufficient dispersion of Italian naval

and air forces to give the Allies generrl control of the

Me dite rrane an.

/British
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3^ .British naval forces based on Alexandria v/ouli

Eastern Mediterranean^, although it

recognised that "the presence of Italiaai naval and air

forces based on Leros

e

control of the
T/as

would present-us with difficult

nsure

A.P.C.1

1939
British

Strateg
ical Mem

orandum

136 ■

ies,

and Vie might in the a.nitial sta.ges have to operate

outside the Aegean, between Greece and Crete."

T'7e considered that in view of the captial ship position

a major naval action and v/ould

reducing our capital ship superiority and at the

saiiie thne securing her coLTmunications with Libya by use

of her large force of submarines,

and m,t,bs and Air Force.

aii’a at

her cruisers, destroyers

A.F.C.(J)15 Italy was unlikely to risk
1939
Pear a. 2

The general objects of the Allies were defined as to

A.P.C.1 secure their interests in the diterranean and Middle East7, T/cj

1939
British

Strate g-
ical Mem

orandum

Pt.II. 130

and to knock Italy out of the war as soon as possible.

This would entail offensive naval action from the outset,

wherever possible, against Italian naval forces, coasts

and, ba.se s. As to the role of air forces; The provision

•ir forces to co-operate with the Allied

naval forces in the Mediterranean y/ill be an important

factor in aciliieving the Allied object, but it is unlikely

that it will be possible to dive.rt any air forces from

the main theatre to Southern Europe, anyway in the

of the necessaryP.ara,132

initial phase.

Air Objectives

Further Anglc^French conversations relating to air

co-ordination took place in 1939 ' at Rabat, illgiers and

Tunis in May and at Cairo in October and in January 1940

At the M■A.M.

s.1183

at Caii-o. conversations. General Tetu, GhO.C,p.T/'

the French 5tii Armee de 122A took the view that theAu,r >

objectives of major im.portance for air attack were Italian

air bases in Sicily, the ItaJian mainland, Sardinia and

Pantellaria, and that the destruction of Italian air

/forces
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forces would have a decisive oearing on the vdiole Mediterranean

situation - it would go far towards olMainating Italian

aggoression against Egypt or T'anisio^

The general direction of operations by Prencu and

British air forces in North Africa was laid d-wn by the

respective Air iiinistrios as follows;-

Ibid; French air forces would be directed against:
Italian lines of conuiunioation to Libya;
depots and reserve stores in Libya;
It.oJ-ian supply convoys;
support of ground and naval forces.

British air forces in Egypt would operate;
(a) In defence of Egypt, which would include

action against Italiaii air forces, raobile
colui.ns and lines of caiTnunication,
.convoys and air and other basses in Libya,

(b) In co-operation v/ith the Aoyad Nav^r against
Itailian ca-,-iraunications to Eo.st Libya,
though -with the aircrrft available at that

time this action v/ould be virtually confined
to occasional nigiit raids on Benghazi,

At the Janu,ary 1940 t.alks, when the war vhth G-emany
-f

was in a quiescent state, it seemed, obvious that French

policy in the Mediterra.nean v/a.s one of ''wait and see". T

254

Ibid;

55B

he

French appe-ared to be directing their attention to a possibl-

intervention in south-e.ast Europe; their air forces, owing

to a change in equipment, vrere vailable for war in the

Mediterraneaii only on a reduced scgle.
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oTIL' IBGIC HBVIE:.' CF THE HDRIQD

Main Features of First give Months.

'.‘.'hen Italy flung in her lot, she had the

opportunity to make the Mediterranean "Mare Nostrum"

an oft-voiced Mussolini plirase,

despite holding all

and having the later aid of

ill DC seen in subsequent sections,

even v/hen she held the

sever our Mediterranean

a reality instead of

':!hy she never aohieved this,

the strategic aces

German forces.

But sho failed from the start,

initiative, had the

Gommunications by her

■DO".;er to

geographical position, and

relieved by the French disintegration of any thre

vas

at

to her western flank.

enterprising British action on land,

in fulfiliiient of a polic3r of limited

sea,

and in the air,

offensive, and the fact that It-aly’s ao on did not

match her tx'ULiipoted ambition,
space to readjust our

effects of the French collaps

gave us a breathing

strategy after the calamitous

e.

Eupjjlics and communications, -./hioh became the

The batt3.e of

main

preoccupation of the Mediterranean campaign, and was
ifch chc suDstitution of air por/er for sea

did not develop in the firs

From thc-

bound ire
- a p

aspect of air-sea war

ower,

t five months of hostilities,

these early months,

j markedly the following factors;-■■./ore

Our lack of air po'wor over the Central
Basin, viiich limited reconnaissance.

•The Royal Navy's seizure of the initiative,
in aefianoe of inferior nuihbors and speed, ■

Reluctance of the Italian Fleet for battlo,
British control of the Eastern Mediterranean,
burvival of Malta and its
e^qploitation
offensive base,

bafo conduct of supplies to Malta,
Use of Italian air forces
against the Navy at

partial
a reconnaissance andas

on a large scale
sea<-■9

/Enemj^
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Enemy success in maintaining supplies to
Libya.

The start of a bombing policy against
Italian and Libyan ports.

A

L crippling blov; to the Italian Fleet at
Taranto,

Our hold on the v/estern gateway at
Crib r altar.

Preservation of our Red Sea supply route.

R.A.E, Intentions and "Charter",

Italy's weakness - the vulnerability of her

communications \;ith Tripoli and Libya v/as appreciated

by British planning staffs, but the fact that in the

early stages we were imable to affect her sea traffic was

due to the remoteness of our air and naval bases from the

supply routes. However, air action against enemy supplies,

shipping and communications occupied a prominent place in

the intentions of the li.iL.P. Middle East, To implement

the Air Council's directive that the E.A.E.'s primary role

in the Middle East was the defence of Egypt and the Suez

Canal, Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Longmore decided that

his objective: should be;-

(a) Offensive action against air bases,

(b) Offensive action against ports, to destroy
or damage submarines, shipping and

•  facilities,

(c) Destruction of resources in Italian East
Africa, T/here it was anticipated no
replacements could be made,

(d) Pull support of British armies,

(e) Strategical reoonnaissance for naval,
army and. air information.

The priority of these depended on circumstances as they

arose.

ACaVi Longmore

Despatch
Part I,

In a "oharter Goiruiiunicated from Air Ministry the

day after the outbreak of wcu' with Italy, the A.O.G, Middle

East was given command of R./,,P. units in a v/ide area, much

m.

D.Ops.(O)
M.E.5.

affected by sea.cammunioations - The Mediterranean,of -i/hich :./'as

/Red
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Rod'Sea, Persian Gulf, Egjrpt and the Sudan, Palestine

and irans-jordan, East Africa, Aden, Somaliland,

Iraq and^ adjacent territories,

the Balkans,

Cyprus, Turkey and

He 7,'0.3 made responsible in

fch the Haval C-in-G, liediterranean,

ITaval C,“in-C, East Indies and the Conmander-in-

conjunction -.d

Chief Middle Bast fer the prejjaration of plans for

the employment of the units under his cemmand.

Effect of French Itefection.

The defection of the Prench,

’we had relied to hold the balance of s

■western Meditcrr

situation ove r night.

on nhosG Wavy

ea pov/er in the

anean, transformed the strategic

It placed Italy in a dominant

position in the Central Basin, relieving her of any
diversion of forces

West.

to meet a serious threat from th

The best no could hope to achievo for semo

e

time ’/.'as to koep the

Gibraltar

is foot from the Bugs and

gatev;ays.

Our Elect, heavily outnumbered, had to
operate from Alexandira -- at least 800 miles from the
route Italian supplies

Naval forces based on Gibraltar

handicappe d;

to Libya were likely to use,

7/ere even more

Malta beoanra virtually isolated and

at the nmrqy. ,of air attack from Sicily,
The- loss of French support in Tunisia snept

a7;ay our hopes of gaining control of the Warrov/s,
Italian sea and air pov/cr divided the Mediterranean i

tivo and oanpelled us to maintain separate naval forces
in the Eastern and Western Basins,

in

The Italian Fleet

had a s..fe and easy passage from one basin to the other

tlirough the Straits of Messina, and the Italian bases
in the Dodecanese wore a thorn in our eastern flank.

In the Red Lea area the position 7

hopeful, because as long

"

as 7’/G held the Sues

/as more

 Canal the

/Etalien
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Italian East iifrican forces v;ere isolated and deprived

of sulstantial reinforcement and supplies,

imperative that we should preserve intact

It T';as

the Rod Sea

route - now our only supply line - hut even so the

voyage from Britain to port Gaid via the Cape occupied,

in favourable circumstances.

Thus, Eastern Mediterranean ports were more remote

same 6o or 70 days.

from England than any important port in the world

before the closing of the Mediterrane

voyage was about ‘t-wo-and-;

v

an, and the ro

c;

as

und

•half times longer than

before.

,  The gravity of the situation which faced us

after Prance's collapse

vulnerable in several

ray.in the fact that Italy, though

senses, represented by her

geographical position the .greatest tiireat to our

Imperial communications,

German assistance.

particularly if stiffened by
1

Sir Percy Loraine summed up theCOS(40)
764.

issue in a memorandum to the Chiefs of 31Jiff thus;-

Ourlengthwise communications in the Mediterranean

cannot co-enist with Italian north—south

communications in the

lose this issue it is

same sea in war,

the first stop towards

a disruption of the British Empire in the East,

If w-e

In order to win, we have go to cut Italian

communications with N. Africa; in order to

cut Italian comruunications with IT,

have got to destroy Italian sea-pow

Africa we

er, and

therefore we must also freo the Mediterranean

irom the depredations of shore-based aircraft

under Italian control".

Doubt About Fleet Disposition.

The odds against us

lat on 17 June the Director of plans,

considered that from the point of va

were indeed heavy - iO much

Ijl

lidmiral ty,

view of purely naval stra

so

COS(50)
183rd

meeting
tegy,

/the
iUibassador to1. High Oomar. for Egypt and the Sudan 1929-33;

Turkey 1933“39, and to Italy 1939-40.
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the position of the iioditerraneaii Fleet at Alexandria

was unsound; the iiediterranean Fleet should, in his

be transferred to Gibraltar as soon as it wasvie'

>S;

apparent that French control of the Western Basin

vias about to bo- lost to us. The arguments against

keeping the Fleet in the Eastern Basin were:-

It did not lie betoeen the Italian Fleet

and our vital Atlantic trade routes;

■, ,'ith Prance out of the war, an increasingly
hea\'y scale of German and Italian air attacks
could be brought to bear on the Fleet at sea
or in harbour;

Alexandria lacked adequate repair facilities;

The Fleet w'ould bo a wasting asset and unable
to reinforce vital areas at home and in the
Atlantic,

Kot/uvcj’, the Chiefs of Staff Comraittee,

considering the altered balance of naval strengths inCOS(40)
543

the Mediterranean and the piossibility of active French

hostility against us, decided in June to reinforce the
I

IVicditerra'ncan, They reconimcndod iriaintenanco of the

existing Fleet in the Eastern Mediterranean, the

establishment of a capital ship force at Gibraltar and

immediate action to improve the defences of Malta,

Our retention of Gibraltar became even more

important through the- loss of Preach support, since

there wns no possibility of our na.val forces using

Oran, Casablanca or Dt>kar as alternative bases if the

Hock became untenable. Consequently .the capital ship

Force H was formed at Gibraltar the end of June,a.'G

C0S(40)
548

Its prime function was to deal with enemy raiders in

the Atlantic, but it retained our footing in iiio

Y/estern Basin as well. Force H quickly asserted itself

by the action at Oran, wixLch immobilised the battle

cruiser Dunkerque,

This, and the immobilising of a French

battleship. five cruisers and three destroyers based

/at
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at Alexandria, sanewhat redressed the naval disparity, hut

still veryimuch at a disadvantage in naval strength,

Tunisia

we were

particularly if the French turned hostile,

represented an additional threat to Malta which would

make reinforcement of the island difficult.

Middle East Security Flan.;

Despite the loss of the Mediterranean supply

,g;yp)t by ourroute and the danger of the 'is elation of

Red Sea lifeline being cut, evacuation of our position in

P T»

the Eastern Mediterranean without a struggle was

Such a course would have left the Balkanunthinkable.

States to the their fate, made it easy for Italy (v/ho \/as

vulnerable to economic blockade) to obtain grain and oil

fraw Black Sea ports, left open the gateway to India and

brought about a grave loss of confidence in Britain by

Turkey and the Middle East countries.

The Chiefs of Staff took the viev/ that the

retention of our position in the Middle East

utmost importance to successful prosecution of the wan,

particularly in vie\.- of our policy of economic blockade

of the• bA.M.

S.546I
Enc, 6i:

In a signal to the Middle East Commanders-of Europe,

they emphasised that security ofin-Chief on 3 Auly,

the Middle East hinged on the defence of -

(a) Egypt and Sudan, where our main forces were
based, communications centred and Suez Canal
controlled.

(b) Iraq, from,v/hich v/e must control the oil of
Iraq and Iran and safeguard the Baghdad -
Haifa route.

(c) Palestine, the most northerly defensive
position, containing the western terminus to
the Bagiidad route,

(d) Aden, essential to the Red Sea line of
cammunications,

(e) Kenya, second line of dofence in iefrica, and
containing an alternative line of coramunication
to Egypt via Mombasa,

/This
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This signal emphasised the importance of rendering

as soon as possible the Red S.ea route,

considerable

(By that t

success had been achieved in reducing

sectire

ime,

the

Italian air and subnacrine threat in that area). Our

policy, It T/as laid dcun, must be generally defensive
for the present, although every chance of local,offensive

It T/as considered that

tv-erc sufficient to deal ',7ith any purely Italian
attack on Egypt

in the Eastern Mediterranean.

action must be taken,

forces

our

long as -vve could retain the Fleetas

^  The fear nas of German participation in air

attack on Egypt, and that Alexandria might be
untenable

rendered

aas
intvas .Fleet Base, but it ■»v ended to retain

the Fleet in the Eastern Mediterranean as long as possible.
Replacement Difficulties.

Preoccupation v.ith home defence held out little

prospect of substantial reinforcement in the Mefdtorranean.
The Italian threat had to be i\iet for s

resources existed.

some time with v/hat

The r,. .F. ' s prob lem as Sir Arthur
!M ,

Longmore pointed out on 21 June,
allocation between effort for

lay in a

Aden, Sudan a

3.5461
Enc,2A, correct

nd lioiiya,

and conservingdesigned to keep the Red Sea inviolate.
for the defence of Egypt against

offensive from Libya.

resources

Supply of replaceme

an Italian

nts in the
Ibid; early scages bi'istled v/ith difficultios,

the A.O.C.-in-C. signalled Air Ministry; —

On 19 July13A

"Existing sliipping Oirrangements appear
chaotic, “For instance', spare engine s
for Sunc3£-rland flying boats of 230 Squadron
v/nrch y/ere shipped from Singapore at the
beginning of June have been mislaid somev/hore

st of Sues and cannot be traced"., 1 'G.

Royal Haw "s Offensive Policy.

The determination of the British Fleet to maintain
/old

1. On 24_July H.Q. m.E. was informed that the ship
containing the" engines was expected to sail from Bemb'^v
for Suez about 5 August.

Ib id;
IbA
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old traditions end "lie close to the ener.iy' was nanifest

frora the moment Italy entered the war. Our warships

counterbalanced their inferiority in numbers and speei

with a resolution to get to grips v/hich so impressed the

enemy that only once in the first few months did he risk

a clash pf battle fleets ~ on 8 July ~ and what he

received on that occasion very quickly decided him that

his units were far safer in harbour. . Even when

overwhelmingly superior, as on 30 September - when he had

■ five battleships out to the Royal Navy's two - his morale

was still low.

So the British v/arships had to content themselves

v/ith protecting convoys, hunting submarines, and rounding
■J.

up Italian shipping at sea; and their success owed much

to the operation of No.228 and.No, 23O Squadron flying

boats from Alexandria, Aboukir and Malta; and No. 202

Squadron Londons operating from Gibraltar. The Italian

’ timidity meant that our warsliips could sv/cep the seas under

the enemy's nose and talce the opportunity of getting

convoys through the Mediterranean and to Malta, which was

But the distance of the Alexandriadone several times.

base fren the scene where action could be expected with

the Italian Fleet was too great to permit our Fleet to

opera.te effectively. The practice became for the

Battle Fleet to put to sea v/hen convoy movements were in

progress, to protect the supply ships, and hope, that the

enemy would be teiipted far enough from his bases to enable

us to give decisive action.

/The

1. Throu^ its Government's elementary oversight of failing
to give adequate warning, the Italian mercantile fleet
suffered heavily on the outbreak of hostilities.
33 ships were left to their fate in British ports, and
140, totalling some 7845OOO tons were in neutral ports,
mostly outside-the Mediterranean, with no prospect of
reaching home.

About
Admiralty
Daily
Summary
of Naval
Events.
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The Italiejis risked their Fleet'only to

convoys between Italy and Libya, and this they did when

fairly certain that the British Fleet was at a safe

Then, too, their supplies could slip by way

of the Patitellaria channel at night and hug the coast the

rest of the v/ay to Tripoli or Bengasi.

cover

distance.

At any

rate-, in this early period they did get supplies

through, arid it was the realisation of this which

led the Admiralty to agitate for Malta to be

fortified strongly enougli to permit its

Malta, in fact, was the

solution to the cutting of the enemy's supply

route on which the fate of the land struggle in

North Africa largely rested,

a base for offensive action wore triumphantly

indicated by events described later.

use onc

more as a naval base.

Efforts to moJke

e

it

A significant pointer in this early

phase was the disclosure of Italy's reliance on

aircraft to keep our Fleet at bay.

not successful in employing her air resources

properly led the Wavy to treat the early air

attacks v/ith some contempt,

different story when the Gorraans arrived on the

That she wa

It was a very

s

scene in the Few Year.

Restrictions on Shipping Attacks.

Action against enemy sliipping in the first

few months was caaplicated through the linitJitions

iraposed in Admiralty and Air Ministry instructions

about the conditions under v/hich shipping at sea

could be attacked. The procedure to be followed

/by
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"by aircraft in dealing v;ith vessels v;as caaplox,

\7hcn the wan against Italy opened, the

governing air notion against shipping v/ero those

communioatod to the Middle East Command in February

Under these, aircraft could not

attack at sight any vessels except those definitely

identified as enemy warships, troopships, minelayers.

instructions

1

and,April 1940.

HQ.No.201
Group
3.10180

HQ .Med.

S/l6l/idr

4?^

minesweepers, patrol vessels, or vessels forming part

of an enemy fleet. Merchant ships in convoy v/c-rc

not rogardhd as part of an enemy fleet. Aircraft

could not challenge vessels unless the aircraft

wore engaged in contraband control operations or had

been ordered to search for particular merchant ships,

A complicated procedure existed for dealing with ships

under contraband control operations or with suspiiGious

vessels. Attacks could be ma.do on such ships only if

they failed to comply with the aircraft's orders, which

had to bo repeated three tiaes.

On 4 August 1940, as the Italians had issued

a warning that all vessels navigating within 30 miles

of enemy territory in the Mediterranean did so at

their own risk,

modified.

the Air Ministry's instructions wore

These provided that aircraft could sink at

HQ .MED,

S/161/Air
Enel, 15,

sight and i.lthout challenge any vessel within 30 miles

of the Libyan coast and an3?' identified Italian ship

within 30 miles of any Italian territory in the

Mediterranean provided that this did not infringo

Turkish territorial waters. As the war progressed,

the llnitations on attacks on s ipping were relaxed

still further, as will be seen in subsequent Sections,

Effect of Limited Seaboard.

Our lack of seaboard to give sufficient air

^  /cover

1. See Appendix "A". Also 2.A.P, Narrative "The work
of the R.A.P, in Naval jo-operation 1939-45" (Part I -
Sept, 1939 - April 1940),
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■  cover to ships by land-basod aircrci't v/as felt from the

To protect itself

v/hen outside the range of our land-based

fighters, the Fleet had to rely mainly on its carrier-

start of hostilities v;ith Italy,

from baaber attacksHQ , ilE,
O.R.B.

hpp,31
Sept, 194.0

borne fighters - and carriers could not be evcr3r,7here

then the Fleet v/o.s operatingat the required manent,

along the coast, for instance during bombardment,

cover was given by Testern Desert aircraft. The

effect of land bases on control of the seas became

even more obvious at the end of September, after the

Italians had rushed to Sidi Barrani.

1

It meant that

our fighters codld not be based west of Maaten Bagush,

It had been the practice during Fleet coastal operations

for the to attack airfields in the vicinity to

ground the Italian bombers (this was dubbed a "fumigation"

operation).

operations could not be undertaken against Libya, as our

bombers would be exposed to a hcav^^ scale of fighter

The new situation meant that such

In pointingopposition without fighter protection.

this out to the C.-in-C, Mediterranean on 26

September, the A.0.C.-in-C. ::,E. asked that "fumigation"

most essential.operations would not be sought unicss

"In any case they would have to be limited in scope,

as T/e could not afford to risk unduly our bomber force".

/Lack

l.At the time of the Italian push, combined defensive
plans wrere formulated by the tliree Services an a
precautionary measure for wathdxa77al of the Fleet
Base from Alexandria to port Said and Haifa in case

the enemy reached the Mersa Matruh line,
plan, 7vhich visualised making Port Said the main
base,'Haifa the secondary base and Alexandria a.n
advanced refuelling depot for li^t forces,
involved additional A/A dufenoe and movement of
fighter squadrons, but, fortunately, the
contingency never materialised, though some
precautionary’’ dispositions were made in tl^e way of

a/a d.ofenoo.

The

I1Q.M.E. ,
s. 45616
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Lack of Air Strild-Hg Pov/ei-,

The R.A.F.'s striking power over the Central

Mediterranean was negligible in the i?irst few months,

through lack of suitable aircraft, distance of bases from,

where the cncmjr v/as to be encountered, and the

policy of not risking numb or s of aircraft on Malta ’./hile,

the island could not be properly defended from air attack.

At the outbrealc of hostilities the Fleet's air striking

force v/as provided by the 20 years old and rather slow

carrier Eagle, -.with torpedo-carrying Swordfish, but these
t

could operate only when the Fleet was at sea.

Air Arm also retained IfOtSpO Squadron Swordfish land-based

the ared.

The Fleet

iv-hioh for seme months remained our only air

striking force in the Central Basin and by a series of

against targets in Sicily pointed the

way to the offensive potentialities of Malta,

Naval Strengths,.

at Malta,

courageous sorties

In September the Fleet was roinforced by the

'new aircraft carrier Illustrious (23,000 tons), which

had a speed of 30 laiots. At the other end of tho

Mediterranean, Force E had. the Ark Royal to operate its air

striking force. The enemy fleet consisted of six

about a score of cruisers-and about 30

destroyers, but perhaps the greatest danger lay in their

submarines, of whioh they had over 100 when they joined

By reinforcement- from east and V;est, the British

Mediterranean Fleet was built up gradually so as to

reduce the disparity in naval strength, and by raid-

October it disposed four battleships (Vfarspite, Valiant,

Malaya, Remillies), ta/o aircraft carriers,

aircraft cruisers (Calcutta and Coventry), seven other

cruisers, 23 destroyers and l6 submarines,

Gibraltar we had the bautlcships Renown and Barham,

battleships,

the war.

■truo anti-

At

■Mvo

HQ. MED.
S.247A9/Air

/cruisers
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nd six; destroyers.cruisers

But naval strength alone was not the answer

to the problem of controlling the Mediterranean, Our

naval units whon in the central sea always moved

under threat of Italian air attack, and when his

bombing proved ineffective the enemy resorted to

Although unskilledtorpedo attack from the air.

in this to begin with, the Italians persisted, and

in September and October damaged two cruisers by this

method - successes which emphasised the ascendency of air

Possessed of basesIDOwer over the Mediterranean,

straddling the Central Basin and stretching along the

entire Libyan coast, the enemy saw that in air

attack lay the cheapest and most effective 'way of

preserving control over the central sea.

Stronger Grip on Eastern Basin,

Italy's onslaught on Greece, began on

28 October, a^gain enforced a hasty alteration in our

strategy, v.dile its distractions stretched still

The danger in the

enemy's overrunning Greece vias that ho -would gain

naval and air bases to dispute our control of the

Sastern Basin and so improve his oil supply from Black

further our attenuated forces.

COS (dO,
901 (JP'

Ke had to be forestalled, and there wereSea ports,

compensations in our getting a footing in Greece and

It ti^tened our grip on the Eastern Basin,Crete.

4

cutting off the Dodecanuso, and gave better access to

The Italian Fleet was still "inthe central sea.

being" however, and if re became preoccupied with

movements to and from Greece the enemy fleet might

become more venturesome in ensuring his supply route

As the N>avy saw' it, the strategical

necessity was to smite Italy afloat, and in the

circumstances that meant seeking him in his lair.

to Libya,

/The
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Tho consequence avus the Fleet ii.ir iixn’s crippling lolow at

the battleships sheltering in Taranto a blav AAhich put

us more on a par A/ith the eAaemy in naval strength.
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THE CTWILIL K.SIH

Iiiiprjvlsod Defence

Denuded of r.ir protection vhen Ito.ljr entered the

v;rr, I.,i.''.ltr. vre e.blo to v.dtlist.nnd the Itnliun e.ir rr.ids

without much discomfort tluron^h the iD’uild-up of r. fiphter

force "nd the discovery tho.t airfields could operute

efficiently nmder the scc.le of uttmek wllch the enemy

Tliis fiyhter force o'vyed its origin to the irnprovisionmounted.

✓

HQ] iviED

s.247/36/
l/..ir of r, flight of tlnrcc soo. Glc'.dio.tors loft in store by the

■JMo.vy o.t ICt'.lo.frn.nr. - 0. logo.cy from the currier Glorious.

In Ivlo.y, .:Ar Commodbre Mo.ynurd obto.incd the No.vc'.l C.-in-C’s

locmission to use those olrcro.ft, but there vcrc no

Training begun of pilots whose

und by 4 June the

fighter pilots uvo.ilo.ble.

experience mo.inly of flying bo.uts,

fiuhtor flight, with six pilots, wus formed. The tlircc

Gludiutors, which come to be known by the islundcrs us

■vc buttle to theEolth, Hope -und Ghurity,

formutions of bombers wllch .■■.tto.cl'.od the islund in the

ulone

Oporuting from E'.lfur, they broke up

the bomber forrw.tions und uftcr u fortnight hud forced the

first three wcelcs.

^.iguinst this uddedonciy to send fighter escorts.

disudvunto.p;o the GLudiutors continued to fight, und o.t the

end of Juno help urrived - just in time, us two of the

TheGludi.'.tors were unservlcouble tlrrongh uccidents.

reinforcement ww-s four Hurricunes which culled ut the

to the Middle Bust. These v/croislund on pussugc

:..0.G.-in-C. Middle Ec.st,retuined by permission of the

acd the irrln burden of defence, operuting fromc-nd ussuii

ed the enemy, who uftcr uThc3^ quicklj^ discouro,

month of v.'r'r chunged 11s tuctics und for u period ox liw
Luqu.

rr
O

In thut periodsporudic night rrlus.

no bomb w'us drop'oed in daylight, and the enemy’s daylight

effort consisted of sending offensive patrols of about

20 fighters in an attempt to lure our tinjr fighter force

failed, but the Italians' next

v/eeks resorted to

to battle. Tils ruse

.-•s

/phase
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phase presented more difficulty. This was the sending of

ID to 15 bombci's escorted by 20 to 2ti fighters. The

Hurricanes to-cklcd this with determirkation, and for some

reason the enemy did not continue this disconcerting to-ctic,

and replaced it with dive-bombing by Ju. 87's.

attack was quickly discouiaagcd, for on the third such raid

tATo bombers and a fighter v/erc shot down.

This tj^c of

•■rly in August,

12 more Hurricanes from the U.K, reinforced the island, and

by September enemy o-ir activi-'y had considerably decreased.

\

Prom the outbreoJ: of arour to 11 October, La.lta

ho.d an average of 6{r fighters and ]D pilots

They m;;.dc 7A intcrcciDtions, do.Btro;-’ed 22 enemy aircraft for

ccrto.in, A7ith 9 probabljr destroyed.

availo-ble da.ily

Anti-aircraft fire

.

accounted for three confirmed and tlu-ec probably dcstro3rcd.

Our losses ■'.•’'ere two pilots killed, three aircraft destroyed

in -bhe air and six on the ground.

The fact that Halta w; not neutralised in the first

four months of hostilities 'vras lo.rguly duie to the

'a c*

enemy's

lack of persistcnco o.n omission A/hich he came to regret AAsry

M.E. did not see Iioav, if

sustained and full scale

HQ
IX)/A1vIL/2
II lai

bitterlAr later. The A.O.C.-in-O.

the Italicms had Laid on a

offensive, perl ps assisted by the GciTit'.ns,

avoided destroying all the aircrafe in Malta.

they could have

Halt< Reconnaissance

The significance of Malta's successful defence aat.s

not lost upon the Mediterranean couiTa-ndors and Air I'/iinistry,

It o^Acned the A7a.y to the emplojnn

for reconnaissance.

ont of other o.ircraft. notab

Without Malta, effective reconnaissance

ly

of the Central Basin and south Italy ports Avas iiATpossible. So,
graduallA^, the cautious polic3^ AThich dictated the AvithdraATra

of <aircraf-b from the island gave AA'ay to o-n expGrimento.l fraine

itA- of cutting Italian sea

to hc-mstring a land offensive Ougainst EgAnpt.
iment clung tenaciously to Malta,sent and

of mind, inspired by the neco

communications

Then, too, naval

/though
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though the Fleet hhcl boon ■'.■.’■itiidrev/n under tlrrcat of

iieav^i^ air o.fctack,

the island'o defences in a

the sailors hanherod after T)utting

good enough state to enab le

Lho Fleet to.be based there ac
o The Chiefs of Staffan.

C03(¥))
543

Comraittoc favoured increasing-Malta

of its importance to the F'loct and

f s defences "in view

as a. point from a,-hiGh

v.'o c-an strilcc a.t italjr by air".

Sunder land Roconnai s sance Marbended

As a result of an offensive sweep of the

Central Mediterranean by t}ic Fleet in-aodiately after

Italy's entry into the r/ar, the need of c.ir reconnaissance

botnoG n Ma Ito. j Corfu, and Cophalonia became apparent toHQ ME
0. R. B.
App.49
June

•e ihvy. The C.-in-G. sug. 'hsted that this could be

provided during specific operations by the flying boats

being refuelled at Malta, This suggestion was adopted.

libs. 228 and 230 Squadrons using the island as a c.alling

Their cover of the Ionian si wa.s thus improvedpoixTu. ,

and led to succGGsGs -ag.r.inst submarines a.nd the location

of enemy surface forces. But this occa.sioiaal use of the

island, \>r.s not enough to give the cover of the Central

Basin Rich s nccossary to detect hov; and by wha.t route

shipping their roinfoi'cornents to Libya,

effectivenoss of Central Mediterranean

the It,.":liari3 v/cro

Misgivihigs . ‘bo'Lit the

roGonhai bit a. ft or only a fc’.7 v/cohs'S F'., .nee ■'vv'ji''o operations.

and the suitabilit' of the flying bor.ts for the va.i'ioty of

ihs involved be h to be questioned.

\

Air Ministry, concerned v/ith the difficulty of

LO/AMI/2 replacements, rm.rncd h., x.

Amy's and Navy

to resist, the omployixicnt of Sunder lands on daylight

roconnaiss.'.nco of such strongly dofendod ho-rhouirs ‘S-s

on 30 Julj- that althoug
f roconnaissr.nco requests v/ero diffi

h the

cult

Chid Syracuse might lead to a high wastage rate

vxiiich could not bo mot.

■ O

It instructed that unless the'<*

information vaas of vitq-1 consa oquoncG, Sunderlands must be

used only wl-iore a light sc:.lo of opposition vr.s o^cpected,

/Submarii Sirbin,gsiiO
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Subiiiarine Sinicinas

Italian Bubii3arj_nGs •vTorc vGiy a.ctivG in the Eastern

and Central Heditorrancan from the outbreak of Y/ar, but incurred

licavjr losses vathin a fev/ weeks through the combined efforts

of Navy and Air Force. They suffered particularly at the end

of the June, vdicn they vYorc apparently concentrated in the

Ionian Sea about the time that our li^t naval force

covering a convoy frau .v.ialta to Alexandria.

opera.tion that the first confirmed subrnarine

It Y/as d

sinlcing

s were

uring this

by the

R.A.P. YYas effected. Throe flying boats v/orked from halta to cover
No.228 &

230 Sqdns
O.R.B. our ships and in one v/ay and another had an eventful three days.

To begin vath, on 28 June a flying boo.t of No. 228 Squadron

unsuccessfully attacked a sudrarinc from low lovely

same diy a flying boat of No. 230 Squadron d^ma.ged a

with two 250 lb baibs vYhich fell abaft the

but the

submarine

conning tovYor in

Tyyo Sundcrlands also located three Italian

destroyers south-west of Zantc, and as a result of their report

our cruiser force was able to intercept.

(1).
a dive attack.

It sank one of the

destroyers o.t long range as they fled in the failing light.

Next day, the flying boat of No. 230 Squadron Yvhich

had attacked the first subuiarine sank 0. Rubino class subiuc.riner

VYhile patrolling thcgapproachcs to the Straits of Hessina and

Two direct hits and two near misses

were registered in this case. _ The flying boat silightcd and

(2)
the G-ulf of Taranto.

picked up four survivors but had to abandon further search thxrugh

heavy seas. 'Pwonty-fivo minutes later, the flying boat found

another submarine,, but, havin no bombs left, had to be content

About the same time,

a Sunderland of No.228 Squadron attacked another submarine.

to

v/ith i:ia chine-gunning the conning tower.

but the first four bombs failed to explode,

reruained surfaced and fired on the flying boat,

attack, tvYo bombs fell 20 yards ahead of the submarine.

This submarine was 'o'fficially as'ses'sed'as''^
This Y/as confir--.nd.

The sub..iar

In a s

probabr

ine

econd

AdTlifalty
monthly
Anti-Sub.

Reports

C.B.0A050A3(8)

y-“slightly damaged
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The follOT/ing day (30 June) a Sunderland of No.230

Squadron unsuccessfully attacked two destroyers outside Port

Three submarines v/ere destroyed by a destroyer

flotilla during this phase.

Clash of Battle Fleets

Augusta.

July was marlied by a clash of the Battle Fleets, but

it was an inconclusive affair and only served to emphasise the

Italian Navy's reluctance for a fight,

bound from Malta, one with evacuated women and children and the

Two convoys were

other with stores. To protect them, the Mediterranean Fleet

sailed from Alexandria on the 7th in three forces: A cruiser

force of five, v/ith the flotilla leader Stuart; the battleship

Warspite, screened by five destroyers; the battleships Royal

Sovereign and Malaya, the aircraft carrier juagle and a screen

ing flotilla. All next day, Italian bombers from the

Dodecanese swept over the Fleet in v/aves, and seven unsuccessful

attacks were made on the Warspite.

about 80 bombs aimed at them, but none vwas hit.  ' The only hit

The other battleships had

registered in all the bombing, from high level, was on the

cruiser Q-loucester, which sailed on.

Plying boats of Nos.228 and 230 Squadrons were

carr3dng out reconnaissance ahead of the Fleet, and at 10.45 on

the 8th, as a result of report from a British submarine,

O.R.Bs

228 Sqdn
230 Sqdn
201 Group,

Admiralty
Account

of Naval

'War in

Mediterr

anean

another Sunderland left Alexandria to locate the Italian Fleet,

’which was known to be at sea. At 15.00 .hours thisSunderl.and found

the enemy about 200 miles east of Malta, and shadowed the force.

which consisted of two Cavour class battleships, six cruisers

and seven destroyers. The flying boat had to break off at

dusk and alight at Malta. Meanwhile, the British Fleet held

its course, to interpose between the enemy and his base, and

more Sunderlands were despatched from Aboukir.

At dawn on the 9th the Eagle's aircraft went up to

/reconnoitre
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reconnoitre, but the first re-sighting of the enemy fleet v/as

made at 05.30 nours by a- gunderloaid v/hich had tchen off froja rialta

a quarter of an hour earlier. The enemy, who was probably

returning from covering a convoy, was then about 180 miles

north-east of Malta and travelling towards the toe of Italy.

Other Sunderlands from i.ialta also sighted the enemy

about 0/.1if h-‘urs and shadovred the force continually. Later, six

more Italian cruisers .and .11 destr’oyers v/ere sighted to the

east of the enemy's main fleet, and seven cruisers to the y/est.

At one period, 39 Italian units y/erc counted, and it 'was

suspected that more ’Were in the vicinity. At noon, v/hen the

Italians were about yO miles west of our forces,  a striking force

v/ent off from the gle, but failed to locate the quarry. A

second mission from the ibS.gle y/as more successful and scored a

hit on a cruiser.

Meanvwhile, the British Fleet v/as y/oz’king round to

the north of the enemy, although there v/as some confusion about

the enemy positions, due to numerous sighting reports.

14.15 hours it .sc.oo.cd that wo had cut -ff the onony froii Taranto.

About

Soon after I5OO hours, joritish Naval forces sighted

enemy cruisers, and Just after that the cruiser Neptune had the

privilege of signalling "Jinemy battle .Fleet in sight” for the

first time in the Mediterranean since the Napoleonic y/ars. The

British o~in. gun cruisers, outranged, came under heavy fire,

and the Warspite, ignoring the odds against her, went to the

support of the cruisers. A fev/ salvos from the Warspite

seem.ed to discourage the enemy, who turned away. After a

short lull, the Warspite and Malaya engaged the ty/o Italian

battleships, and the Warspite. hit the Cesare at the enormous

range of 26,000 yards. Then, v/hild the enemy battleships

fled behind a smoke screen, Italian destroyers made a half-

heai-ted attempt to deliver a torpedo attack. When the

/British
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British cruisers and destroyers went to aect theu, the destroyers

also disappeared behind the snoke.

Bmbind attacks then began from the Italian

about 100 aircraft taking part. Undeterred, the British

Fleet continued the chase, but had to give up when the coast

pf Calabria was in sight,

before reaching Messina.

In the confusion of the cneny's retreat to Messina,

Italian aircraft were twice observed to boeib their

warships.

coast,

as the cnony could not be intercepted

ovm

One cnauy aircraft tried to borcb a Sunderland.

No fighter attacks developed on the flying boats, but v/hile

shadovMng they experienced heavy A/A fire,

operation, a. Sunderland of No. 230 Squa.dron a.ttackod and

danaged a subnarine v/ith a direct hit abaft the conning

During the

(1)
No,230 Squadron
and No.201

Group
O.R.B's.

tower.

As a result of the naval action, the convoy sailing

On the 10th, Sunderlands patrolled bctvraon

Sicily, Corfu and Zantc without finding any sign of Italian

A few cruisers a.nd destroyers located in Augusta

harbour wore attacked by the Fleet Air Am, which sa.nk a

destroyer and a depot ship.

was delayed.

warships.

■  After fuelling at -.nlta, the Fleet protected the

castbound convoy to Alexandria, boating off air attacks on

the vny. The air attacks against the Fleet between the 8th

and the 12th, all fra.i high level, were by far the heaviest

Italian, air effort of the war so far. An ostiioated total of

889 baabs fell in the vicinity of the yferspitc alone.

Moi'c Siindorland Successes

Sunderlands had several offensive successes to

On the 12th, a flying-

boat of No.228 Squadron clained a subnarinc between Sicily and

the Ionian Isles, The first stick of throe bcabs fell eJose to the

stem and the second stick liit the u-bcat as it vros subenr;:

/ subLiarinc
This 'vns officially assessed as "probably dainagcd^B)''',
(i.c. Dai:.Tagc sufficiently severe to cause the subimrlne to

abandon operations and return to harbour). ^
This was officially assessed as "probably slightly dai'-iaged .

enliven their patrol work in July,

2
Anoth

1.

2.

No.228 and

No.230

Squadron
O.R.B.

er

Ad'-iiralty

Monthly
Anti-Sub.

Report.
CB0ifC30(4-5)8
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submarine was bombed four miles off Valetta on 19 July,, but

thero was no evidence of desti-uction. Four days later, a

Sunderland of No,230 Squadron dispersed a oonvoy of six merchant

vessels oft Gape Spartivento by bombing and machine-gunning.

The flying boats acquitted themselves well iri air

combat several times towards the end of July. After bombing a

submarine unsuccessfully on the 28th while on patrol from Malta,

an aircraft of No.230 Squadron was attacked by throe Macchi 220's

one of which vms shot into the se'a. the second damaged and the

engagement lasting 15 minutes,

same day, another Sunderland from Malta on a reconnaissance of

other dx-'iven off after an The

Syracuse was attacked by four Maochi 200's in.an engagement

lasting nearly an hour, during which time thre

■v/ounded out co,ntinued at their posts,

bullets did extensive damage to the Surjderland,
L/.4/C D.A. Campbell,

e gunners were

L^xplosive and incend

but a fitter

remained in a wing plugging holes in ta

iary

.

nks

until rv;ndered unconscious by petrol fumes. The account of the

incident naively added that he "v/as revived by bullet splinters

credit for the aircraft s safe return,and gave him much of the

the Sunderland was beached in a sinking

The Sunderlands were Tittle affected by Italian

On alighting at .fialta,

condition.

bombing in July, only being slightly damaged.one

Need of Striking Toroe

ihe Sunderlands, however useful for long sea reconn

aissance, had their limitations in other directions such as

in offensive action against ships. The .lack of a striking

force to disrupt the enemy's sea oommunications was painfully
obvious, and the solution that commended itself

combining striking power with ability to do
Beaufox-ts.

rec

Malta

was ejh aircraft

onnaissance, e.g.

s ofiensive possibilities were demonstrated

by swordfish of No.830 Squadron F.A.A., which for the first few

only striking force based on the island.months were the

/starting
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3,247/36/
1 /Air

Starting in July, they made several sorties with torpedoes

against shipping, and ’./ith bombs against Augusta oil refineries.

They were daring raids for such slow aircraft against well-

defended targets, but in an attack on shipping at Augusta

13 iiUgust three Sv/ordfish were lost out of a formation of

on

n me.

In August, the A.O.G. Mediterranean urged upon Air

complete TB/GA squadron of 15 aircraft wouldHQ IVSD.

S.198/Air
Hinistry that "one

45 produce results here out of all proportion to numbers of aircraft

involved", suggesting eauforts or Hudsons. The A.O.C's

A.M.
proposal was strongly backed by the C.-in-C. Mediterranean,

?/ho described the air reconnaissance at his disposal as mos

5804a
kJ •

t

at this time, if there was any sudden call for

the K.A.P. in j ,alta v/as hard pressed to fulfil

inade quato.

reconnaissance,

it. for, apart from the flying boats (which T/ere mostly on pre

arrange; d patrols) there v;as only one aircraft, a Hudson, to

hand.

Glen Martins Arrive

The ux’gency of reinforcements for air reconnaissance

was pressed by G/Caot. rl.E.p.

Air Ministry conference on 3 nugust,

Ministry deliberations viras a decision to provide Malta with

three Glen Martins - subsequently known as Marylands - which

had a range of over 2,000 miles,

providing spares,

and used on the "cannibal" system,

aircraft v/ere derived from No.22 Squadron, Coastal Command, and

the aircraft v/ere flown out with their crews.

The first three Glen Martins upon arrival were formed

into No.431 (G.R.) Plight, taking over the establishment of

No.3 A.A.C.U., v/hich w'as disbanded on 19 September and its

/Swordfish

Jiggles\7orth, of H.Q. M.T. at an

and the upshot of Air

Because of the difficulty of

three further Glen Martins were to be sent

The crews of the first thr

A.M,

S.58O4
11A

as
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Swordfish transferred to No,830 Squadron. No. 43,1 Plight

The intentionwas officially formed at Luqa on the same date.

T^as that No.830 P.A.a. Squadron should be regarded as the

striking force to be used on shipping until a torpedo-bomber -

general reconnaissance squadron was available. There was some

second three G-lcn Martinsdelay in fitting out and modifying th

in England, tmd while this was being done ■ in October iiir Ministry V

decided to br’ing up No.431 Plight to seven aircraft with five4.M.

s.65336
reserves, to be flown in.24

lie c onn a i s san ce In p ro vi sa t i on

Malta's reconnaissance effort 'in the irst four

months of v/ar 'would have been much less had it not been for the

exercise of some ingenuity in finding odd aircraft which would

servo the purpose. At times, in addition to the flying boats

and Glen Martins, a Hudson, a LatSoofere (prench seaplane), two

HQ MM5.

s.247/36/
-\/Lir

BetweenBlenheims and a Slcua were pressed into service.

11 June and 11 Octeb-ertbe reconnaissance effort from Malta was:

31 anti-submarine searches, 104 visual reconnaissances, 7

photographic reconnaissances and 8 othci' sorties,

sorties in'volved 1,320 hours fljang, and the casualties were

All these

Thatseven aircrew missing or killed and kwo aircraft lost.

the N.A.P. in Malta 'was able to maintain its operational

efficiency in the earljr period owed much to improvisation in

1
In addition to the aircraftrepair and maintenanoc.

mentioned above, the repaii’ organisation had to cope y/ith

Hurricane-s, Gladiators, Seals and Pukaars.

/Gall

■as the inaking good of aOne notable example of
Sunderland eirscre'v; which appeared 'irretrievably damaged,
yet the aircraft flew safely back to Egypt,
addition, of overload tankage, two Londons 'vvere enabled to
fly direct fro'm Malta to G'ibraltar, although the non
stop flight had never before boon attempted by these
aircraft.

o ijair

Through the

1
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Call for Torpedo /tircraft

The provision of three Glen Martins did little to

satisfy those whose task it v/a-s to answer the many calls for

O.C. Mediterranean,

,  defined the whole problem of Central

ilediterranean reconnaissanoe in the light of experience and

urged the speedy■ provision of a toz'pedo aircraft striking force.

so a re connai ssance. On 17 September the A.

in a signal to K.Q. :■

HQ IvED.
3.215/6/
3/Air. ^

"Arrival of three Glen Martin in Malta has not naterially
changed scale of systematic long distance reconnaissance
that can be carried out in Central Mediterranean", he
stated. "Small experience of aircraft shows that high
degree of un service ability can be expected almost
immediately unless comprehensivo range of spares, of
which there are none here, is made available.
Martins appear unsuitable for continuous and protracted
periods of reconnaissance over the sea, as pilot has no
feliei and no autaiiatic pilot, v/hile each member of
is separated from others.

Glen

crew

Con s ide r the re fore :
Ionian Sea reconnaissance best carried out by
Sunderlands. To make reconnaissance water

(A)

tight, necessary to maintain daily patrol of
three aircraft. Minimum of five aircraft
re quired for this task, the' additional two
being cither under inspection at or on passage
to or from Alexandria

(B) Occasional reconnaissance of Italian ports,
Gleij ilartin excellent for this type of reconn
aissance .. . . . .

(G) Heoonnaissance Malta-Tunis'ia.
route of shipping is between Cape Bon and
Pantellaria.

Most proba

This represents extreme ran

ble

ge of
Sv/ordfish reconnaissance aircraft, leaving no
margin for search. Extreme striking force
range of Swordfish is 150 miles and therefore
useless against shipping follov/ing this route.
Reconnaissance of this route best carried out
by Glen Martin and offensive action by TB/GR
aircraft.

(B) Consider at least one squadron of I4 I.E. land-
based G.R. aircraft of Beaufort type required
to maintain action envisaged at A. B. and 0.,
but reconnaissance portion of G could probably
be carried out b}- 3 I.E. plus 3 I.R. Glen
Martin depending on reasonable serviceability
ration.

Control of reconnaissance in Central Mediterra
nean,

C.-in-C. Med. and myself of reconnaissance
operations in Contra], Mediterranean and not
directly affecting inimediate defence of Malta
essential

Suggest best and direct method of aieoting C.-in-C. Mod's
requiroQients is to press now for early addition Beaufort
squadron to Mediterranean Command,
satisfactory aspect of Sunderl,ands on loan from you
wasting flying hours on passage Malta-Egypt for servicing

(B)
Consider direct coamunication bet\'i/een

This would avoid un-

/ or
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or exchange lioreover, consider C-.R. landplane type,
apart from striking force aspect, T/ould allow economy in
reconnaissance effort. This is important in a blockaded
garrison whose supplies especially petrol are seaborne
and uncertain."

ivlalta Base of 3 under lands

Meatjw'hi le, .alta had shovm that it could withstandas

Italian air attack and the scale of raids had diminished,
step v/as taken of using the island as an advanced base fo

the

No. 228'

Squadron
O.R.B.

r

Sunderlands. Three flying boa.ts of l!o.228 Squadron *.

transferred there from Alexandria

being to return to Alexandi'ia

w

on 22 September, the

e re

 practice

>. for major repairs and replaceojents.

This system, however,

ilia It a and

involved many extra flying hours between

Alexandria which could ill be spared, and

Gonsequcntljr the risk was taken later of

squadron from the island.

operating a complete

No.228 Squadron was transferred to

Kalafrana on 6 November and its personnel were the first to

occupy the buildings at the new llarsa Klokk station,

end of October, a syste

irtroduced by the Suiiderlands.

Convoy to Malt;

ffi of daily patrols of the Ion

Flee Re in forced

At the

ian Sea was

The first few days of September

successfully executed naval

mV7erc arked by a

dolivately timed and
operation, the

object of which v/as reinforcement of the Fleet in the

llediterrorean and the convoying of ships to Malta from the West,

occasion on v/hich oui’ forces on any scale
it was the first

passed the narro\.'s between Sicily and Cape Bon.

the Fleet, the battleship Yaliant,

Illustrious and the anti

the new airc

Ircraft cruisers Calc

To reinforce

raft carrier

utta and

diterrancan durin 30 Auguo

Admiralty
iccount

of War in

3.Medit

erranean

Coventry passed thre-ugh the he

to 5 September,

Somerville's force H and roet south

supported as far

st

 as Sardinia by Admiral

of Sicily by the G.-in-G's

/fleet



1fleet frail Alexandria. On the return, the Mediterranean

Fleet covered a convoy fran Malta to Alexandria. On the v/ay

one-, of the convoyed ships, S.S. GornT/all, was sot on

fire and holed bclcnv the waterline in a bombing attack,

uiagaaine exploded, and the fire spread to the hold, and the

steering goar was disabled, but the fire was subdued, the

leak stopped and the ships reached Malta safely.

to Malta,

li.

During the second day of the passage of the British

warships and convoy, the Italian Fleet was spotted at sea by

a Sunderland of No.228 Squadron. It was in the Ionian Sea,

steaming north-west in three columns, and consisted of four

battleships, 10 cruisers a.nd l6 destroyers. It made no201 Group
228 Sqeln
230 Sqdn attempt to contact our naval forces 'and could not be located

the follov/ing day. During the period of the convoy operatio

O.R.B.

M.A. Op
erational

and Int

elligence
Sumraarie s

n,

pa.trolling Sunderlands were attacked several times by fighters,

but they were half-hearted efforts. On the 4th, while the

convoy was in the vioinitj? of Crete, bombing attacks were made

from Egypt against enemy air bases in Eastern Cyrenaica to

discourage enemy air action against the Fleet,

asserted her presence in the Mediterranean by turning aside to

enable her aircraft to attack the air base at Gala to, xlhodes,

the Eagle's aircraft bombed Maritza aerodrome, Rhodes.

Loopholes in Co-ordination

The Illustriou

while

s

Axt incident on 30 September shov/ed that there was

room for imx-'roved co-ordination betv/een the naval operations

Headquarters, as the Mediterranean Fleet,

constantly seeking to brinr? the elusive Italian Fleet to battle,

/found

staff and R.A.F.

1 During these operations, a Hudson from Malta v/hile on reconn
aissance west of Sicily cn 1 September was shot up by a
section of Skuas from the Illustrious. The Hudson, whichA.M.

S.7326 reported one engine damaged and fuel tanks holed, was unable
to roach Ma.lta and had to land in Tunisia, where the crew
v/ere interned. The Admiralty .expressed regret for the
incident, stating that the Fulmar section leader v/as entirely
to blame for failing to establish the character of the

aircraft before attacking.
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found too late that the enemy was at sea. The incident arose

out of a convoy operation in which the battleships Warspite and

Valiant, the new carrier Illustrious, cruisers and destroyers

wore protecting reinforcements from the Middle East to Malta.

Afterwards the C.-in-C. Mediterranean complained to the

A.O.C.-in-G. Middle East that: Our present shore-baseD0/:\ML/6 d
1%

reconnaissance failed to locate the enemy though he v/as at sea

with his entire fleet, and it was left to Fleet reconnaissance

to do so. Moreover, it has to be admitted that our Central

Mediterranean reconnaissance has so far been a failure. Vie

have not yet succeeded in spotting a single convoy on its way

across to Libya,

via Pantsllaria

¥e suspect that they may be going to drible

channel, Tripoli,

ts

and other coasting to Benghazi,

Bo convoys have been foundbut this is still supposition.

going straight across from Eastern Italy”.

The circumstances leadi.no’
'  o to the ^idairal's complaint

we re:

The Sunderlands and Geln Martins at Malta wore ordered

to provide continuous reconnaissance on the line Malta -

Oephalonia, .working noz'th to a line Corfu - Cape Colouna - Cape

HQ iJSD.

s. 215/6/
5/Air

Spartivento and Cap Passero. On 29 September, our v/arships

only minor casualties being caused, and an

unsuccessful attack was made by torpedo aircraft on the

we3x- bombed t.'/ice,
52

Illustrious. The Admiral’s I’eport

"No iXirther incident until 1126/30 when duty aircraft
froin Illustrious sighted 7 enrisers and 7 destroyers
about 100 miles to northward. This was follov/ed by
report bringing enemy force to four or five battle
ships, 11 cruisers and 17 destroyers at 1210. After

st to northward, report showed that main body of
enemy was much too far. off to raal® contact, particu
larly as it was steaming northv/ard at nigh speed.
This, coupled with the fact tha.t enemy v/as at sea in
full strength, decided me to I'esuiae course to ?/estv/ard
to carry out my object of passing troops into Malta.
At 1812 a simall

dated:

a ca

lorce of enemy off Calabria broke off
to south-Tfestward but as no more was seen of them by
air reconnaissance a.m. 1st October, presuime they were
making for Messina".

/ Sir
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Sir ,!iXidre\i Cunningham in his report to the ildmiralty

stated:

'A feature of these operations was fact that enemy
was discovered by Fleet air reconnaissance within
100 miles of our Fleet before there v/as any inklin

HQ l,iED.

S.215/6/
3/Air

g
of their persence. This underlines again the in-,
adequate sca,le of oui- shore-based
Central Med,

reconnaissance m

If I am to bring this fast enemy to
action at a point reasonably far from his bases and
shore air suppo

52

.rt, the earliest knowledge of his
movements is essential".

The Admiral's charge was not well founded. What

actually happened was that a sighting report was sent out by a

Sunderland at 0950 hours a.nd re-broadcast at 1028 h'-urSjWliich

meant that the Ha-vy d:}ould havi picked it up. A Glen Martin had mad

Ibid:

54 and
56

e

a sighting at 0&40 hours, but did not report it until li.mding,a3

the observer believed that v/hat he sa?/ was the British Fleet.

This error was due to his inexperience, as he had not had the

required training in G.F. cind ship recognition.

Sir Arthur Longmore complained to Air Ministry that

letter to the Adniralty v/as sent without prior

consultation with him or between the staffs, and he repudiated

the imputation about the failure of reconnaissance,

impelled the Admiral to write to the A.O.C.-in-C, saying that

although he feared "v/e have

not meant;

some ways strengthening the Air Chief Marshal's hand,

the 29 September incident, the Admiral retracted to the extent

of saying that the paragraph v/as badly v/orded, but "it v/as

primarily intended to convey that the reconnaissance was a

failure and must be a failure uiitil v/e have sufficient aircraft

to cover the whole area effectually,

fleet was located by shore-based aircraft v/ho, however, made a

slip in the drill by not reporting.it.

to us when our message was written, and v/e thought the enemy

had slipped through the reconnaissance".

the Admiral's

This

touched you on the raw", this v/as

in fact he had hoped the representations v/ere in

As to

Actually, the enemy

This fact v/as unknown

Sir Andrew added:

DO/AivIL/6
21A

/Our
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'Our spheres of influence cross so much that I arn

pa,rticularly anxious that there should be nothing but
the most cordial co-operation between us.
juniors have certainly achieved this, as exemplified
by our relations with 201 and 202 G-roups".

Our

The outcome of enquiries into the system of reconn

aissance I’eporting was that measures 7/ere taken to ensure

minimum delay in giving infortaation to the Navy.

HQ I'iED.

3.215/6/
3/Air
57

Co-operation with the Navy, however, was difficult

HQ M.E.

DO/liiL/2
II 18a

from other aspects. As Sir Arthur Longmore pointed out to the

C.A.S. in October, one difficulty was that the Admiral's command

did not extend beyond tVie ilediterraneo-n, the lied Sea being

within the lOne of the C.-in~C. East indies. 'v/ho seems mostly

tied to Ceylon". Then, too. Sir iuidrew Cunningham adhered

rigidly to naval traditions and remained aboard his flagship

Y/hen at Alexandria. He v/as frequently days ay/ay at sea, and

through the necessity for wireless silence could not be

consulted at such times, though he left a naval captain to

represent him at R.A.P. HQ in Cairo. It vvill never be

ible to fully satisfy the Navy", Sir Arthur Longmoreposs

pungentl\r observed to the C.A.S., for they still hanker after

control of all shore-based reconnaissance".

Navy Agitation for Stronger Malta

About the end of September, v/ith the threat of a

further Italian push into Eg;pt, the supply-chopping problem

was discussed in detail by the Admix’alty and the C.-in-C.

Me di te rrane an. To the naval mind, the final answer was toHQ ME

DO/AML/6
18a base the Battle Fleet at Malta, but this step could not be

risked. Still, the Admimlty thought it possible to sever

the Italy-Libya line if the Navy had sufficient light forces

based on Malta, backed by adcqua.te air reconnaissance and a/A
Ibid:

19A defence. The G.-in-C. was anxious for prompt reinforcement

because he believed the yyar was swinging in the direction of

the Mediterranean. The scale of air attack v/hen enhanced by

/German
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German aircraft is likely to be very serious against Malta and

the whole of our policy of using the islandmight well brin rr

to nought unless v/e act quickly". His solution was a force of

about 10 I.-, and 6 I,R. roGonnaissa.nce aircraft at Malta, not

more than half of which should be flying boats, and a striking

force such as torpedo Beauforts. iln air striking force v/as

the only sure T/ay of hitting at enemy heavy ships when our Navy

could not reach them and v/ould also force the enemy to

lengthen his route to evade attack, giving a better change to

the Royal Navy to intercept. Admiral Cunninghara advocated

acceptance of the risk of operating light naval forces from

Malta, which could be minimised by surface ships entering

harbour only at night. He v/anted a heavier scale of bombing

on Libyan ports and the maximum number of fighters up to four

squadrons that could be spared for Malta.

The Navy's optimism about the chances of using Malta

?/as probably inspired by the Italian Air force's failure to

Ibid: 22;^ neutralise the island. Sii- .irthux Longmore v/arned the Admiral

against under-estimating the enemy's air potential, in a letter'

on 11 October stating:

"Aven if all the aircraft we have asked for v/ere forth

coming, I am still very much in doubt v/hether the
Italians, perhaps supported by the Germans, would not
concentrate on completely blotting out all air facil
ities at Malta, not to mention such facilities as you
require for your light forces. Hitherto, raids have
been relatively insignificant, but a full scale
offensive would be a very different matter".

The Admiralty remained undeterred by such arguments.

believing that unless the Na\nr used the island and had

effective air reconnaissance, we could not hope to stop the

It made an effort to force the issue earlytraffic to Libya,

,in October, when the Chief of the Naval Staff produced a

raemorandui stating:'

GOS(ifO)
8

The Admiralty feel that there is a reasonable chance
10

/that
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that v/G 'could so defend Malta as to make it usable as
a Fleet base, and the

back there are so enorinous that they consider the
experiment must be tried

IS to get adequate air reconnaissance established so
that -./e can establish the facts a.s to T/here Italiaj:
shipping is moving".

advantages of getting the Fleet

The first requirement

Oct.8th

1940

The memorandum urged that as a matter of first urgency steps

should be taken to bring Malta's defences to a scale of 112

hcavAi' A.A. guns, 100 light A.A. guns and six fighter squadron
1

s.

In the meantime, it was proposed to re-establish cruisei’s and

destroyers at Malta as soon as possible. These would be subject

to the risk of meeting supexMor Italian forces but the risk

would be diminished by adequate air i-econnaissance . The

Admiralty wanted the necessary air reinforcements sent without

delay. ■ But reinforcements could be sent only to the detriment

of urgent needs at home, and Britain v/as still in peril.

On 14 October the C.A.S. outlined proposals to

existing Hurricane flight to a full squadron

of 16 I.A. aircraft -and to bring the Glen Martin unit to 7 I.E.

increase Malta'bV7.P. (40)
419

and 5 I-S. At the satiij time the Prime Minister added his viev/s.

003(40)
8

Ha rated the reinforcement of Malta as of first urgency - by

Hurricanes flomj in, bj/- the addition of one or te'o battlions

and the Largest a/A. outfit that could bo carried by 0. convoy

then in course of prepcaration. But he considered the moveme

39

nt

of the Fleet to Malta must '■‘/ait the strengthening of the A.A.

and air defences. It is, hov/ever, a needful and profoundly

advantageous step", he continued. I welcome the possibility

of even basing light foi'ces upon Malta, as they immediately

increase its security. 1 understand it is intended they shall

sally forth by day and only lie in harbour as a rule at night.

/Apart

1  In August the Chiefs of Staff considered increasing the
defensive strength of Malta because of its great potential
value as a naval base- and agreed in principle to increase
the a/a defence.s to the approved scale of 112 heavy and
80 light a/a guns by April 1941- Fighter strength
would be augmented to a total of four squadrons "as soon
as circumstances permit".

HQ M3D.
3.198 Air
Pt.II
11
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Apart from the stake being highei’, it is not seen why, if light

forces can be exposed in Malta harbour, well armoured and ¥/ell

armed ships cannot use it, too’'.

More Anemv Kaval Losses

Convoy operations proceeded steadily bct¥/een

Alexandria and Malta in the autumn, the enemy Fleet refusing

Admiralty
Account

of War in

E.Medit+

erranean

to be tempted to battle even when the odds vrere heavily in its

favour. This was not surprising in view of v?hat happened when

there W3.s an encounter at sea. For instnace, a night action

Returningon 11 October cost the eneniy three destroyers.

from a convoy operation to Malta, the cruiser Ajax ran into

Her fire quicklyseveral Italian destroyers at close range.

blew up M70 of the enemy and left anothex’-on fire. livo others

Next morning, a Sunderland fromescaped under cover of smoke.

Malta found the burning destroyer, the Artigliere, in tow of

anothei’ destroyer. The location was given to the Wa.vy v/hile

Upon sighting the flying boat.the Sunderland shadowed them.

When thethe tov/ing vessel abandoned her charge and fled.

cruiser York reached the Artigliere, she dropped rafts for the

crew, but, bearing in mind that the Havock Yv^as bombed Y/hile

rescuing survivors from th..; Bartemeo Colleoni in July, did not

After the crev/ had left their ship, thepick up the Italians.

Further search by the AjaxArtigliere was sunk by gunfire,

and by a striking force of SY/ordfish failed to locate the

The survivors remained afloat on theirfugitive de stroye r.HQ M.E.
Intelli

gence
Summarie s

/S

rafts about 90 miles east of Malta for three days and Y^/ere

eventually reached by an Italiax: hospital ship, T\rhich was

directed by a, Sunderland,

But if Italy's Fleet Y^as impotent, its Air Force

. Yi/as not, and an incident on 14 October showed that the enemy

continued to put his trust in the air arm to exercise pov/er

On that date an S.79K was successful in hittingover the sea.

/H.M.S.
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H.M.S. Liverpool T/itb a torpedo in a moonlight attack and

causing daraage to her bows.

Fighter Challenge to our leconna-j.ssancG

In October and November, the enemy ri^acted more

vigdrously v/ith fighters to our central Mediterranean reconnaiss-

HQ M,E.

Operation
al and

Intelli

gence
Suiiitaarie s

from Malta, which now extended to theance
west coast of Greece.

The Glen Martins quickly proved their worth in reconnaissance

and sturdiness in combat. On 12 October a Glen Martin

survj.ved an encounter with several fighters

Sea, damaging two of them and continuing its reconnaissance

after eluding five others,

scored its first

doim a Cant Z506 into the

over the lonean

On 30 October No.431 Plight

when a Glen Martin shosuccess in the air.

sea between Corfu and Southern It

t

aly.

On 2 November a Glen Martin eluded an attack by

but v/as later damaged in an exchange

Two days later, an Italian

three OH.42s near Brindisi,

of fire Y/ith a flying boat,

cruiser in the Gulf of Taranto

■  a Glen Martin.

sent up aircraft to chase away

About this time, too, a Sunderland was lost on

an Ionian Sea reconnaissance aaid another lying in Marsa Xlokk

Bay, Malta, v/as damaged by maohine-gun fix-e from a low-flying

on reconnaissance Yvas damaged by a

fightex' attack 32 miles from Malta and tv/o of the

OR.42. Another Sunderland

crevz Yvounded.

R.A.P's Part in Ta.rantn ixploit

Ihe R.A.P’s part in the Taranto operation on the night
of 11 November was to

and visual reconnaissance.

provide the all-important photographic

For several days previously, Glen

Martins of 43I Flight and Sunderlands of No.228 Squadron hadAdmiralty
Account

of Mar in

JL. .vie di t“

erranean.

No.228

Sqd ORB
Official

Account

of RAP

in Malta

carried out this v/ork, keeping close check on the approaches

for arrivals and departures right up to the delivery of the

bloTZ. Taranto was the main base

has been noticed,* with some satisfaction,

to put all his eggs in one basket

of the

-  five

Italian Fleet, and it

that the enemy tended

battleships in one

/harbour
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For some weeks before, plans for a FleetNo. 69
S quadron
O.R.B.

harbour together,

blow hoid been considered, and at one-time the attackAir An.i

v^.

was planned for 21 October, the anniversary of Trafalgar, but

various other Fleet commitments caused its postponement.

The attack was made possible by the presence in the

Illustrious (Oapt. D.'ff.Boyd),Mediterranean of the carrier

equipped with torpedo-carrying Swordfish and a squadronwhich,

of Fulmars, more than doubled the Fleet’s air striking pov/er.

The gallant old Sagle was comparatively slow, laclced adequate

and having been damaged by bombing, could not takearmour,

part, but some .of her aircraft wei'e transferred to the

The Fleet's movements for the operation v/ereIllustrious.

closely integrated with a series of other operations,

of reinforcements from the Yfest and

from Malta and to Greece and Crete.

including the passage

convoys to and

November the Fleet sailed from Alexandria and on the 10th v;as

On 6

and reinforcements fromjoined south of i\lo.lto. by the ci'jnvoy

Gibraltar.

Meanwhile, the R.A.F. in ilalta wa,s busy providing

the all-important photographic .and visual reconnaissance of

This was done by No.431 Flight,

disclosed that Italian warships were

On that

Taranto and the Ionian Sea.

whose leconnaissance

Tarcaito from 6 November onvwards.congregating in

da-te a Blenheim spotted three battleships, seven cruisers

Next day, another battleship

not achieved without

and twelve destroyers there,

had arrived,

the enemy's knowledge, and his suspicions

On the 7th, a Maryland reconnoitring the base had

a running fight with four Macchi 200's but got back safely.

On the lOth a Maryland 'vvas fired on by A/A chased

by a OR.42 for 20 minutes, but returned with the information

that there were five battleships, fourteen cruisers and twenty-

/se ven

The reconnaissances were

must have been

aroused.
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seven destroyers assorabled. Tvvo reconnaissances on the day

of the 11th shov/cd them still there, and the enemy y/as av/are

-0̂

of our curiosity, as he fii’ed on one of the Mary lands.

When the Illustrious came vvithin range, the latest

photographs were flown to her by Swoi'dfish from ilalta, and the

striking force took cai’oful note of the v/arships positions

and of the defences, which included balloons and anti-torpedo

On the 11th, d.A.M. H. Q. at fialta was able to signal

the Illustrious that there was no alteration in the position of

the Italian ships, so the v/aiting Fleet Air Arm squadrons

completed their plans for the moonlight torpedo and bombing

After dusk on the 11th, a Sunderland of No.228

nets.

attack.

N.. ✓

Squadron patrolled the approaches to Taranto in case the- enemy

units slipped their moorings, and saw another major unit enter

the.harbour.

At 1800 hours, the Illustrious guarded by four

cruisers and four destroyers, v/as detached from the Fleet, and

her striking force took off when about 170 miles south-east of

the target. The attack began about 22.45 hours, with flare-

Then the Swordfish, met by a hail of A/A fire,

twisted tween the balloon cables ajid delivered their attack.

dropping.

Of twelve Swordfish engaged in the first attack, six dropped

torpedoes against the Littorio and Cavour class battleships in

the outer harbour, fo'or dive-bombed ci-uisers and destroyers

moored in the Mare Piccolo, and two bombed oil storage depots

and dropped flares. In the confusion, the Italian cruisers

fired v/ildly and daraa@3d their ov/n merchant ships.

An hour later, nine more Swordfish repeated the

attack. Of the twenty-one aircraft taking part, only two

failed to return.

Next morning a Glen Martin went from Malta to take

photographs, y/hish it secured despite pursuit of bvo Macchis.

/The
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The results, as shovm by this photographic reconnaissance,

ppeared to be one Littorio class battleship badly daaagsd,

with her bows under v/ater; one Cavour class battleship badly

one Duilio classdamage d aground, and partly under water;

1
battleship heavily damaged and beached. Half the Italian

battleships had been liquidated by 11 aircraft torpedoes.

In addition, one cruiser and bv/o destroyers were damaged.

The Nay;r expressed its axepreciation of the R.A.F's

contribution in the follo’wing letter to the A.O.C.

Me dite rrane an from the G.-in ~ C• Me dite rrane an;-

"},!ly Dear Maynard,
I hasten to ¥/rite you a line to thank you for the

most valuable reconnaissance work carried out by your
squadrons, v/ithout v/hich the successful attack on
Taranto "would have been impossible.

long monotonous flying tirae they have had to put in,
and I am very grateful to them,
has been peurticularly valuable ajnd geive us all we v/anted
to lenow.

yo ur CO-ope ration.

I well know what

The work over Taranto

Good, luck, and ray grateful thanks again for

Yours very sincerely,
A.B.Cunningham.”

A fovi hovirs after the Taranto attack, as if to

emphasise the reassertion of British Naval Povi/er in the Central

Mediterranean, our light forces destroyed a convoy in the

Three rrcrchantmen out of four, foundStraits of Otranto.

steaming for Brindisi at 01.25 on 12 November, were sunk by

The fourth, with a destroyer escort, escapedour cruisers.

under cover of smoke.

1  Subsequent information confirmed that the results were;

three battleships (Cavour, Duilio, Italia) all severaly
damaged suid all sank some hours later; one cruiser
severely damaged; and two destroyers slightly damaged
by near misses.

Admiralty
records.
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ASTERN BASINTHE I'l

Sunci.orla.nd pr.trols frog ErrH^t.

The ca.utious policy T/hich ha.d denuded Ha.lttx of aircraft

at the outbreak of hostilities neant that the tivo flying boat

squadrons, IIos,228 and 230, v/ore available to covoz’ the

Their headquarters v;crc withEastern Basin from Alceca.ndria.

H.Q. No.201 Group, which took over the Italian Yacht Club-

On 12 June the petrol tanker "Pass of Balmahahouse .

arrived at Alexandria froa lialta, to act as i-cfucllcr to the

flying -boats.

Aftei- a fortnight’s operr.tions, H.Q. No.201 Group proposed

to H,o. R.A.P. M.E. that an additional flight of aircraft, say

ijnsons, should be provided for action against subraarinos in

the appro^aches to Alexandria, as the Sunderlajnds were reserved

for distant flights and their enploy.ocnt on short range workHQ

s.45502
The Fleet J.ir Am dawn and dusk patrols85A would be '..aastcful.

frora AlecK^.ndria had been unsuccessful in locating subuarincs.

This proposal V7as rejected b’. H. Q. H.E. on the ground of

In July, however, ’when No.228 Squadron

aoved its base to Aboukir, a Valcntia v/as brought in to assist

anti-submarine opoiT.tions v/ithin 100 miles of tha.t base.

Early operations included patrols in conjunction with

na.va.1 swoops, anti-submarine patrols, scai’cbcs for mines, and

watch- on Libyan ports, but v/hon the enemy

aggressiveness did not ma.tci'ialise, the risk was ta.kcn of using

Malta as a calling point to cna.blc closer cover of the encaiy's

patrol T/ork in the Eastern Basin was

monotonous and ^‘nerally uneventful except for occasional

submarine sightings and the rather dangerous ta,sk of rccon.noi-

tring ports such as Tobruk, 'i/hich were well protected by fighters.

Routine longdistance patrols wore not introduced in the first

few' months, as the .flying boa.ts were Avell occupied with

/spe cial

shortage -of aircro.ft.

expectedI

reinforcement routes.

No.228

Squadron
o.a.B.
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Thefor the Ka.v^'- and convoy patrols,

useful as a patrol in

special rcconnaisscjaccs

"shuttle'' •service to I-y-lta, however, was

The flightand in the Central Basih.the seas north . of Crete

bct-wccn ilialta and Alexajidx-ia was frequently lengthened to embrace

It Y/as on such a flight onthe. seas near Crete emd Zante.

2;. Septenber that an aircraft of ITo.228 Squa.dron shot dov/n a

■ Cant Z501 .which was shadowing a British warship bet-ween Crete

were of'ten over AegeanSunderlemds froi-i i\.lexandriand Egypt.

anti-shipping s:wccps.■^/aters, covering our light nava.l forces on

Subnc.rincs were -not sighted verj'" often in the Eastern

bund occasional targetsBasin by aircraft, -.Dut the Sundorlands i

to relieve the monotony of. long patrols. One of Ho.. 230

Squadron stopped a destroj^'er’ 70 miles north of Dorxia on 1 July
An interesting

attack on a suPLiarinc found resting

It was bombed by

v/itb four bombs v/hicli fell near' the stem.

background attached to an

on the sea bed off El Dhaoa on 19 June,

Blenheims and was Ijclievcd V' have leccn damaged, as thoxo was

a rcpoi’t the follow-ing dOwy of a subr.;arine being escorted o.way

the attack, repeated reports had

.3. of a submarine off-shore. Th

Beforein this vicinity.

e
been made by an xl.A.F, A. ‘ l

incident led to H.Q. Middle East

L«P-JHQ iE
O.R.B.

App.66 suggesting to the G.-in-C.

'’There appears- to be; no doubt A.M.E.S. can
Me dite rrane an:

reliably detect submarines, and that this be confirmed by

On 30 September a 230 Squadron Sunderland finished

sumarino which had teen severely da.rnagod by depth

trials".

off ci.

charges from II.M.S. Stuart north-west of Alexandria..
A.S.V. equipment Y/a.s •introduced in the Mediterranean

No.20-1 Group in October, but only one airem-ft,  a Ho.230 Squadron Sunderland,

After tests, it was used on a night search
where a subo.rminc’s

0. il.B.
had this device.

on 17 October in the seas off Ra-s el Tin,

suspected, but no contact 'was established.
/Tobrulc

presence was
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-*S'
'atrol j3r..p.fj:crsTobrulc

The first Sunderland encounter with encr.Tjr aircraft v/as

when a .fl^'ing boat of I'Io.230 Squadron v/as

attacked hy four C.?l.32»s v/hilc on a reconnaissance of Tobruk

It shot down one of the cnoray and drove off the

20 June,on

hai-bour.

No. 230 Sqdn
O.R.B.

The Sunderland’srcraainder after a 13 rainutes ongageuent.

Icask v/crc pluggedfuel tanics "ivcrc. extensively holed, but the

This incident occurred on the second. with plasticcnc.

reconnaissance of Tobrulc, and provided, a tiacly v/aming 01

since the Sundorlands’the .d,on^rs at such points, but,

tasks v/ero generally tedious, the crews welcomed theL/c/il
IxDngnore ’ s
Memoirs They had to be wo-medoppoi’tunitj’’ of an offensive display,

age.inst trailing the coo-t too close to Italian, fighter bases,

flying boats, with an armament of ten machine guns.'Jhile the sc

themselves in combat, we could ill

, from a maintenance aspect,

A Sunderland v/hich

gave a good account of

oefford the loss of one, or even

to ho.VC oiic scriouslj/ da.maged.

reconnoitred,Tobrulc on 3 July v/as attacked by two C.R.42's,

but v/as not hit.

The loss of 0. Sunderlocnd off Tobrulc on 6 August ro.ised

bole question of the use of flying boats over defended

ports, oend led to repercussions from Air Ministry'',

message to the Admiral, the A.O.C.

particularly to this loss, deprecated ver^/ strongly the

/employment

the

1
In a

referring■in-C. M.J.,

The circumstances v/ere that a. 228 Sque.dron bundcrland
tanker, a destroyer and several merchant

It bombed the tanlaer unsuccess-
reported a
vessels near Tobrulc.

1.

' A few hour's later, at the re quest of the
"another Sunderland v/as despatched to shadow

It was

fully.
C.-in-G.,
the force , relieving the first Sunderland,
also intended to carry out a torpedo attack by three
Swordfish of the fleet Air Arm, which were despatched to
refuel at ila'aten Bagush. The Sunderland continued to
report tlie enemy ships' movements, but at 15.5° hours
was recalled, as the Swordfish had only just reached
Maaton Bagush. But four minutes later the Sunderland
tronsmitted era S.O.S., as it had been shot dov/n.
of the crew was killed and the others teken prisoner
by an Italian dostroj'or after the Sunderland had
alighted. The Swordfish did not carry out any attack.

t

One

NO. 201
and

228 SqdTi
O.R.B.
6 jl.ugust.
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enplojAucnt of these aircraft within 30 to 40 railcs of a

He hoped the Adniral wouldIcnown concentration of fightci-s.DO/iUvH/^

reftrain froQ calling on 110.201 G-roup for cc-operation involving
u

this risk, pointing out tho.t there v/crc over 100 fighters

concentrated in the Tobruk area.

This evoked a sharp) reaction i"’ron Adniral Cunningharr, v/ho

"accept this linitation on reconnaissance by fljang

It sccncd to hin that fighter concentrations wci-e

constoj.rtljT’ changing their locations, and any linitation

"would nean that no flying boat could approach the Italian

He considered that the reconnaissance on which the

re-fused to

boats".

coo.st".

Ibid:

5A

flying boats wore sent was perfectly safe provided the officers

in charge kept tlreir object in viev?.

The Adraii'a.l continued;

I suggest that the real reason for Tuesdajr*s loss
is that the officer in charge of the early
reconna-issanco that day departed fron his object
and attacked the convoy, thereby sotting the coast
alight, and, I nay say, prejudicing the later-
operation which I had in view The
ansi7cr appears to be in stricter control of the
officers in charge,

spirit, but their object is reconnaissance, and,
if possible, unobtrusive reconnaissance, and they

strict orders to bonb subnarincs only
..These reconnaissances to find out

about shipping movements along the Libyan coast,
how.far out they are routed and so on, v;ill, I

, enable me to mals) attacks on this lino of
corenunication and so prevent personnel and material

This is a contribution to the

I adnir-Q their offensive

should have

no'pe

gptting to Iib3’a,
common cause which I ara constantlj" trj^ing to make,
but 3rou T/ill appreciate how difficult it is to
bring off without adequate long-rangp roconnaissanoc.
Until Malta is reasonabl3'' secure I cannot keep a
force constantly in the. Central Mediterranean,
is too far fron Alexahdrie.

Italians soon find out fron their air reconnaissance
v/ben I move forces v/est, and they then just hold up

shipping till I letum.
of getting at it is along the Lib3'an coast, and
this is why these flying boat rcconnc.issances are
so important to rfie", ,

it

Incidentally, the

So 3rou see the only v/ay

Sut on the sane day that the Adiuiral expressed these

viev/s. Air MinistrAr signalled H.Q.. R.A.F. M.E.:-

"Your recent Sunderland losses are causing us concern.
Understand you arc fully alive to shortage of those
aircraft".

DO/AML/2
pt.r 62A

/In
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In icply, Air Chief Harsho.l Longnorc' conveyed the Adniral's

viev/ and asl<Dd for con side XT', tion of the jpossibility of

suppljrinc a long-range G.R. land squadron in place of a

flying boat squadron if Sunderland shoi-’ta.ge bccaac too

63

cacute to uainta.in tu'o such squadrons.

ir'SearchItalian Cruiser Eludes d,\.

On 13 July, extensive air reconnaissance v/as

unsuccessful in locating an Italian cruiser which had escaped

T/ith the .Aistralioji cruiser Sydney, Theafter an encount;

incident occui*rcd north of Crete, when four of our destroyers

were seai'ching for subna.rincs and the Sydney and destroyerHQ I.E

Intelligence
and Operations
SuoLiarie s

At da^vra, ourilavocl: x/cre looking for Italian shipping.

destrojiors sighted,two Italirn cruisers ton nilcs av/ay and

The do stroj/c rsat that tine the Sj'dney was ih uilc.s distant,

turned to draw the cruisers towards the Sydney, and v/ere

the Italianspursued and fired'on by the cneuy. 0.3AS soon

the Sydney's guns, they turned o.way, but
.0

cam 'i'/ithin range 01

one cruiser, the partoloaco Gollconi, v;as repeatedly hit

The destroyex’s finished her with torpedoes

The second cruiser.

Meanwhile,

and stopped.

v/hilc the 33''dney chased her consort,

though duar.-iaged, outpaced the Sydney and got awc.y.

Sunderlonds of LIos,228 and 230 Squadrons had taken off fron

Alexandria to Join in the search for the surviving oruiscr,

to incorrect information froabut failed to find it, owin

the Wavy, and a force of Slenheiras sent froa Egypt v/as

The Pritish naval force v/as hoavilj’equalljr unsuccessful,

bonbed on its v/ay back to Alexandria, but the only casualty

to the Haveck, v/hich was holed by splinters fron awa s

near uiss.

for pject

R.A.F. fighters protected the Fleet after three

18 August,battleships axid, a ox'uiser had bonbarded Bardia on

/Three
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Three hours uftcr the ’bonburdr-'cnt, the Fleet v/e.s overtaken by

Gladiators of I'Io..80 Squadron shot two ofa formation of S.79’s.

then into the sea ruid also destroyed a Cant shadowing aircro.ft.

A quarter of an hour later, another formation of 25 S.79's

appealed and v/as dispersed by a Hurricane, Gladiators ojnd P.A.A.

aircraft, which alto^ther disposed of at least six more of the

The Italian bombing was ragged and achieved nothing.enemy.

Ibid.

.At one time, over 50 Italian fighters woie hovering about, but

they evaded combat and made no effort to screen their bombers.

Italians begin Torpedo Attack from the Air*

The first Italian torpedo attacks from the air took place

in August and illustrated the enemy's lack of experience in

A low wing monoplane believed to be anthis fojan of v/arfare.

Ibid.

S.79K dropped a torpedo at a steep angle, aimed at a naval unit

The torpedo did not explode and was presumed to have

On the 15th a toi-pedo dropped at night in

at sea.

sunk immediately.

Alexandria harbour ended up in the mud.

In September,, as the Italians made their advance into

Ag^rpt, finall3'' halting at Sidi Barrari, British naval craft and

the Fleet Air Arm joined in harassing operations aga'inst coastal

targets, while the K.A.F. made heavy attacks from Egypt on

enemy aerodromes to prevent our ships being molested from the

The Navy's only casualty was the cruiser Kent, v/hich was

attacted by bombers and torpedo aircraft off Bardia on the 17th.

She v/as struck by a torpedo from an S.79, but v/as safely towed

back to port at 5 Icnots, protected by P.A.F, patrols,

day, a Sunderland of No.228 Squadron shot dovAi a Gant

which T/as shadov/ing a British battleship south of Crete.

The enemy persisted with torpedo attacks from the air.

On 2 NJverber four torpedoes were

air.

The same

501

but with no success,

aimed at the battleships Aaraillies and Valiant and the carrier

Eagle 50 miles north of iiersa Jlatruh, but all v/ent wide, as

they were dropped prematurely, due to the warships' a/A barrage.

/S underlands
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Suncicrlands '-u:! Crete

Italy's attaeJe on Gxtjccc, v/hilc involving us in heavy

responsibilities, had the conpensating advantage of giving the

poj?-al No.vy a stronger grip on the Central and jiastern Basins

To a lesser degree the saneby the use of Crete as a base,

advantage fell to the i
■v) 1.]?. lesser bcca.usc v/e did not

have the aircraft v/ith -v.'hich to eicploit the situation.

Suda Bay v/as chosen as o.n advanced refuelling base for the

Nave, it v/as convenient to base flying boats there, too.

A s

HoH.Q. , No.201
Grp., '
0. a. B. tiac \/as lost in taking advantage of Suda Bay as a

The day following Italy's declaration

Sunderland took an advance poxty of A.A.P. , personnel

re con na,i s san cc ba se.

of 'vTOvr, a

to prepare facilities for flying boats and crew's of

IIo. 230 squadron. Stores follov/ed by sea.

carried out ejati-subaarine patrols for our convoys to Suda,

tanlcer

the re

Sundcrlands

■which './ere ;nostlj'' of tankers and included t'nc A

"pass of Kalaaha", to bo used for Sunderland refuelling.

Initial dif'ficultics in establishing the flying boat Idusc

included interruption of the w'ork by enemy air attack and lack

Bjr 7 Novenber the

a cc onuo da, t i on

There was a good

suitable boats for la-jring moorings.ox

o-ugnented o.nd tentageground pax'ty ha..d been

available for 40 o-fficers and men.v/as

quo.ntity of stores, including spare engines,

advantage of the Suda base was to enable the
coverage of the

One

Sunderlcjids to provide better reconna'isscjnce

Ionian Sea, notably the south-eastern portion,

patrols being integrated v/ith those fi'oa lialta.

squadron's first operations of this natuxv5 v/cre

a system of

No.230

carried out

The Sunderlandsby tv/o aircraft fran Suda. on 9. Hovember.

also provided a useful link v/ith our Allies in Greece, being

.and iioporta.nt persona.gosemployed to convey Staff Officers

to and from Athens.

/Wellington
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T^cllixiEton Unit to Counter l.iirics

To help the Ifevy in nine detection work in the ;>.loxandria

the li..x.r. had available a foruation ofand Sues Gc-nal areas,

v;bich began operating over AlexandriaI. wellingtons,

harbour and the Great Pass the da^r after Italy entered the ‘war.

D

1 and 2forued at Isaailia fron IIos.It was No.1 G.R. Unit,

Units, which arrived in Egypt fren lianston - fron where

they had opero.ted over the North Sea - bot'ween 22 and 27

The result of da.y e.nd night v/ork on raodification and

XU.

::ay.

No.1 G.A.U.

O.R.B.

adaptation to local conditions was that three aircraft

Several sweeps of Aloxandrie^ haroour,

were

ready on 11 June.

Port Said and the Canal were carried out by the end of the

meet the chaiactcristics of the no-gnetic nine, the

aircraft had to fly in fornation of three, but by July the

month. To

raaintcnance position, through lack of spare's, had tecoac so

undex’ whose operationalacute that the G.-in-G. idditerrancan,

control the unit worlcod, instructed that flights should not be

s real suspicion of nines boihglaid.

ched by pemitting occasional practice sweeps

On operations, the practice was to fly

at heights bcte'con 50 and 70 feet above the water.

made unless theiX' v/a

A Gompronise v/as i’ea

and ti’aixing flights.

The unit

ocGO-sionally assisted v/ith anti-suonarinc pati-ols in the

the period underapproactas to Alexandria, but generally, in

flying was i-cstrictcd to a nininun, for it was not

until the Hew Year that enemy nine laying bccaine tiDubIc solP .

re vice/,

Good use was made by the unit of non-flying periods, on

maintenance work, as the I'irst few months of the unit’s career

Great difficulty

serviceable, and the

in Egypt were narked by "teething" troubles,

experienced in keeping four aii’cr

maintenance staff had plenty of practice in adaptation and

Por instance, eight-days in September \/cro

-.jGllington which had force-landed

/on

Tuf ■fcv/as

improvisation.

occupied in salvaging c
•T.
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ora soft ground at Ballah.

1,000 irards over planks to roach a take-off position.

After it had been floT/n back safely to Isuailia, repairs

v/crc necessary, involving renoval of the inagnetic ring - a

job V/hich had been done before onlj-' bjr civil contractors in

Englajid using special nachinex-y.

The aircraft had to be novel
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THE EBP SEA

SECRET4,

Econoi'-iic Considerations

Our detemination to hold Egypt gave the Red Sea an

added significance as the shortest pra.cticahle reinforcenent

Quite apajrt fron rd.litp.ry reinforcenent needs, theroute.

position in the Red Sea. dnd Eastern Mediterranean v/as inportant

to econonic warfare. It T/as desira.hlo to keep) open a door for

A,M,

S.5W+
loercantile trade, and the econonic life of Egypt, Syria,

Palestine and Turkey could he adequately sustained only by aj'iple1B

Egypt alone needed 100,000 tons of coalshipping facilities,

a nontb, and her econonic prosperity depended largely upon

If she were unableexport of cotton, cotton-seed and oil cake,

to find a market, her attitude to our cause night be serious.

Two-thirds of our np.gnesitc supplies, to Y/hich the Yfar Cabinet

Bronine and otherga.ve priority, were derived from Grccoc.

scarce materials v/ere dra.Tm from the Eastern Mediterranean, and

Yrer 'YYcre.^ substontiall}?" dependent on Nea-r Eastern coinunice-tions

Britain Y7a.s buying BaUaan produce and draaringfor flajc supply,

33,000 tons of cotton-seed monthly from Egypt and the Sudan,

7,000 tons of pyrites from C3npru3 and 6,800 tons chi’one oi-o'

So, in short, lack of shipping facili

ties would affect our v/ar economy and have a serious effect on

the resistance of the Near East countries to enemy penetration.

from Greece and Turkey,

Enc: w Une-nter-orising

The first five axn.ths of operations in the Red Sea

sufficed to, despite the loss of British Somaliland,

real anxiety about the safety of this supply.route; in

/ fact

Hg ME
EO/AIvLA

area

A2A remove

* The events embodied in this and subsequent sections
ihc Red Sea. fom only'' a pant of the v/idcr opera.tions in

P, Narrative, "The Ea.st

on

this theatre, described in R*i^
19M".African campaigns , 19A0
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fact, the Itc.lian cffoi-t to interrupt the floiT of our reinforce-

nents was surprisingly short-lived cud feehlc. More enterprising

action hy the Italian Mr Force frora Eritrea could have troubled

the Red Sea supply line considerably. Their chief naval forces

in this area consisted of about eight destroyers and eight

subnarincs, which v/ere i.iostly based on Massawa,

v/a,s not of these but of bonbing, yet this never rr.terialised

This Tira.s due to our policy of offensive defence -

attacking the eneny aircraft on the ground - and to the Italians*

other distractions and corunitnents. in p)ursuance of the land

Our chief fear

on any scale.

cajupa-igns.

In-the early stages, the ItcMians had fev/er than 30

bor.ibers in the Massawa area., a.bout 26 in the As sab and Diredawa

areas and 37 betv'/een Addis Ababa and the ICcnya border,

last-naned group was not suitably located for attacks either in

Italian fighters in East Africa

Assa,wa and Direda.wa

The

the Red Sea or the G-ulf of Aden.

ariountod to about concentrated in the

A.M.

S.55^
9A

, and as all v/ere of the short range type, they could not

be used to escort bonbers to the .cant side of the Red Sea,

areas

In

the narrows of■ Bab-ol-Mendeb, vre could develop our best fighter

effort, fron Aden, with refuelling facilities at Peri:'.!,

handicap to the Italians was that the

our convoys required a nore extensive reconnaissance effort than

Disconcei-ting attack on our convoys was

imother

aintcnanco of a. cheek on

they could afford,

only possible if the Italians were prepared to prejudice their

other comitiaents, such as support of their land forces and

internal security.

Convoy Protection Plans

Owing to the long distances involved, our arrangements

for convoy protection in the Central and Southern Red Sea were an

integration of anti-sutaarine patrols provided by Middle Ea.st

/ units
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unite opci-ating fron the Sudcji and by Aden Coixinjid,

to convoys lay in tho area bcfayccn longitude 49^.

23°N. , but fortunately v/c had bases enabling cover to be

The

and l

 dangerH. Q. No. 254
Wing

S. 12/1/Air atitude

15A

provided over nost of this,

the escorts fron there had to be

Wellesleys of No,14 Squadi-on.

Units of patrol v/erc about 120 and 33O nilcs

jj.s there v/as no G,R, squa.dmn in

supplied by

Their northern and southern

respectively fron

Port Sudan, v/hich could be covered oonfortably, but the use of

the Sudan,

single-engined aircraft involved sono risk in protracted flaring-

over the sea. This, hov/ever, had to be acoexoted, as also head

the fact that fighter protection could not be provided fron the

Sudan against bonbing attacks on shipping. In addition, heavy

demands on the Wellesleys oiade it iijpossible to prenride nrare

than one aircraft on'patrol at a: tine. as it ¥/a.,s inadvisable to

weaken the offensive effort inst enemy aerodromes and suxrplyav'a.

centres.

Cover at the southern end of the Red Sea eind the

Gulf of Aden was provided by the Blenheims of No,203 Squadron,

T/hich, equipped a.s i ghtex’s, vrerc able to dea.l vrith bombing

No,8 Squpdron Vincents also helped. The system wattempts. a.s

to pass a northboLind convoy through the Straits of Bab-el-llajadeb,

and v/hero the dauigor of attack was greatest, just after dark, so

that br/ daylight it was in' tho vicinity of Zubair Island, where

it could be picked up by tho aii-craft from Port Sudaui.

Blenheinswere able to cover the *<-ed Sea. to a point 330 miles

fron Port Sudan in daylight if necessary.

To moot the danger fron bombing, the plan v/a.s to

attack enemy a.orodrones flanking the Red Sea before a.nd during

Shipping in the near vicinity of Aden

protected from bonbing by Wo.94 Squadron (Gladia.tors) ,

The danger, of air

The

the pa.ssago of convoys.

Y/as

v/hose main role was the defence of Aden,

/ a.ttack
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attack was gre^.te3t when the convoy pc.sscd lvIass2>.T^a and Assah,

The chief threat from submarines lay in the southern pal’t of

the Red Sea, and from surface vessel en passing the bases ofO  Vi/t .

As sab and Massawa,

Anti-Submarine Successes

The policy of eliminating the Italian thread to the

Red Sea route by attacking aircraft and submarines in their basestbQ.M.E.
Operational
& Intelli

gence

Summaile s . .

was applied by the R,A,P, from Aden and the Sudan from the

I/iacaaca airfield (Assp.b) and As sabopening of hostilities.

satellites vrere persistently bombed by Blenheims from Aden by day

The enemy's response byand night v/ith c nsiderable success,

raids on Aden was feeble and ineffectucil. From the Sudan,,

a.t Massav/a andWellesleys of Nos.47 and 223 Squadrons hammered

The first anti-submaz"ine success came onAsmara airfields.

vAen Gladiators of 94 Squadron on patrol located a

A Blenheim next arrived

16 dune,

submarine ^0 miles south-east of Aden,

and bombed it, and the Gladiators machine-gunned the conning

As a result of the air action, a naval trawler v/as abletowe r,

to engage the submarine, forcing it to surrender. The submarine

captured intact and taken to Aden v/ith all its crev/,

Blenheim reconnaissance enabled a close v/atch to be kept on

Assab harbour, where tov/ards the end of the month there lay six

a submarine. This

was

large and 40 small vessels, as well as

dive-bombed by Blenheims, which scored near misses.submarine was

Shio-ping Ministry Representations

At the end of Jme, the Minister of Shipping urged on

that the freeing of the Red Sea route shouldthe Air Ministry

A.M.

S, 5444
cial consideration a.s likely to be a necessaryreceive spe

1B
foundation for continuance of the general war effort on its

In reply to this, on 8 July, the

attack in the

economic and political side.

Air Council pointed out that the danger of air

lay mainly in the impossibility of fighter protectionRed Sea

Ibid, 5A

/ ■fco
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The ItaliaJa airto convoys except in the near vicinity of Aden,

■forces in East Ai’rioa, hovrover, "were not conspicuously strong or

It v/asaggressive and had already suffered considerahle losses,

expected that their other oornnitments vrould prevent their

developing a heavy scale of atta.ck on shipping,

the Eastern Meditcrraneen v/as more difficult, since the Italian

in the Dodecanese v/cre intact and could make shipping

The situation in

air forces

But sljipping facilities in the

diterranean v/ere less important, from the strategica.!

aspect, than those in the Red Sea*

We waitod until the first few days of July, after enemy

attacks their primary objective.

Eastern 1

airfields had been steadily bombed, before risking the first

assed in both directions with

After that, convoys proceeded at intervalt of
through the Hod Se Thuy pconvoys

complete immunity.

about throe weeks, and during their passage bombing v/as earned

nemv air force quiescent.out from Aden and the Sudan to keep tho e

it ki-r Forces Strained,,.bv Bombing
Persistent attacks on the enemy's key airfields during

July, backed by-the destruction of stores, ammunition and fuel,
effect on his air organisation,

and night raids on Assab, and

aerodrome' coiipelled the Italiams to

The
pronouncedbegan to have a

Aden squadrons continued da,y

gular attacks on Mecaaoare

HQ IViE
Opera
tional
and Int
elligence
Suimaries

their aircraft at satellites, which were in due coursedisperse

located and afiso bombed. attacks were made by theEffective

By thefuel installations at Massawa,Sudan 'Wellesleys on

/idenoe of a high percentagemddle of the month there was good ev_-

of unserviceability in the enemy squadrons
straining them to a marked degree.were

,1-and that our attacl

The Italian practice of

extra drain

'CS

eicploiting mobility of . squadron/
fuel, and while the enemy

3

cou
on

 also constituted an

force byld reinforce bis air

/ direct
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Thedirect flight from Libya, ho \7as out off from bulk supplies,

Gonsequence was that he' had to conserve his resources.

•  preoccupation of tho land oarapaign eoid dislocation through bombing of

With the

of his airfields overlooking the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, he was

hardly in a position to mooint the sustained effort nocessexy to

watch the' Red Sea closely and carry out heavy raids on shipping

assembling at Aden for convoy to the Suez,

7 i^ugust, two small sccAe raids ?/ere made by Blonhcii'-is of

Wo,A5 Squadron from the Sudan to distui’b the submarines in

I/Iassawa,

Between 4 and

In the first raid,, from lov/ level, one submarine v/as

In the second, a destroyer of the Cacciatorehit by a bomb,

class was damaged by a direct hit 'from a 250 lb bomb.

Protection for Berbera Bvacuaticn

The operations centred round our evacuation from

Berbers, fully occupied the Aden squadrons ro'und s.bout the i9th

The Blenheims maintained effective protection of the

Por the remainder of the month, the Aden squadrons hax

British Somaliland and maintained close

across the

August,

ships,

assod the enemy in

Ibid.

reconnaissance to guard ggainst suiy Ialien mve

The enemy's attempt to interfere with ourB ab-e1-Mand eb.

.luch fui'thorjriginp.ted chiefly fr-xi

nco.r Ilassawa, v;herc the-Italians hc-d about a

shipping, hoT/ever,

north, at Gur;

dozen bombers left.

of Somaliland provided a case in point

set its face against the temptation to

considerable vreight in close support of our ground

could not afford to lose sight of its

/ primary role.

On 14 Aup.'ust the A.O.O.-in-C. M.E, signalled the A.O.G. Aden:
"You knSw our supply situation. Do what you
Somliland evacuation but do not w^aste aircraft in low flying
attacks on Italian ground forces except to save some oratica
situation".

The evacuation

1
Aden Command

where the E.A.F, had to

throw in

forces.

HQ m
O.E.B.

App.22
Aug.1940
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i’dIc - protection of convoys end noutralisntion of cncniy air

forces as far as possible to keep the Red Sea life line

As it T/asj the Somaliland support was the maxiEium

that could be spai’ed. To risk more might have prejudiced the

more vital consideration.

inviolate.

The difficulties under v/hich our aiHQ m

E0/A},iLA
16b, i6c

r

support worked during the Italian push into British Somaliland

included the lack of a protected aerodrome, Vv’hich meant that

our fighters ha.d to be Tri.thdravm, giving the enemy local air

Our bombers vrere forced to operate from Aden,

involving a 200 miles trip over the sea, and were continually

attacked by enemy fighters,

standing patrols during the evacuation of Berbera succeded in

superiority.

Nevertheless, Blenheims used on

keeping the port reasonably inmaune frora air bombardment, and the

support which the P. Pi-fforded di'ew forth the warm cir.iirationiu

of the Officer Comraanding our forces in Somaliland,

By the tine of the fall of British Somaliland, the

enemy had lost hcAf his submarines. Our steady bombing of

aAA
t

airfields end dumps diverted the Italians' attention from

shipping. Our attacks on Assab, intended to deny its use as

a port end air be.se and to discourage dhow traffic, largely

achieved their objective, Massav/a's navaD. installations,

airfields and fuel dumps were hammered from the Sudan by

Nos, 223, 47 and 14 Squadrons, vThose efforts led the A.O.C,-

No praise can be too high for the

work of the pilots and aircrev/s of these squadrons in their

obsolescent single-engined fellesleys".

in-C, M,E. to 'vYrite:-

Longmore's
De spatch
Part I

Effect of Somaliland Loss

and the fact tha.t theDespite our successes

A,0,C.-in-G. did not consider the Italian Air Force would be
HQ i.'IE
s. 45 639

menace to Red Sea convoys, the Ministry of shipping

remained perttirbed about the dangers, particularly through the

a serious

A.M,

S.5544
7B

/ loss
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loss of British Somliland. In a meinoranduin to the Air Ministry

on 23 Au£ust, the Ministry of Shipping expressed the fee.r that

the position had deteriorated, and that the assenbly of convoys

at Aden and their passage hy Peril;! had been rendered difficult.

The Ministry, troubled by delays inherent in assenbly of convoys,

was anxious to see the Red Sea freed to an extent which v/ould make

The naintenonce of conpletely adequateconvoy unnecessa^ry.

coiaraunications T/ould require that the Admiralty should clear the

Red Sea of submarines and surface vessels, and that the Air

Ministry and Yifa.r Office should render incapable of attacks on

shipping the enemy air and land forces in Italian -hast Airica.",

it v/rote, although these desiderata had doubtless occiirred to

the coiiiEianders, since they vrere the prirae objectives of the na-st

African cai.paign.

The Air Ministry saw no reason vfhy the Italian occupa~

tibn of British Somaliland should ma.terially a.ffect the

It v/as true that the danger zone for convoys hadposition,

slightly extended, but the Italians had not acquired air bases

to our shipping routes than they held before, and v/hatneaner

Ibid: 12A

Thevulncro^ble to attack from Aden,

better position to attack shipping in the Bab-el-

airfields they gained wei-e

enemy wan in a

Mandeb by continuing to operate from Assa.b and Diredawa,

■ Fighter Protection Difficulties

In August, when some air attacks developed on the

Red Sea convoy route, the A,0,C.-in-C, li.E. pointed out to Air

Ministry that-this had ahppened after publicity had been given to

the imiunity of the Red Sea convoys, so stinging the Italians

The A,0.C,-in-C, thought the necessity for aninto action.

IX)/AivlL/6
10A

aircraft carrier v/ith fighters for encort of these convoys

This evoked a coumter-suggestion from the

T/a

becoming apparent.

s

C.-in-G, East Indies that the best solution 'was longer range

/ and
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oxid faster shore-based i-ir.:htcrs, using Kcr'rjran cas an a.dvajnced base.

Ho considered that a vulnerable unit such as a carrier v/ould be anIbid: .11il

attractive target in the Red Sea, and carrier borne aircraft had a

conparativcly Io't perfomance for convoy escort,

■  However, the situation never became beyond the cs.pa-oity

of 'the Blenhcins to handle, and fron our point of view v/as helped

Although at certain periodsby the cncoiy's la.ck of enterprise,

there vreis a lejoge assenbly of shipping in harbour fit Aden, the

Ita.lian raAds there were half-hearted and achieved nothing.

SudanOutline Pl;m

..i,F’s objective in this theatre v^ras reenphasisod

in the Sudan Outline Flan issued on 30 August in ̂ 7l^ich it v/a

The R

stated:

£“ our air forces in the Sudan
Until air

t present the lex-iDary role of ,
is to keep open the Red Sea. ooixiunications,
r::ourcGs'for the replaccncnt of wastage and the re-aruament

oux’ liaiited foi’ccs nust not
resv

of squadrons beconcs availaJlDle,

II A

HQ liE
0,R, B,

App, 38
Aug, 1 940

be diverted froai this prinany role except in cases of grave

energency.

which v/orc under the'he role of the air forces in the Sudan,

defined as:-Gorxiand of the A.0,C. Ho. 203 Group, v/as

and landBonbing operations to counter Italian air, sea
atta.cks a^ga,inst our Red Sea cor-iriunioa.tions and the Sudan,

Co-operation with and direct support as necessary of the
land forces operating under the orders of the G,0.C, in
the Sudan. Such sea reconnaissance for the support of

naval operations and the passage of convoys through the
Red Sea as is necessary and is v/ithin the scope of the

Air■defence of theunits ava.ilable for the purpose. ^ _ _
Sudan. Co-opera.tion v/ith civil and i.dlita.ry a.uthorxties
in the internal security in the Sudan.

inti-SubnaJ-ines Patrols Reduced

So ineffective was the eneny effort a.gadnst convoys
d anti-subnarine patrol

the ground tliaut

were not justified, that

for the task and could be

The ina.tter was

on

that by the end of August the esoort ana
the Sudan v/as substemtially cut,vrork froia

the long hom-s of ’'ifed-lesley flyxng

these aircraft vrorc

better enployed .on offensive operations.

unsuita.ble

/ vigorously
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vigorously raised in a- demi-official letter from Wing Commander

Macdonald, C.C. No.254 Wing, to Air Vice-Marshal Drummond, h.q

M.E., stating:-

•  f

This convoy business is causing me a certain amount of
misgiving,
effort.

I cannot help thinking it is a v/aste of
In the first place,' the Navy themselves have

.  HQ No.254
?/ing

3/12/1/Air indicated that it is not submarines in the Red Sea they
are so much afraid of - it is the air, and it looks as
if this may shortly prove right. .What is this
submarine menace 2

of three not very offensive submarines in tho Red Sea.
Since then vve have planted a few a/S bombs near them
and I should be surprised if they are all seaworthy.
One appears to be lying in the deeper water in tho harbour;

They may be serviceable,
but is it advisable to divert I4 Squadron from its proper
role and to reduce our effort accordingly against the
mors feared threat just because of the possible threat
of ti,7o Italian submarines, v/orking even at the best of
times under most appalling conditions and against
strongly protected convoys?
Lately, 14 Squadron have been so involved with convoys
that they have been practically lost to me as a striking
^orce It seems to rae^that they could be better
employed - quite apart from the strain, unfair, I
consider, that this extensive flying over the Red Sea

One aircraft went in yesterday, and with one
engine there is always this chance
sooner I4 Squadron reverts to its proper role the
better Are wo, in viev/ of the change in the
situation, to continue our main effort in keeping the
Red Sea route open or to devote it to maintaining the
security of the Sudan and our bases in it, if
threatened?"

A few weeks -ago there was a maximum

there's no sign of the others.

involves.

I feel that the

32A

At the same time, the ,A.O.G.-in-G. M.E. signalled

the Senior Naval Officer, Red Sea, that anti-subma.rine escorts

from Port Sudan for protection of co.nvoys passing through the

area 15°58'N. to 20°50'N. were no longer justified, and that the

employment of the Wellesleys involved diversion from their

Ibid. 3IA

primary role of attacking enemy aerodromes and so neutralising the

convoys, the risk from which appeared to be

dangerous than submarine attack.

air threat to
more

He proposed to discontinue

anti-submarine escort, but would reconsider it if the submarine

threat increased and v/hen N0.I4 Squadron Vi/as rearmed with tv/in-

engined aircraft. The escorts from Aden in the southern Red

Sea would continue.

Ibid; 33A The Wavy agreed to this, expressing the hope that the

/air
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air effort thus released v/ould also bo directed against U-boats

and other naval targets in the Massav/a area. The con se que n ce

was that No. 14 Squadron's esegrt v/ork v;as limited to protection

of convoys 20 miles frora Port Sudaji when ships v/ere entering or

leaving harbour.

Vigilance over Straits

The Italians made persistent but ineffective attempts

to bomb Aden during September, and were foiled by Gladiator

HQ I\IE Op
erational

and Int

elligence
Sumnarie s

It was a period of constant vigilance over thepatrols.

southei’n Red Sea and Gulf of Aden' by Blenheims of No.203

Squadron, but there were nc submarine sightings. The sea

patrols were uneventful, except on the 5 September, when one

Blenheim enlivened its ta.sk by chasing five S.79's, scoz-ing

Prom the Sudan there was an increase in bombinghits on two.

operations against Asna.ra, Itassawa and Gura, necessita.ted by

the arrival of Italian air reinforcements, which raade attempts

On 5 September, south of Zubair Island,to bomb shipping.

a convoy was attacl<ed five times' by S,79's believed to be

based on Gura, but no hits were scored.

attacks Costly to Enemy

October was a period of busy convoy activity in the

Air escort was provided on 24 daysRed Sea and Gulf of Aden.

for a total of 157 ships, not one of which was damaged in the

The Italians' increasedsix enemy air attacks made on them.Ibid,

effort to interfere 'with our convoys cost them a destroyer and

The attacks began on the 14th, when twoseveral aircraft.

They wereS.Sl's approached a convoy off Zubair Island.

driven off by a Blenheim of No.203 Squadron without doing any

Next day, thi^ee S.79''s attacked the convoy in the perim

The Blenheim escort

harm.

Straits, but failed to do any damage,

severely damaged one. enemy aircraft, which later dived into the

/sea
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sea, and then attacked the leader of the formation, which was

On the 19th, one 3.79 aimed bombs at a convoy in

the Gulf of Aden, T/ithout success, and was chased for 60 miles

Another lone 3.79 attempted to bomb

driven, off.

by the Blenheim escort,

a convoy in the southern Red Sea on the 20th.

failed, and the enemy was eventually intercepted by a Blenheim

When last seen, the 3.79 v/as losing height

The attack

■south of Massav/a,

At midnight on 20 October,and black smoko v/as pouring from it.

a northbound convoy escorted by two destroyers and two sloops

■was attacked in the southern Red Sea by two destroyers, Trtiich

The e.neray re tired rapidlyfired torpedoes and began shelling.

About two hours later ourwhen engaged by our escort,

destroyers intercepted the enemy and engaged one of them.

The result v</as that one Italian destroyer was torpedoed and

ran aground on Harmil Island, being abandoned by her ere7/.

One of oui' destroyers v/as hit in the engine room by fire from

shore battery, but was safely towed back to Aden by her

companion destroyer, having survived a bombing attack on the

The grounded enemy destroyor.was letter bo'mbed by

Blenheims of No.l:-5 Squadron, v/hich scored a hit on the stern.

a

way.

Ibid:^

On theReconnaissance later confirmed that she had sunk.

convoy in Port Sudan was attacked by two enemy aircraft24th,

from 15>000 ft., but damage was negligible.

Practically all our air effort from Sudan during

early October was concentrated on Gura and Massair/a, in

e-xploratory bombing of suspected fuel dumps,

find the main dump, but the bombing drove a good proportion

of the Italian air force at Gura fiu'-ther inland.

Yfe failed to

jjjnd of Convoy Attacks

By the second week in Novembei’ the air and under-

Only one seaworthywater menace had been almost eliminated.

submarine was believed to remain to the enemy, and his bombing

/attempts
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On 2 November ashipping ceased altogether.

British warship off Zubair Island v/as attacked by one aircraft,

attempts on

HQ I\IE Op
erational

and Int

elligence
Summarie s

The last attack on convoysbut the bombs fell in the sea.

carae -on 4 November, when an S.79 aimed six bombs at ships

north of Zuqar Island, but the nearest bomb fell 100 yax-ds

The'bomber was chased by the convoy'sfrom the target,

single Blenheim escort, v/hich silenced the top rear gun

position but had to break off thi'ough its own guns jamming.

Between Jxme and December, the R.A.P. escorted 54 Red

Sea convoys sind in that time ships on passage were dama^d by

One ship was sunk, and the other reachedbombs only twice.

A/C/ivI
Longmoro

Despatch
part I

port.

The cessation of attacks, came at a convenient time,

, M.E. , coping T/ith urgent commitments in Greece, had

to call on Aden for two squadrons as reinforcements.

Aden's main consideration v/as convoy protection. No.203

Squadron remained, and a sacrifice was made in the offensive

The A.O.C. Aden planned to meet the nev?

situation by carrying out armed reconnaissances of aerodromes

flanking the Red Sea route, to see that the Italians did not

reocGupy them, and occasional raids on Assab to maintain the

for H

As

effort over land.

HE in

DO/AJvIL/4
28a

blockade.
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GIERi^LTiJl
i-

Linitations on Air Effort

' ¥hcn Italy entered the v/ar, Gibraltar v/as virtually

unprotected in the air hona-uso of the lack of airfield

facilities, and the difficulties in tljis direction vrore such as

to rule out any hope of iiuprove.lent for na.ny norths to cone.

The only fighter cover'wa.s from any a.ircraft carrier that night

gromd at Gibraltar could hardly

It consisted of a strip running

r„cross the racecourse, on the narrow neck of land connecting the

This strip gave a run of 900 yards,

but as one boundary itas also the boundary betv/een the British

and Spanish neutral zones and the other was flanlo d by a conotary

and buildings, eicpension was not possible without undertaking

extensive work, and no proposals existed fox' this,

given Spain an undertaking that the landing ground vrould bo used

only for F.xi.A. aircraft ton orarily disenbarkod for training

and naintcnance, and that wo v;ould not ho.\''e raorc than trro

squa.drons thcro ait any one tine,

out infringing Sp;nish ncutraiity or territorial vraters, although

this involved naiking low turns.

The Ian din,happen to be there

be clansed as an aorodronc.

Rock with the nainland.

Ifo had also

Aircraft could bo opei-atcd Y/ith“

A,M.

s.68830
u

Gibraltar had little to fear fron Italian bombing in

The main.-fear was fromview of the distance fron cneny bases.

the Vichy French and Spa,in, but the risk of sudden attack fron

For air defence,either of these quarters had to be accepted,

reliant on its 2h- heaxT and 10 light anti-aircraftthe Rock w/as

guns end the guns of ’.Tarships based there,

offensive air operations, Gibraltar could exert little iniluenoe

In the sense of

the Wester; Basin,

Since the operation of fighters end borabers Y/as

nain value of the Rock to the R.A.P. lay in

a reconnaissance base, and for this function Y-re

and Svrordfish,

on

inpracticable , the

its use as

had to rely on flying boats, ecapLones

/ No,202
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Nc,202 Squa.dron's London flyinfj boats, on which t/c nainly doponclcd

to provide reconnaissance of the cc.stem and-v/cstem approaches to

an inpi-oviscd base in the harbour, andthe Stradts, ■opcra.ted fro:

their strength of six could not conveniently be increased because

They were assisted by Wo.3 L.i-.C!,U,of congestion in the harbour.

•hich had three S\/ordfish, and by a fc’v diso:.l 'kedde tachnent,

/irk Royal.,Swordfish fror -«

No. 200 Gro un Sep are, to s

No,200 Group, which controlled No.202 Squadron and the

A.A.C.U. detachj.ient, soon found itself operating under the

handicap of inadequate repair and naintonance facilities, for

it was iapracticricle to have servicing done at lialt

the case before Italy entered the v/a-r.

the west also Lmde it iirpossiblc for N.Q. liediterrsnean to con-

Conseqvicntly on 1.8 July the

Lr ministry the transfer of

This was accepted, and on

an had bee

Malta's isolation fron

tinue administering No.200 Group.

A.O.C. Mediterranean proposed to

No. 200 Group to sono other Cominand.

n

12 August the Group v/as handed over to Coastal Corxiand for

Operational contra! I'eniained with the Navy.adimini s trat ion »

HQ MSB
S. 198A/iiir
2

solved by flying the LondonsThe servicing problen v/as

to England for najor inspections and exchanges; neanvirhile,

arrangenents vrere na-de to iiiprovc Gibraltar's servicing facili-

The absence of one aircraft aLiost continuously inties.

Britain affected the squadron’s oporational cii^ntLtnents, and to

aitigate this, penmission v/as given for the Londons to do 21^.0

hours flying before returning for inspection, instead of the

This was increased to 3^G kn October, v/hen the

the i6 hours trip to England very

noraal 1 80.

v;eathor biokc', y.ialeing

difficult.

/ Guard
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G-urird on tho Streats

Opcra-tional activitios in the early stages v/ore

ships ‘vTould attoLTptlargely gov0mod by the fear that orieny \r

to penetrate the Straits, but such a nove never naterialiscd.

ar

long and monotonous patrols ‘v/ero necessary to

guard a;ainst this contingency,

carriod out most evenings as far as endurance v/ould allow, to

surface forces reached Gibraltar under

The patrol area went as fsx east as the

meridian of 00 degrees, ii-0 minutes west of Greenwich,

anti-submarine patrols do.ily over' tho Straits and other

Nevertheless,

Rcconnadssarco patrols v/ere

ensure that no enemy

cover of darkness.

There

xrere

Coastal

Goruiand

H.Q.

s.15055

No. 200 Grp.
O.H.B.

No. 202 Sqn.
0.R.T3.

opera.tions to cover convoys, special searches for submarines

and sweeps ahead of thein conjunction with naval umits

Fleet. Despite persistent i-eports of subr’.arines in the

As Spain's attitude wassightings v/ero re..re,

v/a.tch had to bo kept on Spanish ports ana

vicinity,

uncertain, close

made
shipping movements and constant photographic reconnaissance

amd themade of coastal fortifications , in Spaaiish Morocco

The -period of tension withSouthern extremity of Spa.in,

Vichy involved close watch on

North and West Africa and on ports there.

French naval and shipp

nents from

ing move-

In

,  the Londons provided cover for severail British
the south of France upon

and nad.G their v/a.y to Gibraltar by

Towards the end of this month,

3 made of Oran - where lay

anxious should not fall under

I Sunderland of No. 228 Squa..dTOn detached

action to ruica.paGita.te theAfter Force li's

June

merchant ships which left ports in

the French capitulation

of the Spanish coast,

photographic reconna-issance xfs.

French warships vrhich xre were

Gorman control - by ‘

way

at 0-i.-an, this Sunderland, doing a reconnai-

to Gibraltar.

French warships

ssance of

Frcngh Curtiss aircraft,

fighters and

the North Ai'ri attacked by three

The fl3d.ng boat shot do\wi tvro of the

returned safely though holed in 40 places.
/ Gibraltar's

can coast, was
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Gibraltar's flying boats subsequently rcoonnoitrecl French North

It Tv'as their job toAfrican ports cand drox^ped leaflets thei’e,

ensure that French naval units did not slip uindetected to the

French naval units occasiona.lly travelled v/est to

Casablanca, passing the Straits tlirough Spanish Moroccan haters, -

but it T/a.s British Policy not to interfere with such noves«

South of France.

Gibraltar was bonbed by French aircraft on 21+ and 25

Se'ptenbor, presumbly as a reprisal for the Da.kar incident, and

On lA Septenber a London on

shot dov.n by French fighters.

five of then were shot down.

reconnaissance nean Casablanca v/as

four of the crew being saved and interned.

By Septenber, No.200 Group aircraft Y/ere flying over

aonthly, despite deteriorating -vYea.ther conditions aaid

an strong winds and

and sudden v/eathcrthe Pock, "Levanters

600 hours r:

the difficulties of take-off and alighting

turbulent air peculian to

changes to which the Straits are subject, often involved the

hurried recall of aircraft, and in Soptenber operations vrere

Night ogic rat ions

svi-clls and dangerous air

cur^

tailed on 13 days by noteorological .conditions*

were particularly dangerous through sea.

currents.

Subnarine Sinkings

For the first four iuontlis, the anti—subuiarine pa.trols

were claimed,, and no sinkings

occasionally bombed.

uneventful, sightings were rare

Ithough suspicious oil geatches ?/ere

of increased U-boat activity in September, and in the

Thei-e

VYere

Cc

were signs

month Londons played a part in the destruction of two

On 18 October a London bombed a position where air

A secondbut the bombs failed to exp)lode.

folloTri.ng

submarines.

bubbles were seen,

London joined in the hurt, and her bombs cxrploded. bmo destroyers

forced the Italian submarineand their depth changeswere called,

/ Dui'bo
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The creviTDurho to the surface, in a badly dcunaged condition,

v/ere rescued, and o.s a. result of their infomation, spcoia.1

search v/as made in the area for the next tv/o days by flying

On the 20th a London sighted ajiotherboats and destroyers,

subnarine on the surfa.ee, and this wai,s rarxied by the

destroyer Hotspur, 11 of the crev; being Ea.ved,

>
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*  Early Attacks on Tobrulc

As already noted, offensive action against

ports “ a fomi of indirect support for the Navy - occup-ied

P.’s intention frotn the starta piroKiincnt part in the R

of hostilitios, but, duo to the lack of aircraft.(notably

hcavj?" bombers) our early efforts could hardly be described

ViTo had to confine ourselves to portsas stratogic bombing,

Tv-ithin comfortable range for the Blenheims, such as Derna

It v,-as through Benghazi and Tobruk that the

bulk of the enevjy's supplies for his arnjr build-up Tv'ere

received, but for the first three months Benghazi nas

ir.imune from bombing.

and Tobruk,

No time n'as lost in striking at Tobruk, the main

On 12 June, insuiDply port for the eneiry's advanced forces,

conjunction mth a naval sweep, 32 Blenheims of No,202 Groijp)HQ IvE Op
erational

and Int

elligence
Summaries

attacked Tobruk harbour and aerodrome, iihile the cruiserd

Liverpool and Gloucester shelled urine sweepers off the harbour.

The old cruiser San Giorgio (9,000 tons), used as  a submarine

depot ship, nas the chief naval target, and was so effestivcly

(it was later relegated to

Tv/o small shixDS and

Blenheims of No,55 Squadron

hit that it had to bo beached,

the role of an anti-aircraft battery),

transport viero damaged,

bombed shipping in Tobruk harbour again on 21 June, v/hen

they hit one ship and drove off enery fighters, two of which

At this period, three cruisers, three

destroyers, three large transports and 29 other large ships

At the same time, the

a

were badly daiaaged.

were concentrated in the harbour.

Navy bombarded Bardia, the R.A.P. providing fighter cover

for the warships and spotter aircraft.

Considerable damage and confusion was caused among

shipping in Tobruk harbom- during July, aainXv through torpedo

This sort of conviitment was not to the liking of the
S,A,S.O: H.Q., R,A.P., M.E., Air Commodore Drummond,
who in a letter to Air Commodore Gollishaw (coninanding
No,202 Group), emphasising- the necessity for conserving
resources at that stage, stated: "The Navy have asked
for air support dinring their bombardment of BaMia, but

this bombardment, strategically, is even more futile in

ly opimion than the raids by the Annoured Division",

1.HQ 202
Groipi

lvIS/107
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tho Fleet Air Arm, supplenented by S.A,F. bonbing.
_  %

On b July Svorclfish of No,8l3 Squadron scored eight toi-podo

hits in the harbour, including one on a subnnrine,

aissance later by BlenhGii:is of No. 113 Squadron shov.t)d tvTo

15,000 ton shipa aground, one 0,000 ton ship down by the

and one of 6,000 tons on its side. This raid

considerably disorganised the siting of the shipping as tv-o11.

The attack was followed up on the nights of 13 and 14 Jul^r by

six Bonbaya of No, 216 Squadron, using 250 lb S.A.P. and G.P,

bonbs, but no confirnod successes were obtained,

and July the Bonbays also attacked Tobruk oil tanks without

Pro forcPtions of Bienheiins, after failing to locate

cruiser reported to bo fleeing fron our naval forces on

19 July, bonbod shipping in Tobruk harbour, Glairung hits on .

two stiall naval craft. Throe torpedo hits were scored by

Swordfish of No,824 Squadron in a night raid on

Tobruk harbour on 19 July,

next day showed two ships eiissing,

22 July, Blonhoins bonbed Tobruk subnarine jetty.

Reconnaissance at the end of July disclosed that no

serviceable warships roniained in Tobruk and that the nuciber

of uerchantuen had. dwindled to six, suggesting the eneiqy had

boon discouraged fron using the port as a base for light

naval forces and that his supply effort Vv-as being iepeded.

Need of Heavy Bombers

attacks i---

Rcconn'

stern,

During June

result.

a

F.A.A.

Blonhcin roconnaissance the

On the nights of 21 and

Meanwhile, Air Ministry rainds were considering

what could be sxDared in the way of heavy bombers for theA.M.

D.0.0.

liE.1, Iviiddle East, and on jO July the Expansion and Re-aquipaont

Policy Oomittee decided to send six Wellingtons a .month

as replacements for the Bomber transport squadron

was backed by a memorandum fron the Director of Overseas

This

Ibid: pointing out that to reduce air

attack on Egypt vire needed a force of long range bombers to

attack the Italian air bases in Libya and their main harbours.

Two squadrons of heavies were suggested in addition to the

Operations to the D.G.A.S•,

rearmed B.T, squadrons.
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The broad strategical vievv- at this time

iniluenced by two possibilities - a land advance by the

ene-L^ in Egypt and an atteiipt to eject our Fleet frou

the Eastern Basin,

achieved the latter objective, which rnight have been

gained separately by heavy air attack on Alexandria,

The enemy's anxiety to remove the Fleet was inqoired by

oil shortage.

Eastern Basin, there was little chance of the Axis

transporting significant quantities of oil by sea to

was

A successful land assault Vv'ould hav

As long as our Fleet U'as active in the

e

Italy and Prance from the Black Sea, and sea transport

was imperative, since the Danube and railways were

already working to capacity,

advance were Tobruk and Benghazi,

Namsos out of these, we can hamstring any large scale

land advance”,

The keys to an Axis land

If we can make a

ras the view ex]pressed in a Cabinet

IIj/12/67

bar Room minute to the Director of Plans on 7 August.

But our existing bomber force could do little to reduce

the scale of eneejy air attack on

It was not until 31-August that the first batch

of six Dellingtons reached the IviLddle East,

w

Six more

arrived in late September.

Tobruk and Derna Damare

In the meantime, the M.E, Coicmand did Tfhat it could

with attacks on the ports of Tobrulc, Derna and Bardia,

Dlenheims and Bombays,

successfiAL attack on Derna on 3 August as a result of

reconnaissance by Wo,113 Squadron's Blenheims (which

using

Twenty Blenheims carried out a

HQ m Op
erational

and Int

elligence
Surlm^aries

subsequently performed a large number of port reconnaissances).

Hits were scored on three ships, including the largest one

present - about 100 ft Ion; and observation next day

confirmed that this vessel was in difficulty. Another

large ship of about the same size was set on fire on

9 ̂ .ugust during an attack on T-obrui: by three foruations

/of,

y
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of flcnheins, vhich also hit the

Blonhoins hit t\7o

sul-xiarino Jetty. On the 12th,

s-uiall ships but failod to hit their rain

objective. the flop.tin,3 crane,

showed a considerable deer

About this' tine, reconnaissance

in Jobruk shippinj^, onlj'' one large

eight snadl ships being present. For the rest of August,

ease

and

single Bonbayys 'Vvoro loft to deal with this port,

17 Blcnhoins on the 27th,

Blenhcius returned to Tobruk

'.('hen two

Dema received

a visit fror
ships were sot

on 9 Septerber with an
on fire.

attack of 20 aircraft.

First Blows at Benghazi

Tnen on I7 September the Fleet Air Am mounted a night

signalised the beginning of a long

Svrordfish divc-bov-ibed shipping and laid

attack on Benghazi -,;hich

series of bombings,

mgnetic mines. This attack v;as very successfuJL,

vessel being sunk and two

a destro^rer and

400 ft ships set

the ..ir iuinistry si^.nalled H.Q. Igiddle

Fast hoping for an extension of attacks to port facilities at

'Fully realise you have other irnportant

but wG feel the key to the defence of Egjyt is

300 ft merchant
on

fire. The following day.

Benghazi, adding:

targets.

• iVl*

D.Ops(O)
I.i.B, 6.

ulthmate'ly th'
prevention of further roinforcements reaching

time the first 'x^liveiy flight of six

-was established at Heliopolis

and as its first operation in the Mddle

in the Dodecanese on 18 3epte: bor.

Wellin,_.;to

as

The

Libya", By this

which had flown from England

ns

BO. 70 Sqdn
O.A.3.

part of No, 70 S-paadron,

East bombed tar xts

first air attack on Benghazi from Egypt -v-,-as

night of 19 September, four Vfellingtons carr

mounted on the

ying this out by

They dropped 32 x 250 lb

hitting two ships and startin

using fiika airfield for

bombs on the quays and s

refuelling.

hipping,

a fire, and returned to the sa-me

g

 target the follw.-ing night,

r H.Q. No,202 Group, under whoso orders
On 6 Octobo

the Bellingtons hadHQ l/E
O.H.3.

Oct, 1940
App.5

crpeia.tod over Benghazi,

araourod forces ni,_,ht soon be sent

nightly attacks

suggest

on Benghazi

ed to H. Q.
that German-I'i. aj,

nd proposedCv

vv-ill be dangerous".
onevy that the undertaking H. Q.ILE.

/viade• • ̂ k
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nado threo aircraft avnilablo each night for this

projoct, although it iV not possible to visitan.:  i t - S

Benghazi over^^ night, the attacks v,-ere frequent,

of attack vas light, but the raids cav.iG at the right

aomcnt to discourage the cneujy, ncr»- established at

Sidi Barrani, frou attoaptin;

Th

to extend his attenuat

e 'weight

ed

suxjply lino any further. During October, Blenheims

and Bombays joined in the nijit raids on Bengliazi, and

ToLivdc continued to receive its share of attention.

HQ iE Op
erational

and Intell

igence
Swxiaries On. the Ifth, nine Blunhcir.is raided Benghazi; during

v,'ook of October 19 sorties were flown

against this port, and 30 during the third •week,

were scored on the mole, jetties and ships.

the secor:

H

On the

its

 10th,

Blenheims of Ko,2l1 Squadron, bombing from 17,000 ft,

hit tvvO tankers and another large ship at Tobruk, where

the enery introduced balloon- protection. On the night

of the 17th, five Bo"'bays hit te'o shiqDs at Benghazi,

and during the 1;

sorties

t week of October 25 daylighti?. s

imade against Tobriikwere ,

hq me

D0Al.ii/2
161 191

The 1,0.0, i.n«0/ Middle Bast felt that the limited •

force available had been instrumental in forcing the

Italians to use-Trii^oli very much more,

the consequent road jourticy of 1,000 miles involved i

carrying roinforcoments and supplies to the front

This .meant t

i

was

hat

n

subjecting Italian transport to great strain. The eneiiy

always tried to use Tobruk for unloading'whenever possible,

because tanks travelling by road from Benghazi usually had ■

their tracks worn out on arrival. There was no doubt that

1, H, B.

IIJ6/3

our attacks on Tobruk played an ii:q)ortant part in bringing

about enemy tank failure in subsequent land operations.

Mollington Roinforcements for rsenghazi Ittacks

iiir Ministry jpolicy had now turned tov/ards a

bonbin.R icrogramme as the best contribution to resolving the

situation in our favour. The Blenheims, ho^wTsver,

/doiDrived,
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deprived of their advanced landing grounds, were operating

over Benghazi at extrerue ran^, and by the beginning of October

DO/Aia/6 there were only 15 Wellingtons available. It T/as, therefore,
23A

a heartening signal from the Chiefs of Staff on 11 Octobei'

which informed Mddle Bast commanders that immediate steps v/ere

1
being taken to accelerate and increase Wellington reinforcements.

The signal also defined policy in the following terras:-

"With accumulating evidence of the passage of German
raechanised forces southwards through Italy, Benghazi
is regarded as the focus of prime importance for air
attack. If Benghazi could be made unusable, any
plans for large-scale Axis advance against Egypt
would be seriously delayed, if not entirely dislocated.
Our experience in Norway showed how extremely precarious
the deployment and maintenance of an expeditionary force

could become where limited port facilities could be kept

under constent air attack, oven on a harassing scale.
The unique position of Benghazi, their sole major port
in Western Libya, suggests a similar situation for the

enemy might result if continuous air attack could be
developed theie.'^
It is realised tha.t sustained attack on Benghazi would
entail all your available forces in Egypt with requisite
range being concentrated on this task alone,
view the situation frora here-, the la.tost reports of

eneray intentions clearly indicate that this is the best

way in v/bich our air forces can raaloo effective and
possibly decisive contribution tov/ards neutralising the

probable enemy land and air threat to Egypt,
taneously, Tobru.k should be kept under harassing attack
by short range aircraft so far as your resourses and
other coramitments permit".

As v/e

Simul-

/Offensive

Twenty throe Wellingtons '»7cre dispatched by air from
England to the M.E, during October..

1

Sir Arthur Lcnguorc ' s private -estimation of the results

to be expected was rather different,

to note the exaggerated vieiv v/bich v/as held as to the

effectiveness of a comparatively fe'vV bombers operating
at long range in stopping disembarkation of troops and

supplies.
Norway, but in that case the aircraft v/e re dive bombers
in large numbers operating at comparatively short
rangs which laade the deployment and maintenance of an

expeditionary force so precarious".

It is of intere

It was probably based on our experiences in

2

st

A/v/k
Longmore's
Memoirs
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offensive from Malta

Malta's successful defiance of air attack made

possible in November a plan to exploit the island's offensive

potentialities and to hit the enemy supply line at the

November 1st marked the start of a schemedispatching end.

HQ MED

s. 22,7/36/•
i/A±r

whereby some of the Wellington reinforcements en route to the

Middle East were retained in the island, at Luqa, to carry out

a few sorties each against ports before proceeding,

was to have about 16 Wellingtons always available in the

The first targets were Naples and Brindisi, the

idea being to interfere with the flow of enemy reinforcements

Air Ministry directed the first few of these

operations, but on 6 Novci ibcr the O.C.-in-C. I.LE

given this control.

1
The aim

island.

to Albania.

v/asD.Ops(o)
M.E.1.

5IA

During the first eleven days of November, twenty

Wellington sorties were made from Malta, aimed at Naples

railway station and oil refinery and the rail terminus at

Brindisi. Fires wore started at Naples, and the Italians

admitted damage to Brindisi railway station,

time, attacks began on the unloading ports in Albania, to

For this purpose, a

/de tachraent

At the same

retard enemy supplies to the Greek front.

This was rather a reversal of policy formulated only two

An Air Ministry letter to the A.O.C.months earlier.
1

Mediterranean on 29 August stated that the Chiefs of Staff,
having considered the use of Malta for offensive operations,
had reached the follov/ing conclusions:
suitable base for bomber operations against Italy in
present circumstances because most important targets are
in north-west ,and arc nearer to U.K. than to Malta
Malta is a valuable staging point for reinforcing aircraft,
and v/e do not wish to take action which would precipitate
attacks on a scale likely to prejudice this,
unable for some time to provide fighter and a/A defences

scale necessary to give reasonable protection against
scale of attack v/hich almost certainly would result from

We have no intention of

"ifixlta is not a

• • c.« •

We shall be

on

heavj'' raids based on Malta

HQ l\ffiD

S.198/Air
Part II

11A

stationing a bomber squadron at Malta at this stage^of the
war". In September, too, when the Ministerial Committee on
Military/ Policy in the Middle East suggested consideration
of the development of Malta for offensive air operations,
the Air Staff tempoi-arily rejected the idea. Its objections
were the difficulty of reinforcing the island in view of
aircraft shortage, and that the use of Malta as a bomber
base w'ould provoke a heavy scale of retaliation which
could not be ’<7ithstood until the defences were stronger.

003(40)650
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'5>,

detachment of No.70 Squadron Wellington

Egypt to Slevsis, Athens,

attack on' Valona harbour, was unfortunate. .

ran into a standing patrol of Italian fighters

and two of the bombers v/ere lost,

for certain and two damaged,

the Wellingtons were fired on in

and Patras.

s was t

error by Greek

ransferred from

Their first operation, a daylight

The six aircraft

in clear sky

One fighter wa.s destroyed

To add to the discomfiture.

 guns at Corinth
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SECTION II

(11 NoTCinber 1940 to 31 'May 1941)

/A
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SEC T I 0 IM II

(li November 1940 to 51 May 1941)

A
STHi^TEGIG HBYIEY1 OF THE EIHIOD

Air-Sea ̂ lar in Earnest

This period marked the ascendancy of air pov/er over

maritime power in the Mediterranean,

Nev; Year, v.hich heralded the Luftwaffe into Sicily, that the

joined in earnest, and for the next six months

the main successes in that sphere v/ere enjoyed by the enemy,

exploiting the influence conferred by land bases over narrow

Prom the aspect of air-sea warfare, our fortunes

v/ere influenced by the follo\:,ang features :-

(l) Defeat of the Italian Air Force and wavell’s advance

to El Agheila, giving our aircraft a stronger grip

on the Eastern Basin, sane influence in the

Central Basin, and a linlc with Malta.

(2) Arrival of the Luftwaffe, bringing intensified

attacks on Malta and on our naval communications,

strengthening the enemy's hold on the Sicilian

Narrows and ensuring more safety for his

reinforcement route to N. Africa.

(3) Our inability to prevent an enemy build-up in

Tripoli, partly through lack of an adequate

striking force against his sea communications and

ports.

(4) Reduction of our forces influencing the situation

in the Central Basin to meet the commitments in

It was not until the

air-sea w'ar vjas

wat ers.

Greece.

(5) The Axis offensive to the Egyptian lYrontier,

isolating our forces in Tobruk and vd.ping out the

advantages conferred on us by (l).

(6) Successful British offensives against Italian

E. ihrica,.which finally eliminated any threat to

the Red Sea life-line.
/(7)
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The survival of Malta^(7) as a base for offensive

operations, and the start of a limited offensive

from the island against sliipping in transit.

Evacuation of our forces from Greece and Crete,

involving the Navy in losses and damage on the scale

of a major fleet action.

Decline in British naval pover in the Mediterranean

through enemy use of the dive-bomber, which hemmed

our Fleet in the south-eastern corner of this sea

(8)

(9)

and shook our hold on the Eastern Basin,

(10) Persistent enemy mining of Malta Harbour and the Suez

Canal by aircraft, which embarrassed our naval and

shipping operations.

(11) The conferment on our aircraft of much wider powers

of "sink at sight".

Effect of Enemy Air Power on the Royal Navy

The arrival of the Luftwaffe in the Mediterranean at

a moment when our position seemed very favoixrable - so promising,

in fact, that our Middle East planning staffs v/ere contemplating

plans for the capture of Sicily - played a leading part in the

strategic reverses of May and June. The sinking of the

cruiser Southampton and the relentless haramerirg of the

carrier Illustrious by dive-bombers in January v/ere the beginniig

of a series of painful blows to the Royal Navy vdiich reached

their climax v/ith the evacuation of Crete, gallantly carried

out by our sailers at heavy cost in men and ships.

At the end of 1940, fortunately for the Italians

viiose Air Force was cimimpled by our Desert offensive, the

Luftwaffe began to establish itself in Mediterranean bases.

Its primary task was attacks on our sea communications, including

The

/German

the closing of the Sicilian Narrov® and the Suez Canal.

A
A/C/\£ 1. Sir iirthur Longmore described this survival as
Longraore

Despatches.

n
unexpected".
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German bomber policy involved intensified attacks bn our

shipping, and the units included some •'//hich specialised in

this form of warfeu-e and T/ere intended to \7eaken the Royal

Navy's power in the Central Sea, In charge of the GermanP,. M.E.

Review No.3

R

operations against shipping was the famous shipping attack

ace.Major Harlinghausen, The Luftwaffe established itself

first in Sicily, to operate, over the Central Basin and

Malta, and then in Cyrenaica to attack Egyptian ports, the

Suez Canal and the northern end of the Red Sea, It may

have also envisaged operations against our Red Sea shipping

from Italian S.iifrica., but these never materialised.

.'Tien Wavell's push gave us valuable air bases in

Libya in January and Pebruar3'', the . real battle of the

Mediterranean was only just beginning. ¥e were unable to

exploit .-those bases-fully against the .enemy's sea

communications be-ca.use the pace of our push brought acute

supply probleias. The ship striking effort was left to the

Fleet Air lira, viaose torpedo bomber range from Malta

(Svrordfish) ■',vas very limited. l.S.V. and other anti

shipping devices -vTere available -to only a small degree.

The flurry of Spririg events in the Mediterranean tended to

overshadov/ the bright spot of East iifrica, where the

remaining potential danger to the Red Sea route TvS-s

removed - a convenient success, as the Luftv/affe's arrival

had dashed our hopes of getting traffic through the

Mediterranean at mil.

Our naval victory of Cape Matapan, -vihioh struck

another crippling blo}y at the Italian Fleet's capacity to

interfere with our shipping, was heartening. Yet,

althoiigh hailed as a smashing success, it put the Royal

Na-vy in little better position to affect the flow of Axis

traffic from Italy to Libya, -and the enemy was able to

continue building a strong meclianised force. Nevertheless,

the Royal Navy was not easily deterred. Despite heavy

/bombing.
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bcKibing, our destroyers persisted mth efforts to operate

from the Malta base and had some successes against convoys,

but by the end of zipril Malta v/as almost untenable for our.

Though the Fleet occasionally ventured into thenaval units.

Central Basin, and bcmbccrded Tripoli in iipril, the end of

surface vessel pov;er in the Mediterranean v;as then in sight.

Start of R F. Shipping ^ittaoks

The Spring v/as maJrked by an improved air

• ii.

reconnaissance effort from Malta, despite heavy bombing of

the .island, and its integration ¥/ith the start of the R.h.F's

offensive against, shipping in tra>,nsit, carried out by Blenheims

This effort, at thatsent from England as an experiment,

time only "a cloud no bigger than a hand on the horizon", was

the precursor of an anti-shipping campaign which eventually

crippled the enemy and exerted a tremendous influence in

bringing about our victories of j,i.lamein, Tunisia and Sicily.

The scale of air attack on shipping in the Spring and Summer

of 194-1 was insufficient to affect the position, and the pre-

ponderence of sinkings Y/a,s still to the credit of the Navy,

mainly through its submarines.

The combined air and naval effort, however, forced

the enemy to increase his protective measures for supplies in

tre.nsit and made him resort to circuitous routes. Un-

our ability to effect further disruption of iixisfortunately,

supplies by bombing the ports of loading and unloading was

still very limited, although this was a policy vigorously 4

The major part of the bombing wasadvocated by the xxir Staff,

done by four Wellington squadrons, but the scale was hardly

The squadrons could notenough to embarrass the enemy.

operate under the best conditions and v^ere constantly torn be-

Changes in primary objectives fortween target priorities,

bombing, varying between xilbania, Italy and N.ilfrioa, tended to

While mobility of the bomber squadronsdissipate the efforti

was to some extent desirable, enemy bombing of Malta and,our

/retreat
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retreat in the Desert imposed, inconvenient changes of

location. Before v/e could'fully exploit the value of

Libyan bases, conferred by YJavell's push, o\xr bombing range

wa.s again cramped by having to operate from Egypt,

Temporary Disaster

The events of ii.pril and May were temporarily

In this crucial period, thedisastrous to our position.

It
priorities" communicated by the prime Minister tolist of

G. 0.3.137th

Meeting

17 npril

"Victory in Libya countsthe Gs-in-C. Middle East was:

first; evacuation from Greece second. Shipping to

beleaguered Tobruk, unless indispensable to victory, must

be fitted in as convenient".

Our material losses in Greece and Crete were heavy^

including 200 aircraft and six cruisers. The enemy gained

many air bases, and it looked as though he had a strangle-

Hopes of naval dominance in the Mediterranean had

been dissipated, for our ships could not travel more than

lOO miles north and west of iilexandria without air protection.

The Navy's main hope in the supply viar lay y/ith its

hold.

submarines.

Prom this time orayard, aircraft controlled the

The epilogue to this gloomy period was ynritten byH.Q . M.E.
.Corr.with

sea.

ixir Marshal Tedder in a letter to the V.C.A.S. on 29thV.C.ji.S.

29A

May: -

"The air has come into its o\m yd.th a vengeance in the

Mediterranean. I need hardly say I have refrained
from saying 'I told you so'".

Prom the wreckage of this disastrous period Malta had saved

herself, and, though more isolated through the closing

/enemy

1. The part played by the R.^j-.P. in the Greece and Crete

campaigns is deO'.lt with in separate A.H.B. narratives.

2. The scale .of enemy interference vrith our ships and Naval

operations is reflected by the Navy's claims of aircraft
destroyed.

May 1941, the Pleet in the Mediterranean claimed to have

shot down by gunfire alone 78 aircraft, probably another
27, and to have damaged a further 69.

Betv/een the Italian entry into the war and 31

IIJl/5
26
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I t

in the Desert and Crete, viras hitting ba.ck.enemy 'pincers

Under the stress of constant pressure, the foundation of an

important base for air pov/er had been laid. Malta's

survival held an ominous significance for the iixis in 1942

and 1943.
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THE CEWTRxJL Eu.3IN

The Wavy's Assertive period

blov/ at Taranto was thatThe effect of the P• ax Ail.*

the Italians dispersed their Fleet to safer lodgings,

undamaged major units v/ent to Naples, Y/here they received

Then began a' period of

Th

further attention frOT the R.A.F.

e

assertiveness by the Royal Navy viiich again proved the

A sequel to the crippling of

the Italian Battle Fleet v/as the passage of a. convoy through

Italian Navy to be very shy.

iidmiralty
Account of

Far in Med

iterranean
the Mediterranean from Gibraltar, carrying stores and equip-

As usual. Force H providedment for Ma.lta and nlexandz’ia.

This operation v/as made thethe protection vfest of Malta.

occasion for a number of subsidiary naval movements. The

dcjiiage to the Italian Fleet enabled the British Fleet to

dispense with t’Yo battleships for service elsev/here, so

opportunity was taken to pass the Ramillies and cruisers

The battleship MalayaBerv/lck and NeY/castle westwajrd.

Pour corvettes reinforced the Fleet underfolloT/ed later.

iilso in the convoy v/ere thecover of the main convoy.

cruisers Manchester and Southampton, carrying Military and

Other movements included a raid onR.^i.P. reinforcements.

the Dodecanese by the Illustrious' aircraft and another on

Tripoli by aircraft fran the Eagle, both on the night of

25 November.

The convoy movement vv'as marked on the 27th by a

brush with Italian v/arships south of Sardinia in which a

No.228 Squadron Sunderland from Malta played a useful part.

At this time the Ramillies and her two cruiser consortsIbid and

No.228

Squadron
O.R.B.

-were through the narrov/s on their way west, and Force H,

vv'ith the main convoy, was heading east. These forces had

not yet joined when enemy Y/arships were reported to the

north, in a position to prevent our forces linking,

patrolling Sunderland discovered five enemy cruisers and

five destroyers 33 miles south-west of Cape Spartivento

/and

The
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and a second enemy group of two battleships and seven

Both groups were steering south-destroyers in the vicinity.

The combined British forces turned to meet the enemywest.

This had the effect ofand Force H engaged at extreme range.

causing the enemy to retire at high speed, and increasing range

Force H was unable to observe themade the pursuit fruitless,

result of its fire, but the Sunderland saw one cruiser hit and

a disabled destroyer being assisted by cruisers and destroyers.

Later, an Italian communique admitted that the 8-in. cruiser

Fiume had been hit and a destroyer seriously damaged,

few Italian bombers tried to attack our ships.

iJ*ter

this skirmish, a

V -

but failed and lost tvro aircraft to the Fleet's fighters.

LTien the Sunderland turned for Malta, it was shadowed for 45

minutes by an Italian flying boat.

The convoy passed safely through the Narrov/s and

the series of complicated naval movements ended by the Fleet's

reaching Alexandria on 50 November without casualty.

December for the Navy v^as a period of incessant

There wereactivity, with the Italian warships quiescent,

to Malta from the Middle East, and the multiplicity ofconvoys

naval movements was increased by a steady flow of material to

Greece and Crete.

Another action by the Navy was a daring sweep into

.nd the bombard):ient of Valona,the Adriatic by light forces,

focus of Italian supplies for the Greek front, by the battle

ships Warspite and Valitint on 18 December,

shells were rained on the port, owe forces withdrew unopposed.

Over lOO l5-in.
s

and the flagship, as another defiant gesture at Italian air

called at Malta on the wray back to Alexandria.povrer,

The clinax in this period of naval assertiveness ms

the Battle Fleet's bombardment of Bardia on 3 January, which

softened the defences and helped to bring about the fall of the

A v/eek after that, the Luftv/affe dive-gerrison tvro days later,

bombers swarmed from their Sicilian bases and the Navy's fortunes

/plansentered a decline.
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plans to Build Up lialta Forces

Wavell's Army began to push along the Libyan

coast in the second half of December, bringing us airfields

nearer the enemy supply route, the potentialities of Malta

as an offensive base camended themselves even more to

By the end of the year the R.A.P,Middle East commanders.

on the island had proved its ability to operate in face of

It had carried outv/hat the Italian Air Force could do.

invaluable reconnaissances of Italian ports and aerodromes,

long reconnaissances for shipping in the Ionian Sea and

Malta had been partiallybetween Italy and North Africa;

exploited as an offensive base and provided a vital link in

By theair reinforcement of the. Middle East from England.

end of the year the following formations v/ere operating from

the island:-

(Glen Martins)
(Sunderlands)
(Hurricanes)
(Wellingtons)
(Swordfish)

These units, however, were seldom up to establishment.

In view of Vi7hat had been achieved, the time seemed

No.451 (G.R.) Plight,
No,228 Squadron,
No.261 Squadron,
No.148 Squadron,
No.830 Squadron, P.A.A.

opportune in December for policy about Malta to be

.  reconsidered, on the basis that the island was usable by

aircraft, that reconnaissance from there ¥/as invaluable to

the Navy and that many valuable targets were within reach

and had been successfully attacked,

sign of a formation such as a torpedo bomber squadron capable

of dealing wdth shipping in transit, and the lack of such a

force gave the Axis opportunity to build up their forces in

Libya mthout having to consider any peril from the skies

The consequence was that Mediterranean and

Middle East Commanders began a series of representations to

Air Ministry to remedy the situation,

more fighters and reconnaissance aircraft, but the

difficulties of getting them led Air Commodore Maynard to

There vras still no

en route.

Malta's need was

H.E.
0 .R .B,

App. 7
Dec.1940

complain /"Every..,
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"Every time I need a little help by "vvay of an increase
in establishment here or there, I. have to battle for
weeks before I can get it.

Staff is very much ahead of the Establishments and
personnel side of it, and the latter find it
difficult to understand v/hy demands on them are being
made". > . ,

It seems that the Air

20A

Sir Arthur Longnore on 11 Deoei.iber recoimaended that

policy for Malta - 'S?hile the island remains usable and in view

- should be as follov/s, in orderof its limited air capacity

H.Q. M.E,

DO/AiViL/iS
22A • •

of priority

(a) Fighter defence, for viiich No.26l Squadron

completed to full establishment v/ith reserves,

plus reserves of pilots, should be sufficient for

the present,

(b) Fast G.R/L reconnaissance squadron v/ith G-len

Martins, for Italian port reconnaissance,

present, only 7+5 Glen Martins approved),

(c) T.B/G.R. Squadron for coastal reconnaissance and

striking force, either bombs or torpedoes.

(Beaufort type),

(d) Night bomber squadron for strategic bombing of

objectives as ordered by A.O.C.-in-G. Middle East.

Y/hen (b) and (c.) had been provided,

be made whether the flying boat squadron v/as still required at

Malta as a result of experience of the ability of the G.R/t

and T.B/G.R. squadrons to fulfil Central Mediterranean

reconnaissance requirements,

recommended that the term "A.O.C. Mediterranean

changed to "A.O.C. Malta", as Air Commodore Ma3mard's responsibil

ities were entirely confined to the island.

A meeting of Command.ers-in-Chief, Middle East, on

26 December dealt with policy regarding heavy bombing and

reconnaissance and agreed that, subject to specific operations

/in

1. Sir Arthur Longmore took exception to Air Commodore Maynard's
addressing a signal on policy matters direct to Air Ministry.
In a. personal letter on 11 December
A.O.C. Mediterranean of the Air Council instructions in June

(At

decision shoulda

Sii' Arthur Longmore also

should be

Sir Arthur reminded the

H.Q. M.E.
3.49916

2A
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in Libya, priority should be given to the naval requirements

for 'reconnaissance in the Central Basin and bombing of ports

This v;as folloved byin metropolitan Italy from Malta,

urgent representations to the Chiefs of Staff from the M.B.

Commanders-in-Chief for further reconnaissance aircraft and

The Cs-in-C.the introduction of long-range torpedo bombers,

signal expressed concern at our vreakness in air resources toIbid; 9A

C.0.3.(41)
control communications in the Central Basin and described the2

matter as of vital interest to all three Services,

particularly ¥/hen it was beccraing essential to prevent enemy

reinforcements reaching Libya a,nd to pass our ovm reinforce-

'Air attack by R.A.P. andments through the Mediterranean.

P.A.A. on merchant shipping and v/arships in enemy ports in

Italy arjd Libya is producing good results but should be

augmented by sinking ships on passage and at assembly ports.

Reliable reconnaissance reports of movements of enemy war

ships would provide greater security for passage of our

v/arships end convoys through Mediterranean and at same time

provide the opportunity for attacking them by sea and air”.

Apart from the fact that our weaknesses might lose

us favourable cha.nGes of naval or air action, there was the

danger that onr naval operations might have to be curtailed

to conform to the available air reconnaissance.

Our resources for reinforcement from Britain were

and the Chiefs of Staff,already taxed to the utmost;

pointing this out to the Middle East Commanders, complained

that the vitaJ. expansion of Bomber Command was impossible

/ffhile

permitting the A.O.C. Malta to exercise local administrative
control in direct communication vdth Air Ministry  - "but the

responsibility for general administrative control of your
Command as vrell as of the others so^far as operational
requirements dictated was vested in me.
sending such signals to Air Ministry, repeating them to my
Headquarters, only leads to confusion and unnecessary tri

angular exchange of views in long-winded signals. Signals
referring to policy should be sent to me”.

Your practice of

H.g . M.E.
DO/hl'IL/lS
21A
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Ibid; lOA

00^41) 2
vjhilc our resources-, especially in cre¥7S, viere diverted to other

They approved, hov^ever, in principle, the establish-purposes.

ment of a composite squadron of 7 Glen Martins and 7 Beauforts,

plus 5 I.R, of each type, as it was considered that maintenance

and accommodation facilities in the island vrould not permit of

one complete squadron of each type being operated,

Beauforts could be allotted at this time, arrangements were put

in train to send maintenance personnel and torpedoes ahead, to

avoid delay in-operations when the reinforcements arrived.

The result of these plans was that No.431 (G.R.)

Plight was disbanded on lO January and re-formed as No,69

Squadron, with S/t, E.A,

remained a squadron in name only, for its strength was five Glen

Although no

'diiteley as its commanding officer. It

n

No.69 Sqdn
0 ,R. B,

Martins, although the authorised establishment for No.431

Plight was 7 I.E. and 5 I.R. For the next fev/ months, through

casua.lties and bombing, this squadron never had more than six

aircraft available and at one period was out of action

altogether.

Sunderlands' Work from Malta

During December a beginning was made v/ith a plan to

intercept enemy convoys betv/een Italy and Benghazi by using

No.228

Squadron
0 .R1B,

one Malta. Sunderland equipped mth A.S for close co-ordinaticnTT
• y •

The Sunderlandsv/ith the torpedo carrying Swordfish at Malta.

were a.lso armed v/ith 250 lb bombs for attacks on shipping, but

due to the complexity of procedure and the circumstances in

which ships could be attacked under International Law, no such

Hov/ever, theattacks were made by the flying boats.

Sunderlands carried out some valuable locating and shadowing

v/ork for the Navy. On 27 January a Sunderland foui-id tiiree

enemy merchant vessels north of Kerkenna, and its report led to

the despatch of seven Sv/ordfish from Malta. These sank one

ship and damaged another. This operation evoked a congratul

atory report from the Admiralty, reading

/'Combined
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"Combined R.A.P. and naval operations which resulted
in successful attack on convoy at distance of 165
miles from Jialta v/as v/ell planned and executed.
This provides an excellent illustration of the correct
employment of air search and striking forces",

jlfter this, several more such sightings v/ere made by

Sunderlands, but were out of Swordfish range.

The new search patrols devised for the Sunderlands

vrere long - one wa.s over 1,000 miles vd.thout a landfall -

demanded a high degree of navigation, and w^ere often carried

Bad v/eather, in fact,

interfered v/ith operations in January, and heavy sv/ells in

Kalafrana Bay resulted in tv/o flying boats being transferred

Operations were also affected by the

presence of German fighters over Malta from January onwards

and occasionally the Sunderlands had to be given fighter

out under severe weather conditions.

to St.Paul's Bay.

escorts in and out of the island.

In addition to sea patrols, the Sunderlands

These includedfulfilled a variety of useful functions,

rescue of crews from aircraft forced dovm. in the sea viiile

on their vjay to Malta or the Middle East as reinforcements,

and the carrying of important personages between Malta and

On the, night of 12 Januarythe Middle Ea.st and Gibraltar.

The agents werea Sunderland landed agents in Tunisia,

disembarked into dinghies, with bicycles, half a mile off

shore.

Enter the Luftwaffe - The "Illustrious Blitz

The background of optimistic calculations about

the offensive future of Malta v/as blotted out in January and

The Malta hub of ourdid not emerge again for some months.

Central Basin activity in the first five months of 1941 was

the centre of a perplexing whirl. lihlle the R.A.P. was

battling to preserve the island against a German onslaught

far more devastating than anything the Italians had launched,

it was also striving to maintain the i’econnaissance effort

Despite

the intensity of the bombing and our restricted resources,
/these

needful to the Navy and to operate Yfellingtons.so
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these objectives were achieved, with only one short gap in

operation of the bombers.

Up to mid-January, Malta vathstood the Italian air

attacks vdthout much loss of efficiency. The Hurricanes

devised tactics to exact a steady toll of raiders. The

Italian bombers, content to operate at about 20,000 ft•)

inflicted little damage. Love-flying fighters, v;hich machine-

gunned Wellingtons at Luqa and Sunderlands at their moorings,

were more disturbing.

Early in January, 1941, air reconnaissance disclosed

the presence of lai'ge numbers of German aircraft on Sicilian

There was not long to wait before these made theiraerodromes.Admiralty
Account of

War in the

Mediterr

anean

Their first appearance over Malta was onpresence felt.

9 January, -when nine JU.87's attacked shipping in Marsaklokk

Bay, but the nature of this attack led to the belief that the

pilots were Italie.n.

The following day, a British convoy passing south of

Sicily from Gibraltar, bound for Malta and Greece, was attacked

by JU.87's and JU.88's with a fanatical determination v/hich

The enemy'sleft no doubt that the Luftwaffe had .arrived.

main target was the Illustrious, which was heavily hit, set on

She beat off morefire and had her flight-deck vrecked.

attacks, and reached Malta six hours later with fires still

The cruisers Southampton .and Gloucester, which hadburning.

been escorting the convoy, were also dive-bombed,

Southampton was set on fire, and after several hours' unavailing

effort to extinguish the blaze, ,had to be abandoned and sunlc.

The convoys reached their destinations and the Fleet returned to

The

Alexandria, but the price was high.

It was now the turn of Malta, sheltering the crippled

Illustrious and an unloading convoy, to endure the fucy of the

The Luftwaffe had assembled about 200 aircraftdive-bombers.H.Q .M.E.
Intell,

Summaries There vrere some 50 Stukas of

/St. K.G.I.

in Sicily, under Plieger Korps X.
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3t. K.G.I. and St. K.G.II. at Catania, 39 HEoIII's of KcG-c

.26 at Comiso^ over lOO JU.8S's and HS.Ill's of L.G. No.l at

Gomiso, and a squadron of long-rango reoonnaissanco aircraft.

The dockyard was heavily raided on the i6th, I8th

and 19th, and the Illustrious was twice damaged again,

merchant ship Essex, laden vrith 4,000 tons of ammunition,

had a-bomb burst in her engine room, but the explosion was

The
Admiralty
iiC count of

. ¥ar in ■ ■

Mediterr-

anea,n

curtained by the bulkheads and her cargo Y/a.s safely unloaded,

guns were in actionDuring all the raids the Illustrious

and repair proceeded feverishly on her plates,

night of 23 January the patched-up carrier slipped out of

On the

harbour and reached iilexandria safely under her own steamc

Her escorting cruiser squadron v^s^s heavily but unsuccessfully

bombed on the passage.

To meet these intensive attacks. Malta could put

up only about six Hurricanes, tbires Fulmars and  a Gladiator

a day, v/hich tackled raiders totalling 70 on the iSth, 80 on

Yet on the l9th the tinythe l8th and 80 on the l9th.

In the threedefensive force brought dovm 11 of the enemy.ivED

3.247/36/
l/Ur

IIJl/15
.iHB

period, the fightersmain raids of the "Illustrious hlltz

and guns accounted for 39 enemy aircraft for certain, five

These consisted mainly ofmore unconfirmed and 12 damaged.

We lost only three fighters in the

After the departure.of

JU.87's and JU.SS's,

air and six aircraft on the ground,.

the Illustrious the Germans made no further .attacks in

strength until k- February.

The Wellingtons as v/ell as the fighters played a.

Before the ''Illustriouspart in sapping the enemy's effort,

blitz", in fa.ct, the bombers attacked Catania aerodrome on

the. night of l2 January dropp.ing eight tons of bombs which

Reconnaissance of Ga,tania on the l5th shoYved

Aoo

started fires.

X

1. K.G.26 specialised in attacks on shipping and docks and
most of the other units also had experience against these

forms of targets and in right raids again.st Britain,

Ibid:
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lOO aircraft there, of -whiGh between 30 and 40 were burnt out

or severely damaged. The "dellingtons returned to the same

target oh the 15th, dropping 12 tons of bombs. About this

time the enemy had over 200 aircraft based in Sicily.

Although Malta's aircraft could not prevent heavy

damage to the Harbour and dockyard^ they scored decisively over

the dive-bombers. The Luftv/affe' s first attacks on Malta

seemed to follov; closely the sajae pattern as the frustrated

attacks on England in August and September 1940,

confident dive-bombing; second, high level bombing v/ith fighter

escort; third, night raids; and finally night raids and fighter

The JU,87 faded out of the picture in its

role as a dive-bomber against land targets and the enemy had to

put more reliance on the JU.88.

Between 11 October l^-O and 10 February 1941 vz-hen

the average of fighters available daily was 11, our Malta air

craft claimed 41 of the enemy, with lO more unconfirmed and 19

First came

attacks in daylight.

H .Q .I'lED.
S247/56/i,ir

They made 62 interceptions in the course of 138

alerts, flying 492 hours on patrol.

damaged.

¥e lost three Hurricanes

a/a guns claimed 21 enemy aircraftand tvro Fulmars in combat.

destroyed during the same period.

The Germans were not long in replacing their losses

in Sicily, but reinforcement of Malta's fighter fcjrce presented

difficulties. On 21 January the Chiefs of Staff informed theDO/xm/2 79,JLX,

A.O.C M.E that his first duty v^as to maintain a sufficient• > •)

force to sustain Malta's defence. But though v/e held Libyan

air bases in the New Year, the v^eather and distance - even withIbid* 84a.

the use of long-range tanks - made reinforcement  a difficult

proposition. It v/as much more practicable to fly in

Hurricanes from carriers sent from Gibraltar, and this was the

system adopted later. Malta was helped out by six Hurricanes

from the Middle East on 30 January.

/Commanders
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Commanders' Concern at Turn of Events.

Our operations against the IteJians had shovm tha.t

offensive spirit and determination could overcome the

hancjlicap of a strategical and_ quantitative disadvantage, but

v^hen we were matched by a foe of equal determination, the

The new position led toGermans, it w’as a dil’ferent story,

the Middle East CcmiTianders signalling the Chiefs of Staff onH.Q. M.E.
DO/zivIL/2 III

27 January: "Risks of our operations with irreducible84

minimum of force justifiable against unenterprising enemy.

but this situation no longer acceptable when dealing with

hs regards Navy, it will not be possibleGerman forces.

with the light craft and escort vessels available to take on.

v.dth any guarantee against interruption, a sea line of

coimunication extending a distance comparable to that betv/een

John 0'Groo_ts and Land's End ?liilst engaged at the saine time

in covering the ever-increasing ̂ ^.egean traffic and Malta

convoys, quite apart from active operations,

traffic between Cyprus, Palestine and Egypt has to run

^.s it is, all

The hmnediateunescorted for lack of escorting vessels.

naval, requirements, are a flotilla of destroyers and two

small cruisers with good aA. Second urgent requirement is

small merchant ships of 2-3,000, tons to avoid putting all our

eggs in one basket, in view of sma.ll escorts and shortage of

With development of war in Mediterranean weharbours .

must have resources and reserves, and this applies doubly

II

now that passage through -is so uncertain.

Already the Chiefs of Staff Committee had asked the

C.0.S.(4l) '
l6th Meeting

Admiralty to examine the question of escorts and shipping

through the Mediterranean, as a matter of urgency and the

Chief of the Naval Staff feared tiiat the damage to H,.M.

ships might make it necessary to change convoy arrangements.

The critical period for convoys v/as- when they were

vdthin range of the dive-bombers, which was anywhere within

The JU.88 was more dangerous than

/the

200 miles of Sicily.

H.Q. M.E.
S. 49916 17A
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the JU.87, for v/hereas Fulmars operating from pur carriers

could catch the JU.87s they had not a sufficient margin of

speed over the JU.88 to be really effective. It was

therefore a risk to employ carriers to protect shipping in the

Even fast convoys could coverzone of dive-bomber attack.

only 120 miles in the zone of dive-bomber attack during the

hours of darkness.

The achievements of the'Luftwaffe, which quickly

dominated the Sicilian narrows and also began to operate inH.Q, M.E,

DO/mvlL/2 88ii.
Libya and to mine Malta harbour and the Suez Oanal by night,

so impressed Admiral Cunningham that in a signal to the

Admiralty on 28 January he emphasised that its defeat in the

Mediterranean v/as the first consideration.

But vhile the eyes of the Middle East commanders

were on the situation caused by the arrival of German air andIbid: 82A.

1
the Chiefs of Staff were studying a widerland forces,

strategy, which embraced the possibility of capturing the

Dodecanese and preparing for the contingency of Turkey

Yet the R.A.F, was alreadyentering the Y/ar on our side,

committed up to the hilt, supporting the ̂ nmy in the Desert,

Kenya and Sudan, escorting Red Sea convoys, defending

Alexandria and Malta, facirg the necessity of defending

Benghazi and a long line of sea communication and taking on

Sir ibrthur Longmoreinevitable nevf commitments in Greece.Ibid: 85il

had doubts whether our lines of communication were secure

enough to maintain all that would be involved by fresh fields

"Have yourOn 27 January he asked the C.A.S.:of operation,

staff attempted to work out what nvuaber of squadrons of varying

types can be maintained in the Middle East on existing air and

/sea

1. Although it was acknowledged that the arrival of the G.A.P.

in Sicily adversely affected our chance of capturing the

island, a C.O.S. telegram to C's-in-C., Middle East on 24

January said that the importance of Sicily to our Mediterranean
strategy was such that v/e . should have plans ready for its

capture in case circumstances such as dissension between the
Italians and Germans paved the way for our entry.

G.O.S. 28th

Meeting
1941.
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Is not experience beginning

to sho\'j'that tHere is a limit which mll.be difficult to

exceed unless the Mediterranean becomes more healthy for air

route and shipping than at present?"

Two days later, v/hile our Libyan and Sudan

lines of communication?sea

offensives v/ere progressing satisfactorily. Sir airthur

signal indicating thatLongmore was "astounded" by a C

Ibid; 87i

and 88i.

Turkey might agree to our infiltrating lO to 15 squadrons,

because the arrival of aircraft in the Middle East vras hardly

keeping pace with casualties in Libya, Sudan, Greece and

Idien he' pointed out that shipping difficulties andMalta.

the uncertainty of the Malta air reinforcement route must -

for the time being im.pose some limit on the total air force

which could be built up and m.aintained in the Middle East,

"This is not a question of impressing

It is a question of trying to deter Germany, by

fear of bombing of Rumania, from absoi-oing Bulgaria and

Greece and Turkey v/ithout firing a shot and then dominating

the Eastern Mediterranean and Aegean as she now dominates the

If we can prevent or delay this, the squadrons in

Turkey will have pulled f-ar more t/eiglit than in helping to

The Turlcish project fell through,

the C.^i.S. replied:

the Turks.

Narro\7s.

beat Italians in iifrica".

90A

99il

but the eyes of planning staffs rema.ined fixed on a movement

On 11 February the Defence Committee decidedtowards Europe,

to undertake no serious movement beyond Benghazi, and that

capture of the Dodecanese v/as of first importance, to be

The prime Minister

"You must concentrate all

undertaken at the earliest moment.

instructed General Wavell:

lOOA

available forces in Delta in preparation for movement to

Europe".

"Coastal Command" Controversy Revived,

The Navy's concern at the rough handling our ships

had received at the hands of German dive-bombers and the fact

that enemy supplies and reinforcements v;ere reaching Libya

/untouched,
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untouched, led in February to the G.-in-O., Mediterranean

reiterating his call for a re-organisation of forces to secure

stronger air protection, an air striking force, and the estab-

lishiTient of a sepai’ate air organisation uanalogous to Coastal

His proposals were resisted by the

Middle East, not on the score of the desirability of increased,

air support - for there could be no controversy over that - but

on the undesirability of complicating the air organisation in

...O.C.-in-CCommand. • 9

a v;ay which vrould lead to v/astefulness and uneconomical work-

The arguments against aing of forces weak enough already.

Coastal Command from an administrative point of view were

H.Q. H.B.
DO/^'IL/e
31h.

Compared mth those at home, the conditions in the

Supply of aircraft and spares

Preparation of

strong.

Middle East were difficult.

over a long and vulnerable route viras erratic,

aerodromes at widely separated points vath indifferent

Maintenancecommunications bristled with complications,

problems affected our capacity to operate more than a certain

number of aircraft in a given area.

It was true that the R.i..P. could not meet the Navy'sH.q. M.E.
DO/ilvIL/2 III
11 Od. requirements in full, but this was mainly due to the lack of

While this situation existed, the allocation of

question of priority between

forces.

a.ircrei't for specific tasks was a
»

conflicting calls from various fronts, which included the

distraction of Greece and the possibility of having to make an

many

allocation to Turkey.

Nevertheless, the Admiral went ahead with his proposal

for a Coastal Command,, which had been a bone of contention in

the Middle East for a long period.

In a signal to the Admiralty on 19 February he stated

aircraft carrier can no longer expect to enjoy the

immunity experienced during thb last few months with only the

Apart from the increased

risk of damage, it v/ill now be necessary to embark a higher

J.J1

Italian Air Force to compete wdth.

D0/ik£L/6
- 31A.

H.Q . M.E.
DOAiIL/2 III
118A.

proportion of fighters at the expense of T.S.H's and the

/striking
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striking .effort of the carrier v/ill be. proportionately

Malta and.Aegean convoys and supply ships to Libyan

ports BTO threatened, and some means of affording them

fighter protection is an urgent requirement^ for the aircraft

carrier cannot be everyv/here.

"^It is therefore essential for the prosecution of

the war in the Mediterranean to supplement the long-range

reconnaissance aircraft which work from Malta and Greece and

.  reduced.

A

the carrier-borne squadrons vdth aircraft operated from

strategic positions on shore for offence, for local

reconnaissance and for and fighter patrols in defence of

The strategic positions where aircraft for these

purposes are required .are: Malta, Crete, Gyrenaica, the west

convoys.

e.nd the trend of the v/ar vdll evidently sooncoast of Epirus;

necessitate establishing aircraft for work over the sea

further north in the Aegean and perhaps in Turkish

territory

"The requirements in the Mediterranean are:-

(a) An organisation similan to the Coastal Command in Home

Waters, and (b) the provision of aircraft equipped and

trained for work over the sea. Long range torpedo- ,

reconnaissance aircraft such as Beauforts and long-range

fighters .are particularly' required. It is not. known how

the operations of Coastal Command are organised as between

the xi.dmiralty and Air Ministry, but as regards the

Mediterranean it is evident, if only to avoid complication

and duplication in administra.tion, that any similar

/organisation

1. Air Marshal Tedder had not been in the Middle East three

months as Deputy A.O.G,-in-C, before he was led to comment

acidly on the Navy's tendency to keep pressing for air support
of various kinds. Some people out here, p.articularly in theH.Q. .M,E. Gorr.

with V.C.A.S. Navy", he vrote in a D/O letter to the V.G.A.S. on 25 March
"have developed a practice of 'making signals which are
evidently designed to be included in the official history of

the war, e.g. C.-in-C., Mediterranean's signals regarding the

inadequacy of air reconnaissance, of fighter protection, of the
air defence of Alexandria and Suez Canal etc. It seems.a trifle

4a.

unnecessary, since they know the actual position perfectly well.
There is no doubt .we do badly need, apart from increased numbers,
long range fighters and some torpedo-bombers (since Swordfish
and Albacorcs huive not got the r,ange to deal with some of the

important focal points)".
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organisation should he under the Middle East,ti.O.C.-in-C• >

oper0_tional control being a question of co-operation betv.-een

us ",

R F, Resistance to Separate Command.

The iidiniral's assessment of. viiat was needed in the

v<'ay of increa.sed striking power was hardly challengeable, and

the R.ix.P. wa.s already av^are of it, but the establishment of a

sub-ordinate command mth centralised control did not find

Ibid 119A favour at x-iir Ministry. The C took the viev/ that such a

system v/ould either break down completely or at best be v/aste-

ful and inefficient. He thought the situation could be met

by the appointment to the Middle East iiir Staff of a naval

liaison officer or the creation of a naval co-operation section

of staff.

Sir Arthur Longmore was emphatic in his resistance to

the idea of a separate Command, and he did not consider that

provision of better support for naval operations was to any

"Liaison and co-serious extent a matter of re-organisation.

operation vidth Cunningham are as good as can be expected as

long as G.-in-C., Mediterranean bris no shore base H.Q , and so

liable to go to sea at short notice :md out of touch v/ith us".

Liaison both at .ilexandria with 201 Group and at H.Q . with

Ibid 122^.

Signal to
G. -1.... S.

Feb, 24 1941.

Naval liaison staff is excellent and there have been no

difficulties whatever regarding operational control. Quite

agree that alloc0.tion of our limited forces to a subordinate

Coastal Command would be criminally v/asteful, highly inefficient,

and might T;ell in fart lead to Navy getting less support when

In fact, the only way toreally needed than they do now.

improve air support for naval operations is to supplement air
.  »

strength this Command, including latest torpedo bomber and long

This I know- was Cunningham's intention".distance fighter.

/At

1. Later, in Hay, Sir Arthur Longmore'told the Chiefs of Staff
that he and General Wavell experienced some difficulty 'in co
ordinating the views of the three Services during the absences

Although the Admiral leftof lidmiral Cunningham at sea.

C.O.S.

I63rd Mtg.

behind a senior liaison officer, the’latter could not give
decisions.
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the sarae time, the ^ictairal's proposals led to'.a

detailed exchange of persona.1 viev/s betv/een him and the

O.G,-in-C., about hov/ naval air requirements could best be

On 17 February Sir .-irthur Longmore informed the

"Your draft signal infers naval control of shore-

based aircraft of your proposed Coastal Command at Malta,

Crete, Cyrenaica aiul the west coast of G-roece;

presumably it v/ould extend to the Red Sea coasts, Sudan,

liden and the East Jifrican coast v/hich is not v/ithin yo\ir

Thus thei'e vi/ould be a Coastal Comjnand within my

Middle East Command operationally controlled in the

ii..

met.

.jtdiuiral:

but also

comraand,

H.Q . M,E •
DO/avEL/6 31A

Mediterranean by yourself as C.-in-C, Mediterranean, and

In fact, dividedfurther east by G.-in-C. East Indies,

control throughout, and competition between you and me and

Bast Indies for the operational allotment ofthe C.-in-G• >

whatever aircraft reach Middle East from U.K, or U.S.^-.

intact.

"I can imagine no conditions better calculated to

provide inefficiency and friction betv/een the two Services,

a.nd so long as I remain ...O.C.-in-C., Middle East I shall

I do not regard it as a cureoppose any such proposal, a,s

for our present difficulty, which arises abnost entirely from

insufficiency of aircraft to meet ever-growing commitments,

amongst vhich, I agree with you, the arrival of the German

ii.ir Force in the Mediterranean looms very large,

"The present arrangement vd.thin its small ca.pacity

it has met to a large extent the ..Inny require-is flexible;

ments and enabled them to carry out most successful

it has met some, at least, of your requirements.offensives;

I am not so sure that even at the present moment and at the

expense of some valuable personnel and Wellingtons, it has

not stopped the German mine-laying in

moon period, but I agree'that it may be premature to claim

adequate supply of aircraft your requirements

be. met under the existing o^rganisation".

the Suez Canal this

that. With an

can

/Chese
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These reasons did not deter the iidmiral, in reply,
Ibid; 35/1.

however, said that the question of v.hc exercised operational

quite a secondary

P. to have it.

control of the proposed Coastal Goinmand A^as

matter and that he was content for the R He

pointed out- that attack on naval tejrgets yi&s being done solely

by P.;..h. SATOrdfish, Avhich except in very favourable circumstances

are doing our best, byHr.r

were quite unsuited for the job.

means of submarine and torpedo bomber attacks on convoys,

:ie

to

stop supplies going into Tripoli, but the port is being left

To me it appears a wonderful chance - the only port

The R.k.P. operations

untouched,

tlarough Avhich the enemy can be supplied,

gainst Benghazi have pra,ctically precluded its use as a supply

The breakwater is breached and the inner harbour is full

Tripoli requires the saine treatment.

'*ih'esently aa'c sha.ll require fighter protection for

The Italians, who as a nation are not so sea-minded

,  v7ork it much better than Ave do.

Battle Fleet appears lOO miles off the Italian coast they are

iraiAiediately attacked by hundreds of Italian bombers,

escorted by fighters and their reconnaissance

a

port,

of sunken ships,

convoys,

If the British

Their

is
convoys are

>  as v/e are

infinitely more efficacious than ours,

fleet

it except a feA7 old Swordfish?

shortage of aircrai’t, and that is wliy I AAant to draAT the

Admiralty's attention to the problem, v/hich is a very pressing

If the Italian battle

appeared 100 miles off ̂ ,lexandria, vonld. anything attack

I knoAv that, the trouble is

one to 'us",

Sir jirthur Longmore's reaction to this v/as to show in

P, A7as working.detail the limitations under which the Rmore

The reason Tripoli haxl not received attention recently, lie

that there AAras a limit to the aircraft which could

and a 0,0,S. decision to send some

explained, Avas

be operated from Malta

Ibid: 34j,

1

B'hitleys vdth parachute troops there for a special oxieration
/meant

1, This Y/as Operation "Colossus", carried out on the night of
lO Feb, About 35 poxachutists v/ero dropped to carry out demoli
tion of the .,pulian aqueduct, on Y/hich’the big south Italian tovms
Y/ere dependent for AA-ater, near Caposele,. but they did not achieAre
their objective.

OS 7951
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meant that an equivalent number of ’■■''ellingtons had to be

Again, Benina v/as not yet organised to operate

"The ■

\-7ithdrai.vn.

more, than a fighter squadron and four Wellingtons,

long and vulnerable stretch of coastline which your convoys

must use to.reach Benghazi would necessitate a considerable

number of fighters, flying hours and therefore petrol to

maintain adequate protection during daylight hours.

"The situation should vastly improve when Italian

and German aircraft are denied the use of Rhodes for

An Italian fleet 7ri.thin lOO milesoperations

of Alexandria would be attacked by all bomber squadrons

vdthin reach, but you v/ould not expect me to tie up. Squadrons

waiting specifically for this unlikely contingency,

must remember that the combined ItaliaJi and. German air

force in the Mediterranean area is vastly superior in number

to our ovm, and they are v/ell able to afford the allotment

of a considerable force for operations against shipping".

With this letter the matter v/as left for decision

You

between the Air Ministry and Admiralty, but no changes were

made, and operations continued.under the same direction as

mil be seen in the next section, itbefore. ■ However, as

was not many months before the Admiral made another effort.

"Sink at Sight" Row'ers Extended.

Under the existing instructions for attacking

shipping, it was difficult, if not impossible, to dis-

coTjrage enemy traffic tlirough air'action, since captains of

In the Nev; Year, however, asaircraft had limited povrers.

not materially affecting the flow of enemy

reinforcement to North Africa, revision of the instructions

we y/ere

Up toy;as dealt y,dth in London as a matter of urgency,

this time, single merchant vessels or small groups unescorted

could not be attacked except .yyithin the 30 miles limit

/prescribed
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proscribed in August 1940.

instancG, frequently sighted such enemy ships outside these

Then, too, formations

Sunder lands from Malta, for

limits, but had to leave them alone,

Med.

S/l6l/Air
18A. ■

such as 110.201 Group could not undertake operations with the

object of attacking shipping unless they first secured

authority from H.Q . R.A.P, ifiddle East,

primaryH.Q .No.201
Group
S.10180 19A

The problem also involved steps to prevent the enemy

using Tunisia.n territorial Tmters, wliich he was doing per

sistently to save his ships from attack.

The first step to remedy the position was an

6 February that south of, latitudeAdmiralty instruction on

H.Q, Med.
3l6l/Air

35 degrees 46 mins, every qnemy merchant ship could be assmed

28.

to be a military transport or auxiliary and sunk at sight.

The most important change in policy affecting shipping

attacles Y/as communicated by the' Admiralty to Mediterranean

commanders on 21 February and its effect was to make a largeIbid: 29A

proportion of the Central Mediterranean a "Sinlc at Sight

Britian declared as dangerous toarea for any ships,

shipping the area enclosed by joining the follov/ing positions;-

Prom Cape Santa Maria de- Leuca l,in the heel of

Italy) to Benghazi; thence v/estv/ard along the N.African shore

to the Tunisia-Tripoli frontier; thence along the limits of

French territorial \Yaters to a point three miles,north of Cape

thence direct to a position 30 miles from Cape Spartivento,

thence at a distance of 30 miles from the west coast

thence eastward

Bon;

Sardinia;

of Sardinia to para.llel 4l degs, 18 min, N;

along this parallel, t'o Paola Puora point;

eastward along the coast of Italy to Cape Santa Maria de Leuca.

thence southv/ard and

Within this area., any ship could be attacked at sight,

but French coastal traffic, including that to the Tunisian

islands, \7a.s not to be moleisted.
An

sink at sight”, order provided for attacks on any ships1. This

Ydthin 30 miles of the Libyan coast and any Italian ship mthin
30 miles of any Italian territory in the Mediterranean.

H.Q . Med.
SI 61/Air
i6A.
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In the Adriatic, all ships navigating mthin 30

miles of Italian and Italian occupied territory could be

To avoid infringing Jugoslavattacked without v;arning.

territorial Y/aters, the northern limit of 30 miles off the

■ Albanian coast was fixed at 42 degs, north,

made for certain Jugoslav ships to enter and leave the

Provision v/as

Adriatic on''approved voyages.

Elsewhere in the Mediterranean, German and Italian

vessels could be attacked Ydthout Y/arning anywhere within

30 miles of Italian territory and also south of 35 degs.

The Admiralty also46 mins, in Tunisian territorial v/aters,

•  ruled that to discourage trade betYveen Spain and Italy there

objection to occasional attacks without Yvarning on

merchant vessels outside 30 miles of Italian territory.

v/as no

enemy

The position vdth regard to Tunisian YYaters Y/as

made clear in a British Note to the French Government at the

beginning-of March, stating that our reconnaissance had

shovm German and Italian transports persistently used

Tunisian territorial v^aters as a sanctuary from attack,

Britain therefore authorised its naval and air forces to take

action against enemy ships in all v/aters south of lat, 35

degs. 46 min, and Yverned French ships not to be at sea in

It Y/as not our

intention to interfere v/ith French coastal traffic.

this area betYVeen sunset and sunrise,.

Ibid: 34A.

ToY/ards the end of April, v;hen o'Ur forces were

evacuating Greece, the Mediterranean '’sink at sight”

Germany and Italy had already declared the

Eastern Mediterranean, the Aegean and,greater part of the

•Our counter-

area

Yvas extended.

Adriatic as dangerous to shipping,

44A

declaration defined the following area in v/hich any vessel

navigating v/othbut our permission was liable to attack:-

The limits of the area declared dangerous to shipping in

February extended eastv/ard along the coasts of Libya and

Egypt from Benghazi to Ras el Kanais; thence in a

/direction.i •.



direction 24 degrees to a point three miles from Cape Khelidonia,

in Turkey; thence along the.limits of Turkish territorial

v/atcrs to Greek territory; along the coasts of Greece and

Albania, Jugoslavia and Italy to Gape Santa Maria de Leuca,

It was also laid down that enemy vessels could be attacked

v/ithin Turkish territorial waters except within the

Dardanelles Straits.

■ 1
Malta's Defence.

The "Illustrious blitz" marked the start of a German

plan to neutralise Malta as an air base and to make its

harbour and surrounding seas untenable to our Naval forces.

This plan did not succeed, though in four months of persistent

In thatattack the enemy came very near to achieving it,

period, a handful of Hiirricanes exacted a steady toll of

raiders, but were heavily outnumbered that they could not

prevent heavy damage being done to the dockyard and Halfar

and Luqa aerodromes, by dive-bombing.

Malta's anti-aircraft defence at the start of the

consisted of 70 heavy and 34 light guns, Tihich by the

middle of March had been brought up to over 90 heavy and 52

On the latter date the air bases had the

year

light guns.

C.O.S.(4i)
176.

following defences

20 light automatics
31 light automatics
27 light automatics
29 light automatics

4 Bofors

6 Bofors

5 Bofors

10 Bofors

Halfar

Lioqa
Takali

Marsa Scivocco

(seaplane base)

Although anti-aircraft fire had many successes against

the resolute dive-bombing, adequate fighter defence was the only

This viev/ was expressed by thesatisfactory solution.

C.O.S.(41)
176.

Governor in March, when the War Office feared .that the persist

ence of the air attacks might be the forerunner of invasion.

/In

1. In this narrative, the defence of Malta is, touched upon only
sufficiently to indicate broadly the way it impinges on the

subject of the air-sea war. The defence of Malta,will be

the subject of a separate narrative.
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In February, vAien the Luftv^affe intensified its

efforts to blot out the island, Maita.'s significant part in

the Mediterranean struggle v'as recognised by the upgrading

of the status of the ii.O.G. from air Oommodore to ̂ Mr Vice-

H.Q . Med. *
3247/36/1/air.

Marshal. This month and' Maxch found the R P. operating• .il*

under the greatest strain to ¥/hich it had so far been

subjected. The Luftivai’fe introduced large scale raids by

night to mine the harbour, so the Hurricanes had an^ '

ad ditional c cramitmc nt. On 17 February the island was

raided for the 11th successive night. Reinforcement of the

Luftwaffe in Sicily tov/ards the end of the month resulted in

a period during ^fyhich there ¥i'ere formidable sweeps by

Me .109s nearly every day and. intermittent dive-bombing of

the harbour and airfields. The LuftViTaffe no\7 had about 500

H.O'.-' M.E.'
Intelligence
Summaries.

aircraft in the Mediterranean theatre, of vliich 170 \7ere

bombers, 90 dive-bombers, 20 reconna.issance, 60 fighters

and 180 transport. The bulk of these 'vrere based at

Catania, Comiso, lalermo and Tara^nto, about 30 Ju. 87's and

30 fighters being in Libya, irly in March, there were atSa

least three German fighter squadrons in Sicily,

"  Dive-bombing on 26 Februsery of Luqa aerodrome by

over 40 aircraft destroyed six '\iellingtons on the ground and

H.Q. Med.
S247/36/l^ir

severely damaged seven more. Luqa ¥Vas put out of action

for nearly 46 hours. *01 even heavier blov« was struck at

Halfajr early in March by nearly lOO aircraft. This time

the fighters claimed seven of the enemy and the guns nine.

Weight of numbers ¥7a.s gradually overpowering the Hurricanes; '

By the first Tveek in March, the German raids had

reached such proportions that the overriding need was more

The presence of the ''^rellingtons ¥vas anHurricanes.

embarrassment to the island's defence, and canpromised the

steady flow of reinforcements throiagh Malta to the iiiddle

They were also an attractive target -to theEast.

H.Q. M.S.
3.49916 I5i^. in fact the M.O.C.-in-C., M.E., suggested that

/their

Luf tv/af f e;
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•  their.prescence probably accounted for the increased scale of

German,attack. In any case, there was a danger that Malta

would .soon be short of petrol, since convoys were rare.

Although Sicily and Southern Italy offered attractive targets

for the bombers, vdth the advantage of short range, Malta at

this stage could not afford the luxury of operating them. The

ii.. 0. G Malta, suggesting removal of the Wellingtons, signalled• >

H.Q , M.E. on 7 March that he could not continue to operate them

or the Sunderlands until the fighter effort was appreciably

reinforced. He added: "I am most reluctant to adopt these

defensive measures, which I trust will be only temporary, but I

am forced to do so in viev; of the events of the past few days.

Typical situation arose today. Yihilst our Hurricanes engaged

H.Q. M.S.
O.R.B. March

pp.5XL

Me's west of the island, other Me's machine-gunned a Sunderland

at moorings in St. iaul's Bay and attacked Glen Martin returning

from reconnaissance. Former rendered unserviceable for

approximately tv/o months and latter shot doivn , Must

once more stress necessity for fighter reinforcements, wdthout

which I cannot hold myself, responsible for effective air

defence of this island".

The consequence w/as the removal of No,148 Squadron

and No.228 Squadron to Egypt between 9 March and the end of

the month, on the understanding that Wellingtons would later useIbid: 17.

Malta as an advanced refuelling base. Their removal w/as not

too high a price for adequate fighter .defence.

It was a relief to the sorely-pressed fighter defence

when 12 Hurricanes arrived on 3 April, flowwn off the Ark Hoyal,

and a further 23 arrived by the same means on 27 April, Never

H.Q. Med.
S. 247/36/1/
Air

H.Q. M.E.
Operational
Sumnaries.

theless, our fighters v/ere heavily outnxAmbered, and the hazards

w/ere increased by the enemy's, employment of large formations of

Me.lQ"9's - as many as 30 at a. time. Against such odds ^we lost

eight Hurricanes in combat betwi'ee.n 5 and 18 May, against the

On 29 April the island experiencedenemy.'s loss of four aircraft.

a heavy raid, wdth 70 bombers concentrating.on the dockyard and

The dockyard suffered severely.Takali aerodrome.
/More
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H.Q, Malta
O.R.B.

H.Q. M.E.
3.21299

More Hurricanes arrived in May, enabling an

additional squadron to bo formed on the 12th,

The arrival of No, 249 Squadron (H’urricanes)

on the. 21st enabled all the pilots 6f No.2^ Squadron, who

had borne the brunt of the fighting, to be sent to Egypt for

less strenuous duties, in the defence of Alexandria,

This was

numbered 'l8'5.

Malta

nov; had two full fighter squadrons

by this time the German attacks v/ere diminishing in

No,l85 and No.249 - and

frequency and intensity. They died away at the end of*the '

month, as the Luftwaffe was pulled out of Sicily for the

Russian'froht, leaving Malta breathless but fighting back

In the middle of May there were about 220vigorously.

German aircraft in Sicily, n. month later, all the bombers

had been mthdraTm, leaving about 30 single-engine fighters

as the Luftwaffe's only representatives.

Force strength in Sicily at this time was' about 45 S.79's

(bombers), 12 B.R, 20's (bombers) and 45 fighters,

ir 'v-ice Marshal IHl. Lloyd took over

The Italian air

On 25 May,

the R F. Mediterranean Command fraa Air Vice Marshal

Maynard, Tiho returned to the UoK,

Between 11 February and 10 June, Malta had 388H,Q. Med.
3.247/36/l./iir

alerts which involved 99 ni^t bombing raids, 38 daylight

raids, 11 machihe-gunning attacks, 72 enemy fighter patrols

Our fighters, flying 1,817 hours,

claimed 39 enemy aircraft for certain, 25 unconfirmed, and- •

The li/k guns claimed 28 confirmed, 9 un-

and 76 reconnaissances.

damaged 11.

confirmed and damaged 16, ¥e lost 32 fights and 17 pilots

Losses through bombing and machine gunningin combat.

8 Wellingtons destroyed, 7 damaged;v/ere much more severe

3 Sunderlands destroyed,3 Hurricanes destroyed, 16 damaged;

3 damaged; 1 Gladiator destroyed, 2 damaged; 1 Seal

destroyed; 6 Fulmars damaged; 2 Sv/ordfish destroyed, 12

damaged; 1 Maryland destroyed, 5 damaged; 1 Magister

destroyed; 2 Beaufighters destroyed, 3 damaged; 1 Blenheim

Iraotically all the buildings and hangars at
/tialfar

destroyed.
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Halfar were damaged.*

One. result of Ivialta'.s suocossful defence was the

maintenance of the air reinforcement route from the U.K. to the

Middle East. In May, the Middle East received 84 aircraft by

.  this means.

The measures for protection of Malta's aircraft -

carapirflage, dispersal and the construction of stone pens to

minimise blast - proved very effective and saved many aircraft

M. S. 71800 from destruction. Their success- led the Air Ministry to reject

a scheme urged by the Admiralty for tunnelling underground

: hangars to house folded P

first raised in September 1940, ?;as revived in May 1941, but

aircraft,. This question.

was not pursued because the- effort v;as not justified.

particularly for obsolescent aircraft. The cost of tunnelling

to house 12 Sv/ordfish v/as estimated at iG80,000; in the

conditions of labour shortage the project would occupy over a.

year and prejudice the building of further stone pens.

Vicissitudes of Air Reconnaissance.

Malta's successful resistance meant that the R.A.P.

was able to maintain, ■ ivLth little interruption, reconnaissance

and bomber operations from the island, and in May to instal

the nucleus of a ship - striking force. . In the allocation of

lini-ited resources and servicing, fighter defence had to take

first place, reconnaissance second and offensive effort la.st.

ii-.M. 3.5804 In addition to the losses through enemy bombing and the strain

on maintenance, the difficulties "were accentuated by lack of

personnel, spares and equipment. In the circumstances, the

Sunderlands could not be properly employed. They proved very

vulnerable at their moorings v/hen the Germains introduced low-

flying fighter attacks, and it , was imprudent to risk them off

Sicily or 3. Italy against hordes of fighters. Their

No.228

Squadron
O.R.B.

reconnaiss.ances became very Ihmited in February, as the Mary-
-A

lands were more suitable over defended areas, and in March

/fe.Q.
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II.Q. Mediterranean considered several schemes for putting

The question v;as resolved

by , Middle East, v/hich ordered their transfer to the

The removal was carried out between 19 March

the SurHerlands to better use.

Middle East,

and the eixl of the month, but a fe\7 personnel were left

behind to handle Sunderlands calling at Malta on

communications flights, or on special duties.

This left the Marylands of No,69 Squadron, based

Theat Luqa, to do all the sea and port reconnaissance,

bulk of their effort in the first three months of the year

TiTas applied to visual and photograpliic reconnaissance of

shipping and the ports and aerodromes in Sicily and S,Italy,

vilere they frequently met intense n/A fire and strong

Sometimes, lone Marylands vjere chasedfighter opposition,

No.69 Squadron
0,R ,Bs ■

all the way back to Malta by Macchis, but, undeterred, they

went boldly over the most strongly defended places to get

It was these "eyes" wtiich

discovered the arrival of the Luftv;affe on Sicilian air

fields in December, provided, the t^irget information for the

Wellingtons and- the torpedo-ciirrying Swordfish of No,830

P.n.A. ;3quadron, and gave the Navy prompt warning of

Italian naval and shipping dispositions.

The Marylands faced many dangers and difficulties.

Sometimes a sortie would be spoiled by failure of  a camera

due to the intense cold - December, 1940, was the coldest

month in Malta for 17 years - at the heights from which

photographs were taken (l5,000 to 20,000 feet),

hazards were increased wtien the Luftwaffe attacks developed,

for part of the enemy tactics was to put a ring of fighters

round the island to hem in reconnaissance aircrai't.

Evading the enemy cordon became of the Marylands'

daily routine.

the much-needed infonaation.

The

On 7 March a M.aryla.nd• exchanged shots vri.th a

fighter v/tiile on reconnaissance of Taorniina, and eluded

/the
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the enemy. On the way back, the Haryland damaged a Gant Z506,

but on reaching'llalta was intercepted by Me.lOO's, which set

it on fire and shot doTO a Hurricane viiich tried to give - X

One of the Maryland'^s crew escaped by parachute.

La.ter the same day, a Maryland piloted by P/O

Haxburton^ v;as chased from Taranto across the Adriatic by

The pursuers were shaken off, but on

protection.

four Macchi 200's.

headihg for home the Maryland was intercepted off Gape

3t. Maria de Leuca by two Ma.cchi 200' s. chase continuedi-i

for lOO miles during which shuts’were excha.nged. is/hen the

Marylajnd finally es caped, it was short of pe tr ol, but made a -

■safe landing at Menidi, Greece, and returned the next day.

These examples v/ere typical of the hazards faced daily by

the re conniiis s anc e cre\7s, '"Then, too, the squadron never

had more 'than five aircrai’t at one time, arh usually only

Serviceability suffered through thethree serviceable.

bombing of Luqa, and at one time there were no aircraft

On 22 February the .^0,0 Mediberraneanavailable,

M.E, that he "/as "blind'’ as-to the bestH.Q , M,2,
O.E.B. App.43.

signalled H.Q • j

object'ives for the Hellingtons, as no Mary lands -iwere

On 5 March, w'hen H.Q , . ’QS, w/aiited Malta to

do shipping reconnaissauices on the Tripoli route, H.Q u

Mediterranean pointed out that there were only two

Marylands serviceable a day, ard sometimes only one.

In January, Ha.lta acquired, by the fortune of bad

weather, a p.R.U. Spitfire which force-landed on the island

after a reconnaissance of Genoa from England, as it w/as short

Air Ministry gave permission ior its retention in

servicea-ble.

of fuel.M.S.
0 # R • fc

^ippendix
Jan, & Feb.

the Mediterranean for speciaJ. photography, including the

requirements of the Nava.1 G,-in-0. This aircraft provided

/some

1. F/O Harburton was among the original pilots of No.431 Plight
He began operating there in September 1940, was

av/orded ’bhe D.F.G. in January 1941 and subsequently achieved
distinction as one of the outstanding reconnaissance pixots
of the ’.war.

in Malta.
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some valuable photographs of ports, but U’as lost over Italy

on 2 February.

Between 11 October 1940 and lO February 1941,

Malta's reoomaissance aircraft, embracing the Sunder lands,

a Spitfire,Marylands, Svrordfish of No.830 Squadron P.AoA^ y

a French Latecoere, a Skua and a Bloidieim, flew  a total of

H.Q. Med,.
3.247/36/1/Air.

This included 170 extended sea reconnaissances.1,449 hours.

77 photographic reconnaissances, 2l.visual reconnaissances

Losses in the air through enemyand 8 special searches.

•n

action v/ere 1 Maryland, 1 Spitfire ar4 1 Sunderland,

Betv/een lO February and 7 June, the Marylands put in

1,099 hours.

Naval Elov/s at Supply Route.

In'the first six months of 1941, ttie major successes

against the enemy supply route were enjoyed by our submarines,

vdiich continued to operc^te from Malta despite the banbings.

The Fleet Air Arm's Swordfish of No,830 Squadron occasionally

1
on 27 January they sank; a merchant vessela.ttacked ships,

of 5,000 tons and severely damaged an 8,000 tonner by

On the night of 13 February they sanlc a ship in abombing,

convoy off Tunisia with torpedoes and had a similar success

off Kuriat Island tv/o nights later,

range and slow speed they vrere unequal to the situation and

could operate only on moonlight nights,

more severe anti-shipping measures brought some of oui' li^t

naval forces - the i4th Destroyer Flotilla - back to Madta in

But with their small

The necessity for

H.q. M.E.
Operational
Summaries,

The Air Battle

of Malta.

the spring, but destroyer operations were not carried out

■The Navy's determination to use Malta wasT/ith impunity,

matched by heavy air attack by night and day.

large-scale raids to lay mines in the Marsa MUscetto and

/Grand

There were

1. Between October 1940 and February 1941:, No.830 Squadron,
put up 41 sorties in five attacks - three of them against, _
Tripoli. Betvreen February and June 1941, they carried out ^
76 sorties against shipping, claiming three merchant vessels
of betvreen 5,000 and 7,000 tons sunk and a destroyer damaged,
48 sorties against Tripoli and 9 against Lampedusa, mainly on
harbour mining.

H,Q. IfflD.
3.247/36/1/Air
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G-ranil Harbour; 'nia.hy of'the mines, going astray, blasted the

dockyard district. The presence -of naval units was a constant

temptation to the Luftwaffe.

On 21 March the destroyer Defender was damaged byWar Cabinet

Weekly ■
Resume, near misses from a Ju,88 and had to be escorted into Malta by

fighters. Air attacks followbd the berthing of a convoy from

Alexandria on 23 March. In these, H.M.S. Bonaventure and the

destroyer Griffin were slight damaged by near misses, vdiile tv;o

ships of the convoy, the City of Lincoln and the Perthshire

suffered direct hits, some of the latter's cargo being burnt.

The destroyer Encounter wtis severely damaged in  a night raid on

the harbour on 29 April and was hit again the following night,

and a minesweeper v/as- also damaged. On 2 May, the destroyer

Jersey, of the 5th Flotilla, v/hich had just arrived at Malta to

join in supply cutting, was sunk by a mine at the entrance to

About the same time, the cruiserthe Grand Harbour.

Gloucester was damaged by bombs on passage from Malta to

Gibraltar,

Nevertheless, the risks taken in operating naval

Between 2i andunits from this base seemed to be justified.

24 March the Mediterranean Fleet i/7as able to cover convoy

movements in the Central Basin, and enemy surface forces kept

On the night of 15 April an ilxisdiscreetly cut of the area.

convoy previously located and shadowed by Marylands from Malta

was intercepted off the east coast of Tunisia by the l4th

The enemy force of five merchant shipsDestroyer Flotilla.

In the action, H.M.S.and three destroyers was annihilaied.

Mohawk was torpedoed and suiik, hut 167 of her crew ¥/ere saved.

In the six and a half months of hostilities betvireen the entry

of Italy into the war and January, 1941, the Navy sank or

captured 36 merchant ships, totalling 123,144 tons, in the

Between Janu'ary and March l94i, the Navy

disposed of 23 vessels, aggregating 97,985 tons - 60,000 tons

Air

/reconnaissance

Mediterranean.

of which was to the credit of our submarines.

Admiralty
Account:

Navies of

British

C ommonwe alth

at Yfer.
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rcoonnaissance of Tripoli from Malta showed how the German

push in Cyrenaica was boihg fed through this port,

instance, oh 10 March there were 17ships'in the harbour.

A week later' there were 11 ships of between AjOOO and 8,000

tons there, tv/o outside the harbour, and ei^t anchored off •

Burnt-ol«-Sun, • On 26 March, 10 merchant ships and six

It was evident that,

despite the Navy’s efforts and the bombing of that harbour,

the enemy v/as not discouraged in his purpose of getting

For

destroyers were in the harbour.

supplies across to Tripoli.

G.O.S, Flans for Increasing Sinkings.

It v/as the enemy's success in getting his ro3,nforce-

ments across to Tripoli, coupled with our retreat from Libya

in March and April, v/hich had the effect of focussing more

intensively the minds of our planning staffs on the battle for0.0.3. 122nd

Meeting
hr April. The Prime Minister wantedsea communications and supplies.

the largest ipossible force of submtvrines based on Malta, to

disrupt ilxis communications and particularly to prevent enemy

surface craft getting into Bonghazi,

asked to consider the use of banbors, from Malta if necessary,

The xlir Staff were

against lines of communication.

The tactic of sinking ships in transit had more to

commend it than any other form of supply cutting,

economical in the effort involved, and achieved finality.

Once a cargo v/as landed, the air effort needed to destroy it

or prevent its reaching the destination was vastly dis-

It was

proportionate to that of a few aircraft carrying bombs or

The Vice Chief of the Naval Staff, for instance.torpedoes.

believed that a successful attack on a ship in transit by anG.O.S.171 St

Mtg, 9 May.
aircraft v/as v/orth more than the effort of 50 aircraft

against the same cargo when safely discharged on land.

In April the Admiralty put fofv/ard a suggestion forA.M.

S.9IIO

three long-range aircraft fitted with A.S.V. to work at night

in conjunction with our destroyers from Malta, but this wqs

/not
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not approved by Air Ministry, as at this tine Malta vva.s

entorable for Sunderlands, and V.'ellingtons could bo adapted

only at tho expense of the bombing effort.

The Chief of the Air Staff favoured harassing

enemy lines of ccmmunication on the sea passage, at Tripoli,

He thougVit UG might makeand in tho Desert along the coast.

C.O.S.129th

Meeting
9 April,

tho maintenance of the G-eman effort intolerable by air attacks

on Palermo (one of tho chief loading ports), by air and sea

attack on their shippi^ig along the N. African coast and

intensive mine-laying of Tripoli harbour by Swordfish.

',;hat had to be faced v/as the certainty that the

Mediterranean Fleet alone could not cut or seriously interfereC.O.S.132nd

Meeting
12 April. with the enemy line of ccmmunication between Italy and Libya.

This was admitted by Vico Admiral T« Phillips, V.C,N.3,, Yiho

told the Chiefs of Staff that the Navy could harry that line

and cause casualties, but could not expect to cut it unless

tho whole Fleet could be based on Malta. Sir Charles portal

doubted if the Navy or E.A.F. had made tne maximum possible

attempt to interfere with the Italy-Libya route, but he still

feared that the sending of reinforcements to the island for

this purpose v/ould evoke heavy bombing from the Luftwaffe.

The long expected reinforcement of Malta with a

torpedo striking force did not materialise during the period

nor, for that matter, during the year,

decision to instal a flight of 7 I<.E, and 3 IsR, Beauforts as

part of No.69 (C.R.) Squadron was made by the E.R.P. Committee

on 1 January 1941, and preparations for their dispatch wore

The Naval C.-in-C, v/as anxious to see

under review A

almost complete in April,A.M, S8768
■■ 15A

such a force established, observing in a signal to the Admiralty

"The Mediterranean, as both sides have found toon 11 March:

their cost, is the ideal hunting ground for such aircraft".

But there were obstacles to the operation of such  a squadron f

One was the lack of spares, equipment and

in fact, the Director of Overseas Operations

/considered

from Malta,

personnel;
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considered that unless -v/e captured Cyrenaioa the replacement

A.M. S.5804
M.79.

of the Swordfish at Malta by Boauforts was administratively

In,any ease there were only 2A torpedoes in•  impracticable.

Malta at that time. The decision to provide Boauforts,

however, was partly iraplemented on 23 March, when some

naintenanoe personnel were sent from England specially for

Beaufort handling, but on 15 April, Air Ministry cancelledA.M. S.8786
67B.

the plan to send Beauforts,

Instead, the outcome of the 0,0.S. discussions was

an arrangement to send iimriediately to Malta some Blenheims,

as an exporment, to operate against shipping, and  a force of

Boaufighters on a temporary basis to afford extra protection

to an important through convoy early in May.

taken to speed up baiiber reinforcements.

Steps were als

C.O.S. 144th

Mtg. 23 April
o

Beaufightors on Convoy Work.

H.Q. ME.

O.R.B. App,
57. April.

The Beaufighters - an echelon of 13 coastal type,

w'ere from Mo,252 Squadron and flew to

the island via Gibraltar, reaching Malta on 2 May.

were intended to stay only to provide a long-range screen for

an iruportant convoy movement between 6 May and 12th, while

Malta’s Hurricanes covered the convoys i^/ithin a 40 mile

radius.

fitted with I.P.E.

They ‘

One convoy, of five merchant vessels carrying tanks

and mechanised equipruant for the Middle East, was franAdmiralty
Account of

Naval

Operations.
Gibraltar to Alexandria, escorted by the Queen Elizabeth,

two cruisers and eight destroyers. On 6 May the

Mediterranean Fleet sailed from Alexandria to meet it and

cover the passage through the Central Basin, and at the same

time it escorted convoys to Malta and Suda Bay.

On the way, the cruiser Ajax and- destroyers Havoefc,

Hotspur and Imperial were detached to bombard Bengh'azr and

after this they encountered two enemy supply ships of 3,000

and 6,000 tons. The destroyers quickly: disposed of these.

The main convoy tlirough the. Mediterranean and the

escorting warships were given air cover when in range of

/Ivlalta
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Malta and \7cro fortunate in making part of the passage in fog -

an unusual phenoraenon in the Mediterranean at that time of thd .'

One ship of the convoy, tho'Erapiro Song, (9,228 tons)year.

Mar Cabinet

V'eokly
Resume,

was lost tlirough mining in the Sicilian Channel, and the

S»S, New Zealand Star als^ struck a mine,'but proceeded. Two

convoys from Alexandria reached Malta without mishap on the

9th, although the harbour had been heavily rained and had to be

cleared by emergency measures. Repeated enoray riads Y/ere made

on the through convoy, but were beaten off by the Fleet's own

aircraft and guns. The only casualty v/as the destroyer

Fortune, which was hit by a bomb but v/as able to proceed.

Nine enemy aircraft were shot dorm for the loss of seven P.A.A.

aircraft, of v/hich only two vrere due to enemy action,

remaining four ships of the convoy and the escort reached

Alexandria on 12 May.

The

It had been Air Ministry's intention on the nights

during the critical period of the convoy''s passage to direct

the heaviest possible attacks against bicilian aerodromes housing

dive-bombers. This plan put the R.A.F. in Malta in a quandary

H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B,

April.
App,57.

through lack of accommodation for Mellingtons, maintenance and

h andling difficulties. Then, too, it was hardly within the

capacity of all the "heavies" we could mass to neutralise the

enemy's dive-bomber potential, for he had aircraft on six

aerodromes, from any of which attacks could be mounted, and the

precise dispositions v/ere unknown to us through lack of regular

In addition. bllington night operations from

Malta were bound to suffer through the Gerraan attacks, Yvhich were

These arguraonts v/ere put to H.Q

Consider possible

7/ellington effort from here quite insufficient to produce any

appreciable diminution of potential enemy attack on convoy, v/hile

reconnaissance.

almost a nightly affair. M.E,• >

by H.Q Malta in a signal T/hich stated;»>II.Q. M.E.
O.R.B.

May. App.17.

the effort here would bo out of all proportion to possible

results and v/ould seriously militate against success of other

/activities.
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Considor far better results likely to bo

obtained by Beaufighter dusk attack on acrodranes".

Marshal Tedder agreed with this, especially as all available

bomber forces in the './ostern Desert would be needed to cover

activities.

Air

enemy aerodromes in Cyrenaica during the later stage of the

hov/ever, stuck to the ■ need for bombing,

considering that dusk attacks by Beaufighters under the noses

of Me,109's and iiO’s would be costly, Air Marshal Tedder also

At a time when

The C.A.Sconvoy. • >

adhered to his view, considering;

concentration is of such importance, my instinct is against

detaching what must necessarily be a small force for an

operation which affords such poor prospects of really

effective results".

The upshot v/as that no bomber operations were

mounted, and Beaufighters wore used on 10 May to strafe theH.Q. M.E. Opl.
Summaries,

At Coniso, six Beau-aerodromes at Comiso and Catania,

fighters destroyed several aircraft, including two Ju,52's,

by machine gunning, which caused fires. Three Beaufighters

caused damage to groups of He.111's and Ju.88's at Catania by

machine gunning from a height cf 50 feet. Both attacks

achieved complete surprise, and there was no flak until the* •>'

Beaufighters were near the end of their attacks.

So impressed was A.H.Q Malta with the Beaufi^ter• >

performance that the follaving day representations were made

to H.Q, M.E, with a view to their employment in a widerH.Q. Med.
S.152/7/Air.
E.22 and E.23. offensive and defensive role in the Central Basin, First,

the O.C, of the Beaufighter Squadron was anxious to try their

value in the mioon period as night fighters or to intrude at

The A.O.C., Maltanight over Sicilian aerodromes.

considered that the Boaufighters could be usefully employed

to protect destroyers, to cover the Blenheims operating

against convoys, to attack aerodroraes and air traffic between

Sicily and Tripoli and to assist in the night defence of

Ibid; E.26. Air Marshal Tedder supported this proposal to

/retain

Malta.
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retain the Beaufighters at Malta in viev,- of their range and

hitting poTier and considered that nighl fighter type Beau-

fighters T/ould pay a good dividend over Sicilian aerodromes,

i.ir Ministry agreed to their temporary retention at Malta^ and

a plan v/as drawn up for their operation at night over Sicily

Ibid; E.27.

and to intercept enemy aircraft attacking Malta at night, by

patrolling over the sea between the island and Sicilj%

Before this could materialise, hOT/ever, the impending attack

on Crete caused H.Q. M,E, to switch the Beaufighters in an

effort to stave off the menace. On 11- May H.Q, M.E.Ibid; 29.

signalled for the Beaufighters to operate from Heraklion,

returning to Malta as their base.

Ibid; If3. Enemy action against Luqa delayed the Beaufighters'

departure, but nine 'vvere able to carry out an operation

against airfields in Greece on 16 May which earned theIbid; 49.

congratualtions of the Vice hdmiral Mediterranean, ’ The

Beaufighters, less one lost, returned to Malta on the 17th,

but after this there was difficulty in maintaining then

through servicing troubles, lack of spares and congestion at

The consequence was that four Beaufighters were dis

patched to Gibraltar en route to the U.K,..

Luqa,

on 20 May and theH.Q. Med.

O.R.B. May.

serviceable remainder, on the orders of H,Q,, M.E,,

At the same tiae, other

Beaufighter reinforcements for the Middle East began to pass

through Malta,

left for

Egypt by the end of the month.

Their role, defined by Air Ministry, was

protection for the Fleet in the Eastern'Basin, not attacksIbid; 71.

against lines of communication.

Reconnaissance Improved.

A vital condition for successful attack on .'ixis

shipping was good and regular reconnaissance, but, due to the

inadequate numbersjof aircraft, there were many gaps in our air

reconnaissance over the sea. There were seldom more than three

Marylands available on Malta, due to serviceability difficultiea

As the operations of our light naval forces largely depended

• /on
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on air reconnaissance, the Nav3^ naturally v/antod the air

effort strengthened,

driven the Sunderlands .av/ay frara Malta, hut the flying heats’

The German fighters in Sicily had

position in the Eastern Basin v/as not much more ccmfortahle

Sir Arthur\7ith the Luftv/affe established in Greece.

Longmore urged that one of the Sunderland squadrons should he

replaced hy a. G.R. landplane squadron of Maryla.nds orC.O.S. 163rd
Mtg. 5 May.

Baltimores and stressed the need for a P.R.U. fighter type

aircraft at Malta for long-range work.

Towards the end of April, stops were taken to

establish more accurately the shipping traffic between ItalyH.Q. M.E
O.R.B.

App, 1+2 April and N. Afric H.Q. M.E. ordered that Malta aircraft should

carry out reconnaissances of Palermo, Trapani, Tripoli,

Zuara and Misurata twice a week and Maples once a week.

Then, at the beginning cf May, a more co-ordinated

reconnaissance system, .to cover the Ionian Sea, v/as drawn up.

Enemy warships and convoys were Imovm to be in this Sea, and

it was the intention to help our naval units locate them.

A more effective reconnaissance system v;as,.also needed at

this time. as the first Blenheims to be. used on shipping- ,

strikes had just arrived in Malta from England.H.Q. M.E.

Operation
Order No.9.

3 May 1941.

The

additional reconnaissance v/as provided by Harylands of

h Matruli, Their taskNo,39 Squadron operating from Mersa

was to patrol from Mersah Matruh to the island of Zante,

thence to Malta, v/hile another aircraft operated over the same

Long range tanks wereroute in the reverse direction.

necessary for this patrol.

The position of Malta's Mary lands was' improved the

first week in May by the arrival of three new aricraft, and

No.69 Squadron began to adapt Hurricapes for reconnaissance.No.69 Squadron
O.R.B.

The first of these, a Mk.I, was.added to the squadron on the. ■

In this month, the squadron was able to carry out an

average of tliroe long-di.stance reconnaissance patrols a day.

12th.

In consequence, nearly all the successful operations from the

/island
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island against shipping and many of the bombing attacks on

Tripoli resulted from their sightings.

Start of R.ii.F. Shipping Strikes.

The conclusion of the Ministry of Economic Warfare

C.0.3.(41)
285 3 May.

and Admiralty early in May v/as that the Axis v/as getting very

short of shipping to meet essential needs in the Mediterranean.

In this theatre, it v\ras calculated, the enemy had nearer

500,000 tons available than 1,000,000 tons, excluding tankers

and ships over 10,000 tons (useless for carrying merchandise).

Of the available total, they must use 250,000-tons for

supplying Albania and Tripoli, 100,000 for commercial purposes

in the Adriatic, 100,000 under repair, leaving about 100,000

for supplying Greece or the- sea-borne supply of an expedition

anywhere else,

C.0.3.(41)
l02nd Meeting

It was considered that we were sinking more of the

enemy's shipping than he was of ours. Apart from the local

advantage of interrupting communications, the sinkings had

important strategic implications. Interference mth coast-

Yri.se distribution of bulk supplies threw an extra load on

internal communications. The Chiefs of Staff, in fact,

so impressed that they signalled the Cs.-in-C Middle B

VYere

C.O.S. I7lst

Mtg. 9 May.
ast

that "if sinkings of enemy merchant ships at the rate of '

recent months are continued, a position of considerable 
'

embarrassment to the Axis pov/ers may shortly arise".

• >

The fact remained that enemy convoys were often known

to be in transit when our surface forces v/ere not positioried

to intercept, and v/e had no air striking force for daylight

Malta's Marylands spotted about ten small

in April and these mainly v/ent unmolested.

convoys

This unsatis

No. 69 Squvidron operation.
O.R.B.

factory state Was altered in May, Y/han the Blenheims sent under

the C.O.S. plan operated. They were from' No,2 Group (in the

U.K.), whose aircraft Y/ere having considerable success againstH.Q. M.E.
3.49916

shipping off Holland and Nori/Vay. The crev/s were experienced

in mast-height attacks with delay fuse bombs, against stronger

/opposition
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opposition than v/as expected in the Mediterranean.

The first six Blenheims arrived at Malta on

H.q. Med.
3247/36/1/Air.

27 ̂ ipril. These, from No,21 Squadron, began Malta's

campaign against shipping in transit, facilitated by the

wider powers of "sink at sight conferred in February and

April, At the same time, the preponderance of

reconnaissance from the island was directed to the supply

routes betv/een Sicily and North iifrica.

frequently sighted and shadovrad by the Marylands,

The six Blenheims carried out their first mission

Convoys were

M .E. Op er at i 0 nal
Summaries.

on 1 Hay, against a merchant ship of 3,000 tons escorted by

a destroyer near the Kerkenna Islands. They dropped 5,000

lbs, of bombs and thjree hits were registered on the destroyer.

one on the merchant ship, and near misses on both,

ships were later confirmed as having been sunk,

this mission, the Blenheims attacked three Gant.Z501's and

probably destroyed one of them,

safely, two having been hit by A/A fire,

four Blenheims bombed a convoy of two destroyers,  a patrol

vessel, four merdhant ships of 4,000 - 8,000 tons, and two of

2,000 tons spotted by a Maryland 140 miles south-west of

Hits v/ere scored on one destroyer, one ship of

8,000 tons, one of 4,000 and one of 2,000 tons.

The t?;o

IThile on

All the Blenheims returned

The next day,

Malta.

Swordfish of the F.A.A, joined in the blows at

shipping by laying magnetic mines at night in Tripoli harbour,

•  which was also bombed by the ¥/ellingtons from Malta.

Five Blenheims, escorted by three Beaufighters,

successfully attacked another convoy of eight small merchant

ships and two escort vessels on a southerly course 65 miles

S«E, of pantelleria on 7 May, Two ships were left listing

>adly., one of them on fire, and a third ship was probably

hit. On the night of 12 May four Swordfish of the P.A.A,

blew up a merchant ship of 8,000 tons by bombing lOO miles

south of Lampedusa, ard scored direct hits on the escorting

destroyer.
/ko.2l
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No.21 Squadron Blenheims returned to England on 11 May

and vrere replaced on the I6th by a detachment from No,139

,Squadron (Blenheims). These started on 22 May by scoring

eight direct hits on a tanlcer, previously located by a

Maryland, near Pantelleria The attack v/as followed by four

explosions from the ship, which came to a stop. Once again,

this attack was the result of a Maryland sighting.

Two days later, two Blenheims bombed a merchant

vessel of about 500 tons escorted by a destroyer, located by a

Maryland near the Kerkenna Islands, The merchant ship was hit

On 25 May the tanker hit on the 22nd was againtwice.

successfully bombed. On 21 May a further detachment of

Blenheims of No,82 Squadron, arrived in Malta and on 26 May

attacked a southbourd convoy discovered by a Maryland 140 miles

south of Malta, The Blenheims scored seven direct hits on tv/o

ships of between 8,000 and 10,000 tons, one of vi-hich was last

seen down by the stern. Two Blenheims were lost on this

An Italian ammunition ship of 4.000 tons was

destroyed by tvro aircraft of No.139 Squadron in Sfax harbour

This ship blev/ up mth a violent explosion,

operation.

on the 28th.

after eight direct hits. Our aircraft were fired on by an

Italian des-croyer and merchant vessels in Sfax Road.

On 30 May three Blenheims of No.82 Squadron bombed

tv/o merchant ships at anchor fo\ir miles east of Sfax, scoring

Blenheims viiich returned to the scene the follow

ing day found that one ship had left, but they hornbed ard machine-

gunned the remaining vessel, which was left pouring out clouds

of black smoke.

near misses.

^Anadysis of results by the Assessment Committee

anti-merchant shipping operatlorscredited No.2 Group Blenheims

mth the folloTd.ng figtires during their operation.s from Malta

during May:-

onH.Q. Med.

3/^47/49/4/
Air.

/Cat, I

1. See Appendix 0.,
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(sunk or constructive 2 ships totalling 6,3l3 tons
loss):

(seriously damaged): 5 ships totalling 22,500 tons

Cat. I

Cat.II

Cat.Ill (damaged): 5 ships totalling 25,000 tons

Thirty four sorties vrere made to achieve these

results in attacks against 15 vessels,

tvio Blenheims lost and two damaged.

During the months March, April and May, the Wavy

increased its total of shipping sunk in the Mediterranean to

112,678 tons, most of xvhich fell to the submarines,

despite the combined efforts of the Navy and E.A.P.at this time,

the enemy continued to get his supplies into Libya,

numbers of vessels were using Tripoli - on lO May about 20

merchant vessels lay there - and others were unloading at

Benghazi.

The casualties were

But

Large

Admiralty Account:
Navies of British

Comi:ionwealth at
War,

No.69 Squadron
O.R.B.
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E A S T B R WTHE BASIN

:,ECR£T
Protection of Coastal shipping

In this period, our resources for air-sea operations

in the Eastern Basin had to be manipulated to meet major threats

‘  from two directions - Libya on one hand and Greece and the

Yfavell's advance on 9 December, whichDodencanese on the other.

did not halt until two months later at El Agheila, and our

retreat in Larch and April involved the Navy in a supply

problem of some magnitude and the holding of an extended sea

line of communication along the coast in face of coastal air

interference. The development of operations in Greece gave the

Navy another vital line to safeguard, which was harassed from

its inception by aircraft from the Dodecanese. The Italians

persisted with torpedo attacks in November and December, the

main success being in Suda Bay on 3 December, when H.i\a.S.Glasgow,

1
at anchor. Was dar/iaged by torpedoes from tv/o 3.79's. The ship

was able to return to Alexandria under her ovm power.

While the enemy v/as being mauled in the Desert in

January, Sunderlands of No,201 Group took part in searches for

his fleeing shipping, but little was found. For their supply.

our advancing forces were greatly dependent on the Navy's

Inshore Squadron -- a miscellaneous assortment of naval and

mercantile craft capable of doing all sorts of jobs, from

coastal bombardment to the carrying of v/ater. This 'Squadron

had to overcome the difficulties of blockages and smashed

quay facilities in the newly-acquired harbours such as Tobruk

It liad to face ceaseless harrying by bombers andand Derna.

minelaying aircraft, for by this time the Luftwaffe had

arrived in Libya, The R,A.E., maintaining pressure on the

retreating enemy, had little to spare for patrols over our

coastal shipping, and in view of the lengthening line, could

protect only the ports.. The Navy's early losses included

the minesweeper Huntley, bombed and torpedoed while on her

/way

1  The Italians had established a squadron at El Adem, equipped
with S.79's and S. 82's, fitted for torpedo carrying.
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way -fca Derna, and the destroyer Dainty, dive-homhed off Tobruk.

The exposed position of our ships, despite ,our grip on the

land, was emphasised by,.the loss of the monitor Terror.

This gallant old ship v/as lying at Benghazi on 22 February

when she was damaged by.near misses from bombs.
1

She

struggled back eastv/ards, her comi'nander sending a signal;

"Tfith no dawn fighter protection as at present,
consider it only a matter of time before ship
receives a direct hit".

No.201 Group
0. R.B, and

H. Q. M.E.
O.R.B. App.

peby. The Navy asked for air protection, but before this could be

provided by -No. 202 Group the Terror's back T/as broken in a

dive-bombing attack. She was abandoned and sank on the 2ifth.

After the capture of Benghazi, the Y/ork of the

, Inshore Squadron v/as intensified. It was very difficult to get

The harbour was full of wrecks, the

breakwater was breached, and the enemy interfered constantly

supplies in there.

from the air by bombing and mining. At the end of February,

in fact, we were forced to abandon efforts to supply the Army

by sea through Benghazi. Our brief hold on this port in

February and March was of little value because the Germans

concentrated air attack on such a scale as to discourage its

full exploitation by the Navy.2 Neither was Tobruk immune.

Tfe had to exercise great care in sailings to and from that port,

v/ith fighter protection at dusk and dawn,. The R.A.P. was

unable to fulfil the Navy's request for fighter protection

/betv/een

Yfar Cabinet

y/eekly
Resume No. 78

H. Q, IVi. E.
0. R. B,

App. 2 Peby.

1  The Terror v/as a veteran of the Belgian coast in the
1914-18 War. In 1939 and 1940 she defended Malta and Suda Bay
against air attack and led gunboats in castal bombardiuents of
Cyi'enaica.

2 The R.A.P. view is that the Navy "beat the pistol" by
using the port too soon - before, radar cover, fighter and a/A
defence had been established. Enemy daylight attacks thus
prevented the Navy's use of the port.

A.M. S.26793
(a.M.Comment
on Despatch by
-G®n. Wavell for later, when fighter defence had been established, forcing the
period 7 Feb. 1 eaiemy effort to night raiding on  a small scale, v/hich did
to 15 July 1941) comparatively little damage.

The Navy returned

Strategical action by the
Wellingtons also helped to relieve Benghazi of enemy air
action.
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beWeen the meridians of 28. and 25 degrees longitude, confining

itself to covering Tobruk with a detachment of No.73 Squadron,

and giving some coyer west ..of 25 degrees from the Desert

squadrons.

It was not surprising that when Admiral Cunningham

.  was made a K..C.B. oh 4 March he said, v/ith his mind on the

Inshore Squadron along tliat dive-bombed coast; "I vrould rather'

Admiralty
Account of

Naval War

in Eastern

Mediterranean that they had given me three squadrons of Hurricanes".

Our reinforcement of Greece reduced the R.A.P. in

the Desert to a minor force; consequently when we retreated to

the Solium - Halfaya area in April, leaving Tobruk beleagured,

protection of that port offered a difficult proposition. By

7 April our Desert squadrons had vrithdraYm east of the

Egypt - Cyrenaioa frontier, leaving No. 73 Squadron Hurricanes

to operate within the perimeter of Tobmjik. when the enemy was

unable to push into Egypt through our haiiunering of his

Air Cdre
Collishaw's

Report

communications, he concentrated on Tobruk. He assembled masses

of fighters on the Gazala aerodromes, and maintained heavy

pressure from the air, sending as many as 50 bombers and

50 fighters at a time. This forced the R.A. P. to abandon

aerodromes in the Tobruk defended area, except for refuelling.

Now, forced to operate from Egypt, we could not mdintain an

adequate fighter force over Tobruk. On 17 April H. Q. M.E.

H. Q. M. E,
O.R.B. Peby.

App.37 .

instructed No.204 Group that "the primary role of the fighter

force in the Western Desert is defence of Tobruk, especially

shipping in and approaching or leaving harbour".

Our method of protecting Tobruk and shipping v/as to

use the advanced Sidi Barrani Landing grounds, the Hurricane

squadrons being based in the Mersa Matruh - Bagush area. In

this v/ay we were able to offer resistance to the enemy's air

onslaught. As the Sidi Barrani landing grounds were precariously

held by a skeleton military force, air operations from themAir Cdre

Collishaw's

Report were conducted on the assumption that we might lose them at any

time, so the detachments were kept in a high state of mobility.

Since v/e could protect shipping effectively only as far as

/Bardia,
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Bardia, sailings were conducted for the remainder of the distance

in darkness. The enemy tactic was to employ large numbers of dive

bombers, escorted by Me. 109's and 110's against our ships, the

Me's engaging our fighters v/hile the dive bombers did their work.

Occasionally the bombing v/as from high level, and sometimes the

German fighters shot up the ships from Iot/ altitudes. These

variations in attack set our fighters a problem. NoriTially, we

concentrated our formations, operating at about 15,000 ft, to

Pull use of r/T betvreen ourprevent surprise by superior forces.
*

ships and fighters v/as not alv/ays possible because only a fev/ of the

ships were so equipped,

at low heights, our patrols had to rely on the ships' a/A fire.

Our fighters usually operated in formations of 12, employing "

For warning of the presence of the enemy

•beavers" to prevent surprise. These tactics proved successful,

and even when our formations encountered a nmierically superior

enemy they always gave a good account of themselves. No ships

were lost Tirhile provided v/ith fighter escort.

Nevertheless, our ships could not be covered all the

On 18 March an armedtime, and some losses were incurred,

boarding vessel was mined and sunk off Tobruk.

Vita vras damaged by bombing off Tobruk on 14 April and early in

The hospital ship

May another hospital ship, the Karapan, was set on fire, but

reached Alexandria safely. On 13 May the gunboat Ladybird was

sunk in Tobruk harbour by dive bombers, and on 25 May the sloop

Grimsby and the tanker she was escorting were sunk by air attack

40 miles north-east of Tobruk.

Our advance and retreat in Cyrenaica provided a practical

illustration of the influence which occupation of territory

exerts on the potential scale of air attack on shipping.

Apart from port bombings, we were not able at this

stage to hit the enemy’s seaborne supplies as he did ours,

phase emphasised the need of long-range fighters for shipping

protection and for attacking enemy vessels v/ith cannon guns,

on 15 April the C.A.S. suggested that Blenheims might be put into

Crete' to harass enemy shipping between Tripoli and Derna - because
*

/Crete

This

Yfhen

H. Q.M. E.'
S. 49916
22A
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Crete was nearer the enemy sea routes than our Mersa Matruh bases

Sir Arthur .Longfflore could only point -out that Heraklion and

ilaleme were unsuitable for the operation of Blenheims,

case, the facilities in Crete were too much occupied Y/ith the

evacuation from Gre.ece, and a little later Crete was lost.

R. A. F. Help in Suez Canal llinesTfeeping

in any

T/hen established in Libya and the Dodecanese, the

Luftwaffe threatened our supplies and communications by mining

the Sue,z Canal and harbours in Egypt , and - when the Army of the

It was a very effective form ofNile advanced - in Cyrenaica,

attack and for a time bsosme aserious embarrassment to our

The raids were made at night, and thereinforcement efforts.

employment of acoustic and magnetic mines and delay action

Yfhen these raidsdevices strained our counter-measures.

began, in the middle of January, the aircraft were believed to

be operating from Benghazi, but the long trip proved

expensive to the enemy. For example, on 17 January five

Heinkel Ill's used this route, but t\;o force-landed in the

part of Libya occupied by the British, and there was good

reason to believe -that two others were lost. The mine-laying

aircraft operated from Rhodes v/hen vre captured Benghazi, and

caused several closures of the Canal. On k- February

H. Q. M.E.
O.R.B. App. 1
Peby.

Rear Admiral a.Y. 'fillis informed Air Marshal Tedder:H. Q. M.E.

AOC/206
3A, 4A "Tfe are having a bad time with this magnetic raining - nothing

like enough resources to deal with it, either SY/eeping craft

or personnel". To help the Navy’s mine experts move quickly

from place to place, H. Q. M.E. put an aircraft at their disposal,

and a Hurricane squadron (No.274) was installed to provide

Canal defence by day and night. In addition, there was No.971

(Balloon Barrage Squadron) v/hich by the middle of January bad

30 balloons to protect the -Fleet in Alexandra from lovf flying

and dive bombing attack. This squadron came under control of

No. 201

Group O.R.B.

Jan. & Peby.

The German night minelaying led to some of the

balloons being removed from Alexandria to protect the Canal.

No. 201 Group.

Reinforcements of minesv/eepers yrere sent from South Africa.
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Observation posts v/ere established along the Canal,

manned by British and Egyptian troops, on the scale of about

three to the mile, to spot the fall of mines, and there vrere

On 16 February thefloating patrols in the Bitter Lakes.

G0S(M)105 Prime ivlinister' instructed tint keeping open the Canal must be

regarded as a prime task, ht this time German minelaying

aircraft were active over lualta, v/hich experienced 11 such

raids on successive nights, and over Benghazi.

Early in March, the Navy suggested R.a.P. action

against Rhodes, to restrain the minelaying aircraft, and

wanted an R.D.P. installation half-way along the Canal to keep

a plot of attacking aircraft. The idea vfas tint such an

H. Q. M. B.

AOC/206
6a,7A,8a

installation would help to keep watchers on the qui vive and

could be integrated v/ith guns. It was impracticable, hov/ever,

because the type of apparatus to deal v/ith low flying aircraft

was not available, and the limitations of R.D.F., coupled with

the topographical characteristics of the Canal Zone, offered

little prospect of devising a lay-out to provide useful plots

of low-flying aircraft.

Early in February, when a southbound convoy went

through the Canal, the steamers Aghios Georgios and Ranee

(5>060 tons) Y/ere sunk by mines. TYventy-four ships had

previously passed over the mine YThich sank the Ranee. The

sunken ships blocked the main fairway, but

cleared by dredging.

a passage yr&s

The call for mine clearance involved the R.A.F's No.1

N0.1 G.R.

Unit 0.R.B,
G.R. Unit, with its D. I. Wellingtons, in a busy period of

activity after months of Yvaiting at one houi-' s readiness for

some such contingency. Although these coil-ecjuipped aircraft

could not detect and explode acoustic mines, they were very

effective against the magnetic variety,

swift movement to the point involved

Their advantage lay in

and in the number of runs

that' could be made over a given area, ensuring protection

against mines v/ith delayed settings. The unit Imd been inactive

/operationally
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operationally in November and Dccomber, and on 2+ January

three, of. its aircraft v/ent to Tobruk^ but did no sweeping

there through le^ck of communication with the Navy, which was

On 31 January the aircraft werein charge of clearing mines,

hurriedly recalled to Isniailia to deal with mines betY/een

Lake-Timsah and the Bitter Lakes. Next day they v/ere successful

in exploding two mines v/hich liad escaped naval sweeping,

the same day, a D.Tv''. I. Wellington saved the Canal from a

The circumstances w^ere that the 25,000 ton

Late

prolonged closure.

r

merchant ship Dominion iionarch rms passing slov/ly through

waters believed to have.been mined, but where svreeping had

produced no results. As an extra precaution, a - coil"

YiTellington flev/ ahead of her, 50 ft. above the surface. The

precaution was Justified, for the aircraft exploded a mine

almost under the bows of the vessel, which proceeded undamaged.

If this large ship load been sunk at that point, the inevitable

result Tifould have been blocking of the Canal for several

months.

The vrorst period of Sues traffic hold-up wa.s in

Mining on three nights caused closureFebruary and March,

from 18 February until 9 March, and immediately on re-opening

4-3 northbound merchant vessels passed through. More mining

on 11 March resulted in further closure until 19 Marc^h.

When the Canal was re-opened, the carrier Illustrious

v/as moved av/ay to undergo extensive repair, and her sister

carrier, the Formidable, y/as ad^aitted into the Mediterranean

to restore the Fleet's air "umbrella".

Enemy mine-laying continued intermittently after

this, but the watching and clearance organisation vrorked

efficiently enough to prevent any further closure for more

By 9 March the D. W. I. vTellingtonsthan a fev/ days at a time.

had accounted for seven mines in the Canal, and after a month's

rest from operational work, during Yfliich the unit was

transferred to Kabrit in April, exploded several more mines

in May.

/The
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The extent to Y/hich the mining affected the

supply position was indicated.in the concern felt by the

¥ar Office and Ministry of War Transport, which made

COS i94th

■Meeting
May 29

representations to the Chiefs of Staff,

it was estimated that if the enemy succeeded in keeping up

At the end of May

the interruption in traffic, little more than half the

requirements of our forces and the needs of the Civilian

population in EgJ'pt could be imported. The Ministeries

were consulting on measures for further port development,

but this could not give iminediate relief. MeanYvhile, a

committee was established to consider methods for improving

unloading and transport facilities for by-passing the Canal,

and Admiralty experts were sent to the Middle East to

advise on mine-sv/eeping methods. A suggestion for

relaxing restrictions on the oieening of the Yvaterway after

mining raids wa.s rejected, because the risk of a sinking in

a part v/here deviations YYOuld be difficult could not be

afforded.

At this time we v/cre not in a position to carry out

mining from the air on a scale comparable to that of the

enemy, through the lack of aircraft adapted for mine

carrying. P.A.A. aircraft from Malta had done some, but

their capacity Tira.s Imited; for instance, about 30 mines

Y/ere planted, mostly at Tripoli, betvT-een February and June. '

Mining from the air, it Y/as discovered, produced better

results tiian those laid by submarine, the superior results

being due to an aircraft's abaility to place uunes in areas

not approachable by surface vessels or subaiarines, Although

the R.A. P. did not do any mining during the period under

H. Q, M« E.
S. 51309
30a

revieY/,preparations YYent ahead in May for adaptation of

Wellingtons each aircraft to take Iyto 1,0001b mines -

and for instruction of crews by the Navy in this

specialised taslc.
/Patrols

1  During the period June to October 1941, the Admiralty summary
of results of mine-laying in the Mediterranean gave the
average number of mines laid by air to produce a casualty as

and that laid by submarine to produce the same results
2.

16.
as

H. Q. M.E.
s. 51309
M.48
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Patrols from Greece and Crete

Operations Teased on Greece and Crete occupied the

major part of No, 201 Group's effort frora November 1940 until our

No.230 Squadron Sunderlands bore thewithdrav/al in April and iiay,

brunt of operations from Greece and Crete and v/ere in fact the

Navy's main source for reconnaissance over an extensive area

embracing the south-eastern Ionian Sea, the Gulf of Athens,

Sea of Crete and the sea betvreen Crete and xi.lexandria. In the

conditions - lack of a land-based G. R. squadron, comparative

imniunity from enemy fighters, and the necessity for prolonged

searches over large tracts of virater - the flying boats were

The first operations from Suda v/ere mainly to theNo.201 Group
O.R.B.

Nov. &, Dec.

ideal.

7;estward, to guard against the approach of enemy surface craft

Besides patrols, awhich might menace our north-bound convoys,

nualtiplicity of tasks fell on the Sunderlands v/hich gave them

They provided the quickest and safest transit

for important personages, such as Ivir. Eden and Sir John Dill,

little respite.

C.I.G.S., on diplomatic and military missions between Malta,

They acted as escort and

E.A.P. squadrons vfhich flew periodic-

Alexandria, Athens and Istanbul,

navigational guides to the

ally to Greece from Egypt to build up our air strength there;

they searched for bomber crevra forced dovm in the sea; made

special searches for submarines; provided useful information

about shipping; and spotted floating mines.
«

Experience in December showed that Suda was unsuitable as

a flying boat base, mainly because of vreather, obstructions,

and inadequate Yi//t communication. Scaraiiianga,  a naval base

10 miles west of Athens, was consequently prepared as an

■  advanced base, offering better facilities, and on 14 January

the No. 230 Squadron detaclrmient was transferred there from Suda,

which remained as an emergency landing base. At the end of

January, Argostoli in Cephalonia, was established as an advanced

alighting point for aircraft on Eastern Aegean patrols, stocks of

petrol and oil being deposited there. The refuelling vessel

/Pass

Ibid : Jan.



Pass of Balmaha was also moved to Scaramanga, whence

operations began regularly on 22 January y/ith four flying

boats.

By this time the A,3.V. device was available in

some of the Sunderlands, usually in replacements from England.

It v/as used on the night of January, in an unsuccessful

effort to locate a subii:iarine which torpedoed a British

merchantimin in the Gulf of Athens.

It Y/as the Wavy's practice to pass convoys

bety/een Alexandria and Malta via the Aegean, so the

Sunderlands patrolled this route and also stretches of

the eastern Ionian Sea, to give yyarning of the approach

of eneniy ships. The large area to be covered y/ith a

limited number of aircraft, often in bad y/eather, left

loopholes for fast ships. Consequently the whole system

of Sunderland patrols came under revision at a ConferenceWo. 201 Group
O.E.B. Feb.

App. A. betyyeen Wo. 201 Group and the Waval C.-in-C. , on 18 January.

The Wavy's main concern v/as to keep enemy y/arships

from our convoys to Crete, Greece and Malta and at the

time effectively block enemy reinforcement of the

Dodecanese.

away

saxae

To provide adequate warning of the approach

of enemy vessels, four patrol, areas were established over

the Ionian Sea, covered by Sunderlands at Malta and

Scaramanga, as under;-

Mins.pegs. Mins.Pegs.

Patrol P. pinpoints 35 35 W 46 E15
37 12 16 28

2837 17 22

35 24 18 00

35 04 05

Patrol Q. I!
35 10 N 17 10 E
36 1641 12

4637 17 34
36 1804 30

Patrol R. 36 06 w 18 30 E
4637 17 34

38 1'842 44-
36 50 19 33

Patrol S. 37 00 N 19 00 E
38 30 18 16
39 18 19 22

37 30 20 22

/Ivialta
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The patrols R. and S., designed mainly to cover Fleet and

convoy movements betv^een Alexandria and ilalta, were by no

means ideal for protecting the approaches to the Aegean.

Consequently, two further standard patrols yrere introduced,

The former v/as a creeping line

ahead of- a sector (200 miles in depth) extending north from

the bearing 270 degrees on Agria Grabusa to Tidthin visibility

distance of the vrest coast of Greece.

designated A.A.¥. and Z.X.

It was designed to

detect vessels within the search area steaming at 15-20 knots.

Patrol X.X. was across the outer end of the A.A.¥. sector,

designed to intercept vessels approaching the A.A.YA area.

At this time, when naval calls for reconnaissance

were pressing, the efficiency of No.228 Squadron at ilalta,

which integrated with No. 230 Squadron on the Ionian patrols, was

diminished by the LuftYra.ffe attacks on the island, and for a

tine the squadron's assista.nce was lost altogether through the

process of removal of the unit from ilalta. On 20 ivlarch

operational control of No. 228 Squadron, which lYas now back at

Alexandria, reverted to No.201 Group. It Y/as still necessary

to risk Sunderlands occasionally at ivlalta, for special

operations; e.g. Tdien a convoy of four fast cargo vessels was

run from Haifa to Malta between 19 and 23 March. The convoy

arrived safely.

Despite the length and duration of the Sunderland

searches, sightings of suspicious vessels v-rere rare. On 18

March a Sunderland from Scaramanga assisted a destroyer in a

submarine hunt, dropping two bombs and two depth charges,

but no definite result wras achieved. Four days later, a

Sunderland returning from Scaraiiianga for overhaul wras able

to help the Brazilian steamer Taubate, T/hich had been

bombed and machine-gunned for an hour by a German aircraft

aibout 100 miles north of Alexandria. The Sunderland

protected the ship and assisted it to locate one of its

rafts, T/hich left v/ith four men when the attack v/as made,

and drifted three miles.

/Early
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No. 201 Group
O.R. B. App.A
Peb.

xialta was normally responsible for patrols P, & Q.

and No.201 Group for patrols R. and S.

No. 201 Group was also responsible for a patrolIbid; App.C.

covering the western approaches to the Aegean, known as

Patrol ¥.A.A. This T/as the sector betvreen a line bearing

270 degs. from Agria Grabusa (35 degs. 38 N, 23 degs. 35 E.)

to the vrest coast of Greece - to a depth of 160 miles.

At the Naval C.-in-C.'s request, patrol YAA.A. ,

covering the Kithera entrance to the Aegean, was carried out

daily, but in the middle of February, No.201 Group, wishing to

conserve some of No.230 Squadron resources for long-range

reconnaissance in the event of protracted major operations.

tried to effect an enemy. The aircraft on this patrol were

No.201 Group
0. R.B. Peb.

involved in flying from Scaramanga for a,comparatively short

patrol which, it Y/as felt by No. 201 Group, could be effectively

done by land-based aircraft from Crete. Admiral Cunningham,

hovrever, vrould not make No. 81 5 (sv/ordfish) Squadron, P. A. A. ,

stationed at Maleme, available for this task, on the ground

that the six aircraft there v/ere fully employed already, on

the folloYYing work; assisting Kithera surface patrols;Ibid; App.Q.

assisting surface operations toYvards the Dodecanese; anti'

He, also contended tlrntsubmarine patrols tovYards Gavdo Island.

the SvYordfish had not the requisite range for the W.A.A. patrol.

As the Admiral v»as insistent on the importance of this patrol

to secure the Aegean and Greek lines of communication, a

Sunderland had to be detached from Scaran^anga to operate

V
constantly from Suda, Y/ith reliefs every three days.

Events in March imposed severe strain on No.230

Squadron - first through covering extensive convoy movements to

Greece, and tov/ards the end of the month an, unremitting period

concerned vd.th the naval battle of Cape Matapan. Convoys to

Greece early in the month included the R.A. P. depot ship

No.201 Group
O.R.B. March.

Dumana. The long sorties to protect these convoys involved so

much flying that some of the patrols had to be relaxed, and

this position led to the standard patrols being revised.

/The
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Early in Ivlarch, as our convoys to Greece suffered

serious losses thrcugh air attacks from the Dodecanese, the

Navy asked for fighter protection in the vicinity of Crete in

H. Q. 11. E.
O.R.B. April
App. 6.

addition to the P.i, ’ s assortment of Pulimrs and Gladiators at

Kaleme. B.A. P. Greece v/as asked to aid with a detachment of

fighter Blenheims.

On 26 ilarch H.M. S. York and the oiler Pericles were

Cahinet

Resume 82.
torpedoed in Suda Bay By one-man submarines and were subsequently

Torpedo aircraft from the Dodecanese were also active.

Italian Pleet move Discovered by R.A. P.

beached.

Until March, despite the Royal Navy’s daring sorties

to the enemy's doorstep, there had been no ina.jor clash between

the rival Pleets. To cope v/ith such a contingency, however, we

had to keep a Battle Squadron of three Queen Elizabeth cla'ss

battleships and tv/o cruiser squadrons, as v/ell as the necessary

screening destroyers. These forces vrere hardly sufficient to

be instantly available to attack the enemy fleet as soon as it

R. A. P. ,M. E.
Review No. 3.

emerged from its lair, protect our convoys on several routes

and chop the enemy's supply lines. Nevertheless, the presence

of our light forces in the Central Basin, in defiance of

German air pov/er, was an embarrassment to enemy convoys. It

was not surprising tliat tov/ards the end of March the enemy,

embarked on a naval manoeuvre with a twofold object - (I) To

distract the attention of our Pleet from.the Naples-Tripoli

supply route while further convoys made the passage.

(2) To tempt our warships to pursue Italian naval units into a

position v/here they could be attacked by^ sv/arms of iive bombers

from Sicily and southern Italy. It proved to be a costly

venture to the enemy.

Towards the end of March, it was apparent to our

Naval staff in the Mediterranean that something unusual was

The enemy was displaying an increased interest in 'ourafoot.Admiralty
Account of

Naval Tfar in
Meditermnean.

’Warships' movements; his reconnaissance aircraft dogged Aegean

convoys, vrere active south and west of Crete, and visited

Alexandria almost daily. Such manifestations of intensified

/curiosity,
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curiosityj, and the iinminenoe of a G-eriTian attack on Greece,

suggested the possibility of an important operation. In

assessing what this v/as likely to be, the iiaval C.-in-C. had

to consider the likelihood of attack on our convoys, an enemy

bid to run a convoy to the Dodecanese, or a landing in Greece

Our fleet ’could not be constantly at sea waitingor Gyrenaica.

for such eventualities. It vfas largely dependent on R. A. P,

reconnaissance. In the Battle of Cape Matapan, that

reconnaissance, provided by the aircraft of No.201 Group,

played a significant part about Tvhich all too little has been

said in the published accounts.

The C.-in-G.'s suspicions about Italian naval

Nd« 201 Group movements led to a request on 26 iiarch for No. 201 Group to
O.R.B.

No. 250

Squadron
0.R.B,

execute maximum scale reconnaissance on the follov/ing day of

the Q. , R. , and S. patrol areas (defined above), to v/ithin

visibility distance of the west coast of Greece,

No. 228 Squadron had just moved from Malta to the Middle East,

so No. 230 Squadron detachi'nent at Scaramanga had to cope with a

commitment Yfhich involved 12 hours' patrols - davm to dusk.

At this time

At 04-10 hours on 27 March, a Sunderland left Scaramanga on one

of these long flights, to search area Q. Six hours later, it

sighted three cruisers - two Zara class and one Golleoni - and

a destroyer about 1 20 miles south-east of the toe of Italy,

steering a south-easterly course at a speed of I5 knots,

was significant that on this day the enemy maintained standing

fighter patrols of three to six Me.109's or Me. 110's off Malta,

presumably to prevent the Maylands taking off on reconnaissance,

and in this he largely succeeded.

It

No,201 Group
0.E,B. March

App. T.

On the Sunderland's sighting report. Admiral Gunningham

took important decisions. He suspected that the enemy

intended a surface raid into the Aegean ageinst our convoys,

accompanied by intensive air operations. He decided to put

to sea with the 1st Battle Squadron, the carrier Formidable

and destroyers, and to deploy a cruiser squadron under

/Vice
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Vice Admiral Pridham-wippell Yvhich v/as in the vicinity of Crete,

Y/ith the 2nd Destroyer Flotilla. Precautionary alterations were

made in the sailings of Aegean convoys. The Fleet Air Arm

squadron (No. 8I5) at Malcme was order to stand by T/ith fighters

and torpedo-carrying SvYOrdfish, preparations v/ere made for

extensive R.A. F. reconnaissance of the Ionian Sea, and EoA.F.

bombers in Greece yrere put'at readiness. Nothing more was seen

on 27 March of the enemy cruisers located by the Sunderland.

R.A.F. Part in Battle of Matapan.

The Battle Fleet sailed at dusk on the 27 March; it

consisted of the Warspite, Barham (wearing the flag of Rear

Admiral H.B. Raviflings), the Valiant, and the Formidable, covered

by the 14-th Destroyer Flotilla - (Jervis, Janus, Nubian and

(Stuart, Greyhound, Griffin,

The Second-in-Cojiimand, Vice Admiral

Pridhara-Wippell, v/as ordered to rendezvous next morning

south of Gavdhos Island with the crusiers Orion, Ajax, Perth

and Gloucester and.the 2nd Destroyer Flotilla - (ilex. Hasty,

Vendetta and Hereward). -

th FlotillaAdmiralty
Account of

Naval Y/ar in E. Hotspur and Havock).
Mediterranean.

Mohawk) - and the 10

No.201 Group
and No. 230

Squadron
O.R.B's.

and

During the night of 27-28 March a Sunderland patrolling

T/e.st of Crete had not seen anything of the eneniy,

davm on the 28th, one of the Formidable's aircraft reported

soon afterAdmiralty
Account of

War in E.

Me diterranean.

three cruisers and four destroyers 30 miles south of Gavdhos

Island, steering south-south-east. This was in the neighbourhood

of Admiral Pridham-Y^'ippell's force, T/hich at 06,12 hours

identified the enemy force (which Tfill be referred to as Force x)

as three cruisers and an unknown number of destroyers in

position 34- degs. 02 N. 24- degs. 17 E, steering 100 degs T.

Force X, v/hich was to the north of our cruisers, was suspected

to consist of 8-in. gun ships, v/hich could outrange and outpace

our ships. Vice Admiral Pridham-Wippell turned south-east,

feigning flight, to entice the enemy tov/ards our Battle Fleet.

Tills rUse succeeded, and for throe-quarters of an hour Force X

follov/ed, firing at intervals but keeping out of range. -Salvos

on both sides fell short. At 0721 , liowever, in position

/33 degs.
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33 degs. 50 N, 24 degs. 21 E, the enemy turned array north

west, Slaving catapulted an aircraft which probably reported

Our cruisers turnedthe composition of our cruiser force,

in pursuit at 0736 hours, and a Sunderland already on

patrol, was oi’dered to locate and shador," the enemy.

At 0859 hours Admiral Pridliam-Yfippell reported a

battleship 18 miles fram him, in position 34 degs. I8 N,

Our Battle Squadron iras then 73 miles to

The enemy battleship opened heavy and accurate fire

on our cruisers from a range of 16 miles.

Wippellts force was in an unpleasant position, v/ith a

battleship on one quarter and Force X on the other,

turned his cruisers south, under cover of a snKike screen,

and the battleship ceased firing.

Just before this, a striking force of torpedo-

23 degs. 47 B.

the east.

Adiiiiral 'Pridham-

He

carrying Albacores had flown off the Formidable to deal

but on reaching the scene the pilots1
with Force X,

discovered that what had been delivered into their hands

the battleship Vittorio Veneto, the Italian flagship.

Diving through a heavy barrage,

vras

escorted by four destroyers,

the Albacores scored a hit aft, which caused the battleship

to,stop firing at our crusiers and reduced her speed.

A complication arose when a Sunderland sighted

five crusiers and three destroyers about 35 miles v/est of

The cruisers were feTO Abruzzi classGavdhos at 09*35 hours.

and three Zaras. (Force z)*

position of the enemy arose after this report, because it

not iimnediately assumed tliat there were two separate

This led to an order

Some uncertainty about the

was

Italian cruiser forces in the area.

Ay

t  It had alvrays been the C. -in-C.'s intention, when
contact was made with the enemy Fleet, to told back the

torpedo air striking force until the Battle Fleets had
closed Tri-thin about 50 miles, or until the enemy had

definitely turned’away. On this occasion, owing to the

exposed position of our cruisers, it Yiras necessary to
launch the striking force unduly early. "Pew things could
have been more timely than their, intervention", the C.-in-C.
ooranented in his despatch^ ’’hut at had the effect I had alv/ays
feared - that the daniaged enemy turned for,hoi]j@ yvpth a lead
v/hich could not be closed to gtin range rn ■ij

Admiralty
Battle
Stunmary -
Matapan.
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by the C.-in-C. at 11.06 hours for maximum Sunderland

to be concentrated south and west of Crete.

Sunderland continued to shadw; Force Z, and at 11.45 hours

reported it in position 35 degs. 03 W. 22 degs. 26 E.

300 degs T, and at 13-03 hours 75 miles west-south-west of

Kithera Channel. ■

reconnaissance

on a

The

 course

At Menidi and Paramythia, Greece, the R.A. P. had

standing by 12 Blenheims of No.84 Squadron, 12 of No. 113 Squadron

These Squadrons Trent into action inand six of No. 211 Squadron.

the afternoon, delivering a series of attacks on the Italian

cruiser and destroyer Force s as it was steaming west and north-

Their orders vrere to create the maximum disorganisation

Three aircraft Of No. 84

west.

and delay ajuong the enemy forces.

H. Q. B.A.F.
Greece

3/1OO/Ops
38a and
Admiralty
Battle

summary

Matapan

Squadron attacked at 14»30 hours (local time) in  a position given

247 dogs. Kithera Light 100 miles,

two unconfirmed hits with two 2501b. bombs on

by the leading aircraft as

The claims were

one cruiser, and two direct hits on a second cruiser with two

In the latter case, black and yellow smoke

TTas seen issuing from the ship for ten minutes, and the vessel

stopped after turning to the centre of the formation.

5001b. S.A.P. bombs.

At 14.37, sioc aircraft of No. 113 Squadron bombed the

the leading cruiser and avra.rships, claiming near misses on

About 15.30 hours a further six aircraft of No. 113destroyer.

Squadron carried out an attack, claiming many near misses, one

About 16.30 hours

The final

particularly close to the stern of a destroyer,

five Blenheims of No.84 Squadron claimed near misses,

land-based attack was about 17.00 hours, I40 miles south of Zante,

made by four aircraft of No.211 Squadron, which claimed a

In all these attacks the aircraftlarge nuraber of near

made dunmy runs over ,the target in addition, forcing the enemy to

misses.

The Blenheimstake continuous avoiding action for over two hours,

made 24 sorties,, dropping 23,7501b. 'of bombs,

which the attacks vrere made were given as;-

The positions in

/rime
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SquadronNO. of

Aircraft
LocationTime

No. 84
No. 113

NO. 113

No. 84
NO. 211

335.10 N 22.10 E
35.16 N 22 E
35.42 N 21.42 E
3-5.46 N- 2i-..l8 E
35.40 N 20.55 E

14.30

•  14.37

15.30
16.30
17.00

6

5

4

This Tfas the first instance in the Mediterranean '*mr in

which an S.A. F. striking force had co-operated with the
Despite intense k/k fire from the ships,Fleet in an action,

of the aircraft v/as damaged.none

Based at Maleme vrere torpedo-carrying swordfish of the

which about noon found Force X still retreating westv/ard

It was apparent that our naval forces

F.A.i J

and delivered an attack.

could not overtake the Vittorio Veneto and Force  X unless the

A second strikingflagship's speed could he further redtioed.

'  force flew off the Formidable at 1 2.30 houi’S and scored two torpedo

hits on the battleship, v/hose speed was reduced to 13 knots.

At this juncture. Force Z was about 120 miles north

west of the British battleships, steering north-v/est at 30 knots.

Force X and the damaged Vittorio Veneto vrere 60 miles nearer,

but could not be overlriauled by the British Battle Fleet before

Admiral Pridham-’ViiDpell's cruiser force v/as therefore

A Sunderland continued

dark.

sent on at full speed to make contact.

to report the position of the enemy, -and it was evident that

Just before 17.00 hours,the irm enem^'' forces v/ere joining up.

¥arspite's a.ircraft reported a single enemy force in position

The Vittorio- Veneto Viras covered35 degs. 01 N, 21 degs 10 E.

by three 6 in. gun cruisers to port and three 6 in. gun

to starboard, the whole screened by 11 destroyers.cruisers

1
Tt/o other cruisers from Force Z v/ere somev/here to the north-west,

torpedo force vrent into the attack.

They T/ere unaware what they achieved.

At dusk, a further F.A. A.

facing a heavy barrage,

but as it turned out, they hit the Pola, which dropped out of

After this attack, the enemy altered course

to south-Yirest, but our cruiser force was unavra-re of this and

never regained contact.

line and stopped.

/The

As these did not join1  Presumably the G-aribaUi and Abrusai.
the main force, it seems possible that their fighting powers had
been affected by the H.A.F. Blenheiivi attacks. Italian survivors
said that banbs fell near the Qa-ribaldi and Zara.
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The Naval C.-in-C. decided to engage in a night action,

as hy daylight the retreating enemy T/ould he under cover of

his dive-bombers, being then only 300 miles from home.

At 20.40 hours the G.-in-G. sent in eight destroyers

to the attack. The odds were all against them. Yfhat was not

appreciated at the time v/as that after the torpedoes Pola had

stopped, three cruisers and some destroyers had turned back to

support her, and that the rest of the enemy force, after turning

southwest for some distance, had turned again to the north-west.

At 10*23 hours,blissuuUy unconscious of their danger,three

Italian cruisers steamed iTithin tvra miles of the Vforspite, Bnalslcbs

from the Valiant, Barham and vYarspite quickly disposed of the

Piume and Zara, and the fate of another cruiser hit was

unknown. Enemy destroyers appeared out of the darkness and

fired torpedoes, which missed our battleships, and hits were

scored by the Warspite on the leading destroyers. Our

battleships and the Formidable then v/ithdrew to the north-east

to avoid being torpedoed in the excitement of a destroyer melee.

A confused action followed, in Y/liich the Stuart torpedoed

another cruiser and,mauled a destroyer v/'hich was later blown

The action was largely over by midnight.

In the small hours, the Pola's crew abandoned her and she was

finished off by torpedoes from our destroyers.

The losses to the enemy were three 10,000 ton

The Vittorio Veneto

up,by the Havock.

cruisers and two 1,300 ton destroyers.

had been dsumged and the Blenheims' bombs may have caused

All our ships emerged unscathed, the only loss beingdamage.

one P.A.A. aircraft.

Beginning at 03.25 hours on the 29th, all available

Sunderlands were put into the air to search for any crippled

Italian ships and to scour the area to the vrest and north of

the last known position of the eniamy Battle Fleet, as it was

hoped that the damaged Vittorio Veneto might- still be within

By 10.55 hours. No. 230 Squadron had six Sunderlands

/over

range.
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over the Central Basin,- and-No. 228 Squadron, v/hich had Just

changed its Base from iialta to the Middle East and iTas not fully

available operationally, provided 'three.

At 06.30 hours a Sunderland landed amid a huge oil

patch at position 35 degs. 22 N, 20 dogs. 50 E, where there were

about 600 survivors on rafts, presui^iably from the Pola, piuiiie

The search area extended from the scene of the action

tov/ards Tripoli, in case the fleeing warships had altered course

for that port, A Maryland from Malta also joined in the hunt,

.  but had to make a forced lariding on the island of Zante, which

resulted in the pilot being killed and the other two members

of the crew injured. One of the Sunder lands v/as involved in an

engagement with a Me.110, but the fighter inflicted only slight

damage in four attacks. The widespread searches failed to

locate any of the enemy warships, which liad managed to make

enough speed to take them well out of reach of our surface

forces. About 1,000 Italian survivors were rescued by the

British Navy in the area of the battle, and that number would have

been greater had not Gerirnn dive-bombers molested the rescue

operations.

1

and Zara,

Suinning up the part played by the R.A. P. in the Battle

of Matapan, there was no doubt that the patrolling Sunderlands

made an invaluable contribution v/ith their shadowing reports.

These enabled the naval C.-in-C, to form an accurate picture of

enemy dispositions and led to a series of successful air

It is not too rnuch to say that the success

of the action was due to close co-operation between air

attacks from Greece,

reconnaissance and the naval and air striking forces. One

No- 201 Group defect disclosed was the lack of a Tf/T station at Maleme - where
O.R.B. APP.
March. P.A.A. aircraft were based - v/orking on the reconnaissance

aircraft frequency.

/Also

1  On the morning of the 28th, while aircraft were searching the
Ionian Sea for Italian naval units, -a,No. 228 Squadron aircraft

Yra.s carrying Mr. Eden and Sir John Dill from Malta to Athens on
a mission connected with the position in Jugoslavia.
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Also, the need was feld at Air H, Q. Greece, controlling

the Blenheims, for iviore frequent and up-to-date situation reports

H.Q. B.A.F.
Greece.

S.i00/1/Ops.
38a.

and a directive from the C.-in-C. Llediterranean, of the action

he required.

One of the most important lessons to the Navy v/as the

Admiralty
Battle

Summary

Matapan

necessity of ample strength in aircraft. Apart from the R.A. F.

Blenheims, located over 300 miles from the scene of action, the

Navy had available only 13 Fulmars, 10 Albacores and four

Swordfish in the Formidable, five Svirordfish at Maleme, and five

catapult aircraft in v/arships A feature of mapy of the

aircraft reconnaissance reports was inability to distinguish

between the types of Italian warships, e.g., the Abruzzi class

cruisers v/ere several times reported as Cavour class battleships.

The Adniral conveyed his appreciation to the E.A.F. in

the following signal;

the enemy in virhich the Royal Air Force played a notable part.

The extent and accuracy of the flying boat reconnaissance under

I7e have just obtained a success overNo.201 Group

O.R.B. T(viii)
March.

conditions of 'whose difficulty 1 asa well av/are was a large

factor in our being able to bring the enemy to action and is

yet another example of the response 201 Group always makes to

The tiriiely ‘bombing of the enemy surfaceour requirements,

forces by the Blenheims from Greece was also of the greatest

. . .

assistance in damaging and harassing the enemy and in giving

him a dose of v/hat he serves out from his own shore bases.

I am most grateful to you all. "

An Admiralty message to the Air Ministry read: "I am

writing on behalf of the Board of Adiuiralty to express our
•>

great appreciation of the most welcome and invaluable

co-operation of the Royal Air Force mth the Mediterranean

We think the manner in v/hichFleet south and west of Crete,

A. C.M.

Longmore' s
Despatches.

your squadrons- found the enemy and bombed them deserves high

praise, and their success no doubt had a great effect on the

Italian morale generally. "

1^

/The
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"Yfo express our gratitude to

scjiadrons of the R.A. P. who so intimately and effectively

prepared, aided and confdrraed the success of these memorable

encounters."

The Prime iiinister -vTrote;

(The full diary of air-sea reconnaissance events,

maintained by No. 201 Group for 28 March shoy/ing hov/ the

Sunderlands kept the Navy in.constant touch with enemy

dispositions, is given at Appendix d).

Sunderland Attacks on Submarines.

During the time Sunderlands v/ere searching and

shadowing between the 27th and 29th to enable our pleet to

bring the enemy to battle, other Sunderlands of No. 230 Squadron,

from Aboukir, v/ere engaged almost continuously v/ith a group of

submarines in the waters betv/een Crete and Libya,

presence of eneiay submarines in this erea at that time v/'as

TheNo. 230 .

Squadron
O.R.B.

significant, for they v/ere lurking on the flank of the route

the enemy might vrell have expected our Pleet, sailing from

It was in fact a Sunderland patrollingAlexandria, to take,

in advance on the Fleet's route, on the morning of the 27th,

which had the first encounter with a submarine. This v/as in

position 32 degs. 54 N, 25 degs. 22 E. (about 90 miles north of

Solluni). The Sunderland, investigating an oil patch on the sea,

saw a periscope track. Two attacks were made, with two

2501b. bombs and bvo 2501b. depth charges, from a height of

60 to 100 ft. After these, the periscope disappeared and a

further oil patch v/as seen near the depth charge marks, but

no further indication of daiiiage was fortlTcoming.

Tvmety minutes after this Sunderland had .returned,

another set out to search the same area. Ten hours after the

first attack, this aircraft obtained A. 3. V. and visual contacts

with a submarine, in position 32 degs. 42 N, 26 degs. 00 E.

This submarine was discovered with its decks av/ash and an

Bombs were releasedattack Y/as made before it could submerge,

frem 600 feet in a dive and at tliat time the conning tower v/as

/still
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still visible as the submarine made a crash dive. Six 2501b.

bombs burst on the visible surface of the U-boat, which was

considered to have been undoubtedly destroyed,

returned to Aboukir, and an hour later set out again for

night search of the same area.

The Sunderla

a

An A.S. V. contract from a di

nd

stance

of three miles led to the location of a surfaced submarine at

32 degs. 26 N, 25 degs. E. The enemy crash-dived as the

Seven 250 lb. bombs v/ere dropped from

ifOO ft. and straddled the sv/irl of v/ater made by the subimrine's

Sunderland approached.

dive. only slight daimge could be claimed in this case,

submarine vfas described as very large,

liimediately upon this Sunderland's return, another

This

set out. This found a raft-like object in position 32 degs.

48 N, 25 degs. 30 E. and a momentary sighting v/as obtained of a

submarine periscope near by. No attack v/as, ipade. On the night

of the 28th, a* submarine was sighted by a Sunderland in

position 32 degs. 03 28 degs. 45 E. A flame float was

dropped and a dive attack made. Three 2501b. depth charges

burst within 10 yards of the periscope swirl as the submarine

A machine gun attack was also .niade but nothing furtherdived.

v/as seen of this submarine.

No. 201 Group's Heavy Gomiiiitaents.

Operations in the .iiatapan period kept No. 201 Group

at full stretch and imposed hea-vy strain, but worse was yet to

When on 2 April No. 201 Group sought the brief respitecome.

of cutting out the routine W.A.A. patrols for two days, in view

of maintenance difficulties and the diminished danger to

Aegean convoys, the Naval C.-in-C. demurred, insisting that these

reconnaissances were essential. Ten, days later, the Group had

to cope with an additional commitment - a series of communications

flights beti/veen Egypt and Greece.

our

As No, 228 Squadron was still

No, 201 Group
O.E,B. April.

in a partially non-oporational state, due to their recent

transfer, these flights were assigned to it. Another

complication arose soon after the German invasion of Jugoslavia

and Greece. This was bombing 'and teiine-laying at Scaramanga,

/which
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that base highly-dangerous for use hy Sunderlands.

The prese'nce of acoustic and magnetic mines i

Sunderland dispersal hnpossihle, and the refueller movements

were restricted.

■which made

E levs is Bay inain

H. Q. , M. E. j decided that the Scaramanga

de

detachment must move back to Suda-Bay, and the transfer was

At the saine time, routine patrols hadcarried out on 18 April,

to be maintained, and aircraft kept available for evacuation

of important personnel from Jugoslavia, moveme-nt of personnel

beWeen Athens and the Middle East, and special calls for the

The last named included a night offensive reconnaisssance

from Benghazi to Tobruk for enemy shipping attempting to supply
Navy.

the Axis advance in Libya. On 1 6 April Wo Sunder lands

evacuated 48 important passengers from Kotor (Jugoslavia) to

About the same time an effort ¥/as made by No. 201 Group

various

Greece.

t'O .clarify its operational position and the priority of

commitments, as \7ell as the matter of control.

O.R,.B. entry for No. 201 Group on 17 April illustrates

short revievif of the situation at thisthe Group's dilemma;

point will show the impossible situation confronting the Group

"A
•1

in attempting to do justice to the -various commitments on hand.

On 17 April, of the nine^ aircraft under the Group, two vrere at

Alexandria under inspecticn, one was at Alexandria in serviceable

condition, two were in the U.K. , and four were serviceable at

The multiplicity of control and attempted control

H.Q. , B.P.C. , signal L^Q2/^2/h■ ordered

two Sunderlands to stand by at short notice for a special job

B.P. C. , Operation

Instruction N0.3O dated 17 April virtually removed the control

On the same day C. -in-C. Med.

/asked

Scaramanga.

n-ade confusion inevitable.

Greece. H.Qunder direct orders of A. O.C * S•  >

1
of Sunderland aircraft from Group.

1  This order, to the detachinent at Scaramanga, stated: "All
Sunderland flying boats at and remaining, at Scaramanga from
ticie of this order are to come under direct control of A. 0.0. ,
Greece. They are not bo be used or sent away vdthout his

You are to keep this H. Q. informed of thespecific authority,
state of serviceability and commitments you have to meet from
201 Group, H.Q. , R.A.P. , M.E. , and G.-in-C. , Mediterranean's
orders. A.O.C. , Greece will decide if having regard to nui'uber of
aircraft available these commitments can be met. This instruction
over-rules any you receive from 201 Group.
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asked for patrols to cover the shipping laoveLients for Operation

Under the above Operation Instruction it wasH. D. 2. necessary

to obtain peruission fron H. Q. , B.P.G. , before employing the

Group's aircraft on these patrols. H. Q. , R,A. P. , M.E. , however,

ruled that .farther airerp.ft to the tv/o already under A. O.C.

Greece's order could only be made-available provided that

C.-in-C's requirements for M.D.2 were net.

of the situation in Greece was fully appreciated but it .was

felt that the situation could have been dealt v/ith equally

efficiently had the control remained with 201 Group."

The E'vacuation frora Greece.

The serious natu

1

re

In the confused days of the British evacuation from

Greece, the Sunderlands played a noble part, relieving our

hard-pressed Navy of an extra burden by evacuating hundreds of

men, while remnants of the R.A.P. from Greece, backed up by

reinforcements to Crete, gave v/hat protection they could to

On 16 April the C's-in-C.,our ships, against ovenvhehaing odds.

meeting in Admiral Cunningham's flagship, took the decision to

withdraw our troops from Greece. It vras an operation requiring

SY/ift organisation and inter-service planning, for it had to be

carried out before the 28th to avoid the moon period, and mst

not occupy more than tliree or four days in view of the momentum

of the German mechanised advance. All available cruisers and

destroyers Yirere sent^ into the Aegean to act under the orders of

Vice Atoiral Pridhai‘-i-Rippell, second in Camcand, Mediterranean

Fleet.

Although No. 250 Squadron detachment had left

Scaiamanga, the risks in using that base had to be accepted

later, as there v/ere urgent journeys Yd.th stores and naval

On the 18th, a

Sunderland took King Peter of Jugoslavia from Crete to Egypt.

On the 22nd, passengers from Scaramanga to Crete included

passengers to organise the sea evacuation.

Prince George o^ Greece and other members of the Greek Royal

/Family

1  The caLipaign in Greece is treated as a separate A. H.B.
Narrative.
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No. 20i Group Pamily. The next day, important passengers evacuated included
O.R.B.

King George of Greece, the Crown. Prince Paul, the British Minister

in Athens, Mr. Palairet, and his family.

On 21 April the O.C. , No. 201 Group, Wing Commander

G,'Francis, was. put .in. charge of the R, A.Fi evacuation plan. This

provided for the utilisation of all availa'ble Bom'bay and other

transport aircraft in the Middle East, as the Sunder lands T/ere

unable to cope mth the numbers. The aid of B.O.A.C, flying boats

was also enlisted. As many E.A.P. personnel as possible were

brought out by air, the evacuation starting on the 17th, when

Wellingtons of Nos. 37 and 38 Squadrons moved back to Egypt.

The evacuation of R.A.P. personnel by Sunderlands began

on the 19th, when members of No. 230 Squadron were brought from

It was intended that the. Bombays should fly

out passengers from Greece, but these, v/ith Lodestars of No. 267

(com.) Squadron, brought out only five loads before continued

Scaramanga to Suda.Ibid: and

H. Q. M.E,
Operational
Summaries.

enemy raids made Elevsis and Menidi unusuable. Thereafter, these

aircraft worked between Crete and Egypt. The surviving aircraft

of Nos. 11, 84., 113, 211(b) and 208 (A.C. ) Squadrons, consisting

of 24- Blenheims and four lysanders, Tlew to Egypt on 22 and 23

April, the Blenheims having already evacuated a number of aircrews

on journeys between Greece and Crete. The remnants of Nos. 33 and

80 Squadron, Hurricanes, numbering six, with 14- Gladiators of

Nos. 80 and 112 Squadrons, flew to Crete on 22: April. Fourteen

Blenheims of No.30 Squadron vvhich had been defending the Piraeus

and our forces near Athens, flew to Ms-leme on the 18th and

ferried over 300 R.A.P. personnel out of Greece bettveen then and

the 23rd, These formations in Crete v/ere earmarked for the

protection of Suda Bay and evacuation convoys from Greece. But

even before this emergency our convoys had experienced serious

losses in the vicinity of Crete from aircraft in the Dodecanese,

which were a persistent menace to our lines of coinraunication.

Meanwhile, the Sunder lands Y/ere ferrying betyreen Scaramanga

/and
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Wo. 201 Group
No. 228 and

Wo. 230 Squadron

Suda Bay, but on the 23rd an aircraft of No. 230 Squadron, after

an unsuccessful attempt to take off from Scaramanga on three

O.R,B's engines, was attacked at its moorings and destroyed by Ju. 87’s,

along v/ith its refuelling vessel. The last trips fran

Scaramanga vrere made at 2 a.m. on the 24th v/hen two Sunder lands

got away under fire, carrying 80 passengers vdio included

Lt.Gen. Sir T..Blarney and Air Vice Marshal J.H. D'Albiac. For

the next few days, air evacuations were carried out from Wavplion,
A'

On the 25th, a Sunderland of No. 228Githeon and Kalamata.

Squadron staggered off the water at Kalamata with 72 passengers

aboard.

About 1,700 of some 2,200 R.A.F. personnel who were at

Argos on 24 April, awaiting evacuation by sea, moved by road to

Kalamata and Githeon, and those who could not be taken by air

were subsequently removed in ships, about half of them crossing

to the island of Kithera in small vessels, and were later

During the flights to Kalamata; another

Sunderland v/as lost through a crash on alighting in the dark.

transferred to Crete.

The number of personal adventures in these exciting

days was legion, but one episode is worthy of record. Left at

Scaranmnga was a Shell refueller launch which had been used by

No. 230 Squadron Detachment. A pack wireless set ims installed.

with machine guns, and the remainder of the valuable stores

virere taken aboard. 1 Captained by s/Ldr, Alington and manned by

-another officer, tvro wireless operators and a Greek, with two

nursing sisters as passengers, the launch left Scarajnanga on

the 25th and reached Suda after a four days' journey, calling

at Navplion and Kalea.

Flying boats and transport aircraft continued the

In the evacuation by Sunderlandsevacuations from Crete to Egypt.

and two B. O.A. C. flying boats from Greece to Crete and Crete to

Egypt, a total of 1,529 passengers was carried, and 225 hours

flown, over a period of 1 6 days. The Greek Crown Jev/els and

l,0001bs. of Greek State documents were taken fhom Suda

to Egypt on 1 itay by a B.O C, aircraft.

/Meanwhile,
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Meanv/hilG, the Navy was tackling the formidable task

of taking 50,000 men off various beaches,

air attacks on the Piraeus liad destroyed 23 vessels and closed

By the 23rd, massed

■ the port. Consequently, six embarkation points v/ere chosen -

Rafina, Raftis, ilegara, Navplion,. Monemvasia and Kalamata.

The sea evacuations had to be. carried out by night,, to avoid

enemy air attack, and by daylight it v/as advisable to be outside

the range of Ju.87s. The parellel of 37 degs. N. was taken as

the safety line (the limit of enemy di-'’-e--bomber range). The

v/arships and transports used lighters to lift the men from the

beaches.

Y/hen the ship evacuation started, on the 2ith, it

became necessary for the Sunderlands to resume Ionian Sea

reconnaissances to guard against any Italian attempt to

interfere with surface forces. That no such attack materialised

D, Ops.(o)
Evacuation

from Greece.

T/as probably due to the fact that the Italian Fleet, licking

its wounds after Matapan, considered it better to leave inter

ference to the Luftwaffe. The Sunderland crews, on reconnaissance

by day and evacuation by night, were stretched to the utmost,

lacking sleep or rest for long periods.

In the matter of providing cover for our shipping.

Air Marshal Tedder was unduly pessimistno about what ourH.Q. M.E.
A. 0.0. Corr.

withV.C.A. S. limited and disorganised forces could do.
10A.

On 25 April he

wrote to the Vice Chief of the Air Staff; '’The unpleasant

part of the vdiole business is the literal impossibility of

giving any effective cover to the evacuation. The

best T/e can do is to operate Blenheiii fighters from Crete,

But six days later he was able to write: "The evacuation

appears to have been amazingly successful in the circumstances.

Apart from battle casualties, I think we have got

practically every single man and officer back to Crete or

Ibid: 14A.

There is no doubt the Blenheim fighters didhere.

invaluable service in covering convoys. On various occasions

their appearance -was sufficient to encourage the liun to drop

his stuff quickly and get away. It is unfortunate that the

/Navy
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Navy shot down two* of our people, although fortunately without

loss of personnel. "

The sea evacuation was carried out under sustained air

H.Q. M.E.
Operational
Summaries.

attack, which was frequently mitigated by R.A.F. operations from

Crete. Our strength in that island was 14 Blenheims of No,3O

1
D. Ops. (0)
Evacuation

from Greece.

Squadron, 9 of No. 203 Squadron, and six Hurricanes and six

Gladiators of Nos. 33} 80 and 112 Squadrons (the other eight

Gladiators flown to Crete were unserviceable). Blenheims

patrolled over convoys to maximum range and Gladiators and

Hurricanes gave cover’at shorter range and defended Suda Bay.

The Hurricanes had to be conserved through shortage. On the

whole, enemy air attacks on convoys within our range were dealt

Between 24 and 28 April the Blenheims did

47 sorties, and on the 29th they put up I3 patrols over convoys

leaving Suda for Egypt.

with effectively.

Nearly,all the Navy's losses through

bombing were sustained north of the parallel of 37 degrees -

approximately the limit of dive-bomber range. It was the Navy's■

policy to insist on all ships leaving embarkation points by

3 a. m. to give time for them to be south of 37 degrees by

The failure of a convoy leaving Navplion on the 27th

It did not sail until 04.15 hours

A.H.B,II J8/29. and was not clear of the Gulf of Navplion until 06.00 hours.

daylight.

to do this led to disaster.

An hour later a dive-bomber attack was launched which set fire

to the steamer Slamat, packed with troops. The destroyers

Diamond and V/ryneck went to her assistance while the Cruiser

Calcutta shepherded' the rest of the convoy away. The Diamond

picked up sirrvivors and then, with 6OO troops on board, was

herself sunk by a succession of bombings. The 'Vlryneck met

the same fate. The Calcutta's convoy was again overtaken by

dive-bombers, the Costa Rica being sunk, but all her troops v/ere

rescued by the escort.

The Navy's vrork of lifting men from the beaches went

on until the ^Oih, when 700 troops who had made their way to

In all. the Navj'- rev.ioved 50, 662 ivien fMelos were taten off. rom
■  • ^ /the • * •

1  No, 203 Squadron moved from Aden on 9 ..pril and f le',r to
Crete from Kabrit on the 24th.
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tho shores of Greece and took 50,162 of then to safety,

Tho period covering convoy's in the evacuation -

as it Tv-as knovvTi to the Navy - \ras short but hectic

x’lpart fron the hazards of greatly

''Operation Deeion

for the prptecting aircraft,

suxeerior enemy forces, including fighters,' our aircraft were several

tines fired on in error by our ship

several interceptions, but although few of the eneniy were destroyed.

Slenheins and Hurricanes mde•

our fighters achieved their ain of preventing bonbers pressing hone

their attacks.

On the day of its arrival at Malenc, No.30 Squadron went into

action. One Bloiihoin danaged Uvo S,79's over a convoy south west of Melosn

and drove then off, xxnother S,79 '''•'as damaged over a convoy south-east

of Gavdoo on tho 20th, Two Ju,88’s were danaged by single Blenheims

of No,30 Sq\aadron on the 23rd and 24th, On the 25th a Blenheiia drove

off two Ju,88's over a convoy 15 niles south of Yora, probably

destroying one. The other was proba.bly destroyed by fire fron a

destroyer. On the 26th, No,203 Squadron Blenheims drove off

fomation of Ju,87's escorted by Me, 109’s after a combat in which one

Blenheim yvo-s damaged, 'The following day thi-eo Blenheims of No, 203

a

No.203 .

Squad ron
O.R.B.

Squadron tackled a big group of Ju,87’s, Me,110’s and Me,109*s and

drove off persistent attacks, one Blenheim being lost,

27tb, ■

Me.110

Also on the

■ a Hurricane was lost in an engagement over a convoy with thr
f rs

The Vice Adieiral Light Porces, on 30 iipril, sent the

oe

follow-ing nossage to tho R.xi.P. in Crete: "An nost grateful for your

protection during this eperation," On 3 ijay, when Suda was dive-

bonbod by 30 Ju,87'3 and He,Ill's, HiU’ricanes destroyed three of the

The next day the-Hurricanes shot dovm one Ju.88 and danagedeneicy.

five more out of a formation of l6 which attacked Suda,

(An account of Blenhein pilots' experiences in the defence

of our convoys frum Greece is given in Appendix E.)

Crete RoGbnnaissanco - an "Insoluble" Problem,

The Lxiftwaffe occupation of airfields in the south of

Greece crainpcd the usefulness of tho Sunderlands still further,for

they could not be risked by day in the Ionian Sea or the vicinity

of Crete, Thus at the nojcent when our need to discover ene'my

intentions about Crete was inperative, we were at the greatest

disadvantage in fulfilling it.

Air Marshal Tedder wrote to Admiral Cunninghaiu on 15 May:-

"I have been trying to find.a solution to what is

A

H.Q. M.E,
A.O.G./206
ia”.

actually a quite insoluble problem, i.o, the business of tr^^-ing

to provide you with the reconnaissance you need for tho

ii^jonding Crete operations. The position is, of course, that

you are new having to operate in waters quite literally

/surrounded
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surrounded by enemy air bases from which shore-based aircraft

That in itself cuts out the employment ofare operating.

Sunderlands T/hich have the range necessary gor this role. The

only bases Y/e have from v/hich to operate shore-based aircraft are

those in the Western Desert, a precarious base in Malta (three

Glen Martins y/ere knocked out on the ground there last night)

and the still more precarious one at Heraklion.1 Out of the five

long-range Glen Martins with trained G. R. crews which I had in
.

Egypt I have lost three in the last fortnight; at the moment I

have one available.

"I fully recognise the vital importance of reconnaissance

to your operations, and I am ordering a reconnaissance from the

Western Desert to extend to a line south of Zante by i600 hours

If Malta have a serviceable aircraft and crevftomorroYT.

available they ytHI carry out a reconnaissance earlier in the

day to the north of Geplialonia. I am also telling Crete to

carry out a visual reconnaissance of Monemvasia Yvlth a Hurricane

if they can still operate from Maleme

it is iiTiportant to cover the possibility of a sea-borne attack

I gather you feel

on the 17th. ’vThether one yrill be able to repeat it on the

folloYvTing day one literally cannot tell until one knovra hoYY

things go. This may appear pretty meagre provision, but I hope
4

you v/ill take it as the vridoY/'s mite, Vihich in fact it is."

Admiral Cunningham did not agree that the problem was

"insoluble", adducing the rather strange argument in reply that

"at home they have precisely the sane difficulties and the

Coastal Command solves them," He,continued: It isn't only a

Ibid; ̂ 2k

question of the Crete operation, but we must have steady and

relia.ble reconnaissance every day over the Ionian Sea, I

quite realise tliat your resources are meagre, but that seems

to me only more reason for pressing the people at Air pvlinistry

to face up to the facts and realise that the air situation out

here calls for drastic measures.

/At

1  The R.A.p.'s remaining aircraft in Crete Yvere flovm back
■to Egypt on 19 May.-
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At. the same tme, the Admiral urgently raised the air reconnaissance

lam thus.at this critical junctureproblem v/ith the Admiralty.Ibid: 11A

entirely bereft of any reconnaissance to cover the approaches to

and to give me timely information of theCrete" he signalled,

movements of any enemy sea-borne expedition; nor can I obtain

The vital importanceinformation of v/hat is going on in the Aegean.

of remedying this situation is evident. It appears to me

immediately necessary to fly out reconnaisssance aircraft to meet

this critical situation and that the aircraft should come v/ith fully

trained crev/s so that they are ready for immediate operation.

Request very early information of v/hat can be doiie. The Crete

aerodromes are not available in present conditions for reconnaissance

It Vvill be evident that the carrier-borne aircraft cannotaircraft.

do this work owing to their lov/ speed and range, but even so the

fact that only eight fighters are serviceable vrould preclude the use

of the aircraft carrier on this duty.

Limitations of the ,Sunderlands' range did not mean that

they lacked employraent. A new system of patrols had to be devised

from Alexandria and Aboukir, to cover the contingency of the enemy's

A dailyNo, 201 Gro-up attempting to pass supplies to Syria from the Dodecanese.
0. E. B.

search to guard against this v^ras instituted, in the seas between

This patrolRhodes and Cyprus, using painagusta as a calling point.

Sunderland in the vicinitywas uneventful, except that on lYd'iay

of five destroyers and a hospital ship being attacked by enen^y

aircraft was itself bombed, unsuccessfully, by a Ju.88. ■

Early in May, No. 201 Group Tjas strengthened by the

addition of a flight of three Dornier K seaplanes of the

Jugoslav Air Force y/hose crews flow them away before Jugoslavia v/as

These relieved the Sunderlands of the routine anti-submarineover-run..

patrols, off Alexandria. The unprecedented threat to our shipping

through the loss of Greece and the enemy advance to the EgyptianH. Q. li,E.
Operational
Instruction frontier led to plans being devised to give fighter assistance to
No, 29, 1 ivj^
1941. naval ships and convoys from four bases; a radius of 35 iniles from

Ras el Tin, covered by No. 252 Wing, 70 railes from Suda'.Bay, by R,A. P

/Crete,

• J
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Crete, 35 ailes-froin Valetta, "by R.A.F

35 miles from Tobruk, covered by'No.204 Group,

the form of pre-arranged escort patrols and response to

emergency calls.

Mediterranean,•  S

ssista

and

nce took

Crete - a Bitter Lesson to the Navy.

■  ■ • ' ‘Though the naval losses in the e-vacuation of Greece

■  v;-ere the vnriting on the T,vall, the Navy in the Crete episode

ignored the perils of operating ships in waters over which the

enemy had complete air control and paid dearly for it.

¥hen the battle of Crete began,^ No,204 Group

provided v/hat cover it could for our ships, vidth Egypt-based

aircraft. It achieved effective protection up to 250 milesAir Commodore
Collishav/' s

Report. from shore - an unparalleled feat up to that tme  - in spite of

enemy air mastery over Crete. The aircraft used v/ere BlenheiLis,

Marylands, Beaufighters, long-range internal tank Hurricanes and

Hurricanes fitted with external reinforcing tanks.

Reconnaissance v/as done by No.39 Squadron (llarylands), which

had been specially trained in G. R. and ship recognition during ‘

the previous month. During the German airborne landings, this '

squadron claimed to have shot do\TO several Ju, 52's and daiuaged

many more. tThilc the evacuation v/as in progress, Sunder lands

of No. 201 Group fetched out parties by night from Sphakia on

four occasions, without incident.

The difficulty in providing adequate air cover for

our forces in Crete and the evacuating ships v/as priioarily that

of remoteness of air bases from the' scene of action. Blenheims

BeaUfighters which were sentv/ere at the liimit of their range*.

from Malta and England - Nos.252 and 272 Squadrons - were

the best answer to the problem. The contrast between the

losses suffered by our Navy when fighter protection was and was

not available was significant. In cases-where cover was

provided, it was alv/ays effective.

/The
CZ

1  The air operations in Crete and the evacuation are

described in the R.A.P. Narrative "The Caiupaign in Crete".

\
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The R.A. F.'s ootitrihution to the Crete evacuation

evoked Admiral Cunningham’s "best thanlcs. He added in a letter

"It does shoYif what can he done ovento Air Marshal Tedder:

T/hat oould we not do ifwith improvised long-range fighters.

The co-operationthey would only give us the proper ones

with the squadron and.the fighters the last trip was, I helieve,

quite surprising, and the Phoebe was using her r/T for fighter

The consequence was that they were never attacked.

I fear we shall need a lot of fighter help in the future.

direction.

especially on the Tobruk route, but I luiovir well we can count on

you and your gallant lads.

Our naval casualties in the operations were two battle

ships and one aircraft carrier damaged; two cruisers sunk and

four damaged; six destroyers■sunk and eight damaged; and

At least 262 air attacks on H.M, shipssixteen small craft lost.

were recorded, but many more took place. Only 20 enemy aircraft

Admiralty
Publication

C.B.3081(2)
Battle
Summary
No. If

attacking our ships were claimed as shot dovm for certain.

The principal'lesson of the naval operations was that

surface ships could not operate close to enemy bases v/ithout

fighter protection, except at the price of heavy losses. It was

surprising, in view of the weight of air attack, that more

damage was not inflicted, and that our ships were able to operate

at all. Responsibility for our ships operating after the

tremendous risks had been experienced by the Navy lay Vv'ith the

Chiefs of Staff. Pour days after the opening of the attack on

Crete, the C.-in-C.‘Mediterranean informed the Chiefs of Staff

tPiat the Navy could not guarantee, to prevent seaborne landings

T/ithout suffering losses which, added to those already sustained,

would seriously prejudice our coiimand of the Eastern Mediterranean.

Their reply v/as that the Fleet and R.A.F. v/ere to accept whatever

risk was entailed-in preventing any considerable enemy reinforce

ments from reaching Crete. Although seaborne landings v/ere

prevented, and a limited amount of supplies and reinforcements were

maintained until airborne invasion had compelled evacimtion, it

/is
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is doubtful, in view of the heavy losses incurred by the Fleet,

how long this could have been iteihtained.

It \7as foitunate for our Fleet that its hard task

not complicated by the appearance of the Italian Fleet.

was

The

enemy had many favourable opportunities for interfering with

surface craft. It was perhaps a measure of the Germans'

opinion of the fighting value of their allies that apparently

no role vras assigned to the Italian Navy.

Our Navy's task vras hazardous enough against the

Luftwaffe alone. Its acceptance of the perils when these

all too obvious surprised Air Marshal Tedder. On 29 May h

were

e

vfrote;- "This morning, Cunningham sent up Evetts, who has been

H. Q. , M. E.
Correspondence
V7ith V. C. A. S.
29A.

vrorking at Alexandria on evacuation, to say that naval losses

Tire re becoming prohibitive Cunningham of course was in

Alexandria, and after some considerable delay we managed to get

through to him on the telephone and he said he had decided to

continue on the full scale originally planned. It is, of course,

sheer lunacy that vital decisions like this, where the three

Services are deeply concerned, should have to be made at two

places some 125 miles apart. Personally, I cannot help feeling

that Cunningham v/as vtrong, since I feel naval losses are getting

beyond what can be accepted,

and he knows the air risks from bitter

It is, hoTTCver, his responsibility

experience now."

Again, ’on 3 June v/hen Crete had been evacuated,

Air Marshal Tedder wrote to the V.C.A.S. "It is quite clear

that the Navy cannot go as much as 100 miles from Alexandria to

Ibid; 30A.' north and west without having a fighter escort overhead. The

escorts to the various convoys going to and from Crete have

involved a considerable effort from our fighter operations, but

there is no doubt they have been entirely successful,

ship has been seriously hit, if hit at all.

convoys coming round from the north of Crete got.a bad hammering

No escort

One of the earlier

ed

/in

Admiralty 1  The C.-in-C's view was that the Greece and Crete operations
Battle Suimnary: were conducted under the "cover" of the Battle of Matapan -

that the :rough handling.the.Italic Fleet received served us in
good stead by discouraging its activity.

Matapan.
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Unfortunately, it Tfas some tv/o hours late

in its rendezvous v/ith the fighters, v/ho were not v/arned of the

in the Kas-P Straits.

alteration. The other loss was due to an unfortunate after

thought on the part of the Navy, who thought it would he a

good thing to send along a couple of anti-aircraft cruisers

No. 204. Group were not warned, and consequently

there were no fighters and the Coventry”' v/as sunk.

to give a hand.

"I hope that by nov/ at long last, the Navy do

realise the precise value of their anti-aircraft gunfire. I

have talked Yvith a number of them about it and ̂ Yhat defeats

them is the converging attack adopted by the dive-bombers.

Against the high level bombing A. A. fire is pretty useful.

There does therefore ..seem to be.a strong case for converging

dive-bombing attack against heavily defended ships.

"The result of all this is, of course tliat v/e now

have an additional and possibly heavy commitment. I gather

that, Cunningham is now saying that nothing less than six

squadrons of Beaufighters is of any use,

that I have not given support to such demands,

hand, if and v/hen the Navy can usefully go to sea again, it

will probably v/ant more than one and a Imilf squadrons of

Beaufighters to give them cover throughout daylight for the

tv/o or three days they are at sea. "

. Air. liiarshal Tedder' s ■ prediction about the Navy'

demanding greatly increased fighter protection proved correct,

as v/ill be seen in the succeeding section,

about our command of the Eastern Basin being jeopardised

Even if our Fleet had not been temporEirily crippled,

it Y/as in no position to sail these seas as confidently as it

had done before. ''

I need hardly say

On the other

s

The Admiral' s fears

Y/ere

realised.

1  This should have read "Calcutta".
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■  p 0 a T B 0 ir B I M c-

¥c llington PcjLnforcoracnts.

In the absence :f air forraations which could strilco at

the enony's supplies in trcjasit across the sea, disruption by

port bopabing v/as an acceptable alternative. In applying this^

H.Q. Ivied.

S247/36/l/Air.
as v/as seen in the pievious section, the Chiefs of Staff in

October 1940, regarded Benghazi as the focus of princ

iuportance, and a beginning ha.d been nade v/ith bombing from

Halta. ■Jellington roinforcenents flowed in steadily,, and

by the end of Novonber, IIos. 37 ajid 38 (’Jellington) Squadrons

had arrived in the lliddle iast from England.

For a few weeks the ITellington unit in Malta operated

without any identit3/ and had no commanding officer,

their first few operations, a series of accidents occurred

Afte r

at iiuqa which lowered moi-ale in the unit, and it was some

time before the pilots regained confidence in this aerodror®

as suitable for Yfellingtons. To this end, the runv/ays Mere

extended and obstructions removed, while stone pens wex'e

built to protect the aircraft from bomb blast and machine-

At first, no maintenaavee crews with Icnov;ledge ofgunnxiag.

Tfellingtons were available, and personnel were drawn from

various unit’s in the island. Later, a small party of skilled

men arrived from England and were supplemented by drafts from

The aircrews consisted mostly ofconvoys as they arrived.

men expert in night bombing from England - some had done over

40 operations - but manjr were wax* weary and in need of rest.

Concerned about the position, the A.O.C. , Malta,

signalled Air Ministrjr on 3 Decem'ber:

commendable effort by individuals, Wellington unit lacks

cohesion and verve, while .lack of squadron spirit is marked,

/and

In spite ofH.Q. M.E.
DO/aML/15, 15A.

The attacks mentioned in this Section aie primarily those
against shipping and port installations,
part of operations of v/ider scope, and it should be noted
that thojr bjr no means present the total bom'ber effort,
much of which was against militax'y tai-gets and aerodromes.

They were often
1.
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Considerand in ray viev; detrii'nental to sucosss of operations.

very useful work can loe done from here in spite of aerodrorae

and other limitations, which can be oversorac by unit properly

present uncertain policy considerable handicap.

These repressntations led Air I'linistry on 11 December

give the Wellington unit separate identity as Ho.148 Squadron.

established.

to

Air Commodore Maynard’s birthday message to tno squadron

'You have been born and also reached years of

Your pre-natal activities

stated:

discretion at the same time.

H.Q. MED.

3721/Air.

indicate a healthy child.”

Thus there v/ere now four heaver bomber squadrons in the

last and Malta - Nos. JO, 37, 38 and 148 - to apply

their weight in support of our Gyrenaica offensive.

Attacks on Italy-Albania Supply Line.

Middle

The history of bombing operations against supply centres

and ports for a fe-\-J months from November onv/ards bristled with

alterations in priorities, brought about oy differing views on

the iraportance of objectives and the fluctuating strategical

Air Staff policyconsiderations, particulaz'ly in Greece,

signalled on 13 November was to continue pressure against Italy

and her communications ̂ 7ith Greece, and this v/as applied mainly

by bombing Bari and Brindisi from Malta and Valona from Greece.

On 1 December, ILQ, M.B., ruled that Messina or Tripoli could

be attacksd when the v/eather prevented bombing of the main

H Q. M.E.
O.E.B. App.

De oe rabe r.

targets.

On the night of 13 November Malta Wellingtons follov7ed

the Italian Battle Fleet in harbourup the P.A.A. attack onH.Q. M.E.

Operational
Summarie s. by 10 soi-ties on Taranto harbour and docks, causing fires and

T\7enty one Wellington sorties were made

causing fires on the

Brindisi quays and fuel,tanks

several explosions,

against Bari bets/een 15 and 23 November,

jetties, qisayside and town,

wei-e hit by six Yfellingtons from Malta on the night of 28

November.

/In
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In November, a detachment rx No.70 Squadron operated

from Greec3e to supplement the Blenheim bombings of Albanian

ports, and also made a fev/ sorties against Bari and Brindisi,

llingtons of No.70

and v/as still burning

Durazzo wooden jetty v/as fired by four TJe

Squadron on the night of 1 2 November

fiercely when Blenheims bomber port facilities there the

parly in Doceraber, the main weight of attacknext day.

from Greece fell on Valona, which receiver 34 Blenheim sorties

Several ships v/ere hit

This series of daj/light

between 23 November and 8 December,

and damage was done to v/haxves.

attacks v/as expensive, hov/ever, as Italian fighters were

An Italian destroyer inactive, and cost us five Blenheims.

Sarande harbour was hit by Blenheims on 4 December, and also

This attack, in support of the Greek

led to the capture of the destroyer when Greek

machine gunned.

advance,

Up to the middle of December,

Valona and Dux-azzo received steady attention from Blenheims

large numbers of mei'chant vessels r/ere

■',/as no evidence to show that the

forces entered the port.

and v/ellingtons, as

using these pov'ts, but there

attacks seriously hampered the Italian supply effort.

Softening-Up for Desex-t Offensive.

Softening-up" bombing for Uavell's attack in

7 Deoeiaber and continuedCyrenaica began on the night of

intensively fox' a few days 'With attacks mainly directed
H.Q. M.E.
Operational
Summarie s.

Already, attacks on Tobruk and Bcmaagainst aerodromes,

had dislocated enemy supplies, causing him to re ly on ixxad

A full-scaletiunsport for supply of his, fore/ard troops,

offensive was developed against supply centres, ports and

In the first 1,700k of our drive, "ISO sortiesaerodromes.

direc-fced against Bardia and 145 against Tobruk,

hit in Doma harbour by t\/o ¥0llingtons on the

Swoid-fish of the Fleet Air Arm went

A
v/eie

ship v/as

night of 13 ]3eceraber,

to Tripoli on the nights of 13 and 20 December, hitting "tr/o

/ships
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ships with bmbs, firing the seaplane station and laying raagnetic

mine s.

About this tiac the C.-in-C., Jlcditcrranoan, specially

requested bombing of Italian bo.ffcleships lying at Naples, to

harass them during our passage of an important convoy thi-ough

H.Q. M.E

O.E.B. App.
21 December.

• j

the Mediterranean to the Middle Mast, A raid by eight

Mcllingtons from Malta on the 14^4 sufficed to drive the

battleships from Naples, five hits being scored on a

Ti7o battleshipsconcentration of warships at the quayside.

had returned.to NaiDles b}?- the 23rd and they wore attacked

again from lialta on 20 December and 8 January. In the latte I-

attacic, by eight ifcllingtons, one stick of bombs fell near the

stem of a Littorio battleship and explosions were caused among

The following night, seven Vcllingtons ofmerchant vessels.

No.148 Squadron from Malta dropped 20,000 lbs. of bombs on

naval units, shipping and marshalling j^ards at jlcssina, causing

fire s.

H.Q. Malta, however', had been instructed on 18 December by

Il.Q. M.E. to regard Benghazi and Tripoli ports as the primary

objectives, in support of the Desert offensive,

a series of raids on Tripoli from Malta.

'Tellingtons scored hits on a Jetty and customs bouses.

January ten '.Tellingtons straddled three moored cruisers, hit

two merchant ships and caused firws among shipping v/hich xioro

This led to

On 23 December nine

On 1

visible 60 miles av/ajr.

Januarjr damaged the paver station and bombs also fell among

Ihc next night, two merchant ships v/crc

Benghazi next roooived

An attack by six Mollingtons on 3

merchant vessels.

bit in a raid by six aircraft.

attention from 'Jellingtons of the Desert squadrons. On

8 January four ships bcijcen 7,000 and 10,000 tons moored at

the central mole were hit in an attack by seven Wellingtons

llingtons ix)turned to the same portOddof No.37 Squadron.

the 13th it was raided by fiveon the 10th and 11th; on

Wellingtons and by a similar number the next night.
/Baval
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Naval To-r.^cts Subordinated to G-rcck Campaign.

Mo date rrane an,By the end of Dcccmhcr, the C.-in-G

rccognisinc that the naval action could not achieve

• i

interdiction of onem^r supplies, had turned to the sir as

offering the best solution to the probloa.

to the A.O.G.-in-C., M.E. , on 28 December, he adr^iitted that

"o’./ing to the short sea passages involved, it is evident

that the stoppage of supplies reaching Libya and Albania

In a momoranduim

H.Q. M.E.

D0/ML/'!3
25A.

cannot be effected by naval action alone until Italian naval

He wanted the employment ofpo-.7cr is largely eliminated,

the bombers at Malta "relating more closely to the naval

This meant attackingsituation and to naval operations.

battleships, cruisers and concentrations of imerchant ships in

Yfith the exception of Taranto, the enemy still

of Malta for harbouring warships

harbour.

used ports within easy range

a,nd assembling supply ships, such as Brindisi, Messina,

The Littorio battleship damaged in thePalermo and Naples.

11 November lay in dock at Tarajnto and at

of construction.

raid onP.A.A.

Brindisi the battleship Roma v/as in course

fev; v;eoks earlier the G.-in»G., MediterraneanAlthough only a

did not favour bombing Sicilian targets until Malta's defences

could better ’withstand rctaliatorjr attack on the doclcyard,

he now- asked for Malta’s bombers to be laid on the above

a.va.1 targets and for the A.O.G., Heditci-rancan, to be

red to attack such targets and for the A.O.C

ttack such targets on his

• >

n

empov.u

Mediterroncan, to bo ornpov/cred to

ovm initiative, as opportunities must be seized as soon as

possible after their disclosure by reconnaissance.

from H.Q., M.E.,These arguraents had a ready response

with the instruction to MaMta that as a temporary measure

ffort could be direoted against naval

indicated by the Adimiral.

the Wellington

targets

H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B. December,

App.

, , on prior:!.tics to be

,  just'ified this s-tep by the necessity of
/do stroying

e

T

A.0.C.-in-G.

he
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dcstx'oying Italian sDa conuunications and securing olu."’ own.

If it was discovered tb this i^olicy did not give adequate

support to the Grcclcs, it was proposed to achieve this hy

operating inore '.[ellingtons fi-oa Greece. This decision evoked

the Admiral’s tha.nks, and ho gave a list of targets v/hichIbid: App.4
January.

included the Italian Battle Fleet, pale mo'and Tripoli,

conGenti'’ations of shipping in ports, transport facilities and

13 torpedo factories. S. however, took a different viewApp. The C

and on 8 January sent a. sigiml which resulted in the sea

communications between Italy and Alba.nia becoming Wo.1

He doubted whether*priority o.gain for bombing from iialta,.

a.ttacks on nava.l targets in tlx* Central licditorrajican, even

though supplemented by opc’rations of Yfcllingtons from Greece,

■would afford the requisite dirxet support to Greece. The

Italians wore buildingGreek advance had alj-aost halted and tb

On 13 January H. Q. , ii,:up in Albania for a countcr-stroke. • }

advised iialta that the British Government had decided it was

Theessential to afford maxinuri possible assistevnee to Grxcce.

., Greece, a,lso urged the importance, from a

prestige point of view*, of hitting Albanian ports, and_

A.O.C XJ. xA. j:•  3Ibid:
Be comber,
App. 15.

consequently lialta. v/as aslxd to attack Valona and Dui-azzo

to alleviate the Greek Staff s iiso.ppointmont at the lack of

In the last five weeks of 1940 onlyhcavj'' bombers in Greece.

one '.Yellington raid had been made on Durazzo, andB.A.P.,

Greece, had been unable to use the Blenheims by night against

this target, through lack of range and. the pressure of daylight

A contributory cause of the respite in operations

against Albania from. be>,ses near Athens v/as the weather,

ilonhcim squadrons in Valona

operations.

Losses and dn.magie incurred by theApp. 12

operations woi'e also exceeding replacement capacity, in view

To relieve theof out contribution to the Desert offensive.

position, 10 Hcllingtons of No.70 Squadron v/cre sent to

Elevsis on- 8 Januarj'- for operations in the moon period, but

/pad
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bad weather again hanpercd their use against Alhrjiieji ports.

This detachnent v/as unable to raid Durazzo before

and a further call fromreturning to Egypt on 22 Januar’/

App. 20

for I/Ialta Wellingtons to attack Durazzo had3.A.PApp. 32.

to remain unsatisfied, because with the island fighting for

its life the maxinura bomber effort had to be turned on the

Greece
• ?

Sioilicd aerodromes whore the German dive-bombers were

refused aI.I.EEor the same reasonconcentrated • y* 5, H.Q

for flalta's bombers to attack Cagliari

.

request from Force H

aerodrome during a Fleet Air Arm attack on Sardinia on

H.Q, M.E,, acceded to Malta's request that

No. 148 Squadron should be released entirely from any

1 Pebrua-rja

Fob. App. 3.

/ilbanian commitment, as the weather was against such attacks,

Italy and Sicily provided

The Malta V/ellingtons

in Qjrrcnaica, but the

Goncentx-ations of Gorman aircraft wherever

and port end aerodrome raids in

full employracnt for the squadrons.

were occasionally used on targets

policjr was that

JanuT-xy

App. 50.

located should receive attention first.”

Policy \/as changed towards the end of February, when-

disclosed considelablc shipping in Tripoli andre connaissance

defined Malta's bombing priorities as:-

Bioilian aerodromes, (4) Naples,

maintenance of the Italian

M.E,Valona.

(1) Valona, (2) Tripoli, (3)

The C.A.S. considered that A7ith the

Army dependent on seaborne supplies, the pi-imary targets

must be Valona and Durazzo, even for the Blenheims.

H.Q. ,

On

February

App. 53.

12

FBbruarjr four Wellingtons of No.37 Squadron bomber Durazzo.

On 8 March this attack A;as repeated, fii'cs being started,

series of Fleet- Air Arm attacks on Valona,

•15 and -16 February, in v/hich a cruiser,

hit by torpedoes from Swordfish.

On the i6th also, F.A.A. Swordfish torpedoed two ships in

Durazzo harbour.

Next followe-d a

on 12th, 11ry

destroyer and two ships v/cro

H.Q,

Operational
Summarie s.
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Encnj'’ ^7a^ships bonbarding Hiuarc, south of Valona, on 4 iiC-rGh werc

attacked by 13 Blenheims of ilos.Bli and 84 Squadrons, 10 Hurric;:.ncs

of Nos.80 and 33 Squa.drons, and. 18 Gladiators of No.112 Squadron, .

l6,000 lb No damage v/as clcwimcd, butof bombs being dropped.b •

Seven Tfcllingtons ofone cruiser v/as believed to ho.ve been hit.

No.37 Squadron caused fires in Durazzo docks on 1? ivlarch.

Yfellingtons from Greece and Egypt had by this time been raiding

objectives in the Dodecanese - mainly aerodromes  - to discourage

the opero.tion of rainelaying aircraft over the Suez Canal and

In March,reduce the scale of attack on our convoys to Greece.

Blenheims from Giooece u'erc also applied to this task, the feeling

B.A.F. being that v;ith‘ the limited number of aircraft

March App.l6. available, direct escort to convoys would be unproductive by

On 25 Ma.rch a

\/as hit by

April, the land operations in

of H.Q• >

compa.rison T;ith night bouibing of airfield

7,000 ton ship at Astropalia, in the Dodecanese,

Blenheims of No. 30 Squadron.

Greece demanded nearly all our air effort in that comitry against

Military targets and the V/ollingtons of Nos.37 and 38 Squadrons

left G-rcecc on 17 and 18 April, T/hcn v;c were falling back.

o«

in

Effort A.o:ainst Tripoli.

the Desert had made theirHcanv/hilo, the heavy bombers in

Nos. 37 and 38v/cight felt in our advance to El Agheila.

'jcrG based at Shallufa in January and with No. 70

H.a. M.E.

O.R.B.

Janucuxy App.21. Squa-drons

A maxim'um bonbei'Squadron at Kabrit constituted No. 257-Ming,

effort -w'as applied to Tobrulc bcti,-./oen 1? and 20 Januaoy,

at the request of the G.O.G. , Tfcstem Desert, designed to

repeat the successful tactics at Bardia and reduce enemy

This ''maximum effort" was byresistance and our casualties.

10 A'cllingtons a night - butmodem standards a pun5'' one

daylight attacks by Blenheims also played a part in reduction

of the fortress.

With the fall of Benghazi, it was possible to bomb

Tripoli comfortably from CyrDnaica by using Benina as an

/advanced
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This v/as a highljradvance'd base foi- heavy bomber refuelling,

nccessaiy course in viev/ of the v/ay German rcinforceuicnts

February

App. 37.

v/crc pouring across to North Africa from Italy, but in face

of persistent Gernan air attack in the Benghazi o.3X'a,

needed at Benina while refuelling was

On the night of 2h, February nine

• fighter protection was

in progress by day.

'.Tcllingtons of ITo.iAn Squadron caused big explosions in the

area of Tripoli power station aaid the Spanish nolc and loft

Four V/ellingtons of No. 70 Squadron which

followed a few hours later found fires still burning.

ship ablaze.one

Tripoli T/as raided on seven nights between 7 and I8 March,

i’t, though on the l6th sixusually by throe or four aircr

H.Q. M.E.

Operational
Summarie s.

Ncllingtons of No.58 Squadron scored hits on the quays and

On the 18th the port was raidedshipping, causing fire3 •

Swordfish of No.830 F.A.A.by four v/ellingtons and nine

The latter hit one ship and planted rainos.Squadron.

Between 28 March and 6 April, eight night raids wciw made

Tellington sorties, and sorac shippingon Tripoli, involving 25

On 30 March, when an attempt was made against tenwas hit.

ships Ijang off the harbour, no

The problem of operating Mcllingtons from Malta in face

sue cess re suite d.

H.Q.
O.R.B.

March.

M.E.

the airfields had toattacks onof the damaging Luft\7affeApp.1.

badA month earlier, H.Q. , M.Ebe tackled in March. • 9

Tellingtons if their presence

Reviewing the position on

suggested removal of the

prejudiced other operations,

the A.O.G. Malta prcfcircd to keep the bombers1 March,

"to avenge the

hinged on the question v/hother Malta's fighter defence 
’./as

recent blistering blits", but their retention

therefore depends on'policy decisionade qua to .

e reinforcements to ensurepossibility obtainang lightcx

sonablc chance of protecting satisfactorily these

added.

re a

the A.O.Caircraft" • },valuable Wellington

/In
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in reply, H.Q.
•p.

ri ., pronising fighter I’cinforccacnts in. xj

March App.5 a fev/ days, suggested that the nuuber of operational

7/ellingtons in Malta should be liuitcd to ton at  a tirao,

excess to be raoved to Ml ;.don, which would be Mo.iifB Squadron's

Shuttle borabing of Tripoli beMveen Ml Aden and Malta

any

base.

was suggested. At the sane tine, the Chief of the Air Staff

infort.ied H.'j. ? M.E., that he was reluctant to sui'rcnder the

pov/cr of bonbing at short notice froa j.Silta the nany objectives

which could be best reached from there, adding

past activities of 14S Squadron is indicated by efforts made

by Gernans to neutralise it."

Succe ss of

T-T f. 7 7 TA
ii ♦ ' j , i L» ±ij ,

S. 49916 18A. .

Another heavy Geraan raid on Malta, hov/ever, brought the

na.ttcr to a head, and a decision to novc all Mellingtons fron

Malta'. They flew to Egypt at intervals bete/cen 9 March

and the end of the nonth, the intention being to use iialta

when practicable as an advanced refuelling base.

squad.ron rc-asserablod at Kabrit, some of its crcMs obtaining

a nuch-needed rest.

The

it ‘./as operational again early in April,

a dotachaent returning to Malta, the reraaindcr working from

Fulca.

German mownent into Tripoli was in full spate -in- March.

H.Q. M.M. After the Axis counter-attack had started at the end of the
'O0 .3,

April ispp.A. nonth, our bombers continued their offox’ts against this port.

Early in /ipril, H.Q,, M.E concluded that the nost profitabl♦ > e

foin of port attack was concentx’a.tion on quc-vsides and port

installations rather than on individual ships at anchor.

In response to representation from H.Q. , Malta, whose

reconnaissance indicated the desirability of heavy attack on

Tripoli, H.Q. , M.E. , on 4 April gavc^ perruission for six

Y'cllingtons of No. 148 Squadron to be retained in the island,

App.6

with Tripo3.i as the primary target,

desira le since the Gox'man push had sent our heavies back in

This stop was highly

/Cyronaica

1. See also previous sub-scction on Malta's defence.
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Cyrenaica and ou j of range of Itipoli again, and bomber strength

had been affected bj^ a detachment of No.37 Squadron going to

Ilalta emphasised the importance of being supplied

v/ith creT\rs experienced in Mediterranean operations instead

Greece.

App. 7

of having to use scratch crev/s of airci-aft in transit fx’om

iarshal Ibddor impressed on MaltaOn 12 jipril AirBritain.App. 27.

ui’gcnt need for most intensive attaclc ijossiblo on

lie considered that a heavy, sustained attack was

the

ripoli".

of paramount importance at that juncture, the alternative,

target being Ibilermo, the despatch port.

Neilingtons to lx* retained in Malta for those tasks was

fn

The numbel- of

increased to nine.

Acting in each case on Glen Martin reconnaissances.

Mo. 143 Squadron attaclaed Tripoli harbour and shipping four

times Ix'toccn 13 and 20 April with 22 sorties and 30 tons* of

H.;,:. v/hich inflicted damage on shipping and port facilities,

the 20th Ma.s followed by a dawn bombardment ofThe attack on

the port by the battleships Miarspito, Barham, Valiant and

I''iala3ra, the cruiser Gloucester and destroyers, lasting 42

Over 500 tons of shells fell on the harbour andminutes.

shipping.

Bffort to Deny Benohaai to the Mneray.

As the Luftwaffe had proven-bod our use of Benghazi as

the brief period of occupation, wc werea supply port dui-ing

encom-aged to Ixlievc that a strong effort on our part

v;ould deny it to the enemy in the same v/ay when he took over

But thcjx was no doubt tnat aoout the middle of

tting in some shipping there, v/hich was

inability to meunt a heavj/- enough scale

This situation led Air Marshal Tedder to observe:

It seems- strange that he should be able to run ships in as

broad da.j'-light without any escort,

/and

again.

April the enemy v/as go

probably due to our

o'f attack.

Celling tons
ho has done inH.Q. M

Gorre spondcncc

17
• Xli «
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vrith V.G.A.S. cjid Blonhoims have had soino successes there, but it is a very
10A.

avlcw'ard proposition. Vfe had hoped, that some of the Fleet

T/ould ho.vc a orach at Bengha ray back from Tripoli,on their

but for soup reason they did not.

Then on 1 fay, the prirao jiinister signalled the Naval

n-

li.CA, II. S.
S.21299, 194A
Part III

C.-in-C., !c are raa]cing extreme efforts to reinforexj jrou from

the air It is nor; necessary'- to fight hard for Crete

v.'hich seems soon to be attaclced heavily and for Malta as

a base f.-ir flotilla actirm against the cnomjr communications

with Libya. Gonstiantly improving attitude of U.S.A. and their

But abovenaval co-oporation just' .os risks invo,lvcd

all we look t" you to cut off sea-borne supplies fi’ora the

Gyrenaican ports and t.' baa.t them up to the utmost. it

Ccauscs grief here '.'honever no learn of the arrival of precious

This grco.t battleaviation spirit in one ship after another.

'..■hat the jluku of ''.Tcllington ctillod 'a close run

thing', but if can reinforce you a;id '..’avcll as proposed by

and vou can cut off the taooperations 'Tiger' and 'Jaguar'

of inflow, our immense o.rmios in the Middle Last will soon

iTJsumo their a seen dan c; U

To discourage enemy use of the port, the main weight of

as directed agaMist Benghazi fr-om theour bombing-capacitj''H, M.F,

Operational
Sutnmric s. Bc-'oweon 21 April a.ndmiddle of April to the e.nd of May.

If May, 53 sorties by Nellingtons inflicted heavy damage on

LoTZ-fM^ing patrols by Blenheims in

do.jrlight, designed to st.op petrol supplies xeaching Benglmzi,

the port facilities.

vzore laic, on Azest of the j^ox't c-nd had som'-- success. On

3 May M/o Blenheims of Ho.1-5 Squadron caught t\'zo ships at

sea and set -ono on f'ire.

April, o.s acoommoclation was needed o.tAt the end-j • , M. •
O.M.B. i/lay
APP. 17.1^1

9

Malta for Blcnhoiras on shipping attacks and for Boaufighters,

the 'Tellington detachment vzas withdrawn to the Desert, ■wbero

/bomber
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bomber strength hncl been depleted bj?' the transior of

dotachu®nts of ITos. 37 cind 70 Squadrons to Iraq,

squadrons in the Desert had bp this time moved back to

in the Delta ai’ca, and on 10 Liav 'v/crc ordeied to

operate from thorc’ against :3cngha;ii ejid Desert targets,

landing only at advanced airfields to refuel on homev/ard

Three aircraft a night v/cro ordered to opcie.te

pcrma.ncntljr against Dengbasi, a proportion of the remaining

effort ho.ving to lx; applied to airfields on the Greek

mainland and Crete.

Benghazi v;as bombe-d most nights in ilajr, over 50

iTellington s -rtics being flonn against the port that month.

The heaviest attack v/as by sevU’n

raid bjr a single 'ncllington on

cxplosions on tlxj-

v/crc those on the 7th and 11th.

The heavy

mo.in base s

flights.

aircraft on the 30th.' A

the 18th caused 28

raolo,, and among other successful attacks

App. 31.

App. 53.

Although the bombings did not deny the port to the enemy,

he was able to land only sufficient material to maintain his

.and was unable to do any dvuaping

able to discharge eax^go, under severely

Air Commodore Gollishaw ascribed

iDcis inactivit]'' after reaching the frontier

Only afor/.vard tro op s,

fev/ small ships v.eru

handicr.ppe d condition s.

the long period of

to the enemy's tromsport difficulties and lack of fuel through

Air Commodore

Collishav/' s

Report.

R.A.D. action against the alternative communications.
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T n li R E D S ii

Risks In Shipi:>jjT RouteProtection.Cf

The Iralian failure to danarie our Red Sea life-line must

rank high amonr; that nation's many Inglorious performances.

A.G.H. Longmore,
Despatches.

As Si]-' Arthur Longmore put it, the immunity cnjo3red by our Red

A, Sea convoys v/as no cormiJliment to the Regia Aeronautica. It

seems strange that the enemy made such a feeble effort against

this vital prop, on which the defence of the Middle East

depended, particularly since he v/as in an excellent strategical

position to do so, being on the flank of our convoys for some

After November 1940, he made no attempt to

interfoxo, though he still had about 45 raodein bombers, 68

bombers of obsolete tj'pcs, throe or four submarines and eight

800 miles.

D. Ops. (O),
Defence of

Aden.

or nine destroyers.

His reason for not interfering from the air was doubtless

pro-occupation with the land campaigns and the effectiveness of

our bloclcadc in forcing conservation of frxil;

Ix'cn pushed on the d.cfcnsivci bjr our pinoor movement on East

Africa from north and south in January ho had nothing to

Nevertheless, while the enemy had

the potential force, it was necessary for us to protect

Even so, we had to risks in depriving our sea

traffic and the Aden base of full air T)rotection  - hasards

and once ho had

spare for seav/ai'd attack.

convoys.

East Indies.vmich were not to the liking of the naval G,-in-G

His rcPiV3sentations in November for stronger defences at Aden

• 9
U'W,"

Middle East thatmet with tho- arguiiont from the C.'s-in-C

such a step could not lx;

East thcati'os,

to matcrlaliso, and that the wealenoss of our air strength

• 9

tal<en at the expense of otlx'r Mi

that c<»

ddle

major land threat to Aden was unlikely

Ibid;

must be accepted.

The naval point of view v/as also put bj;- the Senior Naval

little clearIt A
Aden:Officer R

• >, Rod Sea, throough the A,O.G

/thinking
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D0//JaL/4 33a. thinlcing on the part of the Axis i/oulcl shov/ them that Aden is

the key to the Middle East, and once that is realised denJ-i.

v/'ill be untenable unless adequate fightci’ and bomber forces and

A.A. defences arc provided, covering the aerodromes, port and

outer harbour. Sir Arthur Longmorc was urable to promise

Ibid: 3iiA. any alleviation, stating: ± quite a.gree with what you say

about Aden being important and the Red Sea route safe, but we

arc already taking such colossal risks that I am really

becoming almost shock-pi’oof" . Sir Ax’thur Longmoro, however.

was far from oblivious to tlx3 importance of protecting the life

line, for in a message to the G.A.S

DO/UvIL/S 33A. Middle East v/as being .combed tor squadrons to reinforce Groece,

It must not be forgotten that the Red Sea convoy

on 9 January, when the• j

he wrote:

route oT/es its comparative immunity from air or submarine attack

largeIj;- to the escort woi'k of the squadrons from Aden and Port

Sudan, This route still remains vita.1.

Alread^r H. Q. , R.A.P., Middle ast ha.d begun to make inroadsJ.!j

on our air resources in this throatro to strengthen the

position in the Middle last, and this process continued as our

Aden still had No,203 Squadroncommitments deepened in Greece,

for convoy work, No.8 Squadron (-Blenheims and Vincents) for

offensive action, and No.94 Squadron (Gladiators) for the

No.203 Squadron, however, lacted niombers,

v/hich led A/V/1vI. Reid, A.O.C., Aden, to inform H. 0., M.E;-

"The number of convoys passing through the Red Sea is continually

dc fe n ce of Ade n.

JLQ. a.A.P. ,

D0/i\ML/4 33a. on the increase, and unless more aircraft an-ivc soon we shall

be forced to refuse escox-t to a number of them. The escort

com.raitment for ttese Blenheim IV fighters was from longitude

in the Gulf of Aden to lat. l6 degs. 30 N. in45 dogs.

254.7/12/1/Air the Red Sea, only one aii’craft operating a.t a unless
48A.

Blenheims onU-boats were suspected to be in the vicinity.

long convoy escorts often usedivamaran island as an advanced

base for remaining overnight.

/The
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The Aden, fearing that the rcduction in our airO.C* 9

striking forex; uould induce the cnom3'’ 'to adopt a bolder

bombing'programme, also \mntcd a flight of modern fighters

to defend Aden, for v/ith the enemy consolidation in British

This desiiaj v/entSomaliland, Aden was more vulnerable.

unsatisfied.

Enemy on the Defensive.

As good targets pi-csented themselves in Red Sea ports,

these Y/oie regularly bombed from Aden by No.8 Squadron and

lio.14 Squadron (Blenheims) from Port Sudan.

25 November and 20 January/-^ Aden mointed 37 sorties on

Assab, some of them at night, damaging quays and installations.

BetweenH.Q. M.E.

Opcrs-tional
Summaries.

Damage v/as doneMassaT/a v/as the target for No. 14 Squadron.

to various installations, but on 5 January a special mission

against a submarine moored in the har’bour failed in its

The enemy occasionally attempted to raid port

Sudan with small nurabcx's'of S.79’s, escorted by C!R.42's,

but all these attempts were driven off by Gladiators.

ob ject.

,tch on the aerodromes flanking tlx;Blenheims Iscpt close '7.0

Red Sea to sc'o that no threat developed against our convoys.

By the end of January, the enemy's lack of enterprise

route induced a change of policy for No.203

Since the last attack on a convoy (on 4 November),

31 convoys had been given aii- protection and no enemy aircraft

The Italian bombers were by nov/ pre-

Gonsequcntly,

against our so

Squadron.

had boon encountered,

occupied with the nxracing land situs.tion.

H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B.

App. 43-46
January.

the A.O.G. , Aden received agreement from H.Q. M.E. , and the

G.-in-C., East Indies, to convert one flight of No.203

Squadron to bombers to attack targets :un Abyssinia, as it

7as considered that standing patrols for all convoys were

Convoy escorts were therefore provided only

At the northern end, No.254''Jing was

/also

uneconomical.

sxxcial occasions.on
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25iv!/^2/1/
Air 64/:

also absolved fi'otn its convoy escort commitment except for

local patrols over convoys entering or leaving Port Sudan or

unless spocial request \7as made by the Nav^'-,

Prom Pcbrviary onv/ards,

v/hich had convoy commitments were thus able to lend their weight

the squadrons at Aden and Port Sudan

T’oo Nav^/' s chie f remainingM.E. to support of our land offensives.H.E.

Operational
Suramarie s. anxiety was Massawo., where the enemj'' had his destroyers and

submax’incs and about 35 merchant ships. Seven Albacozcs of

the P.A.A. carried out a dawn dive-bombing attack on liassav/a

on 21 Pobruax’y, but results were not observed, and the best

that could be claimed was a pi’chablo hit on a destroyer.

T/hen Berbera v/as recaptured by landings from the sea on

16 March No. 203 Squadron provided cover for the ships. Just

before this, tie C.A.S. had described the retention of a

■fighter sqiuidron at Aden as a comparative luxury- in viow of

DO/iAIL/if The A.O.G. , Aden, resistedcommitments in Greece and iAbjra.
52A.
56A. the proposal to remove this squadron, suggesting that it could

divide its efforts betv^/een Aden and Borbora defence and assist

He argued that the eneaiy could still attackin mopping-up.

Aden from the Bessie - Makalle area and Aden had been deprived

He v;as over-ruled, however, No,94 Squadron

'ir Ministry's

of six A.A. guns.

being ordered on 24 March to transfer to EsT^t,

vioT/ being that the I’isk of attack on Aden was slight.

Ibid: 59 &
47.

Coup de Grace to Italian Naval Strength.

vThen, about the middle of March, it was clear that Hassawa

would soon fall to our ti-oops, the I'favy became concerned about

the likelihood of action by the Italian no.val forces based on

it seemed probable that the eight or nine destroyersthat port.

there would at least make a last despairing throw before they

This led to No,203 Group laying on daily

reconnaissances of l/Iassav/a with Blenheims, snd the Navy brought

-./ore overwhelmed.

17 Sv/ordfish from li.M.S. Eagle into the Rod Sea to operate from

254VJ/12/1/ shoie bases in the Sudan. Naval dispositions were also made to
xiir, 146.

/guard
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guard against a sudden enetny naval attack - H.li.S. Capetovn

and Kingston xiere ba.sed a.t Port Sudan for operations off the

Eritrean coast and H.M.S. Caledon and Kimberley v/crc based at

The R.A.P. T/as unable to raount an attack on theSuez.

Italian ships in ha-i-bour, v/hich the C.-in-C East Indies• 9

v;8.nted to prevent enemy interference v/ith our establishment of

the Mersa Kubra base.

In the event, the Italian naval sortie from Hassav;a was

far more ignominious than wo expected, and involved no

Two German merchant ships

The Oder (8,5'l6 tons)

was intercepted by our naval forces near Perim and scuttled

The B. Siokmers (l.,l68 tons) did the same v/hen

intercepted by the destroyer Kandahar 60 miles off Massawa.

desperate bid against out shipping.

loft Massawa tov^ards the end of March,

herself.

An incident on 1 /ipril tended to sho\7 that tte enemy naval

forces were in a state of confusion and de3pondcnc3r and did

not knov; what to. do for the best. in the morning, an P.A. A.

Sv/ordfish found an Italian destrojrer about 70 miles north of

25137/12/1/Air. . Massawa and shadowed it. The destroyer made a change of

course and the Swordfish, short of fuel, had to return to

An R.A.F, Blenheim which set out to continue thebase.

shadowing found the destroyer v/recksd in shallw; water. It

Anotherhad been abandoned, and near by were empty boats.

S\7ordfish about the same time located a second ̂ stroyer

steering for Massawa at high speed, presumably carrying the

It was assumed that the enemycrew from the abandoned ship,

had either accidentally run aground or took fright on being

shadowed and scuttled herself.

Destruction of the remaining destroj'ers by combined air

and naval action followed in the next few days, resulting frOTa

H.A.P.oru’ tz'oops' advance on Massav/a from Asmara.H.Q., M.E.,
Operational
Summaries and

Admiralty

reconnaissance on 2 April shewed that five destroyers had

/left
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Surxiarj'- of left the port.
Navr.l Events.

next da^--, Blcnhcxns of No. 14 Squadron located

a destroyer near Massav/a and bombed it v/ithout result. Instead

of trying to reach Assab, the port still in Italian hands

further south, the fleeing destroyers sailed north,

hours on the 3rd, four of thora v/cre located by Sv/ordfish 30

miles cast of Port Sudan.

At 05

The S'vVordfish sank one of them

11

and

severely damaged a second, which v/as finished off by Blenheims

at 1145 hours.

The other two, the Pantera and Tigro, had fled in the direction

These wore the Kazario Sauro and Daniele Ivlarin.

of Jidda, and at I4OO hours, V/cllesleys of No.223 Squadron

They reire aground on the Hedjaz coast, 12

miles south of Jidda, and crev/s taking to' the boats.

Kingston and the YJellesloys atto-cked them.

located them.

H.M

On this missio

. S.

n,

a Yfellcslcy force-landed in the Hedjaz teri-itory and a second

Yfellesley which put doAvn to pick up the crov/ could not take off.

The rest of the formation then landed, picted up the crows and

flcv/ back to base after dcstr-ojalng the force-landed aircraft.

Blenheims later completed the destreiction of the grounded

Pantora and Tigre.

Peconnaissance of J,Iassav;a hai-bour on the 5th, 6th and 7th,

sho'wed that nearly all the 30. or so merchant vessels there had

been destroj'cd or scuttled, and that the destroyer G-iovanni

Acex'di ho.d been sunk at the hai-bour entrance. Just before

our troops entered liassawa on the 8th, ’Tellesloys of No.47

Squadron bombed military targets in the town ord No.223 Squadron

attacked some small ships in the harbour v/hich shelled our

No.237 Squadron (lysanders) joined in the

A few small ships

escaped fx-ou Massawa to neighbouring islands but

rounded up.

advarcing forces.

bombing of ships end hit one vessel.

we re soon

On the day of Massawa»s fall, one of the two destroyers

unaccounted fox’, tlxe Vincenzo Orsini, was found in the harbour

by a Swordfish and. bot^ibed. The other missing one, the Cesaire

/feattisti
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Bo-ttisti, v/hich left on the 2nd, v/as reported on the 9th to

Tx' aground 100 railcs south of Jidda. The oncniy left

IIas30.wa ho-rbour a raass of vn-cclcs and carried out extensive

demolitions, including destruction of the floating dock.

The annihilation of italio.n naval forces in the Red

Sea coincided v/ith the cessation of cneny air rcinfoi’cemcnt

to East Africa. It uas ostima.ted that his air strength

had been reduced to 29 bombers and 20 fighters. This

satisfactoiy position made more strength available for other

Wo.llf Squadron v/as moved to Egypt on the 8th -theatre s.

the attack on the destroyers on the 3rd was its last

operation in the Red Sea area - and on the IGth No, 203H,Q. M.E.

do/aiil/i 1.
Squadron was transferred to the Middle East.

Just before the fall of liassawa, the Chiefs of Staff

i-uled that giant liners such as the Queen Elizabeth andC.O.S. 109th

and 129th

Meetings. Queen I'Ia.ry could proceed up the Red Sea to Suez,and the

United States Govemnont instructed tho.t its ships v/ould

use the Red Sea as soon as Assab and Massawa v/crc in our

1
hands.

To guard against the remote contingency of air attack

on giant liners, which might have had undesirable

repercussions on the use of the Red Sea by American ships,

a few Blenheims of No.3 Squadron at Aden were converted to

During the pas sags offighters for convoy protection,

H.Q. M.E.,
O.R.B, App-it-l,
May.

important ships, dailj'- reconnaissances were made of

landing grounds in the Assab area.

The Red Sea was so secure from the middle of April tl/iat

the Nav3r discontinued the convoy system.

Assab fell on 11 June.1.
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I B R A L T A R

More Effort Diverted to Atlantic.

The K.A.P.’s role at Gihraltar bet-veer November 1940 and

June 1941 continued much the same as before, v/itb constant

Thevigilance over the Straits o-nd pati;ols over out convoys.

bulk of the a^fort was on r mtinc anti-submarine patix)ls, and

sightirigs v/cixi i-ai^, valuable informationthough submarine

about neutral shipping movutaents t/o.s often gleaned in the

in the spring, 'increased numbers of U-boats on ourprocess.

convoy routes in the Tfestern Approo.chcs led to more effort from

the Rock being devoted tc the Atlantic.

To Gariy out its long and regular patrols, No.200 Group

ha.d only the six Londons and three Ssv'ordfish of No, 202

Squadron, but wa.s occasionally helped by Fleet Air Arm aircraft,

It wa,s planned to repla.co the Londons gradually with Catalinas,

and. on 6 Hay the first replacement of this, type arrived fromNo.200 Group
O.R. B.

3rita.in.

pbars of At-tempt to Force Sti-aits.

, Gibraltar lay under the threatIn this period of the v,

of a sudden attack by Spain or a German onslaught through

The possib-ility was also present in the minds of

planning ste.ffs in London of an attempt by the Italians to

break into the Atlantic as a diversion to a German invasion

,'ar

Spain.

C.O.S. 143rd

Meeting
April 1941.

Although it v/as unlil<Ely that the ItaliansC.O.S.(41)
109. Fcbruar3''.

of Bi-itain.

T/oulc; ha.vc agreed to a. forceful venture of this type, it was

considered the correct strategy if the enemy had decided to

In fact, in face of the navalrisk a.ll on ail invasion,

weight which Italy could have brought to bear, pur naval

strength and Gibraltar's defences could hardly have resisted

the S'cra-its bchng fox’ced.

still licking its Taranto wound,

/vvas

But tlie Italian Navy,
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T/as far too prc-occupicd 'jith the dangoi-s froo !')ur rioct in the

.Eastern iJcditcrra.ncrj.i- to- po.y attention to Force E, v;hich

ithout 'nindrc.,ncc to coveras the Gcnti-al Basinsallied as lar

On 9 Fcbiliary,Gonvojrs bound for Malta raid the Middle Bast,

indeed, the Ranovm, Malaya, Sheffield and destroyers sailed

to the enemy's doorstep and poured 337 rounds of 15 in. andMar Cabinet

Re suune

Pcbrua.xor. of lighter shells into Genoa, damaging the /uisaldo

electric voris, p-iwcr station, docks, harbour and merchant

At the sane time, the Ark Royal's aircraft laid

mines in Spezia harbour, bombed Leghorn, Pisa acrodi-ono and

railvay junction, all iMth negligible opposition.

1,000 roundO

shipping

' Plan for a Ileiv Air-Sti^ip.

nevertheless, the capacity of our air cljofcnco of the

.'"ttacks if the fortress v/as in a state :.)f siege,Rock to resist

cut '.jff from defence by carricr-bor’iiG fighters and pieventcd bylI.Q. Coastal
Comnand ■

S.15,055 57A. enemy activity from using the landing ground on the isthmus,
C.O.S. 20th

'..fith this contingency in mind, Portress E.Q. in

Januai-y, in response to a Chiefs of Staff request, considered

a. scheme for contracting a small landing ground on Buropa Plats

By demolishing some buildings,

filling-in a small quariy and carrying out other levelling,

v/as considered possible to construct a strip' 300 yards long

and 40 jnards i/idc v/hich could be used by aircraft of the

CTruma.n type -v/ith the aid of catapults and arrester

To reduce vulnerability of aircraft on the gieund, it v/as

v/a.s nil.

for the operation of fightc;rs.

it

gear.

Meeting
Januarj/,

proposed t'i make hangers by tumiclling into the rock.

This v/as, h-v/zov.:;!-, a long-term project, o.nd while Spain

neutral" landing ground sufficed.remained passive, the

This strip, in fact, Ix/cariit; TO/y active in the spi-ung as a

staging post for rcjinforcing aircraft ifrom Britain to the

he first delivery flights viaMiddle .ue-st PJid lialta.

in May the floi/ totalled 80Gibraltai’ were made in Liurch, and

aircraft of various tjrpes.
/Anti
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/inti-Subigarinc Tactics Altered.

Tho lack of subaarine sightings in the Stmits, coupled

',/ith suspicions that sonc submarines at)re getting through,

led in January to an alteration in the timing and arrangeraent

1
of air patiaols . Gibraltar aircraft Move putting in an

average of 180 houi’s a month patrolling the Straits, yet there

had been no confirracd U-boat destruction there since the

Ibid; 581 start of the it v/a,s considered that our patrols v/crc

too rcgulai* and that submarine commauidci-s v/erc' fajoiliar with

the timings. The Gnemjr tactic for getting through the Straits

v/as supposed to bo to divc' during the hour before sunset,

na.king the passage during da.rlcness. Then, too, the duration

•of our search patrols, three hours, v/as considered too long

for efficiency. To remedy the position, timings o.nd

dui'e.tions of patrols v/eie> i-earro-nged, but did not produce any

incix.'0.so in submarine sightingb •

Other li)connaissanGe Tasks.

3c'iv/pcH J-rovC'mber-194-0 and. June 194-1, aircraft of No.200

Group carried nut about 45O patrols and 200 special sorties.

A nuraber of these v/cro conccimcd with v/atch on French shipping

as French vessels continued the practiceand naval movcr.fcnts,

of keeping in Spo-nish territorial v/aters to pass through the

Shadov/ing of

Fiwnch ships by aircraft led to several interceptions by the

Royal Navy for contraband control pva’posos.

the night of 15 December led the Navy to congratulate the

tlxi promptitude with which a report was investigated.

Sti’aits and cludje our Gontrabc.nd control.

/UT incident on

R.A.F. onIbid: 5IA.

Following up an intelligence report that three tons of silver

to bo transferred from Malivga to an Italian warships, an

airerr-ft patrolled -rutside Halaga harbour in the moonlight.

was

of at least one Italian submarine wasAdmiralty document 1.
"Navies of the

British Common

wealth at Nar".

The presence
confirmed in the T/cstem Approaches early in the New
year.
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The airci-r.ft sighted c. snail boat with a avirl of water alongside

such as night he produced by a subnarine crash-dive,

talion by the aircraft, and the boat returned to harbour,

iijnother useful function was perf01x10d on 29 March by a London

escort restraining a British ncrchant vessel, v/hich

believed it was being chased by a U-boat, fr.-.n o-pening fire on

The submarine was in fact British.

The niscellany of other tasks perforued by the aircraft of

No action

wa s

on convoy

the submarine,

No, 202 Squoudron included the photographing of Spanish and Moroccan

while the start of the aircraft delivery flights via the Rock,ports,

involving losses on passage, entailed searches for nissing aircraft,

Our flying boats v/erogenerc-lly in the sea west of Gibraltcor,

:Io.200 Group not troubled by Italian aircraft, though ,on 12 March a Caproni 135
O.R.3.

The enemy riadcwas encountered by a London off Gape de data,

three half-hoai'tcd approaches but did not fire,

flying boats had to deal occasionally''

was over 'bhe Atlantic,

with F.N.

.If-iiiter and, spring gale

Later, the

Condors, but this

s caused more

On 15 Februarylosses to t’ne flying bo<ats than operations,

a London brote from its moorings and was wrected, and a

Sunderland 'was also damaged in the same storm.

Between 10 and 12 April a gale of exceptional velocityIbid:

Ix^’ndon at its mooring^ and 0. Sunderla.nd a.lso sank after

aamc-ged on 24 AprilTwo m.orc Londons v;eru

sank a

breaJd-ng loose.

1.3. Wellington as she was sailing fnoi,a the harbour.by H,
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S E C T I 0 N , III

(1 June 1941 to 17 November 192f1)

STEATEGIC REVIEW OP THE PERIOD

The second half of the year 1941 marked the

lowest ebb of our fortunes in the Mediterranean after the

disastrous events of April and May.

obtained ^eat advantage by their possession of airfields

along the 03irenaican coast and in Greece and Crete in

The Axis Powers now

addition to those of Sardinia, Sicily and Southern Italy,

'Y/hile the only bases for our naval and jiir forces Y/ere those

in Egypt, the Levant, Cyprus and Malta. To these must bo

added the isolated fortress of Tobiruk which remained a

"thorn in the-flesh" to the enemy's hold on North Africa.

Prom the be^nning of the period under review it

can bo said that aircraft controlled the Mediterranean,

the next six; months (and indeed for two years) the main

concern of the opposing forces v/as a battle for supplies.

Tho Mediterranean had become increasingly dangerous for our

Por

O } '. •

surface warships and oven more hazardous for our merchantmen.

Preedcm of sea movement was vital for our campaigns botv/een

Egypt and Tunisia vdiere the great distances and meagre land

communications necessitated adequate supplies by sea for any

advance to be made by our military forces,

hand, the knovdedgo tiiat the freedaa of tho Mediterranean

On the other

was denied to ourselves made it incumbent upon us to prevent

the enemy fran enjoying its use. Had he fully exploited the

advantage which he derived from short sea routes our position

in the Middle East v/ould in all likelihood have become

untenable-.

Prom the entry of Italy into the war although ovir

air forces had made every effort to disrupt the enemy's

/suppliesG.I99913/JLL/6/48
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supplies by attacks on his shipping in transit and on his bases

and ports, the numbers and equipment of our aircraft had bean

quite inadequate. Nevertheless, wo succeeded in building up

®^'fiGient day and night reconnaissances and a powerful .striking

force which in close co-operation, vdth the Royal Navy became

one of the deciding factors in .the war dt sea in the

Mediterranean,.

In the meantime the "back door" to the Middle East

had been closed against the Axis Powers, Our conquest of

■ .',.1 ■ X.

Eritrea (which culminated with the capture of Assab on 11 June)

and the re-conquest of British Somaliland had safeguarded the

i

Red Sea and had removed a direct threat to Aden and to

supply lines frcstn South Africa, The campaign in Abys

our

sinia had

virtually ended with the surrender of the Italian Viceroy, the

Duke D'Aosta, at Amba Alagi-on 17 May, In the eastern area of

the Mediterranean the 'Iraq rebellion had bean smashed at the

end of May and our successful campaign in Syria was about to

In August, Persia was,occupied by British and Russian

forces and our lineS: of communication throu^ the Persian Gulf

But before this transpired we had to keep

The nearest Axis naval and air

be^n.

were thus assured.

a close watch on Cyprus,

bases were only some 3OO miles distant and necessitated static

fighter defence and constant sea reconnaissances to negative

any attempt by the, enemy to capture the island.

Meanwhile, in the Central Basin of the Mediterranean

war area the efforts of the Axis Powers and ourselves to build

up supplies continued during the so-called *lull' in the land

operations wMch preceded our 'Crusader' campaign in November

During this period the general situation improved

in our favour as a result of the Germans directing the main

weight of their assault against Russia (which began in June),

This shifting of the German effort to the north instead of

/to

(1941).

G.199913/JIiL/6/48
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'  ■ ')

to the south afforded us a valuable breathing space in which
, ; ,

.i -■

On theto prepare for our coming offensive in the Desert,

other hand, the Eastern Moditon-anoan was practically
.t .

surrounded by enemy bases from v/hich his surface vessels

Moreover, the enemy wascould operate almost unchecked,

able to sv/itch strong air forces from Crete, to Sicily and
:> J

vice versa in order to attack our shipping at either end of

Furthermore, the Axis strangle-hold on

the western Mediterranean prevented our convoys sailing

from the United Kingdom to Egypt after the end of May,

although a few convoys successfully ran the gauntlet to

replenish Malta during the succeeding months.

Air-S e^Warf£Uie.

the Mediterranean.
I  .

With regard to the air-sea warfare the period was

noteworthy in the folloTdng respects;-

(1) The increased protection of our shipping by air

patrols.

(2) Attacks on enemy shipping by aircraft and ■
■  • ■ » v/,-.

submarines

(3) A"ir attacks on enemy ports and bases (particularly
from Malta) .

(a) Several successful oonvo^ra to Malta.

(5) The relief of Tobruk,

(6) Closer co-operation between the Royal Navy,and-

the Royal Air Force. i

Attacks on Enemy Shipping. ' , . ■

The enemy had the advantage of alternate routes,

either east or west of Malta, for running his supplies to

Naples was his main embarkation port from

which his supply vessels were usually routed, as follows:-

(1) South-west to Palermo and thence in a more

f.

North Africa.

vi-

R.A. E. M. E.
Review No. 3,

T/esterly direction making landfall in Tunisia in the

/CapoG.1999i3/JLI/6A8
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Cape Bon area Before turning south down the coast

to Tripoli and Benghazi,

( 2)' South through the Straits of Messina and thence

north-west towards Corfu (off Greece) before

continuing along the Grecian coast and south to

either Benghazi or Derna.

1

The ether ports of embarkation were normally through

Taranto of Brindisi from -which enemy shipping-was routed as in

There was also a subsidiafy route'which!ran. through the

Corinth Canal and thence south to Crete and again south to

(2).

Derna or one of the other small Cyrenaican ports. This

subsidiafy route Was increasin^y used for the passage of

Small stiips T/ere* also used to carry

material off-loaded at Beh^azi along the coast of Cjo'enaica,

smaller vessels.

The use of the'se different routes was constantly varied by the

enemy according to the strength of our -attacks and also

depending upon whether our attacks wefe being made from

Malta or Egypt.

The Navy and the H.AiE. watched these routes although

their efforts were ̂ncit' CloSely co-ordinated until No, 201

Group waa re-constituted as a-Naval Co-operation Group in

October (194-'1)• ' ■ i - ,. - . ;

Axis Counter Measures,

To combat our attacks on iiis shipping in transit

the enemy employed the following counter measures;-

(1) Increased A.A, defences for merchant vessels,

(2) Stronger naval escorts for convoys,

(3) Increased fighter cover-where possible,

(a) The use of small craft sailing singly and

routed evasively,

(5) The use of air transport for ferrying men and

material. ‘

R.A. P, Ops, in
West: Desert

and East;

Mod.; 18 Nov.

•41 to

19 May *42,
Appendix "AI'

/6.
G. 199913/JLL/6/48
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(6) The use of.naval surface ve

supplies.

During the period June to November ( it was

estimated that our air and submaiine attacks'* accounted for

Is for carr3dng

upwards of 100 merchant and 20 naval ships destroyed in

addition to many merchant and naval vessels damaged and

probably sunk, and that the Axis Powers lost nearly half of

their shipping plying betv/een Europe and North Africa.

Attacks on Ports and Bases.

In addition to the severe losses which they

sustained in sea transit the Axis Pcwers lost a,great deal of

material from the bombing of their ports and bases by the

Royal Air Force, much of their supplies being destroyed

either before shipment at their European ports of embarkation

or soon after arrival at their African bases. It is not

possible, however, to assess the dainage caused which

included stocks of fuel, anununition and other supplies in

addition to -.the destruction_of docks, Imrbours and railway

Botv/een June and November our Malta-basedfacilities.R.A.P. ,M.E. ,
Review, No.3.

aircraft made 544 sorties against Tripoli, Benghazi and the

smaller harbours on the Gulf of Sirte, while our aircraft

based in Egypt made 143 sorties against supply bases in

Greece and Crete, and 1,014 sorties against Benghazi as well

as regular attacks on Derna and Bardia. Numerous attacks

wore also delivered against Sicilian ports and aerodromes

from both Malta and Egypt.

Axis Diffic'ulties in Building Up Supplies.

It is knovm from enemy sources that the lack of

a powerful Italian Fleet Air Arm and the withdrawal of the •

Luftwaffe from Sicily had

endeavours to build up their supplies in North Africa

very adverse effect on the Axis

. , In
/the

11 Naval claims were made by submai’ines, except on one
occasion in November T;/-hen surface units destroyed ten
mcrchantmont and tv7o destroyers (see page270 infra).
G.I99913/JIL/6/48 \ B ! /
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the opinion of (the Gernan) Vice-Admiral Weichold "only an

operational and tactical collahoration -with the German air

force could have altered the situation. (But) all proposals

made by the German Adiidral for the use of German air forces

Essay;"The
War at Sea

in the Med;"

Part I.N.I.D

I/G.P/19.

in the Mediterranean sea v/arfare wore turned down by the

Luftwaffe". Commenting on the Axis shipping losses at this

period, Vice-Admiral Weichold states;- "It was no longer

possible for all convoys to include ships loaded with heavy

material. This caused a remarkable decline in the transport

The German Admiral had on 18 Augustof heavy vehicles.

already pointed to this shortage of shipping space and asked

for help (as follows);- Apart from the possible

mounting of an offensive in tlrls theatre, v/hich omng to the

geographical situation would necessarily increase, the demand

on transport, the mere maintenance of the military^ forces

overseas requires nora tonnage than will be available in the

tlitvire if the present rate of losses continues. An

appreciable decrease in losses is in no way to be reckoned-

Thus, from a nulitary point of view, it is of thewith.

utmost necessity that the' question of building noY/ stiipa to

replace the losses should bo investigated, especially in the

case of Italy. Moreover, the speediest methods of production

should be sought so that there shall bo no vacuum endangering

the present theatres of war or becoming a serious hindrance

This problem is a joint Gorman-to future operations.

Italian concern of a ixilitary nature and of the utmost

(

As with all German-Italian problesns,urgency,

this one v/'as neither solved nor dealt vd-th effectively".

Position of the Land Ecrces Prior to the "Crusader" Caxapaign.

After Roiiimel's capture of Benghazi early in

April (1941), our land forces retreated to Halfaya on the

Egyptian frontier, althougli a ̂ rrison still held Tobruk

R.A. P. Ops.
in the West; '

Desert &

Ea3t;Med;

18 NoVi '41 .
to 19 May’42

G. 199913/JhL/6/48 /Yrhioh
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Thereafter, until

'Crusader" offensive, the position of

which was then invested hy the enemy.

the opening of the

the opposing forces romained virtually unciianged.

The enemy's defence line stretched from Halfaya

south-wost'ward to oidi Omar and Sheferzon, with strongly

held points at Port Capuazo, Mussaid and Hafid, and (Italian,)

garrisons hold Jalo and Augila, duo west of the Siwa Oasis

Our forces held a lino ofand south-east of Judahya.

strong points south and south-west of Sidi Bai’rani a.s far

Both our own and theas Jarahub and the Siv/a Oasis,

forces constructed minefields, anti-tank defencesenemy's

and gun emplacaaents at considerable depth.

'Battleaxe" and Enemy aeconnaissance in Strength.Operation

During the Suiraier tv/o large-scale attacks were&

Narrative

Reports
(AHB.II.
J1/15)

made, the first by ourselves and the second by the enemy.

kno¥m as operation "BattleaxoThe attack by our forces

was made in June (following upon the arrival in Egypt of

a special convoy of mediura and infantry tanks) in an

After capturing Port Capuzzoattempt to relievo Tobrui;,

and advancing into the Sidi Asiez art
'h our land forceso

surprised by strong oneiiiy armoured units, and in the

ensuing battle the greater part of our infantry tanks

-was lost tlirou^^ running slicrt of petrol in the area

Cur attack thus proved abortive

were

occupied by the enemy.

and our forces had to mthdraw.

ItThe enemy's attack v/as ma.de in September,

amounted to a reconnaissanco in strength (in v/hioh 120 tanks

employed) v/ith the object of testing our defences

The enemy

wore

and discovering the strength of our armour.

Gorumn advanced as far as Rabia, south-west of Sidi Barrani,

where the R.A.P. attacked it while re-fuelling and

As a result of this

/repulse

inflicted considerable damage.

G. 19991 3/JIW^8
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repulse the enemy abandoned his enterprise and ■withdrew.

Preparations for "Crusader".

R.A.P.Ops.in
the West;
Desert &.
East; Med;
18 Nov.'41
to 19 May'42

During the Summer and Autumn preparations were made

for the "Crusader" campaign. The general aim of this

offensive was, essentially, to destroy the Axis armoured

forces in Cyrenaica and thus prepare the way for the invasion

of Tripolitania. The following subsidiary aims -Virore also

envisaged;-

(1) To relieve Tobr'uk,

(2) To remove the threat of invasion of Egypt,

To establish forv/ard sea and air bases capable of

interfering with Axis plans in Italy, Sicily, Greece
and Crete.

(3)

(4) To deter pro-Axis activities in Tunisia.

(5) To facilitate the passage of our shipping throu^

the Mediterranean.

(6) To force a possible -withdrawal of enemy forces from

the Russian front.

(7) To re-establish our prestige in the Middle and Par

East.

The campaign was timed to take place when the enemy

had been sufficiently weakened by our preliiainary air

offensive; in fact it began on 18 November.

.Although the plan for "Crusader" allowed for a

special preparatory period of five weeks (October-Noveaiber) ,

the R.A.P. and submarine attacks continued throughout the

Summer and Autumn, especially against enemy sea

ccmiuunications in the Mediterranean, as already mentioned

above. The effectiveness of these operations is thus

corroborated by (the Gorman) Vice-Admiral Weichold;-

"The increased activity of the British air force and submarine

Essay"Tho
War at Sea in
the Med»"

Part I

N.I.D.I/G.P/19
(A.H.B.I.S.10)

service considerably restricted the movement of Italian
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shipping and affected the supply of the African armies,

and British reconnaissance planes sighted almost every

convoy which was then attacked by fighter aircraft or

British submarines operating far up the Tyrrhenian Sea.

Operating from Egypt, the British air force attacked

the Libyan unloading porta and increasingly bombed

Italian '"flak" and fighter protection.Bengasi and Dorna:

ospocially in the beginning, yrcis completely lacking. Not

once was the shipping lying in'the harbours or roadsteads

successfully protected. In the. middle of September losses

in the reinforcement for Afidca wei'o so great that they

obviously exceeded the daily reports of the Gorman

authorities in Rome".

/THE CENTRAL BASIN
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OIHE CENTRAL BASIN

Malta Strategic Ixaportatioe

The strategic importanoe of Malta with its

constant threat to the Axis sea-route to Tripoli and air

bases in Sicily (and also as a staging-post for air

reinforcement to the Middle East) was becoming more appar-ont

in the Summer of 1941, and in accordance with the
•1

recommendations of the Joint Planning Staff it was decided

that Malta should be made self-supporting for as long as

possible. Although the provisioning of the island was

JPS.(41)
467

impracticable frota the east, it was co-nsidered that the

(temporary) absence of the Luftwaffe from Sicily mi^t

afford opportunities for supplying the island from the west,

and the Joint Planning Staff recaamended that such

reinforceraent should be made as soon as it was possible

to do so.

In spite of persistent enemy air attacks the

defence of Malta was at that time sufficiently assured to

constitute a base from which R, A. P. and P. A. A. squadrons

could continue their attacks against enemy shipping in

These operations considerably reduced the eneny^s

flow of supplies to Tripoli and destroyed his shipping

which he could ill afford to lose and had small hope of

replacing,

transit.

COS (41)
215th Meeting

1 At a meeting of the Chiefs of Staff on 18 June, the J.P.S.
had been instructed to examine and report on the policy to
be pursued with regard to Syria, Tobruk, Cyprus and the
provisioning of Malta. The three C*s.-in-C., Middle East,
felt that the comparative lull in the Mediterranean offered

the least favourable conditions for sanding supplies to
Malta, but nevertheless several convoys were sent from the
west to the island (as will appear hereafter), (a survey of,
cur strategic policy in the Middle East for the period under
review - including the decisions taken thereon by the
Chiefs of Staff and the Committee of Defence - is contained

in Part II of R, A. P. Narrative "The Crusader Offensive")•
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Air Recotinalssauce and Shipping Strikes from Mal-hn.

The appointment of Air-Vice-Marshal Lloyd

Mediterranean followed soon after the arrival of the first

3.S A* 0» C» f

Blenheims at Malta which had been sent to operate against

enemy shipping, Air—Vice-Marshal Lloyd^s previous

appointment had been that of S.A.S. 0. of No, 2 G-roup^ Bomber

Command ( from which the Blenheims had been sent) and he was

therefore conversant vdth the tactics employed by the aircraft

of No,2 Group against enemy shipping off the Dutch and

A-V-M.Lloyd's Norwegian coasts,^
Account of

Malta

Before Air-Vice-Marshal Lloyd left En^and,

Sir Charles Portal had impressed on him that "Malta's main

task was to sink Axis shipping running from Europe to

Africa", and on his arrival the Air-Vice-Marshal at

began to study "the life and habit

As already mentioned,'^

on

3 of the Axis shippi

ce

ng",

the oneciy's main embarkation

port fcjr sending supplies to North Africa was Naples, and

Tripoli and Benghazi were bis chief ports of disembarkation.

The enemy convoys from Naples to Tripoli sailed by two

routes, one being to the west of Sicily through the Sicilian

Straits (i,e, between the western end of Sicily and the Cape

Bon area), and the other being oast of Sicily through
Straits of Messina,

the

Of these trro routes the western route

was more generally used, the convoys sailing from Naples

to the Sicilian Straits, thence to the vicinity of Pantellaria

Island and from thence to the Tunisian coast along which

they sailed for a considerable distance;

across the open sea to the coast of Tripolitania which they

hugged until reaching Tripoli,

on this route was approximately 1A0 miles.

they then sailed

The nearest point to Malta

Both the

Italians and the Germans showed considerable skill in sailing
/their

1 See page i6l supra
2  See page 160 supra
3  See page 229 supra
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their convoys so as to expose them to the minim\jm of

interception from Malta, and their sailings were so timed

that their convoys would pass the nearest point to Madta

during the hours of darkness. It was found that the

convoys could best be attacked in daylight when approaching

the Sicilian Straits, or at ni^t when passing throu^

the Straits, as also at any time during the following

especially when they reached the "middle section"

of their voyage as this area was nearest to Malta and

furthest from Sicily and North Africa.

The convoys using the eastern route through

the Straits of Messina were more difficult to attack^

usual procedure was to arrive at the Straits just before

dark and either to remain in the Straits during the ni^t

and pass throu^ next day, or to sail through the Straits

at ni^t and then to hug the Italian coast as far as

Taranto under the protection of strong fighter escorts.

Itom there the convoys sailed across the Ionian Sea,

making landfall on the North African coast about 100 miles

to the east of Tripoli, and thence along the Tripolitanian

coast-line under fighter cover from Tripoli,

convoys entered the Ionian Sea they were difficult to

the distance from Malta to the Balkan coast is

some 400 miles and it v/as not possible for Malta's small

force of Marylands of No.69 Squadron (which averaged

only four serviceable aircraft) to search that large

sea area in addition to their other tasks.

The method of reconnaissance of enemy convoys

day

their

When the

locate;

Ibid.

was for No.69 Squadron's Marylands (and, later, P, R. U,

Eurri canes)
1

to photograph the ports of arrival and

These photographs were then interpreted by
/expert

Two P, R, U. Hurricanes arrived in May and a third
on 18 June.

G. 199913/JLL/6/48
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expert Intelligence Officers who kept a record of every enemy

ship shown in the photographs, each ship having its

"history sheet

own

giving its size, shape, probable speed, the

nature of its (presumed) emplo3mierj.t, its movements fran the

time that it came on the record, and such details as to

whether it was loaded, partially loaded or empty, and its

exact position in the harbour. In this manner a list was

caapiled of all the enemy shipping in Naples, Taranto, Brindisi,

Trapani, Palemo, Tripoli, and other minor parts, and a good

knowledge was obtained of the particular ships which were

being used for the North African

Naples, a regular routine was observed which showed to within

With regard toconvoys.

a period of twenty-four hours when a convoy woiild be ready to

This was acccmplished by photographs of ships

assembling in the port and of their movanent to one of the

quays (invariably used by the

Staff at Malta as "The North African Quay

sail.

convoys and known to the R, A. P

and, later,

.

"Rommel's Quay), the progress of loading the ships being
photographed from time to time until it

as

was apparent that all

the ships of a particular convoy were fully loaded and ready

Saiietimes, however, there was a delay of one or

two days before the convoy put to sea, the time of sailing
generally being just before dark.

to sail.

On these occasions the

Marylands had, therefore, to make quick reconnaissances of

the harbour at dawn on the following morning to discover

if the convoy had sailed or not;

was at once made to locate it.

if it had sailed, a search

If, and as soon as, the

convoy was located it was kept under constant observation by

day but this could not be maintained during the night,

at that time the Radar aids (which were perfected later on

in the War) were lacking, it was necessary to make a further

As

search on the next morning. The enemy was fully cognisant
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of the R. A. P*s difficulties in re-locating his convoys,

and the convoys sometimes put back to one of their

enbarkation ports during the night so as to confuse o\ar

reconnaissance aircraft. Another ruse was for the

convoys to steam at a slow speed during the ni^t so that

our reconnaissance aircraft would thereby be many miles

out of their reckoning as to the point at which they

expected to re-si^t them. An instance of a successful

ruse by the enemy was that of a convoy of five ships

from Naples which was seen sad-ling to the Sicilian Straits.

A striking force from Malta was briefed to attack it on

the follovfing morning off Pantellaria Island (where it

was expected to bo found) but during the night the convoy

put back to Palemo - a fact which was not discovered

by the Marylands until the afternoon, after several hours

had been spent in a (naturally) fruitless search in the

vicinity of Pantellaria* In spite of these ruses by the

enemy, the number of sightings of convoys which were

followed by day strikes by the Malta Blenheims and ni^t

strikes by the Malta torpedo-carrying Swordfish caused

him considerable losses, as is illustrated by the

following account of shipping strikes;• **

H.'Q.M.E. Op*
Stimmaries;
R.A. P. Anti

shipping Ops,
(Merchant),
Yol. 1,( Shipping
Losses Assess
ment Oommittoe's

Reports) ; List
from Enemy
sources of

Italian merchant

ships sunk.

On 3 June, five Blenheims of Nos. 82 and 139

Squadrons attacked a convoy escorted by six destroyers

(south of Pantellaria Island) , which had been sifted by a

Maryland, Good res-ults were obtained, one merchant vessel

of 8,000 tons being blown up and another (of 5,000 tons)

being hit by four bombs and set on fire.
1

One of the

/Blenheims

1 These results were confirmed by photos; the two
ships were the Beatrice G.> (6.132 tons ifshich was carrying
ammuniti on) and the Mont olio C 6,117 t ons) .
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Blenheims was hit "by debris ftrom the exploding ship and dived

into the sea. During their return to base one Blenheim was

engaged by enemy filters, one of which was hit and probably

destroyed. On 11 June, two Blenheims of No,82 Squadron

attacked at mast height a convoy of six merohantment escorted

by three destroyers and three auxiliary vessels,

merchant ship (of 5,000 tons) was set on fire by five direct

One

1
hits. one Blenheim struck the mast of one of the ships and

craslied into the sea.

Meanwhile, No.159 Squadron had returned to the

United Kingdom on 5 June,

During the latter half of June, operations against

enemy convoys totalled 24 sorties by Blenheims and Marylands,
and Swordfish of the P. A. A. On the evening of 25 June,

four Marylands of No,69 Squadron and seven Swordfish of

No,830 Squadron, P. A. k, , attacked a convoy of four 20,000

ton merchant vessels off the Sicilian coast. One ship was

set on fire by a 5001b, bomb dropped by a Maryland and the

other three ships were claimed to have been hit with torpedoes
2

by the Swordfish.

In the first half of July, only one attack was made

on shipping at sea, viz, on the night of I2/13 July when four

Blenheims of No. 110 Squadron^ bombed a convoy outside

Tripoli harbour, sinking a 5,000 ton tanker and a schooner

and sotting a 1,000 ton merchant vessel on fire.^ In the last

/two

1  This was officially assessed as 'severely daiaaged*.
2  The first ship was officially assessed as 'damaged*

and the three others under Category IV (i.e, no observed
result, near misses, or no definite claim),

3  A detachment of this Sqn. with 17 aircraft from the U.K.
had relieved No.82 Sqn. at Malta on 4 July. (The
aircraft employed in those subsequent attacks were
Blenheims of No,110 Sqn. and Swordfish of No,830
Sqn. P. A. A.).
The tanker and the schooner v/ere officially assessed
as 'sunk*, and the 1,000 ton M.V.
'severely damaged',
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two weeks of this month convoys and shipping in hazhoui*

were attacked successfully, an estimated total of 37,000

tons^ of shipping being destroyed. These operations

included an attack in the Central Mediterranean

15 July by three Blenheims on two mercshant ships of

on

8,000 tons and three 4^000 tons escorted by four destroyers.

The two largest merchantment were hit with 250 lb. bombs,

one being set on tire and the other damaged,

foiir Blenheims attacked a convoy, off Pantellaria Island,

consisting of four merchant ships escorted by five

destroyers; one

1

On 22 Jtdy,

8,000 ton ship carrying ammunition s

blown up and two other ships (of 7,000 and 6,000 tons)

wa

were damaged. On the same evening the convoy was agedn

attacked by five Swordfish which sank the fourth ship «

a 7,000 ton tanker « and damaged one of the destroyers
2

with a direct hit on the stern. Meanwhile, the Malta

filters were equally active, five enemy E-boats and

nineteen aircaraft of various types being destroyed,

own losses being numerically small.

our

Air H. Q.
Med;

0.R,B, July

Operation "Substance”,

Meanwhile it had been decided to reinforce Malta

by a third figjiter squadron (Wo. 126) of Hurricanes,

was arranged that the pilots should be flown to Malta and

that the other personnel and equipment and ei^t months

stores for the other R. A. P. units on the island should be

sent in an Admiralty reinforcing convoy from Gibraltar towards

/the

It
A.M.

OS.9947, 2A

Ibid. 7A

1 These were officially assessed as ‘severely damaged*
and ‘damaged* respectively,

2  The 8,000 ton ammo ship was, apparently, the Geiman
ship £ceuMQiL(8,230 tons) which was officially
assessed as ‘sunk*; the two other M.V's were
assessed as 'damaged* and the destroyer as ‘severely
damaged*. (The tanker was the ex-Worwegian ship
Brarena of 6,996 tons.
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the end of July, This oonvoy

ships and one troopship (with

consisting of six store

4,500 troops)

controlled by Admiralty operation "Substance

seme
was

which was also

responsible for protecting the passage of seven other transports
going empty from Malta to Gibraltar. Force 'H *

Admiralty
Battle SuMuary,
No. 18 G.B,

3081(11)
reinforced by certain ships of the Hccio Fleet”* “  was to

escort the convoy bound for Malta as far as the Narrows between

Sicily and Tunisia, and thereafter Force was to take the

convoy through the "Narrows" to Malta. Meanwhile the empty

transports from Malta, sailing on 23 July (the same day that

the east-going oonvoy reached the Narrows), wore to pass

through that area on the same night by a different route.
A.M.

InCS.9947, 134.

order to assist in protecting the east-bound convoy,

Beaufighters of Nos. 252 and 272 (of No.201 Group) were sent

to Malta in addition to eight Beaufi.ghtors which

sent as a reinforcement to the Middle East Gcmmand.

were being

Long

and short range Hurricanes of No.274 Squadron (No,202*. Group)
were also provided escorts for the oonvoy and H.M. ships.

The convoy sailed on 21 July and, after parting with

as

AdMralty
Battle

Summary,No. 18
O.B. 3081(11)

Force 'X', the main body of Force -H' cruised south-west of

Sardinia to avfait the return of Force »X» and to "endeavour

to distract attention" fran the empty transports

passage vrestward.

on their

To support these operations Admiral

Gunnin^am arranged a diversion in the Eastern Mediterranean

by which he led the enony to believe that their ships would

risk meeting the Mediterranean Fleet should it put to sea

/to

1 Force ‘H* comprised the battle-cruiser Renown, the
battleship Nelson, the a/c carrier Ark Royal ( ̂
Swordfish and 24 Fulmars) , the cruiser Henniohe and s-i v
destroyers, under command of Vice-Adml.' Soaerville,

2  Force 'X* ocmprised the cruisers Edinburgh, Manchester
and Aretlmsa^ the minelayer Manaaan ( ser'^ng as a
cruiser) and eleven destroyers, under command of
Rear-Ad^.Syfret. There were also ei^t submarines
patrolling off Sardinia, Sicily and Naples during the
operation.
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Admiralty Hist.
Section Narrative

"Ops. of the Med.
Fleet & Force

'H'".

to attack the convoys* This diversion was known as

Operations M. E. 2 and. M. E, 3 which vrere entrusted, to the

I

Vice-Admiral 1at. Battle Squadron with his flag in the

Admiralty Battle
Summary, No. 18
C,B.3081 (11)

Queen Elisabeth. Meanwhile the convoy of oapty transports

had. only one (iestroyer for escort; this entailed a

considerahle risk but it vras not possible to give them a

stronger protection without twice running the gauntlet

of the Narrows^, or calling on the Mediterranean Fleet.

During the .first two days of the Malta-bound

convoys passage NO52OI Group's Blenheims carried out

anti-submarine patrols while Marylands of No. 69 S(qaadron

from Malta reconnoitred between Sardinia and Sicily and

kept watch on the Italian ports. In order to diveii: eneH.Q. M.E. O.R.B.

July Appx.9 A
H.Q. M.E. Op.
Summaries.

my

fighter and bomber action against the convoy, the Malta

Wellingtons (of Nc. 11.3 Squadron detachment)

harbour and rail¥/-ay sidings at Naples on the night of

20/21 July^ starting largo fires and explosions, and

Blenheims (of No. 110 .Squadron) bombed the Sicilian landing-

ground of Bagglio-Idzso

and damaging several other aircraft.

1
bombed the

destroying three grounded S.79's

Meanwhile, on the

ni^t of 18/19 July, Fulmars of the Fleet Air Arm had

s

Admiralty Battle

Summary, No. 18
C.B.3O8I (11)

bombed Catania ae.rodrome» The Italians had, apparently,

some 50 toi’pado-carrying aircraft and 150 bombers (of

which 30 were dive-bombers), approximately half of each

type operating from Sardinia and half from Sicily# They

also had (probably) five serviceable battleships and ten

cruisers located between Taranto, Messina and Palermo.

The transports bound for Malta and most of theIbid,

other warshiips that joined Admiral Scsnerville came frcaa

the United Kingdom with the Nelson, the rest - incltiding

/Admiral

On the next day (22 July) No.l^H Sqn. detachment
moved to No.257 Wing, Egypt. Its place was taken
by No.38 Sqn.
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Admiral S3^et*s flagship Queen Elisabeth «

at Malta with Force

passage to the Mediterranean

the Mediterranean

as many ships as

were already

In order to conceal the convoy^s

 possihla entered

on the tight of 20/21 Jxaly escorted by the

Nelson, Edinb'urgb and Manxman and ei^t destroyers. The

Manchester, Arethusa and the other three destroyers joined the

convoy in the morning: unfortunately the troopship Leinster

ran ashore whilst turning out of Gibraltar Bay and 1,000
troops were thus left behind. The fleet then sailed east in

groups, Sunderlands (of No.204 Squadron, Gibraltar)
giving anti-submarine protection to each

1two

group.

On 23 July, as the fleet was approaching Sardinia,
enemy aircraft began their attacks. Ark Royal*3

filters met the enemy bombers about tv/enty miles from the

fleet and shot down two of them for the loss of three Fulmars.

The Manchester was hit by a toipedo from an enemy aircraft and

was forced to return to Gibralter, and the destroyer Fearless

was torpedoed and totally disabled. During the passage

enemy aircraft were stillof the fleet through the Narrows

engaged by the Ark Royal^s Fulmars until the Beaufl^ters

from Malta arrived and relieved thm. The Beauti^ters

wore, however, not identified and vYere fired on by our ships, ̂

Enony air and E-boat attacks continued throu^out the

night of 23 July and the transport Sydney Star was torpedoed
but managed to reach Malta, and the whole convoy arrived

Ibid;

safely at Malta on 24 July, the escorting fleet returning
to Gibraltar, In the meantime the oapty transports had

sailed on the morning of 23 July escorted by fee destroyer
Encounter, One of the transports the Hoegh Hood - was

/damaged

No,200 Grp,. .1
No. 204

Sqn, 0,R.B%,
July,

Six Sunderlands of No. 2O4 Sqn, had arrived on I7/I8
July as a temporary reinforoement to No.200 Gro.
Gibralter, *

2  According to Admiralty Battle Summary No, 18 the
Beaufighters "did not identify themselves".
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damaged by a torpedo but all reached Gibraltar.

During the "Substance" operations tYfelve enemy

1
aircraft were destroyed and two others probably damaged;

our losses were six Fulmars and one Boaufighter destroyed.

The diversion (operations M. E. 2 andM.E. 3) ordered by

Admiral Cunnin^am was'carried out successfully by the

Mediterranean Fleet on 23 and 24 July, the fleet steering

to the westward on 23 July and turning east again after

dark thus misleading the enemy as to our intentions.

Vice-Admiral Scmerville*s appreciation of the work

of the R. A. F. during the operation was reflected in bis

signal (of 26 July) to the Vice-Admiral, Malta;-

Infoimation

from Admlty.
Hist;Section.

"Thanks for assistance rendered in execution of

'Substance"and in particular for prompt action taken to deal

with emergencies as they arose. Grateful if you would

convey my appreciation to A. 0. C. Medn; and 200 Group for

their .offactive co-operation which contributed so much

to the success of operation".

Enemy Attack on the Grand Harbour, Malta.

On the following morning (25 July) , the Malta

Hurricanes attacked an onany farce of one BR.20 and one

3.79, escorted by forty Maochi 200's, which wore attempting

to reconnoitre the Grand Harbour, Malta at a hei^t of

22,000 feet.

S. 79 and three of the Macohi; none of the Hurricanes was

Next morning (26 July) , before dawn, a force of

enemy light naval forces escorted by a number of fighters

attacked the Grand Harbour - in which the'ships of the

The Hurricanes shot down the BR.20 and the

lost.

"Substance" convoy were berthed. The surface craft proved

to be E-boats and smaller torpedo-oarrying craft; they came

under point-blank fire of our shore batteries and wore
, / repulsed

'"f" These included two JU.'Sf's destx'oyod and one S.79
damaged, by the Beaufi^ters, Tfhich also probably sank
one E“boat,
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repulsedi-with heavy losses, five E-hbats and ei^t torpedo-

The i’emaining E-hoatscarrying craft “being blown up or sunk,

were pursued by our Hiirricanes vdiich sank four of them and

damaged others and destroyed throe of the escorting Macchi

One of the Huirricanes was lost but the pilot escaped200»s.

In his Report on this action the Vice-Admiral,

Malta, Sir ?/ilbraham Eord, stated;-

unhurt.A.M.

CS.11218

1A

.The photographic reconnaissance on vMch

the attack vjas to be based must have been at least four days

In a desperate attempt to get (further)

photographs two bcmbers escorted by over thirty filters were

sent over on D.1., but thanks to a magnificent effort by our

fighters both the banbers together with three filters were

The determined search for, and

destruction of, every retiring M. T. B, by our Hurricanes

turned a failure into a disaster".

Meanwhile, on 19 July a'detaclmient of No. IO5 Squadron

(Blenheim IV*s) arrived at Malta, and at the end of July No. 110

Squadron’ detachment left for the United Kingdom.

Beaufigjiter detachments of No,252 and 272 Squadrons - which

had been loaned to Malta for Operation "Substance" - returned

to Egypt on 6 August,

Low Level Bombing by Blenheims.

old

shot down

The

During August and September the Blenlieims of Nos. 105

and 107 Squadrons did good work by low level bombing attacks,

plying in numbers varying from ten to two they struck at enemy

shipping wherever it was sifted by the Marylands and P. R. U.

Hurricanes of No.69 Squadron. In August, several attacks by

Bleniaeims and Swordfish aircraft were made on convoys in the

These included an attacknei^bourhood of Lampedusa Island,

H. Q.M. E. Op.
Summaries;

R.A. P. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant)
Vols.1;2;
List from

Enemy sources
of Italian

Merchant

ships sunk.

Ay

1  No. 107 Sqn. arrived at Malta from the U.K. on 20 August,
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by Swordilsh on 31.July/l August in the Central

Mediterranean on a convoy of four merchantmen escorted, by

five destroyers in which one vessel of 5,000 tons was

On the night of 6/7 August,

seven Swordfish made a torpedo attack on a convoy of six

1
torpedoed and set on fire*

merchant ships escorted by six destroyers; one 7,000

and one 6,000 ton merchantmen were claimed as sunk and
2

one destroyer damaged. At dawn (on 7 August) four

Blenheims attacked the same convoy off the Karkenna

Islands, hitting one 8,000 ton ship with two 25O Ib.bcmbs

and one 6,000 ton ship with one 5OO lb. bomb; one of the

Blenheims was damaged by A. A. fire. ^
included an attack on the night of 14/15 August by nine

Other operations

Swordfish on a convoy of five merchant vessels escorted

by five destroyers 3O miles south of Lampedusa Island;

one ship of 6,000 tons and another of 3,000 tons were

torpedoed and sunlc, and another 3,000 ton sMp was hit.

During the nigiit of 17/i8 August, seven Swordfish

bombed and torpedoed a convoy of five merchantmen and a

10,000 ton. tanker escorted by six destroyers, seme 20

miles west of Lampion Island,

damaged and one ship (the Maddalene Odero of 5,479 tons)

was hit and subsequently beached by her crew at Lampedusa

The tanker Y/as hit and

Island. Next morning, two Blenheims attacked the beached

ship at half-'hourly intervals mth 25O lb. bembs and sot it

5
:  during this operation four enemy fighters

/unaiiocosafully
on fire;

1 This TYas officially assessed as 'severely damaged'
2  The J,000 ton ship (probably the Mita of'6,813 tons

"sunlc by torpedo aircraft 25 miles south of Laiapedusa
) was officiallyon 6 August

confirmed as sunlc; the 6,000 ton ship was assessed under
Category IV.

3  These two ships were offici;iLly assessed as 'deaaaged*
4  The 6,000 and 3,000 ton sldps wore officially confirmed as

sunk; the second 3,000 "ton ship was assessed under
Category lY. ’

5  This was officially assessed under Category I (i.^sunk
or constructive loss) . '” ■

G.199913/JhL/6/48-.
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On 2if August,unsuccessfully attacked one of the Blenheims,

four Blenheims hcmbed two 800 ton schooners and an escort

1
vessel off Nifolia in the Gulf of Sirte.

On the night of 27/28 August, six Swordfish located

and attacked with toi*pedoes (near Lampedusa Island) a convoy

of four merchant ships escorted by four destroyers which had

been previously reported by our reconnaissance aircraft;
2

5,000 ton vessel was set on fire,

Blenheims bombed two 5,000 ton merchant ships in the Central

three hits were scored on one ship wlxich was

left in a sinking condition'^ and the other ship wq.s damaged

with a bomb throu^ her dock.

It was estimated that during August, 20^ of enemy

ship^ng fron Sicily and Italy attempting to reach Libya or

Tripolitania was sunk by our Naval and air forces, of vikioh

proportion sli^tly more than half was accounted for by air

These results wore, however, considered insufficient

-and the question of stopping up our attacks on shipping'to

curtail enemy communication mth North Afhicja received

a

On the next day, five

Mediterranean;

attacks.

A.H.Q.M.E. Ops,
Summaries;

R.A. P. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant) ,
Vol.2,

further consideration.

Intensive Offensive Against Enemy Sliipping.

At the end of August the aircraft at Malta which

could be used to interrupt enemy sea comiaunication with North

Africa were;*-*

7 Marylands (whick had been fitted with bomb racksf
52 Blenheims
15 Wellingtons
12 Swordfish

/Up

1  One schooner and the escort vessel were officially

assessed as 'severely damaged' and the other scshooner
as ’damaged'.

2  This was officially assess.ed as 'severely damaged’
"■'sunk”

damaged'
5  A.H.Q.Med; and No.69 Sqn. 0,E,B'a June.

3
tti tl4
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Up to the first -week of Septanher it had been

found that the percentage of occasions on which the striking

forces found enemy convoys originally located by the

reconnaissance Marylands had not been entirely satisfactory,

as out of 35 .recent sorties the'Blenheims had located the

convoys in 24 oases. On the other hand, the Swordfish had

achieved considerable successes with their night torpedo

attacks.

As a result of ovir attacks during the past few

weeks the Italians vrere now sending out their convoys with

considerably stronger protective esoctrts (including air

escorts of fighters) than formerly. In the opinion ofA.M.  the

A. 0. C. Mediterranean (Malta) Blenheim attacks on shipping

by day were likely to involve heavy casualties, although

the Blenheims were still invaluable for attacking lightly

OS.10581
5A

(26.8.41)

escorted ships and would have the effect of delaying stron^y

escorted convoys in their "turn round". Air Marshal Tedder,

however, advocated that heavy bcmber attacks should be made

on ships in harbour (as was being done at Tripoli) , but the

Ibid. 9A

(^8.41)
Ibid. 12A

(28.8.41)
Air Ministry considered that althcu^ heavy bombing of

embarkation and disembarkation ports might give good results,

experience of enemy bombing of British ports showed that a

very heavy scale of attack would be necessary; further,

that oven if sufficient bombers (Wellingtons) could be

operated from Malta the supply situation on that island would

not permit them to operate at the required effort over a

In the opinion of the Air Ministry the sinking

of enemy shipping in transit would be raoro effective and

would produce more lasting resuj.ts.

decided to send an additional. Blenheim squadron to Malta,
/if

long period.

It was therefore

A.M. 1 These filter escorts operated from Sicily, Pantellaria
and North Africa.

&.199913/JhL/7/48
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if the A. 0. 0. Mediterranean would he able to maintain it, •

hut it T/as not until 10 October that this squadron, (No, 18)

left for Malta.

No, 18 Sqn,
0.R.B,

In the meantime Admiral Cunningliajn had also been

considering the question of stepping up our attacks on enemy

He considered that althougli "recent air attacks

on Tripoli convoys by Swordfish at night and Blenheims by day

had proved very successful, the following factors were likely

to reduce the success of these operations":«

(a) The enemy convoys mi^t be routed via the Ionian'

Sea and thus bo out of range of ni^it attack by

Swordfish,

(b) The improvements in the A. A. defences of convoys

rendered low-flying attacks by Blenheims increasingly

hazardous.

He suggested that the remedy for (a) was longer range torpedo

aircraft, and that "unless the Beaufort is likely to prove

satisfactory for torpedo attacks, the Albacores with internal

auxilliary tank appeared to be the only solution", and that

the remedy for (b) "appeared to be an immediate requirement

for a squadron of high speed dive-banber aircraft such as the

In view of "the vital importance

of keeping steady pressure on Libya lines of communication",

which bad weather .and longer nights would make increasingly

difficult, the Admiiral requested the Admiralty that "immediate

steps should be taken to do everything possible to meet the

situation".

shipping.

American Ciutis SB 2 C".

A.M,

OS.10581,
15B

(31.8,41)

These suggestions put forward by Admiral Cunnin^iam

were seen by the Prime Mnister vdio thereupon asked the

Chief of the Air Staff for his coments. In Ms reply the
Ibid;

0. A, S, pointed out that if the convoys were routed via
17A

(5.9.41)

/the
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the Ionian Sea -  and so out of range of the Malta-based

there v/ould be corresponding delay in the

movcanent of enemy shipping ?/hich vrould reduce the rate

Swordfish -

of the flow of supplies to North Africa. He admitted, that

this would make it more difficult for our aircraft to

attack ships, particularly if they sailed sufficiently close

to the coast of Greece to receive protection from the

shore-based fighters, but he postulated that it would not

prevent any day attacks being carried out by the Blenheims

as these aircraft had sufficient range to cover the

Y/hole of the Ionian Sea. In any case he maintained that

there was no- reason to suppose that the Boauforts v/ould

not prove satisfactory for nig^t torpedo attacks,

regard to attacks by Blenheims, the C. A. S. submitted that

their recent successes showed that they were still effective

for lov/ flying attacks against shipping.

With

He felt, however,

that the time mig^it come "v/hen strengthened Italian A. A.

defences on their replacement by German (defences) will

make Blenheim attacks by day too dc-mgerous to consider

the possibility of using dive-bombers".

On i9 September Admiral Cunningham and Air Marshal

Tedder sent a joint signal to the Admiralty and Air Ministry

Chiefs of Staff detailing their requirements for the

increased interception of enemy convoys to Libya which,

we have seen, had sustained considerable losses during the

month of August,

(i) Reconnaissance aircraft

as

1
Their requirements included

Ibid.25A

The success of our air and submarine attacks

had been largely due to spiooial intelligence
/obtained

1 The signal quoted these losses as 22 ships sunk
excluding probable sinkings or damaged ships. Of these,
submarines sank 10, T. B's 5, Medium bombers and 3
sunk in harbours by Heavy bcmbers.
tonnage sunk was 83,780 tons.

G-.199913/JLL/7/48
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obtainod from reconnaissance aircraft, and

additional numbers of these aircraft v/ere needed

(unless the Maryland bombers based in Egypt

■were to bo diverted from attacks on enemy land

communications in Tripolitania). Air Marshal

Tedder considered that four G.R. Maryland typo

aircraft would meet the immediate need for

reconnaissance of the Libya sea routes although the

total G. R. aircraft in the Middle East for missions

over ports and routes whore enemy fighter opposition

would be encountered y/as still insufficient.

Moreover, the problem was ftirthor canplicated by the

enemy^s occupation of Cyrenaioa which restricted

the efficacy of reconnaissance of the shipping

route between Gbeoce and Oyrenaica,

(ii) Submarines

The existing force of eiglateen sutanailnos

•allowed only about six to be at sea at .any one time

if crews and ships wore to ranain efficient,

(iii) Torpedo-bcmbing aircraft.

Longer range T. B, aircraft wore urgently

needed, and long-range Albacores were suggested for

this purpose,

(iv) The fitting of A. S, V. to aircraft searching for
ships.

This would give greater chances of intorcepti

especially in weather conditions during the Winter

which were likely to increase the difficulties of

location.

on

As a result - of this signal the Air Ministry decided

to send ttaree long-range A. S. V. Wellingtons to Malta (-with

/experienced
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experienced crews trained in G. R. and A. S. V, work) in

addition to an Albacore squadron (Wo,828 of the F, A. A.)

which the Admiralty arranged to send by the carrier ‘Argus/

The Alhacores had a radius of action approximately 80 miles

greater than the Swordfish hut some 60 miles shorter than

Ihd^; 25B,
2QB.

A.M.

OS.1097, 2A

that of the Boauforts v/hich were the longest ranged

torpedo-carrying aircraft then existing. The long-range

S. V. fitted to the Wellingtons enabled a track ofA.M. 1

OS.10732,
10A, lOB. 60 miles in vd.dth to be searched for enemy surface vessels:

the Wellingtons were also fitted with an additional I. F, F.

so that the Malta-based Swordfish oarr3d.ng short-range

A. S. V, would be enabled to ‘hane‘ on the Wellingtons

from approximately 60 miles.

During September the Marylands and the three
A.H.^. , M.E.,
Op.Suimmariesj
R.A.F. Anti-

Shipping Ops.
(Merchant),
Vol. 2;
List from

Enany sources
of Italian

Merchant

ships sunk.

P.R.U. Hurricanes of No.69 Squadron made daily reconnaissances

over the Italian convoy routes, and our attacks on shipping

in transit continued with considerable success. These

operations included a torpedo attack on the night of

^3 Septaaber by nine Swordfish on a convoy off Cape

Spartivento of five 6,000/8,000 ton merchant vessels

escorted by seven destroyers.

2

another was hit amidships,

svirprise and caused great confusion,

remnants of this convoy Tirhile sheltering in Cretonne

One ship was blown up

The attack v/as a cemple

Two days later

1
, and

te

 the

one 6,000 tonliarbo'ur were bombed by five Blenheims;

3
ship was.hit but accurate A. A. fire prevented observation

One of the Blenheims was shot dcuvnof other results.

/On
i

1  Tliis was the motor vessel Andrea Gritti (6,338 tons),
2  This was, apparently, the Pietro Barbara (6,330 tons)

which was officially assessed as sunk.
3  This Was offici£Q.ly assessed as "damaged".
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On the night of 6/7 Septanber seven Swordfish attacked a

convoy of three' medim-sized ships escorted by throe destroyers.

Three torpedo hits were

scored on a 6,000 ton vessel,"^ and a 6,000 ton tanker VTaS
2

hit by two torpedoes which caused very- considerable daniage.

In the second v/oek of September the attacks from

Madta against enemy shipping -were increased,

three Blenheims attacked a convoy of two merctiantmen and one

20 miles off Pantellaria Island,

On 11 September,

destroyer in the Central Mediterranean; one of the

the S. S. Alfredo Oriani of 3,059 tonsmerchantmen - was

sunk. On the same night seven Swordfish torpedo-attacked

a convoy of six merchant ships, escorted by six destroyers,

one 6,000-ton ship was hit amidships and

left apparently sinking and an 8,000-ton ship and  a 5,000-ton

ship were damaged,^

off Kuriat Island;

Next day eight Blenheims renewed the

attack on this convoy, hitting the damaged 6,000-ton vessel

4
At 23»20 hours the Sv/ordfish againand leaving it on fire,

attacked this convoy which was by that time off Zuara. Six

torpedoes wore released and tv/o 6,000 ton sliips vrere hit,^

remaining ships of the convoy v/ere attacked by seven Wellingtons

(of No, 148 Squadron) on 13 September 7/hon a direct hit v/as

scored on a 12,000 ton sliip which was set on fire^ and two

other (medium) vessels v/ere damagedl
On 17 September, four Blenheims attacked v/ith

The

Ibid;

500 lb. baabs a 1,000 ton merchantman and two schooners, off

Zuara,. One schooner caught fire and was abandoned by her

8
, and the other (the Piluccio of 24j8 tons) which

/probably

1  This was officially assessed as "severely damaged"’,
severely damaged".

3  Those two ships were officially assessed as "severely
damaged" and "damaged",

4. This was the S. S, Ga.ffaro (6,476 tons) wliich eventually
sank,

5  These were officially assessed as "damaged",
6  This T/as officially assessed as "damaged".

These were officially assessed as "damaged".
Tlriis was officially assessed as "sunk",
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probably laden with ammunition blew up with such

violence that the lov/-fl3dng Blenheim making the attack

crashed into the sea as a result of the explosion,

of the Blenheims was shot down by machine-gun fire from

the third vessel.

Anot

On the same night five Swordfish

her

attacked a convoy of five large and medium sized merchant

ships with four escort vessels, off Trapani,

torpedoes were fired causing an explosion believed to

have been in a 6,000 ton vessel, but results could not be

observed owing to a smoke screen combined with A. A. fire

Three

1
from the convoy and shore batteries.‘ On 20 Septanber,

four Blenheims attacked a 2,000 ton merchant ship off

the Kerkennah Islands, scoring a direct hit amidships;
2

the ship was left sinking. On the following day

(21 Septeaiiber) , two Blenheims attacked a 24,000 ton liner

escorted by six destroyers, off Kiuriat Island,

hits were obtained on the liner which stopped, emitting

clouds of steam and smoke;

destroyers opened up heavy A. A, fire.

Meanwhile, on the initiative of the A, 0.0,,

Mediterranean (Malta), attention was being given to

tempting and vulnerable targets presented by enaaiy

reinforcements of personnel, fuel and stores being conveyed

in large passenger coaches and petrol trailers by road

between Tripoli and the Cyronaican ports of Homs, Misurata

On 22 September, six Blenheims (of No.I05

Squadron) made a low level boabing attack on the barracks

at Hems and also machine-gunned concentrations of troops,

/while

Direct

as the aircraft left, the

and Sirte,

1  This was officially assessed as "severely damaged"
2  This was officially assessed as "sunk",
3  This was officially assessed as "severely damaged".
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vshile five Blonheiias (of No«107 Squadron) made  a similar

attack on Mis\irata. Considara'ble damage was caused to

buildings in each of these attacks in addition to  a heavy

death roll of personnel. On 24 September the Blenheims

attacked enemy M.T. convoys on the Misurata-Sirte road,

blowing up four lorries and severely damaging saae thirty

others, and scoring a direct hit on a petrol tanker which was

set on lire and destroyed. These attacks took the enemy

cctapletely by surprise and were practically devoid of any

return fire.

Air Reconnaissance Ccmbats.

The success of Malta*s air attacks on enetay shipping

was largely due to the

continuous reconnaissances carried out by No,69 Squadron*

Marylanda and P, R, U, Hurricanes, based at Luqa aerodraae.

Several combats occurred with enemy aircraft during these

reconnaissances, and in September two enemy aircraft were shot

The first of these successful encounters took place

24 September Yihen a Maryland patrolling the Eastern Ionian

1
(as also on enemy ports and bases)

3

down.
on

A.H.Q,Modj
.and^No,69
Sqn’s,
O.R.B*s

Sea sifted a small enemy convoy escorted by a Cant.

Maryland forced the Cant, on to the water, #iere the crew

surrendered, and then destroyed the Cant, with machine-gun

The second occasion occurred on 29 September during

a patrol by a Maryland over the sea-plane base and

aerodrome at Elraas ('vshere between twenty-five and thirty

seaplanes and twenty aircraft were observed) :

200*3 attacked the Maryland whicti shot down one of them into

the sea.

The

fire.

two Maoohi

On 20 October a Maryland patrolling over Lampedusa

and Pantellana Islands attacked a JU,52 which was severely

damaged and believed to have been destroyed. On the

/following
1 See sub-section "PORT BCMBING" - A.Prom Malta -

pages 519 - 323 infra. "
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following day a Maryland on reconnaissance over Tripoli

attacked two low“fl3d.ng seaplanes but was chased off by

a OR. 42 and tv/o Macchis,

(Ab a typical illustration of the work of No,69

Squadron's Marylands and Hurricanes, the entries of this

Squadron's 0. R, B, for 3O September are ^ven in

Appendix "J"),

Compiled from

No, 69 Sqn's
0, R. B's.

During Juno to October (inclusive) aircraft of

No,69 Squadron flew a total of 2,465 hours on reconnaissances

and patrols (which equals an average of 495 hours per

month).

Operation "Halberd",

A.M. In the meantime, at the end of August, the

Governor of Malta had signalled to the Air Ministry the

urgent need of replenishing the island with seme 80,000

tons of supplies to biing the stocks up to proper strength.

He pointed out that the steadily increasing scale of cur

offensives frem Malta, when added to the ncarmal process of

maintaining supplies, was making the whole co-ordination

OS.10677, 1A

of supply increasingly complicated and that this vms being

made even more difficult by the unavoidably long intervals

between convoys. It was thereupon decided to send aIbid; 2A,3A.

convoy to Malta as soon as practicable to carry the

necessary stores and also additional personnel and equipment,

fuel and spares, for a six months period, for the R. A. P.

squadrons based on the island.

The Admiralty arranged that this convoy should be

a repetition of operation "Substance" and shoifLd sail

about the middle of September, The fullest possible air

reconnaissance was laid on by the A. 0, C. -in-C, Middle

East, in consultation with the C.-in-C., Mediterranean,

and it was resolved that all available Beaufi^ters should

/operate
G.I999I3/JML/7/48
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IMd., 10A, operate frau Malta as filter protection for the ■convoy in the2U.

Skerki Batik area (vreat of Maretimo lalandj.and the approaohea
to Malta. In all^ thirty-six Beaufi^tors wA.H.Q. M.E,

Op.SiJniHiaries ere requisitioned,
for this purpose from the Middle East Comraand, Moreover , it

was arranged that strategic banting should be carried out by
the R. A. E. 1

on enemy air bases with the object of pinning
down and destroying enaay aircraft at their bases with a
view to preventing air attacks upon the convoy.

Before the convoy left Gibraltar the dispositi
of the whole of the Italian Navy were knovm to our Commanders
from information obtained by long range

ons

reconnaissances made

A.H.<j. Med;
O.R.B. Sep:

By a P. R, U. Spitfire sent out to Malta tfom the U. K. The

excellent photographs and visual and sighting reports which
this Spitfire obtained also indirectly responsible for the

increased effort of Malta^s shipping strikes during September.
The "Halberd"

were

convoy consisted of nine transports
Admiralty
Battle

Summary,
No, 18.

O.B. 3081(11)

with troops and stores for Malta and three empty ships which

wore to return to Gibraltar. Force fR' (commanded by Vice-
Admiral Somerville) gave protection to the convoy on the same
lines as in operation "Substance", but on this
Force 'H' was

occasion

considerably strengthened and coaprised three
battleships, the Nelson, Prince of Wales and Rodney, the

orvdsors, the K^nya,
Edinburgh, Sheffield, Hermione and Em'ay^u^, and sixteen

aircraft-carrier Ark Royal, five

destroyers. The whole fleet assaabled in the Straits of
Gibraltar on 25 Septaaber; on reaching the "Narrows" (on

27 September) the fleet divided, the east-going convoy
sailing on to Malta with all the cruisers and half the

destroyers (comprising Force ‘X' under Rear-Admiral
Burrou^) while the main body (Force 'A') drew off to the
westward to wait for the return of Force '^X and to distrewt

/the
1 By Hurricane-bcmbers, Blenheims, BeaufLghters and

Wellingtons,
GM99913/JLI/7/48
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the enany^s attention from the three aapty transports coming

Meanwhile nine submarines were carrying out

anti-submarine patrols off Sardinia, Sicily and Southern

from Malta,

Italy, and the Mediterranean Fleet had put to sea (on

26 September) to make a diversion. The R, A. F. squadrons

from Gibraltar and Malta provided patrols and reconnaissances

and (later) fighter protootion for o^ir ships when the convoy
approached Malta.

1

At 12,30 hours on 27 September an enemy attack

T/as made on the fleet by some twelve torpedo aircraft

escorted by six O.R.42's. Eight Fulmars of the Ark Royal

intercepted them about 10 miles from the fleet and shot

down one aircraft and drove off the others,

became separated from the rest and was, unfortunately, shot

down by the Prince of Yfeles on her return.

One Fulmar

Six of the

enany aircraft succeeded in reaching the fleet and dropped

torpedoes at a range of 5,000 yards from a hei^it of 3OO
feet; none of our ships was hit and three of the  war

Seven more Fulmars were sent up by the Ark

^he engagement.

enoay

A second atta

e

shot down.

ck

occurred about 13*30 hcours by six or seven enemy aircraft;

throe of these flev/ through the barrage and the first

released a torpedo from a height of 200 feet iflhich hit the

Nelson causing considerable damage. This aircraft was

shot down by the Prince of Wales and the Sheffield, and

another one by the destroyers. The Fulmars intercepted the

rest of the enemy aircraft, but one Fulmar was shot down

by the Rodney.

About 13*45 hours a third attack was delivered by

/some

A.H, Q. Coastal 1
CmdiS. 15,055,

125B.

The Gibraltar aircraft were seven Catalinas from Nos, 202
and 209 Sqns., and three Hudsons from Wo, 233 Sqn. The
area covered by those aircraft was from 17° west to
the Straits of Gibraltar and as far as 9° east.
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some ten or eleven aircraft: most of these were (3riven off

by the fleet's gunnery, one being shot down by the Alt Royal
another by the Fulmars, Further attacks were

made during the afternoon but

aircraft being driven off by the Fulmars.,

vrere still continuing when the R. A.

proved abortive, the enemy

The enemy attacks

F» reconnaissance aircraft

reported that two Italian battleships and eight

in position 38? 20- north, 10°. 40- east, steering 190°
destroyers

were

at 20 knots (i.e. about 74 ndlos 0.70° from the Nelson at
14*04 hours.).

1

About twenty minutes later a ibrther signal

was received reporting four enemy canrLsers and eight destroyers
15 miles west-south-west of the

enemy battle fleet, steering

But before oTur ships could approthe Same course and speed,

them the enemy ships liad turned

ach

away and steamed at high

speed to the northward thus precluding any hope of our forcing
2

an action .

During the ni^t attacks were made on the convoy by

enemy torpedo aircraft one of which sank the

Impezial St;^ soon after 20,30 hours. The r

merchantman

est of the ni^t

was uneventful, and at 06.15 hours next morning Fulmars and

R. A. F. fighters from Malta arrived which (according
Admiral Bvirrough) 'gave excellent protection for the r

to Rear-

onainder

Some hours later (I3.3O) the convoy reached

Malta with no further losses, although during the forenoon

there had been several attacks by Italian aircraft which had

of the passage".

been driven off by the Malta fighters.

/Operation

1 R.A.F. Malta reconnaissance aircraft had already reported
on the previous day (26 September) that the Italians
had three battlesMps, six cruisers and seme destroyers
at Taranto, and two battlesldps, one cruiser and some
destroyers at Naples,

2  The reason why the Italians avoided an engagement was
^according to the German Vice-Admiral Weiohold) that they
believed Force H' had two aircraft carriers at its
^sposal while the Italians had no effective co-operation
between their fleet and their air force,
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Op.Sianmaries
Operation ''HalTDerd" dauanded extensive activity

■by our filter aircraft; and it produced a new developnent
in bombing in the Middle East Oommandj as HuI^^ioanes were

fitted for the fii'st time vlth bomb racks carrying four
40 lb. bombs beneath each wing,

in connection with the special operations against

These Hurricanes acted

enemy air

bases (already alluded to), and fighter and cannon-equipped
Blenheiiris, and Fulmars of the Fleet Air Ann were also

employed for that purposoo

Tne above mentioned operations against enemy air
bases began on 26 September vdien three Blenheims ‘banbed and

maclmne-gunned twelve enemy bi-planes on the ground at Poram.

Next day Beauii^ters severely damaged ten aircraft with cannon

and machine-gun fire at Borizzo, and also nineteen seaplanes
at Elmos Seaplane base and aerodrome where two S*79*a and

one Canto seaplane v/ere attacked and probably destroyed.
The Beaufighters then attacked Marsala Seaplane base

damaging seven seaplanes and machine-gunning the hangars^
station and builrUngs.radio On 28 September ei^teen

Hurricane baheers made three attacks on Gcmiso aerodrone

to pin dov;n enemy aircraft while the "Halberd"

entering the Grand Harbour, Malta.

convoy was

Forty-seven enemy

aircraf u were seen at Cumiso of which two were set oja fire

and others damaged, and damage was also caused to hangars
and buildings. On the following day five Hurrioane-bcmbers,
escorted by six Hurricane-filters, again attacked Comiso

aerodrome dive-bombing from 9.000 feet and dropping 1,200
lbs. of H.E, and 3OO incendiaries near the hangars and
dispersal areas. In addition to these operations Wellingtons

made heavy bombing attacks on Palermo and other enemy bases.

These operations greatly facilitated the final stage of the

"Halberd" convoy's voyage. At the same time continuous

/anti-submari ne
G, 19?? I3/JII/7/48.
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anti-suTxiarine and offensive reconnaissance patrols for "E"-

boats and enemy naval forces were carried out, a fli^t of

lon^range Marylands being specially detailed for inclusion in

these duties.

The absence of enemy bombing during operation 'Halbeid"

was attributed by Vice-Admiral Saaerville to the R.A.P. attacks

A.M.

03,10677,
38A.

on enemy aerodraaes and bases, as described below.

Admiral also paid tribute to "the excellent

the R.A.P. fighters whose services to the

remarked upon by Rear-Admiral Burrough,

co-ope

The Vice-
Admiralty
Battle

Summary,
No. 18

(03.3081(11))

ration" by

convoy were specially

The Admiralty also

expressed their grateful thanks to the Air Ministry for the

work of the R, A. P. in the operation.

A.M.

03.10677,
38a.

Purther Shipping Strikes

A, H, M, E,

Op.Suninariesj
R. A, P, Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant) ,
Vol, 2.

List from

Enemy sources
of Italian

merchant

sliips sunk.

Meanwhile the Malta squadrons were continiaing their

strikes on enemy shipping in transit. On 26 September, three

Blenheims attacked a convoy of three merchant ships of 3,000

tons each and one small ship, off Tripoli, The small ship

received a direct hit, blew up and sank in flames, and a near

miss (probably causing damage) was obtained on one of the other

ships, all of which were maciiino-gunned. On 29 Septenber, six

Blenheims carried out a sweep for enemy shipping in the Gulf

of Sirte. After a long and unsuccessful search a schooner

was sifted and bombed, three miles north of Buarat; althou^

no hits were recorded she suffered damage from several near

Meanv/hile, on the previous day, two Beaufighters

scored hits on tvro torpedo-boats and a Cant. 506, off Cape

San Marco, but results v/ere not observed; intense A,A, fire

was encountered and two Macchi 200's attempted to intercept

the Blenheims.

misses.

On the night of A/5 October, seven Swordfish

attacked a convoy of four 8,000-ton and two A/6000-ton

merchantmen, escorted by five destroyers, in the Central

/Mediterranean
G.199913/JLL/7/48
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Mediterranean. Direct hits were scored on one of the

8,000-tonners and on one of the 6,000-tonners, sinking the

latter,

damaged.

1
while the third ship was thought to have .been

This operation was followed on the night of

8/9 October by an attack by four Swordfish on a small

2

convoy between Sicily and Cape Bon, when two hits with

torpedoes wore obtained on a 6,000—ton merchantman which

sank in a few minutes.'^

A ranarkable attack was made by a Blenheim on the

night of 7/8 October on a 2,000-ton ship, 35 miles west of

Tripoli,

machine-gunned it frcm a hei^t of only twenty feet.

The Blenheim scored two hits on the ship and ai.ao

The

ship began to sink while the Blenheim was still over it, the

The ni^t of IO/II October was

marked by a successful attadc by seven Swordfish

4crew escaping in boats.

on a convey

of four merchant ships, escorted by five destroyers, which

had been located by reconnaissance aircraft seme 50 miles

east of Kuriat Island, The Swoi^iah opened the attack

with torpedoes and bembs, sinking two medium-sized ships^

and dama^ng the two other vessels which stopped^,

hour later Wellin^ons (of No,38 Sq;uadrGn) continued the

attack from low level dropping 23,750 lbs, of bombs and also

An

machine-gunning the ships;

obtained and one ship was set on fire.

four direct bemb hits were

The remnants of the

convoy wore again located some hours later by the Swordfish

about 80 miles north-vrest of Tripoli and were attacked with

torpedoes. Two direct hits were claimed on an 8,000 ton
/vQssel

1 The 8,000-ton ship was offi.oially assessed voider Category
IV ("not observed", near miss, or believed hit"): the
ship which sank was the motor vessel Rialto (6,099 tons),

2  This ship (of 5,000 tons) was officially assessed under
Category IV.

3  This was officially assessed as sunk,

4  This was officially assessed as "severely damaged",
5  These two ships were the Zena (5,219 tons) and the

Oasaregia (6,A85 tons).
6  These wore officially assessed under Category IV,
G. 199913/JI1/7/48
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vessel, which stopped with fuel oil 1
pouring from it.

at least two vessels had been

The

whole convoy was thus dispersed;

sunk and the others damaged,

three Blenheims attacked

On the next day (11 October)

a convoy of one 3,000 ton vessel and

one 1,000 ton cargo boat escorted by a corvette and a twin-

engined monoplane, some 60 miles north-west of Sirte.

Blenheims dropped 3,500 lbs. of bombs and scored two direct
hits on the larger vessel which

The

V7as set on fire and left

apparently sinking, while the cargo boat was left burning
furiously.^

fire;

Two of the Blenheims ¥/ere shot down by A. A*

the third Blenheim was chased out to sea (having

expended its ammunition) by the escorting aircraft, but it

eluded pursuit and returned safely to its base.

Enemy Convoy Escorts Strengthened.

The suocessfud. attacks of the Blenheims on enemy

had been foreseen) in the Italiansshipping resulted (

anploying stronger and heavi

as

er escorts for their convoys which

considerably increased the danger of heavy losses to British

aircraft while engaged in their low-flying attacks.
Marshal Tedder and the A.

(a.-V.-M. Lloyd)
0. 0.,Mediterranean, at M

Both AirA.H.g. ,M,E.
A. 0.0./47
Pt.l,169A.

(22.10.41)
alta,

were of opinion that the Blenheims should

therefore discontinue their low-flying attacks - save in
IbicL.,179A
(29.10.41)

but the Chief of the Air Staff ruled

that even if heavy losses occiirred the Blenheims

exceptional oases -

should

continue their attacks as he felt that "everything must be done

fresn Malta to prevent

Cyrenaica'

enaiiy supplies and personnel reaching

until the opening of the Crusader* campaign.
_  /He

A.H.B. 1

S. 13

1
TMs was, perhaps, the Brdnsizza (7,933 tons) "sunk by an
^r t^pedo on 14 0ctober,in position 34-? 18', N.. 12° 16*
E. ^1.e,approximately 80 miles north-west of Triuoli 

*

stated by the R. A. P.records. The attado is given^s '
having been made at O3.4O hours on 11 October: it
therefore have been that the B^nsis^ survived until I4
October and then succumbed to the damaee which she
sustained). It was officially assSfafsSSk.
d^ !d»^^ officially assessed as ‘severely

a*199913<?JLL77/48
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He had reason to believe, however, that the Italians did

not intend to run further convoys to Tripoli, and it

therefore seemed probable that heavily escorted convoys

would be few in number. As a secondary objective the Chief

of the Air Staff I'uled that the Blenheims should be employed

in attacks on enemy land and sea supplies between Tripoli

and Benghazi and also on any supply targets in that area.

These instructions were carried out, an instance of the

Blenheims^ secondary objective being an attack which they

made (on 6 November) on the Mellaha aerodrome (outside

Tripoli) in which b\aildings andM, T. were severely damaged

and a petrol dump set on fire.

Diudng the remainder of October and the first two

weeks of November our attacks on enemy shipping were

increased in preparation for the coming "Crusader" offensive.

Between 14 October and 11 November mure than 60 sorties were

made by Malta aircraft against shipping in transit,

included an attack by five Svrordfish on a convoy of four

merchantmen escorted by five destroyers, south of Pantellaria

Island, on the night of 17/18 October viiien three 4r.6,000 ton

ships were attacked with torpedoes; later reconnaissance

discovered one of these ships missing which was presumed to

have been sunk.

These

1
On the following night a Wellington on

A. H, Q. ,M. E, ,
Op. Summaries

special search patrol sighted the same convoy 85 miles north

west of Tripoli. The Wellington dropped flares as a

signal for Swordfish to attack, and five Swordfish attacked

the convoy which then consisted of four merchantmen escorted by

four destroyers. Three direct hits were obtained on the

largest ship, starting large fires, and another of the ships

/was

This was probably the Italian ship Caterina (4^786 tons)
sunk "by air attack 62 miles off Tripoli on 18 October"
(A.H.B. I.S.I5) J it was officially confirmed as
sunk.

g.199913/JLl/7/^
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1
was "believed to have been damaged.

R.A.F.Anti- •

shipping Ops,
(Merchant)
Vol. 2.

On 23 October, four Blenheims bombed a morchant ship

■vdnch had been previously located by a reconnaissanoe aircraft some

50 miles north-v/est of Maretimo Island, One direot hit near

the funnel caused a large column of smoke and steam and the

List frciu

Enaaay Sources
of Italian

Merchant ships
sunk.

crew were seen lowering their boats to abandon the sliip,

vessel - the S. S. Achille of 2,415 tons

On the night of 3I October/1 November, four Wellingtons (of

No,38 Squadron), proceeding on advice provided by air

reconnaissance, made a low level attack on a convoy of twoi

merchantmen escorted by one destroyer, 110 miles west of

Sixty-four 250 lb, bombs v/ere dropped and six hits
2

were scored on a 6,000 ton vessel which was left stationary .

A shipping sweep made on 3 November in the Gulf of

Th

sank next day.

Derna,

is

Sirte by six Blenheims resulted in an attack on a convoy of two

merchant ships escorted by one destroyer. The Blenheims

dropped bombs from mast height, scoring hits on one ship v/hioh

sank,'^ The second ship was straddled by bombs and was also

machine-gunned. Two days later (7 November) , six Blerlieims

attacked a convoy of one 3,000 and one 2,000 ton merchant ships

escorted by one destroyer, 45 niiles west of Argostoli, The

Blenheims attacked from a low altitude, scoring two hits on the

larger- vessel, but intense A. A. fire prevented observation.

At 08.00 hours next morning the Blenheims again attacked,
hitting the aiialler vessel which began to settle down with

smoke pouring from the stern: one of the Bleniieims was Mt

by A. A. fire and exploded in mid air. A further formation

of six Blenheims found this convoy stationary soma two hours

/later.

The largest ship (6,000 tons) was officially assessed
as 'sunk^ and the othei' ship was assessed under
Category I"V,

2  This was officially assessed as 'sunk'.
3  This ship was, the Anna Zippetelli (1,019 tons).
G.I999I3/JLL/7/48
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later, covered by a JU.88 which they attacked and drove off*

By this time the smaller vessel appeared to be sinking and

was abandoned by her crew. The Blenheims dropped sixteen

250 lb. bombs from mast height and machine-gunned the

destroyer and the second ship, but an effective A. A. screen

prevented observation of results;

During the same week (4 “ 11 November) our

submarines and light Naval forces sank nineteen enemy ships

in transit, one ammunition ship, one oil tanker and two

sailing vessels, and damaged four other ships,

achievanent, in v/hich reconnaissances by Marylands played

a Valuable part, was accomplished in a period of four days.

Summary of Air Attacks Against Enemy Shipping in Transit.

From June to November (1941), the number of

effective sorties by Malta-based aircraft against enemy

siiipping amounted to 373*

1
one Blenheim was lost.

This

In addition to these attacks

R.A.F. Ops, in
West:Desert &

East:Med;

18 Nov.'41 to

19 May'42,
Appx, ‘A *

our squadrons in Egypt made 32 effective sorties against

enemy shipping in transit during the same period.

Destruction of Enemy Convoy by Naval Force ‘K f

On the afternoon of 8 November a Maryland of

No, 69 Squadron, Y/hile en route to carry out a reconnaissance

patrol from Cephalonia to Corfu, reported an enemy convoy

of six merchant vessels escorted by’four destroyers and one

aircraft some forty miles east of Cape • Spartivento and

steering in an easterly direction. A British cruiser force

No, 69 sqn.
C, R, B. Nov.;
.aiid_ Admiralty
Hist:Section

Narrative "Ops
of the Med;

Fleet &

Force 'H'"

comprising H, M, S. Aurora and Penelope and tv/o destroyers

(under the operational control of the Vice-AdnuLral, Malta
2

and known as Force 'K‘) sailed immediately from the Grand

Harbour to intercept the convoy.

i

Meanwhile an A. S. V.

/Wellington

The 3,000 ton ship was officially assessed as ‘severely
daiiiagod' and the 2,000 ton ship as ’ daaiaged*;(the assessments
of the earlier attacks on these vessels vfere all under

Category IV,)
Force "K" had been formed at Malta on 21 October,

1

2

G.199913/JLL/7/48
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Wellington v/as sent to shadOTv the convoy and to 'home' Force 'K'

on to it, hut the aircraft's V/ireless and A. S. V. failed to

However, Force 'K' made contact vd.th the convoy at

00.40 hours (9 Novemher) and at 00.57 hours the Aurora opened

fire and the action soon became general.

function.

The enemy convoy «

which in fact comprised ten merchant vessels var3dng from a

10,000 ton tanker to a 4,000 ton ammunition ship

destroyed, all the merchantmen being either sunk, blown up, or

was

set on fire, and two of the destroyers sunk. In the meantime

two more merchant ships escorted by two destroyers v/ere sighted

to the northward. H.M, submarine Upholder, which had been

lying in wait on the outskirts of the figlit, torpedoed and

sank two enemy destroyers.

A feature of this successful action was the co-ordin

ation betvreen the reconnaissance Maryland, the lone submarine

patrolling the enemy harbour approaches, and the surface force

Had the cargoes of this convoy reached Libya

and been distributed amongst the enemy's forces they mi^t well

have given victory to Rcmmel's 'Afrika Korps' during dur coming

of H.M. ships.

"Crusader" offensive, but their timely destruction materially

assisted our land forces to gain the initiative in their advance.

On the completion of the action Force 'K' set course

to return to Malta as it was considered imperative to have

At 08.10 hours a filterfilter protection before da^wn.

escort of two Hurricanes from Malta arrived over Force 'K', and
No. 185 Sqn.
O.R.B. Nov.

soon afterwards, enemy torpedo-bember aircraft formations

comprising Ol^roni 135’s escorted by seven Macchi 200's made

four attacks on Force 'K*. These attacks were driven off by

gun-fire from H. M. ships and by the Hurricanes, the enemy

aircraft dropping their torpedoes at a considerable distance from

our ships v/hioh reached harbour without having sustained any

■  /casualties

Of No. 185 Sq,n. Two other Hurricanes of the same Sqn. met and

escorted H. M. ships at O9.55 hours.
G.1999l3/JkL/7/48
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casualties or damage; one of the Hurricanes was helieved

to have been shot down by enemy aircraft.

Aircraft Reinforcement Loss of the Ark Royal

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative

"The War at

Sea" Vol.II.

and

A.IVI. S. 10972,
passim

In October and November the R.A. P. Malta was

reinforced with aircraft from the U. K. in two operations

known as "Callboy" and "Perpetual".

Operation "Gallboy" was carried out by the

aircraft-carrier ̂ k Royal, escorted by the battleship

_Rodney (replacing the damaged Nelson),^ the cruiser Hezmione

and seven destroyer.s which sailed frcm Gibraltar on

The Ark Royal parried twelve Albacoros (No,828

Squadron, P.A.A. on transfer to Malta) and tvTO Swordfish

(of No. 818 Squadron, P.A.A.).

the ijck Royal from a position about 4-0 miles north-east of

Capo Carvallo (North African coast), eleven of the Albaoores

and one of the Swordfish read'iing Malta safely.

16 October,

Those aircraft took off from

Operation "Perpetual" began on 10 November when

Force "H", comprising H.M. S. Malaya (flagship) , H,M,S,

Heroione and seven destroyers escorted the carriers ijck

Royal and Argus from Gibraltar, At 10,15 and 11.00 hours on

12 November thirty-seven Hurricanes and seven Blenheims wore

flown off the carriers from a position about 70 miles east by

north of Algiers: tlirae of the Hurricanes failed to arrive at

Malta.

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative

"The War at

Sea" Vol.II

and

A.H.iQ. Mod:
O.R.B. Novj

While Force' "H" was returning to Gibraltar on the

following afternoon (13 Noveinber) the Ark Royal was torpedoed

she sank at 06.13 hours on 14 November afterby a U-boat j

abortive efforts had been made to raise steam and take her

Thereai'ter the Ark Royal *s place was filledin tov/.

teiaporarily by the Argus,

/Malta's

See page 261 supra.(vice-Adml.Somerville's flag had been
transferred on I4 September to the Nelson).

G.199913/JIi/7/48
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Malta's Defence.

When the Luftwaffe left Sicily the Italians' air

attacks on Malta were somewhat reduced, and at the beginning of

June it was noticed that attacks in which only a small portion

of the force employed actually crossed the coast, and in which

bombs appeared to be deliberately dropped in the sea,

feature of this period,

flying attack, an occasional reconnaissance or an occasional

attonpt at bcmbing, but the Italian Air Force paid heavily for

these half-hearted efforts, for the Hurricanes were more than

a match for the Maochi 200's vddch comprised the main force of

the Italian aircraft.

During the month of July enemy bombers attacked Malta.

were a

More often it v;-as an occasional low-

R.A.P's

Account of

the Air

Battle of

Malta.

A.H. Q. M.E.
Op. Summaries

every ni^t except those of 2^23rd and 23/24th., but casualties

and damage v/ere only sliglit.

at Rinello T/as damaged, and one grounded Boaufighter

damaged at Luqa aerodrome.

On one occasion the W.T. station

was

On 17 July the Malta Hurricanes

intercepted reconnaissance aircraft escorted with  a considerable

number of Macchi 200 fa; two enemy aircraft v/ere shot down and

one was damaged for the loss of one of the Hixrrioanas.

In August some of the Hurricanes wore formed into the

Malta Ni^t Fighter Unit which is described as "a model of

R.A.F»s
Account of

the Air

Battle of

Malta, and
A-V-M.
Lloyd's
Account of
Malta.

collaboration between searchlights, the gun operations room

and the Hurricanes". The military authorities and the R. A

« • • «

. F.

devised a scheme by which the island was divided into two

sections, with Valetta upon the dividing line,

was approaching, a Hurricane patrolled each of these areas,

being kept informed by radio of the speed, hei^t and course of

the raider. The method adopted was for Hurricanes to place

themselves on each side of the raider when’ he was about 15

miles out on his approach to the island, and they would then

When a raid •

turn in towards him and set a course towards his presumed

/ objective
&.199913/JLL/7A8
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objective, wiiich was usually G-rand Harbour. The result of

these manoeuvras was that when the raider was illuminated by

our Boarohli^ts there would be a Hurricane on either side

of him, on a converging course and quite close, which would

immediately attack the raider. The enemy aircraft generally

came in high and straight, and an average taiken over a period

of several months shovTed that out of every seven raiders

which crossed the coast, five were illuminated; out of

every five illuminated, three vrare attacked, and two out

of every three attacked were destroyed.

A.H. :Q. ,M.E.
Op.Summaries

During August a few enemy raids occtarred: on

19 August twelve Macchi 200*s approached the island but

were chased back to Sicily by our Hurricanes which shot

down three of them. At dawn on 21 August three Macchi's

made a l^T-flying attack on Luqa and Hal Ear aex’odroaes,

while other aircraft provided a covering patrol above them.

Little damage was done and there were no casualties; poor

visibility prevented fighter interception or accurate

A. A. fire.

A feature of our filter action was the successful

intervention over Malta by the Nigtit Fighter Unit on the

nights of 26/27 August when two unidentified enemy aircraft

were illuminated by searctili^ts .at 17,000 feet..

Hurricanes attacked with their cannons and severely damaged

A similar attack occurred on the night

of 4/5 September vdien one B. R. 0. 20 was caught in the

searchlights and shot down in flames. Meanwhile on the

The

the enany aircraft.

morning of 4 September sixteen Hurricanes attacked ten

Macchi 200*s which v/ere approaching Malta;

shot down and three were severely damaged; none of the

six Macchi3 were

Hurricanes was lost.

/On

G. 199913/J1V7/48
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On the ni^t of I3/14 October twenty-four enemy

aircraft approached Malta with the intention of attacking Luqa

aefodrane, hut only nine succeeded in reaching their objective.

Our Hurricanes shot down one Macchi 200^ and six others were

damaged by A. A. fire: one of the Hurricanes v/as destroyed.

During October enemy aircraft made frocjaent attempts to fstrafe*

Malta targets but on most of those occasions they were chased

back by our Hurricanes which were constantly out on patrol.

"Sink at Sight" Policy.

The position regarding (a) Turkish, and (b) Syrian

territorial waters under the 'Sink at Sight
1

by the Admiralty towards the end of April was further

clazlfiod (early in Juno) as follows;-

(a) Turkish territorial waters.

powers prcsiiulgatod
A.H. ̂Q.Med.,
S.l6VAir,
53.

Care v/as to be taken to avoid damage to persons

and dwelling-houses ashore,

(b) Syrian Territorial waters.

Syria Was now regarded as enemy occupied
2

territory and all ships proceeding to and from

S3aaa without our permission were to be sent into a

port under British control or sunk,

Tcjwards the end of the period under review the "Sink

at Sight" policy in the Mediterranean was revised (on 14

November) , the following aroa.B being declared dangerous to

shipping:-

(a) All waters within 3O miles of any Italian territory,

(b) The Adriatic Sea.

(c) The Aegean Soa, excluding Turkish territorial waters,

(d) That part of the Mediterranean (excluding Tunisian

and Turkish territorial waters) lying south of

/latitude

Ibid. 77A.

1 See page 1AA supra
2  See R.A. F. Narrative "The Campaign in Syria

Ju;Ly 1941".
G.I99913/JIL/7/48
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latitude O.4I? 18’‘north and east of a line

drawn from a position three miles 36O degrees

fron Cape Bon to a point thirty miles 180

degrees from Gape Spartivento (Sardinia) and

thenoe at a distance of thirty miles from the

west coast of Sardinia to latitude 0,4-1*^ 18’

north.

It was further ordered that the follov/ing shcruld

not he attacked:-

(i) Turkish coastal traffic v/hich in seme areas,

owing to navigational difficulties, proceeded

outside territorial waters,

(ii) Turkish sea trade to Egyptian, Syrian and

Palestinian ports, provided they adhered to

routes ordered hy the C.“in-C., Mediterranean,

(iii) Ships oarr3ing approved cargoes on behalf -of

the Swiss to Genoa, provided they adhered to

routes ordered by the IG 0, C,

(iv) Erenoh Vichy warships (unless encountered

within the areas specified in (a), (b), (o) and

(d) above) and north and east of a line drawn

from a point thirty miles 180 degrees frem Gape

Spartivento (Sardinia to Marsala (Sicily), and

thence to the Libya-Tunis boundary; if

encountered to the north and east of this line

Except in Spanish (or

Spanish possessions) territorial waters, ships

definitely identified as enemy could bo attacked

wherever found v/'hether or not they were within the

areas (a), (b) , (c) and(d) specified above,

/This

1
N. A.

they were to be sunk.

1 P. 0. C. N.A. = Flag Officer Commanding North Atlantic,

G.199913/JhL/7/48
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This parmission was made to extend to the

territorial waters of Turkey, Metropolitan France

(including Corsica) and French North Africa.

Dardanelles Straits wore still to be exempted from

attack.

The

/the EiiSTERIT BASIN

G.1999i3/JI*L/7/48
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THE EASTERN BASIN

After the serious losses sustained hy the Royal

Navy during the Cretan operations'* our remaining ships which

were ready for immediate service were two battleships, two

cruisers, one anti-aircraft ship and seventeen destroyers.

But a further loss occurred ( on 1 June) when the cruiser

Calcutta (sailing from Alexandria with H.M.S« Coventry to

support a Naval force returning after the completion of the

evacuation from Crete) was dive-bombed by a JU,88 and sunk.

The Syrian Campaign

Admiralty
Historical

Section

Narrative

'Ops,of the
Med, Fleet

and Force 'H*

Within one week of the evacuation of Crete the

RoyaJ. Navy and Royal Air Force wore called upon to undertake

a new commitment by our projected occupation of Syria*

was necessitated by the German threat to that country which

had begun when the Germans obtained control of the airfields

This

at Aleppo and Palmyra while we were fully occupied with the

'Iraq Rebellion in May, Infiltration of skilled personnel

continued, in spite of Vichy French assertions to the

contrary, and indicated that the Vichy government had given its

or at the least was prepared to connive at -

the use by the Germans of northern Syria as a base for the

accumulation of forces and material,

interests in the Near and Middle East could only be countered

by the prompt occupation of Syria and orders for the
T|»

2
invasion of that country were issued on 6 June,

consent for -

This threat to our

Ibid: The French Naval forces in Syrian waters were known

to be four destroyer leaders, three submarines, a sloop and

a patrol vessel, based on Beirut; our Naval forces were

divided into two divisions, known as Force "B" and Fesrce "C",

under command of Vice-Admiral King.
/The

1  See page 121 fĉ upra.
2  The air operations in Syria are described in the R.A. F,

Narrative "The Campaign in Syria - June-Jidy 1941"
G.199913/JLL/7/48
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The initial operation (on 8 June) was the landing of

troops (covered by the Navy), at the mouth of the Nahr Litani

River. A small force of Fulmar aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm

was detailed for the protection of our ships but was insuCficient

for the task. In the first week of the campaign two of our

destroyers were severely damaged and three Fulmars were lost,

and the protection of our Naval forces had to be take

by our fighters.

n over

Regular air reconnaissances were carried

R,A.F.

Narrative

'The Campaign
in Syria “
June - July

1941'

out of the whole length of the Syrian coast from Palestine and

Cyprus for the remainder of the campaign.

On the night of I2/13 June, Swordfish of No,815

Squadron, F. A. A. attacked Vichy shipping in Djounieh harbour,

and merchant ships at Beirut on the following ni^t.
2

Blenheims of No. 11 Squadron and Albacores and

Swordfish of No,829 Squadron F, A. A. made numerous attacks on

the harbour and shipping at Beirut, hits being scored on the

jetties and three ships, including a destroyer and a submarine.

Meanwhile the protection of the Fleet by our filters had

resulted in several ccmbats.

1

B etween

18 and 24 June,

On 9 June Hurricanes of No.80

A, H, Q, , M, £, ,
Op,Summaries.

Squadron'^ and Tomahawks of No.3 Squadron, R. A. A. F.

patrolling over our ships wore attacked by a number of Vichy

while

aircraft, three of which were believed to have been shot down

and others were damaged;

(one of which collided with a Dewoitine).

our losses were three Hurricanes

On 13 June,

Hurricanes and Tomahawks ( of the sai:ie squadrons) claimed three

JU.88's destroyed and three Others damaged v/hile our aircraft

/were

A. H. Q. ,M< £.
Op.Sumiiiaries

1 The R.A.F'3 commitments for the campaign included;-
(a)tho maintenance of protective fighter cover for the

Fleet which was co-operating with the coastal advance
of our troops and restricting Vichy shipping,

(b)attacks on strategical objectives, including ports,
shipping and oil installations.

2,3*& 4« These squadrons were of the Palestine & Trans
jordan Command.

Ibid:

G,199913/JLL/7/48
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were patrolling over our ships. Three days later (16 June)

Hurricanes of* No, 80 Squadron protecting our ships west of

Sidon engaged nine JU,88'3, shooting down one and damaging

foxor others. In the meantime, on the night of 9/l0 June,

twenty Gorman aircraft raided Haifa and obtained  a bomb hit

Admiralty
Historical
Section

Narrative

'Ops.of the
Med.Fleet

and 'Force H'

on a tanker in the harbour, and on 15 June a force of ̂ ^t

JTJ.88's dive-bombed our Naval'Force B' and severely damaged

the destroyer Isis. Two hours later a mixed force of

JU.88's and Vichy aircraft renewed the attack during which

the destroye-*' Ilex was damaged by

same day the Vichy forces surrendered Sidon, and on 21 June

our troops captured Damascus,

On thea near miss.

Meanwhile our bombers had carried out several

attacks on Vichy ports and airfields which were continued
1

throu^out the campaign. The task of preventing

reinforcements reaching the enemy by sea was assigned toNo.201 Grp,
0. R. B,

and

Admiralty
Historical

Section

Narrative,
"Ops,of the
Med, Fleet

and Force 'H*

our aircraft based on Cyprus, In response to a signal

from the O.-in-O., Mediterranean to No,201 Group on 15 June,

two Sunderlands of Nos, 228 and 2^0 Squadrons were despatched

to carry out searches for the Vichy destroyer-leader

Chevalier Paul which it was thought would attempt to run from

the Aegean Sea to Syria with supplies. On 15 June one ©f the

Sunderlands sighted and shadowed the Chevalier PaxxL;

striking force of Swordfish of No.815 Squadron, F. A. A,, at

Nicosia was then instructed to take over the shadowing and

attack her. At about midnight six of the Swordfish sifted

this destroyer-leader north of Rouad Island and attacked

and sank her mth torpedoes; one Swordfish was shot dovni,^
/On

The bcmbing of Vichy ports is reviewed in the sub-section
PORT BOMBING of this Section of the Narrative,

2  One certain and iptjo possible hits were ciaiiied. The
Chevalier Paul was seen to sink by the pilot of the shot-
down Swordfish, Lieut,Clifford, who was by that time
sitting in his rubber din^y.

a

1

No,201 Grp,
0. R» B.

0.199913/JLL/7/48
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On 22 June, air photographic reconnaissance showed
R.A. F.

Narrative

"The Campaign

in Syria,
June-July •

1941"

Vichy destroyers in Beirut harbour; they were attacked by

Blenheims of No.11 Squadron with 250 lb, bombs, one destroyer

being severely damaged. Further reports of enemy Naval forces

in Beirut harbour resulted in attacks by the Fleet Air Arm on

24 and 26 June but v/ith little result. From 27“29 June our

A.H.Q. ,M.E.
Op, Summaries

ships bombarded Damour harbour and numerous filter sorties

were flown in their protection, v/hile air cover generally was

provided for them by standing patrols. At this time the chief

hope of the Vichy forces lay in obtaining reinforcements by sea,

and our Intelligence sources indicated the possibility of

strong Vichy (and perhaps Italian) Naval forces, escorting

transports and supply ships, attempting to break our sea

blockade of Syria, Aocordin^y reconnaissance patrols wereIbid:

carried out by Sunderlands of No,230 Squadron, Beaufi^ters of

No. 272 Squadron, Blenheims of No, 205 Squadron and Marylands of

and

No. 201 Grp,
0, R, B.

1
No,39 Squadron detachnont which successfully countered this

The harbours of Beirut, Tripoli (Syria), Latakia,

Rouad Island and Castel Rosso were covered by these patrols

and valuable reports of the movements of enemy ships were made

to the C.-in-C., Mediterranean,

our aircraft also intercepted and attacked enemy shipping on

several occasions.

menace.

In addition to these patrols

On 3 J'uly, a Swordfish of No.829 Squadron, F, A. A.,

torpedoed a Vichy Fleet Auxilliary Yacht in the harbour of

2
Castel Rosso, and the same day two Blenheims of No, 11 Squadron

bombed a Vichy cruiser in Gheoka Bay but undershot the target.

The following day (4 JifLy) four Albacores of Nos. 826 and 829

Squadrons, F. A. A., and seven Swordfish of No,815 Squadron

operating from Cyprus intercepted and sank a Vichy merchant

/veasel

1  All of No. 201 Grp,
2  This was officially confirmed as *sunk'R. A, F, Anti

shipping Ops,
(Merchant)
V0I.I, &.1999l3/JIiL/7/48
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vessel south-west of Cyprus, and on the same day four

Albacores (No.826 Squadron) sank the Vichy troop-ship

St. Didler with tvTo torpedo hits. Meanwhile Beauilgh

R.A. P. Anti

shipping Ops*
(Merchant)
Vol,1,

tera

(of No.272 Squadron), also operating from Cyprus, attacked

Vichy shipping .on 5,6,7 and 10 July in the Eastern

Mediterranean, and at Tripoli (Syria) Tcsnahawks of No.3

Squadron R, A. A. P. machine-gunned and severely damaged

tv/o flying-boats which were left sinking.

Boaufighters attacked a concentration of caiques off

Rouad Island with machine-gun and cannon fire, and on the

same day one Beaufighter made a cannon attack on  a Vichy

merchant ship of 2,000 tons, about ten miles east of Rhodes,

which was officially assessed as 'damaged’*

While these operations ware in progress filter

covering patrols were provided for H.M. ships operating off

the Syrian coast in support of oior ground troops advancing

On 7 July, during a nvimber of sorties by

Hurricanes of No.80 Squadron, a single JU;88 which was

attempting to attack our ships was intercepted and destroyed*

By 9 July the Vichy forces were still resisting but

their air force was virtually destroyed and they were

'vTithout naval support; there being no hope of receiving

reinf-oroements they asked for an armistice which was granted

on 12 July,

On 6 July

northwards*

Ibid; and

A. H.Q, M.E,
•  Op. Summaries

In his Report of the Syrian coastal operations Vice-

Admiral King stated that

"Close- liaison was established and maintained with

the R, A, P. who did'all they could to help and co-operated

willingly*

Adxairalty
Historical

Section

Narrative

"Ops.of the
Med* Fleet and

Force ’H’" Arrangements for filter protection worked well

and the efficiency of the filter escorts was of a hi^

order ”

/views of
G. 1999iyJLl/7/48
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Views of the A. Q.C.^-in-C, on ”The Changed Situation”

A.H,Q^ M.E,
A. 0, G. -in-O)
Gorrssp. with

the P.M, ,
See, of

State &

G.A.S.,
Pts.I & II,

10i*A

In the meantime Air Marshal Tedder had (on 20 June)

signalled his views to the Chief of the Air Staff "on the

changed situation in the Eastern Mediterranean" (i.e. since the

evacuation of Greece and Crete) from the aspect of intex^

rupting the enemy's sea communications and of seciuring our own.

With regard to Naval operations and filter cover, he

considered that our ships could not operate within the range

of enemy dive-bombers without risking heavy losses unless

filter escort cover were maintained during the hours of

dayli^t, and that such cover would have to bo maintained by

shore-based aircraft owing to the vulnerability of our aircraft-

carrier s» The A. A. defence of H. M. ships was, however,

sufficiently effective against level bomber and torpedo

equipped aircraft "to render acceptable the risk of loss due

to such attacks". He pointed cut that enemy divo-besnbers were

of two t3rpes

(a) JU.87's, ¥/hich had a radius of action of 200 miles

and were the most dangerous threat but were

ineffective against fighter defence unless heavily

escorted by filters, and

(b) JU,88's, wlTich had a radius of 800 miles, but were

not so effective as the JU.87's although they were

a serious threat if no filter defence was availablej

further, that the whole of the Eastern Mediterranean (except’

the area east of a line from Daba to the western end of Cyprvis)

was within effective striking range of JU.87'a operating from

bases in enemy hands, wMle the whole of the Eastern

Mediterranean (without exception) v/as within the rang© of

JU.88's. In the Air Marshal's opinion fighter cover

/could

G.199913/JIi/7/48
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could "he glvon by

(a) Short-range fighters (e,g. Hurricanes, Tomahawks
and Martlets) which could deal with both dive"

bombers and enemy fighter escorts, but at a

range of 100 miles they could only maintain a

standing patrol of one hoijr*

(b) Long-range fight (e, g, Beaufighters) which could

deal effectively with enemy bombors of any type and

also enemy long-range fighters (e.g, ME. 110's),

but being large and lacking in rear defence they

could not operate in the face of enemy intercepter

At an average range of 3OO miles the

ers

filters.

Beaufi^ters could maintain a standing patrol for

one hour. Enemy interception filters (e.g.

ME.109’s and 0*50'a) could operate for intercept!

pvirposes at a maximum range of I5O miles from

on

their bases in Libya, Sicily, Greece, Crete,and

the Dodecanese Islands. The Air Marshal asserted

that the Eastern Mediterranean areas in which

shore-based fighter cover could reasonably bo

provided by (a) short-range fighters and

(b) Beaufighters could be "readily illustrated on

the map", but that in the remainder of the Eastezn

Mediterranean offootive fighter cover could not bo

provided, and "if ships operate in this area in

daylight they vdll do so under grave risk of

Therefore, unless and until

can secure the use of air bases in Cyrenaica it is

not reasonably practical for our sixrface ships to

exercise control of sea conmunication except in the

extreme eastern end of the Mediterranean
as indicated "

serious losses.
w©

/The
G.I99913/JLI/7A8
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The Air Marshal stressed that fighter cover for

continuous daylight operations by surface craft in

this area would involve a fighter force "far beyond

any likely to be available^ nor are, in fact, operattena

by the Fleet ever likely to be continuous" and that

the "conservation of our fighter forces will have to

be an important factor in determining the duration of

any particular naval operation",

the fighter commitment involved in a possible naval

operation would amount to a maximum daily effort by

1-2- short-range fighter and 3 long-range fighter

squadrons.

He considered that

Ibid; With regard to air action. Air Marshal Tedder

considered that the interruption of enemy sea communications

would have to be performed by submarines and air fear cos.

stated that submarine action

He

was "outside the scope of this

signal , but for air action there were two req^uiromenta, namely; —

(a) Reconnaissance. and

(b) Striking forces.

With regard to (a) he felt that excessive estimates of re

connaissance requiremente v/ould lead to an uneconomical use of

the air forces and facilities Ydiich were available, and that

except for special purposes (such as a strategical reconnaisaance

of enemy naval and land forces)

limited to that which can be followed up by air action",

followed, therefore, that routine reconnaissances should be

limited to ports and routes against which air action could be

effectively taken, such reconnaissances being based on Malta,

the V^estern Desert, the Delta area and Cyprus,

With regard to (b), air action could be directed at the ports

of departure, shipping in transit and ports of arrival.,

normal weapon against ports of departure and arilval would bo

reconnaissance should be

It

The
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tombers using heavy banbs and, occasionally, nines.

Marshal felt that the periodical operation of a force of

heavy bombers frcan Malta was essential, the remainder to

operate from Egypt and the Western Desert.

Th

Torpedo bomb

e Air
4^-

ers

of maximum range would be required against ships in transit

as the enemy was able "to route shipping direct to Benghazi

outside the daylight range of Blenheim and Maryland bombers".

Ibid;
To carry out the above mentioned operations the

Air Marshal specified his requirements as being:-

(a) five squadrons of fighters (of which throe should

be long-range)

(b) three land squadrons and one fighter-bcmber

squadron for overseas reconnaissance

(c) three squadrons of torpedo-bombers.

Reinforcement of Cypims.

During the first week of Jiily (while the campaign

in S3^ria was in progress) Gezman and Italian aircreift

(including JU.SS's and torpedo-carrying S.79's and S.84's)

Blade several daylight attacks on our shipping at

Earmagusta and on the aerodrome at Nicosia. No damage

A.H. <2. , M.E.
Op.S'ummaries

occurred at P,armagusta but at Nicosia one Hurricane and

one Albacore on the ground were destroyed and six other

aircraft damaged, and some soldiers were killed and wounded.

At that time our air units at Cyprus consisted of detachments

of the following squadrons, viz. No.80 Squadron (Hurricanes),

No. 203 Squadron (Blenheiias) , No.272 Squadron (Beaufighters)

and Nos.815 and 826 Squadrons, P. A. A. (Swordfish and

Albacores) respectively.

The enemy's air attacks on Cyptrus dononstrated the

need for reinforcements of the island if we were to maintain

our hold upon it

was of great importance.

- which, in the Prime Minister's view -

In a signal to General

A.H.g., M.E.
D/A.O.C/1 Part 1
( C, 0. S.Papers)

/Auohinleok
G.199913/JLI/7A8
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Auchinleck (of 6 July) the Prime Minister stressed that "the

holding of Syria is a necessary foundation for holding or

re-taking Cyprus" and that the campaign in Syria and the

safeguarding of Cjrprus should take priority over our projected

offensive in the Western Desert. General Auchinleck replied
Ibid,71.B.

that after consultation with Admiral Cunningham and Air Marshal

Tedder he had decided to adhere to his predecessor's”^ plan to
reinforce Cyprus with one army Division as soon as possible.

With a view to implementing the Prime Minister's

decision (as already recommended by the Joint Planni

on 20 June and agreed to by the Chiefs of Staff)

retention of Cyprus, the Air Ministry signalled Air Marshal

Tedder that in their vxm the retention on the island of at

ng Cojiir.ii

for the

j:bid.77A
and

j.pT^Ai)
ttee

467

least one single-engine fighter squadron, with facilities for

operating as many additional reitiforcing squadrons as possible,

appeared to be necessary; that facilities waild be required for

the occasional operation of a long-range fighter squadron and

G.R. aircraft to cover operations of our Fleet

and that facilities ■would also be required for
2

Was already there),

in that area,

a small striking

Further, that the

immediate appointment of a Senior Air Staff Officer and a siaall

force (which, in fact.

Headquarters in Cyprus appeared to bo desirable to

these measures without loss of time.

carry out

In response to these

suggestions Air Marshal Tedder decided to reinforce Cyprus
with No,259 Wing (under the operational and administrative

834,
8^, ..and
H.Q. ,M.E,
0. R.B, July
Appx, 32.

control of the Palestine and Trans Jordan Command), the

remainder of No,80 Squadron, A, S. P. and Salvage Sections, and

stores and equipment for three Hurricane squadrons and

(One of these Hurricane

squadrons was to bo permanently located at Cyprus and the
/ other

one

G. R, flight, on a two months basis.

1  General ?fevall

2  A striking force had been formed from the detachments of
Nos,815 and 826 Squadrons F. A. A.

&. I999I3/JHL/7/48
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other two would be located in Palestine and Syria but would

be moved at short notice to Cyprus, if necessary).

The policy and defence plan for C3?prus approved

by the C's.-in-C. provided for the eatablishraent of three

defended aerodromes with one satellite each. The recent

M.E. Joint

Planning Staff
Paper No,54
(18,6,41) and
"Report on'
Defence of

Cyprus"

(18.6.41)
A.H.Q

0,R,B. July
Appx, 52.

M.E,• »

operations in Greece and Crete, had, however,, demonstratad

the necessity for a large nimiber of landing grounds to

provide for the wide dispersal of units in the event of

heavy sustained air attacks. Air Marshal Tedder therefore

decided that a sufficient nmber of onergenoy landing

grounds or strips from which sq_uadrons could operate small

detachments - refuelling if necessary on the main and

should be prepared. Meanwhilesatellite aerodromes -

the construction of an additional aerodrome at leriskipos

(near Paphos), a satellite at Larnaca (near Perivolia)

and an operational landing ground at Sotira (near

Parmagusta) was put in hand forthwith.

The role of the air forces in Cjrprus was detailed

by Air Marshal Tedder to the A. 0. C. , No,259 Wing as

follows:-

Ibid,

(a) Fighter defence against enemy air attack

objectives in the island and on our shipping

approaching the island.

Air attack on enemy air~borne and sea-borne forces.

Air reconnaissance of enemy naval and air

dispositions and movements.

Co-operation vdth military and naval furoes within

the limit of No,259 Group's resources,

would include operations to cover the Fleet'

movements in the neighbourhood of the island.

The transport of the 50th Division, No,259 Wing

and N0.8O Squadron to Cyprus was successfully carried out

on

(t)

(o)

(^)

This

s

Admiralty Hist;
Section

Narrative "Ops.
of the Med:
Fleet & Force

V*

M'H'
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by the Royal Navy from Fort Said and Haifa in operation

"Guillotine" between 18 July and 29 August, the personnel being
embarked in cruisers, destroyers and minelayers. Air

No, 201 Grp,
O.R,B, July reconnaissances (by No,201 Group) to protect our shipping

movements engaged in the operation against possible attacks by

enemy surface forces were carried out until the completion of

the operation on 29 August, These reconnaissances took the

form of a daily search of Areas I, J and m"* by Blenheims of

No, 203 squadron and Swordfish of No.815 Squadron, P, A, A.

No.201 Group»s Shipping and Anti-Submarine Patrols,

No,201 Grp,
0,E.B, June,
Appx,S,
et seq.

In June special patrols (known as BTXN and BTXS)

were instituted by No,201 Group between Crete and Libya to ̂ ve

warning of enemy ships approaching Libya or the Eastern

Mediterranean, These patrols wore performed at regular

intervals by Blenheims of No,203 Squadron and Trore maintained

throughout the period under review.

No,201 Grp,
0, R. B, entry
of 9 July
and

Appx.I<1)

Following upon the enemy air attacks on Cyprus above

mentioned^ No,201 Group drew up a cartographic diagram in which

the whole of the Eastern Mediterranean was divided into certain

natural operational areas designated by letters of the Alphabet^

Of these areas the following wore made the responsibility of

H,Q, , R, A. F. , Cyprus, vizj-

Area C (an area to the north and east of Cyprus
adjoining Area I on the west and extending
as far east as Karadash Burnu)

Area E (the Syrian coast as far south as Rcuad
Island)

Area I (the gulf of Adalya and extending as far
south as a line joining Cape Lindos (Rhodes)
to Cape Arnauti (Cyprus))

Area M (Rhodes and the coastal area from Seven Capes
to Cape Kheledonia)

In order to simplify and standardise the i^connais-Ibid.

sanoe of the operational areas for which H.Q,, R, A. F. , Cyprus
/was

1  See para. 3 of this page
2  On page 285 supra
3  A copy of this diagram is given in Appendix "K"
G.199913/JI1/7AB
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was, responsible, the folloY/ing daily scale of reconnaissance

was suggested:-

(i) A.M. reconnaissance of Area M with a periodic

oxaBiination of Rhodes* harbours, by one

Beaufighter.

(ii) A. M. coastal search of Cape Anamur to Cape

Kholedonia including the Gulf of Adalya, by one

Sv/-ordfish.

(iii) A. M. coastal search from Cape Kizliman to

Karadash Buriiu returning by the centre of the

channel, by one £worc:,fi

(iv) P, M. coastal reconnaissance from Cape Anamur to

Seven Capes, by one Beaufi^ter or Blenheim.

Ibid. Meanwhile Dorniers of No.2 Yugo-Slav Squadron and

Ansons of No.I3 Hellenic Squadron carried out daily anti-

subucarine dusk patrols (knovm as P.P. 2.C) to a depth of

100 miles north and north-westv/ard of Alexandria.

No. 201 Grp.
0. R. B.

Entry of
10 Sep. &
Appx.G (1)

During September No.201 Group inaugurated two

new patrols under the names of "Needle" and "Plug".

"Needle" patrol was carried out daily by two Swordfish (one

of vtiich was fitted Tdth A. S, V. vdien possible) operating

from Nicosia between Cyprus and lon^tude 30° east, with the

object of giving warning of hostile ships approaching

The "Plug" patrol was made daily

by two Beauforts flying together from Puka to a position

o

off Sapienza, and thence singly from datum points 38 north,

20* east, and 36“ 26* north, 21° 35' east, flying on

tracks of 205° for I60 iidles, returning thence to Puka

(a total distance of 1,050 sea miles),

this patrol vTas to locate enemy shipping believed to be

The

Limassol and Parmagustao

o
21

The intention of

IbM., Entry
of 21 Sep, &
Appx. J.

using a route from the south*-v/ost of Greece to Benghazi

(due to Malta's offensive strikes against enemy shipping

/lines
G.199913/JU-/7/if8
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lines to Libya having, it ms thou^t, forced the enemy to

give Malta a wide berth).

In view of an increasing enemy threat to oiir ship
Admiralty Hist.
Section ping

of'^fMedl'^^^’ Egyptian coast, Walms and Swordfish
aircraft fron the battleships Queen Elizabeth and ValiantFleet &

Force ‘H*"
and

No,201 Grp.
0. R. B.

Oot, ,Appx. V.‘

began daily anti-submarine searches between five and fifteen

miles off the coast from Alexandria to Damietta during the
last week of October. In addition to these searches

Beaufi^ters of No, 272 Squadron, Blenheims of No, 203 Squadron

and Sunderlands of No,230 Squadron were also oaployod on anti

submarine and reconnaissance patrols in the Eastern

Mediterranean, and Marylands of No,39 Squadron made photographic

reconnaissances of the port of Piraeus, the Corinth Canal, the

harbours of Crete, the Dodecanese Islands and other objectives.
No. 201 Grp.
& No. 203 Sqn.
0.E.B»s Sep.,

During an anti-submailne patrol by a Blenheim ( of

No.203 Squadron) on 5 September a large Italian submarine

sifted on the surface in position 34° 02* north, 25° I6* east.

The Blenheim made a shallow dive to 1 ,500 feet and tried to

bomb the submarine amidships but the bomb switch failed to

function;

was

it then lost height to 900 feet and dropped four

Oot.

bcmbs in a salvo vhich hit the water ten to twenty yards beyond

the conning tower. The submarine replied with its rear gun

and then listed to port but continued on the surface and

escaped. On 15 October a Blenheim on the Crete-Libya patrol

sighted an enemy submarine in position 34°* 21* north, 23° 11*

east, and dropped a stick of bombs; two certain hits were

obtained causing explosions which raised a great mass of

water just aft of the conning tower. The submarine disappeared

and vsiien the disturbance in the water had aibsided bubbles

1
were seen rising to the surface.

/On-
Admiralty
Monthly Anti-
Submarine

Report C.B.

04050/4X8)

1 This was an Italian U-boat:
sli^tly damaged".

it was assessed as "probably

G.I999I5/JII/7/48
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A.H.Q. , M.E.
Op. Summaries

On several occasions the R.A.P. patrols came in

contact mth enemy aircraft, and ccanbats usually developed

from these encounters. On 21 October one of three

Blenheinis of the Croto-Libya patrol encountered an ME. 110

south of Crete. A combat ensued in which the Blenheim

sustained slight damage while the ME.110 was believed to

On the following day a Sunderland

(of No.230 Squadron) on reconnaissance sifted and attacked

an enemy submarine about 5O miles north-east of Aboukir;

Sunderland dropped two banbs from y)0 feet within twenty

yards of the U-boat which replied with machine-gun fire and

then dived.

have been destroyed.

th

The Sunderland returned for a second run over

No. 203 Sqn.
0. E« B. Sep.

e

the target but found that it had dived. Flares were

dropped and a second attack was made but no results- were

observed.

Protection of Shipping

The failure of operation "Battleaxe’ to relievo

Tobruk meant that the bulk of supplies for that port had

still to be carried by ships of the Naval Inshore Squadron.

At this period (June) enemy air attacks against Tobruk

reached their maximum effort, and the work of the Inshore

Squadron was correspondingly the more hazardous.

The Inshore Squadron originally comprised the

monitor Terror (sunk in February) , throe River gun-boats

from the China Station, the Aphis, Ladybird and Gnat. and

2
(later) the Cidcket, the armed boarding-steamers Chakla and

Fiona, three small ships (each of about 250 tons) oaptvired

from the Italians, and such destroyers as could be made

available from operations elsewhere,

the fuel tankers. Pass Balmaha, Hekla,, Adinda and

Tobruk.

1

There were also

Admiralty
Account of

Naval War in

Mediterranean

Ibid.

Toneline, and several petrol and store carriers. To these

/must

See page 231 supra.
2  Dive-bombed and sunk off Tobruk in April.
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must be added a fleet of ei^t "A” lifters vshich plied betvreen

these lighters trahspcarted 3,500

tons of stores, ammunition and petrol, sixty tanka and 33Q

personnel during the seige.

1
Mersa Matruh and Tobruk;

During the month of June, while

enemy air attacks were at their height, the greater part of

the supplies for Tobruk were carried by tank landing craft and

but in July the running of store shipsdestroyers. was

resumed.

The protection of shipping to and from Tobruk

usually performed by Hurricanes of Nos. 73 and 274 Squadrons

and, on occasion, by Hurricanes of No,1 Squadron, S. A. A. F. ,
and Tomahawks of No,2 Squadron, S. A. A. P. ̂

was

This serndce

was largely in the nature of a routine; it involved a heavy

drain on the Desert fighter Squadrons T(^iich, as alwaya,. were

in constant demand for other duties. The A. 0. C. “in>''C,

considered that as far as possible the strength of the

protective patrols for shipping on the Tobruk run should not be

A.H.<j. M.E,
0. H. B.

Juno

Appx. 32,

less than squadron formation, and that in the case of slow

convoys all available fighter squadrons should be anployed.

Nevertheless on several occasions enony air attacks took a

heavy toll of our convoys; for example, on 24 June, Hirrricanes

of No,274 squadron provided protection for the Pass of
No,204 Grp,
0. R. B. &

Admiralty
Account of

Naval War

in Mediter

ranean,

Balmaha and two escorting sloops, H. M. S. Auckland and

H, M, A. S. Parr^iatta.

formations of JU.88»s and seme S.79fsi

This convoy was attacked by throe

the Hurricanes shot

down one S.79 and damaged another but the Auckland was hit

several times and sank. The Parramatta shot down two enemy

/aircraft

Adrdralty
Hist,Section

Narrative

"Ops of the
Mad,Fle0t &

Force »H*"

1 The "A" lifters were used following on representations
by the R. A. P. that the employment of filter protection
for slow (and therefore vulnerable) convoys entailed a
liigher degree of losses and unserviceability of aircraft,

2  Nos, 1 and 2 Sqns, S.A.A.P. were of No, 258 Wing; they were
based at Bagush Waterloo and Amriya respectively.
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aircraft but the Pass of Balmaha was dajnaged by near misses;

she was rescued by the destroyei,* Waterhen (sent to her aid

fraa Tobruk) which towed her into the harbour.

H.Q. , M.E.
AOG/206

The insuffj.ciency of fighter protection

exemplified by the loss of the Auckland was felt

as

26a very

keenly by Admiral Cunningham.

Tedder (dated 24 June) the Admiral stated;

"204 Group have made it clear in telephone

In a signal to Air Marshal

conversation that while they are most willing to do

everything in their power they cannot guarantee adequate

fighter protection for supply sliips to Tobruk,

further state that cover for supply ships is secondary to

It was arranged at C.-in-C*s

meeting 18. June that advantage was to be taken of this

period to run in suppliesj

They

other operations

if the air protection is to

be treated as a secondary operation so far as aircraft

are concerned this policy cannot be implemented and the

supply to Tobruk must cease, except by destroyer and that

also will have to stop if protection cannot be arranged .

To this Air Marshal Tedder r eplied that althou^ an

absolute guarantee was impossible, ho had instructed No.

204 Group tliat fighter cover must take absolute priority.

In the meantime the shore defences at Tobruk

Ibid; 27A.

Admiralty
Account

of Naval War

in Med:
wore gradually strengthened until eventually they did heavy

execution on daylight attacks of enemy dive-besnbors.

induced the enemy to shell the harboixr Tdth artillery

spotting" aircraft being frequently employed

which enabled the batteries to pursue our ships with

This nuisanoe was at length overcone

in a ccmbined operation between the Royal Artillery within

* /the

Thi

batteries, a

salvos of shells.

s

1 H. M. S. Waterhqn was herself sunlc on 29 June by enemy
aircraft while proceeding to Tobruk.

G. 199913/JLL/7/48
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the Tobruk perimeter. Swordfish of the P. A. A. and H. M. S.

Aphis.

A. H. , M. E.
Op.Summaries;
Admiralty
Hist.Section

Narrative;
"Ops.of the
Med; Fleet &

Force 'H•"

Meanwhile a number of enemy efforts to attack our

convoys sailing to and frcm Tobruk were broken up by

fighter patrols, although not without some losses to the

convoys and to our aircraft.

our

On 29 June, a special convoy

ccmprising two merchant vessels ( escorted by H. M. S. Flaming,

Cricket and Southern Isles) carrying military stores, sailed

frcm Mersa Matruh to Tobrul^,

Kg.204 Group's fighters (comprising Hurricanes of Nos,73 and

Next day the maximum effort of

No.204 Grp.
O.R.B.June

274 Squadrons and No,1 S,A.A.F»Squadron and Tomahawks of No,

250 Squadron) was employed in providing continuous air

protection for this convoy. During the afternoon six major

enemy air attacks were delivered varying firom twenty to

forty-five JU,87‘s and 88's escorted by ME. 109's and 110»s and.

G,50's which overwhelmed our filters. In spite of this ,
I

our aircraft forced several enemy aircraft to jettison their

bcmbs, shot dovm two ME. 110's, two JU.87's, two JU.88'3 and two

G.50's, and damaged one ME.110 and one JU.88 for the loss of

one Hurricane and one Tomahawk; moreover, the Flamingo and the

Southern Isles accounted for four eneany aircraft and damaged

two others. The two store ships succeeded in reaching Tobruk

safely althou^ the Flamingo and the Cricket were damaged by

near misses.

Ibid. During July the enemy loade further determined attacks

on our Tobruk convoys and on Tobruk harbour. On 15 July, ten

Hurricanes of No.73 Squadron, while giving protection to a

convoy of two "A" ligliters, intercepted fifteen JU.87»s and

five ME,110‘s which attacked the convoy, and destroyed six of

the JU's and one ME;

lifters was sunk.

two Hurricanes were lost and one of the

Four days later (19 July) eleven

Information

frcm Admtly,
Hist:Section

and No.73 Sqn Hurricanes of the same Squadron protecting another convoy of
O.R.B. June /"A"
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"A" lighters encountered twelve 4ffi.109's;

drove off the enony aircraft before they could attack the

convoy; one Hurricane was missing,

attacks occtrrred on 29 July when twenty JU.87*3 and ten
/

ICE.109*3 attacked another convoy of two "A" lighters* The

escort of twelve Tcmahav/ks (of No,2 Squadron, S.A.A.F)

destroyed four JU*s and pi’obably destroyed two further

aircraft and damaged several others for the loss of two

Taaahawks; one of the "A" lighters was sunk.

In August, enemy attacks increased on our shipping

in and out of Tobruk, and were marked by the rising list of

casualties to our ships and protective fighters. On

4 August, the merchant vessel Sotra was damaged off Mersa

the Htirricanes

One of the heaviest

Ibid; and

A. H. Q. , Ivl. H,
Op .Summaries

Admiralty
Hist:Section

Narrative "Ops.
of the Mod;
Fleet &

Force ’H*"

Matruh, and on 17 August some "A" lighters and the schooner

Mario Oiovanni (previoiasly captured from the enemy) ware

damaged, and several "dumb" lighters sunk, by enemy dive"

bombing attacks off Tobruk, Next day twelve TcmxahawksNo,204 Grp,
O.R.B.

August. of No,250 Squadron on shipping protection encountered

twenty ME. 109's and six IvIE. 110»s, the latter aimed with

The Tomahawks forced the ME.110*3 to jettison thair

bombs five miles away from the convoy;

On 19 August the trawler Thorbyrn was bombed

and sunk eight miles frcra Tobruk v/hile towing two lighters,

one of Tshich was sunk the other drifting ashore in enemy

territory, and on 22 August the Lesbos v/as damaged in

Tobruk harbour by a near nxLss in an enemy dive-bombing raid.

Operation "Treacle"

bcmbs.

one Tcmaliawk was

shot down.

In the meantime, in response to strong

representations by the Australian Government, it was

decided to relieve the 18th Australian Brigade at Tobruk

by a Polish Independent Brigade,

as "Treacle" - involved the transfer of 6,120 polish

/troops

The operation - kn

G

own
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troops and 1,400 tons of stores, and the withdrawal of 5,000
Australians.

It was arranged that the transfer of personnel should

be made by a succession of runs by the mino-layers Abdiel and

alternately, each accompanied by three destroyers
(covered by cruisers of the 7th. and 15th Cruiser Squadrons),

were to be conveyed by the Lesbos and the fuel

The operation was carried out

while the stores

by the Pass of Balmaha.

successfully between 1? and 29 August, and during the process
the whole of the fighter effort of No,2O4

The enemy made dive-bombing attacks

Group was employed,

on our ships on several
Admiralty
Hist;Section
Narrative

"Ops,of the
Med: Fleet

& Force

H, Q, M,E,
Op, Summaries

nights d-uring the operation, and on the night of 27 August
the destroyer Phoebe

by enemy aircraft,

forty dive-bombers and the Canadian

was torpedoed and extensively damaged
On the same night Tobruk was raided by

mine-sweeper Skud III was

set on fire and sank.
Several fighter actions took place,

notably on 21 August, north of Bardia, vdien ten JU.87's,
eighteon iCE, 110'3, twenty-five ME, 109»s and a formation of

A. H, Q, , M. E, ,
Op.Summaries

HE.11lfs were intercepted by a force of some twenty Hurricanes
and Tcmahawks,

1

One ME. 110 was shot down, four were probably

destroyed, and eight others wore damaged for the loss of three
Hurricanes and one Tcmahawk on, and one Hurricane and e

Tomahawk damaged. During this attack the destroyer Nizam

was damaged by a near miss.

Operation "Supercharge"

Between 17 and 27 September a similar operation was

carried out to relieve further Australian units of the Tobruk

Ibid; and

Adiiiralty
Account of

Naval War

in tho Medi garrison mth British troops of the 6th Division from Syria;
5,000 men and forty tanks were run into Tobruk and a further

/6,000

War Diaries

Nos.1 & 2

Sqn3,S,A.A.F

1 The Tcmaiiawks (seven in number) were of No.2 Son. S.A.A.P
the H^icanes wore of No, 75 Sqn. and N0.I Sen. S.A.A.P.
and the R.N. fighter Sqn.
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6,000 time-expired troops were Tri-thdrawn,

took place with little interference hy the enemy except

on the ni|^t of 23/24 September when enemy aircraft layed

mines in Tobruk harbour.

This operation

Operation "Cultivate"

Ibid. &

Admiralty hist;
Section

Narrative "Ops.
of the Med:

Fleet &

Force *"

Duiring October the final relief of the garrison was

completed when the 9th Australian Division handed over

Tobruk to the 70th Division, In the course of this

operation the Pass of Balmaha and the Samos v/ere tcsrpedoed

by U.-boats and lost, the former with all hands (on

16 October), and the mine-layer Latona was bombed and sunk

Meanwldle, enemy submarine activity was

increasing and on 21 October H.M.S. Gnat (gunboat) while on

passage from Tobruk to Alexandiia had her bows blown off by

on 25 October,

a torpedo: she was towed to Alexandria by the destroyer

Griffin escorted by the torraed -vdialer Southern Maid of the

South African Seaward Defence Force.

Gen,

Auchinleck*s

Despatch

The work of the Navy, the R, A. F. and the F, A'4 A,*

in operations "Treacle", Supercharge" and "Cultivate"

earned the thanks of the G. 0. C.-in-C, who stated that

they enabled the relief of the Australian troops from Tobruk

to be carried out with negligible loss to Army personnel

though at a great strain and some losses to thanselves. The

G, 0, C.-in-C. also stressed the "excellent" liaison between

the Army, the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force.

Further Revival of Coastal Command Controversy.

MeanwMle, the controversy as to Coastal Command

in the Eastern Mediterranean betv/een Admiral Cunningham and

1
Sir imrthur Longmore had been revived when the Admiral

/approached

See pages 138 and 139 supra.1
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approached Air Marshal Tedder oa the subject in June.

Arising out of a discussion (at one of the periodical

Ccaiimanders‘-in-Chief*s meetings held on 4 June) on the question

of pooling the resources of the disembarked Fleet Air Arm units

with the Royal Air Force, Air Marshal Tedder wrote to the

Admiral proposing the following arrangements;*-*

(l) That,No.803 and 806 F.A.A. Squadrons
A. 0. C/206

19B

(7.6.41)

should join

with No.33 (Fighter) Squadron R.A.F. (Hurricanes)
at Edku (to be known

1

as No.806/33 Squadron under the

control of No. 252 Wing of No. 202 Group) and be

allocated permanently to the defence of Alexandria,

(ii) That No.805 Squadron F.A.A. (Fulmars and Brewster

Buffaloes) sliould bo moved From Aboukir to Lake

Maryut, its role to be the provision of fi^xter

protection for coastal shipping within its range,

or for operations of the Swordfish units T,TAien

required, under the control of No.201 Group which

would be operating the Beaufighter squadrons (Nos.

252 and 272 when employed on the same duties,

(iii) That Nos,8l5 and 819 F.A.A. Squadrons should also

bo put under the control of the A. 0. 0. , No.201 Group,

who vrould be responsible with the commands concerned

( i? No. 204 Group and the A. 0.0. Palestine and

Trans-Jordan) ^ould Swordfish and Albacores be

required to operate in those areas.

Ibid

23A

(11.6.41)

To these suggestions the Admiral replied that owing

to the new situation in which 'we have a relatively weakened.

Fleet faced with an extremely powerful enemy air force based

inconveniently close to cur bases" he considered that the

safety of Egypt and the Middle East now depended on our ability
/to

In July No. 806/33 Squadron and 803 Squadron (Martlets)
were merged into what was known as the "R.N. Fighter
Squadron".
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to keop enamy sea borne forces and supplies beyond the lino

of Benghasi to Sapienza Island (excluding the Aegean Sea).

He therefore postulated that 'an air organisation must bo

developed along the Egyptian coast which would provide:-

(i) A bombing and torpedo force to destroy any

,  surface force mo'ving beyond the line botv/een the-

v/estom end of Crete and Africa,

(ii) A reconnaissance force to give information of tho

movement of onomy surface forces an3Avhare in tho

Oontral and Eastern Modkterranean (Malta as an

air base vrould be an integral part of this item),

(iii) A fighter force covering our linos of supply and

tho movements of our surface forces,

"Wo are" (ho continued) "noY/ beginning to form the nucleus

of tho forces needed for this organisation.

Malta_a useful though still inadequate force of reconnaissance

(Maryland) airc raft.

We have in

In Egypt there is 201 Group and a

Blenheim squadron about to arrive. Finally there are the

Boaufighters sent out from the U.K. All these imits have

been, or are, intended for vrork overseas. It is from

this nuclous that I hope to see biiilt up the air strength

vYhich Ydll carry out tho objects describod in the previous

paragraphs, and it is the organisation to operate and control

these forces which I am so anxious to see instituted as

quiclcly as possible".

Tho Admiral ■ expressed himself "willing and

that 'bhe Fleet Air Arm should contribute to thoanxious

TTi^ynmim possible to increaise the forces available". He

considered that the command of this organisation  - which

in his vievY v/as "fundamentally analogous to the Coastal

should be carried out by tho R,A.P butCommand at home" • >

/he
G. i99913/JLL/B/liB
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he felt that the Officer in Command should have a nucleus of

aircraft belonging to him and should work pri

duties specified above.

Jiifurily on the

He felt that it was " quite useless

to expect efficiency on such Mghly specialised work as

ot-erseas flying, with its problems of navigation,

recognition and so forth if the units employed were liable

at any moment to be removed for other work", In a final

paragraph the Admiral simimed up his ideas thus;-

"It is my considered opinion that an Air Command

(called a Coastal Command or any other name if that one is

unacceptable) is at once needed, designed to operate against

searborne enemy forcesj

and operated by the Royal Air Force but in the closest

that this force should, be controlled

collaboration' v/ith myself, and that it must have its ovm units

which will not be removed for other duties without prior

To this Command vrould be attached allconsultation.

disembarked Fleet Air Arm units whio could be organised and

handled by a Naval Cfficer working in with the Air Force

Coimnander of the Command",

Ibid 25A

(2%6.4i)
In replying to this letter Air Marshal Tedder agreed

to "the principle of a nucleus of specially trained air forces

allocated to the formation v/hose primary role is to co-operate

with the Naval forces" , and ho informed the Admiral that he

building up No.2C1 Group to serve as that nucleus.

was

But he

could , not agree that the Coastal Command in the U.K. ifl^as

analogous to the situation in the Eastern Mediterranean, and

he felt that Naval operations could not "bo properly

considered as a self contained activity separate from the main

air and land operations in Middle East". He considered that

sea, land and air operations were so closely interrelated

that effective co-ordination was only possible if the

campaign was treated as a conibined operation "in the full

/sense
G. 1999i3/JLL/a/2j£i
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sense of that term", and ttiat it was "essential to produce

the requisite air situation which would enable

and land forces to operate siiccassfully".

this effect could only bo secured by establishing  a joint

executive operational headquarters v/hich would exercise

our sea

In his opinion

a co-ordinated direction of all sea, land and air forces in

the Mediterranean: it could not be effected by trying to

segregate Na.val/Air operation

he concluded

We will spare no effort"

to moot the Navy's requirements,

but specifically to segregate air forces for special duties

and thereby to prcsclude concentration of air effort is

at the present time playing into the German hands".

Admiral Gimnini^am could not, however, aigreo to

Air Marshal Tedder's solution of the problem:

the Air Marshal regarded the proposed organisation

comparatively small one" whereas he (the Admiral) considered

ha felt that

as a

lbid.3lA

(6.7.41)

it should be on a much greater scale covering all our coasts

in the Mediterranean. The arrangements you propose" he

wrote'"will, it appears to me, merely serve to perpetuate

a state of affairs ?/hich has proved to be inefficient and

whose continuance I cannot coimtenance. So long as a

position exists where irrportant Naval operations can be

jeopardised - by the sudden ’withdrawal of the reconnaissEince

on which those operations are being based, or v/here, owing

to lack of training, Royal Air Force aircraft fail to transmit

vitally iiiportant sighting reports and even attack

surface forces - it is evident that the'situation cannot

bo regarded as satisfactory",

that the only way of organising our air forces

out and strike at the enemy warships and sea borne supplies"

and which could protect our surface forces, was the solution

our own

The Admiral was convinced

to search

which he had put forward in his previous letter,

/MeanwhileG.199913/JLL/8/Z^
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Mearwhile he was still hoping that some way of meeting

these requirements may yet be evolved between us out here".

1
To this latter Air Marshal Tedder did not reply and

the controversy still remained unsettled. On 14. August

Admiral Cunningham re-opened his bombardment, the-first

paragraph of his letter stating that it has becomeIbid 36a

^ v

increasingly clear in the past month that the existing

organisation for the co-ordination of flying operations

the sea is cumbrous and inadequate". In his opinion th

over

e

solution lay "in the fulfilment of three prime requirements:-

(a) The establishment in direct personal touch vdth

my staff of a Royal Air Force Command charged with

the co-ordination of all R.A.F. operations over

the sea.

(b) ■ The provision of an adequate soode of raconnai

(c) The- ability to strike rapidly and effectively at

targets located by the reconnaissance."

ssanca.

He asserted that

"There can be no question but that the responsibility

for the general conduct of operations at sea against enemy

ships, or shipping, whether by air or surface forces, rests

with the Naval Commander-in-Chief. He alone can hold the

balance between the relative merits and need of air surface

action in specific cases It has been found by oxporianoe

that the present system, whereby the control of aircraft for

an operation is transferred to the Group or Groups v/hose

iimnediate area is involved, is unsound as loading to

misunderstanding and confusion. Comiminications, v^rhether

by signal or telephone, are usually bad and subject to

/maddening

1 There is no reply on the file from which the substance of

these letters are taken; and no reply has been found in
other files bearing on the subject.
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maddening delays, moreover it is noticeable that distantA',

Groups whose work does not nomally lie to seaward not

unnaturally lack appreciation of Naval problems and are

inclined to regard the work as a tedious and wasteful

diversion from their normal duty". The Admiral admitted

that the resources of the JViiddlo East were inadequate as

to aircraft, but he postulated that the stoppage of

supplies and the destruction of enemy shipping is so

important as to warrant a wider appreciation of its priority

and an acceptance that a reduction of other air efforts may

be necessarji"".

that"the operation of aircraft in connection with sea

In conclusion, he reiterated his conviction

targets should be the exclusive province of a

special command for sea co-operation, and he propounded

the follovri.ng "three main questions" which he desired should

"be specifically answered;-

What steps will be taken nov/ to institute a Royal

Air Force Command on the basis suggested above ?

What will be the status of the Officer Commanding ?

What airefaft v/ill be put under the control of

(a)

this Command and what aircraft will come under it

in future ?

(c) Will it be accepted that the aircraft -under (b)

will not be detached for other tasks than those

of the command vd.thout prior reference to the

Commandei-^in-Chief Mediterranean ?".

The effect of this communication on Air Marshal
AOG-in-C

Correspon
dence with

the V.C.A.S.

(16.8.41)

Tedder can be gauged by a letter which he -wrote to the

1
V. C.A.S.

/I

Air Chief Marshal Sir ?/ilfrod R. Freeman.1
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"I do not know how far this_ sort of thing has to

be taken seriously but in view of possible repercussions at

home I am enclosing a copy of a letter I have just had from

V ■

C.-in-C. Med.

I propose to say that I entirely agree v/ith the

but as regards

implementing them the essentials are, firstly, a proper

joint operations room at Alex, similar to the Coastal

.1
throe requirements specified in para.3

Command one at home. We have one at present ¥/ith 201 Croup

and have managed to drag the Naval liaison to it, but we

need something better than that, , At present we cannot

get the Admiral to agree to a proper site. Secondly, a

combined headquarters comprising all three Services so that

the balance betv/een the land, sea and air requirements

I think it is quite wrong for the

C.“in-C. ¥ied. to say that he alone can 'hold the balance

can be properly kept.

between the relative merits and needs of air or surface

action' since the possibilities of using air action must be

btilanced with the needs of the Army and the air situation

as a T/hola.

G.A.S. may have told you that he and I and the

First Sea Lord staged a disGUSsion on -the question at

Checkers (sic).but it fizzled out after ten minutes desultory

talk. The Naval Staff here are excellent and there is one

simple remedy to the whole problem but that I am afraid is

beyond my scope".

A month later (15 September) the Admiral v/rota a

AOG/206 further letter to the Air-Marshal asking if a reply could bo

/ sent
38a

1 i.e. the "three prime requirements" in the
Admiral's letter.
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sent to his letter of 14 August, particularly with regard

to the three questions which ho had propounded therein.

17 September he wrote to the ivlinister of State, Middle East,

(who was about to return to England)'asking him to take

with the authorities

On

up

in London the question of the

1

organisation and allocation of air forces - which the

AdL'dral regarded as of the very hif^est importance".

On the following day (18 September) Air Marshal

Tedder replied to the Adiiiral's letter of I4 August,

explaining the operational role and strength of No.201

Group and stating that an experienced nir Officer (Air

Commodore Slatter) had been selected to be the Commander

Ibid 39A

of this Group and was now on his way to the U.K. v/ith a

to getting up to date as to the organisation and

After further explanatory

paragraphs (of, considerable length) dealing Td.th reconnaissance-

and the striking at targets found by reconnaissance, the Air

Marshal deprecated the Admiral's contention that the.Naval

Commander—in^Chief could " alone hold the balance betv/een

the relative merits and needs of air or sTxrface action in

In hivS opixiion that balance could

"only be drawn by the A.O.C.-in-C. in close co-operation

•v/ith both the C,-in-C. Middle East and the C,“in-C,

An essential feature of effective air action,

v/hich the enemy has himself observed repeatedly, is

concentration of the Biaximum force at the decisive target.

The extent to which this concentration can be effected

involves drawing a balance not only between air and sea

action but betvreen the concurrent air operations in support

/of

view

methods of Coastal Conmiand".

specific cases".

Medite rrane an.

1 Captain the Rt. Hon Oliver Lyttelton, P.C.

G.199913/JLL/8/4S
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of the army and also those towards the primary objective of

air superiority. This principle has been most clearly
%

reaffirmed by the Mnister of Defence, i.e. that for all

major operational purposes our plans must govern the

employment of the whole air forces throughout the Middle

East, and that the question of what proportion, if any, of the

air forces should bo devoted at any time specifically for the

support of Naval or Army operations, should bo agreed by the

throe Commanders-in-Chiof in consultation, bearing in mind that

the Air Force had its own dominant strategic role to play and

that nothing in the arrangements made for close support of

Navy or Army should mar the integrity of the Air Force

contribution to any major scheme".

our

In the final paragraph of

this letter the Air Marshal expressed the hope that some

method would be found of overcoming the difficulties in

establishing a Naval Headquarters jointly with those of the

Army and Air Force; the present arrangement by which your

headquarters are connected with the C.-in-G. IVJiddle East and

myself only by a somewhat unreliable telephone is fraught with

the gravest dangers wl'dch loomed only too largo on occasions

such as that of the evacuation of Crete, when vital decisions

affecting all throe Services had to be made "

Ibid 24DA A further letter was sent by Admiral Cunningham to Air

Marshal Tedder on 23 September in which the Admiral laid no

claim to an overriding position in regard to the distribution

of forces, which is and must remain a matter of the Commanders-

in-Chief in conference"; but he maintained "that v/hero

operations at sea are concerned, the responsibility for the
#

conduct of such operations with whatever forces can be

made available is mine, and the balance between ttie action of

air and surface forces must be vjorked out by my staff vd.th '

the advice and co-operation of the Air Officer OoiiBnanding,

/Naval
G-.i999'13/jLL/VAb
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Naval Go-operation Group "

No.201 Group Re-formed as No.201 fNaval Co-operation) Group.

Meaiwhila the matters affecting the controversy were

being investigated by the Air Ivlinistry and the AtSmiralty, and

were discussed at a .Mii:iist0rial Conference held in London

on 23 September. • After further discussions between the

Chief of the Air Staff and the Admiralty an asgreement

reached as follows:‘-

(i) No.201 Group should be designated "No.201 (Naval

Go-operation) Gnaup".

the units in the Group was to be exercised

provided in the agreement, the A.O.C.-in-G,

Middle East, being the Service authority ultimately

responsible for the employment of all the

available air forces under his command in the

was

Operational control of

as

Ibid 4AE

Ibid h6A

best interests of all three Services,

(ii) The primary functions of No.201 (N.o) Group were

to bo the conduct of operations at sea' and

co-operation with the Mediterranean Fleet as

required by the G.“in-C. Mediterranean. If

necessary one or more units of the Group might

have to be employed on tasks other than those of

their primary functions, but except in emergency

this would not be done mthout prior reference

to the C.-in-C. Mediterranean or his representative.

Similarly operations of No.201 (N.C) Group might

be supplemented by squadrons of another Group,

(iii) The allocation of operational units to or from

No.201 (N.c) Group was to be decided from time

time by the. A*. 0. G.-in-C. after consultation with

the C.-ln*-C. Mediterranean and G.O.G. Middle East

/ according
G,199913/JLL/8/2(S
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according to the needs of the general situation*

If either of the latter felt unable to accept the

decision^ the A.O.Or dn-O. would report to the

The C.“in~C. Mediterranean might,

however, withdraw units of the Fleet Air Ann at any

time if such should be required for service afloat,

(iv) All R. A.F. and disembarked Fleet Air Arm units

whoso primary duty for the time being was

co-operation with the Fleet in the Eastern
«

Mediterranean vfere to be under the operational

control of No.201 (N.C) Group,

allocated to No,201 (N»0) Group were detailed for

co-operating with the Fleet the A.0.0. No,201 (N.c)

Group would c6-ordinate the orders of all -units and

if possible control them operationally,

(v) The strength of No.201 (N.C) Group

2 G.R. Squadrons R. A.F. (Nos»39> Marylands/
Bea-uforts and. 203, Blenheim IV’s)

1 G.R.Allied Squadron (No.13 Hellenic - Ansons)

1 Flying Boat Squadron R,A.F. (No.230 -
Sunderlands)

1 Flying Boat Allied Squadron (No,2 Tugo-Slav -
Domiers)

2 Long-range fighter squadrons, R.A.F. (Nos.252
and 272 - Beaufighters)

Special reconnaissance requirements of the O-rin-'G,

Mediterz-anean were to be mot as far as possible by

the central Photo: Reconnaissance Unit.

Minister of State*

Waen units not

was:

The

A.O.C. No.201 (N.C) Group would bo responsible for

representing priorities to Headquarters, R.A.F

Middle East,

•»

/(vi)

Ibid: 1 The combined strength of those tvro squadrons was only 
-

equal to one squadron at that time.

&.199913/JIF/8/2f8
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(vi) So far as the general situation allowed as many

air units as possible in the ivaddle Bast Command

were to he trained to operate over the sea and

in co-operation with the Navy, and a pool of

observers trained in Naval co-operation who

would fly with units detailed temporarily for

such co-operation would be formed* As many

Naval observers as possible were to be added to

this pool, but these might have to be withdrawn

at any time for operational work in the Carriers.

The broad strategic plan for the employment of

unitscf No.201 (N. c) Croup in co-operation with

the Navy vras to be agreed 'upon between the

A.O.C.-in~C. and the C.-in-C. Mediterranean who

would both approve the standing orders for

carrying out such co-operation.

These decisions were embodied in a joint Air Ministry and

Admiralty directive.

Exercise of Operational Control of R. N. Fulmar Flight.

Pursuant to para.' (iv) of the Air Ministry and

Admiralty directive (regarding the disembarked Fleet Air

Arm units) a conference was held on 25 October between the

A.0.C*s of No.201 (N.C) Croup and No,252 Wing and five Naval

Officers, as to the division of responsibility between

No,201 (N.c) Croup and No.252 Wing in fighter protection of

shipping off Alexandria, and to decide who was to exercise

operational control of the newly-formed R.N. Fulmar Flight.

The following decisions were reached;-

Standing Patrols as required by the C.-in-O.

Mediterranean,and responses to "Help" calls

the responsibility of No.201 (n.c) Croup using

Beaufighters and Fulmars, with fighter

/direction

(vii)

1.

were

&.i99913/JIi/8/A8
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direction exercised by H. M. ships,, anywhere east

of the Ishalie Rocks including, when

within 35 miles of Alexandria,

2. Interception of enemy aircraft entering

35 sea iBiles of Ras-el-Tin was No.252 Wing’s

responsibility, using Hunricanes under their

B/T control. .

3. Ships Positions reported by aircraft returning from

standing patrols must be reported to No,252 Wing,

to assist in identifying the plot of No.201 (N.C)

Group aircraft on standing patrols or passing to and

from ships and base,

—N. Fulmar Flight had been formed yd.th

object of increasing the filter force available

the protection of shipping, and therefore No,201

(N.c) Group was to have operational control

thereof.

necessary.

an area of

own

4.
the

for

V

By the end of October the,follovdng readjustments

had been made to the composition of No.201 (N. o) Group;-

No,39 (G.r) Squadron (Marylands and Beauforts)

was transferred to the Western Desert Bomber Group,

No.73 (Fighter) Squadron (Hurricanes)

moved from No. 204 Group to No. 201 (N. o) Group,

and
was

and No.700 Squadron, P. A. A. (Fulmars and

Walruses), the R. N. Fulmar Plight and a newly^

formed Sea Rescue Plight came under the

/operational

G.199913/JII/8/48
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operational control of No.201 (N.C) Group.'’
_in_jfag_D6lta Ar6a_and Suez OanaT

DuiU-ng the period under

was, on the whole, to leave the offensive

Western Desert to the Italian

concentrated upon attacks

Canal zone.

Operations
-Zone*

review the Axis policy

action in the

Air Force while the Luftwaffe

on the Delta area and the Suez

A.H.Q. M.E.
Op.Summaries.

The German air effort was mainly directed against

our meet and ehippi,^ i„ Alexandria harbour and to iapair
our air effort by attaoks on Fort Said, lemailia, Abu Sueif
and Suez, and to block the Canal by nines. These objectives

necessity of bombing and mine-laying by night
demanded the

cc-inaldent v/ith the full
moon periods, and day raiding

a minimum except for extensive reconnaissan

was

therefore'at
ces

success of the enemy's operations,

control of the R. A. P. defence of

250 Wing (reformed at Ismailia

Group, which was responsible for the

which were essential to the

The operational

No.250 Wing
O.R.B's July
~ Oct:

the Canal was performed by No.

on 1 July) under No,202

whole of the air defence of Egypt. At this time N0.250

operated No.94 Squadron (Hurricanes) and a force of Royal
Egyptian Air Force Gladiators. No.94 Squadron was based at

/ismailia

a.h.q. m.e
Op.Summaries

• > 1 Cogmoaition_gO[o,201 fN.nl

Unit

(H.Q.No,201 (n.0) Grp,
(Adv. G. R. b
No,2 Yugo-Slav, Sqm

No.13 Hellenic Sqn,
,No.73 Sqn.
No.73 Sq. detachment
No,203 Sqn.
No.230 Sqn.

■No,252 Sqn.
No,272 Sqn.

No. 700 Sqn. F,A.A.
N. N. Fulmar Flight
Sea Rescue Flight

G* i99913/JLL/8/48

Locatio

ase

Dekheila
Port Sai

Edlcu

Lydda (te

■a§at.. 31 October lo^ii,

n.
Alexandria
Etika

Aboukir

Aircraft

(Domier (7 a/c
(Sim. 14 (
Anson
Hurricane
Hurricane
Blenheim IV
Sunderland

1 Vo •
d

Kilo 8
Burg-el-Arab
Kasfareet

(5 Vo)
Beaufighter
Beaufightermpy.

attachmt)
Aboukir
Dekheila
Burg-el-Arab
area

Fulmar & Walrus
Fulmar
Wellington

(3 a/o)
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Ismailia: its role was to act a iiight fighter squadron,

with a detachment at Port Said which provided protection

as

for

shipping by day. No.250 Wing also operated Nos. 972, 973

and 974 Balloon Squadrons at Port Said, El Kantara and

Kasfareet respectively.

No,252 Wing
. O.R,B* s Jione
- Oct.

The air defence of Alexandria - inoluxiing the

provision of fighter protection to H. M. ships and

within its operational

convoys

was -under the operational

control of No.252 wing (under No:202 Group),

Beaufightbrs of Nos. 252 and 272 Squadrons (on loan from

No, 201 Group) and Fulmars of the P.

area

The

A. A. assisted on

occasion in special defensive commitments,

against enemy night attacks. In the earli

particularly

er part of this

period a Plight of No.95 Squadron (Hurricanes, detached at

Amiya) was responsible for night fighter defence, and later

No.30 Squadron (Hurricanes), based at Edku, undertook this
work.

Fighter defence by day was performed b 112y Nos.33,

(Tomahawks) and 274 (Hurricanes) Squadrons

of No.30 Squadron,

at Alexandria.

and one Pligh

1

t

There was also No, 971 Balloon Squadron

AOC-in-0.

Corresp.

with CAS,
Pt. II

I7OA.

The Grin-C., Mediterranean, claimed that the defence

of the Naval base at Alexandria and also the port and

and he

guns and searchlights which

kept the enemy from carrying out accurate bombing, and

insisted that fighter operations should therefore

shipping at Suez - was his responsibility,

maintained that it was Naval

be

subordinated. This was disputed by the A.O.C.-in-G who

/maintained

1 Other Balloon Sqns. were Nos.972, 973 and 974
stationed at El Kantara, Port Said and Kasfareet
respectively.

G. 199913/jIL/8/2jH
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maintained that it was "fantastic" to credit the Naval

gunnery and searchlights with the fact that enemy boiribs had,

in most cases, only straddled their objectives and not

obtained direct hits*

R. A. P. fighters "when allowed to

Some weeks later he wrote that the

co-operate, are

beginning to do rather v/ell" , but as they were only

beginning to get good results he proposed "to hold his
fire" until he had a larger volume of' practical evidence

on this point.

In June, enemy aircraft made numerous

reconnaissances of Alexandria and on 8 June a heavy , air

attack was made on the town during which mines were dropped

in the harbour v/hich ?ras temporarily closed

Further enemy attacks were made on Alexandria

of 20/21, 22/23 and 27/28

as a result.

on the nights

thirty aircraft operated

in the first of these raids and seventeen on the two

June;

follovd-ng nights On 24 and 25 June, two p. W. I,

Wellingtons of No,1 0, R. Unit swept the Suez Canal channel

where it passes through the Little Bitter Lake; this was

No.1 G.R. Unit,
0«R,B» July,

done as a precautionary measure as a mine had been reported

to have fallen in that vicinity during the raid of

22/23 June, but no result was obtained.

During July air attacks were made on Alexandria, the

These included an attack by

twenty JU.88's on Alexandria on the night of 6/7 July;

Delta and the Canal areas.

A.H.Q, M.Pa
Op.Summaries.

Hurricanes of No.94 Squadron endeavoured to intercept the

J.U.'s, but results were inconclusive. On the night of

9/10 July, enemy aircraft raided the Suez Canal in two

waves, the attack lasting for some hoirrs.

bombed Suez and Shallufa airfield without result, but the

second wave started a fire at Abu Sueir aerodrome where

/ tv7enty-six

The first wave

G.i99913/JLL/8/^
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C. O.S.Papers
(41) Wt-
Annex: (AOO
in-C to

0AS.14»7.41)

twenty.-six of our aircraft were destroyed on the ground

severely damaged and several buildings

During this attack four enemy aircraft

On the following night one of

a smaller vessel

were dropped at Port Said and

rt Said and

twenty others were

also damaged.

Admiralty Hist» laid mines in the Canal.
Section

Narrative

"Ops. of the

Med: Fleet &
Force 'H'"

were

our ships was sunk at Po

was damaged, and mines

Isznailia,

A. H. Q, M.E
Op. Summaries.

• f An enemy reconnaissance on 13 July preceded a
further attack

on the Oanal zone by two waves comprising
twenty-t¥/o aircraft, during which bombs were dropped at El

Kantara and Ismailia and the

Oeopgio and a

anchorage at Suez, The S. S.

smaller ship were set on fire by direct hits,
were dropped at the Canal entranced Hurricanes

and mines

of N0.9A Squadron endeavoured to intercept the raiders and
although our searchlights illujidnated the

fighters did not succeed in engaging them.

12 July)

enemy aircraft ou

Meanwhile (on

night fighter patrol tuted to ope

r

over the north-eastward end of Alexandria

a

was insti rate

harbour on

moonlight nights.'

The attacks on the Canal
were repeated on the night

of 15/16 July and again on 21/22 July y/ith the object
laying in the Canal and the

of mine-

Great Bitter Lakes A Naval.

camp received slight damage and some houses in Ismailia

On the night of 26/27 July, eight

attempted to bomb Port Said but the

harmlessly out to sea.

we

hit.
enemy aircraft

bombs dropped

re

No,1 G.R.
Unit O.R.B.
July.

Meanwhile the D. W. I. Wellingtons made

sweeps for mines over the Oanal and the

11 to 26 July.

daily

Port Said area from

In the course of these operations (on

15 July) one of the Wellingtons collided with i'the cable of a

balloon of the Canal Balloon barrage but sustained no

/damage
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damage as the oable broke,^

2
moved back from Kabrit to Ismailia.

About this time there was a growing effort by enemy

torpedo-carrying aircraft to attack our shipping (particularly

off the Delta mouth) as it emerged towards Alexandria or

To combat this menace Plights of No.13

Hellenic Squadron (Ansons) and of No.2.Yugo-Slav Squadron

(Domiers)^ based at Edku established a daily patrol off
this part of the Egyptian coast.

In August, enemy air attacks increased on

Alexandria, the Delta and Canal areas during which

considerable damage and some civilian casualties were

caused at Alexandria and Ismailia, and shipping

damaged at Suez,

nights of 1/2, 5/6 and 7/8 August;

down and two other were probably destr05red by otur fighters.

On 23 July, No,1 G.R. Unit

Port Said,

was

Attack?? on Aloxandria were made on the

one JU, 88 was shot

A.H.Q. M,E
Op. Summaries

•»

Raids on Ismailia occurred on the nights of Z)/5 and 8/9

August and at Lake Timsah on 8/9 August, Interceptions

of all these attacks were made by No,9A- Squadron's Hurricanes

which damaged three JU. 88’s, one of which crashed into

Lake Burullus its crew being captured. On the night of

13/14 August, a force of JU,88‘s andD0.17*3 attacked the

Ismailia area; a single Hurricane engaged three of these

aircraft but results were not observed. Between 25 August

and 7 September enemy aircraft raided the Delta area and

the Canal zone on eleven nights; our Hurricanes were on

/layer

Ibid; 1  The balloon was flying in contravention to orders; it
should have bean "bedded down" before the D.W.I. Wellington
operations began.

2  The chief reasons for this move were; (l) the Unit being
merged in Canal defence it should come under No.202- Grp.
for administration (2) the communication between Navy
House, Ismailia and the R.A.P. Station, Kabrit was
unsatisfactory.

3  Both of these sqns. were of No,201 Gip.

Ibid:
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layar and lino patrols

intoroeptions ware made,

fifteen JU.SSfs and HE.111*

on ten of these nights but only a few

During the night of 6/7 Septoiribar

intercepted by Hurricanes

for one JU. and probably

on Suez by JU.88‘s

caused much damage

of oil fuel,

raiders and shot down

3 wore

was made

Our ■

of No. 9Z(. Squadron which accounted

destroyed another. A heavy raid

on the night of 1l/l2 September which

including the destruction of 2/300 tons

Hurricanes intercepted three of the

one of them.

Adiiiralty Hist
Section

Narrative

"Ops. of the
Mod,Fleet

& Force 'H"'

As an added protection against the increasing air

zone the Pl_a^ngo_ and Parramatta were
attacks on the Canal

employed in escorting important sliips in that area, and the
anti-aircraft cruisers Carlisle and' Coventry were stationed

at Suez and Naval Anchorage F". In the meantime No,201

Group operated a detachment of Beaufighters -

best suited for night-bomber interceptions -
aerodrome.

These Baaufighters were relieved

which were

from Hurgarda

No.201 Grp.
O.R.B.Sep. during

September by Fulmars of the Fleet Air Arm as the Beaufighters

were transferred temporarily to Malta for operation
1

Halberd",

A.H.Q. M.E.,
Op.Summaries Enemy air attacks on Alexandria and 'the Canal zone

were continued during September;

intended for Heliopolis aerodrome -

Several fighter interceptions

were shot down by our Hurricanes.

one raid - presumably

damaged a part of Cairo.

ware made and two JTJ. 88 »s

In the third week of

September the raids diirdnished, probably on account of

moonless nights and sand stoirm conditions,

feature of the latter part of September and

October 'was the cessation of

An interes

the first h

ting

alf of

enemy air attacks following upon

a German broadcast to the people of Egypt that there would

/be

1  See page 257

G. 199913/JLL/8/Z^£
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r

ba no bombing during the Mobammadan month of Ramadan.

Further south, however, some attacks were made on our

sliipping in the G-ulf of Suez: one ship was sunk at the

southern end of the Sinai Peninsular and two ships

attacked off Ras G-hareb. Meanwhile the oiler Tyne

were

field

was mined and sunk in the Canal which was blocked for three .

days in consequence.

Admiralty Hist:
Section

Narrative

"Ops.of the
Med: Fleet

Force ’H*".

At the beginning of November (when the fiHl

gave favourable conditions for night flj^ing) enemy air

activity increased over the Delta area and the Canal zone.

moon

On the night of 1/2 November H. M. S. Carlisle

attacked unsuccessfully near Ras G-hareb, the enemy aircraft

returning later up the Gulf of Suez and dropping twelve ,

bombs on the town.

was

This was follov/ed on the night of

3/^ November by an attack on our shipping in the Gulf of

Suez, and Suez itself was again bombed but effective

anti-aircraft fire drove off the raiders. Meanwhile daily

reconnaissance patrols for enemy aircraft were being

cai'ried out by the Domiers of No.2 Yugo-Slav Squadron.

Further enemy attacks - apparently in search of our shipping -

were made in the Canal zone on the nights of 6/7, 8/9 and

9/10 November, but beyond slight damage and a few casualties

at Port Tewfik these raids were abortive.

/port bombing
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POET BOMBING

A. Prom Malta

As had already been proved by the E.A.P. efforts

during the preceding period, the bombing of enemy ports and

bases (as also of his linos of oommimication and dunps)

“ next to the sinking of his shipping in transit  - thewas

most effective method of negativing his ^build-up" of supplies

and personnel for his North African The chief enemy

port of disembarkation for larger merchant vessels was Tripoli

array.

which lay within the radius of Malta‘s bomber force, while

the Cyrenaican ports could be attacked by the main bomber

strength of the Mddlo East Conmiand located in Egypt and the

Western Desert. Ifelta's bomber effort was, therefore,

mainly occupied with Tripoli while subsidiary targets included

Naples, Brindisi and Sicilian harbours and bases.

During May and the first three weeks of June, Malta's

attacks on Tripoli had necessarily declined following upon

the withdrawal of the detachment of No. 148 Squadron's

Wellingtons to the Western Desert in April,

carried out by Swordfish of the Meet Air Arm and Marylands

of No. 69 Sqtiadron.

1
but attacks were

On the night of 7th/8th June,A.H.Q,,M.E.
Op. Summaries
and

A.H.Q, , Ivied.
O.E.B. June.

Swordfish of No. 83O Squadron, P.A.A. laid mines off Tripoli

seven

harbour and dropped bombs on the west end of the harbour

as a diversion, starting several fires. On the following

night the Swordfish again attacked the harbour with 250 lb.
- /

bombs from a height of 4,000 feet which set a snail ship on

fire and started a fire on the Spanish mole,

was repeated on the night of 12th/l3th June,

return of No. 148 Squadron's detachment of Wellingtons (on

24th and 26th June) heavier attacks on Tripoli were carried

This attack

With the

/out

See page 146 supra
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out, and during the latter part of that month thirty tons of bombs

were dropped on the town causing damage to the harbour, railv/ay
sidings and buildings. On the night of 26th/27th June the

Swordfish dropped 5,000 lbs. of G.P, bombs and i^O lbs. of

incendiaries and the Wellingtons dropped 5,500 lbs.

obtaining hits on shipping and dock quays,

six Wellingtons made

and on t

of G.P. bombs

he next night

a level attack from 8,000 feet dropping eight

This was followed on

29th June by an attack by nine Blenheims (of No. 82 Squadron)
with 250 lb. bombs which completely destroyed
east of the town:

Meanwhile (on 26th June) the IvJarylands
I

Spanish mole with 500 lb. bombs which started several

tons of G.p, bombs on the Spanish mole.

1

some factory building

had attacked the sea—base an

fires.

s

one of the Blenheims exploded in mid air.^

d

The employment of Iv5arylands for bombing Tripoli seO.R.B. June

Appx. 34

emed

unwise to Air Marshal Tedder who pointed out to A.V.I^u Lloyd (the
A.O.C. at Ifelta) that the Iferylands of which the supply was very

aircraft at Malta,
limited were the only effective reconnaissance

and that reconnaissance is vital for your and for Naval purposes".

In his reply A.V.M. Lloyd stated that the Iferylands
to be used as a diversion for

were intended

our Blenheim bombers by operating at

considerable height and thus enabling the Blenheims to make a
a

j,
low approach wit‘hout being

in view of the strong enemy defences,

miscarried through the failure of the Blenheims

agreed time and place owing to various causes,

aircraft on reconnaissances of Tripoli and the Libyan

carrying bombs "to frighten Tripoli stevedores".

This he consideredseen.

But in fact t

to re

Mean

very necessary

his plan liad

ndezrvous at the

while our

v.
coast were now

A.H.Q. ,IvI.E.
Qp. Summaries

and

R.A.P, Anti-

Shipping Ops, No.82 Squadron) escorted by Hurricanes
(jyjerohant)
Vol.I.

In July the bombing operation from Ifelta included attacks

on Tripoli, Naples and Sicilian ports. On 6th Jody Blenheims (of

made a successful attack

/with

A.H. Q. ,Hed,, 1
O.R.B. June, 2

This Sqn, had arrived at Ifelta on 18th June.
No details

recorded,

G.199913/JL/7/1948

as to the cause of this explosion are
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with 250 lb, bombs and inoendiajjies on shipping in Palermo

harbour, sinking three nerohant ships totalling 15,000 tons

and severely damaging a 3,000 ton vessel. The bombing

X

was followed by machine-gun fire on all objectives and

several heavy explosions wore caused in the dry dock

v/hioh added to the general confusion in the harbour.

The attack achieved complete surprise and no opposition
I

was encountered* At Naples the railway station,
A

marshalling yards and an aircraft factory were attacked on

the nights of 9th/l0th and 10th/l1th JnLy, by nine and eight

x."

Vfellingtons (of No, 1A8 Squadron detachment) respectively.

The results of the first raid were unobserved but in the

second.direct hits were scored on the aircraft factory and

fuel storage which \vere set on fire. ard toA.H.B.1.S,13
(Extrac t Ciano’s
Diary page 37^) this attack, Count Ciano noted that the results

Yfith reg

were very

bad, not so much from civilian losses as from damage caused

to the Italo-American Oil Refineries where 6,000 tons of oil

\jere destroyed. The loss of this fuel was a severe blow

"God only knows how much we need it"

commented the Coimt, On the same day (11th July)  a single

Wellirigton bombed Ragusa (Sicily) railway station causing
a fire and an explosion.

to the Italians:

Ibid
Meanwhile Nellingtons, Blenheims (of No.110

Squadron) and Swordfish (of No. 830 Sqtiadron, P.A.A.)

had carried out ten attacks on Tripoli harbour and engine

sheds between 30th Jime and 10th July,

attacks the Swordfish laid mines outside the harbour;

several fires and explosions were caused among the docks

and some searchlights were destroyed:

engine sheds received considerable damage, and several

ships - three of 10,000 tons or over - were damaged and

other vessels were set on fire,

raids eneray aerodromes, oomi:iunications and troops in

Tripolitania were also attacked,

G.199913/JL/7/19^

During these

the station and

In addition to these

/During

A
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additional Iferylands should be sent to I/klta for increasing
f

attacks against enemy land commumications.

A.H.Q., lied;
O.E.B. Sep.

During September, the Wellingtons made seventeen

attacks on Tripoli on which 235 tons of bombs were dropped

causing considerable damage to the harbour installations

Palermo and I&ssina virere also’ attacked,and to the town.

the former five times and latter twice. Meanwhile,

Swordfish aircraft twice laid mines in Tripoli harbour and

once at Palermo.

In October, Tripoli was attacked thirteen times

A.H.Q. ,M.E.
AOG-in-C. Corresp;
with the P.ii.

Sec. of State and

C.A.S. Pts, I

and II, 196b

and six raids vi/ere made on Naples,

increasing use and occupation of Naples by German forces

In view of the

the Chief of the Air Staff signalled; to the A,O.C.-in-C.

that if a small proportion of the Wellington effort w'ere

to be enployed against the dock area in Naples - accompanied

by leaflets addressed to the dock workers - the results might

achieve greater dislocation in the German supplies to North

Africa than if the weight of our attacks on Tripoli were

increased. Air Marshal Tedder agreed to this suggestion,

and accordingly an attack was made on the Naples dock area

on the night of 2l/22 October when the Wellingtons■dropped'

34 tons of bombs, including four of the 4>000 pounders, '

six 1,000 pounders besides 500 lb. and 250 lb. bombs.

Nw.ierous fires were started which merged into one large

conflagration spreading over an area of 2<C0 yards square

with flames rising to 1,000 feet. During the attack

12,000 leaflets, calling on the Neapolitans to refuse to

1
load and sail ships for the Germans, were dropped.

Outline of Air Plan Preparatory to "Crusader”

Ibid, 202A Ifeanwhile, in response to a signal from the

Chief of the Air Staff regarding the outline of the air

plan for the forthcoming "Crusader" campaign (required

■  . . ■ - ■ /for
A. H. Q.,
AOC/47

1 A translation of the leaflet is given in Appendix "D
G,l999l3/JL/7/l948
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for the infornation of the Chiefs of Staff), Air Marshal Tedder

replied that the air aiu was (a) to gain air superiority and (b)

' to use air superiority in support of the Army,

achieve this were already in hand "with the icmediate object of

Operations' to

weakening both eneny land and air forces by interrupting their

suijplies", but until active land operations began the plan was

to strike at eneny supplies on the sea, at ports of loading and

unloading, and on roads and dunps where these offered reasonable

targets. Malta was the strategic centre for attacks on enemy

sea-borne supplies and lines of communications in Tripolitania,

and the maximum striking force that Malta could maintain and'

operate v/ould be maintained there and would include two Wellington

1
■ squadrons. Light sustained attacks interspersed with heavy

attacks (including AjOOO lb. bombs) were to be continued against

Benghazi^ In Oyrenaica, Swordfish v/ere to be used to identify

and illuminate aerodromes, dumps and M.T. or A.E.V. concentrations.

> .

the Swordfish operations being followed by Blenheim attacks on

these targets. During the period immediately preceding zero day,

operations would be intensified against enemy aerodromes.

A.H.Q., iVLE.
ObE« B» Oct.,
Appx. 7

(31.10.41)

In pursuance of the above plans Air Marshal Tedder

detailed our general bombing policy for Malta as follows

Wellingtons

(a) Sustained light scale "Nuisance" raids on the Naples

dock area and shipping,

(b) Sustained heavy raids on Tripoli,

(c) One heavy attack on Castel Benito (which - taken in

conjunction with our attacks on the enemy*s lines

of communication - was intended to prevent the

Italians from moving their aircraft east of that

place,)

/Blenheims

Ibid., 204A 1 This was later modified by the C.A.S. who sent a further
Wellington squadron to Malta so as not to reduce the Wellington
force in Egypt by transferring a second squa,dron from there
to lfe.lta«

G.199913/JL/7/194B
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Blenheims

(a) First priority; south-bound shipping with special

effort against ships en route to

Benghazi. ■

(b) Second, priority: Tripoli-Benghazi land

communications

(c) Third priority: One daylight attack on Castle

Benito, if the target appeared

to be promising*

B.AiF. Ops*
the West: Desert

and East; Med;

18 Nov. to

19 May '42

A.H.Q,, M.E.
Op* Summaries

in In implementation of these instructions the

Wellingtons continued their raids on Naples; they also

attacked Brindisi from which place many of the enemy's urgent

convoys were routed direct to Benghazi*

on this port was made on the night of 7/8 November when

twenty-one Wellingtons obtained hits on the sea-plane factory

and barracks, the torpedo-boat base and the railway station.

The first attack

tracks and marshalling yards* I/Ieanwhile the Blenheims were

carrying out attacks on the chemical works at Crotone and

the railways on the eastern coast of Italy* The Wellingtons

also made several attacks on supply targets in Sicily when

they were prevented by weather conditions from attacking

Naples* At the same tine aircraft of the P.A.A. made constant

raids on the submarine base at Augusta and - in co-operation

vdth the Blenheims - on the munition factory at Licata. A

few attacks were also made against communications at Messina,

and the sea-plane base and power station at Palermo*

On the night of 2/3 November twenty-one WellingtonsA.H.Q., M.E.
Op* Summaries

made a successful attack on Castel Benito aerodrome; nearly

30 tons of bombs were dropped causing considerable damage

to hangars and buildings, and twelve or Eiore enemy aircraft

Pour enemy fighterswere left burning on the ground*

attacked the Wellingtons v?hich shot down one OR* 42: one

/Wellington
G.1999l3/dL/7/l948
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Wellington failed to return. This attack was repeated by

eighteen Wellingtons on the night of 5/6 November when over 25

tons of .bombs (including three 4.000 and five 1,000 pounders) on

administrative buildings, hangars and workshops causing fires and

e:xplosions in the face of accurate A,A, fire and enemy fighter

attacks which were driven off without casualties to our aircraft.

Ifeanwhile, the Blenheims were attacking enemy shipping in transit

to Benghazi (including attacks on 5 and 7/8 November already

described in this narrative)J

(of No. 107 Squadron) made a mast high attack on two merchant

ships of 4.000 and 2,000 tons respectively and one escort ves.sel

near Zante Island (off the Grecian coast),

scored on the larger merchantman which caused violent exi^losions

and petrol stored on the deck was set on fire by machine-gun , .

fire, the ship being left burning with oolunms of smoke which

1
On 17 November six Blenheims

Direct hits were

were seen 30 miles away. Accurate A.A. fire was encountered

which damaged two of our aircraft.

Summary of Malta's Port Bombing Effort

During the period June-November, Malta-based aircraft

flew 544 sorties against enemy disembarkation ports in North

Africa, of v\/hich Tripoli received the greatest number, and 548

sorties against ports and bases in Italy and Sicily. These

latter included

(i) Naples (the main embarkation port and supply base in

Southern Italy)

(ii) Brindisi (the most important port in the Southern

Adriatic)

(iii) Palermo (harbour, sea-plane base and power station)

(iv) Messina (sea-plane base and fuel durap)

(v) Augusta (submarine and sea-plane base)

/B.

On page 268 supra1

G.199915/JL/7/1948
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_and the Western Desert.

While our bopibers from Malta were operating as

B.

R.A.P.Ops. in the
West; Desert &

East: Med;

18 Nov.'A1 to

19 May. *2)2

n

V

arrated above, our bomber squadrons in Egypt and the

ifestem Desert were engaged in attacking embarkation ports
and

A.H.Q., M.E.
Op. Summaries

and. bases,in Greece and Crete and the Gyxenaican

disembarkation ports of Benghazi, Derna and Bardia.

A Ibid,, and •
A.H.Q. M.E.
Op.Summaries

Both Dema and Bardia were used by the enemy for small

craft .from Greece and Crete and they had important petrol

and ammunition dumps, v/hile the aerodrome at Derna was the

base for enemy air convoys flying between Crete and

Cyrenaica, But the main weight of our attacks - as had

- been the case in Apnil and May « was directed against

Benghazi. Attacks were also made on Syrian ports and bases

during our short campaign in that country (June « July),

and on Rhodes harbour and enemy aerodromes in the

Dodecanese Islands (from which enemy aircraft were attacking

our shipping in the Mediterranean and ouT; N^al units

supporting our ground forces in Syria, and objectives at

Alexandria and in. the Suez Canal zone. )

The R. A. P, units employed in those attacks wero;-

(^) and Cyrenaican ports

Greece, Crete and the

Wellingtons of

No.257 Wing compris-

A.H.Q., M.E.
Op.Summaries

Dodeoanese Islands ing Nos.37*38,70 and

1243 Squadrons and

(later) No.IO8

Squadron formed in

August.

(ii) Syrian ports ■ Wellingtons.of the above Squadrons,

Beaufighters of Nos.252 and 272

Squadrons (No.201 Group),Swordfish

and Albacores of No.829 Squadron,

/P. A. A.

G.199913/.JLL/8/2,B
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Syrian ports

tCont' dj
F. A. A.: and Blonheiros of No.ii

•  . . .

Squadron and Swordfish of No.815

Squadron, F. A. A. (Cyprus)' .. ,

against shipping in harbours.

In Jtine and July the Wellingtons constantly

attacked Bengasi, and during July it was estimated that

their effort combined with the operations by our submarines

was restricting the flow of enemy supplies to a level which

Ibid.

A

was barely sufficient to maintain his forces oast of

Benghazi. During this period the Wellingtons also made

several attacks against enemy aerodromes in G-reece, Crete

and the Dodecanese Islands. Meanwhile in Syria the

Wellingtons, Swordfish and Albacores ware bombing the docks

and harbours of Beirut and Tripoli, In August our bomber

attacks against Cyrenaican ports were intensified,

particularly against Bardia. Towards the end of the month

Wellingtons made several attacks on Tripoli (North Africa),

including the night of 29/30 August when 25 tons of boinbs

and a nmbar of incendiaries were dropped by fifteen

Wellingtons on the harbour and shipping from medium low and

shallow glide attacks.

In the meantime (at the request of the C.-in-C.

Mediterranean) attacks had been begun on the Corinth Canal

with the object of closing it, or at the least of

interrupting the enemy's Canal traffic, which it was hoped

would force shipping from Italy moving east towards the

Aegean Sea to run the gauntlet of attacks from our

AOO-in«C

corresp. v/ith

V.C.A.S.,92A ’
and

AHQ, M.E.
Op. Sumiaaries.

submarines. The first attack on the Canal was made by

thirty-throe Wellingtons on the night of 8/9 August when

21 tons of bombs were dropped from heights of 10,000 to

6,000 feet and eight mines wore laid in and around the Canal

/entrance
G. 199913/JLL/8/ZtS
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entrajica: there was intense and accurate A. A. fire v/hich

accounted for one Wellington missing and two others

damaged. This attack vra.s followed on the night of 13/14
August by a raid of thirtyxtwo Wellingtons in level bombing
attacks from 10,000 feet; 31 tons of bombs were dropped

on the south-east banlc of the Canal which

three of the crews to have been blocked.

was reported by

The Wellingtons

again attacked thb Canal on the night of 8/9 September but

the results were--unobserved.

The policy of attacking the Corinth Canal

queried by the Vice Chief of the Air StafY who considered

main object is still to prevent the

was

that our
enemy

A. H. Q. M. E
AOC-in-C.Corresp.
with V.C.A.S.,
91A (30.9.41)

• f

increasxng his strength and resources in North Africa

and therefore that a heavy scale of attack should be

maintained on Benghazi and other North African ports".

In his reply Air Marshal Tedder gave the reasons for theIbid., 93A
(^2.10.41.)

Canal attacks and explained his Benghazi polioyi

name Benghazi has for months been

printed deep in my mind and in the mindn of most of us, and

nobody is more conscious than I am that the scale of

effort against it is inadequate,

months or so after I took

heavy a scale of attack

For the first two

over my policy was to maint

on Benghazi as possible

our

ain as

, continuously.

In practice this turned out to give a comparatively small

soalo of attack night after night. It also began to have

a definitely bad effect on the crews and I came to the

conclusion that -while continuo-us nagging was essential,

would only get good results if we staged, during favourable

we

periods, more concentrated attacks,

that it was better to reduce the sustained

In other words.

attack to a few

aircraft so as to be able to make a number of heavier

attacks With twenty aircraft or more

/Air'il.l99^13/JIl/8/4£'
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Air Marshal Tedder then mentioned his wish for some Plying

portresses which he considered would he the lest type of

aircraft "to sustain some scale of attack on Benghazi by day

as well as by night: even small intermittent attacks would,

I feel, have a very great effect in slowing down the rate of

supply through that port even if it only affected the labour

itself

AOOin-G

Go,rresp.with

the P.M,,
Sec.of State

& GAS, Pt.III
237A :

H,Q. M.E.0p.
Summaries.

The Air Ministry complied with Air Marshal Tedder's

request for Plying Portresses, throe of these aircraft

arriving on 29 October and a fourth on 1 November.

During the period 22 September - 1Zf October,

Benghazi was attacked nearly every night and considerable

damage was done to shipping and harbour installations: raids

were also made on Bardia and Dema. The harbour at

Piraeus (Greece) was attacked on the nights of 6/7 and 12/13

October during which 20 tons of. bombs were dropped resulting

in violent explosions and large fires, and direct hits Y/ero

scored on buildings and vrarehouses in the inner harbour.

The attacks on Benghazi v/ere continued for the

rest of the month and v/ere concentrated on the Juliana and

S.A.A.P.

Narrative

Gathedral moles. In addition to the Wellingtons, Marylands

1
of Nos.12 and 21 Squadrons, S. A. A. P made several high• 9

level bombing attacks on the harbour installations in

attempts to disrupt the enemy’s off-loading activities.

The first of these attacks was made on 1A October by No.21

Squadron: from then until 8 November the Marylands made

further high level attacks on the port during which some 50

tons of 250 lb. bombs were dropped, which were confirmed by

photographs as having been vary successful. To assist theAOO-in-G.

Oorrosp. Tmth
the P.M,

Sec. of State

& GAS.,Pt.III
23AA.

efforts of the Marylands it was decided to employ the Plying

and on 8 November two of these aircraft werePortresses,

The first Portress bombed the target
/ successfully

Of No.261 (later No.3, S.a) Wing, baspd at Maaten Bagush,
under Air H.Q. Western Desert. a;199913/JLL/8/AS

briefed to bomb Benghazi.

1
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R«A«F«Ops» in.
the West;Desert

& East: Med;

18 Nov,‘41 to
19 lay ‘42.

successfully from 28,000 feet, tut the results were not

The second Portress force-landed

owing to (an unexpected) shortage of fuel, having teen last

some 15 miles south-west of Benghazi,

observed owing to cloud.

seen
Searches by

Hurricanes and Marylands failed to locate it, but

10 November a Maryland sighted the crew about 75 miles

west-south-west of Maddalena,

and supplies to the crew and returned later with  a Lysander

which picked up the captain, the rest of the crew being

brought back by a ground column.

on

The Maryland dropped water

Before leaving the

Portress, the crew set it on fire and destroyed the

special bomb sight.

Meanwhile the Marylands had also attacked Derna,

and notably on 1 November when nine aircraft bombed the

harbour and aerodrome destroying four enemy aircraft on the

ground and damaging other dispersed aircraft, and starting

a fire in the dock area.

In accordance -with the air plan preparatory to

the "Crusader*' offensive,
1
our attacks on Benghazi were

still further intensified during the first half of

It had been previously intended to

our heavy bomber forces for a maximum effort on the night
«

before the opening of "Crusader" and the.two following
2  . - _

nights, but Air Marshal Tedder considered this inadvisable'

as the nights in question would bo moonless and if the

weather deteriorated our effort would bo adversely affected.

It was therefore decided tlriat the Wellingtons should begin

November.
conserve

ADC“in-C.

Corresp.with the

P.M., Sec. of
State & GAS

Pt.III 233A

AHQ M.E. Op.
Summaries

their maximum effort on the ni^t of 5/6 November,

Accordingly on that night twenty-two Wellingtons attacked

the petrol and stores dumps at Benghazi; 49,000 lbs, of

/bombs

1 See page 323 supra,
2  i.e, D-1, D-day and D+1.

G.199913/JLL/8/48
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bonibs were dropped ard 90O lbs. of incendiaries which resulted

in a large fire on the Juliana mole. This attack was

repeated on the nights of 9/10, 12/13, I3/14 and 14/15

November, over 20 tons of H.E. bombs being dropped by

eighteen Wellingtons on the night of 12/13 November during

which one 4,000 lb. bomb burst in the railv/ay yard and

extinguished thr searchlights: 12,000 leaflets vrere also

One Wellington crashed over the target and

another one force-landed in enemy territory,

night nineteen Wellingtons made the attack during which two

4,000 lb. bombs burst on the base of the Cathedral mole.

sUL*

dropped.

On the fourth

Meanwhile Berka and Derna were also raided on several nights:

an attack on Dema by twenty-two

on the night of 11/12 November

when buildings were hit resulting in large fires and

these raids included

Wellingtons and six Blenheims

explosions.

Although the bombing of Benghazi preparatory to

the "Crusader" offensive did not achieve the closing

port, yet its use by the enemy was greatly restricted.

According to enemy sources this was due both to the material

damage caused and also to the effect on the dock TOrkers

and stevedores who left their work and fled for cover

whenever an air attack was made.

of the

For this reason enemy

Vice-Admiral

Weiohold's

Essay "The
War at Sea

in the Med:"
Pt. 1.

N.I.D.1/G.P/
/

shipping was only sent to Benghazi when any particular
19
(AHB1.S.10)

supplies were urgently required, with the result that

shipping and mechanised transport from Tripoli was employed

apart from the time-lag thereby involved -

hampered by shortage of such transport and also (on occasion)
of petrol.

coastal

which -
was

/Summary
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Summary of Bombing Effort from Egypt and^hej^tem Desort,
During the period under review our aircraft

based in Egypt and the Western Desert made 143 sorties

against- enemy ports and bases in G-reece and Crete including

(i) the Athens area (which included the port of

Piraeus)

(ii) the Corinth Canal,

(iii) Soaraiianga (naval dockyard and torpedo and mine

depot)

(iv) Heraklion (harbour, aerodrome, barracks and stores

dumps)

(v) Canea (port, barracks and M.T. repair depot)

(vi) Suda Bay (port and sea-plane base)

They also carried out 1,1014 sorties against Benghazi,

in addition to many sorties against other Cyrenaican ports.

R.A.P.Ops, in
the Wost;Desert

& East: Med:

18 Nov. *41 to
19 May «42
Appx, "A".

/GmEALTAR
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GIBRALTAR

The role of the Royal Air Force at Gibraltar (under

No. 200 Group) continued on much the same lines as in the

The operational effort included:-

the escort of Naval and.merchant shipping (which

was largely westward from Gibraltar.)

preceding period.

(0

As Malta

A.H. Q.,Coastal
Command.

S. I5j055> passim

roid;

S. 15,350, Ft.I,
had no aircraft for long-raxige convoy escorts.

29B Gibraltar provided the anti-submarine escorts for

east-bound convoys to the limit of aircraft

endurance.- approximately 10° east - after which

Iviialta provided anti-aircraft escorts only.

(2) anti-submarine patrols to both westward and

eastward of Gibraltar.

(3) long-range reconnaissances in advance of H.M.

ships operating to eastward.

(4) obtaining information of the location of French

merchant shipping by reconnaissance patrols.

(5) intelligence and photographic reconnaissances

and patrols by P.R.U, aircraft including the

southern coast of Spain, Spianish and French

Morocco, and Algiers.

Strength of No. 200 Group

As in the previous period, No. 200 Group comprised
A.H.Q. Coastal
Command,
S. 15,055,
passim

only No. 202 Squadron with occasional help from Fleet Air Arm

Until i'jay (l94l) No. 202 Squadron was stillaircraft.

operating v/ith London flying-boats, and some Swordfish float

planes, which had been transferred from No. 3 A.A.C.U., as a

"Flying from the
rock "

(conpiled by
Fit.Lt.H.M. Elliot

Intell: Section

R.A.F. Gibraltar

Float-plane Flight. Although these Swordfish were good and

reliable aircraft they coxild not compete with the progress

being made in aerial warfare. It was therefore decided

to re-equip No. 202 Squadron with Catalinas, the first of

which was flown from the United Kingdom in May. Nine

/days
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days after the arrival of this Catalina it was attacked, while on

convoy duty, by four Focke Wulke Kixriers (which at that time

a grave menace to our shipping).

Catalina succeeded'in driving off the enemy aircraft two of which

failed to return to their base:

were

After half an hour's combat the

no damge was sustained by the

convoy.

By the beginning of June all ttie London aircraft of No.

202 Squadron had been replaced by Catalinas. This squadron was

A.H.Q., Coastal
Command

S. 15,055,
passim divided into 'A' and 'B' flights, 'A' flight consisting of an

establishment of nine Catalinas (with an actuiil strength of six

of which one was in the U.K.), and 'B' flight consisting of three

Swordfish (v/ith an actual strength - in June - of one). InIbid. 108A

(4.8.4-1)
August, the A.O.C., No. 200 Group requested H.U. Coastal Comr.iand

to increase No. 202 Squadron to tv/elve Catalinas, but all that could

be promised was that temporary attachments from the United Kingdom

squadrons would be nnde if lorgent commitments for No. 202 Sqmdron

arose. A temporary attachment of this nature had already taken

place in July when six Sunderlands of No. 204 Squadron were sent

to Gibraltar in connection with operati.on "Substance". During

August tvro Swordfish of H.M. Carrier "Ark Royal" co-operated with

No. 202 Squadron's 'B' flight in several operations, and one Maryland

of No. 1 P.R. Unit was attached to No^ 202 Squadron for short

periods to carry out photographic reconnaissances. In connection

with operation "Halberd" (in-September) two Gatalinas of No. 209

Squadron and three IIikLoons of No. 233 Squadron were attached to

No. 202 Squadron, the two Gatalinas of No. 209 Squadron remaining

for the months of October and November. The P.E.U. liiaryland

was also attached for various periods in September, October and

November.

Ibid. 111A

(14.8.41)

Ibid, passim

Patrols and Reconnaissances

Ti-om 1st June to 31 st October aircraft of No. 200 Group

carried out more than 300 patrols in addition to  a number of special

^  /sorties

Ibid.

See page 246 supra. footnote 1.

See page 261 supra, footnote 1.
G.199913/JL/6/1948
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sorties. June was the peak month of anti-submarine patrols

and searches owing to increased subiiarine activity.

June reconnaissance sources reported six or seven submarines

On 7th

operating on the North Atlantic station, two of which were

in an area 34*^ - 36^ north and 12^^ - west. A Catalina

made a search for these vessels on the following day and

sighted a surfaced U-boat in the centre of that area; tliree
N-

500 lb. bombs were dropped but failed to register  a hit, the

U-boat using high speed evasive tactics. A nmchine-gun duel

ensued in which the Catalina sustained several hits and the

On the next dtxy (9th June) a Catalina

made anti-submarine searches in approximately the same area

and sighted a U-boat in position 34° north and 14° west:

U-boat then dived.

four 500 lb. bombs were dropped but failed to hit the target,

and again a machine-gun combat took place resulting in minor

damage to the aircraft. In neither case were any of our

sixrface forces available to continue the U-boat himt.

Ibid, and No.

202 Sqn.
0. E. B. June

Aircraft of No. 202 Squadron were frequently employed

on escort duty to convoys; on I5th June, a homeward-bound

convoy some 200 miles west of Gibraltar escorted by one

Catalina was attacked by four Itocke Wulke 200's. The

Catalina attacked each of the Tbcke WuLfe's in turn with

machine-gun fire as it mde its approach to bomb them;

was ascertained later that twro of the enemy aircraft failed

it

to return to their base. The convoy sustained no damage.

During the succeeding weeks several Pocke Wulfe 200‘s

were sighted by our aircraft in the vicinity of our convoys

to the west of Gibraltar. It appeared probable that the

Pocke Wulfes were shadowing our convoys for the purpose of

passing on the course and speed of the convoys to U-boats

patrolling in the area. On several occasions when Catalinas

attenpted to intercept the Pocke Wulfes the latter's superior

/speed
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speed made interception inpossible.

Anti-submarine Attacks

The Gatalinas usually attacked U-boats with bombs and depth-

charges but no claims of sinking U-boats were made during the period

Apart from the bombing, the failure to sink U-boats

may have been due to faulty depth-charges:

October a Catalina while on anti-submarine escort duty to a convoy

mder review.

for instance, on 2ifth

attacked a U-boat (which crash-dived) with two 1+^0 lb. depth-charges,

the first of which fell approximtely ota the centre of the U-boat

but failed to explode: the U-boat was just below periscope depth when

it was attacked. Other somewhat similar instances occurred.

Enemy Air Activity

A. H. Q.,
Coastal Cmd,

S. 15,055,
passim

The enemy mde a few spasmodic air attacks on G-ibraltar but

On 14th July bombs from an unidentified

aircraft (which was fired on by the A.A. defences) were reported to

have fallen in the sea and a few on land near Oarparaento.

aircraft (en route to the Middle East) which were standing on the

North Eront aerodrome were holed by shell splinters,

enemy air attacks on the Rock during August, October or November.

During August the enemy began employing Pocke Wulfe Condors

little damage was sustained.

Three

There were

no

Ibid. 121B

for reporting British convoys to his submarines in their vicinity and

'homing' them. Attacks on the convoys were few and it appeared that

the Condors were being used more in tlie capacity above mentioned than

Ibid., 1246 as bombers. In September this shadowing of convoys by the Pocke Wulfe

Condors increased, and on 21st September one of the Condors attacked

a small ship and set it on fire: the Condor was, however, itself attacked

and destroyed by a fighter from H.M.S. Audacity.

Radar Situation and Fighter Defence, Gibraltar

A. H. Q.
Coastal Cmd.

S. 15,35C
Pt. I 21A

(report by available radar and other facilities.
Wg. Cdr,

Chamberlain) organised Fighter Defence for the Rock.

In Cctober, Wing Commander G,P. Chamberlain (representing

the G. in C., Coastal Command) visited Gibraltar to report on the

At that time there was no

The three existing Radar

/stations

25c lb. and 450 lb. depth-charges were used.
G. 199913/JL/6/19/42
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stations were manned by Eoyal Artillery personnel of the

Gibraltar Anti-Aircraft Brigade and were used for early

warning of the approach of aircraft and shipping and for

fire control in connection with Coastal Artillery and A.A.

The only fighters which vrere, on occasion, available

for defence were Fleet Air Arm aircraft from aircraft carriers,

but these aircraft were seldom landed at the North Front

fire.

aerodrome. The expense of taking a carrier and its escort

to sea for the purpose of operational flying training within

fighter range of Gibraltar made shore directed interception

■v. '

exercises almost impossible. It -^s arranged that certain

R.A.P. H^urricanes from Catapult Aircraft merchant ships and
/

others from H.IvL ships carrying out a similar function should

have a pool of aircraft ashore in the case of the R.A.P. and

a shore-based squadron in the case of the Fleet Air Arm.

This, it was considered, would provide some form of fighter

defence for "the concentrated and highly tempting target"

which Gibraltar offered to an enemy air strilcing force.

Gibraltar Airfield-Extension of Ilunway

In April after the arrival of the first"Flying from
the Rock"

1
transit aircraft from the United Kingdom, the O.C. No. 202

Group asked for assistance from the Army to iuprove the

conditions of the landing strip so as to facilitate the

landing and "take-offs" of these transit aircraft. The

request was put through the Vice-Admiral, Gibredtar, at whose

suggestion an Inte2>-Services Committee was formed to go into

the matter. After consultation with the authorities in

London the Committee decided inter alia to deepen the width

of the runway and construct a new extension westwards at an

angle to the existing strip. This necessitated the abolition

of three recreation grounds but it resulted in a considerable

improvement in efficiency.

/The
They were Wellingtons and Bombays.

G. 199913/JL/6/1948 ,
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Ibid. The Governor, General Lord Gort, approved the scheme and took

a personal interest in its development. The method enployed for the

construction of the runway was to use broken stone which was rolled

in the then cold-sprayed v/ith bitumen emiLLsion. To complete the

work it was necessary to extend the strip for a short distance into the

sea just above the high water mark, but nothing on a large scale was

contenplated. Hovvever, on 27th October, the Inter-Services Committee

and received instructions from the War Office that the runway was to be

extended to a length of 1,550 yards with a width of 150 yards.

Gort cabled the War Office that this "would appear to be a Eiajor

engineering feat" and explained that it would entail half a million

tons of filling, and building the runv\?ay for over 500 yeards into the

sea; and, moreover, that there was no lee to protect the work of

In conclusion, he stressed that "as any such project

must affect essential work for the defence of the Portress

Lord

construction.

C.O.S.Papers
(41) 682

I presume that whole question has been examined on the highest level

a presumption which the War Office confirmed.

"Plying from
the Rock"

On 3rd November, Lord Gort sent his plans and estimates for

the work to the Tfar Office: the extension into the sea woiiLd have

a freeboard of 6 feet 6 inches above high Trader nark, and 40,000 cubic

yards of filling would be required,

worked out it became apparent that the extension into the sea vrould be

When further details had been

570 yards. The vrork of construction was beyond the scope of any local

resources, but the matter was considered by the authorities in London

to be urgent, especially as the United States government had pressed

'as a necessary insurance in the U.S. Perry Service from West

Africa to the United Kingdom.

The implications of the new scheme were somewhat alarming to

our Aiiibassador at Madrid,

for it

1
It

He cabled to Lord Gort that "to embark

so extensive a plan will raise most embarrassing questions with

/the

on,

i.e. in connection with the arrival of the first U.S. bocabers
to assist in R.A.P. attacks on Germany.
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the Spanish authorities", and he suggested that "a discreet

and strictly limited reclamation" might iii^jrove the landing-

ground without either impairing our relations vnth the

Spanish government or taking a possibly very long period to

Nevertheless the vrork continued, the Homecomplete.

Government promising both labour and plant from the United

Kingdom and certain additional plant from the United States.

At the same time an R.A.P. Station was erected at the North

Ei-’ont.

Ibid; In the meantime there was some considerable misgivixig

v/hen it came to be realised that the road to Gibraltar from

Spain (which passes across the ,neutral zone) coiold not be

diverted and vxould of necessity have to cross the extended

This meant that some 7,000 Spaniards would traverserunway.

the centre of the runway twice daily on their way to and

from their work in Gibraltar, vxhich, it seemed, would open

the way for the infiltration of enemy sympathisers and even,

perhaps, of enemy agents. Although this was an extraordinary

situation there was no alternative, and the only safeguard

was to apply the Security Defence system in Gibraltar with

rigorous intensity.

Towards the end of November the A.O.G.-in-G•,

Coastal Command (Air Chief IViarshal Sir Philip Joubert de

la Perte) inspected the work;

be extended half a mile to seaward so as to provide a runway

The Air Council approved

this suggestion, but as being in the nature of a long-term

he suggested that it might

with a total length of ̂ ,800 yards.

policy, and it was decided that the immediate task was to

extend the runway to 1,550 yards, and that when this was

completed, the work could be further extended provided

that the runway could be freely used at all times,

/on
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On the arrival of the labour and plant from the United

Kingdom the work began to progress with inpressive rapidity, and

by the end of the year the runway had been extended to over 900

yards, but it was to take several months before the immediate

objective of 1,550 yards was conpleted.

With regard to the housing of the Catalinas of Wo. 202

Squadron there was only one slip-way, and a hangar was not

completed until September (194-1)«

slip-way would be constructed which would then give facilities

for the Catalinas to undergo major inspections at Gibraltar instead

of having to go to the United Kingdom for this purpose.

It was hoped that a second

\
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sectiqk

(18 November 194-1 - 30 June 1942).

STRilTEGIC REVIEW OF THE PERIOD

This period opened with the British "Cmsader
(18 November 1941 to. 20 January 1942)

offensive

for ■.'hich, o.s we have seen,
preparations had been made during the preceding months.

From the aspect of air-sea warfare the period was marked by
the following features

the capture of Benghazi and the relief of Tobruk (during
the "Crusader" advance)

the loss of Benghazi (during the British retreat to
Gazala, 21 January to 24 February)

Rommel's advance and re-capture of Tobruk (26 May to
20 June)

the return of the Luftwaffe to Sicily and its attenpted
liquidation of Malta

intensified air-sea war including

British strikes at enemy supply lines and the
bombing of his ports and bases,

efforts to relieve Malta by convoys from the east
and the west.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(i)

(ii)

(iii) intensified enemy activity against British convoys
and H.M. ships,

increased enemy efforts to get his convoys to
North Africa.

(iv)

(6) the vreakening of the Royal Navy by calls from the Par
East

(7) the passing of naval control of the Mediterranean to air
control whereby the security of the Mediterranean
became the responsibility of the R.A.P.

Inprovement in the General Situation

During the short period of the Eighth iirray's "Crusader"
advance into Cyrenaica the situation in the Mediterranean brightened
conside rably;

Group as a Naval Co-operation unit nov7 began to make itself felt,
and secondly, the capture of the Cyrenaican airfields round the

Jebel Akdar 'bulge' made the R,A.P. sea reconnaissance and attacks
enemy shipping more easy and, by providing improved facilities

afforded a reasonable

fipstj "the influence of the reconstituted No. 201

on

for fighter protection to British ships,
chance of running convoys through to Malta.

Fighters on Shipping Protection

The Eighth jixmy's brief occupation of the Cyrenaican 'bulge'
gave the British an opportunity to use Benghazi harbour, but the
period was too short to assist their own critical supply position
to any extent.

■
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The supply of merchant vessels T/as very limited and the protection
of those few that could he sent to Benghazi rnd Malta i-nposed a

Sea-borne supplies
could, however, be sent into Tobruk for a much longer period

u.ntil its re-capture by Rommel oh 20 June), and during that
time most of the Western Desert’s fighter squadrons - in
addition to No.201 (N.C.) Group's Boaufighters - were employed
in protecting shipping on the Tobruk run and also, for the few
weeks that it^was in British hands, to Benghazi, Unfortunately,
only a few ships were equipped with Radio and, moreover, the
Y/estem Desert fighters had no V. H.P.

vectored interceptions could be made and the fighters had, there
fore, to maintain air protection directly above the British

severe strain on the Navy and the R. A.P.

This meant that no

convoys.

liVhile the Crusader" offensive was in progress, shipping
carrying material forward was faced Tirith tho continual threat of
enemy submarines, which increased as the enemy’s air position
grew more difficult for him during the month of December (1941).

The Situation after "Crusader"

The enemy's successful counter-attack in January (l9k2)
forced back the British troops to the Gazala line where they
remained (from the middle of February) until Rorauel resimied his
offensive towards the end of May, It vj-as fortunate that the
enemy's supplies \vere insufficient for him to exploit his
initial success any further, for had his supplies been adequate
he would in all probability have pushed beyond Gazala and re
taken Tobruk in February. The reasons for his inadequate
supplies were the heavy shipping losses which he had sustained
from constant attacks by the- Navy and the R.A.F. during the period
covered by SECTION III of this narrative, and also the great
amount of material - including, (according to British estimates)
upwards of a thousand aircraf't destroyed or abandoned - which he
lost during the "Crusader" advance.

I-iS a result of these losses of the enemy and of tho British
I0SS6S during the retreat to Gazala, a nev/ race for supplies
began. The geographic-al positio:os of the oisposing forces were
roughly the s^ie as they had been before "Ciusader", the chief
difterence being that the British could use Tobruk as a forv/ard
supply port while the enemy could again use Benghazi as his forward
base. The problems Y/hich faced the British from February to the
middle of May were, essentially.

(a) to prevent enemy supplies from reaching Benghazi and
Tripoli

(b) to safeguard their ovm supplies from iUoxandria to Tobrulc.

But in the meantime Malta had been strengthened by convoys in
Deceraber^and January and its striking povrer against the Axis
supply lines had correspondingly increased. Knowing this, the
enemy had already begun a full-scode offensive by the Luftv/affe '
against Malta v/ith the object of liquidating once fxnd for all
"the fox that was gnawing the vitals of Italy", Between the
middle of February and the middle of Mny, Ikata experienced its
darkest hour and its striking power -was seriously curtailed early
in March, During this period the enemy v/as able to build up
sufficient material for Rommel to stage his final advance on
Egypt on 26 May, Ivfeanv/hile the efforts of the Luftwaffe to dc-s-
troy Malta had narrowly failed and the arrival of Spitfires from
Ivlarch onwards materially altered tho desperate situation in ’which
the island then lay.

G.I9991VTC/7A8 /Enemy
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Eneny Attacks i^ainst Convoys

T/hile the Navy and the R. A.P. v/ere doing their utmost to
damage the enemy's supplies they v«re also making an equal effort
to safeguard British supplies to Tobruk,
strongly challenged by the enemy who directed every available
vreapon at his disposal (e.g. submarines, torpedo and dive-bombers
and itinelayers) against the British

This effort v/as

To combat these

attacks the Navy and the R^A.P. adopted certain counter-measures
T/hich achieved a considerable measure of success,

the R,A.P, continued its attacks on enemy ports and bases thereby
weakening the ibcis' supply position.

convoys.

MeanvYhile

The Enemy's advance Resumed

In spite of the attaclcs on the enemy's supplies, Rommel's
final advance brought him to within sixty miles of ilLexandria.
But by that time he had outrun his strength and he was unable to

His advance had, however, given
a greater advantage in the Mediterranean

In addition to using
Tobruk as a forward supply base he could route his ships east of
Malta's aircraft range through the Corinth Canal and via Crete to

Tobruk, and he could also bring up material by road, rail and small
coast-wise craft.

penetrate into the Delta area,

the enemy (on paper)
theatre than he had ever possessed before

Moreover, he denied the R. .i.P. the use of the
landing-grounds betvYeen Tobruk and Daba as reconnaissance and

for\Yard striicing bases, and by his rapid advance he forced the
R. iuP. and P A. ship-striking squadrons to move to bases further

The advent (in June) of imierican Liberator
heavy bombers proved s. welcome reinforcement to the R. a. P. 's

Wellingtons in their continual task of hammering the enemy's supply
bases.

.

and further back.

The >7ar of the Convoys and the Passing from Naval to .dr Control

The failure of the British attempts to run convoys from

iilexandria to Malta in February and June showed once again that
"a naval force lYithout strong fighter protection is at the mercy of
bombers and torpedo-bombers if the attacks are pressed home with
determination". But in fact the time v/as now approaching T/hen
strong fighter protection was hardly - if indeed  - sufficient for

the purpose, as demonstrated by the R.A.P. torpedo air attack

(in April) on an important Italian convoy escorted by five war
ships and a fighter screen of a hundred Me.109's.
versus - wrarship battles, which reached theix- pealc during Rommel's
advance from Gazala, indicated the passing of naval control of
the Mediterranean to air control and that thenceforward the

These aircraft -

security for the British of Mussolini's vaunted Mare Nostrum
must depend upon the efforts of the R. ii..P.

entry of Japan into the war (December 1941) the strength of the
Royal Navy in the Mediterranean had been depleted by urgent calls
for aircraft-carriers and other warships to the Par Eastern theatre.

Moreover, since the

Attacks on Enemy Shipping

During the period from November 1941 to the end of June (l942)
it was estimated that the R. A.P, and Naval (norraally submarine)
attaclcs on enemy shipping in the Mediterrane;an accounted for more

than faO merchant ships (approximating a total of 230,000 tons)
and 34 naval vessels sunk. Of these sinlcings, 5 merchant ships
and 5 naval vessels were claimed by the R.A.P. and P.a.A. , but the
latter also accounted for upwards of 80 merchant ships and some
40 naval vessels damaged^!-

/ilaval

1 For the same period the Royal Navy's claims of merchant and naval.

vessels damaged 7/as 27 and l8 resepetively,
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Naval Losses

^ ■*

In the meantime the Royal Navy had sustained severe losses in
capital ships in the Mediterranean, On 13 November, the aircraft-

carrier Ark Royal was siinlc by a German submarine off G-ibraltar,
and the battleship Barham shared a similar fate off the Libyan
coast - witlr^ a loss of 8OO men - on 25 November, Then, on
19 December, some ratings from an Italian U-boat made a daring
"human torpedo" attack on iilexasidria, ha.rbour. With "extraordinary
courage and ingenuity" • these men fixed "limpet"'bombs to the
battleships 'Queen Elizabeth and Valiant which disabled them for
several months. These losses meant that the Navy had no longer
any battle squadron in the Mediterranean, its surface ships
consisting of only a few cruisers and destroyers,
the Italians still ha,d five or six battleships of the Littorio
or modernised class, several 8-inch and 6-inch cruisers and fresh
destroyer flotillas.

Against these
Admiralty
account of
Naval Ops
Apl. 1 941 to
Jan. 1 9A3»

• j

THE CENTRAL'

1. statement by the Prime Minister in the House of Coimaons.
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THE CENmAL BiiSIN

During the period under review an integral part of the
enemy's strategy was to gain control of the Mediterranean,

D/AOC/1 Pt.III This involved the liquidation of IVlalta which, if successful,
(C. 0. S.Ifepers), would mean that "the Axis would be able to reinforce Libya
50A (chiefs almost without hindrance and (our) supplies of aircraft
of Staff to to the Middle East would also be seriously affected". The

enemy's main supply lines from Naples to Tripoli, and Brindisi
and Piraeus to Benghazi, and his subsidiary supply lines from

, Palenno to Bizerta all lay v/ithin reach of the striking power
of the Ifcilta-based Nav;al units (cruisers, destroyers and
submarines) and the R.xuP. and Fleet Air iirm squadrons. The

..destruction of Malta was therefore s. vital riecessity for the*
enemy and to this end ho made determined and sustained air

attacks which, up to that time, constituted the most concen
trated air bombardment of the war.

Genl.Auchin-

leck,
3.3.42) -

Malta's gravest crisis occurred in April (1942) when it
,  , seemed that the Axis Powers might achieve their object a.nd

destroy the island's defences by over.Thelming numbers.
During this period 400 enemy sorties Y/ere made in one day,
1,638 sorties in one Y/eek and 5,715 in one month. In April,

to 19May '42 6, /28 tons of bombs were dropped on the island, forty-one
(xi. H.B. IIJl/ R. xi.. P, fighters-v/ere destroyed and eighty-seven damaged, and

our ii,xi, gunners were compelled to Imit their v/eapons to
firing 15 rounds per day. Nevertheless, Malta survived the
ordeal (assisted to a considerable degree by the arrival of
the Spitfires), and the enemy's losses of some 200 aircraft
destroyed or probably destroyed and nearly I80 damaged during
j^^ipril proved to be the turning point of the defence and

demonstrated that lialta could not be subdued by air attack
alone.

R.ii-. P. Ops.
in ¥est:

Desert and

East: Med,

I8N0V. '41

12)

The strength of the enemy's onslaughts greatly affected
Malta's striking power which could only be maintained on a
limited scale after the beginning of Iskrch, Apart from a feIbid: YV
periods when special strategic bombing operations Yvere carried
out, the majority of Malta's air attacks were confined to

shipping strikes. At the same time a successful effort

to keep up the supply of delivery aircraft to -the Middle East
via Malta was maintained and during the critical period of the

■  enemy's attacks against the island the volume of aircraft

passing through Malta in March, ixpril and May exceeded that
of the three preceding quieter months, ^

Strength of the R. ii. P. - Malta.

ixt the opening of the "Crusader" offensive the air units

at Ivialta comprised nine squa'irons as follows

18 (detachmt.) and 107.
40 (detachmt.)

Nos,

No.

No,

Blenheims

a. 3.V. Y/ellingtons
Vfellingtons (transferred
to No,205 Group, Egypt,
in January).
Maryl ands /[iur ri canes
Hurricanes

SYTordfish/xilbacores
Swordfish

104

69.  No.

No,
No.

No.

126, 185 249
828 (P.A.a.)
830 (F.a.A.)

*■

/Of

1. The total number of reinforcing aircraft which passed
through Malta during the period under review was 529*

G. 1 95914AgA/48
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Of these, the Blenheims, STrordfish and jilbacores T/cro mainly
employed on shipping strikes (the Swordfish and .ILbacores also being
used for^the mining of enemy harbours), assisted on occasion by
the Wellingtons in addition to the latters' bombing operations
of enemy ports and bases, ^

Malta’s Shipping Strikes

li/hile the Crusader" offensive was in progress, l-dalta-based
aircraft continued their strikes against enemy shipping in transit
and in harbourp. On 19 Woveniber, five Blenheims attacked
convoy east_of'-Homs comprising one 5,000 and one 2,000 ton

ries; R. AJ. merchajit ships and one schooner, escorted by one large destroyer.
Anti-ship- The attack v/as made at mast height in the face of heavy iuju
ping Ops. and a hit was obtained
(iVferchant), listed to starboard,
Vols,2 & ̂

ii.« H. Q, Ivl, E,
Op. Summa-

a

fire

on the large merchantman which immediately
The schooner was dismasted and left

apparently siting, and the smtdler merchant ship was damaged by
a near miss. Three Blenheims were shot dovm by a.ii, fire.

On the night of 21/22 November, thirteen Wellingtons and four'
Swordfish attacked a convoy of one cruiser, five destroyers and
five merchant ships which had been reported by air reconnaissance
some 12 miles off Cape Spartivento.
attack with four torpedoes,
a large flash and a pall of smoke:
probably hit, 3

The Sv/ordfish opened the.
one of which hit the cruiser causing

one 7,000 ton vessel was
The Y/ellingtons then ■ attacked in the face of

well-directed A.A. fire, dropping over 20 tons of S.A.P. bombs
from low and medium heights, the target being illuminated by
flares from one Wellington detailed for that duty,
were observed, the eneny emitting a thick smoke-screen, but
sticks of bombs straddled the ships,
failed to return.

No hits

One of the Swordfish

Ibid; and

A.H.B.1,
S»13(Extoact
fromCaano’s

diary)

On 1 December, the 10,000 ton tanlcer Iridio Mantov;ani

bombed successfully by four Blenheims, 65 miles''off'MSita,"'
T/as iinally sunk by H.M, ships following upon signals from
aircraft: 7,000 tons of fuel were lost v^-ith this vessel,
cannot be denied", v/rote Count Ciano "that the blow was a hard
one".

wa

our

I

s

and

t

Several other attacks vrerc carried out, -and during the
9'-16 December a special effort was made
harbour.

against enemy shipp

weeK

ing in
Reconnaissance aircraft had reported concentrations of

shipping at Patras (Corinth Canal), Argostoli (Cephalonia), and
Catania and Trapani (Sicily), and some units of the Italian fleet

It was though that the lac ter v/ere aboutwere sighted at Taranto,

to sail in an attempt to get supplies to Benghazi or Tripoli, and
it was decided to attack these units in harbour and not to wait
until they had put to sea. Accordingly, on the night of 15/
December, tv/enty Nellingtons attacked these units at Taranto,
dropping 30 tons of H.E, bombs (including three 4,000 pounders)
from heights of 14,000 to 8,000 feet, but an effective smoke screen
obscured results: 32,000 pamphlets were also dropped on the towm.
Meanwhile, Blenheims had attacked enemy shipping in Argostoli
harbour on the 11, 13, and again on 16 December, vath 5OO lb,
bombs. All these attacks were pressed home in the face of intense

fire and enemy fighter opposition.■H.* i'l*

/The

1. At the end of November some Beaufighters were sent from the U.K.
to Malta for 'ground-strafing' enemy formations in the Sirte

the Tripoli-Benghazi road. _ In December they wereti ansi erred to Egypt for opei-ations against ground targets iGiO'enaica. “
The 5,000 ton ship was officially assessed as 'damaged'2.  , the
schooner as 'severely dajnaged' and the 2,000 ton ship was assessed
UnClSIC' J.V #

The cruiser was officially assessed as 'damaged' and the merchant
ship was assessed under Category IV.

0.199914/10/7/48
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The first of these attacks ivas made by six Blcnheiiiis on a
5}000 ton merchant vessel, a possible hit being scored; 1  one
Blenheim was shot dovm. On 13 December, six Blenheims (of No. 107
squadron) attacked one 8,000 ton merchant ship, one 4,000 ton
merchant ship, and t\70 destroyers Y/hich T/ere bombed and machine-
gunned, but no hits v/ere observed,

intercepted our aircraft and from the ensuing combats two
Blenheims vrere missing; one enemy fighter was damaged,
an hour and a half later, five other Blenheims renewed the attack
but results vrere unobserved: enemy fighters again intercepted and

The final attack

Enemy fighters on patrol

About

one IvE. 109 and ono' Macchi were damaged,

Ibid: and

No.107

Sqdn.
O.R. B.De c.

(on 16 December) Y/as made by four Blenheims on one 4,000 ton-
merchant ship, ono 3,000 ton tahker,^one destroyer and a schooner
but no results Yfeve observed.

The attack on enemy shipping at Patras v/as made by nineteen

Wellingtons on -the night of 11/12 December, the target being three
large merchant ships and a nuiaber of small ships, presumably with
reinforcements and supplies for the ground' forces in Libya,
spite of bad visibility from Ioyj clouds and rain, the largest
ship Y/as thought to have been hit as smoke was seen coming from
the stern: other bombs fell among the shipping and buildings on
the quay side, several of which v/ere demolished,
on the same day (l1 December), tv/o Blenheims (of Noa.107 and 18
squadrons, detachment) operating separately, had attacked shipping
in Catania harbour from mast height, the first Blenheim scoring
tv/o hits on a 2,000 ton vessel Y/hich burst into flames, and the
second Blenlieim making a probable hit on a 2,300 ton vessel.^

A.S.V. Wellingtons and Torpedo-carrying i^drcraft of the P._ii.A.

In

Meanv/hile,

idr H. Q.
Med; S,

15l/9Air,
22A (Report employed
by P/O;
Glazer,
Sigs.O.)

In

0)

the -meantime the three long range Wellingtons fitted -with
A.S.V., which had been sent to Lklta towards the end of September
1941,^ and formed into a Special Duties Plight - had been

as follows:

Go-operating with Royal Naval forces based at Malta

(2) Go-operating with the Pleet ̂ dr i-irm /dbacores and

Squcrdrons (of Nos. 828 and 83O squadrons)

(3) Night bombing attacks on, and night shadoYdng of, enemy
shipping

(4) Sweeps along the enemy's known shipping lanes.

It was also envisaged that the k. S. V. 'wellingtons might be
employed against enemy submarines should these become a manace
in the Central Basin.

\,'ith regard to (l ); the method employed was for the leading
ship to be fitted with a "Rooster" (a modification of I.P.P. Mark
II - receiver 3078) so thod the A.S.V. Wellington could, by a
series of signals, lead the Naval force into the desired action.

/The

This was officially assessed under Category IV.
The tanlcer v/as hit amid ships v/ith one bomb by  a Blenheim

captained by Sergt.Kidly, Sergt. Thompson (who captained
another of the Blenheims) undershot the tanker by 10 yards,
but he sa’w ono bccbfi'om anotloer aircraft hit the tanker .

on the T/ater line just belov/ the funnel.

1.

No. 1073idn.
0. R.B.Dec,

2.

The 2,000 ton ship was officially assessed as 'sunk' (but it
is not mentioned in the List from enemy sources of Italian

ships sunk). It v/as hit with 2x500 lb. bombs: the Capt: of
the Blenheiia concerned was Sgt. Thompson.
See Section III page 255,

3.
No. 107
Sqdn.
0. R.B.Dec,

G,199914/TC/7/48
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The aircraft then set out to locate both the enemy
(generally a convoy) and the British surface forces and
consequently bring the tv70 together whilst maintaining as

great a degree of ¥/T. silence as possible. ' A Fleet
Air iirra Observer usually accoiTpanied the leading ship to
assist with the sending of B'/T. reioorts and to act
genered-ly as a NavoA liaison Officer.

V/ith regard to (2);Air H, Q. Med:

S. 161/Air, 893B
(ippx. B to Report
No.R, 14-Op.
Research Section,
M.E. - Account of

^inti-shipping Ops.
in Central & East:

Med: April *42)

the tactics employed vrere as
folloYiTs:-' enemy convoys, which were normally located by
reconnaissance Marylands (of No,69 squadron) on the day
preceding the strike,, were re-located on the saxae night
by an a. S.V. Tfellington.
30 rainutes later by a torpedo striking force of Sword
fish or iilbacores, the leader being equipped with
A.S.V. instead of carrying a torpedo,
force was led to the target

This aircraft vms followed

The striking

(a) by a preliminary sighting report from the
Wellington

(b) by 'homing* the n.S.V. on to a 'Rooster'
fitted to the 'Tellington
in the final stages by flares dropped by the
Wellington

(c)

The attack 'was then made by the striking force: on the

completion of the attack the striking force formed up
¥/henever possible round a flame float dropped by the
leader, and returned in comp.ony to its base. In some
cases the A. S.V. vTellington was dispensed with, the
ii. S.V. leader of the striking force using his A. S.V.
to locate and 'home' on the convoy, .ti, S.V. ranges of
20-30 miles being normal (at a flying height of 8OO
feet): the range of 'pick-up' of the 'Rooster* was
normally 70 to 80 miles. In practice, it v^as found
that the number of hits obtained by the torpedo air
craft remained consistently at a high level.
During the seven week period 1 January - 24 February, 32
torpedoes were launched and approximately 23 hits ¥/ere
scored; moreover, out of 59 sorties (including A. S.V.
leaders but excluding aircraft v/hich turned back owing
to mechanical or other failure) only seven aircraft
failed to reach their targets.

R. A.P.0ps. in
the W/est: Desert

& East: Med:

18 Nov,

1 9 llay

41 to

42

An increasing use was made of the Special Duties
Plight of A.S.V. Wellingtons consequent upon the experience
gained in the above mentioned employments, and it was
hoped that A. S.V. searches both east and v/est of Ifelta

would be maintained every night,
impossible'owing to the shortage of trained A.S.V. crews,
completed searches being, on the average, one every tvro

Shipping strikes frequently follOT/ed A. S.V.

This proved to be

days,

sightings, and out of ten sightings made in the first
fortnight of the "Crusader" offensive period, five were
followed by strikes,
shipping strikes made by Malta aircraft wero the result of
six A.S.V. contacts.

In the succeeding fortnight

On the night of 7/8 February an
A, S.V. sighting was follovred by submarine action instead of

by bomber or torpedo-carrying aircraf»4-Um

/Further

G, 199914/TC/7/48
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Further Shippinp; Strikes from felta

In the new year (194-2) shipping strikes from Malta
shcfi,7ed a marked decrease ov/ing to bad weather and increas
ing attacks by enemy aircraft on the island,
weather conditions prevailed until the end of February,
and although this may have curtailed enemy attacks it

seriously affected Malta's striking povrar,
were no

Adverse

ils there

alternative landing grounds on the island, any
sudden change in vreather conditions necessitated

recalling all aircraft to their bases,
difficult to obtain v/eather forecasts of more than six
hours, sorties v/ere consequently restricted to that
period. 'Tov/ards the end of Dece.nber (1941) the weather
had deteriorated v/ith gales, severe rain and thunder
storms and much low cloud. In January, the fighter
aerodromes of Hal- Far and Takali beesjne waterlogged and
operations had to be suspended for several days, the
fighter aircraft being transfex’red to the bomber
aerodrome at Luqa v/hich was less affected by the
we-ather. But the resulting overcrov/ding of Luqa
caused some disorganisation among the bombers, and strong
cross-vxinds at this time of the year precluded operations
by the Wellingtons on severed occasions,
which vxere

and as it was

Ihe rains -

:-bnorm;?a. in intensity - also affected the
aircraft dispersal areas which did not stand up to the bad.

In this emergency
iirmy personnel rendered gi’eat assistance, more than
2,500 men being provided to work on repairs to the
aerodromes which, apart from the d?unage caused by the
•weather, were also subjected to heavy air attacks,
existing dispersal areas were improved and additional

together w/ith new taxying. strips, were constructed,
"v-iork was begun on building aircraft pens. 1

weatlier as well as had been ejqxected.

The

ones,
and

air H. q. Med;
0, R.B. January,

H.Q. M,E. Op.
Summaries and

R. ii. F, itnti—

In spite of the foregoing difficulties, strixes
were carried out against enemy shipping in transit
vxhenever possible. On the night of 6/7 Janurary, foui-

Shipping ^s. Svrordfish severely damaged a 4-, 000 ton merchant vessel
(Merchant), Vol.3andwe3t of Kuriat Isl;md, and on the same night a single
List from Enemy^ Isibacore scored a torpedo hit on the 5,700 ton merchant
sources of Italian ship Perla which was last seen stationaiy (by the
merchant ships sunk. ii,,S,V. Wellii^ton shadowing i’fc) some 45 miles north-west

of Kuriat, -with its escorting, destroyer alongside
engaged in taking off its Gi'evx,
confiiTned as sunk).

(This vessel was later

Meanv/hile, some heo.vy attacks were made on enemy
airfields and bases by Malta-based aircraft.
4 January, ten Blenheims (of Nos.18 squadron detachment
and 107 squadron) attacked the Sicilian airfield of
Castel Vetrano where seventy-five transport aircraft
— mostly JU. 52's and SM. 82's — were parked close
together. The attack was made in three waves, the
Blenheims bombing from between twenty and a hundred
feet, cjid destroying over thirty aircraft and seriously
damaging many others v/ithout any loss to themselves,
the follo\Ting night nine Yfellingtons repeo.ted this attack,
setting a further fourteen aircraft on fire and blowing
up a petrol dump.

On

On

No, 107 sqdn.

0. R. B, January,

9^ /In

Official Account

of the R.A.F. in

ivlalta, June '/(.O
to Nov, '42,

1 Within three months the /irmy laid 27 miles of dispersal
runy/ays and built 14 large bomber pens, 170 fighter
pens, 70 reconnaissance pens and 31 Nav.ol aircraft
pens.
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A. H. Q. Med:
0.R.B. Feb:

In February, the Blenheims of No. 21 squadron (which
had been sent to Malta from the U.K.) made six
against enemy shipping but no definite results
observed.

sorties

v/ere

They also carried out three 'ground -strafing'
attacks which caused damage to military buildings and M,T,
on the North African coastal road,
eight of the Bleniieims were lost,

the Albacores of No. 828 squadron F.A. A. ,
ten operations fjgainst enemy naval forces and shipping
in v/hich te/o cruisers and one destroyer were hit,
A,000 ton merchant ship v/as sunk and two 6,000 ton
merchantmen .and a tanl-cer wore damaged.
Swordfish of No. 83O sq.uadron, P.A.xi. , made four shipping
strikes - during which a 6,000 ton merchant ship vfas set
on fire - and one mine-laying operation in Tripoli harbour:
tvro aircrai’t failed to return from these operations.

During these operation

one

Meanwhile the

s
During the same month

carried out

Ibid: and

R. A.F. Anti-

Shipping Ops.
(Merchant) Vol. 3.

A. H. q. Med:
0. R.B. March.

In March, the increasing enemy air attacks on ihlta
caused considei’able losses to the island's aircraft, and
the striking pov/er of the ti/o F.n. A. squadrons  - already
depleted during their operations in Febnrary, and further
hampered by a shortage of necessary spares - w.as
considerably reduced. Nevertheless, the Swordfish sank
a merchant vessel of 2,000 tons and severely damaged a
6,000 ton ship on the nig]gt of 17/18 March, and the
Albacores made several shij^ping swreeps during that month.

Enemy Convoy Tactics

From the end of March the enemy largely reverted to
the tactics which he had formerly employed with consider
able success of running single ships, heavily armed whth

A, A. guns, instead of eiqposing his convoys to the risk
of attack.

R. A.F. Ops. in
the Rest: Desert

& East: Med:

18 Nov. 'A1 to

19 May '42.

Previously the chief Italian port of embarkation was
Naples, but the Italians now/ bcDgun to use Genoa,
normal route vwas beU/een Corsica and the Ballearic

Islands to the North Africen coast off Gape Bon.
there the ships kept close inshore to Tripoli.

Supplies bound for Bonghaai were generally carried
from iirgostoli, Navarino and other ports in or near
Greece, or from Crete, in schooners or other small
vessels.

Dodecanese Islands continued to use Patras Roads (at the
entrance to the Gulf of Corinth) as . their main concentra**
tion point.

The

From

Supply ships sailing to Crete and the

A, H. Q. Med.
0. R.B. April

and

H. Q. M.E.
Op. Summaries

In April, the A. S.V. Wellingtons made a few? attacks
on small enemy convoys and single ships but with some
disappointing results. A Swor-fifish which had been fitted

with A. S.y. led the xJ-bacores in four shipping sweeps, and
also in tw/o attaclcs on enemy convoys on the nights of
26/27 and 27/28 April,
a torpedo hit was claimed on a merchantman of 5,000 tons,
and in the second a 4,000 ton ship - escorted by three
destroyers - received a torpedo hit v;hich resulted in thiclc
columns of smoke.

In the first of these two attacks

iifter the arrived, of strong reinforcements of Spitfires
in May, ̂  Malta's striking power improved considerably as
the fighter squadrons began to gain local air superiority.

/During

See page 356 infra.1'.
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During the latter part of that month the a. S.V. Y/ellingtons
made five attacks' on enemy convoys, and the Sv/ordfish
and jUbacores carried out several sorties and shipping
sweeps, including attacks on tvro convoys by the iilbacores.

xidvance^ and R^reat of British Forces in Cyrenaica

In the meantime the British "Crusader' offensive had

pushed forv/ard into Gyrenaica.
relieved, and Bengliazi was captured on 24 December,
28/29 December, the enemy withdrev/ to Jedabaya, and on
2 Januo.ry the Eighth ilrmy captured Eardia,
later (6 January) the enemy m thdrew to iigheila,
forces captured Solium on 12 January and Ha.lfaya on
1 7 January, the enemy withdravm.ng behind the righeila line

to build up his strength,
a reconnaissance in strength which developed into  a full
scale counter-attack.

On 9 December, Tobruk v/a
On

Four days
Britis

On 21 January the enemy began

He re-Cc'.ptured 'Benghazi on 28 Jan

s

h

uary,
and by the middle of Febru,ary the Eighth inmy had retreated
to the Gazala line.

lialta's a-iir Reinforcement and the Luftwaffe 'Blitz

Meanwhile the enemy's increasing air attacks against
Ivlilta necessitated the strengthening of the island's

During the first vYeek of February, ME,
came out like Summer flies" and flew round -the

the ivlilta Hurricanes were out-

fighter force,
x.OC/47, Pt. II,
245A

(xiOG. Med: to
AOC-in-C,)

'  109's

island at various heights;
numbered and outclassed by these aircraft of superior
performance,

I'/E. ’I09's during the d-ay-time and they also employed them

as fighter-bombers against our aerodromes.
I'k-lta (A-V-M, Lloyd) considered that the protection of
incoming convoys would be rendered very difficult as the

llalta. fighters would be engorged by superior enemy fighters
while the JU, B8's -would be able to bomb v/herever they liked, ̂

The Luftv/affe laid on constant patrols of

The ii, 0, C. at,

/The

1. according to an onemy source, the following units were
ava.ilable for the attacks on Malta:-

G, -ii, F,

Activities in the

Med, 1941-^3

(ahb, 6,
Translation

no,viiAi) ■

Estimated No, of air craft

(as per sub-.joined Note

3 bomber Geschv<-ader (altogether
8 Gruppen)
2 Stuka. Gruppen

2 torpedo-cariying Staffeln
2 fighter Geschwader (altogether

260

65
18

160

1 night fighter Gruppe
1 T,E, fighter Gruppe
1 long range Recce. Staffel

35
35
9

582Total

(Note, A Staffel ’was at this period probably 9 aircraft
A Gruppe comprised 3 Sto.ffeln (later in the nax it
v/as often increased to ' 4) • It also had a
Gruppen Stab - a kind of H, '■}. flight of 5 01^ 4 aircraft,)

>en. pxus aA Ges cn-f/ader coiiiprlsecL 3 or 4 SH
Geschwader Stab of 3 or 4 aifera:

The stune enemy source states that on days of major operations
more than 500 aircraft'were in action against Malta (C,f, the
estimated total number of available aircraft above). The
number of bombers appears to have been increased as it is
further stated that Ibetween January and the end of April,. 462
aircraft vdth a bomb load of 8,400 tons were in operation
against’the island.

G.199914/TC/7/48
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The Air Ministry had already arranged to send an initial
reinforcement of fifteen Spitfires to I/Ialta, hut A-V-M. Lloyd
was convinced that double that number was necessary and also

some Kittyhawks in addition to the Spitfires,
question of the defence of Malta v/as under roviev/ by the ^ar
Ministry who considered that the "ideal" would be five squadrons
of Spitfires for dfiy and one squadron of Hux'ricane lie's for night
work*

The whole

It

Ibid: 247ii

In the meantime such Blenheims as still survived of Nos. 18

and.107 squadrons had been transferred to Egypt for absorption
into that Command: they were temporarily replaced by No, 21

squadron (Blenheims) but this squadron left Malta on 22 February
on transfer to Egypt,
ment (v/el ling tons) was transferred to No. 205 Group, Shallufa,
and v/as relieved for a short period by No, 57 squadron (Wellingtons)
from No. 205 Group which arrived at Malta on 22 February,

On 15 February, No. 40 squadron detach-

A.M, CS. 10581,
4?-ii et seq;

ii. H. Q. .i.fcd:
O.R.B. Feb:

Meaxnwhile, the }&.lta Night Fighter Unit (Hurricanes) had
received official recognition (in December) and became, known as
No. 1435 Plight.
'intruder

In January and February it carried out some
sorties over Sicilian aerodromes, but the great

R,n.F. Ops.
in the West:

Desert 4

pressure on Ivialta's fighter strength during the latter part of

East: Mod:

18 Nov. ' 41

to 19 I.'iay '42 February and the earlier part of March necessitated the temporary
cessation of. its activities.and Mi., H. Q. ^it the end of March, No. 1435

Med:

0. R. B. Jan^b. strength.
Plight was re-formed and some Beaufighters v/ere added to its

The attacks by the Luftwaffe continued to increase in sever

ity, and by the end of February, Malta, could "no longer be counted
upon as a practicable base for operations of an air striking
force of any size", and iidmiral Cunninghani was considering
abandoning the island as a base for Naval operations.

aOC/47,
Pt. II,
26U (Dy.

AOC-in-C, to

rdr Min:)
During Ml.rch the most critical period of the Battle of

Malta began and the Luftwaffe was rapidly gaining local air

Nevertheless, on the night of 2/3 March, a force
of sixteen Wellingtons successfully attacked an enemy convoy in
Palermo harbour. Over 25 tons of bombs were dropped and two

.^lir H, q.Msd:
O.R.B. March, superiority.

merchant ships of 6,000 tons and one of 1,000 were sunk v/hile
a larger ship of 8/9,000 tons was probably damaged, ̂  In addi
tion to these blov/s the warehouses on the mole were gutted, a
lange building beside the dry dock was set on fire, and blast

damage v/as done to the Seaplane hangar. But in view of the

weight of enemy bombing attacks on Mo-lta it was found impossible
to keep the serviceability of the Wellingtons up to an economical

number, ond No. 37 squadron v/as therefore returned to No, 205
Group until the situation should iirprove. By that time the

striking force had virtually ceased to exist although the llLbacores

and Swordfish (of Nos. 828 and 83O squadrons, P.a. a.) carried out
several offensive sweeps and attacks on enemy shipping.

/ffeanwhile

1. These sinkings were confirmed by photographs, and by the

assessment Conmittee. The 3/9,000 ton ship was assessed
as 'damaged', (R, A.F. iinti-shipping Ops. (Merchant),
Vol. 3. The 2,000 ton ship v/as, probably, the S. S.
Le d]re Marie (l ,086 tons) sta.ted to have been sunk "by
bombing" at Palermo on 6 March: the loss of the 6,000 ton
ship is not mentioned, (List from enemy sources of Italian
merchant ships sunk), , .
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Meanv/hilp the daylight attacks on Ivlalta's aerodromes
were becoming very serious and in addition to the damage
to iVklta-based aircraft a number of reinforcing Wellingtons
for the Middle East were being rendered unserviceable.
The problem of safeguarding these, 'iTellingtons v/as solved
by passing them on with relief crev/s to the Ivliddle East
on the same night that they arrived at Mhlta.

... 0. G. A7
Malta, Pt. II
270a

(a-V-M. Lloyd
to H,0.

M. S.)

On 7 llarch the first fifteen Spitfires and seven
Blenheims reached IVklta via Gibraltar in the aircraft-
carrier Ea^^ (Operation "Spotter",). Their flight off
the carrier was covered by the Malta Hurricanes and they
landed at Takali without loss,
number of JCE. 109's made

.  same evening waves of JU. 88's attacked the Spitfires at
admiralty TrJcali airfield. Hoy/ever, v/ithin a few days No. •2/).9 squadron
rreinn^ary had been re-armed -vyith the Spitfires, in place of its

„  Hurricanes. By the end of the month a further seven
® ̂  » Spitfires together with three Blenheims and two Beauforts

i’p /A arrived at Malta from the Eagle (Operation "Picket")
A.u.O./h/ Pt.II, .and early in April No. 229 squadron (Hurricane lie's) had
(in r w A arrived on transfer from the Western Desert Command.
tnH n VAr, transfer of this squadron implemented the .Ur Ministry's
uu n.Lj. , intention to .provide a Hurricane II 0. unit for fighter
r u n/r A night T/ork at Malta. ^ The nevyly-arrived Spitfires were
A. rl.tj, Med.,

O.R. B. March

Official Account

of the R.A.E. in

Malta, June *40
to Nov. '42.

During this operation a
'intruder' patrols and that

used to re-am. No. 126 squadron (Hurricanes), but by the
middle ot April most of the Spitfires had been destroyed
and for some days the Hurricanes of Nos, l85 and 229
squadrons bore the brunt of the fighting.

'  " Meanwhile a strong detachment of No. 221. squadron
(Wellington VIII's - a.S.V./T.B. - of No. 201 (N.C.)
Group) had been moved from iimrya to lUlta.

0. R.B.

H.Q. M.E./staff
Branch, i^l
iippx. 13.

• >

On 20,. April a further reinforcement of two squadrons
(Nos, 601 and 603 of Fighter Commeuid) with forty-six
Spitfires from the U.K. arrived at Malta in the Aiierican
' aircraft-carrier Wasp. The. Spitfires were flown off
the carrier but as soon as they had landed heavy air
attacks were made on them while they wove being re-fuelled
and serviced. These attacks were repeated, some 300

Official account

of the R,ix.P. in

Malta, June '40
to Nov. '42;
Air H.0. Med;
O.R.B. Apl.;
(See also H.Q.
E. AOC/47,

Pt, II, IVlalta,
293A et seq. )

fi r
iVx*

bombers being sent in one day to destroy them, and within
three days several of them had been destroyed and many
damaged, Malta v/as now at its last gasp but,
^ovidentially, tovvards the end of the month the
Luftwaffe attacks slackened off, while Italian aircraft,
bombing from great heights, began to imke their
appearance.

re*-

It appears that the Luftwaffe had decided

to transfer some of its strength to other fronts, and by
this time its peraonnel and aircraft needed time .for rest
and reservicing as during the preceding weeks the Malta
squadrons and the
the attackers.^

A. A. artillery had taken a heavy toll of

/This
1. See page 353 aupra, ' ' ’ ~

During April the enemy»,s air-craft losses
estimated aa follows;-

H.7. Med:,
0. R. B. Apl.

2.
were

Probably

destro.yed DamagedDestro.-yed

A.P. fighters 52
A. artillery 101

(a) .through R.
(b) through

31 117
6613

Totals

During the same month the R.-uP.'s losses in combat were:

11 Spitfires, 8 Hurricanes, 1 Beaufighter - a total
of 20 aircraft.

153 44 183

G. 195914/TC/7/48
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This relative lull in the Malta 'hlita' \7as one of several instances

in the War v»here the enemy seems to have made an inexcusable
blunder, for had he continued the tempo of his attacks - at

whatever cost to himself - tfalta would in all probability have
been compelled to succumb. 1

Jlilta's Further Reinforcement

,i. H, Q. M. E,

D/AOC Pt. n,
192A

Before the end of April the Air Ministry had arranged to
send a further reinforcement of Spitfires to Idalta, and on
7 tlay. Air H,Q,, Milta received information that these aircraft

were due to fly into the island on 9 May.
the enemy would make every effort to destroy them before they
could become operationally effective, and the R,A.P.
personnel made detailed plans for their reception.
o.rrangements included' the dispersal of the Spitfires among three

'41 to 19 May aerodromes, v/ith experienced pilots and ground crev/s standing^by
'42; Air H. the pens to receive the alio’tted aircraft.

Ifed: O.R.B

It was realised that

R. A. P. Ops. in
the West:

Desert & East:

Med: 18 ll'ov.

and Army
These

In all, sixty
(out of sixty-four) Spitfires arrived (in batches) on 9 May•»

having flown off the carriers from a position some 20 miles
north of lilgiers.

reception and re-fuelling the Spitfires were, in some cases, able
to take off within six minutes after landing, and as soon as the
enemy came to bomb them on the ground he was met and attacked by
them in the air.

Oviring to the excellent arrangements for their

The Spitfires m.ade seventy-four sorties'during

May.

this day, destroying seven enemy aircraft, probably destroying
eight others and damaging thirteen, for the loss of three
Spitfires shot dof/n rmd three daraaged. • • ■ .

On the following day (l0 May) the mine-laying cruiser
Welshman, with a cargo of over 80,000 rounds of much-needed
Bofors ammunition, berthed in the Grand Harbour,
loaded within five hours under the protection of the Spitfires

During this day the

She v/as uh-

and a heavy barrage ;3nd smoke-screen.

• Ibid:

Spitfires made a hundred 'and ten sorties and the Hurricanes'made

fourteen sorties; they destrq/ed nine JU. 88's, two JU. 87's,
Mt-o ME. 109's, one Cant. 1007 and one Macchi 202, for the loss of
three Spitfires, -vYhile the A.xs. artillery accounted for seven JU's
and one ME. 109. The R. a. P. fighters' also claimed nineteen
other aircraft probably destroyed and tv/enty-four damaged.

/According

R. a.F.Cps. in
the Yfestr

Desert &

East: Med:

18 Nov. '41
to 19
'42 and

a. H. Q., ̂ d:
0. R. B, xipril

1. The increasing volume of air attacks on Malta can be gauged
by the tonnage of bombs dropped. In February the estimated
tonnage was 993 tons, in March,2,174 tons and in April 6,728

■r tens. The bomba, dropped during april were distributed thus:-
3,156 tons

841 tons
805 tons
750 tons
196 tons
980 tons

6,728 tons

During the three days 20/22 april, 104 tons of bombs were'
dropped on Luqa and 337 tons on Takali airfields alone.
(On 15 iipril - during the worst period of Malta's siege - the
Governor and C-in-C (Genl. Sir 'William Dobbie) received offi
cial intimation that H.M. The King had av/arded the George Gross
to "the Island Portress of Malta",)

2, IVo aircraft turned back; one ran out of peti'ol just before
reaching Malta, and one was missing from an unknown cause.

Dockyard area
Takali airfield

Luqa airfield
Halfar airfield

Kalafrana seaplane base
Elsewhere

G. 199914/TC/7/48
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H,Q. Med:

489/675/^0
(letter,
A-V-il. Lloyi
to Dy, C^.
13.5.42)

According to A-V-M. Lloyd "the Spitfires saved the T7elshman which
succeeded in leaving Ivlalta in SEifety that same night.

The efforts of 10 llay, together with the arrival of
further reinforcement of Spitfires a vreek later, assured local
air superiority to tialta. During the remainder of the month
the enemy's air .activity was reduced to daily attacks by small
numbers of German aircraft and Italian bombers, combined with
fighter sweeps, and increasing attacks by night raide
latters' bombing was inaccurate, and twelve of them were shot
dovm by the Beaufighters of No, 1435 flight in a period of under
three weeks. Thenceforward Ivlalta began to regain her position
as an offensive base in the air-sea warfare.

Air Reconnaissance from I/Ialta

a

Thers.

X

During the "Crusader" advance (18 November 1941 to 20
January 1942) tlalta's chief reconnaissance activity comprised:*-

(a) daily searches by iiarylands and Hurricanes of No. 69
squadron west and east from tlalta to the Ionian Sea,

;  and south to the Gulf of Sirte so. as to Join up with
■the Crete-Libyan patrols of No. 201 (N, C.) Group,

crossing Taranto, Corfu, Cephalonia, Zante, the
Kerkenna Islands, Pantellaria and Sicily,

(b) Night searches by A,S.V. Wellingtons, of the enemy's
sea routes leading to Tripoli,

During the final period of the "Crusader" advance an
intensified effort was m*ade ‘to locate enemy ships sailing for
Tripolitania, and to check threats from surface vessels against
British convoys running to llalta and Benghazi,

In February, in spite of bad weather conditions, sea and
harbour reconnaissances were maintained at a weekly average of
thirteen to eighteen sorties,
aircraft operated in the area west of tlalta (except -vThen our
convoys v/ero passing to or from the island), their role being
to v/atch'the Cape Bon-Kerkennah-Tripoli route which the enemy
was normally using,
suffered considerably from the weather) covered Sicily and
Tripolitaima regularly, and visual reconnaissances were carried
out over Taranto, iiugusta, Palermo, Messina, and the North
African ports of Homs, Zuara and Sfax.

With the inci'ease of enemy air attacks on Malta the
reconnaissance effort was consequently adversely affected.
Nevertheless, o.ircraft of Wo, 69 squadron (v/hich was re-armed
during Jpril and May with Spitfires) continued to cover
Sicilian ports and air-buses, the Ionian Sea and the more
westerly Mediterranean areas, and carried out searches for
enemy convoys en route to Tripoli,
under photographic and visual reconnaissance included Catania,
Gerbini, Taranto, Brindisi, Comiso, Messina, Palermo, Trapani,
Valentia, Naples*, Navarino, iirgostoli and Tripoli,
a photographic reconnaissance by a Beaufighter (attached to
Wo, 69 squadron) discovered the presence of an enemy convoy in
Palermo harbour which v/as successfully attacked on the same
night by sixteen Malta Wellingtons. ^ The same Beaufighter
revisited Palermo on 4 March and photographed the three enemy
merclmnt ships which had been sunk by the Wellingtons,

/The , '

The majority of sea reconnaissan

Photographic reconnaissances (which

The harbours and aerodromes

On 2 March,

R# jv. F« Ops,
in the Y/est;
Desert &
East: Ifed;
18 Nov, '41
to 19 May '4^
Air H. Q, Malta
0. R. B. 's;
No. 69 sqdn.
0. R..B. 's

ce

See page 354 supra.
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The value of tlalta's air; reconnaissance is further ■ illustrated

by a series of events which occurred during the latter part of
June (v/hile the Eighth iirniy Y/as retreating to iilamein^ during
Rommel's final attempt on Egypt). At 13.25 hours on 20 June,
a reconnaissance Baltimore on patrol over the Ionian Sea sighted
an enemy convoy of two large merchant ships escorted by three
destroyers, emerging from the Gulf of Taranto (25 miles east of
Colonne) and heading for Messina.
Bea.uforts T/as sent out to attack this convoy, escorted by eight
Beaufighters. The striking force failed to locate the convoy,
and a P.R.U. Spitfire sent to re-locate it made a sighting at
18.50 hours off Capo Spartivento.

striking force of eleven

Meanv/hile a watch was orga

A.H. Q. Med:
O.R. B. June;

A. H.Q. M.E.
Op, Summaries

(AHBIIJ/25/1

nised dovm the enemy's western convoy route and on the night of
20/21 June
iJ-bacores made an unsuccessful search of the area betv/een
Pantcllaria Island, Ca.pe Bon and IVk-rcttimo,
hours next morning a Baltimore searching between Cape Bon and the
Kerkennah Islands sighted what appeared to bo
V7ith no escort, some 60 miles south, of Gape Bon.
five Beauforts (of No. 217 squadron) escorted by six'.
Beaufighters (of No. 235 squadron) was sent to attack these
ships and found t'wo 7/8,000 ton merchant vessels escorted by
'flak’ ship, tv/o JU. 88's and one 3. 79.
torpedoed both the merchantmen setting one on fire 2^ and the
Beaufighters destroyed the three enemy aircraft:
Beauforts were shot dov/n by fire.

Vfellington VIII and a striking force of threea

at about 07.00

throe large liners
,  A strike of

a

The Beauforts

two of the

A Baltimore (v/hich
followed the striking force) re-located this convoy at 18.Z(D
hours - with a destroyer steaming to its assistance - about 50
miles north-west of Tripoli: the Baltimore's photographs shoYved

sign of one of the merchant ships T/hich was. therefore
presumed to have sunlc.

no

In the meantime the bwo merchant ships of the- first convoy
(sailing for Messina) had been photographed by another Ivjalta
reconnaissance aircraft in Palermo harbour on .the saime day
(22 June). ii force of ITellington VIII's (of No. 221 squadron
detachment) v/as sent'to patrol between Naples and Iviaretimo to
bomb these merchant ships if they tried to leave Palermo, and
also to watch -for other enemy ships.. TorpjedQ T/ellingtons Yvere
also sent to the vicinity so as to be on call if required.
01.00 hours ̂ (on 23 June)- a 'Jellington VIII found tvro large
marchant ships ancl. two destroyers 35 miles east of Palermo,
sailing in an easterly direction. Tyyo of the other Wellington
VIII's were recalled onto the target which they attacked;
ircraft claimed a near miss on a destroyer but the other could
not bomb OYving to IO/IO cloud over the target Yvhen it reached it.
Meanwhile a fourth Wellington VIII had found -br/o large merchant
vessels and -two destroyers coming from Naples, 30 miles east of
Ustica Island.

At

one

a

The Wellington- attacked this convoy with four 500
lb. bombs from a height of 1,200 feet and scored  a hit on the
stem of one of the ships, causing a red glov/ and much smoke. 3

./0n _ __

1. See page 397 infra.

This was the German ship Rcichenfels:
ship were officially assessed under Category IV,

This Y/as officially assessed as 'damaged'

T.h.inS laffa.«Aally ■ a&B-e'0'Ood"-aa—'■deii-nagcd*

both it a
R. A.P. iinti-

shipping Ops,
(Merchant)

V0I.3.

R. ii,P. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant),

Vol,3.

2. nd the other

3.

A
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On the same morning (23 June) the tvvo merchant ships and
escorting destroyers (v/hich had heen seen going from Palermo to
Messina) were sighted passing through the Straits of Messina and
rounding Cape iirrai at 08.00 hours. Ten Beauforts escorted by
Beaufighters v/ere sent to attack this convoy and found it at

13.28 hours some 30 miles from Cape Spartivento,
were obtained on one merchant ship ^ and one of the destroyers
was hit; two of the Beauforts were shot down and three others

were damaged by A.A. fire. At 14*30 hours a P.R.U. Spitfire
photographed this convoy; one merchant ship was stationary and
down by the stem while three destroyers v/ere circling round it;
the other merchant vessel was sailing northwards accompanied
by one destroyer. Next morning (24 June) a P.R.U. Spitfire
photographed the crippled merchantman which the destroyers
were trying to tov/. During that night a Wellington VIII
searched the Gulf of Taranto and found two large merchantmen
50 miles south of Taranto steaming slov/ly at 5 knots. The
Yi/ellington attacked with bombs but a smoke-screen obscured results:

it was thought that one of the vessels was the one which had

been damaged and taken in -tow.

Three hits

On 30 June a P.R. U., Spitfire took photographs of Taranto

harbour v/hich shov/ed the damaged merchant vessel with its deck

cargo removed, and several other merchant ships berthed in the

outer harbour, apparently ready to sail,
two Wellington VIII's made a search that night (30 June/1 July)
in the Gulf of Taranto so as to locate and bomb the enemy and
"home” on a striking force of torpedo Wellingtons, should the
enemy ships leave the harbour,
ships and four destroyers were located near Gallipoli (in the

The Y/ellington VTII's went in to bomb this
convoy and the torpedo strike developed simultaneously,
torpedo hits were scored on one ship 2 ̂ nd there were several
near misses from bombs.

In consequence, •

At 01.35 hours three merchant

heel" of Italy),
Two

The convoy immediately turned and
sailed back to Taranto, and its much-needed supplies for
Rommel's "Afrika Korps" v/ere thus delayed by the vigilance of
Malta's aircraft.

Projected Invasion of Malta

Meanwhile, the question of the invasion of Malta had been
The attacksoccupying the attention of the German Naval Staff,

by the Luftwaffe on Malta could not be maintained indefinitely.
Conferences and G-rand Admiral Raedei- realised that if for any reason the
on Naval

Fuehrer

Luftwaffe should reduce its attacks the island would be soon

restored to its former strength,
memorandum to Hitler (at 0. conference held on the lA^h of that
month) in which he represented that nothing less than the capture
and occupation of J/Ialta would suffice, which "alone v/ould

prevent the enemy from re-building Malta's offensive and

defensive capacities,
necessity of such an operation as he did not want to spare men
from either the Eastern front or Qy^^'enaica, but he agreed to the
extent of ordering increased activity against the island by the
Luftwaffe which (as already narrated) 3 took place in April
and May,

In March he submitted a

Hitler, however, was doubtful about the

Affairs,
1942

/Meanwhile

This was officially assessed under Category IV (although a
photo, shov/ed this ship as being down at the stem)
This v/as officially assessed as 'severely damaged'.

1,

2.

See pages 354 and 355 supra.3.
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Meanwhile, Raeder's arguments for the occupation of Malta had "been
supported by Field-Marshal. Kesselring in Italy and by the Italians
themselves following upon a report to Hitler and Mussolini and the
Italian G.-in-C General .Cavallero, after a visit to Cyrenaica

As a result of this reportwhich Kesselring made in April.
General Cavallero decided that preparations should be made for a

At a conferencesurprise attack on. Malta at the end of 15ay.
with Mussolini on 1 Iviay,, Hitlei- agreed to participate in this

He vmsattack Y/hich Yvaa to be knovm aa Operation "Herkules".
prepared to send a German parachute division YYith three reinforced

parachute regiments and assault pioneers and armoured units

.  composed of captured Russian tank's. It Y;as' also contemplated
that, the strongest possible concentration of ferry boats should be

made for the; assault. It Yvas, hov/ever, decided that the assault

should not be made until the. middle of July, after the projected
attack on Egypt by Rommel v/hich v/as to take place at the end of

May and the beginning of June.

The plan for the invasion of Iva.lta as formulated by the
Italians (and knoYvn by them as Operation "0.3") was in the nature
of a coup de main. It envisaged surprise landings (by night)

Plan for
Invasion of

Malta (A
study by the from naval units of ground forces and of paratroops Y/ho were to
Italian Air establish a bridgehead on the south-eastern coant of the island.^

soon as the airfields had been captured further units were to

"(Translation transported to Malta by air. . At a favourable opportunity
NOtYJx'/kl other units YYOuld be landed by ses. at the same places as the troops

making the surprise landings, and feint landings were to be made

by means of motor torpedo boats at as many coastal points as
possible.

As..a preliminary to the operation it was "considered essential
that

(a) there should be Axis air .and sea supremacy in the
CenIraL Mediterranean 2

(t) there should be a preliminary continuous,blockade of
the Malta Archipelago, and

(c) continuous heavy borabing attacks aimed at the British
defences as much as. possible, to be carried out with-

*  out indicating in 7/hich area the landings Y/ere to be
attempted. ,

In the view of the Italian Air Staff the capture of Malta was

primarily an air operation, the ground and naval operations, being
of a supporting nature. Owing to "the. .great importance" of, the
operation, the Italian Air Force postulated that it Yvas necessary
to use all available air reserves. It was decided that a total of

8 bomber _
2 torpedo-'bomber gruppi
1 dive-bomber gruppo
2 assault gruppi

5 fighter gruppi

were to be employed for the actual invasion of Ivlalta (Operation
"0,3").> their main functions being the execution 'of offensive opera
tion^ during and after the coup de main (including those of co-opera
tion VYith the naval landings), co-operation with the landed troops,
and emergency operations which might become necessary during the
course of the operation.

d 3

/^or

.  /

1 . The selection of this position v/as due to the nature of the
terrain which appeared to be the most unlikely place for an in-

P vading force to land,
• The hypothesis laid doY/n in (a) would appeal- to "beg the qaestion
for if the Axis had achieved air and sea'supremacy in the Gentral
Mediterranean" it YYould seem that an invasion of Malta wouldha-ve

Narrator,been unnecessary.'

Statement by
Gei'jl. Student
(Head of
German Rarar
..cjute Divs.)
(Enemy docs:
’AHB. 6.) , .  3. A fighter gruppo

A bomber gruppo
normally) = 3 s quadrillia of 9 a/c each
normally; = 2 squadrillia of 6 a/c each
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For the transport of the paratroops a force of 140 S, 82's
would be available.

In order to combat a possible intervention by British
Naval forces from Alexandria and/or Gibraltar, it was arranged
that all the bomber and torpedo-bomber air units (together
with fighter and assault aircraft, if necessary) which were
based in Sardinia, Libya and the Aegean, 1 as well as the
torpedo-bomber units based on Sicily, should be available to
attack such Naval forces. For these duties there were

Sardinia 1 bomber gruppo
1 fighter gruppo

1 torpedo-bomber stormo

2

Libya 2 torpedo-bomber gruppi
1 bomber stormo

1 assault storrao

3 fighter gruppi
5 fighter stormo

2 torpedo-bomber gruppi
1 bomber stormo

1 fighter gruppo .

2 torpedo-bomber gruppi (at Pantellaria)

These units and those for Operation "C»3" (already enumerated)
comprised the whole of the Italian Air Force in the

Mediterranean theatre, which v/ould thus be used, either
directly or indirectly, for the capture of Malta.

Aegean

Sicily

The ground forces for the operation were to consist of

two Army Corps (comprising three and tv/o Infantry Divisions
respectively), special landing troops (comprising one
regiment and a detachment of the Black-shirt battalion),
reinforcements, and am aizborne army - commanded by General
Student (Head of the German Parachute Divisions)  - and
comprising one German,and one Italian Airborne Infantry
Division, ̂ The' whole ejtpeditionaiy corps was to be
commanded by General Vecchiarelli, Vice-Chief of the
Italian Arny Staff.

Fuehrer Confer

ences on Naval between Admiral Raeder and Hitler on 15 June*
Affairs, 1942

Operation "Herkules v/as further debated at a conference

At this

confereiice Hitler declared that he did not believe that

Malta could be captured while the Russian offensive was in

progress, and especially not with Italian troops.

/But

A stormo (normally = ? gruppi
i.e. Rhodes and Gadura

A.ccording to Genl. Student there v/ere also to be two

German parachute regiments in addition to the units
enumerated above,

for the operation as 500 JU, 52's and HE. Ill's and
approx; 80 Savoias.

(student gives the Axis air forc

1.

2.

3.

es
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But in his opinion, the British efforts to get convoys through to
Xiialta both from the east and the west testified to the'dire
straits thi’ough which the island was passing; moreover, he felt
that these convoys■afforded the ibxis a good opportunity to
inflict much damage on the British,
risk an,attack on Malta as soon as the island had been "bled
white" by the continuous Luftwaffe attacks and the effects of
the, total blockade.

He considered that he could

■ For the next t\?o ,and a half months Hitler held no further
conferences on naval matters.
Mediterranean theatre was

Meanwhile the war in the
progressing favourably for the ^Ixis.

By the end of June, Rommel had pushed the Eighth .trmy back to
Alamein, heavy units of the Royal Navy ha.d been withdrawn from
Alexandria to Suez,
ture of Malta.

and the situation seemed ripe for the cap-
But at this point the jocis plans were changed,

with results which altered the whole course of the v/ar in the
Mediterranean sphere of operations. Without reference to
either his own naval comaTi,and or to the Italians, Plitler post
poned the projected invasion of Malta until such time as'Rommel
should have completed the conquest of Eg3q)t. In taking this
decision. Hitler was swayed by Rommel's confidence of victory
over the. Eighth Pomy at iilamein, ..Uthough Rommel realised
that by the postponement of the attack on Malta his communica
tions would still be exposed to attack, he believed that the
"^frika Korps" would he able to live off the country as soon
as it got into the Nile Delta and v/ould also be able to use the
equipment v/hich he hoped to capture from the Eighth Army.
Raeder and-Kessairing deplored the decision to postjjone the
invasion of Malta, realising the odds against which'Rommel
gambling. But in spite of their arguments, Operation

■  never materialised, 1

was

Herkules

Renev/ed .dr xdtacks on I&lta
A-M, Lloyd's
Account of

iVialta

,  Mearavhile, towards the end of June, the Luftwaffe was mailing
a further effort to neutralise Malta's air attacks on the ^ucis
shipping routes. On the night af 21 June, twenty-eight JU. 88's
and 87*3 bombed Halfar and Luqa aerodromes, and on the following
night twenty-nine enemy aircraft attacked Luqa. Several
ceeualties occurred among R.a.,P. and .urmy personnel;
were damaged in these raids 2 -but the
v/ei-e badly cratered,
which time the

no aircraft
runways of the aerodromes

These attacks persisted until 12 July by
enemy‘realised that dive-bombing attacks were no

longer feasible ovang to the strong defence put up by Malta's
Spitfires,

/The •

1. Evidence of Genl. Von Pohl, commanding the Luftv^raffe in
Italy (which corresponds in essentials with Genl. Student's
account of the plan) and of Reich-lkurshal Goering, is given
in Appendix "M'. Vioe-adiuL. Weichold refers to the Russian
cfimpaign in connection with the change in the Axis plans -
See extracts from Weichold's Essay in Appendix "M".

The R. aircraft losses on the ground from enemy raids
during May And June were 6 destroyed and 15 damaged, and 7
destroyed and 12.'':damaged respectively.

iuH. Q, lvie(^. 2
O.R.B's
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G-. ii. P. iictivi-

ties in the

1-fed: 1941-43
(Translation
No. VII/II-
.iHB. 6)

The German air forces employed in these attacks comprised
two bomber and four fighter gruppen and one fighter-bomber
staffed; 1 these units ?/ere given the task of "holding Malta '
down", Y/hile one bomber gesch\ffader. one T.E, fighter gruppe
and one night-fighter_g;ruppe.'^ were assigned for the protection
of jixis convoys to the enemy's North iifrican ports*

THE E^iSTERN B^iSIN

R. JJ..P. Ops.
in the West: ̂

. Desert &
East: Med.*

18 Nov. '41

far as the Eastern Basin of the Mediterranean v/as

concerned the period of the "Crusader" offensive presented no
outstanding features.

The following squadrons v/ere employed in attacks
to 19 Ifey '42 shipping and reconnaissance:-

on enemy

Nos. 11, 53 and 203 squadrons
No. 39 squadron
No. 230 squadron
No. 1 G.R. Unit

No, 2 (Yugo-Slav) squadron
No. 13 (Hellenic) squadron
No. 700 squadron, P
Nos. 815 and 826 squadrons, P.^

Blenheims

Beauforts/Iferylands
Sunderlands

Wellingtons
Dorniers

Ansons

Y/alrus /Swordfish
iilbacores/Swordfish

In addition to the above, other bomber squadrons were
employed in shipping strikes from Egypt, and other fighter
squadrons - both R. a.P. and P. ii,

protection of convoys, while Nos. 73 and 213.squadrons (Hurricanes)
were responsible for standing patrols over Alexandria and Suez,

- were employed in the

Air Reconnaissance - General

The vital task of reconnaissance was maintained at a high
level, the major part of this work being devoted to routine
searches v/ith the follov/ing objects:-

(1) checking dispositions of the Italian fleet

(2) discovering movements and locations of enemy shipping
and thus providing targets for the bombers

(3) ensuring that British shipping routes v/ere free from
enemy submarines and surface v/arships.

Special searches and patrols were carried out when convoys
were being run, and the chief enemy harbours were covered
regulajrly by photographic reconnaissance aircraft.

Attacks on Enemy Shipping

Ibid: Sinkings of enemy merchant shipping during the "Crusader'
period v/ere disappointing: one small ship of 1,000 tons was
claimed as sunk at sea 3 and three other vessels were damaged
in Benghazi haxbour.

/During

Approximating 60 +'bombers, 220 + fighters and 9  + fighter-
bombers.

Approximating 95/l 25 bombers (according as to whether this
geschwader conqirised 3 or 4 gruppen - which is not stated)
30+ T.E. fighters and 30+ night-fighters.
This 'Was officially assessed as sunk. (The attack was made
by Blenheims north of Derna on 4 December).

1.

2.

R. A.P. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant)
Vol,3.

3-
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During the period 21 January to 28 February results were again
disappointing; although several'sightings v/ere made no claims
were entered for the sinking of merchant vessels in transit.
Prom 1 f,larch to 30 June several attacks v/ere made on merchant
ships in transit, -two ships being claimed as probably surJc and a
few others damaged by our bombers, Beaufighters (of Nos. 252
and 272 squadrons) made two attacks on a tanker and a medium
sized merchantman respectively, both of which were damaged. They
also set tv/o barges on fire in an attack off Derna on 17 Ivlarch,
On the night of 8/9 May, Wellingtons bombed four ships some 8
miles off Benghazi and obtained a hit on a 5,000 ton vessel.1

During this period several attacks were made on enemy submarines
and some successes were obtained. 2

H.Q. M.E.

Op. Summar
ies

/  .

Increased Enemy Submarine Activity
I

About the middle of December

ienemy submarine activity
increased along the Libyan coast, and it was estimated that some
/O Italian and 20 German U-boats v/ere operating in the Eastern

Egypt sighted seventeen submarines between
20 December and 20 January, and twelve attacks were made in which
one U-boat was officially assessed as "probably sunk", one
probably damaged (a)", and two others "probably slightly

R. A.F. Ops,
in the West:
Desert. &

East: Med:

18 Nov, '41
to 19 l4ay '42

Admiralty
Monthly Anti-
Sub; Report
08.04050/43(8)

1.

_^ief of Tobruk and Capture of Benghazi ("Crusader" Offensive’)
■¥r-'

On 21 November the Tobruk garrison made a sortie and an
advance of seven miles.,, ^ ^ , They reached half-v/ay to El Duda where
they had hoped to effect a junction with the Eighth Army, but
this was impossible as the troops advancing from Gambut had been
held up, Ov/ing to the fierce fighting round Tobruk after thi
sortie the garrison’s ammunition became dangerously short, and
the S.S. Hani^ v/as sent v/ith further supplies from Alexandria.
She was escorted by the Parramatta, the destroyer Avon Vale, and
three armed whalers of the South African Seav/ard Defence Force,
and a cover of two aircraft of the R.N. Fulmar Plight,
dusk, six Heinkel Ill's approached the convoy, one being at
7,000 feet and the others low on the v/ater. One Fulmar climbed
and attacked the high-flying Heinkel while the other
attacked the remaining five. Both combats were indevisive but
the Heinkels jettisoned their bombs and made off.
convoy was v/ithin some 30 miles of-Tobruk the Parramatta
torpedoed and sunk by a U-boat,

s

At

?ihen the
was

Admiralty
Account of
Naval Cps.
Apl. '41 to
Jan. '43

No, 201 Grp,
O.R.B. Nov:

Two days later (23 November) the Glenroy store and troop
Gorier sailed for Tobrulc under escort with a cargo of much nneded
lighters. Two Fulmars afforded her fighter protection from
06,00 to 10.40 hours.Ibid; ■

/In
1 This was officially assessed as 'damaged'

See pages 26, 27 infra
These attacks were as follows:-

2.
H.Q. M.E.
Op. Summar
ies and

Admiralty
Monthly Anti-
Sub: Report
CB; 04050/43(8)

3

(i) On 25 December by a Blenheim of No. 203 sqdn,
Italian U-boat I30 miles west of Crete - "probably
slightly damaged".

On 2 January by a Blenheii:i of No. 203 sqdn. on  a U-boat
(German or Italian), 220 miles east of Malta -
"probably damaged (A) ", (This. category assessed the
damage to be sufficiently serious as might - on further •
evidence - raise the assessment to "probably sunk").

On 9 January by a Sunderliand of No. 230 sqn, on  a Gemian
U-boat, 8 miles north of Sidi Barrani
sunk".

on an

prob ably

(ii)

(iii)-

(iv) On 11 January by a Swordfish of No. 8l5 sqdn. F. A. A, ,
on a German U-boat, 50 miles north of Tobruk -
"probably slightly damaged".0.199914/TC/7A8
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In the afternoon she v/as attadced by enemy toipedo aircraft and
in response to a "help" siyna]. three Palmars v/ere sent to her
assisti'mco. She, r/as hit by <■ torpedo, and was then beached
off mersa ifetruh and later towed to Alexandria for repair.

On 26 November the Tobruk garrison made contact v/ith the
Eighth Army but five days later the corridor v/as broken,. _1_
garrison still continued to hold a large salient to the south
of the perimeter, and by 7 December the enemy had withdravm
from the area east of Tobruk,

The

^  . Next day the garrison adv,anced
south of El Adera and joined the British main forces in th..
evening, and on 9 December Tobruk was relieved after a l<and
and air siege lasting seven months.

e

During the period of the siege of Tobruk the Royal Navy
and merchDut vessels - assisted by the R.A.P,
out the entire maintenance of the

- had carried

,  , _ ^ . garrison: the Navy had losta total of 27 ships of all classes and seven merchant ships
had also been lost, y/hile the R.A,P. had sustained considerable
losses in combat v/hile giving protection to British ships.

On 24 December the Eighth Army captured Benghazi, C.,
to the domo.ge which had been done to the harbour and to the
fact that ba.d v/eather had prevented full

Ow

use being made of

ing

the
western Cyrcnaican aerodromes to provide adequate fight _
protection, the first British convoy did not reach Benghazi
until 7 Jonucay,

er

Japan Enters the War.

In the meantime, on 7 December, the Japanese had attacked
and crippled the United States Pleet at Pearl Harbour, and hsid
sunk H. M. battleships Prince of Wales and Repulse three days
later. These disaster's (which occurred so soon after the
sinlcing of the battleship Barham on 25 November) were followed
by the disa.'Olement of the Queen Elizabeth and Valiant by
"limpet" bombs at Alexandria on 19 December.

The entry of Japan into the War necessitated the strength-
of the ’British Eastern Pleet, and the minelayer Abdiel,

supplied by the destroyc-;r Encounter .'and the submarine Trusty were trans-
the Adm.iralty ferred thither from the Mediterranean. In J.anuary and
Hist: Section February two more submarines-'- and five destroyers

■trojisferred from ’the Mediterranean and one further destroyer
in iiarch. J These v/ithdrawuJis - follo'ving upon the disasters
to the capital ships above mentioned “ left the Mediterranean
■vrith only a small force of

Information

2 were also

ci-uisers, destroyers and submarines, .
and necessitated the roinforc8me.at of the R.A.P. which v/as now
becoming the chief factc in the control of the Mediterranean.

/indeed

Information (1
from

Admiralty Hist. (3
Section {

2
viz . li, M, S. Truant and Rover

Arrow, Decoy. Forir-une, Grj.B-din and Hotspur
vdz» H.M. S. Fo~’~hound. It had been intended to send
the aircraft-carriers Indomit.able and Illustrious to
the Med: Fleet, but these were diverted to the Eastern
Pleet in Ja.nuary and June respectively, (The
Illustrious left the U. K. on 21 ivlarch and after various
deflections took part in the Madagascar operations on
9 May before joining the Eastern Pleet).

VI

(
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V

M.E.

AOG/206, 64.'A
(CaS. to
AOC.-in-G.

20,1.42)

Indeed, in the opinion of the Chief of the Air Staff, "Naval
control of the Eastern Mediterranean had virtually ceased to
exist and would have to be replaced by air control",
immediate result

i'm

the Naval reinforcement of the Eastern Fleet
the disbandjnent by Admiral Cunningham

oi the E.N. Fighter Sciuadron consequent upon the Admiralty's
intention to transfer the majority of the R.N. Fulmar and fighter
crews to Ceylon, ®

Ibid; 69a, ■
70a

A.M. CS. 1330s,
5A

(cos. 45 th
Meeting (o))

q^^estion of reinforcing the R.A.P. in the
Mid^e ̂ ,ast had been discussed at a Meeting of the Chiefs of
btaii on 9 December, and the Chief of the Air Staff was then
invited to give an appreciation as to what forces and bases
?/ould be required by the R. a.F. to compensate for the projected
removal of two capital ships from the Eastern Mediterranean for
tenporary employment clsew'here. -L The viev/s of the Chief of the
Air-Staff -vTcre, briefly, that

the land forces must hold Tripoli before the R.A.P.
could safely take
Mediterranean

over-responsibility for the East

(1)

ern

(2) the R.a.P, should not assume responsibility until the
Middle East Command was increased by three torpedo-
bombi.-:r squadrons, ho.lf of a C.R, squadron, three
medium and two-heavy bomber squadrons and one long-
range fighter squadron -
oe completed within three months-

but this increase could not

(3) earlier withdra^val of the capital ships would only
be ̂ acceptable' to the Air Ministry if it was considered
safe "to gamble on a continuance of the existing low
moralo of the Italian Navy".

® suggested reinforcements

a Meeting on 20 December,
decided that the following squadrons

2 Beaufort squadrons
1 G,R. Hudson squ-adron
1 additional Wellington squadron
2 U. S. Liberator (heavy bomber) squadrons
1 Beaufighter squadron

the following reached Egy]wt before the end of

(Oil

were approved by the Chiefs
,  and the Air Ministry then
s..ould be sent:-

Of these,
F

0.0.3. (41)
‘'■■29th Meeting of Staff at

A.M. CS.
I3308, 8a

Thes

ebruary:-

No. 89 squadron (Beaufight'ers)
No. 459 (R. A. A. F.) squadron (Hudsons) 2
Nos. 159 and 160 squadrons (Liberators)
No. 220 squadron (Fortresses)

In addition, No, 47 squadron was moved from the Sudan to
Alexandria and re-armed with Beauforts.

/In

1 The disablement of these two ships (on 19 December) changed
a projected removal into an accomplished fact.
These two Liberator squadrons, comprised the newvly-formed
No. 242 Vfing based at Fayid,

2t
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In connection with the above, the Chiefs of the nir Staff
pointed out to the A. 0. C.-in-C. that these reinforcements v/ere

to enable him to take over the security of the Eastern'
Mediterranean (in relief of capital ships) "v/hich will eventually
become an R. xl.P. responsibility and not a Naval one".

Ibidt lOji

ion of No. 201 , (N. C.) Group .

In February, it was decided to expand the composition of

No. 201 (N.C.) Group, with the proviso that no squadrons other
than thos

be included in the Group,
functions the Group 'ims to operate medium heavy and light
bomber squadrons, -when such v/ere allocated, for attacks on

enemy shipping: furthermore, a new Wing, No, 235j was formed -

under the Group - at Puka s .tcllite to control operations of
units located in forward areas. ^

Air Reconnaissance from Egypt (and uibya)

The chiof routine searches carried out from Egyptian bases

follows:-

specifically intended for Naval co-operation should
In a.ddition to its ordinary

(T.

were as

H,Q. M,E,

aOC/206, 72ii. €

V *

R.... P,
in the West:
Desert &

East: Med:

18 Nov, ' to

19 Ifey 'A2

Ops.

(1) The Crete-Libyan pati’ol which v/as carried out daily
by tliree Blenheims (of No. 203 squadron) over the
shipping routes between Crete, South-west Greece
and the coast of Libya. (The western limits of
this patrol touched the eastern limits of
reconnaissance from Malta on a line running

approximately from Cepholonia to Benghazi).

/(2)

The composition of No. 201 (N. C.) Grp
was a.s follows r-

as at 24 Pebi-uary,1 * >

AircraftUnit

No.2 (Xugo-Slav) sqn.
No. 13 (Hellenic) sqn.

Location

R. A. P. Ops.
in the ’.Test:

Desert &

East: Med;

18 Nov,

Aboukir

■ Mailut, LiG, 86
L.G. 86

L.G. 87
Puka ,

Burg-el-irab
Fuka

S. iumrya,
.-.boukir

Edlcu

Sdku

L.G, 39
Aboukir

Domier

Blenheira/.inson
Beaufort

Beaufort

Blenheim

Blenheim/tiuds on
Portress

L.G,87 Wellington (a. S.V.)
Sunderland

Beaufighter
Beaufighter
Hudson

Walrus

Swordfish
Swordfish

Swordfish

Swordfish/Albacore
Wellington

i
ush

No. 39 sqn.
No.47 sqn.

41 to No. 55/18 sqn.
No. 203 sqn.
No. 220 sqn.
No. 221 sqn.

2,5300, No. 230 s qn.
No. 252 sqn.

No. 272 sqn.
No. 459 (R.i..
No.700

19 May *42
and

No. 201 Grp.
Pile

Pt. II,
139B

C

P, ) sqn.
,Walrus) sqn.

No. 700 (Swordfish)-, sqn. Alexandria
No. 815 P. A.'
No. 815
No. 826 "

~’A.t

Deldieilasqn.

sqn. detadmt. Sidi Barran
Iwaaten Bag
L.G, 16

sqn.

Sea Rescue Flight

(No. 235 -y/ing
( Advanced L, G.
£

i^'uka .-B ate 11 i te

Bu ilmud

BeaufortSidi Barrani,
L.G. 05

Sidi Barrani,
L.G. 05

Units under Limited Control Operated by and through No.235
Wing

Blenheim/Hudson

No, 39 sqn. detachrat.

No, 203 sqn. detachint.

Martletsiiaatec Bagush
Puka satellite Fulmars

N0.8O5 P.A....^ sqn,
R,N. Fulmar Plight
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(2) Daily dusk patrols of the v;estcrn approaches to
-Jexandria -.Thich -vvere carried out by Dornicrs of
No. 2 Yugo-Slav ' squadron.

(3) Reconnaissance of the northern approaches to ̂ J.exandria
carried out by .insons of No. 13 Hellenic squadron. ^

(4) -jati-submarine patrols by o'
of the Fleet xdr .ixm, Sinderlands of No.
the Dornicrs and ..nsons above mentioned,
occasion, Blenlu.ims of No. 203 squadron.

Bvv-eeps for mines in the Suez Canal by D.N. I. Nellingtons
of No. 1 G.R. Unit.

'ordfish and I'alrus aircraft

230 squadron,
and, on

(5)

Tovards the end of the "Crusader"
S.R. Unit made recoimaissa'iicos :

the harbours of Buerat El Hsun, Has SI

offensive, Mary binds of the
in the Gulf of Sirte including

.  ̂ liili and Hersa Brega.

With the Bi’itish occupation of former enemy airfields in
Libya consequent upon the "Crusadei'
shipping piatrols generally took off from either Derna or Lerka
and operated as far as the south-west of Greece,
capture of Benghazi ,and the .ostablislmont of No. 235 Ni.ng in that
area,

advance, aircraft on routine

lifter the

air reconnaissance •'vas more thorough than formerly during

\

the brief period that Benghazi remained in British occupation*
Tov/arus the end of January, when the Eighth ijrmy had begun its
retreat in the face of the Gorman counter-attack, tracks vrere

V.ith the enemy's occupation of the
Timimi, IVSartuba and Derna landing-grounds, the protection for
British shipping again became difficult,
area of anti-submarine se,arches was changed: patrols on the
coastal shipping route to Tobruk (u'here most of the submarines had
been sighted in the "past) were nearly doubled; at the sai'ne time
the Alexandria approach patrols were roduced, as only occasional
sightings were made in that area.

flo-vm from the Tobruk area.

iioout this tine the

lifter the middle of February , (-when the Eighth ilrmy had been
pushed back to the Gazala line) continuous air reconnaissance ws.s
still maintained from Egypt by units of No. 201 (N. C.) Group,'
Sea, harbour and anti-subm'irine patrols were intensified
considerably betv’/een the end’of'February and the third -reek of
^’^<7 prior to Rommel's final preparations for his advance on
Egypt on the 26 th of that month.2

n.ttacks on Enemy Submarines

iis the British convoysR. ii.F. Ops.
in the West:

Desert &

Eist: fed:

18 Nov. '41

to 1 9 May
'42

H.Q. M.
Op. BLrrjmar-
ies

and

to Tobruk beesane more frequent the
anti-submarine patrols increased in numbers. In February and
March the daily average of 'these patrols 7mis five or six, but
-during xq')ril and May it had risen to tcii or eleven,
end of Febir'uary and the

on submarines of which •b.YO vrore ciaimod as destroyed and others
damaged. The area 'v/hich gave the best results was close inshore
be-tv-feen Derna o-nd Tobruk.

Between the

end of Ivky' several air attacks were made

/These

1 This sqn. was re-armod with Blenheims early in April.

A comparison of the reconnaissance operations of 25 February
and 1 9 May '
which reconnaissjince and patrols had increased.

given d.n Appendix "N" sho-vv the extent to

2
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Thcsu attacks inoludc-I the follov.dng by 3undcrl.ands of No. 23O
squadron; on 27 ilarch tv/o Sunderlcjids on anti-submarine
patrol' attacked sep,aratcly a-, submarine north of Bardia,
first Sunderland droppedt
charges but results

The

250 lb, bombs, and ti7o depth . ’
The other Sunderl'ind

later dropped eight 250 lb. bombs scoring six hits, and clairaed
tho suboaxin.,; as destroyed. ^ On 19 -.pril, a Sunderlexd on
patrol betwcon Port Said and Jaffa attacked -und d;ir.iagod a
submarine vdth depth charges approximatedy bO miles east-north-

The Sunderland v/as itself slightly
dajsaged by depth charge splinters. ^ Philo on convoy
protection on 28 ̂ pril a Sunderland attacked and daiiiaged
subnfxine in the Gulf of Solium with four anti-submarine

Three days later (l May)
Sunderland sighted a submarine north-east of Tobruk, which it
attacked feri-ce v/ith bombs,, depth- charges and machine-gun fire.
In the lirst attack, -two bombs fell 5 to 10 yards from tho
vessel's bow; in the second attack four more depth charges and
tv/o more bombs (dropped .from 900 feet) fell alongside
submarine which was seen to sink slowly, ̂

On 26 May a Sunderland attacked a submarine
north-west of Bardia with four 250 lb, bombs and four depth
charges, scoring four hits on and close to the conning tower.
The-submarine immediately disappeared and a large patch of oil
WDJ3 seen, ^

wore not observed.

east of Port Said.

a

bombs and four depth charges. 3 a

the

some 4-0 miles

During the sarae period Swordfish of No. 815 squadron,
also obtained some successes against submarines,P.-'

larch a S'wordfish attacked ..j. submarine about 20 miles ■
■y/est-north-west of Mersa. tiatruh with depth charges which deton
ated on the. starboard side about 30 feet froi;) the conning tov/er.
The submarine stopped and submerged slowly, ° On  1 .pril a
Svy-ordfish attacked a submarine 40 miles north -of Solium with
■bwo depth charges v/hich oxplode'd round the vessel's bow,
submarine made two attempts to dive but only succeeded in
gettin,g her bows awash.

On•I-* J.i.9

11

The

The Swordfish then machine-gunned it
and the submarine opened fire on the aircraft Vydth its forward

By this time the aircraft's front gun had jacmed and
it broke off the engagement. 7
gun.

/change

.dmiralty
Monthly-juiti-
Subi Report
CB. 0Zi-050A3

(1
2 This T/as officially assessed as "probably damaged (B

"  " " " " "probably damaged (B)"
probably slightly damaged

It

W3

(8 iill these submarines (and tho others mentioned below)
wore Italian,

admiralty 1
Monthly laitl- (5
Sub: Report
CB, 04050/4.3

6
7

This was officially assessed as "probably slightly damaged
probably damaged (b)"
probably slightly daunaged
probably damaged (B)",

11

11

(1 11

(8)

0,1 99914AC/7/48
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Change in ̂ jiti-U-boat Policy

Op. Research

(llE.) Report fied.
No.R.15 (H.q.

,t the beginning of ..pril the anti-U-boat policy was modi-
Prior to this,, the tactics employed.v/ere always offensive,

anti-U-boat sbrtios being of the "sweep'’ type and the protection
Med: of individual convoys being largely secured by routing. The new

89c) policy - which was e'saehtially defensive - was to use the
available aircraft resodrces mainly in close convoy escorts v/ith
a viev/ to^obtaining greater security,'although this probably
resulted in fewer U-boats being sighted and attacked.

J-l

Under the

old policy, British convoys were routed anyr/here along a fairly
extensive belt of sea, the whole of v/hich was swept by U-boats,
w'horoas under the new policy the convoys
a naripw channel which -v^as
craft (includ.ng thos

ore concentrated along
continually swept by all available air-

passage betr/een the Delta and forwcird
• landing-grounds,^ such aircraft alv/ays flying armed). This modi
fication in tactics v/as Pot inmediatuly appreciated by the U-boats
which continued to operate for some time - in,their former areas,
and as a result only a small number of sightings were made for
the first few v/eeks after the new policy had been adopted.

e on

R.-C-1.F.'s Nev;-

R. :i..P.0ps, in
thO' Uest:

Meanv/hile the a long-range torpedo-bomber aircraft for
enemy shipping strikes had become inci’a:.\singly apparent,
long-range bomber aircraft available in the Middle East

1b Nov. at the beginning of 1942 was the Wellington,
a; detachment of No. 38 squadron ̂

need of

use

and early in the year
_  - v.ais given the experiment of

•  torpedoes to its Wellingtons instead of bombs.
ii.M. Go. I33O0, field in the- Suez Canal zone
28.1, 30

41 to 19 May
42 ■ and . ■

iui air-

pps made over to this detachment and
satisfactory*' expicriments trore there carried out which resulted in
the Wellingtons (after certain necessary modifications) being
fitted to carry fr-70 toi’pedoes apiece. Thereafter, in oollabera-
tion vnth the Royal Navy and the Fleet .dr .am, the Wellington
cre./s undeiwent special training courses of torj^edo-dropping,
flare-dropping, night formation flying and tactics of attack and
evasion, wliich were carriod 'out in Suez Bap. In ipril, a
Torpedo Training Sch.jol was established for relief "cre-ws sent out
from the U..K. who had not received torpedo training prior to

This- training was also extended to the
of the Beauforts (toipedo-csirriers)
craft in the Middle East.

crews

on the arrival of these air-

3y the ridddle of
teen trained crev/s War

y eleven modified '(Yellingtons and four-
and operations agadnst enemy ship-e reedy,

ping began soon afterwards.

attacks on Eneiqy Convoys

22 - 24 Janu.ary

On tho eif temoon of 22 January one' of H
East: Med: ^ ̂’^emy convoy of a 13,000 ton troopship ^  ■
18 Nov. 'Z|U to ^ strong naval escort, leaving To.ranto Bay
19 f4xy ’42 wiles east of Malta. .uiother (or possibly two) enemy force

and operating further ecu t to screen the^ convoy from any possible
attack by Royal Naval unitr

R. U. P. Ops. in
the West:

Desert & subraa.rines' sighte

No,201 Grp. :>«

d
and four merchcjitinen,

on a course some

• Ivi#

0. R. B. Jan:

No. 201 (N. C.) Group received news of this convoy at 2.1.0<D
,  "the same night a iialta j^,S.Y. ?/ellington made a

scare o the Ionian Sea ,'.md reported a southbound; eriemy convoy
Of at least three ships wdth naval escort
east of Syracuse.

hours.

some 175 miles north-

/Mo. 201

1
This sqn. formed parir. of NO. 238 Wing (Western Desert) based
at Shallufa, , ■ . ^ >
This was the Italian troopship Victoria

2
.
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No. 201 (N. C.) Group therefore organised reconnaissance
and striking forces for an attack on the next day. These
forces 7/ere assembled in Egypt and Qy-renaica as follows:-

Re connais s ance

Nine Blenheims (No. 203 squadron), tvTO a. S.V.
Wellingtons, and one Iferyland (No. 39 squadron), all
based at Berka.

Striking Forces

T-.vo Portresses (No. 220 squadron) at Puka, eighteen
Wellingtons (Nos. 38, 48 and 108 squadrons) at El Adem,
nine Blenheims (No, 55 squadron), eight torpedo-iilbacores
(No, 826 P.a.a. squadron), three torpedo-Beauforts
(No. 39 squadron) all at Berka, and thirteen Blenheims
plos. 11 and 14 squadrons) at Beneina. Five Beaufighters
(No, 272 squadron) v/ere laid on as'fighter cover for the
striking forces.

There were also further reconnaissance and striking forces
available at iv'Ialta, but these might be tied down by enemy
bombing attaclcs on Ivialta. aerodromes.

At about 09.40 hours on 23 January, a reconnaissance
Blenheim I'eported one enemy battleship, four destroyers and
one merchant ship on a northerly course about I85 miles north
of Benghazi.

Group, but not by No, 235 Wing until the Blenheim landed two
hours later.

This report was recieved by No. 201 (N. C. )

Meanwhile, at 10.25 hours. No. 201 (N. C.)
Group had received a further report from the same Blenehim
that three enemy cruisers and four destroyers wore on a
southerly course a fev/,miles west of tho first enemy force.
A striking force of the two Portresses took off at about

noon T/ith the battleship as their primary target,
meantime another Blenheim had sighted an enemy battleship on a
southerly course at 09.30 hours, approximately 50 miles
north of the sighting made by the first Blenheim ten minutes
earlier.

In the

It appeared, therefore, that there were either tv/o
battleships sailing in opposite directions, or that one of the
reports was incorrect. The report of the second Blenheim

was not received until it landed at 12.50 hours. Meanwhile,
a striking force of six Blenheims, preceded by tvro 'shadower'
airci-aft, had left to attack the battleship (reported by the
first. Blenheim as being on a northerly course) at 12.15' hours:
this striking force failed to locate the battleship,
it was knovm at Benghazi (soon after 12.50 hours) that an
enemy battleship was on a southez’ly course, six other
Blenheims and one l.iaryland were sent to locate and shadow it
until dusk, but no other sightings v/ere received at Benghazi
until 16.50 hours.

Wlien

In view of the lack of sighting reports, Blenheims and
Beau! ighters were sent on an offensive z'econnaissance to
locate the formation containing the merchant ships, followed
by five albacores which Were to attack at dusk. Unfortunately,
this plan i/as partially negatived by the fact that a Malta
aircraft reported the enemy force as being 50 miles too far
to the -west.

/In all,
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in ail, four attacks vrere made during daylight on 23 January,
as follo\7s:-

(l) hetv/een 16,15 and 16.25 hours one Portress obtained
misses on the battleship and one other large
■' j the other Fortress did not locate the target.

(2) at 16.36 hours three Blenheims bombed the convoys but
results v/ere not observed,

(3) at 17.30 hours three Beauforts made
the convoy but v/ithout observing results".

near

vessel;

a torpedo attack on

(4) at 18.38 hours three iabacores ^ torpedoed the
ton troopship Victoria 2 y/hich stopped,
claimed a hit on a

13,000
They also

destroyer with another torpedo.

At 16,00 hours, an A. S.V. Wellington took off from Berka
to search an area based on the inaccurate Malta sightings, but
it did not locate the convoy until four hours later,
fourteen 'Jellingtons from pi Adem had been sent out to attack,
but ov/ing to various causes only seven of them-found the
which was by that time some 16O miles Tvest of Tripoli, __
21.30 and 23.40 hours these Tfellingtons dropped 35 x 500 lb.
S.A.P. bombs and 2 x 250 lb. bombs on the convoy, claiming two
near misses on large ships. In the meantime nine ALbacores and
Swordfish from IvLalta had also been sent to the
these aircraft failed to locate the
missing.

Meanwhile

convoy
Betwreen

attack but all
convoy; one iilbacore was

At 20.46 hours a Malta a,S.V. Wellington contacted the
shadowed it until after midnight. Between 21.20 and

o?‘ Wellingtons attacked the convoy, dropping
21 X 500 lb. G,P. bombs v/hich resulted in two e:xplosions in the
largest vessel. Possible hits were scored on,two other merchant
ships and on a^destroyer. At 01.35 hours (24 January), Sword-
fish aircraft trom Ivialta attacked the convoy, one of the Sword
fish (piloted by Lieut.-Coriander P.H. .S. Hopkins) scored two
hits on the troopship Victoria and sanlc it.

R. A.P. Anti-

Shipping Cps.
(Merchant)
V0I.3.

and

A.H.Q. M.E. ,
During the morning of 21^. January, both Malta and No. 235

At. . M reconnaissance aircraft made unsuccessful searches for the
^o^ivoy and the naval units. At 08.00 hours an S.R.U. aircraft

1b5 by Capt. • sighted_seven destroyers north of Misurata, and a Malta photo:
reconnaissance aircraft sighted four merchant ships 20 miles
east of Tripoli, A Fortress searched the area of the previous
night's operations vath the object of sinking any disabled ship
found, but without success. At 09.02 hours H.M. submarine
P.36 contacted the convoy west of Misurata and scored one torpedo

one of the merchiuit ships, but failed to sink it.

Simpson,R, N.
Q-ndg. 10 th
Sub-marine

Flotilla, to
C.-in-G. Med.) hit on

/2I-23 February

1 i^e. ^of the five sent to attack at dusk,
Tho fourth xJLbacorc returned to base with
tho fifth V7as missing,
iiccording to enemy sources this ship was torfpedoed by a
submarine and later by aircraft. The torpedoing by a
submarine was perhaps confused with that of another merchant
ship torpedoed (but not sunk) by H.M. Submarine P,36
mentioned hereafter.

as stated above,
engine trouble and

as

2
List from

enemy sources
of Italian

ships' sunlc.
/
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21 - 23 February

On 20 February, Intelligence reports confiniaed that
large ‘enemy convoy was about to sail for Tripoli, and No. 201
(N. G.) Group co-ordinated arrangements with Malta for its
interception. , Operational control was exercised by No. 235
Vang and the following aircraft were assembled for the
operations:-

12 Blenheims (No. 18/55 squadron)

7 Blenheims (No. 14. squadron)
3 Toxpedo-wbllingtons (No. 38 squadron) )
1 A. S.V, Y/ellington (No, 221 squadron) )

6 Beauforts (No. 39 squadron)
2 Fortresses (No. 221 squadron)

4 Marylands, (No. 203 squadron)
and 1 Blenheim

25 Wellingtons (No. 205 Group)
1 Liberator (No, 108 squadron)

and 6 Nollingtons (No, 37 squadron)
l/ialta. ■ ■

a

at Bu Maud

)
at Gambut

) at L. G. 05,
Sidi Barran)

)
)

at L. G. 09)
)

were sent to operate from

R. A.F. Ops.
in the West:

Desert &

East; Med:'

18 Nov. '41 to
19 May '42

i

The enemy force, in two groups about 85 miles apart,
sighted by a Malta xu S.V. Wellington on the night of 21/22
February. The positions of the groups_, were respectively some
175 and 250 nauticaL miles from Malta and more than 350 miles
from Bu xinud.

was

The Liberator, which had been detailed to
shadow the_ enemy, crashed on taking off and was destroyed.

xxt 07.25 hours on the morning of .22 February a reconnaissance
Maryland contacted the enemy forces (which had now joined up)j
they conprised eight merchant ships, tv;o battleships, five
cruisers and fifteen destroyers with a fighter escort of
ME. I09's.^ ix Blenheim and two Marylands. shadowed the convoy
for most 01 the day: the persistence and accuracy of their
reports, in the face of the strong enemy fighter escort,
an outstanding feature of the operation.

was

Meairwhile, a striking force of five Madta iilbacorcs had
taken off on receipt of the A. 3. V. Wellington's first report,
but owing to an error of 100 miles in the Millington's
reckoning they v/ere recalled.
Portresses, were sent from L.G. 05 to attack and shadow the
convoy, but due to a navigational error one of these aircraft
failed to locate it.

at 07.00 hours the two

The other Fortresses reported the
enemy as eeing in'four formations, totalling six 'merchant
ships (8/12,000 tons), one Littorio-class battleship, tT,''fo
8-inch cruisers, four 6-inch cruisers and eighteen destroyers.
The Portress attacked with 7 x 500 3. A.P. bombs but did not
observe the results owing to intense A.a. fire and an attack
on itself by ME. 109's, which prevented the Portress carrying
ou't; further shadcv/ing,. and it returned to base,
meantime a strikdng force of five Beauforts had left L.G. 05
soon after the-Portresses,’ intending to attack the
s imul tane o_u sly;

In the

convoy
unfortunately,they reached the limit of

their range -without locating the enemy, haying failed to
re-fuel at Bu itiiud as intended, Tv/o formations of Bleniieiras
(No. 18/55 squadron) v/ere then sent from Bu ijnud to attack
the convoy.

/One
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>v
One Blenheim of the first formation returned with
trouble and the others failed to locate the
Blenheim forced-landed in the sea,
(six) Blenheims fared

convoy

The second fo

engine

one:.

rmation of

no better, the leader returning v/ith
engine trouble and the deputy leader's YI/T. failing v/hich
resulted in his leading the-formation back to base. At
14.20 hours seven more Bleniieims (No. 14 squadron) left
G-ambut but four returned with engine trouble and the others
failed to sight the convoy. These misfortunes had thus
resulted in only one aircraft - the Portress - making an attack
out of a total of twenty~nine aircraft despatched.

At 22.00 hours a striking force of bventy wellingtons
(No. 205 Group) took off to make a night attack on the convoy.
It was arranged that a iialta A.S..V. Wellington should act
as guide to this force (the single a. S.V. Wellington at
G^but having become unserviceable shortly before the
tion^T/as due to begin) but only one of the three Malta
Y/ellingtons had survived bombing attacks on the island
during that day.

opera-

A. S. V.

This, aircraft took off to rendezvous ?/ith
the Wellingtons but had to return to base owing~to”engine
trouble. In consequence, 7/ithout guidance or illumination,
the v/hole of the Wellington striking force (except one air
craft v/hich found and bombed the convoy but did not observe
results) failed to locate the convoy. At 22.35 hours, the
single ivlalta A.S.V. Wellington was again serviceable and took
ox f to sear^ for the convoy which it located three hours
later ̂some 77 miles east of Homs^ But, owing to the v/ind and
the distance from Malta and the time of sighting,  a projected
attack by a striking force of Albacores and Swordfish
cancelled.

v/as

A.H.Q. M.E.
aOC-in-C In a signal to the Chief of the Air Staff, A.ir Marshal

Tedder attributed the failure of the R.A.P. endeavours to
personal Pile, attack the convoy to the fact that "by.one means or another
Ft. Ill, Malta's striking force was effectively neutralised and the

332A convoy v/as routed just outside the effective range of our day
(Corresp.with air striking force fran Cyrenaica
the p. M. , Sec.
of State &

C. A. S.)
Thus, through a series of unfortunate_  circumstances, the

oppo^iunitj/" of strong attacks upon - and perhaps annihilation
of - an important enemy convoy and its escort of powerful naval
units was virtually lost; the results (if any) of the only
attacks made (by the single Fortress and the single Wellington)
were not ascertained.

R.A.P, Ops,
in the West:

Desert &

East: Med;

18 Nov. '41

Operation "Onset"

While the operations against the Italian convoy (above
described) were in progress, a British convoy of three merchant
ships escorted by three destroyers (operation "Onset")

to 19 Ifey '42 sailing to Tobruk from Alexandria. It v/a3 arranged tho.t
No. 234 Wing should provide fighter protection, but it
not until 20.00hours (on 21 February) that No, 234 Wing
received information that the convoy had sailed eleven hours
late.

was

was

/The

1 No. 234 Wing, exercising control of the R,N, Pul
Plight and No. 805 sqn. of the ERA. A., was under Air
H,Q. Western Desert. ' "

mar
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The convoy's position v/as, therefore, estimated to be somewhere
between Mersa iVlatruh and Sidi Barrani, but during the night the
convoy increased its speed, and made up the lost time to schedule.
Early on 22 February the first fighter covering patrol (consis-
ting of two Fulmars)-located ;and covered the convoy from 05.00
to 06.00 hours. b'/T. silence had been imposed on the Fulmars
and they v/ere therefore prevented from reporting the difference
in the convoy’s position until thay landed at their base,
second patrol - two Beaufighters - should have relieved the
Fulmars at 06.30 hours, but failed to locate them and after
unsuccessful search they returned to base. iis W/T. silence was
still oeing observed No, 234 Y/ing was not aware that the convoy
was left unprotected. about 07.30 hours a reconnaissance Ju.
88 attacked and bombed the
T/as sunlc.

enemy aircraft's proximity to the convoy until nearly an hour
after the Eintang had been sunk. ̂  Meanwhile a third patrol,
acting on the sighting of the first patrol on its return to base,
found the convoy at 08.45 hours. Thereafter the convoy was
protected throughout the day by^patrols of two fighters.

At about noon, when a Fulmar patrol was being relieved by
Hurricanes, six JU. 88's attacked the convoy,
©ngaged the enemy aircraft^ one Hui’ricane damaged one JU.
all the enemy bombs missed the convoy. a further formation of
JU. 88's attacked the

enemy aircraft and probably destroyed a second, while the
other Hurricane and two Fulmars drove off the rest of the JU's.
but during the enemy's attack the merchant ship Hanne v;as
sunk. The third merchantman and the escorting destroyers reached
Tobruk safely.

The

an

convoy and the merchant ship ̂ intmg
No, 234 Wing did not receive information of the

The Hurricanes

ana

the same Hurriesne accounted forconvoyj
one

)  ‘

Enemy attacks on Shipping - Tobruk

During March and iipril several other attacks by enerty aii’-
craft and submarines were made on convoys proceeding to the
forward supply base at'Tobruk and on shipping in Tobruk harbour,
but considering the volume of traffic v/hich sailed to Tob:ruk
the British losses were

due to the Royal Na-yy's and R
comparatively light. This -s/as largely

.A.P.'s anti-submarin- operations

Ibid:

and to the effectiveness of the R.A.P.'s fighter pi-otection.

The following losses and damage wore caused by enemy action
(1) to shipping in transit to and from Tobruk and (2) to shipping
in Tobruk harbour:-

(1) In TransitIbid:

On 17 March the S. S. Itrista in convoy v/as torpedoed and
set on fire. a convoy was twice bombed off Tobruk on 2 April,
and the des.troyers Beaufort and Fareham were damaged by
near misses; R.a. r. fighters intercepted the eneny and
destroyed three JU. 87's and one ME. 109. On 23 -.pril
the S.S. Kirkland was torpedoed and sunk by a U-boat north
east of Sidi, Barrani. Nine days later (2 May) enemy air
craft bombed a convoy north of Daba and the S.S
was sunlc.

Calderon

/The

H.0,. M.E.

D/..0C/21,
1 The information reached No. 234 Wing v^ No, 252 Wing which

had received a "Y" intercept of the enemy sighting from
No. 2 Field Unit.10B

0.199914/TC/8/48
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The enemy attacks included* two attacks on hospital
On 7 ̂ipril the hospital ship Somersetshire wasships,

hit by a submarine's torpedo but manageTloTiadi'
jiilejcandria under her own stocari. The 3.S. Ramb IV,

conveying vrounded from Tobruk, was bombed by a single
enemy aircraft near ^'JLexandria on 10 IJlay:
caused heavy casualties among the wounded and set the
ship on fire.

a direct h

lifter the survivors had been taken of

it

f,
the ship had to be sunk as all efforts to ten^; her into
^J-exandria wore unavailing.

(2) In Harbour

On 27 February enemy aircraft bombed the S.
_ and in Tobruk harbour;

these ships \-tcrc

S* S. ̂ erion v/as dive-bonbed and set on fire,
25 -xpril three JTJ. 87's attaclced the S.S.
v/as damaged by near misses.

Special Operations

• O

severely damaged. On 7 karch t

to

both

he
and. on

Eocene which

During llarch and ixpril there were four special operations
conprising

(1) a combined Naval and R
(Operati.on "IiP.8")

P. attack on Rhodes• U.i.*

(2) & (3) combined Naval ,and R. n.P. operations for trans
ferring personnel between Qyprus ouid Egypt
(Operations "Installatic and "Scalford")in

(4) landing by Royrd. Marines on the island of
Kupho Nisi, off Crete, to destroy the 1,7/t. station
there (Operation "Lighter")

a

(^) Operation "I-iP, 8"

combined Naval ;.\nd R P< operation was carried out
the night of 14/15 lia.rch against the island of Rhodes with
the object of reducing the increasingly heavy air attacks
Ivtalta by drawing away the Luftv/aff e' s strength from Sicily.
The pl'-oi •'./els I or a Naval bombardment combined with air attacks
on the Rhodes aerodromes which it was hoped would cause the
enemy to keep stronger air forces in Crete for fer<x of further
attacks.

it
• ixe on

on

The Naval striking force conprised the cruisers Dido and
Eurayalus end the six destroyers of the 22nd Destroyer
Flotilla, The R.xx.P. units vrere provided by No. 201 (n. C.)
Group, No. 205 Group o.nd ..ir Headquarters, Western Desert.
No. 201 (N.C.) Group was rcsponsiblu for

providing protection for H, M. ships dui-ing their
daylight movements

the^illumination of targets for the Naval bombardment,
Y/hile No. 205 Group and :dr H,Q.,
YY'ere to carry out diversionary bombing.

(a)

(b)
Western Desert

/The folloYving

G.195914/TC/8/48
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The follov/ing aircraft v/ere ■eraployed:-

'(1) lighter protection Ten.Beaufighters of No. 252 squadron
operating from Edku and a ‘
from Nicosia’

(2) Four long-range .^..Ibacores' of No. 821
squadron

detachment of this squadron

• XI.* u.i..

(3) Bombing bfellingtons of Nos. 37, Vo, 70 and 148
squadrons (No. 205 Group) and Blenheims of No. 14
squadron (*dr H. ). j ’western Desert),

jit 02.30 hours on 15 IiSarch the Vvairships opened fire on
shipping, sea-plane and harbour installations and the large
iJliotti .flour mills. The latter received direct hits and
several fires were started. The iJbacores dropped their flares
but Illumination difficult ovdng to low clouds, and for the
same reason 'spotting' the fall of shells vvas almost impossible,
feanwhile, beforehand during the Naval bombardment,

tons made diversionary attacks on Cretan aerodromes,
fires and ojcplosions at Calato;

the Welling-
caus mg

the Blenheims attacked Candia
but results were only partially observed owing to poor visibility.
The operation was uneventful for the R.^’..F. fighters, the only
enemy aircraft sighted on the outv/ard and return i
being'intercepted and driven off.

journeys

The main object of the operation - viz, the reduction of the
Luftwaffe's^attacks on Malta from Sicily -"failed, and the
attacks against the island continued to increase in number and
severity.

During the R.a.P. attacks in this
fell on Ivdlos

operation s ome• bombs
on the Turkish mainland near Rhodes,

persons were killed and property was damaged. It was considered
that the bom’bs were probably di'opped by Beaufighters which lost
their direction while r'cturning to Nicosia and flew
Turkish territory,
Turkish government.

and several

over

aid an apology and indemnity were made to the’
.  ̂ Later on, howevi^r, the Yugo-Slav General

Mihailovitch sent infonnation to the British government that
German aircraft had dropped bombs on Turkey during that night..
If this inforiaation w-as correct it may well be that the enemy
lcnew_ of the intended attack and that the bombing was purposelycarried out by the LuitvYaffe with the intention of injui’ing
British relations with Tlirkey.

a

a

(2) Operation "Installation"

This operation, which involved the movement of 2,200
personnel between Egypt and Cypru.3, took place betvween 12 and 17
March. Two convoys carried the troops - Group ".f' consisting
of the S.S. Princess iViarguerite and ijitwerp escorted by one
destroyer, and Group "B" comprising 'the' S
and an escort

Princess Baudouin

The transfer of personnel
was completed in twelve sailings’ bet\7een ^ilexandria.,
Haifa, and Parmagusta. No. 201 (n. C.) Group carried out
intensive reconnaissance and provided three n.S.'/. Wellingtons
(of No. 221 squadron) for special anti-submarine patrols off the
Syrian and Palestinian coast. Six Hurricanes (of No. 127 squad
ron) operating from Cypimis gave I’ighter protection from 12 March

onwards. The operation wass completed v/ithout
interference.

• b*

of tvYo destroyers.
Port Said an

any enemy

d

/(3)
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(3) Operation ’'Scalford”

In this operation personnel vrere transferred from Cyprus
to Egypt between 29 March and 7 April,
two convoys carried the troops - Group "A" comprising the

S.S. Princess Marguerite and Antvrerp and one destroyer, and

Group "B" comprising the S.S. Princess Kathleen and ivialines

and one destroyer.

Special reconnaissances were arranged by No, 201 (N. C.)
Group and were provided by Sunderlands of No. 230 squadron,
and fighter protection for the ships was supplied by six

Hurricanes of No. 127 squadron detached from Haifa,

operation was carried out in fourteen sailings: there were

no enemy attacks,

an enemy light cruiser in Gastelrosso harbour: three
Beauforts were ordered to stand by ready to attack her, and
a Maryland was despatched to make further investigation but
failed to locate the cruiser.

As in "Installation"

The

On 4 April one of the Sunderlands reporte

,

d

(^) Operation "Lighter"

The object of this operation, which was carried out on

the night of 15/l6 April against the island of Kupho Nisi was
to destroy the Wireless station there,
consisted of the destroyer Kelvin to carry the attacking force

of two platoons of the Royal Marines, and the destroyer
Kipling as escort,

iiir co-operation was carried out by No. 201. (N« G. ) Group
which arranged for six Wellingtons (of No. 37 squadron) to
carry out a diversionary bombing of Heraklion aerodrome on

the night of the operation, but only two of the Ytellingtons
dropped bombs on the target (results not observed), the other
four having been forced to abandon the task owing to bad
weather conditions,

the Wireless station according to plan,
return journeys were made without incident.

The Naval forces

The Royal Marines landed and destroyed
Both the outward and

Op. Research
Section (l'i.E.)
Report No. R.14

(H.Q. Med:
S/l6l/Air

89B)

Enemy Gonvoy Routes

I-ifter the enemy had re-captui'ed Benghazi (on 29 January)
he made great efforts to improve the unloading facilities in

that port, and by ipril Benghazi had become the most important
harbour for the disembarkatioh of the enemy's supplies as it.

had the advantage of short communications with the .ixis

The enemy's chief disembarkation ports wereforward area,

then (as forr.nerly)

(a) Tripoli (the route passing west of Sicily, thence
to Pantellaria Island and thence to .Tripoli, the
section of the route nearest to Malta being
traversed by night)

(b) Benghazi (the route being from the Gulf of Taranto
and passing about 100 miles east of Ivklta and
thence direct to Benghazi).

though the Benghazi route was the longer of the two,
the enemy convoys could obtain fighter protection from Sicily
and Qpi-enaica, and arrangements were made that during the first
day of their passage the convoys were within fighter range of
Sicilyj during the night they passed through the Gentral Basin
and by dawn of the second day they were almost within fighter
range of Benghazi,

strong force of destroyers and occasionally by cruisers.
The convoys were usually escorted by a

.-V
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itgainst Enemy Convoy, 13-'14 April-

Ibid; &
R.A.P, Ops. in
the ’Jest Desert
& East: Ked:
18 Nov, *41. to
19 May '42, &
H.n. m,E,
Op, Summaries

sailim ‘i?" “ir rooonnaissanoe reporta of the probable

£.rL!S4^r7,“.'>-“grr="Str,:“

(a) Reconnaissance and Shadow aircraft

3 ivlarylands and 6 Blenheims (No. 203 squadron)
r ii.S.'V. Wellington (No. 221 squadron)
1  ib.S.V. Beaufort (no. 221 squadron)

(h) A Striking force- of

8 torpedo Beauforts (6 of No, 39

7 Blenheims (No, 14 squadron)

(c). A Fighter escort of

4 Beaufighters (No, 272 squadron)

No, 201 Grp,
O.R,B, Apl, and 2 of No. 22

squadrons)

I/Ealta provided one a.S.V. Wellington and one 1/Iaryland for special
se^Jes on the night of I3/14 April in the area between Malta
and the Straits of Messina,

The ii, S.V. Wellirrgton from Bu Atnud and the
from Malta began searching for the
on 1 3 iq)ril.

S.V. T/ellington
convoys at about 20.00 hours

The Wellington from Bu iunud was forced to return,
ov/ing to electrical storms, without having made any sightings,
u  the Malta Wellington sighted a small convoy sailing towards

Italy 'ivhich was soon out ol' range of effective attack by the
striking force. The three IVIarylands (of. No. 203 squadron)

search in the early hours of the morning (14 April)
^d the .^.S.V. Beaufort (of, No. 221 squadron) took off from
Bu i^ud at 07.30 hours to make
at Malta. a special reconnaissance, and land

about two hours later two of the No

No, 203 aqn,
O.R.B. Apl.

. 203 squadron
joined in thd search but did not make si. sighting:

of these Blenheims failed to ' b
Blenheims

one

re turn.

at 10.00 hours one of the three Marylands sighted  a large
enemy convoy which it subsequently reported 2 comprising

ships escorted by five, destroyers in position
^ north, 160 33' east, steering a course 200° at  a speed

ot eight knots. The Maryland shadowed the convoy for over two
hours mtil Its petrol was nearly exhausted and then made for
Malta but v/as shot dovm four miles from the coast,

eight Beauforts (of Noa 22 and 39 squadrons) escorted by
the four Beaufighters (of No. 272 squadron) were sent to attack
the convoy.

In the raean-

Official

Account of

■iir Ops. in
the M. E.,
Feb. '42 to
Jan. '43

/All

No. 14 sqn.
O.R.B. Apl.

1 These Blenheim aircraft stood by but were not called upon
to take part in .the operation.

The Maryland's first report gave two ILV's, one cruiser and
five destroyers. (Two of the M.V's were estimated to be
of 12,000 tons and two of 10,000 tons).

2Ibid:
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All these aircraft were instructed to fly very low until they
were past 20° east, the Beauforts to fly at 100 feet at least' ’■
in the reconnaissance- area. The Beaufighters were to point
out the target tcs the Beauforts and were to leave the
Beauforts at approximately l6,10 hours at the limit of their
fuel range. ,ai the crews were briefed to land at Malta.

„  The striking force had been briefed to fly to position •
the i.estitesert 33 52' north, 17° 02' east, and carry out a creeping line

, 1 j search from there. This position was reached at
T5. 24 hours and the search began. At 15.45 hours the

^.2 Beaufighter leader sighted an ME. 110 on the same, course as
the Beauforts. He chased it for 15 minutes without result, ‘

the formation he saw two more
ME. 110 s flying at^ 2^,000 feet. He climbed to attack them
Md shot them both dowiio He then chased and damaged a

.  ob. These combats had led him towards the convoy V/hich ■ '
he sighted only a few miles away. Meanwhile the other
Beaufighters had attacked a JH. 88 v/hich seemed to be shadowingthe Beauforts, but the combat was indecisive. During this
encounter the Beaufighters saw the convoy but, unfortunately,they did not ascertain if the Beauforts had also seen it
before they (the Beaufighters) turned towards Malta.
Beaufighters apparently thought that the Beauforts could not

ave failed to have seen the convoy and were manoeuvring for
to attack, but in fact the Beauforts - flying much

lower than their escort (at only about 50 feet) - had not
•  vision at such

--hi h not do so until 16.40 hours byvvhich time the escorting Beaufighters had already landed
i.Jalta. It was this mistake y/hich affected
the operation.

& East: Med:
18 Nov
19 lilay

The

at
the success of

The ei^t Beauforts attacked the convoy at 16.33 hours:
ive aircraft popped their torpedoes, claiming hits on three

of the merchant shipsl and on one destroyer: the other three '
S  protective force of.

^ and,110's and also some JU. 88's 2, and jettisoned
BeL^fn direction of the target. Two of theBeauforts were shot dovm over the convoy, and tvro others weredostroyed belore they could reach Malta over which the enemy
Bp throughout the day; oneBeaufort which had been damaged was forced to alight in the
sea some six miles from Malta and sank.
Jlgatures^pf, the ,Operation

nni’ontunate mis'take of the Beaufighters
in failing to ascertain if the Beauforts had seen the
tr/o noteworthy features of the operation werer- convoy.

No, 203 sqn,
0, R.B. Apl.

(a) the great distance from the point of departure of
the striking force (some 3OO miles) that the attack
took place

the fact that the enemy single-engine fighters(6)
were protecting the convoy at a much greater distance
(at least, 120 nautical miles)
possible. than was thought

/Enemy
R, A.P. Anti- 1
shipping Cps.
(Merchant)
V0I.3. Part(c)

No, 39 sqn,
O.R.B, Apl.

2

The official assessment was: one merchant ship ‘severelydamaged* and-one merchant ship 'dajnaged'. ^

The enemy protective force over and around the
estimated to be nearly 100 strong. convoy was

G.199914/TC/8/48
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381.

Enemy Air iittacks on ̂ ilexandria and the Delta iirea

(1) By NiRht

During the Y/inter of 1 941 there had been little enemy
raiding over the Delta area, but in the Spring of 1942 the
raids started again. In the meantime, early in December,
No. 89 squadron 1 (Beaufighters) had arrived in Egypt from the
United Kingdom for emplpyment in the defence of idexandria
and the Delta area,

(under No. 250 Y/ing):
and had experience in night-fighting.

This squadron was stationed at Abu Sueir

its personnel had been specially traine

R, Pf Ops.
in' the West:

Desert &

East: Med;

18 Nov. '41

to 19 May
'42; and

H. Q, M.E.0p.
Summaries

d

Early in February, No. 89 squadron began operations against
enemy reconnaissance aircraft, but no interceptions were made.
On the night of 2/3 March, an enemy force of thirty-five air
craft bombed a vfids area covering iilexandria, Port Said,
Ismailia, Shallufa, Romani and Kabrit. Six of No. 89 squadron's
Beaufighters and four of No, 213 ̂  squadron's Hurricanes and
one P.A. Fulmar intercepted some of the raiders.
Beaufighters shot dovm t-vq _HE. 111 's: on returning to' their
base t-vvo of the Beaufighters crash-landed, one being due to
damage sustained in combat,.

The

Spasmodic raids over the Delta area, which were princi
pally directed against iHexandria, occurred during the next
fevv weeks. On the night of 7/8 iqjril, some twenty-two
JU. 88's and HE, Ill's were plotted approaching the coast
singly beWeen 14,000 and 20,000 feet in the Alexandria area.
Between 04.30 hours and 05.20 hours the enemy made a flare-
illuminated level attack on Alexandria harbour. Pour of the

Beaufighters patrolling north of the harbour intercepted, and
one of them shot doYm two HE. Ill's: the

claimed to have probaoly destroyed one other HE.111.
defences also

The largest attack -was made on the night of 28/29 April
when about twenty-five JU. 88's and HE.Ill's bombed Alexandria

from 15,000 feet,
patrol, one of which shot do’,-m two HE. Ill's;
also probably destroyed and another v/as damaged,
gunners also accounted for one HE. ill.

amounting to 20% of the raiding force - resulted in a very
marked decrease in the number of eneny attacks, thenceforward
only occasional raids being made v/hich Y/ere mostly on
Alexandria,

Pour of the Beaufighters were sent out on
one HE. 111 was

The Auii,

These losses -

/(2) By Day

No, 89 sqn. was commanded by Wing./Cmdr. G»H. Stainforth
A.P.C. , v/inner of the Schneider Cup. He was later killed
in action.

1

2 No, 213 sqn, had tvro detachments (under No, 250 'Wing) at
Port Said and Israailia, its H.Q. being at Edku (under
No, 252 Y/'ing). The pilots of this sqn. had also been
trained in night-fighting.

0.1 99914/TC/8/48
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(2) ̂ By Day

Enemy daylight raids were chiefly confined to frequent
reconnaissances over .Jexandria, Port Said and coastal waters,
with occasional raids to the Canal zone and the port of Sue
The Hurricanes of No. 213 squadron were on constant patrol
against these incursions; they were'reinforced at different
times by Tomahawks of No. ,250 squadron ̂  and Hurricanes of
No. 1 squadron, S.A. A.P,, 2 for patrols west of iUexandria,
Tomahav/ks of No, .5 squadron, S.A.A.P.5 over Port Said, and
Gladiators of Nos. 2 and 5 squadrons of the Royal Egyptian
Air Force for patrols near Suez

z.

The enemy reconnaissance
aircraft usually operated at 30,000 to 40,000 feet and this
height made interception difficult: however. No, 213 squadron's
Hurricanes destroyed three enemy aircraft, probably destroyed
another, and d-ojiiagod four more during the period under review.

Q£spStiP5-,s..pf__No. 1 G.R. Unit, Ismailia

No. 1 G.R,
Unit

O.R.B's Dec.

' 41 to Ivlay

Meanwhile the D.W.I. V/ellingtons of No. 1 G.R, Unit at
Israailia had been'carrying out routine sweeps for enemy
mines in the Suez Canal. For this purpose the Canal was
divided at Holce Tims.ah into a North and'a South Section, each
flight of the Wellingtons being confined to-one Section,
North to Port Said and South to Suez, The sweeps were made
by a single aircraft on alternate days, the Sections being
covered tv/ice in each direction. In February, these sweeps

•42

were reduced to one every fourth day as no mines had been
encountered during the previous month.

During^ jVIay, two of the Wellingtons carried out  a search
sv/ecp for mines off Port Said v/hero eneiry aircraft had
recently laid mines in the vicinity of the harbour resulting
in the loss of two vessels; a svreep was also made over the
north end of the Great Bitter Lake v/here it was thought that
some unekploded mines v/ere still extant, but without result.

IVllLTA COWOYS

Admiralty
Account of

Naval Ops.,
Apl, '4l to
J an, ' 43

Towards the end of November (1941) the 7th Cruiser
Squadron, consisting of only H,M. S. A.icx and Neptune. was
sent, to Malta to counter-act the increased* escorts which the
Italians were then employing with their convoys to North Africa.
The diminishing supplies of fuel at l/Ialta were, however,
insufficient to meet the requirements of this Squadron and in
consequence it became, necessary to run the supply ship

jllexandria to Malta, the enemy's control of
the yrestern approaches to Ivialta precluding the sailing of a
convoy from the west. , ■ ,

/The

1 Stationed at Port Said (under No. 250 Y/'ing)
Stationed at Sidi Hineish, L,G. 12 (under No. 262 Wing)
Stationed at Sidi Barrani, L.G, 05 (one of the Detached
Squadrons of No. 252 Wing)

Commanded by Rear-jidmiral Ra'wlings.

2

3

4
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the Breconshire ^ I5 - 18 December

The Naval plan for the Bre conshire
covering-forces:-

convoy provided three

(a) The 15th Cruiser Squadron ^ (porce "Q") comprising
three cruisers and eight destroyers to escort the
Breconshire from ;j.exandria to approximately half
way to Malta and then to return to xilexandria.

(8) Force "K", comprising hvo, cruisers and two destroyers
from. I'.ialta to take over the Breconshire from Force "Q
and escort her into Malta.

(c) Force "B", consisting of one cruiser and four destroyers
from Malta to cover the operation to the northward.

The operation v/as ctjmplicated by the fact that at the
same time the Italians.were running a convoy to Tripoli, escor
ted by povrerful units of their fleet.

The Breconshire sailed

15 December;
from .iJexandria on the night of

fighter protection during daylight on 16 December
was provided by No. 201 (n.C.) Group. During the passage of
the convoy (15 to I8 December) the R, n. P. co-operated by laying
on special searches from both E,gypt and Malta, those from Egypt
beginning on I5 December and those from Malta on the following
day. The searches from Egypt comprised standard patrols
be-M7een Crete and Cyrenaica and patrols off xi.l6xandria, with
XI.S.Y. patrols (of No, 815 P.A.A. squadron's Swordfish and a
Sunderland of No, 230 squadron) ahead of the Breconshire;
meanwhile Hurricanes .and Marylands (of No. 69 squadron, Malta)
made general searches west and south of Malta and the Ionian
Sea, while one aircraft shadowed the enemy's naval forces.

No. 201 Grp.
and, No. 69
Sqdn.

O.R.Bs.

During the operation some doubt arose as to whether one
Wo Italian naval forces ¥/ere engaged in covering their
convoy, and on 17 December C,S» 15 unexpectedly encountered
Italian force at 17.35 hours some 120 miles north of Benghazi,
The circumstances v/hich led to this encounter were as follows;
an Italian force (referred to hereafter

o

own

an

as Force "X") of ten o

r

r
Welve ships \¥as sighted at 10.25 hours by a .Malta reconnaissance
aircraft: it was then some 170 miles north-east of the position
in Tirhich C. S. 15 T/as later intercepted, as stated above.
Force "X" by increasing speed to 24 knots could have made this
interception,
to as Force "

kt 15.25 hours a second Italian force (referred
Y") of some eighteen or nineteen ships, including

merchant vessels, v/as- sighted about 100 miles from the known
position of Force

of the position in which C.S. 15
later.

tt

at 10.25 hours and about 100 miles north

ras intercepted some Wo hours

/Force "Y"

1 The main authorities for this operation ai’e the Admiralty
account of Naval Ops. ,,Apl. *41 to Jan. '43, R.A.P. Ops. in
the Vfestern Desert and Eastern Mediterranean, 18 Nov. '41 to
19 May '42, and Appx. 'H' to H.Q. M.E. Op. Summary No. 10
(16-23 December '41) "Report on Air Action in Relation to
Breconshire Sailing,"

Hereafter referred to as C.S, 15:
Rear-Admiral Vian,

it was commanded by
2
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Y" therefore (v/hich was unable, to steam at 50 knots)
15, but Force"X", by altering

Force

could not have intercepted C.3.
its course and steaming at 20 knots, could have reached the
position in v^hich C.S. 15 v/as intercepted at 17.35 hours, ^
Force "X" was not again sighted between 10.25 hours (when it

^first seen) and 17.35 hours (when it met C.S. I5), but
visibility ̂ vas low and tho probable course of%Force "X" would
have taken it along the extreme edge of the British patrol

The reconnaissance effort

after its discovery at 15.25 hours,
of the movements of G.S.
to assume that Force,

as to intercept C

was

anea.

Force "Y
was.concentrated mainly on

I  The enemy knew
15 and it therefore seems reasonable

T7as instructed to increase speed
15 and also to cover Force "Y" and its

t»vn
J'L

SO

convoy#

Meanwhile from 09.50 to 13.OO hours C.S. 15 and the
Breconshjne v/ere shadov/ed by two to six enemy aircraft, and
during the afternoon attacks were made on them by- fifty high-
leyel bombers and twenty-five torpedo-carrying aircraft through
lu j^egopshiro managed to manoeuvre unharmed. C.S. 15
then came under heavy gun-fire from the Italian warships, and
Admiral Vian sent the Breconshire south with the destroyers

to screen her out of harm's ,-way while C.S. 15
moved towards the enemy.force (w^hich consisted of two Cavour-
c ass battleships, p. squadron of 8-inch cruisers, and destroyr
ersj. The enemy, .however, turned away and retreated and' '
Admiral Vian, using smo,ke to conceal the inferiority of his
force, and by making feint attacks, contrived to draw the
enemy still further away from the Breconshire» V^hen the
worst of the danger was over he detached Force "K" to escort
her to teJta v/hich she reached safely on 18 December, C.S. 15
returning to Alexandria.

The air eftort ,against the Italian forces in the above
operation was relatively small. , , On the morning of 18 December,
Air Headquarters Western Desert, and. No. 201 (w^C.) Group
were instructed by the A. 0.C.-ih-C., to make the maximum
bombing attacks on the enemy, but difficulties
with the Western Desert and the, confusion of. identity
prevented action being taken. According to the Naval
autharities, most of the Itali.an fleet turned north at about
iq.,00 hours on ttie 18th and reached Taranto
19 December. '

from a minefield

in communicating

on the afternoon of

The Royal Naval losses were two destroyers^
"the night of I8/19 December; the enemy

lost one submarine -y/hich was sunlc by one of H.M. destroyers.
Apart from the R.A.F.T  . s. reconnaissances and searches the

only effective air efforts during the operation were;-

(a) a strike on the Italian convoy by four Malta
Albacores during the afternoon of I8 December in
which torpedo hits were scored on two merchant ships
of 8,000 and 2,000 tons respectively, 2

(t) mines laid in Tripoli harbour and- off Benghazi on
18/19 December by Wellingtons from Malta and the
main land, ,

/The

1 The possibility that Forces

identical was made by the Naval authorities who suggested
to No. 201 (N.C.) Group that the initial sighting of
Force "Y" might have been 100 miles out.
Five Svrordfish sent out later cou.ld not reach the

X" and "Y" were in. fact

convoy
R*A.F. Anti-
shipping Op
(Merchant)
V0I.3,.

s.

2

owing to a strong contr-ary -v/ind. The 8,000 and 2,000 ton
merchant ships were officially assessed as 'damaged'.
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The main reasons for the smallness of the air effort v/ere as
follows:-

(a) although all available reconnaissance aircraft from

Ivialta were placed at the disposal of the Vice-Admiral,
I'ialta, from the night of I6/17 December, and patrols
and searches vrere made froia Eg^qDt (as agreed with
the Naval authorities), effective reconnaissance
vfas restricted by bad weather, by enemy air attacks
on Malta, and certain commitments Tfhich reduced the

serviceability of, the A.S.V. Wellingtons and Mary-
lands; moreover, the reconnaissance aircraft from
Sidi Barrani were operating at the extreme limit of
their range.

Swordfish, briefed to attack on 18 December, were
delayed by Contrary winds and the enoiry convoys
reached Tripoli before they could make a strike,

a Wellington attack on 17/'18 December -was prevented
by rain and lew cloud..

Co)

(c)

(d) The A.O.C., Malta, considered that attacks by
Blenheims during 18 December yrere not worth the
risk to the aircraft ̂

(e) fourteen Wellingtons -v/hich were about to talce off
from Luqa on 1 9 December v/ere grounded by a heavy air
attack which destroyed one of them and made the run
way unserviceable,

(f) at no time v/as the Italian convoy w/ithin effective
striking range of the available'aerodromes in
Cyrenaica or Eg3?pt, and in <any event aircraft of the ■

Western Desert Command were fully occupied in. the
critical ground battle then talcing place during the
"Crusader" offensive.

The chief lessons from the air aspect of the Breconshire
operation appeared to be:-

(i) the desirability of a combined S, H. - R.A.P.
Operations Room both at Alexandria and Malta,

liaison of this nature might have avoided the
confusion as 'co the Italian Forces "X" and "Y" which

resulted in the surprise interception of C,S. 15.

A

/(ii)

A, H, Q, M. E. ,
Dy, A. 0. C. -in-

C, Malta, Pt.I,

1 The A.O.C's (A-V-M, Lloyd) reason was that experience had
shown that lo'w flying attacks by Blenheims against naval

surface forces in the strength pres.ent on 18 December would

have resulted in the aircraft being shot do-cm before they
He had also: considered making acould drop their bombs,

79A

medium altitude attack, but owing to a-cloud base of 2,500

to 3,000 feet and the fact that the Blenheim's crews were

inexperienced at that height, in his opinion the risks from ^
A. A. fire "far out-weighed any very problematical hits by
the Blenheims".

a. 1 99914/1^/8/48
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(ii) An increased number of long-range reconnaissance and
striking aircraft (especially torpedo-bombers)
available in Ivlalta, particularly during such times
as the Royal Navy might be unable to provide Naval
forces of sufficient strength to engage and sink
such povrerful enemy units as were encountered in the
operations described above,

A.H.Q. M.E. ,
s.52660
passim

The question ol a combined Naval and Air Operations Room
at Alex^dria had been mooted in July (1941) and considerable
discussions and correspondence on this matter had taken place
between Atlniral Cunningham's and Air Marshal Tedder's Staffs.
These led to conferences being held bekween the two Staffs
during the Spring of 1942, and in June a combined Operations
Room v/as inaugurated at No, 201 (n. Cu) Croup's Headquarters.
When the latter were removed temporarily to Ismailia
(consequent upon the retreat.of our forces to Alamein)
Naval and Air Staffs worked' there in adjacent buildings.
August, the two Staffs began to -woik in adjoining buildings at
Laurens (iUexandria), and in the following month the building
of a special combined Oj^erations Room Y/as begun -at this place
and was completed in November.

on 1 July
1 the

In

A.H.q. .M.E. ,
A. 0. G/26
passim

I’ifeanwhile,.  similar measures had been taken for a combined
Cperations Room at Malta during the Spring of 1942.

tonvoy from Malta to Alexandria. 26-29 December

R. A.P, Cps.
in the Ifest:
Desert &

East: I/fed;

18 Nov. '41

Betv/een 26 and 29 December
from ILolta to Alexandria,

a convoy Y/as run successfully
The convoy comprised four merchant

ships, escorted by a cruiser and four destroyers and covered
by special air searches.
December,

It left Malta after dusk on 26
A second Naval force sailed from vUexandria to

with the convoy at 07.00 hours on the morning of
2o December, about 60 miles norfh of Rasel Tin.
morning four attacks were made on the convoy by enemy torpedo-
bombers and JU. 88's betsveen Ras el Tin and Tobruk. In one of
these attacks a covering Martlet engaged four of the torpedo-
bombers, shooting one dovm and causing twro others to jettison
their torpedoes. Later on, I'ulmars of the P.A.A. drove off a
large 1 omiation of, JU, 86's and forced them to jettison their
bombs.

During that

to 19 May
42 and

A.H.Q. M.E.

Op. Sunmary
No. 11/1941

During the next day R.A.F. fighters attacked and probably
damaged two more torpedo-bombers whi.ch v/ere attempting to attack
one of the merchant ships and a destroyer.
Alexandria on 29 December Yvithout loss.

The convoy reached

<5^
Convoy iuU, 8E 16 - 19 January

A convoy consisting of four ships and Naval escort sailed
from Al.exandria for Malta on 16 January under cover of Beaufighters
of Nos*, 252 and 272 squadrons. During 18 January the
Beaufi,.ghters intercepted several enemy torpedo-bombers which
unsuc^scessfully attacked the convoy from time to time,

R.A*.P. aircraft shot down one Ju
R.A.P. Ops.
in the West.*
Desert &

East: Med:

18 Nov. '41 to
19- May '42

. 88, probably destroyed two
79's, and damaged two other JU. 88's without loss to them-S.

^ Selves.

/Three

amd

1. H. Q, M, E,

Summaries

1 2®® Sectioh V, page 442'infra.
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Three of the convoy's vessels reached llalta safely on

19 January, but the fourth - the (Norwegian) S*S. Thermopylae -

had developed engine trouble and steering defects on the
morning of 18 January and could not make the.scheduled speed.
As the convoy was already late it Vi^as decided to detach this
ship, escorted by the anti-aircraft cruiser Carlisle and two
destroyers, to Benghazi,
ordered to provide air protection for the Thermopylae. but

one aircraft failed to locate her, a second did not return
(cause unknovm), v/hile the third carried out a tvro hours
patrol,

briefed to cover the ThermopT'lae and her escort which, on

being ordered back to Alexandria, had taken a course outside

the range of single-engined fighters,
arrived to find, the Thermopylae, v/hich had been gutted as a

result of enemy bombing, being sunlc by her escort.
Beaufighters subsequently covered the Naval units on their
return to Alexandrian

Three of the Beaufighters were

On the next day three other Beaufighters were

The first Beaufighter

The

In his Report to the Admiralty on the operation, Admiral
Cunningham sta.ted that "a feature of the operation was the

excellent air co-operation under No. 201 (N.C.) Group,
full reconnaissance was flovm giving good security,
aircraft worked well, particularly from forward areas under

difficult conditions".

Very

Fighter

A.H.q. k

AOC/206, 67A
(Summary of
Op. by the

C-in-C.Med:)

:.E.

Two-way Convoy, 24 - 27 January

A small two-Y/ay convoy movement Y/as concluded success
fully from 24 - 27 January.
Naval escort and air cover provided by Hurricanes of
No. 238 squadron 1, left Alexandria on 24 January,
follov/ing morning the convoy was attacked by four or five

JU. 88's off the Libyan coast,
engaged the JU. 88's, shot dovm one of them and damaged three
others,

miles north of the convoy and caused it to blov/ up in the air.
Meanwhile the convoy

One merchant ship, with Royal

On the

T'wo of the Hurricanes

A third Hurricane encountered a JU. 88 some ten

The convoy reached Malta on 27 January,

R. A.P. Ops.
in the

v7est: Desert

& Eas bi Med:

18 Nov. *2^1

to 1 9 May '42

from Malta (consisting of twro merchant ships and Naval
escort) reached Alexandria on the same day, having survived

attacks by enemy torpedo-bombers on the afternoon of
26 January,

Two-Yj-ay Convoy, 12 -15 February

Prom 12 to 15 February a further two-way convoy
movement was carried out bet’ween Alexandria and Malta and

this operation met v/ith considerable losses 1 twovice versa:

merchant vessels of the convoy to Malta being so severely
damaged that they had to be sunlc by their escort, and the

third being,biadly daimged and towed back to iilexandria.
R. A. P. Ops.
in West:

Desert &

Easts iVfed:

18 Nov. '41
to 19 May

The hwo convoys comprised;-

(iUexandria to Malte)
(First Part, Convoy M.¥. 9A; tY/o merchant vessels,
( the "clan Chatten and ioIan Campbell, escorted by the

(  anti-aircraft Gruiscr~Carlisle "and' four destroyers
the merchant vessel

Rcwoll an 0 a^le e sc orte d by four destroyers
Second Part, Gon\'oy M

No. 1

I42

/No. 2

This sqn. v/as based at L.G. 12, southOf No. 262 Wing,
of Hinei.sh.

G, 1999l4/TC/a/48
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No. 2 to -iilexandria)

Convoy I/E. 10:
Ferguson, the City of Calcutta and the A.jax, and the

supply ship Breconshire, escorted by the cruiser

three merchant vessels, the Clan

Penelope and six destroyers.

It was arranged that the two convoys should meet and
exchange escorts on the afternoon of 14 February.

■air Support for the Convoys

lis a counter against possible enemy air, surface or sub
marine attacks the R. iuP. provided the following support:-

Ibid: , and
No, 201 Crp.
0. R. B,

(a) increased anti-submarine patrols over the approaches
to .tilexandria and the coastal waters to Tobruk;
continuous close patrols ahead of the convoys;
special anti-submarine patrols from ilalta when the
convoys v/ere leaving or approaching the islmid

and

(b) continuous fighter cover during daylight while the
convoys T/ere vri-thin range of single-engine aircraft;
fighter cover for the Naval units following up No. 1
(westbound) convoy; and patrols by Beaufighters
(of No. 252 squadron) from either llalta ^ or Gambut
v/hen single-engine fighters were out of range

(c) special reconnaissances by llalta and Egypt-based
aircraft, including A.S.V. Wellington searches
(by No. 221 squadron), and photographic and visual
reconnaissance of Taranto

(d) a maximum striking force standing ready at Malta
during 14 and 15 February and six Blenheims and six
Beauforts standing by at El Adem;
(of No. 220 squadron) at Puke satellite landing-
ground, and six Blenheims at Puka main landing-
ground

strategic bombing of airfields at Heraklion (Crete),
Catania, Gerbini and Comiso (Sicily), and the
submarine base at Salamis (Greece),

i

During their passage the convoys were attacked by seventy-
nine bombers and torpedo-bombers flying in forroations v/hich
varied from a single aircraft to fourteen JU. 88's and seven
Heinkels.

Wo Portresses

(e)

The first part (M.W. 9a) of No, 1 (westbound) convoy sailed
from iUexandria at l6,00 hours on 12 February, follovred an hour
later by the second part (M,W. 9B) on a slightly different couras.
At dawn next day (l3 February) the 15th Cruiser Squadron with
eight destroyers sailed mth the intention of overtalcing No, 1
convoy at a point 100 miles north ofwCape iiaraer, and in the
affcemoon of that day No, 2 (castbound) convoy left Malta,
Ncb. 2 convoy was not attacked, but on 13 February No. 1 (v;est-
teound) convoy was attacked by enemy aircraft.

/The

Some Beaufighters of No. 252 squadron had been sent to
operate from Malta during the po-ssstge of the convoys.

1
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The fighter escort drove off the enemy in the morning but
during the afternoon the 147/. 9A section of the convoy was
heavily bombed. The Clan Campbell sustained considerable
damage ^.Thich necessitated her being detached from the convoy
and being taken to Tobruk, escorted by tv/o destroyers. She
eventually returned to Alexandria.

Early on 1A February, the M.?/. 9A :and IvUW. 9B sections of
No, 1 convoy effected a junction (according to plan) with the
15th. Cruiser Squadron, north of Tobruk. Enemy aircraft
sighted this movement and shadowed the convoy until the after

convoy was about I50 miles north of Benghazi
strong forces of <JU, 88's and Heinkels made high level and
dive-bombing attacks upon it,
Clan Chattan which had to be
personnel had been transferred from her.

When thenoon.

severely damaging the
sunlc by her escort after her

In the meantime No. 2 (eastbound) convoy (M.E.IO) had been
attacked by two S. 79's but had continued its course unharmed.
At 14*40 hours No, 1 and No. 2 convoys (both attended by enemy
aircraft) met as arranged: the change of escorts was completed
successfully under cover of the fire of all the v/arships and
assisted by the Ivladta Beaufighters wrhich shot down a Cant,
z. 506. The convoys then resumed their voyages, but from
15*00 hours and onv/ards they were both attacked by enemy
aircraft* H.Ivi, G. Carlisle (No* 1 convoy) was stopped by
damage to a steam pipe but managed to repair it and continued
her course, but at 15*15 hours the Rowallan Castle - the last
of the ships of No. 1 (westbound) convoy - was hit and had to
be taken in tow,

speed to less than 10 knots exposed the escort to  a grave
risk fran surface or submarine attack, and the Rowallan Castie's
croiT was therefore removed from her, and at 19* 56 hours she
■»vas sunk by gunfire from H*M. ships*
(eastbound) convoy was covered by R*A.F. fighters when it came
within their range north of Tobruk.
S. 79 and forced eleven others to jettison their bombs, and
tvro other S* 79's were later destroyed by Hurricanes*

The consequent reduction of the convoy's

Meanwhile No, 2

Beaufighters damaged one

During the night of 15/18 February, aircraft of No* 201
(N* C.) Group co-ofieratod as follows*-- a Sunderland and three
iilbacores ^ provided continuous patrols for No,  2 (eastbound)
convoy, and on the l6th two Domiers (of No, 2 Yugo-Slav
squadron) made special patrols to the west, tv?o Arsons
(of No, 13 Hellenic Squadron) carried out searches from
Alexandria to Ras El Kenayis, and seven Albacores covered
other coastal areas. Meanwhile three routine anti-submarine

patrols were made of the Alexandria appraoches*
neaned lilexandria fighters, flydng in pairs, gave it protection
until all the ships were safely in harbour.

As the convoy

2
In the meantime, in the afternoon of 15 February,

Malta-based reconnaissance Maryland had sighted an enemy
naval force of three cruisers and nine destroyers steaming
on a south-westerly course 83 miles south-east of Kalafrana*

Unfortunately, the Maryland failed to inform Ifelta by W/T, and
consequently the, striking force was not ejiployed ago-inst this

41 to naval force.

aNo. 69 sqn,
O.R, B. and
R.A.F. Ops.
in lYest:
Desert &
East; Med:
18 Nov.
19 May '42 /The

The /ilbacores (of No, 826 sqn. F,A*A*) were under opera
tional control of No. 201 Grp.
The time of sighting is not recorded, but the Maryland
began its patrol at 12.15 hours.

1

Ibid; 2
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The information did not reach ivlalta until 16.OO hours -vvhen the

cre%7 of the Ivlaryland had been rescued from the sea after their
aircraft had been shot dov/n by I/IE. 109's.
striking force had been released from their stand-by and the
opportunity was missed,
midnight, a Malta it, S.V. Wellington re-located the enemy force
steering on a northerly course 157 miles south-east of Cape
Passero.

By that time the

However, at about half an hour after

Five Albacores were sent out and they attacked the
force at 03»25 hours (16 February) scoring torpedo hits on
tvro cruisers and one destroyer, and a probable hit on another
destroyer,
on fire, one

craft did not make any further sightings, but at 13,15 hours
submarine sav/ tf/o enemy cruisers and six destroyers mid-way
between Catania and Gape Spartivento,
two hits wdth torpedoes on one of the cruisers.

YJhen the Albacores left the scene four ships wer

The submarine obtained

e
cruiser burning furiously at the stern. The air-

a

During the above convoy operations the R.A.F. effort was
hampered by enemy air attacks on Malta betv/een 11/l 2 and I5/16
February in which some 400 bomber sorties T/ere made on the
dockyards and the Half.ar, Takali and Luqa aerodromes:
15 February the Luqa runways were "badly cratered, two
V/ellingtons under repair were destroyed, t^ro Blenheims
damaged, and three Beaufighters slightly damaged,
day ME. 109's bombed El Adem and Gombut aerodromes:

on

were

On the same

no damage
or casualties were caused but two Kittyhawks, which intercepted
the raiders, v/ere shot down.

Results

Although the f our ships of No, 2 convoj/' reached
Alexandria safely, the passage of No. 1 convoy (m.17. 9A and
M.W. 9B) to Malta had ended in disaster, two of the three
ships having been sunk and the third seriously damaged and
toT/ed back to idexandria,

IVIalta's Serious Situation - J'urther Convoy Planned

jis a result of the failure of the February convoy the
supply situation in Malta was seriously prejudiced. In a
signal to the 17ar Office (dated 18 Februaiy) the Governor,
Lieut;-General Sir WilliaEi Bobbie, stated that the supply of
bombs and fuel oil was running low, and that stocks of cement,
timber and small arms anmunition were inadequate. He stressed
that until the situation in Cyrenaica (whore the British forces

still retreo.ting before the German advance) "wb.s radically
changed" he considered that "the difficulties of getting convoys
from the east vdll not diminish" and that it was essential to
explore very urgently the possibility of using all other
available means of obtaining supplies not only from the
but also from the v/est.

were

east

D/AGC/l, Pt.
Ill (cos
Papers) 35A

Ihid; LiliJi PolloTiring upon the Governor's representations the Chiefs
of Staff suggested to the three C's-in-C., Middle East, that a
turther attempt to send .a convoy to Malta should be made during
the dark period in March, as lialta's situation would be "dange
If no convoys were to get through to the island before the

poj^’t of May. ^ In their viev/, Malta was of such iiiportance
^  staging post and as an iirpediment to the enemy's

reinforcement routes that "the most drastic steps T/ere justi
fiable to sustain it".

rous

/The
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The risk to the ships sailing in the convoy was not to deter
the C!a-in-C. from this projected operation i/hich, during its
progress, 'v?as to he regarded as a primary commitment (unless
a land battle was in progress). With regard to the convoy
itself: the Chiefs of Staff considered that a convoy from the
west T/as impracticable and that the chances of a successful
convoy from the east depended upon an advance by the British
forces in Qyrenaica and the consequent re-gaining of the
aerodromes in that area.

Ibid; 39a

Ibid;. 54A The three Cb-in-C. did not feel that the re-occupation
of Cyrenaica ’,?as "a complete answer" to the problem of getting
®^ppll®s to Malta: they stressed that fighter protection
during the reception and unloading of convoys "was needed, in
addition to other aircraft to operate against enemy surface
forces*

Y/as necessary to reduce the risk of supplying Malta to
reasonable proportions, as this v/ould not only extend the
fighter cover for convoys but vrould increase the deterrent
value of the torpedo-bomber aircraft and enable them to

assist more effectively in protection against enemy aircraft.
The three C's-in-G. felt that the question of advancing into
Cyrenaica was a matter Y^hich required much consideration in
vievY of the tactical and other factors which affected the

military situation as a whole, and in a signal dated 5 Iferch
they stressed to the Chiefs of Staff that a premature offensive
to re-capture Y/estern Cyrenaica - for the chief purpose of

saving Ivialta - might "jeopardise our whole position in the

Middle East" by resulting in the destruction of the new

armoured-force Yvhich was then being built up, and thereby
jeopardise the security of Egypt. They therefore postulated
that until Y/estern Cyrenaica could be regained, the policy for
supplying Malta should be

(a) to continue to run convoys under the existing
conditions of risk, in the hope of getting some
of the ships through to the island, and

(b) to employ "all possible shifts and devices" to get
supplies there.

In their vieY/, the re-capture of the Benghazi area

Ibid; 60A

On further consideration it YYas decided that a convoy

should be sent to Malta from the east (Alexandria) T/ithout
Y/aiting for an attempt to be made by the land forces to re-

This decision was justified bycapture Western Qy-renaica.
subsequent events, for several months were to pass before the

Eighth Amy re-gained Qyrenaica which did not occur until its
final advance after its victory at jiilamein.

Operation "Fullsize", 20 - 23 March ̂

The convoy which was organised as the outcome of the
above considerations v/as knovm as Operation "Pullsize":
was the last operation in -vvhich Admiral Cunningham participated
before handing over the command of the Mediterranean to Vice-
Admiral Pridham-Y/ippell 2 prior to his (Cunningham's) departure
for Y/ashington on a special mission early in April.

it

/In

This operation -was known by the Admiralty as "H. 0. !"•
(The main authorities for this operation are _ Admiralty
Battle summary No.32 - CB,3081 (Z5), the Admiralty Account
of Naval Ops. Apl. to Jan, '43j^
Y/estem Desert and East: Medr, 1o Nov. 41 to May 42.)
Vice-Admiral Pridham-YYippell acted as C.-in-C. until re

lieved by Vice-Admiral Harwood in May.

1

2
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In order to safequard the passage of the convoy to Ilalta,
the throe C's-in-C. staged a combined operation of the Sei'vices,
idmiral Cunningham decided to employ his v/hole strength of
cruisers and destroyers, under Rear-.idmiral Vian. The ground forces
were to make a feint attack with four armoured colujims against
enemy positions and landing-grounds at Timini and Martuba, in the
■‘iSSa^s-'"-‘leima area and near Mechili, so as to divert the enemy's
attention from the convoy by leading him to thinlc that a full-
scale ground offensive was imminent,
was fourfold, namely,

The role of the R. j..P.

(a) to provide widespread reconnaissance for enemy surface
and submarine forces prior to the sailing of the
convoy

to carry out strategic boobing of aerodromes in Crete'
and Greece 'with the object of destroying
immobilising enemy aircraft

or.

(b)

(c) to give fighter protection over the convoy during its
passage, as far as possible, — "a duty nobly perfo
raed (says the .admiralty Battle Suinimary) until 09,00
hours on 22 I/larch v/hen the aircraft were over 300
miles from their base"
submarine searches ahead of the

to provide support for the ground forces with
reconnaissances, fighter sweeps, and the bombing of
enemy landing-grounds,

convoy comprised three merchant vessels, the
Clan Cainpbell» and the supply ship

, with a Naval escort (for the major part of the
voyage) kno'wn as Force "B" which consisted of two

Close Escort comprising the anti-aircraft
Carlisle and the 5th Destroyer Flotilla

a Covering Force comprising the 15th Cruiser Squadron
(H.M.S. _Cleopatra — v/earing the flag of Rear-.^dmiral
Vian ~-„Didp_and Euryalus) and the 14th and 22nd
Destroyer Flotillas,

It v/as arranged that on Day 3 (22 March) the convoy was to
as soon as possible after daylight, with Force "K"

(consisting or the cruiser Penelope and destroyer Legion) which
was to leave Ifelta after dark on Day 2 (21 I4xrch). The convoy
was then to continue under the protection of the combined Naval
escorts, steering well to the southward of the natural cou.rse
for Malta, while the Covering Force returned to Alexandria^

and to provide anti
convoy

(<i)

The

sections:

(i) i-i
cruis er

(ii)

The convoy sailed from Alexandria'
was south of Crete during the 21st,

on Day 1 (20 March) and
Its passage was unevent

ful until 17,C2 hours w/hen five JU. 88's v/ere sighted although -
according to "Y" intercepts - the convoy had been seen and
reported earlier by an enemy submarine.
22 llarch a JU, 88 shadowred the

Prom daylight on
convoy, and at-C9. 35 hours the

iirst attack was made by four S. 79's which came from the direc
tion of Sicily. The S, 79's discharged torpedoes outside the
convoy's destroyer sci'een which gave the merchant vessels ample
tima to take avoiding action, and no damage -was caused, Cn the
completion of this unsuccessful attack one S. 79 and a Cant. 5C6
continued to shadov/ the convoy.

/Soon
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Soon after 11,00 hours tr/o more S. 79's made further
unsuccessful torpedo attacks. At 13* 30 a Ju, 88 flev/ over

the convoy at about 4>000 feet and dropped four red flares -
presumably sls a signal to enemy surface ships.

At about I4t30 hours, after the convoy had been joiried
(according to plan) by Force "K" from Malta, four enemy
cruisers approached from the north-ward. Rear-Admiral Vian
led the Covering Force against them while the convoy and its
Close Escort - covered by a smoke screen - were sent away
s ou th-we s tv/ar d. The enemy cruisers turned away from the
concentrated fire of the Covering Force and at 15,08 hours
the engagement ceased. Rear-Admiral Vian then steered to

rejoin the convoy which he overtook an hour later.

At 16,40 hours a second, and much more powerful, enemy
force comprising one _.I4ttorip-class battleship, two 8-inch
cruisers and four smaller ships (probably 6-inch cruisers)
came in sight from the north-east. Leaving the Carlisle and
the 5th Destroyer Flotilla with the convoy, Rear-Admiral Vian
led the remaining Naval forces against the enemy. Gun hits
were observed on the enemy battleship and on two of the

cruisers, and one torpedo hit was scored on the battleship,
while H,M. destroyers laid a smoke screen east and v/est to
bar the way to the convoy. The enemy withdrew v/ithout having
inflicted any damage on the convoy.

Meanwhile enemy aircraft had co-operated in the attack:
from the beginning of the naval engagements until darkness,
some 150 high level bombing attacks Y/ere made on the convoy,
which WC.S now out of range of fighter protection*
none of the ships sustained any damage,
fallen the covering units of Force "B" sailed eastwards for
Alexandria and arrived there intact at mid-day on 24 l&irch,
having driven off attacks by JU, 87's and 88's on the evening
of the 23rd and by S. 79's on the following morning,
its passage to idexandria, Force "B" received protection from
R.A.F. fighter aircraft at very long distances from their
base.

However,
\%ien darkness had

During

Prom daylight on 23 iferch the convoy and its escort was

under fighter cover from Malta, but nevertheless it v/as
heavily attacked from the air,
sixty-two JU. 88's, twenty-five ME, 109's and a few

Lfeita-based

Between 05*14 and 14»25 hou

unidentified aircraft attacked the convoy.

rs

Spitfires and Hurricanes made 42 sorties and two JU. 88's

and one HE. Ill were destroyed in combat, tv/o JU. 68's

probably destroyed and four others seriously damaged without

loss to the R.A.P. fighters,
were forced to jettison their bombs,
attacks the Clan Campbell was hit by a bomb and suiik, about

eight miles west-south-Y>rest of Filfia Island, but the other
two merchant vessels reached lAlta.

Many other enemy aircraft
During these enemy

The Breconshire received

serious damage to her engine-room and had to be taken in tov/,
but this had to be abandoned omng to rough seas and a heavy
sv/ell; the Breconshire had therefore to remain stationary
while three destroyers stood by to protect her.
weather improved she was again taken in tow end reached
IJarsaxlokk on 25 March.

Y/hen the

C4199914/TC/8/48
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Meanwhile, from 24 to 26 March, the enemy made repeated
efforts to destroy the convoy as it lay in harbour* R.A.P.
fighters made some 175 sorties on the 24th and over 300 on the
following day. During the three days (24 to 26 March) tvrenty
enemy aircraft were destroyed, five probably destroyed and twenty-
five damaged: the R,A.P, losses were two Spitfires which crash-
l^ded but the pilots were uninjured. During the attacks on
26 filarch the Talabot and Pampas Yfcre hit by bombs at their
moorings in the Grand Harbour and set on fire.- the Talabot had
to be scuttled in case her cargo of ammunition exploded,
5j:ec_qns^3jre ira.s also hit and sunk as she lay in harbour, and
three destroyers were damaged and the destroyer Legion sunk, ^

The

The loss of the Talabot and Pampas was largely due to the
lack of proper berthing precautions in the harbour. Moreover,
much of their cargoes v/ere lost owing to the very ineffective
attempts made to unload these ships betv/een the time
arrival on the

of their

morning of 23 March and the tim.e of their
destruction by the enemy dive-bombers in the afternoon of
26 iviarch. The vessels were not moved to the best sheltered
qu^s although A-V-M Lloyd had stressed that this should be done,
bet op the convoy arrived, A-V-M Lloyd had pressed that,
gardless of bombing, every soldier
be forcedpo unload the ships "every minute of every 24 hours",
+  warning very little was done and it remained

R^.P. personnel to unload the R.A.P, stores ’Hvith great
aitlicultyand no assistance". Out of nearly 26,000 tons of
cargo egrpp by the convoy only some 5,000 tons were salvaged,
pe pcluded considerable R.A.P, spares and stores  ^ from the

:^aDpj^nd Pampas, and some petrol which was salvaged from the
Onrirn • . Several months
S  quantities reached Malta.
Parip^ Bombing During the

’oombing carried out by the R.A.P. on the
^rodromos in Crete an:; Greece was not conclusive,
looming of 20 March, five Blenheims of No. 14 squadron

■  Desert Command) v/ero briefed to attack Heralclion.
aircri^ft crashed just after taking off and a third soon returned
reneSfl trouble. The remaining tvTO aircraft

ached and bombed the tai'get but results were not observed
^^^ht of 20/21 March, tv.o

Nt ? No. 104 squadron, five of No. 108 and seven of
If- squadrop (all of No. 205 Group) took off to bomb

Slevsis and Hassani aerodromes near Athens,
ihc attacks pre largely negatived by very bad weather condi-
hnS aircraft reaching the targets and only bomb

observp. On the following night five Yfellingtons
S No’ No. 38 and fiveot No. 10o squadrons
results were .

further attempt
March but

rc-

, airman and civilian should

A.H.q. Med:

(489/675/do
Lists of

were to elapse before supplies in

Passage of the Convoy 3

On the

Two

were briefed to repeat these attacks, but
again disappointing mainly due to bad weather, A

vms by Wellingtons on the night of 23/24
no results vrer-e observed apart from bomb bursts.

/R. A.P
1

A further Naval loss _ '
un 24 while standa

marine P,3o and the destroyer ivings
Mpta .on 1 and 11 April respectl^^

aero

was the ̂ destro

ten cases of
104

yer Southy/old sunk by
p standing by the The sub
destroyer Kingston were sunk by bombs at

/  y*
engines (for Hurricanes and Spitfires),

one large case of parachutes, one bomb
numerous . cases of paint and "dopes".
supra, sub-para: (b)

a

Ibid: 2

cases pf Glyco+,
trolley, and
See page3
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R.A.F. Support of the Ground Forces. ̂

In support of the feint advance by our ground forces,
the R.A.P. and P.A.A. made 70+ sorties against enemy landing-
grounds from 18 to 23 March, and throughout the operation
fighters carried out offensive patrols. Between the same

’  dates fighters destroyed four ME. 109's, probably destroyed
two, and damaged four more. Five Kittyhawks were destroyed
or missing, and one Hurricane crashed while landing.

Results of Operation "Fullsize".

Although the benefit to Malta was considerably impaired
by the loss of so much cargo from the Talabot and Pampas,
and of petrol from the Breconshire, the results of the convoy

According to (the German)
Vice-Admirel Weichold, if the convoy had been prevented from

reaching Malta "this would be the best preparation for the

In his opinion, the convoy's

The War were neverthless far-reaching.Essay,
at Sea in the

Medj"Part I

N. I.D. l/GP/19. (Axis) occupation of the island.
(A.H.B. 1. S.IO) task "from the British angle v/as theoretically impossible ....

■in view of the vast superiority of the Italian fleet and the
practical mastery of the sea in the Mediterranean by the Axis.
There seems no doubt that the passage of the convoy to Malta
was a tactical and strategic success, to which Vice-Admiral
Weichold thus pays tribute,
many great fights and bigger battles, but none was carried
through in such a brilliantly tactical manner and with such
great strategical effect."

During the war there have been

Plans for Further Convoys to Malta

After the "Fullsize" convoy to Malta in March, only a few
special cargoes were run to the island in submarines and the
minelayer Welshman, and in April it was apparent, that a
further attempt for a strong reinforcement for the island
must be made if Malta were to be saved from surrender.
Early in May, the Middle East Defence Committee signalled
their views to the Chiefs of Staff vdth regard to plans for
the next convoy: they considered that the first essential was
to disperse the enemy's effort both on the surface and in the
air by running convoys from the west and from the east,
assisted by "every possible diversion". The Committee

i

A.H,Q. M,E,
D/AOC/L, Pt.IV suggested inter alia that
(cos Papers)

(a) for the convoy from the west, captial ships, though
most desirable, v;ere not essential and that the
escort might well consist of cruisers supported by

that this convoy would have little toa carrier:

191
(5.5,42)

fear from surface or air attack until near
Sardinia, and that the convoy from the east would
probably have to make do with a cruiser escort
only.

(b) between Sardinia and Malta the convoy from the west
would probably undergo heavy air attack but this
would be no heavier nor so prolonged as that
delivered against the eastern convoy: the convoy
from the west should, therefore, have better chances
of getting through.

/(c)

See page 392, Sub-para: (d)1
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(c) the passage of a convoy from the west would not alone
reduce the risk to the eastern convoy to reasonable
proportions, -and it was therefore considered essential
that an air striking force and long-range fighter
force should be increased to cover the raovenent of the

convoy.

These suggestions v/era augmented by Lord Gort (who had been
recently transferred from Gibraltar to Malta as Governor and

C,-in-C,) who stressed that the success of the convoy v/ould very
largely depend on maintaining air superiority over Malta,
achieve this he considered that a large reinforcement of Spitfires
should reach Malta at least 24 hours before the arrival of the

convoy "so as to suaintain fighter protection during the whole time

the convoy is unloaded",
bound up with heavy strikes on Sicilian aerodromes and at enei^y naval

forces which were likely'to attack the convoy during its passage.

To

Lord Gort also felt that success was

208

(15.5.42)

t j

Ibid:
.. On 20 May the three C' s-in-C., Middle East,revieY;ed the question

of the Malta convoys, having taken into consideration recent informa

tion which exerted a major influence on the whole problem, namely:-

(a) the moves of German aircraft from Sicily to Crete and Libya,
(b) the possibility of a German advance in Cyrenaica

•  forstalling an intended advance of the British land
■  forces.

With regard., to the air aspect, the three Cs-in-C. considered
that short-range fighters could maintain patrols over the convoy as
far west as Tobruk, after which long-range fighter cover Y/ould
only be possible until within some fifty miles of Malta: that
Beaufighters operating from Malta and the Western Desert could

(theoretically) give cover during the entire passage of the convoy,
but that there might be a gap in the Central Mediterranean v/hich
could only be covered by carrier-borne aircraft. The C.-in-C
Mediterranean, had already asked the Admiralty for additional
torpedo-bomber and reconnaissance aircraft, and if these were
forthcoming it was considered essential that some of these aircraft
should operate from Malta, both to provide day and night
reconnaissance and to operate torpedo aircraft from a base as near
to the convoy as possible during Day 4 (assuming that the convoy
from the west sailed from Gibraltar on Day 2): it was felt, however,
that as an effective deterrent to the enemy's fleet the torpedo-
bomber force would be insufficient and-should be augmented by heavy
bombers.

• f

(c) It was considered that the enemy would probably launch
a land offensive, possibly before the end of May;l if

this happened it would assist the convoy from the
west since the main enemy forces would have to move
from Sicily before they could attack it.

In conclusion, the three C's-in-C. considered that

(a) a convoy from the east would be a hazardoiis undertaking,
especially since the loss of Cyrenaica, but that the
chances of a convoy getting through from the v/est had
been iraproved

(b) that if it was considered permissible that capital
ships and aircraft-carriers from the Eastern Fleet

should incur the very great risk of escorting

/a

1 This assumption proved correct, Rorrmel's offensive being
launched on 26 May.
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a convoy from tha east, then such convoy should be
run concurrently with the convoy from the west;
but if it was not considered permis&ible to use
these capital ships and carriers, then the convoy
from the east should remain ready in all respects,
'and that the decision as to'whether it should sail .

as ‘a diversion'or proceed to l/Ialta in; whole or in
part should be taken by the C.-“in-C. , Mediterranean,
at the time and in the light; of information then
available.

Ibid: On 7 dune the Chiefs of Staff signalled the three C's-in-C.
•  that. Malta could not .be allowed to surrender owing to lack of

supplies without an effort being’ made to run a convoy from the
east, and that an attempt must therefore be made to run this

eastern convoy even though hea'vy losses to H.M. ships might be
•incurred. It was therefore decided that convoys should sail
both'from tfe west and from the';east, the two convoys to reach
Malta on Consecutive days thus dividing the attention of the

enemy during their passage.

235

Progress of the Land Fighting - British Retreat to Alamein a^id
Loss' of Tobruk.

In the nieantime events had moved rapidly in the land
fighting, and were to have a Considerable influence on the convoy
operations. The land battle fell into three distinct phases: ,
from 26 May (when Rommel began his advance) until 17 June it
was fought from the static positions that had been prepared in
the Cyrenaican Desert. Prom 18 to 30 June the. Eighth Army
was pushed back to the last defence line of the Delta at

El Alamein (some 60 miles only from Alexandria), and from .1 to... .1
6 July the enemy assaulted that line unsuccessfully and his
further advance was stopped. Meanwhile, on 20 June, Tobruk was

re-captured by the enemy.

During the firs-fc few days of Rcmnel's advance the whole
of the'British line'from Gazela to Bir Hakeim remained intact

except for a small , gap which the' eneniy captured in the British

minefields. By IJune the enemy (under cover of a sandstorm)
managed to widen this gap into a channel 10 miles wide:
he overran Sidi Muftah ridge and fortified his bridgehead
through the British minefields, and, after a determined
resistance by the Free French, Bir Hakeira fell on the night
of lO/ll June,
the German armour had occupied the escarpment at El Adem

■  and the'Eighth Array was forced to evacuate Gazala, and.for three,

days the road, from Gasala was packed with its retreating ^  •
columns;

This was the turning point of the battle, for

The R.A.F. squadrons were fighting furiously in the
land battle all this time, and it was at the height of the

conflict that the two convoys were making their passage to Malta.

Air Preparations for the Convoys' (Operations "Harpoon" and

"Vigorous" 12 - 18 JuneT!

As suggested by the Middle East Defence Ccanmittee^
considered essential that the R.A.F's striking, and long-range
fighter forces should be augmented to cover the movement of the

convoys, and accordingly the newly-formed No,217 (torpedo-
bomber) squadron (Beauforts) and No. 235 (fighter) squadron

/(Beaufighters)

it T^asA.M. CS.14917
30A et seq.

A.H.Q. Med:
O.R.B. June

1  See page 395 supra.
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(Beaufighters) were sent to Malta, Six A.S.V. Wellingtons of
No. 38 Squadron arrived at Malta from Egypt on 12 June and
No. 69 (fighter and G-.R,) squadron was reinforced from Egypt
with six Baltimores, (This squadron already had three P.R,U.
Spitfires). Reinfordements of 59 fighters Spitfires arrived
between 3 and 9 June bringing the total number of these aircraft

on the island to over 100, of which 95 were serviceable. The
Night fighter Plight had- five night Beaufighters and there were
also four ¥fellington Vtll's,
Fleet Air Arm Squadron had foirr torpedo and three A. S.V. aircraft.
In all, Malta had 155 serviceable aircraft available for the
operations, ̂

In addition to these aircraft the

A.M. GSI4I97

passim
me reiniorcemenus lor j.']o, ciroup

aircraft for No. 39 squadron (torpedo Beauforts), for No, 459
squadron (Hudsons) and for No. 221 squadron (A.S.V. Wellingtons);
moreover five Liberators en route to India were detained in Egypt
to operate as part of a striking force against the Italian fleet
and also for the neutralisation of enemy aerodromes. Meanwhile

A.M. CS. 1^1-197 three Catalina aircraft of No, 240 squadron and one Catalina
88a, and A.H. of No. 413 squadron were sent from the United Kingdom to
Q. Gib. O.R.B Gibraltar as reinforcements for anti-submarine patrols for the

In addition to the above reinforce-

A.H.Q. R.A.P, ments the United States authorities gave permission for one
M.E. A.O.C./ of their Liberator squadrons (then at Omdurman)^ to operate
47/3 (A.O.C,- as a striking force against the Italian fleet - should it put
in-C. Personal to sea - during the passage of the convoys,
file). the Air Ministry had signalled Field-Marshal Dill-^ to obtain
A.M. CS.14197, the approval of the U. S. authorities for the "Halpro" force

to make also a demonstration flight in the Central
Mediterranean with a view to deterring the Italian Battle
Fleet from putting to sea.
agree to this suggestion which they did not consider justified
"in view of the great importance" of the intended attack on
Ploesti by the "Halpro" squadrons.

convoy from the west.June.

In this connection

108a

But the U. S. authorities did not

Ibid; 127A

Fighter Protection

Land based protection for both the convoys when v/ithin
range of 100 miles of Malta had, necessarily, to be provided
by Malta-based aircraft,

a continuous patrol of six Spitfires over each convoy when it
was within 100 miles of the island,

to be at immediate readiness on the ground in the event of enemy

/aircraft

It was therefore planned to maintain

Additional aircraft were

A.H.Q. Med.
O.R.B. jJune.

1 A detachment of 10 ‘Jellington II‘s of No, 104 sqdn. had arrived
at Malta on 24 May but these left on 11 June (prior to the
passage of the convoys in the Mediterranean) to make room
for other aircraft.

A.M. CS.14197> 2 This sqdn, belonged to the U.S,
passim

Halpro" force which
carried out a special operation against the oilfields and

refinery at Ploesti (Roumania) - the chief oil supply
of the Geman southern army - on 12 June.

3  F.M. Dill was then Chief British Military representative
with the Combined Staffs at Washington,
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aircraft being reported moving towards, or in the vicinity of,
the convoys. Fighter cover for more than 100 miles,  . range was to
be provided by the Malta Beaufighters - Carrier-borne Fighter
protection for operation "Harpoon" ?/as to be provided by H.M.
carriers Eagle and Argus (comprising 16 Hurricanes and 6 Pulmas)
I or the first part ,..of the passage until the Malta Beaufighter
could relieve them.at a'distance of some 200 miles from Malta,

.  No aircraft-carriers were,.employed in operation "Vigorous";
fighter protection was to. be provided by R.A.F.' aircraft based'
in Egypt for the initi^ stages of the convoy's passage and later
by Malta Beauf ighters,

Strategic Bombing of Enemy Ports

Before the Qopvoys sailed it was decided to bomb the
Italian, ports in an attempt to disable the Italian fleet and

ip harbour or, alternatively, to force it to move to
M.E. Table of other ports further away from Malta :and from the projected routes
Ops. May/June of the convoys. Several units of the Italian fleet were known to
^ A.H.Q. Med be at Messina and accordingly that port was bombed by Wellingtons
U.R.B s May/ (of No. 104 Squadron) on five nights during the last week of May,

and early in June the enemy warships at Messina moved to Naples.
Smilar^ operations were carried out at Taranto, Naples and
Cagliari (Sardinia) by the Wellingtons which also bombed military
objectives at Syracuse and the aerodrome at Catania. Meanwhile,
Liberators and Wellingtons from Egypt bombed.the naval dockyard
Taranto, the aerodrome at Heraklion, and oil installations at the
Piraeus.

to
A.H.Q. R.A.F.

at

Photographic reconnaissances were made by Malta aircraft
oPi.I.talxan and Sicilian aerodr'omes and sea-plane bases.

The strategic bombing of the Italian ports, and the suggestion
that the.,U,S. "Halpro" force should make a demonstration in the
Central Mediterranean, are an interesting commentary on the
v/eakness of the British Naval forces in the Mediterranean at that
time. In the past, it had alv/ays been the strategy of British
Navja warfare to do everything possible to bring an enemy fleet to
battle, and in this case the sailing of the convoys would have
provided an excellent lure to entice the Italian fleet to put to

The lack of Naval strength forced a reversal of the normal
strategy to the extent of employing Allied bomber forces to keep .
the enemy's warships in harbour or to drive them to ports further
removed from the possible scene of action, .

sea.

Admiralty The composition of the convoys was as follows;- the one
Battle Summary from the west comprised six merchant ships from the United Kingdom
No* 32 via Gibraltar - Operation "Harpoon" — and that from the east
CB.3081(25) consisted of eleven merchant ships from Egypt — Operation

"Vigorous".

Operation "Harpoon"^

The Naval plan for Operation "Harpoon" was similar to that
employed in Operation "Halberd" (September 1941). The convoy
sailed from the Clyde on 5 June and entered the Mediterranean on

the ni^t of 11/12 June; it was escorted by ships of the Home
Fleet (under coramand of Vice-Admiral Curteis) augmented hy
ships of .the North Atl^tic Station from Gibraltar,
ships comprising the convoy were the Tfoilus. Burdwan and Qrari.

some

The merchant

/the

1  See footnote 1 to page 405 infra.

2 For purposes of clarity the two operations are described
separately.
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the Dutch ship Tanimbar and the U. S. ships Chant and Kentucky.
H.M. ships were the battleship Malaya, the aircraft-carriers
Ar£us_ and Eagle, the cruisers Kenya, Livei-pool and Charbdis,
the anti-aircraft cruiser Cairo, sixteen destroyersj"one"”
minelayer,-^ four minesweepers, two corvettes and the Fleet
oiler, Brown Ranger.

The Malaya with the two carriers, the cruisers and
eight destroyers (Force '?/') turned on reaching the Skerki
Channel (at the entrance of the "Narrows") while the convoy
proceeded Y/ith a smaller escort (Force *X') consisting of the
A. A. cnaiser Cairo, nine destroyers and the foiu:> minesv^eepers;
the Brown Ranger (oiler) with her own escort (Force '!’) cruised
on a rendesyouG^to fuel the ships of the convoy during the
passage. Six minesweeping motor launches also accompanied the
convoy and ware to join,the Malta caraand on arrival:
submarines wore

four

stationed on a line between Sardinia and Sicily.

During the passage of the convoy, Malta provided air
reconnaissance, long and short-range fighter protection and
torpedo striking forces by H.A.F. and F.A.A. aircraft as far
as resources alloY/ed, but Malta's major effort was required
for Operation "Vigorous" to the eastward.

Before the convoy left Gibraltar, the Malta P.R.U. 
'

Spitfires had been engaged in daily reconnaissances of the
movements of the Italian fleet. On 11 June these reconnaissances
established that the enemy's raain force was at Taranto, that tv/o
cruisers and four destroyers were at Cagliari, and that one
cruiser and five destroyers v/ere at Naples. On the night of
I3/I4 June a submarine reported that the two cruisers and four
destroyers, from Cagliari wcrc= off the north-Y^est coast of Sicily.
A V/ellington VIII was dispatched to intercept this force
follov/ed by a strike of three (torpedo) Yfellington V’s.
The Wellington VIII located the enemy but ov/ing to one of the
yfellington Vs carrying the flares having crashed while
talcing off, the other tvio aircraft had to rely on new flares
provided by the Yfellington VIII.
aircraft reached the target the Wellington VIII Y/as running
short of flares aiid the two Wellington Vs were, therefore,
unable to attack and returned to base.

By the time that these two

A.H.Q. Med.

0.R.B. June,
Appx. "A"
"Report on Op.
'Julius "'2

Admiralty Battle
Summary No. 32
C.B.3O8I (25)

In the meantime, on 13 June, the convoy v/as being
shadowed by enemy aircraft and at dawn on 14 June the shadow

ing aircraft ag^ appeared. At 10.30 hours enemy dive-
bombing attacks-^ on the convoy began; they Y/ere
intercepted by the F.A.A. fighters of the two aircraft
carriers, but the cruiser Liverpool Y/as hit in the engine-room
and the Dutch merchant ship Tanimbar was sunk. The Liverpool
could noYY only steam at 3 or 4 knots and she was, therefore,
sent back to Gibraltar, towed by a destroyer to screen her?*'

/During

1 This was the Yfelshman which ’Went on alone vYith  a special
cargo at a speed of 28 knots, the convoy steaming at I3
knots.

"Julius" was the Malta code-word for Ops.
"Vigorous".

These attacks were made by Italian Savoias and Cants,
escorted by C.R.42.

The Liverpool reached Gibraltar on TJ June.

Harpoon" and2

3

4
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During the evening German bombers again appeared and
joined with Italiaii aircraft in further attacks on the convoy,
but the I’.A*A. carrier-borne fighters intercepted and drove

As the convoy entered the "Narrows" (at 21.00them off,

hours), four Beaufighters arrived from Malta to relieve the
F.A.A. filters. ̂ About an hour later, eight Ju. 88's
made a shallow dive-bombing attack vrtiich was unsuccessful,
one aircraft being shot down by a Beaufighter and another
by the fire from the ships. The eneryr losses for the whole
of that day were eleven aircraft destroyed, and several,
damaged, for the loss of seven fighter aircraft of the Fleet
Air Arm.^

Just before dark, a Malta reconnaissance Spitfire reported
two enemy cruisers and four destroyers leaving Palermo harbour,
and at 06,20 hours next morning (15 June), Captain C.C. Hardy
(H.M. A-A cruiser Cairo) . Commanding Force "X", received a

i-eport from a Beaufighter (on its way to patrol over
the convoy) that this enemy force was about 15 miles distant.
The convoy was then steering south-east at 12 knots;
merchantmen were formed into two columns, with the Cairo

ahead, five "Fleet" destroyers in the screen to starboard and

four "Hunt" class destroyers to port, and the mine-sweepers
and motor launches astern,

sighted the enemy force which was seen to be two cruisers
and five (not four) destroyers,
out the four "Fleet" destroyers to the attack while the

Cairo and the rest of the escort layed a smoke-screen to

cover the convoy,
and Partridge were severely damaged by gun-fire and stopped.
However, three of the enemy destroyers soon left the line and

disappeared to the northward, but the last two v/ere
engaged by the tloree remaining "Fleet" destroyers which drove

them off after disabling one of them,
pressed on to engage the enemy cruisers which all this time

were keeping at a respectful distance.

the

A few minutes later the ships

The destroyer Bedouin led

In the ensuing engagement the Bedouin

The destroyers then

As soon as the convoy was T/ell behind its smoke-screen,
4he Cairo and the four "Hunt" destroyers steered south after

the enemy,
support - was .attacked by eight Ju.87's which sank the

Some long-range'Spitfires

/from . • '

The convoy - thus deprived of its escort's

Chant and disabled the Kentucky.

1  Seventeen Malta Beaufighters (twelve Coast;;! and five Night)
were available for employment in the operation on the even

ing of 14 June, but as Air H.Q. Malta was coranitted to the

protection of Operation "Vigorous" from 19'^. 15’ east
(anticipated as 11,00 hours on 15 June) in addition to the
protection of Operation "Harpoon" on the morning of 15
June, the eifiployment of the MflLta Beaufighters had to be

considered very carefully. On the evening of 14 June a

patrol of four Beaufighters was maintained over the convoy
during the last two hours of daylight at distances between
200 and 220 miles from Malta. At first light on 15 June

A.H.Q. Med.
O.R.B, June

Appx. "A"
Report on
Op. "Julius

five Beaufighters were over the convoy. The convoy's
passage vms considerably delayed on 15 Jun.e and for that

it became necessary to use the Night Be.aufighters.
These, together with the Day Beaufi^ters, were contiiiually
over the convoy until the long-range Spitfires relieved
them which they did at a distance of 140 miles from Malta,

The Spitfires began their patrol at 07.20 hours and
mainta-ined it until last light.

reason

viz; Hurricanes and Fulmars,2
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from Malta arrived later and the Cairo and the four "Hunt"

destroyers returned to the convoy, the enemy warships having
drawn off for the time heing. In the meantime Force "X" had

signalled to Malta for a strike to be made on the enemy force,
but the only aircraft available for that purpose v/ere two
torpedo-Beauforts and four F.A.A. Albamores, all the Wellington
and other Beaufort aircraft having just landed from a strike
on the Italian Battle Fleet in the Ionian Sea in connection

with Operation "Vigorous",! This small striking force,Ibid:.

A.H.Q. Med,
O.R.B. June,
Appx. "A"
Report on Op.
"Julius"

and

escorted by sixteen Spitfires to hold off a svi/orm of M.E.
fighters, located and attacked the enemy about 12 miles
south of Pantellaria Island (at 10.30 hours), but without
success unless, perhaps, they hit the destroyer which hod
already been disabled. 2
to the south.

The enemy warships then vdthdrew

Admii-'alty Battle
Summary, No. 32

CB.3081(25)

At 10.40 hours some German bombers appeared over the
convoy but v/ere driven off by the Spitfires before they could
drop their bombs; one enemy aircraft was shot down.
Unfortunately, this combat exhausted the fuel and ammunition
of the Spitfires vdiich were operating at the limit of their
range, and when another attack developed at 11.20 hours the
relief flight of Spitfires had not yet arrived. In this
attack the merchant ship Burdwan was disabled, and as the
convoy was still about 150 miles from Malta with the likeli

hood of further air attacks being made and with the Italian
surface force in the vicinity, the damaged merchant ships
Kentucky and Burdwan had to be left to their fate so that

the remaining two good ships of the convoy could proceed to
Malta at their besV speed.

Enemy dive-bombers made a further, but unsuccessful,
attack at 13.15 hours, two of their nimiber being shot do'wn
by the Spitfires and one by oiir ships. This was the last
air attack before the convoy reached the protection cf the
Short-range Spitfires wliich arrived over it in large
numbers.

At 15.00 hours the Vice-Admiral, Malta, sent three
(torpedo) Albacores with fighter cover to the assistance

CB.3081(25) and of the disabled destroyer Bedouin and her damaged consort
A.H.Q. Med.
O.R.B. June

Appx. "A" Report on the way out from Malta but on their return flight they
on Op. "Julius".

Admiralty Battle
SuiTimary No. 32

Partridge vi/hich were being attacked by the Italian surfac

sighted the enemy ships about 10 miles south of Pantellar

e
ships. The aircraft failed to locate their objective

i
Island. The Albacores' ensuing attack was unsuccessful,-^
and one of them was shot dov/n by a force of fighter

/aircraft

a

1  See pages 406 and 407 infra.

Admiralty Battle 2 This proved to be the Ugolino Vivaldi which v;as seen

Summary No. 32
(CB.3081(25)

being tawed into Palermo harbour on 18 June.

3  The Albacores claimed two hits on a cruiser and a

probable hit on a destroyer (but these were not
substantiated - Admiralty Battle Sutmary No. 32
C.B.3O8I'(25)).

A.H.Q. Med.
O.R.B. June

Appx. "A"
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aircraft v/hich acconpanied the enemy ships. Not long after
this encounter the Bedouin and the derelict.merchant ships
Kentucky and Burdwhn were sunk by Italian torpedo aircraft.

During the afternoon, further enemy attacks were made
but were driven off by Spitfires, ’and. a last .attempt (at
20,40 hours) was foiled by the Spitfires and by gunfire from
H.M. ships. ' In the Course of 'this day''s air combats the
Spitfires destroyed thirteen enemy aircraft, probably
destroyed four others and damaged a further thirteen, for the
loss of five Spitfires, four of the pilots being rescued.

The remaining two merchant vessels of the convoy arrived
Battle Summary safely at Malta at,dawn on 16 June, but one destroyer^ v/as

mined,and sunk and another was damaged by a mine  a few miles
short of the Grand Harbour, and three other destroyers were
slightly damaged by mines just' outside the brealcwater.

Admiralty

No. 32

CB.3081(25)

Results

The results of Operation "Harpoon" were, as follows;-
out of siz ships of the convoy only two,reached Malta;
destroyers were lost, and a cruiser^, three destroyers and a
minesweeper were damaged,
attacked the convoy, and escort, during the operation, of

which thirteen were shot down by the R.A.A. fighters, several

others by the R.A.P. fighters from Malta and sixteen by Naval
gunneiy.

two

About tvi/o hundred enemy aircraft

Operation "Vigorous'

3
Meanwhile the convoy-^ from Egypt - Operation "Vigorous" -

. had sailed from Alexandria and Port Said. It comprised the
merchant ships City of Edinburgh. City of Lincoln, City of

Pretoria, City of Calcutta. Bhutan, Pataro, Bulkoil and Ajax,
the Dutch ships Rembrandt and Aagtekirk and the Norwegian
vessel Elizabeth Bakke. H.M. Ships (under command of Rear-
Admiral Viron) consisted of the. Mediterranean Fleet augmented
by. units of the Eastern Fleet and comprised seven cruisers,^
one anti-aircraft cruiser, twenty-six"destroyers, four corvettes,
two 2ninesweepers, two unarmed rescue ships and the former

battleship Centurion (which was unanmed, except against air
attack, but was masquerading as a capital ship): there were
also nine submarines..

Admiralty
Battle Suirmary
No. 32

C.B.3081(25) .

In default of battleships the convoy was to depend
against its chief danger, the Italian fleet, more on the

/submarines

1 This was the Polish destroyer Kujawiack.

i.e. H.M.S. Cairo which waO damaged by a 6 in. shell during
her attack on the enemy surface ships.

2

3 Designated M.W. 11.

Ibid. 4 i.e. 15th Cruiser squadron comprising H.M.S. Cleopatra, Dido,
Hermione, Eurayalns, Are thus a aaid the A. A. cruiser Coventry,
and 4th Cruiser squadron . comprising ,H.M. S. Nev/castle and

Birmingham flhe 4th C.S., the Centurion and the 2nd, 7th
and 12th Destroyer Flotillas had been borrowed from the

Eastern Fleet: the 5th, 14th and 22nd Destroyer Flotillas
belonged to the Med. Fleet).
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submarines and air striking forces than on its surface
warships. The general conduct of the operation was
controlled directly by the C.-in-C. (Vice-Admiral Harwood)
and the A.0.C,-in-C. (Air Marshal Tedder) who worked
together in a special combined operations room at the H.Q.
of No. 201 (N.G.) Group Alexandi-ia.

In order to mislead the enemy, part of the convoy -
I'l.W.lie - sailed from Port Said on 11 June, 36 hours ahead
of the main body; it was to proceed nearly to Tobruk,
arriving there at dusk on 12 June and then turn back to

meet the rest of the convoy. By this means it was hoped to
draw the Italian Pleet to sea prematurely. The remainder
of the convoy assembled a.t Haifa and Port Said in two parts -
H.¥. IIA and K.VA llB - and vi/ere to join at sea and rendezvous
at Alexandria where M.Yf.IIG and part of the escort were to join
on 13 June. The rest of the v;arship)S ?>?ere to sail from
Alexandria later with Rear-Admiral Vian and to overtake the

convoy a little east of Tobruk on the morning of lA June.
For the first part of the passage the route lay within the
protective range of shore-based aircraft against enemy
submarines and air attack.

Role of the R.A.F, - Air Plan

No. 201 Grp.O.R.B.
June

Appendix "A"
(Report on Op,
"Vigorous").

The air plan was, briefly, as follows:-

(i) to locate the enemy at sea in sufficient time to v/am
the convoy of his presence.

(ii) to strike the enemy naval foi-ces v/ith Beaufrrts and
Liberators from Egypt, and torpedo-Wellingtons
and Beauforts from Malta before he could engage
the light Naval units (the torjiedo and bombing
attacks to synchronise, if possible).

(iii) to provide anti-submarine and fij^ter protection to
all parts of the convoy and escort of H.M. ships
whilst within range.

In implementation of the above -

P«R.U. reconnaissances of Messina, Taranto,
Navarino and Suda Bay y^ere to be made on Days 2, 3
and 4.

(b) Sea reconnaissances: night searches were to
be carried out by Wellingtons, and day searches by
Baltimores from Malta and Marylands frora Egypt,
and close x^atrols by^ Hudsons to the north of the
convoy on the afternoon of Day 3, and the whole of
Day 4.

(c) Continuous anti-submarine patrols were to be
provided for the various parts of the convoy from
the time of sailing until they v/ere clear of the
submarine danger area,, the day patrols being
provided by Blenheims, vYellesleys and Albacores
and the night patrols by Sunderlands, and
Swordfish fitted with A.S.V,

(<1) Fighter protection was to be provided for all
groups of ships during daylight, , ■

/The
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Ibid. The followin£: air forces were available for searching and
striking at sea targets;-

(l) Malta

6 Baltimores (No.69 Squadron)
6 Special Y/ellingtons (no, }8 Squadron)
6 Torpedo T/ellingtons (No. 221 Squadron)

detachment

One squadron (No. 21?) Beauforts)
One squadron (No. 830 P.A.A.) Albacores.

(2) Egypt

One squadron fNo, 203) Harylands
One squadron (No. 221; Special Wellingtons
One squadron (No. 39) Beauforts
One squadron (No. 230) Sunderlands
Two squadrons (Nos. 821 and 826^ E.A.A.) Albacores
One squadron (No. 815, E.A.A.) A. S.V. Swordfish
-9 Blenheims (of Nos. 203, and 13 - Hellanic - squadrons)
2 Yfellesleys (of No. 47 squadron)

One squadron (No. 459 - Hudsons) was available for carrying
out a close patrol during daylight hours of Day 4, operating from
Bu Amud and landing at Malta, Fighter protection was to be

controlled by Air H.Q. Levant, Air H.Q. Eg/pt, No. 211 Group
(YYestern Desert), No. 201 (n.C.), Group and Air H.Q. Mediterranean
(Malt a). 1

The Passage of the Convoy

The four ships of the convoy M.W.11C, which sailed on 11

June escorted by H.M.S. Coventry and eif^t destroyers, were

/found

1 The filter protection programme was arranged thus;-
Squadrons

T.E. S.e7 Controlling AuthorDay 1

Ibid;

ity
A.H.Q. Levant13.00 hrs. to 20.30 hrs. 2

Day 2
06.30 hrs. to 08.30 hrs.
08,30 hrs, to 16.00'hrs.
16,00 hrs, to 21,00 hrs.

2

A.H.Q. Egypt4
6

Day 3

06,00 hrs. to 10,00 hrs.

09.45 hrs. to 13.00 hrs.
12.45 hrs. to l6,b0 hrs.
15.45 to 21.00 hrs.

6

A.H.q Egypt

No. 211 Grp. (30 Beaufighters
of Nos.227,252 and 272 Sqdns.
being supplied by No, 201 Grp.)

No. 211 Group

42

4 2

6

Day 4
07.00 hrs. to 08.30 hrs.
08.30 hrs, to 12.00 hrs.
12.00 hrs. to 21,30 hrs. arranged

by Malta

:
2

4 ]
Malta

On Day 4 the change-over line between Malta and Egypt- was to
be 19°.15'. east. _
If the convoy was late, extra cover would be required irom

Egypt.
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found by German bombers during the evening of the 12th. when about
Some twelve

one merchant ship T/as damaged by a near miss
The rest of the

to turn east to rendezvous vi^ith the main convoy.
Ju. SB’s attacked;
and sent to Tobruk escorted by two destroyers,
force turned back and met the main convoy off Alexandria on the

On the following moming(l4 June) the
force was completed by the junction of the tv^o minesweepers and of
Rear-Admiral Vian's seven cruisers and fourteen further destroyers.
The merchant ship Aagtekirk could not keep up with the convoy
and was sent to Tobruk with the destroyer Tetcott followed by the
corvette Primula a few miles astern. At 12.20'hours some forty
Ju. 87’s and 88’s attacked and sank the Aagtekirk and damaged

Primula; three of the enemy aircraft virere shot down by the
two Warships.

afternoon of the 13th.

During the afternoon (I4 .June) when the convoy was well inside
"Bomb Alley" — between Crete and Cyrenaica — a formation of
twenty-four Ju, 87's and twelve Ju. 88's escorted by twelve
Me. 109's was reported to be on its way to attack it. Although,
the R.A.P. Desert fighter squadrons v;ere hotly engaged in the
critical land battle, the A.O.C. YiTestern Desert detached fifteen
Tomahawk and eigiit Kittyhawks and scrfunbled them over the convoy.
These aircraft intercepted the enemy bombers north-east of Tobruk
and forced them to jettison their bombs into the

enemy attacks were made during the afternoon and evening,
generally by ten or twelve aircraft at a time, one merchant ship
being sunk and another damaged at a cost of six enemy,bombers shot
down by the escort and convoy.

Seven othesea.

Between 17.30 and 18,00 hours an

r

attack by twenty enemy aircraft resulted in the loss of the
Bhutan and damage to the Potaro. Several enemy attacks v/ere
intercepted by Beaufighters and Kittyhawks, a Ju, 88 being "et on
fire by a Beaufi^ter at 21,05 hours.

Meanwhile, ships of the Italian fleet — which had been
located and watched by Malta Baltimores and Spitfires (of No. 69
squadron) during the three previous days — were putting out into

No. 69 Sqn. the Ionian Sea from Taranto. The Malta Baltamores made continual
O.R.B, June searches for these ships,, one of these aircraft sighting two

Pit.torio-class battleships, four cruisers and eight destroyers
steering on a southerly course 70 miles south of Taranto,
before dark a P.E.U, Spitfire flev/ across Taranto harbour and
confirmed that part of the enemy battle fleet, comprising two
Littorio-class battleships,, four cruisers and eleven, destroyers,
had sailed. These reports resulted in the C,-in-C., Mediterrariean,
signaling the convoy to turn east during the early hours of the
morning (on 15 June) thus leaving the sea clear for aircraft to

-  In the meantime, soon after nightfall
(on 14 June)., three Malta Tfellingtons had ttiken off to search for
the Italian warships v/hile four other (toi^pedo) Wellingtons
were being prepared in the Western Desert to complete the search
from the south.

Just

attack the Italian fleet.

The Wellingtons found their taz'get at O3.40
hours, but the Italians put up a smoke screen which was so
effective that only one of the Wellingtons was able to attack and
both its torpedo.es missed.

Meanwhile, seven IT.S, Liberators of the "Halpro." force and
two R.A.P* Liberators! had been instructed to leave their base
at 03.30 hours and attack the Italian fleet at approximately
9.30 hours. Some hours later, as no further sighting reports had
been received at combined H.Q. Alexandria, and in-view of the-
fact that if the Italion fleet was not checked it might overtake
the convoy, it was decided to send a further striking foice of

/twelve

1  One oj. these two Liberators (of Wo, I60 Sqdn,) had to return owing
to engine trouble. '
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twelve (torpedo) Beauforts (of No. 39 Squadron) together
with a special Maryland to lead then to the target,
force took off at 06,20 hours from landing ground L,0.05,
near Sidi Barrani, the use of Bu Inud being denied by the
enemy's advance in the land battle. In consequence, the
Beauforts had to fly so much further that they would be unable
to return to Egypt and they were therefore instructed to land
at Malta after delivering their attack. It was hoped that,
by careful timing, the Beauforts would arrive over the Itali.'in
fleet at the same moment as the Liberators, and, as will be
seen, this intended synchronisation ~ which involved two
striking forces starting from airfields hundreds of miles

apart, at an interval of several hours, with part of the
flight made in darkness — was achieved.

This
4'

During their flight to the attack the Beauforts were
intercepted by four or five Me.109's which shot down two

Five more of the Beauforts Y/ere forced to drop
out of the flight ai'ter this combat OY/ing to damage or

excessive petrol consumption; four of these returned
safely to Egypt, while the fifth was last seen flying
tov./ards Malta.' The remaining five Beaufox'ts, led by
Wing Commander C. J. Mason, flev; on and intercepted the
Maryland which had been detailed to lead them to the Italian
fleet.

"Ops: by Beaufort of them,
aircraft of No.

39 sqn. on
15 June, '42.

Appx. "P"; to
No. 201 G-rp's
Report on Op.
'Vigorous*.

Meanwhile a striking force of nine (torpedo) Beauforts^
(of No. 217 squadron) from Malta was already attacking the
Italian fleet which was steering in two groups disposed,
apparently, as follows; two battleships and bvi/o cruisers
screened by five or six destroyers, with tv/o cruisers and
five or six destroyers some miles to the westward.^ The
Beauforts flev; in low in spite of a heavy barrage from the

enemy ships and, (according to the Italian report) they
Attack Report by first attacked the cruiser group to the westward, disabling
Malta Beauforts: the cruiser Trento which turned away and steamed slowly
Appx. "H" to No. v/estward vath two destroyers. 3
201 Grp's Report the battleships, claiming hits on the latter but without
on Op. 'Vigorous' sinking theia.

Admiralty Battle
summary No. 32

OB.3081(25)

The Beauforts then attacked

i They then returned to Malta.

7/hile these operations were in progress the Beauforts ■—

and later the Liberators — from Egypt i^iere speeding tov/ards
• the Italian fleet. The U. S.' Liberators, armed writh 500 lb,
bombs, Were flj/ing at a good height, while the Beauforts were

Attack Report of close'down to the water. The two forces approached the target
Liberators: Appx.soon after 09.00 hours, the Liberators each dropping six bombs
"E" to No,201 from an average hei^it of 14-,000 feet. They claimed several
Grp's Report on hits on the battleship Littorio and five hits on a cruiser,5
Op. 'Vigorous' the sinrie R.A.F. Liberator registering a near miss on the

latter.'

/just

1 The Beauforts took off from Malta at 03.11 hours.
N.I.D.

06183/43 The following ships are mentioned in the Italian Report of
the Allied air attacks;-

Battleships
8-in. Gruisers
6-in. "
Destroyers

The Beauforts claimed this as a destroyer which they reported
as left "listing to port".

These claims v/ere not substantiated,
one

Littorio (flag), Vittorio Veneto
Gorizia, Trento
Giuseppe Garibaldi
seven (name^

hit on the Littorio.The Italians only admitted

2

3A.H.Q. Med:
O.R.B. June

4

^
The single h.4.?. Liberator carried two 1,000 lb. bombs

and ten 500 povmders.

5
6
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Just as the Liberators were finishing their attack their
crews saw far below them the five remaining Beauforts flying in
to release their torpedoes though a heavy barrage from the enemy

The Beauforts claimed one certain hit on a cruiser and
a probable hit on one of the battleships;^
their attack they flew to Malta ¥/hich they reached safely althou^
two of them crash-landed there owing to damage frcm the enemy's
barrage,
the Italian battle

ships.

on the completion of

In spite of the attacks by the Liberators and Beauforts
j  fleet kept on its course towards the convoy.

In the meanthne, during the night (ih-lS June), the cruiser
WeT/castle had been torpedoed aiid dajiiaged by an E-boat and the
destroyer Hasty was disabled by a torpedo and had to be sunk by

In the early hom-s of the morning (15 June) the route
of the Italian fleet crossed the v/estern line of four of H.M.
submarines, and at 06.46 hours the P. 35 (lOth. Flotilla) fired
at one of the Italian battleships froju a range of 5/6,000 yards
but without success. Three submarines of the (faster) 1st.
Flotilla also tried unsuccessfully to intercept the enemy, but at <
10,06 hours the P. 35. torpedoed and sank the cruisei’ Trento
already damaged by the Malta Beauforts four hours earTierT”™

For the rest of that day the R.A.P's task was to shadow the
from 09.44 hours there v/as a gap until 13.30

hours when a Ho. 203 squadron Maryland on a special search
re-located the enemy in position 34° 45' north, 20° 55' east,
steering 120° at_25 knots. During the whole of the morning
the _C.-in-G, Mediterranean, was greatly hampered in making a
decision as to vyhether to turn the convoy tov/ards Malta
results of the air attacks on the enemy had been received.
From 13.30 hours until 16.55 hours the Italian fleet was shadowed
by the R.A.F, aircraft,
astern of the convoy ~ it turned to the northrwest and at
16,05 hours our shadorang aircraft reported it well av/^ on
the course for Taranto.

a consort.

as no

At 15.15 hours - when some 100 miles

No, 203 Sqdn. Italian fleet;
0,R,B, June

The C,-in-C, , Mediterranean then signalled Rear-Admiral
Vian that this was the "golden opportunity" to get the convoy
to Malta and asked if his ships had sufficient arimunition for
the trip. After waiting two hours without receiving any
reply the C.-in-C. modified his plan, intending to send to
Malta only the four fastest merchant ships, adding the cruiser
Arethusa and two large destroyers to their escortr But the
first signal reached Reaj>-Admiral Vian during the worst air
attack of that day, under conditions which precluded him from
altering the.convoy's course. This attack - which began at
17.20 hours - was made by German dive-bombers for nearly tYVo
hours follov/ed by Italian torpedo-carrying Savoia 79*3.
Beaufighters on patrol Y;ith the convoy had intercepted four
Sarvoias half-an-hour earlier and destroyed one of them; the
ships' guns brought down tlxree Savoias and two of the bombers.

Rear-Admiral Vian ansv/ered the C.-in-C. 's first signal at
18.42 hours during the dive-bombing attaek; his ammunition was
being used very fast and he considered it insufficient for the
passage to Malta. This signal crossed the C.-in-C. 's second '

signal (ordering the four best convoy ships with  a strengthened
escort to turn for Malta) and Y/hen it reached him he decided
to abandon the attempt, and signalled Rear-Admiral Vian to
return to Alexandria with his Y/hole force. The enterprise was
thus terminated, but during the convoy's passage to Alexandria

Two

the

1  The Beauforts' attack was made easier by the enemy ships
suddenly altering course 90° to starboard, thereby
their broadsides to our aircraft;
substantiated.

prese
their claims were not

nting
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the cruiser Hemoine was torpedoed and sunk and the destroyer
Nestor - which had been disabled by dive-bcrabing and taken in
tow - had to be sunk by her consorts.

A.H.Q. Med.
O.R.B. June

Me anwhile,

Malta to attack the retiring Italian fleet at dusk, but
owing to niistakes in navigation, an adverse head-wind and
inexperience of the pilots in night flying, the Beauforts
failed to locate' the enemy and returned to Malta,
still remained a chance of striking the enemy from the
air and Malta sent out five (torpedo) ¥/ellingtons (of No, 38
squadron)‘led by a Wellington VIII.
the Italian fleet at 22.55 hours - six and a half hours after

the last sighting report - and the (torpedo) Yfellingtons ■

sighted the battleship division an hour later, but were
baffled by the enemy's smoke screen. However, one
Y/ellington (captained by p/O. Hawes) persisted and at 00.40
hours (on 16 June) it scored a hit on the already damaged
battleship Littorio.1

strike of nine Beauforts had been sent from<x

There

This aircraft located

No, 38 sqdn.
O.R.B. June

Results

The results of the battle are difficult to

convoy part of it was a failure, the convoy having had to put
back to Alexandria with the loss of two merchant ships, 2

while one cruiser and three destroyers w?ere lost, and three
cruisers, the special service ship Centurion, and one
corvette were datiaged.3 The losses of the Italian fleet
were the cruiser Trento sunk, aaid the battleship Littorio
twice hit and put out of action for several months.

assess; the

Prom the air aspect the results were somewhat disappoint-
the strength of the striking forces was insufficient .mg:

for the attacks on the Italian fleet and the 500 lb. bombs
of the U, S, Liberators were too sraall for effective use

With regard to the fighter
approximately 350 sorties were made by enemy

aircralt aiid the success achieved by these attacks was much
Personal Pile), less than .anticipated. The R,A.P. fighter losses, particularly

the Beaufighter3,4 were hesivy but the enemy also suffered

Air H.Q. R.A.P. against capital ships.
M.E. A.0.0. 4'y3 operations,
(A.O.C.-in-C.

/he avily

1 The Littorio had previously been hit by the U.S,
(see page .407 sU£x;;a).

1. 6. the Aagtexirk iin'd Bhutan

i.e, the cruise “ar Herniione and the destroyers Air

Liberators

2

3 edale, Hasty
and IJe.gtpr; the cruisers Binainghom and Arethusa. and the
Gerv^i® had been dar'iaged by dive-baabing attacks, and the
cruiser Newcastle damaged by torpedo frora an E-boat,a

A.M.

OS. 14917,
155A

(AOC-in-C to

According to A-M. Tedder, the "Naval A.A. repeatedly and
accurately fired at our own fighters, a number of our
Beaufighter losses (being) undoubtedly due to our own A.A".
Prior to the operation, tlais problem had been discussed with
the Naval gunnery controllers, and "arrangements (were)
made to identify the fighters with black and white wings, to
limit their height and method of approach, to insure I.P.P.
identification, and to provide an experienced R,A.P. fighter
controller to assist the Naval controller'in each of the
two control ships,
find an answer...,

were frequently mistaleen for ,JU.88's,

C-in-C. Med; agrees with me we must
." It appears that the Beaufighters

4

CAS)

A.M.

C.S.15767, 20A.
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No, 201 G-rp' s
.  Report on Op,
"Vigorous".

^ -ncignt to which none of the R A Tr
fighters was capable of clinbing to intercept.

^  Prom a strategical aspect the
Operation "Vigorous"

■:> i'

chief significance of

AUhouEh: .thc. iSses o/ihf itSi^SeefwSe

gnce r.rt=1e1Se.

K.A rLI S’! ss
=VL*S s.-
SIS -hSvLs “

PORT BOliBING

A. FROM FiAPTA

E.A.F. Ops. in thet,r j. T> a- continuation of the E.A.P. 's policy of harassing tVip
td ?rf, ^stroying hi3 supply facilitiesV bombingS
1911 **“^*'‘ bombers rnide 390 sorties duringmonths (18 November 1941 to 20 January 1942) that^SI^H.Q. M.E. the Crusaler" offensive was in progress.^ .  The majority

of these attoacks were directed against Naples and Tripoli
during the first half of that period, and almost
exclusively against Tripoli during the latter half.
Other ports and bases attacked included Brindisi
Taranto, Messina, Trapani and Augnsta, the GreeciLi
ports of Patras and Argostoli .:y:d the Oyrenedcan ports
of Bengasi and Zuara.

Op. Summaries.

On the nights of'18/19, 19/20 and 20/21 November,
Wellingtons (of No.40 Squadron) bombed Naples
Brindisi, the heaviest of these three, attacks being made
by seventeen Wellingtons on Naples on the night of 19/20During the saiue ni^^it tlxree V/ellingtons bombed Benghazi,’
and iourteen Wellingtons repeated this attack on the
night of 24/25 November, dropping 22 tons of bojiibs
(including three 4,000, pounders) which did considerable
damage to the docks, harbour installations, railways
sidings and stores dumps.

and

Naples was again attacked on the night of 27/28
November when twenty-one Wellingtons dropped over 20 tons
of H.E. and incendiary bombs, securing hits on the arsenal.

/torpedo

1  A' further 109 sorties ■were made against enemy aerodrCmes
and landingsgrounds during the same period.
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toi^edo factory and railway area, and setting oil storage tanks
on fire. This attack was repeated on the nights of 5/6 and
6/7 Decemher by tv/enty and ten Wellingtons respectively which
dropped a total v/eight of 38 tons of bombs setting the torpedo
factory on fire and causing damage to the airframe works and
the railway marshalling yards.

Malta's bombing effort was next switched to Tripoli,
the night of 7/8, December two Wellingtons each dropped

4>000 lb. bomb on that port, but poor visibility obscured
results.

on

In the meantime further attacks had been made

and

a

Bengasi on the nights of 10/Ll, 13/14 and 14/15 December, by
forces of eight, eight and ten Wellingtons respectively:'
in the first of these attacks over 13 tons of bombs were dropped
(including two 4^000 pounders) on the harbour installations and
the Cathedral Mole which caused a series of explosions,
C.R,42 attacked the Wellingtons but was driven off,
second attack four Ti^ellingtons laid mines in and around the
harbour while four others bombed the shipping end harbour as a
diversion; in the third attack 15 tons of bombs were dropped
on the wharfs and the outer Mole,
the Eighth Army captinred Benghasi,
as a result of the R.A.P. bombing; the North Mole was blocked
in several places and the Cathedral Mole wan blocked with sunken
ships.

on

One

In the

Nine days later (^4 December)
The port had been devastated

The loss of Benghazi resulted in the enemy concentrating
his efforts to send reinforcements and supplies through Tripoli,
and also in developing the harbour facilities at Zuareu
Consequently, Malta's bombing efforts were tliencieforward
concentrated on Tripolitania and its sea and air approaches.
Between 22 December and 20 January, fifty-two sorties were made
against Tripoli varying from "nuisance raids by a single
aircraft to attacks by fourteen or fifteen Wellingtons in
co-operation with mine-laying Albacores and Swordfish of the
F.A.A. Meanwhile, Blenheims and Albacores attacked Zuara
24, 26/27 and 29/30 December and, finally, on 20 January,
During these attacks the Mole and ships alongside it were
damaged and mines were laid outside the harbour.

on

The increasing enemy air attacks on Malta (which coincided
with the retreat of the Eighth Array to Gazala when the enemy
staged his successful counter attack towards the end of

January 1942) had a marked effect on Malta's striking power,
the island's bombing effort declining very considerably.
Moreover, the exceptionally heavy rains and gales proved to be
a serious handicap to bomber operations* Between 20 January
and 24 February, Malta bombers made only 79 sorties against
enemy ports and bases, of which Tripoli continued to be the
chief target,2 The first attack occurred on the night of
20/21 January when three Wellingtons bombed the seaplane base
and the tov/n, stEO’ting large fires near Mall aha aerodrome.
Most of the attacks were on a small scale, the largest number
of aircraft operating in any one attack being eight Wellingtons
on the nights of 22/23 and 24/25 January and 5/6 February,
Duidng this period only one attack (on 2/3 February) was made
on Naples when five Wellingtons dropped two 1,000 lb., fourteen
500 lb. and twenty-two 250 lb. bombs on the harbour, railway
marshalling yards and repair base. On the following day a
disaster occurred when six Blenheims, briefed to attack
Palermo, arrived off the north coast of Sicily owing to an error

/in

1  Plus 30 sorties against enemy aerodromes and landing grounds.
2  60 of the 79 sorties were made against Tripoli.
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in landfall. The leading aircraft, while making
put a wing into the sea and sank.

a sharp turn.
The formation then v^ent on to

bomb a goods train and railway bridge near Carini, but on the
return flight three of the Blenheims (througli an error in
navigation) crashed into a hill and were destroyed.

During the static period (25 February to 19 May)  - while the
Eighth Array vi/as holding the Gazala line and Rommel was preparing
for his final attempt on Egypt — Malta bombers made 101 sorties
of v/hich 59 were against enemy ports and bases. The majority
of these sorties were made before 8 March after which, owing to
the ever increasing enemy air attacks on the island, the bomber
effort was practically suspended. As formerly, Tripoli came
in for the major share of the bombing attacks, the ratio being
42 sorties against the port, 16 against Palermo,^ and one
against Augusta, Beginning on the night of 24/25 February,
Tripoli was attacked on three consecutive ni^ts. On the first
night three Wellingtons bombed the Spanish Quay and the
Karamanti Mole; on the second night six Wellingtons dropped 8
tons of bombs on the Maramanti Mole and the seaplane base;
and on the third night seven T/'ellingtons dropped 9 tons of bombs
on shipping and the harbour area,

Tripoli on the nights of 1/2, 4/5 and 5/6 February and 7/8 March,
during which bombs were dropped on shipping and the harbour
area and mines were laid in and around the harbour.

Further attacks were made on

After the arrival in May of the strong reinforcements of
Spitfires (which resulted in Malta gaining local air superiority)
Malta's bombing effort against enemy ports and basgs were
renewed. (while theH.Q. M.S

Tables of Ops. land forces were retreating to Alamein) the Malta bombers made
66 sorties of this category against Naples, Taranto, Messina,
Gagliari and Augusta in preparation for Operations "Harpoon"
and "Vigorous",-^ Five attacks were made on Messina between '
25 May and 1 June and a further attack on 6/7 June, by
Wellingtons varying from two to six in numbers. During these

raids considerable damage was caused in the dock and railway
areas. On the ni^t of 31 May/l June, two 4,000 lb, bombs,
one 1,000 lb, bomb, twenty-five 500 pounders and 1,44-0 lbs. of

incendiaries were dropped from 9,500 feet; one 4,000 lb, bomb
burst on the jetty, and oil tanks appeared to have been hit as

there were repeated explosions following large fires, and black

smoke which was visible for 40 miles. During this operation
one Vfellington crashed into the sea (due to engine failure) but
the crew was rescued. Naples was attacked on the night of 5/6
June by six ViTellingtons which dropped 9 tons of H.E, bombs and

3,120/lbs. of incendiaries from 9,000 feet,' These bombs

included one 4,000 pounder which fell in the centre of the city
and west of the railway station. Attacks were made on

Taranto on the nights of 8/9, 9/10 and 10/11 June by eight,
eight and six Wellingtons respectively; several fires and

explosions occurred in the dock area, one fire being visible

for 70 miles.

From the last week of May until 11 June

/B. FROM EGYPT

These sorties were made in the attack on Palermo by 16

Wellingtons on 2/3 March (see page 354 supra,)
No further bombing attacks on ports and bases were made in
Jine after this date.

See page 398 supra.

1

2

3
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B. FROM EGYPT AI© THE lESTERN DESERT

R.A.F, Ops. in
West: Desert,
East: Med:

While the "Crusader" offensive was in progress the
R.A.F. Squadrons in Eg7pt and the Western Desert were carrying
out hombing attacks against Benghazi and other Cyrenaicc,

lo Nov.'41 to ports with the intention of weakening the enemy's supply
19 May, »42 position and to keep him on the defensive.

an

During the
T/eek 25 November - 1 December, 91 sorties were made against
Benghazi, Bardia and Dema, On the night of 28/29 November

^d

H.Q. M.E.

Op. Summaries twenty-six 'Wellingtons (of Nos. IO8 and 148 squadrons)
bombed Benghazi, and on the two follcrwing nights formations
of fifteen and fourteen Wellingtons respectively repeated this
attack. Numerous fires vrere started in the harbour and in the
town and among the railway sidings: 4,000 lb. bombs
used effectively, one mcking a hit on or near a ship,
December, nine Blenheims (of No. 11 squadron) bombed supply
dumps at Bardia causing ti^ee violent explosions and starting
four fires.

ye re
On 1

The final bombing attacks on Benghazi v/ere

A*

made on the nights of I8/I9 and 19/20 December:
Wellingtons (of Nos. 38 and I48 squadrons) dropped nearly
10 tons of bombs on the first night and on the second night
two Tfellingtons (of No. 148 squadron) each dropped a 4,000 lb.
bomb, (from 10,000 feet). Four days later (24 December)
British troops occupied the town. After the capture of
Benghazi the Wellingtons were employed in attacks on ports
and bases in Greece and Orete.

sxx

In theory, the capture of Benghazi should have eased
the supply situation, but time was needed to bring the place
into full use, and the time-factor was adverse,
supply ship reached the harbour on 7 January but the amount
of material that could be brought to Benghazi during the
month that it was in British occupation was insufficient for
their purposes.

The first

Meanwhile, between 27 and 30 December, Bardia was
subjected to British bombing and artillery attack,
made 257 sorties and obtained good results, very little A.A.
and no air opposition being encountered. This virtual
freedom from enemy interference enabled directing aircraft to
"spot" for the artillery. On 31 December, 83 li^t bomber
sorties by Blenheims were combined with a Naval bombardment,
and at daylight on 2 January the garrison surrendered.

The enemy began his withdrawal to his prepared positions
at Agheila on 6 January; meanwhile the R.A.F. bombing effort
was switched to Tripoli and off-loading ports between Tripoli
and Agheila. On the night of 11/12 January, the first

*  Liberator sortie in the Middle East was made when an aircraft

of No. 108 squadron dropped 4,500 lbs. of H.E. bombs in a high
level attack on Tripoli harbour; the results were, hov/ever,
obscured by a smoke-screen.

The bombers

The enemy's reconnaissance in strength - which began on

21 January and developed into a general advance - enabled him

to recapture Benghazi on 28 January. Vfithin a few days he
had contrived to get part of the port back into working
condition and once again Benghazi became the chief target foi’
the R.A.P. medium bombers. Mines Vi/ere also dropped at the

/entrance

R.A.F. Anti

shipping Ops,
(Merchant) Vol. 2.
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entrance of the harbour during spells of diversionary bombing
by other aircraft,
against Benghazi was increased.

During February, the bombing effort
i  On the ni^t ,of 14/15

February thirteen Yfellingtons bombed the moles and harbour
installations while eleven other aircraft laid mines in the
harbour.' This attack was repeated on the night of 16/^7
February, six lYellingtons bombing the harbour while four
other aircraft laid mines.

During the static period (25 February to 19 May), 762
medium ,and light bomber sorties were made against enemy ports
and^bases in Cyrenaica. Of these, 695 (including 67 mine
laying) were against Benghazi which the enemy used as his
principal port in preference to Tripoli o^'Ving to the shorter
distance for transport between Benghazi and his forward
Three sunken ships in the harbour (familiarly known as "Harry",
'^'George" and "Johnny") which had been converted by the
into landing sta.ges for off-loading, remained in use,
this period the R.A.F. bombers made 68 raids
which resulted in successful interference to the
programme and caused him considerable loss,

to^counter the effects of, the R.A.F.'s attacks, enemy supply
ships adopted the ruse of lying outside the harbour during
darkness and' then slipping in to unload at dawn; for this
reason pai’t of the R.A.F. striking force was employed in
laying mines outside the harbour, while the other aircraft
attacked the ships.

area.

enemy

During
in 91 nighs

enemy's
In an endeavour

A:

These attacks on Benghazi increased in weight and
volume during the succeeding weeks. On the night of 4/5

Tables of Ops, April, three YYellingtons bombed the harbour while eleven
other Wellingtons bombed the M. T. park lying to the south
of the harbour,
fires Y/ere

A.H.Q. M.E.

The harbour results were unobserved but large
seen anrong the M.T. vehicles following several

violent explosions. At the same time as this attack was in
progress eleven medium bombers attacked Berka aerodrome causing
a large explosion and a fire. Meanwhile, tr/o Wellingtons —
escorted by five'Beaufighters — carried out an offensive
reconnaissmce for shipping outside Benghazi harbour, but
siglritings were made.

no

On the ni^it of 8/9 May, twenty-eight VYellingtons bombed
the Juliana, Cathedral, Italian, the Central and Outer moles at
Benghazi causing a. series of explosions between the bases of the
latter,

ships about 8 miles from the harbour obtaining a direct hit on
a 5,000 ton vessel. ̂
place on the night of 20/21 May when sixteen Vfellingtons bombed
the Benghazi railway yards and stores dumps area,* Several fires
and explosions were caused among the railway sidings; other
explosions and fires were observed at the boce of the Cathedral
mole, and a large fire was started in the M.T. park.

Benghazi was again bombed on the night of 7/8 June by ten
Wellingtons, bombs bursting on the Juliana, Cathedral and Central
moles,

off Bengasi while seventeen other Wellingtons carried out
diversionary bcanbing of the harbour, starting a fire south of the

Further attacks were made on Bengasi
and notably on the ni^t of 24/25 June when a force of sixty
Wellingtons and seventeen Liberators (of No, I59 squadron and the

At the same time one other Wellington bombed four

One of the most effective attacks took

On the night of 12/13 June, six Wellingtons laid mines

base of the Juliana mole.

As.

Jl.A.P. Anti- 1 This was officially assessed as 'damaged',
shipping Vol.
Vol. 3, Ft. (C)
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detachment) bombed shipping and harbour
installations, starting several fires and causing  a number of
explosions.

Meanwhile, in preparation for Operations "Harpoon" and
"Vigorous" (13-16 June) } it was decided to attack Italian
naval units in Taranto harbour and to bomb enemy aerodromes
in Crete. Accordingly, on the nigjit of 9/10 June, two
Liberators (of No. 108 Squadron) were sent to Taranto, but
their intended attack on the Italian ?/arships being negatived
by a smoke screen they bombed the naval dock area; results
could not be observed owing to the smoke. , On the same night
Wellingtons bombed HeraJclion aerodrome in Crete starting many
large fires on and near the runways, On the following night
Wellingtons bombed Kastelli*Pediada aerodrome in Crete starting
several fires and causing explosions. On the night of 11/12
June three Liberators again attacked Taranto, their bombs
bui-sting in the naval dock area, while T/ellingtons bombed the
harbour at Piraeus. These attacks were continued during the
passage of the convoys; on the night of 13/14 June a single
Liberator bombed Taranto harbour and Blenhenns (of No. 14
Squadron) bombed the aerodrome at Heraklion.
Vfellingtons - assisted by flare-carrying Albacores - were
engaged in bombing the enemy landing ground at Derna.
Blenheim attacks *on Heraklion were repeated on the nights of
14/15 and 15/16 June while the Yfellingtons attacked Bengasi
harbour and Berka main aerodrome.

U. S. "Halverson'

Meanwhile the

The

The loss of Tobruk on 20 June^ meant that the Cyrenaican
frontier could no longer be held, and the Eighth Army chose the
line south of Mersa Matruh for a stand before falling back to
A1 ante in. Meanwhile, it was apparent that Benghazi would soon
be out of range of the V^ellingtons (as the retreat progressed)
and it was therefore decided to imake an 'all-out' bombing
effort against Benghazi while the opportunity still remained.
This attack took'place on the night of 24/25 June when sixty-
three Wellingtons (of Nos. 37, 40 70, I04, IO8 and 148 .
squadrons) dropped 45 tons of bombs and nearly 14 tons of
incendiaries from heights varying from 15,500 to 8,000 feet
on the moles and harbour area, starting nimierous fires.
Meanwhile,, on the nights of 21/22 and 22/23 June, mines were
laid in Tobruk harbour by Albacores (of Nos. 821 and 826

■ squadrons P.A.A.). On the nights of 25/26, 26/27, 28/29
and 29/30 June, U.S. "Halverson" Liberators and R.A.E. Liberators
of No. 159 squadron attacked Tobruk by bombing the dock area and
jetties and what appeared to be ships lying adongside, from
heights of 11,000 to 20,000 feet,
the target area and seme l.arge fires were started.

Several hits were made in

A.H.Q. M.E.
Tables of Ops.

/GIBRALTAR

1  see pages 398 and 399 aupra.

2  see page 397 supra, '■
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GIBEALTiffi

Anti-Submarine Measures (November 1941)

Tovi?ards the end of November (1941) it was expected that
a number of German U-Boats ?/ould endeavour to enter the

Mediterranean, ttirough the Straits of Gibraltar with a viev/ to

hampering shipping engaged in assisting the "Crusader"
offensive off the Libyan ioast. Accordingly, on 29 November,
a joint meeting of the Royal Navy and the R.A,P. was held

at the Naval base, Gibraltar, at vdiich the following measures

Vi?ere decided upon as a means of thT>;arting,the U-Boats'
activities

Coast.al Command

S.15350,
50A

.  (a) the maximum surface anti-submarine effoi-t was to be

made by day -and night - betvi/een Tarifa and the
African coast, (approx.
5° 55' west and 5° 40' west)

between longitudes

(b) To the westward of this zone there were to be three
sectors extending approximately to the line Cape
Spartel to Point Carmarinal, in which H.M.
destroyers were to operate.

Two/three Catalinas were to patrol the western
part of.these sectors by day, maintaining frequent
visual touch Y/ith the destroyer groups.

Should,aircrait strength permit, a night patrol
could be carried out approximately on a line
Cape Spartel to Cape Trafalgar, the aircraft
flying down the raoonpath.

These suggestions were acted upon, Swordfish aircraft of

No. 812 Squadron P.A.A. carrying out the night patrols
envisaged in (d). These Swordfish did good work, their 

■  •

first success being in 30 November (the day after the
meeting) when one of thorn contacted a Gorman U-Boat by
A.S.V. off Caps Spartel at 21.30 hours. The SVi?ordfish
attacked v/ith tv/o depth charges, the U-Boat heeling over to

port and a large pcdch of oil being seen.^ Other
Sv/ordfish successes against German U-Boats v/ere obtained
off Cape Spartel on 16 and 19 December respectively, the

U-Boat in each case being severely damaged.2

Formation of, AirH. 0. Gibraltar

(c)

(d)

No.200 Grp.
O.R.B. 's

Nov. & Dec.

In December, the R.A.F. at Gibraltar was made into a

"Flying from the separate Command under an A. 0. C, (Air Ccmmodore S.P.
"Rock"

and

No. 200 Grp.
O.R.B. Dec.

Simpson, M.C.) who was to be directly responsible to
Headquarters, Coastal Command.' An Area Combined
Headquarters was formed with the Royal Navy in the
former H.Q. of the Vice-Admiral CamiT,aiiding North Atlantic
Station at the building known as the Tower. Meanwhile,
on 21 December, No. 200 Group was disbanded.

/The

1  This was officially assessed as "probably damaged (b)

2  Both these attacks were officially assessed as

"probably damaged (b)"

>tr

Admiralty
Monthly Anti-
Sub; Report
CB.04050/43(8)
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The new R,A.P. Coinmand comprised Wo. 202 G-roup Squadron
Coastal Command (Catalinas), No, 233 Squadron (Hudsons - transferred from
s.13350, Coastal Command) and detacliments of No. 10 R,A.A.P. Squadron

(Sunderlands), Nos. 80?
F.A.A. (Sv/ordfish), and
(Swordfish) wliich v/as formed specially for anti-submarine

On occasions of pai’ticular pressure the R,A,P, was

(Fulmars)
(later) ]\

, 812 and 813 Squadrons,
No. 824 Squadron P.A.A.

service,

63A

able to call on the V/alrus aircraft of H,M.S. Malaya for

escorts to convoys and for small anti-submarine sweeps, .

The F.A.A, Swordfish were successfully employed as escorts

to vessels which were dealing with the Pocke-Wulfe Kuriers

operating frcm ViCliy French airfields (taken over by the
Germans) against British shipping,
freed for distant operations requiring faster aircraft, and

they v/ere also given the responsibility of the defence of
The Fulmars were

The Hudsons were thus

Gibraltar in cases of grave emergency,
employed on reconnaissance duties, anti-submarine patrols and

special meteorological flights.

Increasing Enemy Submarine Activity

Early in 1942, enemy U-Boat attacks on sliipping became
more frequent in the Western Mediterranean, the Straits of

Gibraltar and the Western approaches,
use of submarine bases in France - having been driven steadily
further away from Britain - and, as the attitude of.Spain to

the Axis Powers was uncertain, it seemed quite probable that'
the enemy might also begin to use submarine bases on the

Spanish' coast.

These submarine attacks'tiirew a greater weight of
responsibility on the R,A.P. and F.A.A* at Gibraltar, and

almost continuous anti-U-Boat patrols, sweeps and searches
were carried o.ut by their aircraft.

Photographic Reconnaissance

One of the chief problems at Gibraltar was photographic
reconnaissance.' The only aircraft which could be used for

this purpose were the P,A.A. Fulmars and Marylands, but these

handicapped by their lack of:.the necessary speed and also

Hov/ever, in January, two P,R. U, Spitfires
sent to Gibraltar and the work of photographic reconnaissance

was then a-ble to be, carried out efficiently,

by the Spitfires included reconnaissances in North Africa, and
also, in Spain v^here new fortifications were being erected
opposite Gibraltar which might well have been preparatory for

attack upon the Rock if Spain were to throw in her lot with
Germany. •

The.enemy was making

T/ere

of ostentation.

were

The work undertaker

an

'Flying from
the Rock"

With the arrival of a ground staff, including some
interpreters, (soon after the advent of the Spitfires) the Axis
and Spanish ortivities on both sides of the Mediterranean
and of the Straits of Gibraltar were kept under close
observation.

The employment of the Spitfires as photographic
reconnais'sance aircraft was kept secret as far as possible,
and accordingly the P.R.U. flight of Spitfires was never
referred to as such but was known by the letters "R.T.F,"
which was generally believed to mean "Reconnaissance Training

," The success of this subterfuge was such that most of

the personnel engaged on' the extension of the runway were

unaware of the Spitfires' real activities, and it was learnt
aftei’wards that whenever the Spitfires took off to photograph

/Spain

Flight.
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Spain or North Africa the German observer at La Line a entered

them in his records as fighter aircraft.

Fighter Defence

Ibid: At tiiis time - . and, indeed, for several months to come -

there was no fighter defence for- Gibraltar, the air defence

of the Rock being left to anti-aircraft gun batteries which

were then in progress of expansion. These batteries acquitted
themselves successfully before -dav/n on the morning of 1 April
when several aircraft (believed to be Italian) endeavoured to
raid the North Front aerodrome. The raiders separated into

three waves and approached at heights between 10,000 and 13,000
feet. The anti-aircraft guns fired 491 heavy rounds, which

forced the raiders to drop most of their bombs in Gibraltar Bay
and on the eastern side of the Rock; with the exception of a
broken water-main near the North Front aerodrome no damage (or
casualties) occurred. During the attack Spanish anti-aircraft
batteries opened fire on the raiders — a proceeding which caused

considerable surprise to the Gibraltar garrison and, no doubt,
to the raiders themselves. Axis nev/s reports admitted losses

to the raiders varying from one to tliree aircraft.

A.H.Q. Gib.
O.R.B. Apl.

R.A.F. Re-organisation

On l,May the Royal Air Force at Gibraltar was re-organised
as follows:-

A.H.Q. Gib:
O.R.B. May

and

"Plying Prom
the Rock"

The new airfield ceased to be an P.A.A. establishment and

became R.A.F. Station North Front, while the former Flying-boat
Station became R,A.F. Station, New Camp. The North Front

Station took over control of all R.A.F. land aircraft, the New
Camp Station being concerned only with the control of operational
and transit flying-boats, with the P.A.A. aircraft attached to
it. The Air Headquarters functioned administratively from

premises in the Cathedral Square, and operationally from the

Tower. Meanwhile, a new Area Combined Royal Naval and R.A.F.
Headquarters was unde'r construction in a nev/ tuhnal which had
been excavated inside the Rock,

Gibraltar's Assistance to Malta

A.H.Q. Gib:
C.R.B. May

Gibraltar aircraft gave considerable assistance to Malta

whenever possible; during the Spitfire reinforcement of

the island early in May, Gibraltar Hudsons provided anti

submarine patrols, for the carriers Eagle and 11 asp and their

surface escorts, and also for H.M.S.Welshman on her passage
to Malta with ammunition.! These operations wex’e repeated on
a further reinforcement of Spitfires to Malta some days later.

During the passage of the June convoy fran the United ^
Kingdom to Malta (Operation . "Harpoon"), the R.A.F. Gibraltar
was given the task of providing air escort and anti-submarine
patrols west of and through' the Straits of Gibraltar and as

far into the Mediterranean as longitude 4° east. To assist in
these operations the R.A.P, Gibraltar v/as reinforced vath

Catalina aircfaft from-Nos.’-209, -240 and 413 squadrons from

Early in June, in anticipation of the
arrival of the convoy, ..intensive sweeps and searches were

/carried

Ibid: , June
and

"Flying Frcm
the Rock"

• the United Kingdom,

1  See page 356 supra.

2  See page 398 auprsu
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carried out from Gibraltar to the east, v/est and north so as

to locate any enemy submcirines which might be in the
vicinity,
most successful being on 9 June when Catalina "J" of No. 21+0
Squadron sink the Italian U“Boat Veneiro, about 35 miles

south-east of Ibiza, Balearic Islands.
(7 June) a Sunderland of No. 202 Squadron attacked an Italian
U-Boat 90 miles north-east of Algiers, and on 13 June another
Sunderland of the some squadron attacked an Italian U-boat
90 miles east south-east of Minorca,^

Several attacks were made during that period, the

Two days previously

A.H.Q. Gib.
O.R.B, June

and

A.H.B. 1. ai3.

In connection v>/ith operation "Harpoon", Gibraltar
aircraft made 105 sorties totalling 81+8 flying hours, before
and during the operations
sighted and there were three combats, two of which were with
JU.88’s: hits were claimed on both these aircraft,

combat occurred between four G.R. 1+2's (escorting three enemy
bombers) and a Catalina (of No. 240 Squadi-on) which was
acting as escort to the damaged cruiser Liverpool on her
return to Gibraltai' in tow on 14 June. 2 The Catalina fought
and drove off the C.R, 42's but during the combat it vi/as holed

beloY/ the water-line and the v/ireless operator was wounded.
However, the holes were plugged and the Catalina continued to

escort the Liverpool for a further tuo hours.

Thirty-eight enemy aircraft were

The third

Gibraltar Airfield - Extension of Rimway

"Plying Prom
the Rock"

During the Vi/inter of 1941 the v/ork on the extension of

the ninway5 progressed satisfactorily and by 12 January (1942)
the runway had been extended to 985 yards. It v^as expected
that the runv/ay would reach 1,150 yards by the end of April,
but on 21+ March a signal from the Air Ministry asked that the

work should be still further speeded up, if possible, in viev7

of the increasing scale of air attacks on Malta which v/as

causing, heavy casualties to aircraft landing on the island

en route to the Middle East and India. Moreover, the Air

Ministry was arranging to strip Wellington aircraft in transit

so that they could fly fran the United Kingdom to Gibraltar
and thence direct to Egypt; this entailed the Wellingtons
taking-off from the North Pront at Gibraltar with  a heavy load
of petrol which necessitated a run of at least 1,150 yards.
Strenuous exertions were therefore made to finish work 'vvhich

was completed on 3 April - nearly a month earlier than the

original estimate.^

As a result of these attacks the two U-Boats were officially
assessed db "probably slightly damaged."

Admiralty Montii^ 1
Anti-Sub Report
CB.04054/43(8)

See page 400 supra.

See SECTION III, pp '359 to 342.

2

3

The ccjmpletion of the extension to 1,550 yards was not
Thereafter the runway wascompleted until November,

4

further extended to 1,800 yards and was ready for use to

its full length in July 1943.
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SECTION V

(1 July to 3 November 1942)

STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE PERIOD

The months of July and August although critical as

regards the situation on land — were the turning point in the
air/sea war in the Mediterranean. As soon as the Eighth Army
had stabilised its position at Alamein in July, the war of supplies
began again as strongly as before. Prom the point of vieiff of the
Allies it was essential to cripple the enemy's supplies before he
could build up his strength to continue his offensive, while the
Allies were preparing for a counter-offensive v/hich, it v/as hoped,
would eventually drive Rommel and his "Afrika Korps" from North
Africa.

v.

Features of the Air/Sea T/arfare

Prom the aspect of air/sea warfare the period was marked by
the following features

The final Luftv/affc attacks on Malta (July and October)

The successful convoy to Malta in August
subsequent build-up of Malta's air power

Efforts to smash the enemy's supply position for his
push against the Eighth Army at Alamein

1.

(1)2, and the

3.

The consequent shipping losses to the enemy and his
attempts at building up his supplies by air ferry

The control of the Mediterranean passing into Allied
hands.

4.

5.

The War of Supplies — Attacks on Enemy Shipping

While the Eighth /vrmy was holding the Alamein line in July,
there \7ere indications that the enemy's supply position v/as caus

ing him some anxiety and that he was living to a considerable
extent on the material which he had captured from the Eighth Amy
during its retreat. None-the-less, it was incumbent upon the
Allies' air and submarine forces to make every effort to prevent
the enemy bringing up further supplies of food, equipment, ammuni

tion and, more especially, fuel. This effort was made, and

although the enemy had the advantage of being able to use the short
sea routes in the Mediterranean, the increase over the preceding
period in the number of sinkings of enemy ships was very marked.
Between the opening of Romixiel's advance (towards the end of May)
and the retreat of the Eighth Amuy to Alomein at the end of June,
aircraft from Malta and Egypt claimed only one ship sunk, -while
in July and August they clai.ied sixteen ships sunk and dai-iage to
fifteen others.

The enemy* s shipping losses from Naval and air attacks during
August, September and October represented a heavy reduction in his
supplies to North Africa. In August the estimated toninge of

Italian mercliant shipping sunk amounted to nearly 52,000 tons out
of an estimated total of 114,000 tons sent to North Africa over

/the

(1) Operation "Pedestal
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the Italian supply routes — a loss of 45?o» tonnage sunk

in September is estimated at nearly 34»000 tons out of 108,000
tons sent, v/hich equals a loss of In October, the losses

Vice-Adnl. were considerably higher, over 49,000 tons being estimated as
Weichold:Essay sunk out of a total of 96,000 tons sent, equalling 54?o of the
"The War in the tonnage employed^ For the same month the German losses of
Mediterranean", vehicles for Rommel* s
Part II.

^.ID. yGP.21
(AHB.1. S.10

Afrika Korps" v/ere estimated at 350 out
of 940 vehicles sent, while the loss of petrol was even greater,
only some 3,000 tons out of nearly 10,000 tons sent (represent
ing a loss of 66^o) reaching Cyrenaicae

Meanwhile, Malta had been subjected in July to farther
heavy air attacks but these failed in their object of subduing
the island.

Final Atterapt to Capture Egypt — Last "Blitz" on Malta

At the end of August, Rommel made a final effort to
capture Egypt. His attempt failed, the ultimate reason being
his inability to build up his supplies and replacements v/ith

sufficient rapidity owing to the attacks by the R.A.F. (and
F.A.A.) and submarines on the Axis shipping in transit and the.
bombing of the Axis ports of disembarkation in Cyrenaica.
Following upon the failure of Romel's attack there was a period
of relative caliu in the forward battle area, during vdiich Allied

supplies and reinforcements were being brought into Egypt at an
"Air & Naval ever increasing tempo. By the middle of October the Eighth
Bases on Malta!'Army' s preparations for a general advance were.nearing completion,
Report by
Italian Air■
Staff, 31 Oct. Malta was again subjected to a Luftwaffe "blitz" vrhich \Yas intend-
1942)(Trans
lation

No,VII/43,
A.H.B.6)

and it Ttf-as at this time that the enemy made a last attempt to get
supplies across the Mediterranean to the battle area. Memwhide,

ed to neutralise the island* s offensive capacity while enemy
convoys were sent across to North Africa to increase Romel's
supplies for tho Alamein front. At the some time the enemy made
increasing use of transport aircraft to carry personnel and
supplies from Greece via Crete to Cyrenaica, but these efforts
were net by intensified Allied air attacks on his shipping and
on his transport aircraft at their bases.

After the abortive attempt by the Luftwaffe to liquidate
Malta in October, the Malta squadrons resuiued their offensive —
in collaboration v/ith the Desert Air Force — against Axis
shipping and supplies,
until, in the Sui'nmer of 1943, Malta became the "jumping-off
place for the successful Allied invasion of Sicily,
neantiiae, the Eighth Amy had won the victory of Alamein
(23 October - 3 November) and had begun its triumphant advance
into Libya co-incident with the Allied landings in French North
Africa on 8 November.

This offensive increased in voluirie

In the

Attacks on Benghazi and Tobruk

In the meantime, Benghazi and Tobruk had been attacked by
tho Allied Air Forces, the latter almost continuously.
Benghazi had passed out of range of the R.A.F. medium bombers
at the end of June, but the heavy bombers of the U.S. Air Force

/were

(1) The figures of sinkings are taken from statistics compiled
at A.H.B.1. from (a) PI/42O3 (a secret enemy source) end
(b) Enemy Shipping Losses Assessment Committee's list of
identified ships sunk ,
of tonnage sent to North Africa were estimated by Vico-
Adrnl. Weichold: Essay: "The War in the Mediterranean",
Part II).

The figures
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vrere able to roach it and they made some 200 sorties against it.
Tobrulc T/as bombed almost non-stop from the time of its capture by
Rommel in June until its re-capture on I3 November. In that

period more than 3»500 sorties wore made against it during v/hich
4.250 tons of bombs were dropped. After the re-capture of Tobruk

the Allied aircraft forced enemy convoys bound for Benghazi and
Tripoli wGstvfards into Malta's range, and v/hen Benghazi fell on

19 November the enemy endeavoured to supply Tripoli by sending
his ships from the v/est along the coast of Tunisia. These

tactics were, however, largely negatived by the R.A.F., and the
U«S. Air Force bombers which concentrated their attacks on

Tripoli, while the IhA.F. also carried out extensive minelaying
operations in the enemy's smaller North African ports and

anchorages.

THE CENTRAL BASIN

At the beginning of the period under review Malta's air

units comprised the following squadrons:-

No. 69 (F. & G.R.) squadron Beaufighters/Baltimores/
Spitfires

squadron detachment (Night) Beaufighters
P) squadron Spitfires
'p) squadron Spitfires/Hurricane II's
'pj squadron Hurricane IIC's
|p) squadron Spitfires
F') squadron detachment Spitfires
'A.S.V/T.B.) squadron Wellington VIII's

detachrr.ent

No. 38 (T.b) squadron detachment Wellington IG's
No. 39 (t.b) squadr-on detachment Beauforts
No.217 (t.b) squadron detachment Beauforts
No,1435 (Night fighter) flight Beaufighters
No.828 (P.A.A) squadron Gv/ordfish
N0.83O (P.A.A) squadron Albacores

No. 89
No.126

No.185
No.229

No. 249

No.603
No.221

A.H.Q. M.E.
Tables of Ops.;

(^HB.II JI/31/1)
A.iI.Q. M.E.
AOC/47/4,
Pt.IV, 553A

These units were’ augmented during July and August by No.86
squadron from Coastal Command armed with (torpedo) Beauforts
which had been fitted v/ith long-range tanks. This reinforcement

designed primarily for striking at Eonmiel's sea communications
and secondly to assist in the arrival and unloading of a convoy^to
Malta (Operation "Pedestal", v^hioh was scheduled to take place in

The Air Ministry

v/as

A.M. S.8768,
passim

Ibid:

199

of I6.7.42i August) by threatening the Italian fleet,
to ilHQ. Malta considered that, for the time being, these two duties should take
& AHQ. M.E.) precedence over all other offensive operations from Malta.

Malta's Shipping Strikes

Meanwhile the attacks from Malta on enemy shipping had per
force to be curtailed in number owing to the limited supplies of
aviation fuel in the island, and operations were therefore con
fined to Y/hat was considered to be the most important targets,

Duidng July, Wellington VIII's made several shipping searches, -
three occasions in co-operation with Y/ellington IC's.

Attacks on enemy shipping v/ere also made by the Beauforts
escorted by Eeaufigliters. On 3 July, six Beauforts (of No.217
squadron) escorted by five Beaufighters (of No. 235 squadron)
attacked a convoy 'of three 7,000-ton merchant ships escorted by
eight destroyers, off Sapienza, scoring a hit on one of the

/merchantmen

o

AHQ. Mod:
O.R.B./July

n

AHQ. M.E.
Taldes cf Ops.
(AHB.n Jl/3yi):
RJhP. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant),
V0I.3.
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merchantniGn sirid a possible hit on another^ On 21 July,
nine Beauforts (of Nos. 39 and 86 squadrons) with an escort of
six Beaufighters (of No. 235 squadron) attacked a 7>000-ton
merchant ship (escorted by tv/o destroyers), off Gape Geroghambo
(CephaJ-onia), Three torpedoes hit the merchant ship causing
column of smoke, and one of the destroyers wsalso hit^^/, and
a Domier 18 accompanying the convoy was damaged by the
Beauforts.

a

most successful strikes occurred on 21+ July v/hen
five Beaufort^)(escorted by nine Beaufighters of No. 235 squadron)
attacked another convoy of one 6,000 ton merchantman (laden with
deck cargo) escorted by tv/o destroyers, some ten miles off Cape
Geroghambo, obtaining a direct hit on the merchant ship T;hich
resulted in much smoke and flame,

same day showed this ship down by the bo\irs and well on fire.

It was talcen in tow to Argostoli where further photographs
shov/ed it completely burnt out(4).

An interesting feature of this month’s work was the capture
of an Italian Cant. 506b. by the crew of a Beaufort which had
force-landed after an attack on enemy shipping,
crew had been made prisoners and were being floiTn by the Cant,
to Italy, but during the flight they overpov/ered the Cant's
crew and brought the aircraft to Malta,
verted for air/sea rescue work: one of the Italian pilots gave
valuable instruction on the flying characteristics of the Cant,

and the use of its controls, without wiiich it is doubtful if

our pilots could have flown it successfully.

One of ti

Photographs taken on the

The Beaufort's

The Cant, was con-

Ibid

Ibid

Malta's Dwindling Fuel Supplies

As already stated, the stocks of aviation fuel at Malta
v/ere running lov/, and by the end of June the position was caus

ing grave concern. On 25 June, the Governor (Lord Gort) had
signalled to the Air Ministi-y (for the Chiefs of Staff) that he
estimated if fuel were used at the then rate of expenditure,
the stocks would only last for a further six and  a half weeks,
and that Malta would be unable to operate any aircraft after

the first week of August. The A,0.C., Malta (A.7.M. Lloyd)(5)
however, calculated that the stocks should last until the first

week of October, provided that limited deliveries of fuel were

obtained and that the expenditure was allocated only for

fighter operations, no offensive operations being undertaken.

HQ. M.E.
A.O.C.

47/3, 51OA

Ibid: 512B

On receipt of these estimates the Air Ministry decided
that aviation fuel must be made to last as long as the food
and other supplies in the island: that the first priority
in its expenditure should be fighter defence and cover for the

next convoy, the second priority being shared between transit

aircraft to Egypt and offensive operations. The decision as

AHQ. M.E.
A.O.C.

515A

/to

(1) This w'as officially assessed as "damaged".
(2) This was officially assessed under Category 17.
(3) Of Nos.86 and/or 217 3Cins,(see A.H.Q.M.E,Tables of Ops:

14/15 - 28 July '42, Table E. — The O.K.B's of these
two sqns. are incomplete).

(4) This was the M.V. 7ettor Pisani. confirmed as set on
fire and sunk.

(5) A.V.M. Park succeeded A.7.M. Lloyd as A.O.C. on I5 July.
(A.H.Q. Mod: O.R.B. July).

List from

enemy sources

of Italian

merchant

ships sunk.
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to Malta's offensive policy vra-s left to the A.O.C.-in-Ck,
Middle East (in collaboration with the A.O.C., Malta), but it
stressed that no opportunity was to be missed of any offensive

action that might be of real importance, such as attacks on enemy
convoys to North Africa and, if the opportunity arose, of attacks
on Italian naval forces.

v/as

On 4 July, the Middle East Defence Committee signalled their
vie^TS on the fuel question. While admitting that if the rate of

fuel consumption were continued on ti’ansit aircraft and offensive

operations it would be impossible to keep a sufficient margin of
fuel to assist in the approach and unloading of the next convoy
to the island, they stressed that it had been necessary to concen
trate all our resources on the land battle during our retreat to

Alamein. In viev/ of the fact that this land fighting crisis was

not yet over, they considered it vital "to concentrate every
effort on destroying the enemy on land", and for this purpose it

"to bo able to take offensive action from Maltawas necessary

Ibid;, 52IA

against important enemy convoys, the arrival of v;hich might well
liave the most serious effect on the (land) battle". Their

policy regarding such offensive operations from Malta was, thei’e-
fore, to retain in the island a striking force of Beauforts vath
Beaufighters to escort then, and to use these aircraft to attack
such objectives as Virero likely to affect the issue on land. It

was intended, however, to restrict such operations to a minimum,
and the Malta striking force would only bo called upon "in case
of vit£il need",

(dated 22 July) the Middle East Defence Committee stated that
their considered opinion was "to put everything we have got into
the land battle", and that the remaining eight Beauforts (of
No, 86 squadron) being sent to MaltaC"^) should be employed in
attacking enemy convoys. The Committee stated that this would
mean a further depletion of Malta's stocks of fuel but they
considered that this "was a situation which must be accepted" as

everything depended on the land battle.

In a further signal to the Chiefs of StaffIbid: 537B

Lord Gort's reaction to those signals was a feeling of
In his view the inference to be drawn from the

plainly at variance
"grave anxiety",
decision contained in the second signal was _

v/ith the present instructions (of H,M, Government) to prolong the
resistance of Malta as long as possible". In Lord Gord's

AHQ. M.E.
D/AOC/1,
pt,v (cos
Papers),504 opinion, the choice lay bet\Ysen the continuance of strikes

irrespective of over-expenditure of fuel, or the restriction of

flying to Malta's daily fighter effort, until the arrive and
unloading of a convoy, and he considered that "the continuation
of strikes and heavy transit ti;affic entailed the very grave
risk of losing Malta". He informed the Chiefs of Staff that
ho had "reluctantly" given orders that no further long-range
strikes v/ere to be carried out pending their decision, and he
reiterated'that the continuance of the rate of expenditure of

fuel before the arrival of the next convoy definitely endangered
Malta's safety.

The Chiefs of Staff were inclined to agree with Lord Gort;

they ‘considered that the strikes from Malta must be reduced to
absolute minir.ium, and they instructed the throe G's.-in-C,

accordingly. The question of supplying Malta with fuel by
submarine was also under consideration; the Chiefs of Staff

..._j of opinion that if 500 tons of fuel per month could be
delivered to Malta by this means, there would be sufficient
petrol for defensive operations up to the end of September,

/including

an

v/ere

Ibid!, 305

& Beauforta had arrived in July and the(1) See page 423 supra,:
remaining 8 were sent in August,
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including a sufficient nargin for the Beaufighters to operate both
before and during the approach of the next convoy*
of transporting fuel to Malta had alreatly been adopted in the past,
notably in August 1941 v/hen three submarines carried 120,300
gallons of "white oils" (besides stores and mail) to the island.
Accordingly, the Admiralty sent the submarine Parthian to Malta
which arrived there with 10,900 gallons of fuel on 18 July, and
in August further supplies were sent by the submarines Rorqual,

Gl;yde and Porpoise. In September (after Malta's fuel stocks had
been'further reijlonished by the August "Pedestal" convoy) the
Admiralty agreed that 150 tons of fuel should be sent to Malta by
submarines for the next two months, H.M.3. Rorqual, Clyde and

Porpoise being eanearkod for this purpose.

Submarines for Attacks on Enemy Convoys

This method
Information

from Office

of Admiral

(Submarines)

Ibid: and

A.M.‘" CS.
15747,
passim

N

Meanv/hile, in response to a suggestion by the Middle East
Defence Committee to the Prime Minister and Chiefs of Staff, it

decided tliat an increased number of submarines should be sent
reconnais-

was

to the Central Basin which, in conjunction V/ith A.S.V.

AHQ. M.E.
D/AOC/1 ,
pt.v, (cos
Papers), 307

Ibid:, 312
aircraft, were to be employed in attacks against enemy

At the beginning of
sanco

convoys to Cyrenaica from Italy and Greece.
August, seven submarines were sent from Alexandria to Malta, and
the Admiralty promised that four more would be sent after the
arrival of the "Pedestal" convoy, followed by two others from the

United Kingdom in October.

Spitfire Reinforcement to Malta

On 14 July, the aircraft-carrier Eagle (escorted by one
cruiser, one A.A. cruiser and five destroyers — Operation "Pin

point") sailed from Gibraltar v/ith a reinforcement of thirty-two
Spitfires for Malta. One of the Spitfires crashed v/hile taking
off; the remaining thirty-one reached Malta on 15 July. Five

days later the Eagle (vdth similar escort) ferried a further
twenty-nine Spitfires from Gibraltar (Operation "Insect").
U-boat unsuccessfully attacked the force in the early; hours of
21 July, and four hours later the Spitfires began to fly off the
Eagle from a position 38° 01* north, 03° 05' east(1). Twenty-
eight Spitfires arrived at Malta, one having crashed owing to the
failure of its long-range tank to operate.

Operation’pedestal" 10-14 Aup^st

Operation '’Pedestal" was similar to Operation "Harpoon'
but on a larger scale and without the corresponding operation of

second convoy from.the east. The principal feature from the

Naval aspect v/as the increased strength of carrier-borne air

protection for the convoy, three "Fleet’’ carriers — H.M.S.
Indomitable, Eagle and Victorious — being employed. The whole

force (Imown as Force comprised the following units :-

A

(2)

a

Admiralty
Prelimin

ary Narra
tive "The

War at Sea"

Vol.III

Admiralty
Battle

Summary
No. 32 C.B.

3081 (25)

(1) Force "Z" comprising two battleships, three cruisers and
In addition to these there were

, and the
twelve destroyers,
eight other destroyers for detached escorts
carrier Furious for operation "Bellows".t3)

/(2)

(1) approx: 85 miles north of Algiers.
2) See Section IV, pages 397 and 398.
3) Operation "Bellows" was the flying off of 37 reinforcing

Spitfires to Malta, t\70 of which crashed on arrival owing
to bad landing.

A.M. CS.

15957, 32
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(2) Force "X" comprising three cruisers, one anti-aircraft
cruiser (Cairo), twelve destroyers and one armed tug.

(3) E" comprising four corvettes, tvro Fleet oilers and an
In addition to these there was the Malta

Force

Admiralty tug.
Escort Force comprising four minesweepers and seven motor
launches.

Force "Y” (Operation "Ascendant
Troilus and Orari escorted by two destroyers.

A force of eight submarines v/as deployed thus:- two
north of Sicily and six between Malta and the Tunisian
coast.

comprising the S.S.(4)

The convoy comprised twelve British and two U.S. merchant
ships. The air operations for the assistance of the convoy -were
confined to the Malta Command, .and in preparation for the operation
detachments of Nos. 255, 248 and 252 squarlrons (Beaufighters) were
sent to Malta from the U.K. Further reinforcements included

detacb'-ients of No. 40 Squadron (Wellingtons), No. 159 squadron
(Liberators) — night bombers — No. 55 squadron (Baltimores) —

day bombers ~ and No. 203 squadron (Marylands)
Spitfires for reconnaissance v/ork. (2J

and seven P.E.U.

AHQ. M.E.
AOC/47/4,
Pt.rv 543A

547A

AHQ. F.C.
’//SD/S9
(Report on

Pedes-Op.
tal")

Role of the Malta Air Units — PlanIbid:
\

units *‘3) for Operation "Pedestal"The role of the Malta air

was as follov/s:-

to locate, report and shadow all enemy surface forces in
order to warn the convoy and its escort;

to destroy enemy surface forces which might jeopardise the

safety of the convey;

to disorganise the enemy's air forces on the ground by means
of low-flying Bcaufighters, and by night bombing attacks on
Sardinian aerodromes by the R.A.F. Liberators based on Malta,
and by large scale night bembing attacks on Sicilian aero

dromes by U.S, Liberators based in the Middle Eastwj,

(1)

(2)

(3)

The aircraft strength of the available Malta units varied

during the operation; the battle strength (a) before the operation,
(b) before the intensive phase and (c) at the end of the operation
was: -

/(a)

) See page 428 infra.
I  The total reinforcing aircraft sent to Malta for Op.^
"Pedestal" trere:- 4 Liberators (fromM.E.), 28 Beaufighters
(22 from the U.K., 6 from M.E.), 14 Beauforts (5 from the U.K.
9 fror.i M.E.), 5 (r) Baltimorcs arid 4 (b) Baltimores (from M.E.;,
2 Marylands (from M.E.), 7 P.R.U. Spitfires (5 from the U.K.
2 from M.E.), 2 7/ellingtons (from M.E,) and 37 (F) Spitfires
(from the U.K. — Op, "Bellows" — 11 Aug.).

(3) The Order of Battle of the units operating from Malta is given
in Appendix "P".

(4) The intended attack by the U.S. Liberators was cancelled,

(it had originally boon intended that 12 U.S. Liberators
should attack Italian fleet ports in South Italy and Sicily,
but this was canoellod by tho U.S. eiuthorities as being im

practicable "owing to range and operational considerations 
.

— A.M. CS.1567, 112A, 116a).
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(a) (b)
10 August

(09.00 hrs.)
9 August

(09.00 hrs.)
Available

for ops.
Shortly
available

Available

for ops*
Shortly
available

Strength Strength

65 76839 13 101

(c)
14 August

(09.00 hrs.*

Shortly
available

Available

for opO • Strength

86 11 109
4-I

Sailing of the Convoy fron Gibraltar

The whole expedition v-ras under ccrxiand of Vice-Adniral Syfret;
Force "X" (escorting the convoy to Malta under Rear-Adniral

Suienary No,32 Burrough) was to go through the Sicilian "Narrows" as far as the
CB.3081(25) approaches to Malta and there meet the Malta Escort Force which was

to sweep the convoy into harbour. The convoy entered the Straits

of Gibraltar in the early hours of 10 August and on the following
day German reconnaissance aircraft began shadaving the convoy.
At 12.30 hours the carrier Furious began flying off Spitfires to
Malta (Operation "Bellows") from a position 56O miles from the
island. This took some hours to complete as it was interrupted
by the sinlcing of the carrier Eagle by a German U-boat. The

Eagle sank in eight minutes, some 900 of her personnel being
rescued by destroyers and the armed tug. The same evening the

Furious sailed back to Gibraltar escorted by a division of spane

destroyers. Meanv/hile, the merchant ships Troilus and Orari

(which had remained at Malta since their arrival there on T6 June
in the "Harpoon" convoy) had sailed from Gibraltar on 10 August
with their escort of two destroyers (Operation "Ascendant".) ("I)

Adr-iiralty
Battle

Air Reconnaissance (10-11 August)

During 10 and 11 August the Malta P.R.U. Spitfires (of
No.69 squadron) carried out reconnaissances to determine the
strength and position of enemy air and surface squadrons, their

reconnaissances covering a wide area as far as Cagliari, Naples,
Taranto and Navarino.

(of No. 69 squadron) made five reconnaissance sorties so as to
ascertain if the Italian Battle Fleet should leave Taranto or

During this period Wellington VIII's

AHQ. F.C.
WSD/S9
(Report on
Op. "Ped
estal")

Attheir Cruiser Squadron should leave the Tyrrhenian Sea.

21.46 hoijirs on the night of 11/12 August one of the Wellingtons
AHQ. M.E.
Tables of

Ops. (iiHB. II sighted tvro enemy cruisers and two destroyers about 45 miles
JI/3I/I) and cast-north-east of Cape Colonne, sailing in an easterly direc-

The Wellington attacked, straddling one of the cruiserstion.Op.
with 500 lb. bombs, but the ships continued their course.Surxiaries.

Attacks on Enemy Aerodromes (11/12 August)

On the night of 11/12 August, two Liberators (of No.159
squadron) attacked Deciraoinannu (Sardinia) aerodrome, and nine

/Beaufighters

Ibidi

(1) These ships arrived at Gibraltar on I4 August.
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Beaufighters (of No,248 squadron) carried out a successful "shoot
up" of the aerodromes at Elmas and Deciraomannu. At.Elmas, two

multi-engined aircraft and a hangar v/ere set on fire and several

other aircraft v/ere damaged, snd at Decimoraannu at least five

aircraft ̂T,yprs left in flames and a number of others were severely
damaged,

bombed Catania aerodrome as a special diversionary task.

Diversion by the Fleet (Eastern Mediterranean - 10-11 August)

Meanwhilo one Wellington IC (transit aircraft)

No,248 sqn,
O.R.B. Aug,

Meanwhile, in the Eastern Mediterranean, the Fleet had

carried out a diversion to assist in the safe passage of the convoy;

dujxiy convoy (M.Y4 12) comprising three cruisers, ten destroyers
and three merchant ships sailed from Port Said on the evening of
10 August and foiother force of two cruisers, five destroyers and
one merchantman sailed from Haifa next morning. These two forces

joined that day and sailed together as far as Alexandria, and then
turned back and dispersed during the night.

Passage of the Convoy (11-12 August)

At dusk on 11 August a force of thirty-six Gennan bombers and

torpedo aircraft (jU,88's and HE.IIO's) attacked the "Pedestal"
convoy. The JU,'s arrived first and dived from 8,000 to 2/3,000
feet, but neither they nor the HE.'s hit any of the ships which shot
down four of the bombers. Some twenty JU.88's made a further
attack at 09,15 hours on the following morning (12 August) but were
intercepted by the F,A,A. fighters. About a dozen of the enemy
got through to the convoy, making high level or shallow dive-boirbing
attacks but without result; eight enemy aircraft were destroyed by
the fighters and two by the ships' gunnery. At nid-day the enemy
made heavy attacks from the Sardinian airfields by a combined force
of some seventy German and Italian aircraft strongly escorted by
fighters. The attack was begun by ten Italian torpedo-bombers
each carrying " notobonbe P.F." (a species of circling torpedo or
mine which was used for the first tiaue in this attack) while eight
fighter-bombers made dive-bombing and machine-gun attacks,
half-an-hour after the "vnotobonbe" had been dropped, some forty

torpedo-aircraft attacked the convoy,
fighters had intercepted the "motobombe" aircraft and shot down

one of them as they approached; the other nine dropped their
"motebombo" in the path of the convoy which avoided them by making
a right-angled turn.

During the dive-bombing attack the merchantman Deucalion was

damaged and one bomb hit the flight-deck of the carrier Victorious
but, fortunately, failed to explode. The Deucalion's speed tos
considerably reduced as a result of the damage which she had sus
tained and she was ordered to follow the inshore route along the

Tunisian coast, escorted by a destroyer. At 19*40 hours she was
attacked and set on fire by two torpedo aircraft, and eventuallj''
blew up.

a

About

In the meantime the F.A.A.

Admiralty
Battle

SuLmary No,
32 CB,

3081(25)

Ibid:

During the afternoon the convoy (which had passed some 20 miles
north of Galita Island) was chiefly engaged in avoiding enemy
submarines; the destroyer Ithuriel rammed and sank the Italian
TJ-boat Gobalto, At 18.30 hours a force of about 100 JU.87's and
88'3 and 3*79 torpedo-aircraft, vd-th a strong escort of fighters.

The dedtroyor Foresight v/as hit and

/disabled

approached the convoy.

(1) The Italians admitted that six of these aircraft were
destroyed and several others damaged.
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disabled^ ^ and the carrier Indomitahle received three hits from
some JU. ’s which dived out of the sun. The Indomitable's flight-
deck was put out of action and her fighters had to return to the

Victorious. One enemy aircraft T/as shot dovm by the ships and
the F.A.A. fighters (Hurricanes, Martletts and Fulmars) destroyed

Ibid; and , nine others. At 18.55 hours (when the attack was over) Force "X"
AiL CS.I5767 (Rear-Admiral Burrough) was detached to accompany the convoy
('\ppx. 'C to through the Sicilian "Narrows" and Vice-Admiral Syfret turned away
Report on Op. with the heavy ships (Force "Z") and sailed for Gibraltar. By
"Pedestal", this time it v/as estimated that the Fleet fighters and ships guns
Narrative of had accounted for fifty-six enemy aircraft destroyed, fifteen
Force "F") probably destroyed and three others damaged, for the loss of

thirteen British aircrs-ft.

Air Reconnaissance (12-13 August)

In the meantiixie heavy calls had been made on the Malta

reconnaissance aircraft (of No. 69 squadron). Six P.R.U.
Spitfires made tvrelve sorties covering all ports and harbours

v/here Italian naval forces had been or night be located, and also
over the Ionian Sea to block the Gulf of Taranto. At 18.54

hours,(2) Yirhen the convoy was sone 35 uiles north of Bizerta, a
reconnaissance Baltiiuore sighted three Italian cruisers and three

destroyers which by 19*05 hours had been joiiied by another

cruiser and three more destroyers. This enemy force was again
located at 19o18 hours in position about 60 miles north-?rest of

Ustica Island, steering 210° at 20 knots. The day reconnaissance
aircraft, having no A.S.V. nor crews trained for night flying,
were unable to shadow this force during darkness, and at last

light a Wellington VIII (of No. 69 squadron) was sent to continue
the search and located the cruisers (at 23.30 hours) steering
south. It seemed obvious that the enemy squadron intended to

intercept the convoy and a second Wellington VIII (also of No.69
squadron) which vras on patrol, v/as ordered by an en clair signal
from Malta to illuminate .and attack the squadron in the hope that
the enemy, realising tliat R.A.F. forces were in the vicinity,
might be turned from his purpose. This ruse was partially
successful as at 01.30 hours (I3 August) the first Wellington
reported that the squadron was steering 06° at 20 knots, its

Ibid: and position being then 37 miles south-west of Ustica. At 01.50 hours
A.H.Q. M.E. the second Wellington, having located (and unsuccessfLilly
Tables of attacked)(3) the squadron, reported that it had altered course to
Ops. (AHB.II 170°, and directly aftemrards the first Wellington reported that
JI/3I/I) As thethe enemy's position was 30 miles south-west of Ustica.

enemy had resumed a southerly course it was decided to strike

with the R.N.A. squadron at Malta.- Accordingly this squadron
(comprising tv/o torpedo-Albacores and one A.S.V. Sv;ordfish) took
off at 02.00 hours intcndijig to intercept and strike the enemy
off Marettimo Island. Meanwhile the second Yfellington VIII had

been ordered to report the enemy's position every 20 minutes in

preparation for illuminating the R.N.A. squadron's strike. At
02.30 hours the Wellington reported that the enemy had altered

course to 0°30' and O3.OO hours the first Wellington reported
that the enemy squadron v/as due south of Ustica. In order to

discourage the enemy from resuming his original intention, a

/further

(1) The Foresight was taken in tow by the destroyer Tartar, but
next" day, as they were shadowed continuously by enemy aircraft
and U-boats v/ere known to be about, the Foresight was sunk by

Tartar a few miles from Galita Island.

(2) i.o^ just’about the time when Force "Z" turned away for
v;ith the convoy (as stated above)Gibraltar lea.ving Force "X'

(3) No direct hits v/ere claimed in this attack.
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further signal en clair T/as sent to prepare for  a strike by
(imaginary) Liberators, This signal may have had the desired
effect as the enemy squadron made no further attempt to turn
south-westerly, When it had become obvious that the enemy
squadron could not reach Marettimo (should it in fact revert to
its original intention of intercepting the convoy) in time to be
intercepted by the E,N.A. squadron, the strike was recalled.

A.H.Q. P.C. The enemy squadron held on its course to the eastward and
TOS/S,? eventually ran into the R.N, submarine area,
(Report on Op. P,4.2 sighted the squadron a few miles south-westward of Stromboli,
"Pedestal") j^d at 08,06 hours it torpedoed the 8-inch cruiser Bolzano and the
and Admiralty 6-inch cruiser Muzio Attendolo. The Bolzano was damaged and
Battle Sum- sailed north for repairs: the Muzio Attendolo 1-iad her bows blown
many No,32 off but managed to reach Messina, The two other cruisers ■out in
CB.3081(25) to Naples.

A.H.Q, P.C,
^VSD/S.9

H,M. submarine

Meanv.rhile, a torpedo striking force of Beauforts (dravm from
Nos,36, 86 and 217 squadrons) with an escort of Beaufighters (of(Report on Op. Noe. 23,5 and 252 squadrons) had been standing by (and had been doing

"Pedestal") so during the previous day), but this was held back in case the
Italian Battle Fleet should sail from Taranto to attack the convoy.

Further Attacks on Enemy Aerodromes (12 August)

In the meantime seven Boaufighters (of Nos, 248 and 252
squadrons) had been sent at dusk (on 12 August) to attack
Pantellaria aerodrome. On their arrival there was considerable
difficulty in locating the target and only three aircraft (of No,
248 squadron) were able to press home the attack, causing a fire.
Subsequently two Liberators were sent to bomb the aerodromes at
Pantellaria and Gerbini. (Their bomb loads had been given delayed
action scaled between "instantaneous" and 18 hours, the intention
being not to damage enemy aircraft but to dislocate the aerodromes
during the vital operations of the follow^g day when the convoy
would be passing through the "Narrows")(1). A Wellington (of
No,40 squadron) also bombed Pantellaria aerodrome (dropping 12 x
500 lb, bombs from 9,000 feet), while another Wellington (of the
same squadron) bombed Comiso aerodrome causing tliree explosions.
Passage of the Convoy through the "Narrows" (12-15 August)

Prom 19,30 hours until last light (12 August) six Beaufighters
(of No, 248 squadron) patrolled over the convoy as fighter protec
tion, About 20,00 hours, when the convoy was at the entrance of .
the Skerki Channel, the cruiser Nigeria, the A.A. cruiser Cairo(2)
and a tanker (Ohio) were all damaged under water, either by U-bo'ats
or mines. The Nigeria turned back to Gibraltar, escorted by two
destroyers, but the Cairo’s stem had been blown off and she had
to be sunk; the Ohio managed to keep going. As these ships had

/been

Ibid;

Ibid:

Adiuiralty
Battle
Sujnmary,
No. 32
CB,3081(25)

(1) These Liberators had been lent for the operation from the
It had been intended to make two attacks vd-th

four Liberators, but only two were serviceable and these could
only make one attack each. They were therefore, sent to
Pantelleria and Gerbini, but only one Liberator (target
Pantellaria) dropped its bombs, the other (target Gerbini)
having developed engine trouble and returned,
aircraft re-fuellcd and flew back to the Middle East,

(2) The Nigeria and Cairo were the only two ships which v/ero
fitted to direct the Malta Beaufighters and Spitfires0
Their disablement considerably hamijerod the fighters'
operations.

Middle East,

Both these
Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative
"The ?/ar at

Sea", Vol.III
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been hit on the port side, the convoy altered course to the south
ward to avoid the danger, and in the process it became what has
been described as a ’’heterogeneous mass"# In this state, while
endeavouring to form into two columns, the convoy was attacked in
the fading light by some twenty JU^SS’s which made dive-bombing
and torpedo attacks,, hitting the S.So Empire Hope v/ith a bomb and
torpedoing the S.S. Clan Ferguson and Brisbane Staro The Empire
Hope was so badly* damaged that she had to be sunk, the Clan
Ferguson blew up, but the Brisbane Star eventually reached Malta.
Soon after this attack the cruiser Kenya was damaged by a U-boat's
torpedo, but she was able to continue her course with the convoy.
Meanwhile, a force of Beaufighters patrolling over the convoy had
been fired on by the ships — an unfortunate occurrence which
did much to negative the protection which these aircraft were
endeavouring to give to the convoy, (u

.  A.H.Q. P.C.
WSD/S.9
(Report on

"Pedestal")
Op.

Admiralty
Battle

Summary
No. 32

The main body of the convoy passed Gape Bon at midnight,
and forty minutes later "E"-boats appeared and made a series of ■

attacks which lasted until the convoy was past Kelibia and on the
course for Malta. The "E"-boats torpedoed the cruiser

C.B.3081(25) Manchester a few miles short of Kolibia and she had, later, to be
Between 03.'l5 aiid O').. 30 hours (13 August) four or five of

four T/ere

sunk*

the merchant ships which were straggling wore hit;
sunk but the fifth (S.S.-Rochester Castle) survived.

Ibid; .The next enemy attack on the convoy occurred at 08.00 hours
when some twelve JU.88's made a shallow dive-bombing attack from
6,000 to 2,000 feet, hitting and blowing up the S.S, Waimaruraa.
Meanwhile, Beaufighters and long-range Spitfires from M^ta had
been patrolling over the convoy since day-break; they accounted
for one dive-bomber during thiS' attack for the loss of one

Spitfire shot down, possibly by the fire from the .ships. At
10.50 hours seme JU.'s made a further attack, disabling the
engines of the tanker Ohio, setting the Rochester Castle on fire
and stopping the S.S. Dorset-:. Two destroyers vroTG left with
these ships while the convoy sailed on, and a Wellington VIII
^vas sent to act as an anti--"E"Tboat patrol for the, Ohio which was
taken in tow by a de,strOyor<> At 11.25 hours five S.79's attack
ed the convoy but without.result. Further attacks were kept off
by the short-range Malta Spitfires flying up to 70 or 80 miles
from their base. At I4.30 -hours the Ma3.ta .Escort Force joined
the convoy and took charge of the three merchant ships remaining
in company, a nine-sweeper and tvro motorrlaunches being detached
to assist the disabled tanker Ohio. . : At 16.00.hours Force "X"
(under Rear-Admiral Burrough) proceeded westward.on the return
passage to Gibraltar, the, three merchant ships above-mentioned
arriving at the Grand Harbour,- Malta,, about tv^o hours later under
the protection of the Malta Escort Force.

The fate of the three remaining (disabled) merchant ships - '
Dorset, Brisbane Star and Ohio - v/as as follows:- the Dorset

and the Brisbane Star had been repeatedly attacked by German ̂
bombers on the evening of I3 August; they were both hit at
about 19*00 hours and the Dorset sank* The Brisbane Star

(which had taken the inshore route along the coast of Tunisia
with an escort of Beaufighters) reached the Grand Harbour on the
afternoon of I4 August after unsuccessful attacks upon her by
enemy aircraft, one of which was shot down by the Beaufighters.

/Meamhilo ,

A.H.Q, F.C.
WSP/S.9
(Report on
Op.
"Pedestal"

Admiralty
Battle

Summary
No. 32

OB.3081(25)

(1) As had happened during Op. Vigorous" .(See SECTION IV.
page 409) the Beaufightors were mistaken for JU."88''s, in
spite of special black and white under markings.

G.I999I5/EFE/7/48
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Meanwhile, the tanker Ohio had heen towed by a destroyer and the ■
minesweeper, under a protective force of Spitfireso
morning of I4 August she was attacked by five enemy bombers, but
managed to escape, one bomber and one of the escorting enemy
fighters being shot dovm by a Spitfirec The Ohio  - with her
precious cargo of fuel, and her decks almost awash - vras towed into
Malta on the morning of I5 Augus'i,

_ Meanwhile, the ships of Foi^ce "X" returning to Gibraltar had
a difficult passage: they rounded Gape Bon at 01,30 hours
14 August, and from that point until they yvere past Zerabra they
the gauntlet of ’'E’’‘-boats lying off shore. At 07,30 hours enemy
shadower aj.rcraft appeared, followed by attacks from JU,87's and
88's,

an unsuccessful attack, and until l3o15 hours some twenty torpedo-
carrying Savoias made further attacks. However^ all the ships
escaped, and rlii’ec enemy aircrafl: were shot down by their gunnery.
In the evening, Perce "X" Joined Force "Z" and the tv70 Forces
reached Gibraltar together on 15 August,

Results

On the

on

ran

About 11tf.O hours, fifteen Savoia high-level bombers made

A

Operation "Pedestal" can only be classed as a partial success:
out of fourteen merchant ships only five reached Malta, at a cost
of one aircraft-carrier, one cruiser, one anti-aircraft cruiser and
one destroyer lost(u, and one carrier and two cruisers daxia.ged.
But it should be borne in mind that the convoy had met attacks by
150 bombers and 80 torpedo aircraft, in a period of tv/o days, the
enej;Ty being supported by filters in a much greater strength than
those which the carriers and the Malta-based aircraft could provide.
To quote the Admiralty Battle Sur.Tmary "Magnificert as the Naval and
Royal Air Force fighters vrerc, the scales were too heavily weighted".
Moreover, the convoy had to contend with about a dosen enemy U-boats
(v/hich had the assistance of air reconnaissance) and with "E"-boats
and minefields daring the night passage along the coast of Tunisia,
Taking these facts :

well have pro'/ed a failiu'-c, wh-r
fuel which reached Malta enable

supplies could bo sent

26 August), Lord Goi’t stated that the food supplies wou3.d last until
early in Decembei-j and the aviation spirit to about the middle of
November (provided that its average consumption could be reduced to
80,000 gallons per week - which the A.0.0., Malta, hoped to achieve).

into consideration. Operation "Pedestal" night
as the supplies of food, stores and
the island to hold out until further

In a signal to the Chiefs of Staff (of

Cl

A,M. O.S,

15747, 41A

Ibid; 63A In September in vie’w of the need to build up further stocks
of aviation fuel, the minelayer r/olshman was specially fitted for
carrying petrol, and this vessel and the fuel carrying submarines
slipped into Ma,lta vdienever possible, but until the Cyrenaican
airfields were again in British hands there was no hope for convoys
from the east to get through "Bomb alley".

Chief (Air)Lessons of Operation "Pedestal"

In the opinion of the A.0.0., Malta (A.V.M.Park) the chief air
lessons learnt from Operation "Pedestal" were as follows;-

("^) Reconnaissance

(a) It v/as impracticable to rely on "last minute" rein
forcements of P.R.U. Spitfires and Baltimores, as

/it

A. H. Q. F. 0.
WSD/S9
(Report on

"Pedestal")
Op,

1 ioC, HoM.S. Eagle, Manchester, Cairo and Foresight
i.eo H»M.S. Indomitable, Nigeria and Kenya.2
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it 7/ds esaential that reconnaissance should be

carried out inmediately it v/as required; (two
P.R.U. Spitfires had arrived at Malta in a terapor-

" ary unserviceable condition)#

(b) The Baltimore crews sent as reinforcements should
have been trained in G-.R, work whereas instances

occurred where the crews v/ere "totally ignorant"
of the procedure or form in which enemy sightings
should be made.

*  ■'

(2) Bombing

(a) Liberators from the Middle East arrived with in
sufficient bomb racks.

(b) Only two effectivo sticks of bombs were dropped frem
an intended total of eight R.A.F. Liberator sorties,
and the total lack of U.S. Liberators, meant to
attack Sicilian airfields, left the enemy free to
operate his aircraft at full scale*

(c) The night bombing attacks on the Italian cruiser
force by the Wellirigton VIII’s on the night of
12/13 August shovred the advantage to be gained in
patrolling with these aircraft fully armed.
A.O.C. considered it was possible that the bombing
attacks of these Wellingtons - which showed the
enemy that their position was well known to us -
together with the enemy's uncertainty as to what
Naval forces were operating against him, me.y have
been the determining factor for the safety of the
five ships of the convoy which succeeded in reach
ing MaltaV

The

(3) Long-range Fighter Protection

The Beaufighters and long-range Spitfires were consider
ably hampered after the tv/o fighter-directing ships
(H.M.S. Cairo and Nigeria) were damaged, the Beaufighters
and Spitfires being fired on by our ships, and the task
of the Spitfires being made more difficult by reason of
enemy raids coming in too low for our Radar system and
therefore not appearing on any of the plotting tables.
The short-range Spitfires were handicapped by jamming on
our Radar system and also by the fact that our ships
did not give "help" calls as anticipated.

The following is an extract of a signal (dated
17 August) from 3,0, Force "P"('') to the Admiralty:-

A.M. CS.15767,
I36A

"F,0. 10th C.S. iis loud in his praises for both
Beaufighters and Spitfires from Malta who seemed
to do everything possible under circumstances of
being bereft of their fighter-direction ships'
Long range Spitfires were out as early as possible
on D.4 and Force "X" had a number of Spitfires
overhead for (the) remainder of (the) journey.
They shot down a number of enemy aircraft, and
undoubtedly greatly reduced (the) scale of
attack".

• • •

/(4)

1) Vice-Admiral Syfret
2) Rear-Admiral Burrough
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(4) Strikes

(a) If torpedo-carrying aircraft were employed in
attacking large units of an enemy fleet, it was
considered essential that some high diversion
should be provided^
to the lack of adequate day-bombers, it was found
necessary to convert Beaufighters to carry bombs
for high diversion, and to use low escort Beau-
fighters to "shoot-up" the destroyer screen's decks
and bridges as the attacks were being delivered.

In Operation "Pedestal", due

(t) For night strikes, there was only the Eoyal Naval
Air Squadron consisting of two torpedo Albacores and
one A.S,V» Svrordfish.

and it was considered that in similar operations
fifteen Barracudas should be provided.

(5) Dislocation of Enemy Aerodromes

This was quite inadequate.

It was considered that a plan with a limited objective
of dislocating enemy aerodromes for 18 hours by means of

delayed action bombs was quite feasible, even on  a dark

night,
attack on Gomisoo

This assumption was supported by the Wellington

Enemy and R.A.F. Losses

During Cperation "Pedestal" R.A.F. fighters made 407 sorties^”*)
WSD/19 (Report in which fourteen enemy aircraft were destroyed, three probably
on Op.
"Pedestal")

A.H.Q. F.C,

destroyed and nine damaged: the R.A.F. losses were one Beaufighter
and tv70 long-range and tv/o short-range Spitfiresl2) (of which two
pilots were saved)o

Operation "Baritone"

It had been arranged that a further thirty-two Spitfires
should be flovm. to Malta on the return of the carrier Eagle from

operation "Bellav/s"s, (3j As the Eagle had been sunk, she was
replaced for this second operatioii"(Baritone") by the Furious
which left Gibraltar on the morning of 16 August under escort of

a cruiser and twelve destroyers,
off the Furious but only twenty-nine arrived at Malta, one having
crashed while taking off and the pilots of two other aircraft

having baled out, one for engine trouble smd the other for under

carriage failure.

Further Spitfire Reinforcement -

All the Spitfires were flown

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative

"The War at

Sea", Vol.in

Position of the Land Fighting

'V

In the meantime, Important events had occurred in the fight-
On 6 July - after our retreat before Rommel'sing on land,

final bid for Eg;/pt - our forces had stabilised their position at
Alamein, and three weeks later (26/2? Jaly) the Eighth Army
launched an attack which proved abortive ov/ing to the enemy's

/minefields

18(1) Beaufighters
LcR. Spitfires
S.Rc Spitfires

The sorties •■.vere:-
97

292

407

The second S»E, Spitfire crashed while landing.
See page 426 supra. (These 32 Spitfires had been brought
to Gibraltar in the S.S. Empire Olive).
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minefields and his preponderance of artilleryt On 31 August
Ronmel hegan a new offensive against the southern sector of oir
defence, but withdrew five days later after he had sustained
losses to his armour. __ heavy

Meanwhile our forces were steadily build
ing up their strength for a projected offensive (and advance into
Cyrenaica) which opened on the night of 23/24 October after a
heavy ground and air bombardiuent of the enemy's positions,
was the beginning of the battle of
be "the turning point of the war".

This

Alamein, which was to prove to

Further Shipping Strikes from Malta

the completion of Operation "Pedestal" the Malta squadrons
O^s ?Am f shipping strikes. On I7 August, six Beaufo?ts (of

squadron) escorted by three Beaufighters (of No.252
Spitfires (of No, 126 squadron and N0.I435

O.R.BS. of flight) attacked an enemy convoy comprising the 8,326 ton merchant
ship Msplino File and two destroyers, about 35 miles off LampedusaA.H.Q., Med. Island. Two torpedo hits were scored on the merchantman which was

U.R.B. Aug., left stationary and down by the stern with smoke pouring from it.
Appx. D , The Beaufighters also attacked, scoring  a hit on the vessel's
R^P. Anti- stern with a 250 lb. bomb and then, in conjunction with the
Shipp:mg Beauforts, they attacked the escorting destroyers v/ith machine-gun
Ops. O^ferch^t) and cannon fire. During the operation the aircraft also attacked
yol*3, and and probably destroyed a JU.88 and an enemy fighter. Photographs
list from showed that the merchant ship was sunk. (’^)
enemy sources

of Italian

merchant

ships sunk.

On 20 August, twelve Beauforts (of No.39 squadron) with an
escort of ten Beaufighters (of No.227 squadron) - six of which
carried bombs - attacked an enemy convoy of one 8,000-ton tanker
and one small vessel, escorted by some destroyers, a Cant.Z.501
and six fighters, 10 miles north-east of Cape Spartivento.

(incorrectly) estimated that the tanker was fully laden and
dra^ving 22/24 and accordingly the Beauforts ̂ torpedoes were
released with a 22 feet setting, but no hits were scored. How
ever, four of the ‘Beaufighters dropped seven 250 lb. bombs
a possible hit on the small vosselt^), ̂ end the tanker and the
destroyers were also raked with machine-gun and cannon fire.

It
was

scoring

Ibid: On the following day (21 August) the same convoy was again
attacked by nine Beauforts (of No, 39 squadron) and four bomb-
oarrying Beaufighters (of No.227 squadron), escorted by eight
Beaufinters (of No,248 squadron), some 12 miles off P^p
Three torpedo hits were scored on the 8,000-ton tankerO)
bomb hit pn a destroyer.

s Islan

and on

d.

e

The Beaufighter escort shot down tv/o
P»32*3, one JU.52 and two B2.20's, and probably destroyed a JU.58,
The tanker was later photographed beached in shallow ■water in
Sarada Bay, Corfu..  . ^ - Three nights later.(24/25 August), twowellingtons (of No.69 squadron) were sent to attack the tanker;
they dropped 35 x 45 Ih. fire bombs •which fell within 400 yards
of the vessel and resulted in small explosions on the water and
flames which lasted for some minutes.

Ibid; Other operations included ^ attack on 27 August by seven
Beauforts (of No.39 squadron)(4) escorted by nine Beaufighters
four carrying bombs — (of No,227 squadron)l5) ,■ some 73 miles off
Cape Aamer, on the 5,400-ton merchant ship Istria which was

/escorted

0) This has been confirmed from enemy sources as sunk.
(2) This was officially assessed under Category IV,
(3) This was officially assessed as "severely damaged".
(4) On 20 August, No,39 squadron was re-formed by incorporating

the aircraft and personnel of No,217 squadron and  a detach
ment- of No,86 squadron.

(5) T^eo Beaufighters and one Beaufort returned early (unser-
' VtL06Q,l!)lG) •

-

No,39 sqn,
O.R.B. Aug,
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SECRET
Malta's Air Reconnaissance

As fomerly, air reconnaissance from Malta was carried out
'by^No.69 (G.R.) Squadron, equipped with Baltinores and P.R.U#
Spitfires (and, later, Wellingtons). During July, shipping
reconnaissance consisted chiefly of shadov/ing enemy convoys hound
for Benghazi and photographing the Beaufort attacks on them.

A.H. Q., Medi
O.R.B. July
No.69 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

In the early part of July, the enemy began to employ
boats (tank landing craft).

p'l-

These vessels were built at Palermo
which became the focus of a good deal of attention from Malta
reconnaissance patrols. At one time as many as fifteen "P"-
boats were seen in Palermo harbour: they were loaded with fight
ing vehicles, tanlcs and gun carriages, and left in groups of three
or four, taking the v/estern route to Libya via Pantellaria aind
Lampedusa Islands, "P"-boats v/ere also seen at Messina: they
had presumably been brought dov/n from the v/est coast of Italy from
Genoa or Naples as "P"-boats had been seen under construction at
both these ports.

The Malta reconnaissance aircraft also kept the units of the
Italian Pleet under observation. Reconnaissance of Navarino
(Greece) shov7ed the presence of three b-inch cruisers,
had left Taranto beWeen 30 June and 7 July,
"E"-class cruiser last seen in Spezia on 10 June,
the Bolzano and Gorizia - were located at Messina and five battle
ships remained at Taranto. The battleship Littorio (which had
been severely damaged during Operation "Vigorous" in June('l))
still in dry dock, heavily camouflaged, at Taranto. It \ms
rendered serviceable by the end of August and photographed as it
left the dock on the 26th of that month.

tvro of V7hic

was

h
The third was an

Two cruisers -

A further duty of the reconnaissance aircraft was the locating
of grounded enemy aircraft on the Sicilian and Italian airfields.
In July, reconnaissance patrols estimated the number of Italian and
German fighters on the Eastern Sicilian aerodromes as 120 to 1A0,
The number of Ju.88's in Sicily varied betv/een 90 and 120, while at
Catania the number dropped from 62 in July to 33 on 1 August, with
23 at Comiso and the same number at Gorbini,
Ju,87's were located at Gela.

constructed at Gerbini during July, making a total of five all
told.

Mearw/hilo, 16
Throe new satellite airfields were

In August, the arrival at Taranto of a third Littorio-class
battleship - thought to be the newly commissioned Roma - was
photographed in the harbour. During this month, photographic
recording of enemy merchant shipping and its movements for the
purpose of our torpedo strikes became the primary task of int
pretation, followed by careful inquests into the success or other
wise of attacks which were taken from Baltimore aircraft detailed
to cover the strikes.

er-

A.H.Q
O.R.B. Sept.
Appx. "C"
and Oct,

Appx. "B".

Med.• I During September, photographic reconnaissances of Sicilian
aerodromes were carried out which sho-vved an increase of Ju.88's
from 53 at the beginning to 75 at the end of the month,
date there were 403 aircraft of all types in Sicily:
83 were German bombers, I43 were Italian bombers and I72 were
German fighters,

Sicilian based enemy aircraft had increased to 663, including 206
German bombers, I50 Italian bombers and 227 German and Italian
fighters.

By that
of these

By the middle of October the strength of

It T/as also observed that a number of gliders vfere

f

<• <

/allotted3'

(1) See Section IV.
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allotted to each "wing" of Ju.87's for transport of equipment.
At Pachino landing grounds, photographs, showed .27 aircraft which
had no tail planes, and the careless manner in which these air- ■

craft were dispersed suggested that they were, fighter dummies. ■

As heretofore, the units of the Italian fleet were kept
under close oheervation; in this connection, three 6-inch cruisers
were located at Navariho presumably to cover the enemy's eastern
supply line dovm the coast of Greece,
battleships remained,at Taranto, the two 8-inch cruisers Trieste
and Gorizia being based at Messina: reconnaissances also revealed

a now Regulo-class 3o.3”inch cruiser at this port.

^Malta's Defence

Meanwhile the Italian

e resumption of enemy air attacks on Malta towards the end
of Junew) resulted in an alteration,in the island's fighter poliqy
as regards interception tactics* Thenceforward, fighters were
sent to the north of the island to meet and attack incoming
raiders "head on" before they reached their objective. After the
first ton days of figliting, these tactics proved so successful
'that the enemy resorted to fighter sweeps at great heights. To
combat this method the Malta fighters patrolled at 20,000 feet
and were thus able to keep the raiders from coming down to fight.
On several occasions the enemy bombers were forced to jettison
their bombs in the sea and then turn for home while still some
distance from the island.

ThA.H.Q., Med.
O.E.B. July,
Appx. "D"

In August, enemy raids on the island were considerably reduc
ed, and during,the unloading of the "Pedestal" convoy no attempt
at bombing the ships was madso The Malta fighters employed the
same tactics as in the previous month and the enemy raiders seldom
came down to fight. Meanwhile a limited number of Hurricane-
bomber sorties and numerous Spitfire sorties were made against
enemy aerodromes in Southern Sicily an endeavour to get enemy
aircraft to come up and fight. Pour night intruder operations
were also carried out by Beaufightors. These operations included
a machine-gun and cannon attack on Marsala. flying-b.oat station on

the night of 26/27 August (when a merchant vessel v/as attacked and
a Do.18 aircraft shot dovm in flames), and on the. seaplane hangar
at Syracuse and mechanised transport at Pachino aerodrome, on the

following night.

Although the number of enemy raids on Malta decreased, the

German Naval Staff still regarded the capture of the island as

of great importance. In their opinion the capture.of Malta

remained "a most desirable objective for the future", but this
project did not materialise.

A.H.Q., Med.
O.R. B. Aug.

Ibid;

Appx. "C"

Fuehrer Con

ferences on

Naval Affairs,
1942

(Conference
of 26 Aug.)

The October "Blits

In October, the enemy made a final attempt to subdue Malta

by heavy daylight bombing attacks. He had mustered about 600 ,
aircraft for the operations, and according to a German radio,
announcement his intention was "to keep the British squadrons
grounded and to deny a.ccess to the port of Valetta". During
these attacks the enemy changed his tactics by 'increasing his

fighter escorts and decreasing the number of bombers, but these

tactics proved unsuccessful. This is demonstrated by the fact

that at the peak of the "blitz" (between 11 and 19 October)
there was only one night when Malta aircraft did not carry out

A.H.Q. Med.
O.R.B, Oct.
and Ibid;

Appx. 'A"

/shining

(1) See SECTION IV, Page 359.
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secretk

escorted by a destroyer and one JU.88 and one Cant.Z.1007.
Beaufighters attacked first v/ith 250 lb. bombs, scoring a hit on
the Istria's stern; they also raked the destroyer vd-th machine-
gun and cannon fire,

thi-ee torpedo hits on the Istria vj-hich ble\7 up.
Beaufighters destroyed the Cant, and damaged the JU.

On 30 August, four Beauforts (of No.39 squadron) with an
escort of eight Beaufighters, five of which carried bombs, (all
of No.227 squadron) attacked the 5»077“ton tanker Ganandrea and
her escort of one destroyer, one Cant.Z.501 and several 111788's
and MA. 202's, The aircraft located this convoy about 10 miles
east-south-east of Ugento (in the "heel" of Italy), the Beaufighters
opening the attack by dropping six 250 lb. bombs and raking the
Sanandrea and the destroyer v/ith cannon and machine-gun fire.
The Beauforts then dropped four torpedoes, scoring a direct hit on
the Sanandrea v/hich blew up in flames,
fighters also damaged the Cant, and destroyed one M.202 and
probably destroyed two JU,88’s and damaged a third.

The

The Beaui’orts then attacked and obtained

Meanwhile the

The Beauforts and Beau-

Ibid:

A.H.Q. Med:
O.R.B. Sep.,
Appx. "B"

Meanv/hile, the Malta Spitfires had prevented the enemy day-
bombers from attacking the island, and the torpedo-bombers and
fighter-bombers were therefore able to develop their attacks on
the Axis shipping to Libya under favourable conditions. During
September, the enemy v/as forced to use the- easterly supply route,
via Taranto or Brindisi, and the Y/estem coast of Greece, thereby
keeping as far av/ay as possible from Malta and giving his ships
the advantage of shelter and concealment provided by the Ionian
Islands, and of taking refuge, when necessary, in Greecian harbours.
Moreover, his ships began to make use of the narrow corridor between

the southern Pelopennesse euid the coast of Cyrenaica where they v/ere
out of effective range of the R.A.F. Beauforts operating either from
Malta or Egypt. Nevertheless, in spite of these deployments by
enemy shipping, the Malta aircraft scored several successes, three
merchant vessels being sunk or beached and others compelled to turn
back or to put into European harbours. In every daylight torpedo
and bombing attack the enemy convoys and their escorts were a.lso
subjected to machine-gun and cannon fire by the escorting Beau

fighters which destroyed two enemy aircraft, probably destroyed one
other and damaged three more. A feature of the month was the

employr-ient of Y/ellington VIII's (of No.69 squadron) and the increas
ing number of attacks on enemy convoys carried out by night. InA.H.Q. M.E.

Tables of Ops. addition to attacks by the Beauforts and Wellingtons, the Swordfish
(AHB. II
J1/31/1)
R.A.P. Anti

shipping Ops. a 5,000-ton merchantman escorted by two destroyers and a flak-ship,
(Merchant),
Vol.A; List
from Enemy
source of

and Albacores of the R.N.A, squadron carried out three attacks.

These operations included an attack on the night of 2/3 September
v/hen a flare-carrying Swordfish and two (torpedo) Albacores sighted

15 miles north-east of Cape Spartivento. The merchant ship was
hit by two torpedoes, one abaft the funnel and one abaft the bridge,
and was left dov/n by the stern and pouring out clouds of smoke, (v
On the next day a reconnaissance aircraft found this vessel beached

some 3w niles south-east of Locri. Two Albacores (one torpedo
and one bomber) attacked it (on the night of September) and
scored a torpedo hit on the port quarter:
also scored on a destroyer which was standing by.
showed that the merchantman had a large hole blown in
board side*(2)

a direct bomb hit was

Photographs
her star-

Italian

merchant

ships sunk.

/On

(1) The torpedoes were released from 70 feet at a range of
600 yards.

(2) This was officially assessed as 'sunk*. (it is not
mentioned in the List from, enemy sources) •
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On the morning of 6 September an enemy convoy of two 7,000-
ton merchantmen and one of 4,300 tons (the S.S. An Vara.) vd.th
escort of eleven destroyers and a patrolling force of six IIA.200’s
and.six JU«88's, v/as sighted,sailing south-east tovTards the
Greecian coast.. A striking force of nine Beauforts (of No.39
squadron) and eleven Beaufigliters — six carrying bombs — (of
Nos•89 and 227 squadrons) intercepted this convoy some 30 miles
south of Cape Santa Maria^ di Leuco.c Five of the Boaufighters
attacked the escorting-aircraft and the six others dropped 12 x
250 lb. bombs - scoring several near misses - and raked the

merchant ships and destroyers with machine-gun and cannon fire.

Meanwhile the Beauforts scored one direct and one possible
torpedo hits on one of th
large column of smoke, (u
only three merchant ships and ten destroyers remained in the

convoy, and on 9 September the missing merchant ship was photo
graphed beached south of Arilla Bay near Corfu. One Macchi 200

T/as destroyed and two others and one JU. 88 damaged. In the mean

time, on the.night of 7/8 September, three Wellingtons (of No.69
squadron) wore sent to attack the three,remaining ships of this
Convey which had continued on its course. They found one large
merchant ship, one smaller merchant ship and throe destroyers,
some 50 miles north of Cape Aairier, and dropped 12 x 500 lb. bombs,
several of which fell Td-thin a few.yards of the larger vessel,
but the results were not observed.'.'^-'

an

e merchant vessels which resulted in a

Later reconnaissance reported that

A

In October, night attacks on enemy shipping vroro made by
seventeen Wellingtons, sn: Swordfish and seven Albacores and three

Beaufighters made a daylight attack on a merchant vessel. Hits

v«rith torpedoes or bombs were obtained on-nine ships four of v/hich
wore sunk.(3) No aircraft vroro lost during these night attacks.

Ibid;

A. H. Q., Med.
O.R.B. Oct.

and

A.ppx. "B".

The most successful of these operations occurred on the night
of 28/29 October against an, enemy convoy sighted by a Baltimore
on reconnaissance patrol off the coast of Greece,
a (torpedo) Wellington (of Noe69 squadron) found the convoy con
sisting of the 2,550-ton tanker Luisiano and a merchant ship,
escorted by tyro destroyers, 23 miles south-west of Sapienza.
The Wellington attacked and scored a hit on the merchant ship.\^)
At 21.17 hours a second Well.lrgton arrived: it found no trace of

the merchant ship, and attacked the Luisiano (which was flying a
barrage balloon) setting it on fire from stem to stem, w)
morning a reconnaissance aircraft found nothing except wreckage,
oil streaks and .the half-submerged barrage balloon. (5)

At 22.17 hours

Next

The daylight operation by the Beaufighters was made on I4
October when three of these aircraft (of No.227 squadron) attacked
1/2,000 merchant vessel escorted by one destroyer, off the coast

The Beaufighters attacked at mast height but two of
The third

a

of Tripoli,
them were shot down before they reached the target,
dropped two .500 lb. bombs and fired with cannon and machine-gun
but no results y/ore seen.

Beaufighters v/ere picked up by the destroyer which, it may be
mentioned, v/as guided to the spot by one of the P.R, U. Spitfires.\7)

The survivors of one of the crashed

/Malta* s

(1) This v/as officially assessed as damaged,
and the .Ankara wore from Taranto.’
M.V. yyhich had sailed from Brindisi)

2) This yras officially assessed under Category IV.
3) One of these four ships, the S,SrTitania (5,397. tons) y/as hit

by a torpedo from F,A.L aircraft and then sunk by  a submarine.

4) This was officially assessed as "severely damaged".
,5) This has been confii’med from enemy sources as sunk.
(6) The V^ellington was captained by p/o. Matthews. (The torpedo

was released from 70 feet at a range of 1,000 yards).
(7) The Italians here showed a coim:2ondable sense of humanity.

(Tv/o of the M.V’s
they iiad joined the third

[
^4
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shipping strikes, and on that particular night no eneny shipping
passed within range of Malta’s aircraft,
intercepted and broken up out to sea north of the island. By
15 October it was estimated that the enemy had lost 80 aircraft
destroyed, of which 40 were bombers, and he then began to reduce
the number of Win-engined bombers, interspersing them with bomb
carrying ME. 109' s.

the German C.-in-C., Southern Area, forbade any further day
Med. 1941“'1945 attacks by JU.88 formations, even with fighter cover, because of
(AKB.6. Trans- the heavy losses in bombers,
lation No.

viVii)

Most of the raids wer

G, A.P. Acti

vities in the
According to an enemy source, on 18 October

This was the turning point of the
German air campaign in the Mediterranean area, the strength of
Malta's defences being superior to the Luftwaffe's offensive

e

'
powers.

Ibid; and

A.H.Q. Med.
O.N.B. Oct.

Appx. "A"

Meanwhile, the enemy's day attacks were continued by fighter-
bombers (in 'tip and run' raids) so as to give all possible assis
tance to the Axis North African supply routes. These raids
persisted until 29 October, and on that day a further reinforcement
of Spitfires from Gibraltar landed safely on the island in spite
of half-hearted efforts by the enemy to intercept them.

G.A.P, Acti

vities in the
At the end of October, the Supreme Commander of the Luftwaffe

ordered the destruction of the Malta airfields within a period of
Med. 1941-1943 eight days, with the following force:-
(AHB.6. Trans
lation No.

VII/II)
Estimated No.

of aircraft

6 bomber Gruppen
1 torpedo-carrying Gruppe
4 fighter Gruppen
1 Stuka Gruppe
1 fighter-bomber Staffed

180

30
120

30
9

369Total

The German C.-in-C. Southern Area, at once pointed out that
according to their previous experience it was not possible to
effect complete destruction of the airfields, and that only the
occupation of Malta could provide a decisive answer,
the attacks on the airfields were made, but virithin
Allied landings in North Africa (Operation "Torch")(^7
tated the switching of the Luftwaffe from Malta to that theatre.

The Axis losses in these attacks on Malta were estimated as

being 118 aircraft destroyed, 50 probably destroyed and 137
damaged, the Axis losing about fifteen aircrew for every British
pilot lost,

pilots v/ho had been made prisoners of v/ar actoitted to a general
distaste among the Luftv/affe personnel for flights over Malta
during the October "blitz".

However,
week the

necessi-

It is little wonder that experienced (Jerraan

A.H.Q. Med.
O.R.B. Oct.

and Ibid;

Appx. "A"

/THE

(1) See A.H.B. Narrative - liALTA,
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THE EASTERN BASIN

Mearovhpe, the retreat of the Eighth Array to Alaraein (at the
end of June) had resulted in the withdrawal of the larger Naval
units from Alexandria to Syrian ports, and a cori^esponding back
ward movement of the R.A.P. squadrons. The retreat had deprived
the Allies of many of the landing-grounds used heretofore by the
medium and hea’/y bombers of No. 205 Group and the Western Desert
Command, and the Wellington bombers were thus forced to move back
to the Suez Canal zone with refuelling grounds on the Alexandria
road, while the R.A.P. and U.S. "Halpro" Liberators - augmented
by the arrival of some Halifaxes frora the U.K. - moved back to
Palestine. This meant that the ti'an-engined Wellingtons could
only reach Tobruk, but the four-engined Liberators and Halifaxes
could still operate as far as Benghazi.

Increased striking power of the R.A.F.

The R.A.P.'s striking power was by now considerably increased
by the development of A«S.V* tactics for locating and attacking
enemy shipping, and also by the development of long-range night
torpedo attacks. The Wellingtons of No,58 Squadron, after their
period of training and experiment in the early part of the SuimnerO)
had become proficient in this technique, and the night searching
and striking force was paying good dividends after a long period
of trial and error.

No.201 (N.C.) Group

With the exception of the medium and heavy bomber attacks on
Tobruk and :Benghazi(2) the air/sea war in the Eastern Basin was
mainly carried on by the Squadrons of No,201 (n.C.) Group, as
heretofore. This Group was also affected by the retreat to
Alamein, its Headquarters being moved back to Ismailia on 1 July
but an Advanced H. Q, being kept at Alexandria,
Group had b
Bisleys.(3)

Meanwhile this

sen augmented by a Free French (Nancy) Plight of
In addition to its ovm squadrons the Group could

No.201 Grp.
O.R.B. July

call upon bomber squadrons of No.205 Group and the Western Desert
fighter squadrons if and when required.

/In

(1 See SECTION IV. page 370.
See sub-section PORT BCMBING - pages 458et seq. infra.
This Pli^t ceased to operate in the Middle East'on^' Sept.
In this connection. Nos.252 suid 272 sqns, (Beaufighters,
based at Edku) had been temporarily placed under No,252
Wing (of No,211 Grp., V/estem Desert Command): they were,
however, frequently called upon for operations by No,201
Grp., and by the end of August they again came under
No,201 Grp, In August, No.38 sqn, (Wellingtons) was
placed under No.201 Grp*, and on 1 Sept, this Grp. assumed
control of a new sqn. — No,458, R.A.A.F. (Wellington VTCI’s)
— which was transferred from No, 205 Grp. On 6 Sept.
No.47 sqn. (Wellesleys) also came under No,201 Grp.
October, two Wings ~ Nos,247 and 248 — of No,201 Grp.
(which till then had been non-effective) — were allotted
certain i^its and became operational. By I5 October the
composition of No,201 Grp. (whose H.Q. had been moved back
to Alexandria) was as follows:-

In

2

Ibid:

No,201 Grp.
O.R.B'3 and

A.H.Q. M.E.
Tables of

Ops.
(AHB. II J1/
31/1)

3

A,

/NO. 201 GROUP

(Footnote contd.)
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Vf3.

(Footnote No.4 contd. from previous page)

NO. 20-1 GROUP — ALEXANDRIA

Unit Location Aircraft Function Remarks

No.1 G.R. Unit Ismailia YiTellington D.YiT.I.

Beaufort/Wellington
(T.B.)
Blenheim V (Bisley)

Mine-sweeping
Suez Canal

(Training)No.5 M.E.T
o

ShallUfa«o.
Torpedoes

No. 15 Sqn.
S (A. A. F.

Mariut Light bomber Let: at Kufra

(under No.203
Group)
Let: at St.Jean

with Wellesleys
Let; at Gianao-

lis (247 Wing)
Let; at Alex

andria

Day - Coastal

No.47 Sqn. Shandur Beaufort I G. R.

No.203 Sqn. L.G. 206 Blenheim Iv/7
Baltnnore l/ll/lll)

Sunderland D.0.22

Beaufighter IC/lY

G.R.

No.230 Sqn. Aboukir G.R.

No.252 Sqn.
No.272 Sqn.
N0.459 R.AWV.F.

Edku

Edku

L. G.208

Fighter
II II It

Hudson III G.R. Dets: at St,

Jean and Aden

Control - Oin-C.

Med: thro'

201 Grp.

Sqn.

No.700 sqn. Beirut Walrus G.R.

F. A. A.

(Vfellington/Various)
(cSc Thirchild AmbuLmce)

L.G.206Sea Rescue

Flight
Sea Rescue

No.235 WING (PET; AT
LATAKIip

ST.JEiiN: BEIRUT NAVAL C0-0?EIblTI0N

No, 13 (Hellenic)
sqn.

No,47 sqn. Air
Echelon

No.459 sqn*
R.A.A.F. Det:

Gaza East) Blenheim IV
L.G. 376)
Shallufa Wellesley

G.R. & A.S.

G.R.

St, Jean Hudson III G.R.

F. A, A. SQmiDRONS

No.815 sqn. Dekeila Swordfish Det: at Gaza

East L.C-.376.
Control C-in-C.

Med: thro'

201 Grp.

G.R.

No,821 sqn.
No.826 sqn.

Dekeila

El Biria

Albacore

Albacore
Shipping Strike

!?

If II If II II 11

No.247 WING

No,203 sqn, Det:

GIANACLIS NAVAL CO-OPERATION

Gianaclis laltimore G.R.

(Blenheim IV/V
(Wellington IC)
(Liberator II )

No,221 sqn. Det: Gianaclis Torpedo bomber

No.248 WING SHALLUFA

Shallufa

NAVAL CO-OPERATION

(VYellington T.B,
(Wellington IC/VIIl)
None on Mayfly

No,38 sqn. Torpedo bomber

(Some a/c shown
on Malta Mayfly)

No,39 sqn. Shallufa Torpedo bomber

A.S.V./T.B.(Wellington YIll/lC)
(Liberator II )

No.221 sqn. L.G. 211

No.458 sqn,,
R,A.A.P.

Dets: at

Gianaclis,
247 Wing & at
Malta.

L.G,211 Wellington VIII Medium bomber
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Wf.

No.235 Wing
O.R.B. July

In the meantirae it was anticipated that the iucis Povvers would
sv/itch their submarine activities from the North African coast to
the Lev^t, ̂  consequence of the Eighth Amoy's retreat to Alamein,
It was therefore decided that No.235 Vfing (operating under
Group) should move into the Levant
ubmarine air protection of

No.201

area and take over the anti-

our convoys sailing betv/een Alexandria,
Haifa, Beirut, Tripoli (Syria) and Faraiagusta (Cyprus).
ingly, on 7 July. No.235 Wing Headquarters moved to St, Jean
drome (near Acre)(1). it v/as arranged that this ifing should have
operational control of No.l3 (Hellenic) squadron (based at Gaza)
N0.7OO squa^on, P.A.A. (based at Beirut), No.A7 Air Echelon (based
at St. Jean), the Free French Plight (based at Rayak) and detach
ments from other squadrons of No,201 Group as might bo required
for routine work or special operations, the two chief squadron
detachments being from No.221 (A.S.V. Wellingtons) and No.203
(Blenheims) I A detacl-iment from the Vfing — known as No, 235
Wing Advanced ~ was sent to Beirut to strengthen the liaison with
the Royal Navy by contact with the Naval Officer-in-Charge,"Beirut,
and the Senior Naval Officer, 10th Submarine Flotilla, and also to
assume control of No,700 squadron P.A.A.

s

Accord-

. aero-

Operations of No,201 Group and No.235 Wing

1. Attacks on Enemy Shipping

A notable feature during July and August v/as the smashing of
the enemy's attempt to run supplies along the coast from Tobruk to
Mersa Matruh (the nearest landing point to his front line at
Alamein) by means of "P"-boats,
and mec'

These vessels could cariy tanks
c^l^ised vehicles in addition to supplies of all sorts, and

troops;(3) they were usually accompanied by "flak" vessels and
protective aircraft. But these precautions were often unavailing,
the most persistent damage being done to the "P"-boats by No.201
Group's Beaufighters and A.S.V. Hudsons. The latter aircraft —
armed with 100 lb. bombs — used to reconnoitre the coast before
dawn, and having found their quarry, attack from the dark side dur
ing the^first few minutes of half-light. The Beaufighters, also
aimed with 100 lb. bombs, and the Bisleys (of N0.I5 squadron,
S.A.A.P,) carrying 250 lb. bombs, carried out daylight attacks on
the "P"-boats, and night attacks v/ere made upon these craft by
Swordfish and Albacores of the P.A.A also armed with bombs.

The operations by the Beaufighters included an attack on some
barges and schooners in the coastal waters of Ras El Rum to Sidi
Barrani, on 25 July, by six of these aircraft (of Nos,252 and 272
Squadrons), One barge v/as sot on fire and sunk and another v/as
hit repeatedly, but it appeared to have an armoured deck with a
Breda gun placed amidships. On 1 August, eight Beaufighters (of
No.252 Squadron) on an offensive coastal sweep between Mersa
Matruh and Sidi Barrani attacked four enemy "P"-boats, one of
which blew up and another was set on fire. The same day two other
Bcaufighters (of the same squadron) on an offensive sweep between
Mersa Matruh and Tobruk attacked two small vessels but without
visible results. Later on, tv/o more Beaufighters of this squad
ron attacked an enemy "P"-boat, causing a heavy explosion in the
rear superstructure of the vessel which was seen listing heavily
to starboard. On 7 August, five Beaufighters (of No,272 Squadror^
on patrol off Mersa Matruh attacked three enemy barges of which
one was severely damaged. Meanwhile, the Hudsons (of No.455

•»

No, 201 Grp,
O.R.B, July

A,H,Q.M,E.

Tables of Qps.
(A.H.B.II,
JI/3I/I)

/Squadron)

(1) H.Q. N0.235 Wing shared the St. Jean airfield with No,242 Wing
but had its ovm accommodation and operations rooms.

(2) The remainder of No, 203 sqn. v/as equipped with Marylands and
Baltimores.

(3) An "P"-boat could carry about as much cargo as I50 three-ton trucks.

Ibid:
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Squadron) made many coastal sweeps. On 9 August, one of the
Hudsons, on a search from Cape Azzaz to the Ishaila rocks,
attacked six enemy "P"-'boats, dropping seven 100 lb. bombs from
only 25 feet which straddled five of these vessels^ two hits
were claimed on the rearmost "P"-boat which was left smoking.

2. Attacks on Enemy Land Communications

The Beaufighters were not only employed on "barge-strafing";
on several occasions they switched their attacks on to the enemy's
columns of trucks along the coast road. On 25 August, eight
Beaufighters (of No.272 Squadron) attacked enemy heavy traffic
the Mersa Matruh - Sidi Barrani section of the road. Two large
trucks, drawing trailers, and three lorries v/ere set on fire and
others were hit and badly damaged, and many casualties were
inflicted on enemy personnel. The next day, the Beaufighters
attacked three eastbound lorries and three stationary lorries,
west of Mersa Matruh; one of the moving lorries was overturned
and was left smoking, and one of the stationary lorries was set
well on fire.

on

These land attacks by the Beaufighters - although giving
good results - could not in fact be expected to effect any
considerable stoppage of the enemy's supplies,
hand, the attacks on small enemy ships and barges proved to be a
very real hindrance to the supply line, and, in this connection
the following points were made:-

On the other

Pile 58694 (a) A ship or "P"-boat sunk was a total loss whereas an
M.T. vehicle pierced by machine-gun fire could be
repaired.

Small ships and barges were more easy to approach and
to hit than lorries, and could be more easily taken by
surprise.

Although bombing attacks on M.T. vehicles had a cumula
tive moral effect on the enemy, comparatively little
material damage was caused in relation to the effort
expended.

5» Operation "Chocolate"

(b)

(c)

23A

No.201 Grp.
O.R.B. July
Appx. "B"

Meanwhile the enemy's possession of all coastal landing-
grounds west of the Alamcin line had precluded the striking force
of the P.A.A. Albacores (on account of their short range) from
operating against the enemy's Crete - Tobruk shipping,
tion to this problem appeared to be some method of utilising
of the former advanced landing-grounds v/here the Albacores could
alight and re-fuel before making their strike. Accordingly,
No.201 (N. G.) Group decided to find a landing ground south of the
enemy positions and far to the v/est of the main battle area, as
the enemy was believed to be concentrated along the coastal areas
only. Air reconnaissances showed that landing-ground 126 was the
most suitable for this purpose: its use would entail three hours
flying from L.G. 100 to L.G. 126 and it was estimated that the

intended force of ten Albacores (of No.826 Squadron) to make a
shipping strike would require 1,500 gallons of Octane petrol and
60 gallons of Shell 100 oil.

provided by Air Headquarters^
the fuel, R.A.F. personnel!'’;

A solu-

one

For this purpose, six Bombays vrere
Middle East, which were to carry
and spares, and also one company of

/troops

(l) i.e. one fitter, one rigger and one w/T operator.
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troops who were to secure the landing-ground during the process
of re-fuelling*

The operation (knovm as "Chocolate") was carried out success
fully on 9/10 July after Marylands of No.203 Squadron searching
for enemy shipping had sighted an enemy convoy south-v/cst of

Crete. Owing to the difference in speed of the Alhacores and

Borabays and that the latter had only sufficient petrol to go
straight to L.G. 126 and back, it was decided to send these two

forces separately. Accordingly the Bombays took off about

15 minutes after the Albacores, and both forces met in the vic

inity of L.G.126 but could not locate the landing-ground. They
therefore landed on a suitable piece of 'ground and refuelled, as

arranged, before darkness set in. At 01.40 hours (10 July) the
ten Albacores took off to attack the convoy, but only four of

them located the target v/hich they found between 04*10 and 04.25

hours. Tv;o possible hits were claimed on a 5j000 ton merchantman
and near misses on two other merchantmen of 1A,000 and 8,000 tons
respectively, and on one unidentified vessel.(1) Of the remain
ing Albacores, one had developed engine trouble and returned to

base (Dekeila), one attacked the a.lternative target, Tobruk
harbour, starting a fire, and the other four aircraft having
searched for the convoy to the limit of safe fuel endurance, were

therefore forced to jettison their torpedoes and return to base.

Meanwhile the Bombays, having collected their ground party and
obliterated all traces of their visit, also returned to their base.

Operation "Chocolate" demonstrated that the temporary use at

night of a southerly desert landing ground, far behind the enemy’s
most eastern forces, was a practical and valuable operation, and

could be employed for striking forces ordinarily out of range of
enemy shipping routes. At the same time there vrould bo consider
able risk of the refuelling and striking forces failing to find

each other unless they could proceed in formation.
No.201 Group suggested to the A.O.C.-in-C. that the possibility
of using the landing-ground at Siv/a for further operations of this

nature should be considered, from which, he felt. Squadrons of
Albacoros and also Beauforts could operate. It was considered,
however, that such an operation would be too hazardous "in view of

possible enemy intentions".(2)

Meanwhile, the R.A.F. day-bombing of enemy raids over the

land battle had reached a peak v/hen the Luftwaffe tried for the
first time to interfere. On 3 July the enemy aircraft were

repulsed with heavy losses, eleven out of thirteen Stukas being
shot down by a South African Hurricane squadron, after "dog
fights" all over the sky between strong formations of ME.'s and
Macchi's and the R.A.P. fighters. By a happy coincidence, the

promotion of the A.O.C.-in-C., Sir Arthur Tedder, to Air Chief^
Marshal was gazetted in London on that day - a circumstance which

gave a remarkable fillip to the R.A.P. personnel who felt that
this represented a token that their work was appreciated by the
Home Country.(5)

The A.O.C.

Pile 58694
22A

Ibid;

(Note by Dy.
A,0.C-jn-C?)

Official

Account of

Air Ops*,

M.E., Peb.
'42 to Jan.
'43.

/4»

1) These vfere officially assessed under Category IV.
2) This suggestion was made on 19 July - nine days after Op.

"Chocolate" - and circumstances affecting such a proposition
vrere liable to alter as the fighting continued.

(3) On the same day the Sec. of State for Air signalled his
congratulations to A.C.M. Tedder, adding "All here have the
greatest confidence in you, your staffs and your squadrons
.....you are writing a glorious page in the history of the

Royal Air Force."

R.A.F. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant)
V0I.3.
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4» Operation "Agroeinent" (Raids on Tobruk and Benghazi)

On the night of 13/14 September, raids were made on Tobruk
and Benghazi with the object of holding these ports for twelve
hours \Thilo shipping, harbour facilities and supplies were des
troyed, thereby interrupting the enemy's traffic for a short
period at a critical stage of his supp3.y problem.

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative

"The War at

Sea", Vol.in

Ibid; and

No. 201 Grp‘.
O.R,B. Sep.

The raid on Tobruk was carried out by combined Naval and
military forces — cover of E.A.P. protection and
diversionary bombing/!). The attack on Benghazi was made by a
military force of 200 men from Kufra: no Naval units partici-

J;he R.A.P. assisted, as at Tobruk, with diversionarypated but t
bombing.(2)

Both these attacks failed to achieve their purpose and
heavy losses were sustained.

The Naval units in the Tobruk operation comprised the
destroyers Sikh and Zulu carrying 350 Royal Marines, the A.A.
cruiser Coventry (escorted by destroyers as far as 27° east) and
eighteen Motor Torpedo Boats and three Motor Launches which
carried 200 troops. The naval force v/as not to be finally
committed to the operation until a bridgehead south of Tobruk had
been seized by a force of 100 men advancing overland across the
Desert from Kufra.

Aircraft of No.201 (n. C.) Group co-operated by carrying out
reconnaissances to cover the possible intervention of enemy surface
forces, and by providing anti-submarine protection to the Naval
units. During the preliminary stages two Sunderlands (of No,230
squadron) gave anti-submarine protection to the Coventry and four
destroyers which left Port Said on the night of Ts/l 3 September
for Tobruk, while one Bisley (of N00I5 squadron S.A.A.P.) escorted
six other destroyers which sailed from Alexandria to rendezvous
T/’ith the Coventry’'. On I3 September, these combined Naval forces
were escorted by tliree Bisloys until 17=00 hours, and V/ellingtons
(of No,201 squadron) continued the escort throughout the night.
Meanwhile, twelve Beaufighters (of Nosc252 and 272 squadrons)
employed as fighter protection until dark.

During the night the military force penetrated the Tobruk
perimeter and by 01.20 hours it had captured gun positions outside
the south end of the harbour for the Motor Torpedo Boats and
launches to enter and disembark their troops. Unfortunately, the

signal T/as not received by the majority of the M.T.B's
and only two of then landed troops-- While these operations were
in progress, H.M, cruiser Dido and five destroyers carried out a
diversionary bombar-dment of the Daba area, under cover of tvro
Bisleys, Swordfish (of No»815 equaebron P.A.A.) gave anti
submarine protection and three Albacoros "spotted" for the Naval
gunnery and dropped flares over the. target. At the conclusion
of the bombardment the virarships returned to Port Said without
incident.

were

success

Meanv/hile the Sikh and Zulu, which v/ere engaged in landing
the Marines north of the town, wrere picked up by enemy searchlights
and heavily fired on by the shore batteries, the Sikh being dis
abled (at 05.30 hours) and oventuaJ.ly scuttled or blown up,
Zulu Y/as forced to retire out of range and the Coventry and eight
destroyers — which were returning to Alexiindria  — turned back to

/her

The

(1) & (2) See sub-section POET BOMBING, page46l infra.
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her assistance. Several attacks v/erc made on the warships by
eneny bonbers and at 11,20 hours a force of about fifty aircraft
attacked the Coventry v/hich was set on fire and abandoned and had
to bo sunk by the Zulu. Sonc hours later the Zulu was struck by
a bomb and sunk. During these attacks the R.A.P. Beaufighters
nade thirty sorties to protect the ships; they clained one JU,88
and one JU.87 as probably destroyed and four JU.'s damaged, and
they forced several of the eneny bonbers to jettison their bonbs.

In addition to the loss of the Coventry, Sikh and Zulu, four
M.T.B.'s and two M.L's were sunk.

5. Attacks on Eneny Convoys

Ap^t fron the "barge-strafing" attacks by the Boaufighters,
No.201 (N.C. ) Group's Wellingtons were employed in strikes
enemy convoys whenever an opportunity arose. On the night of
16/17 August, three A.S.V. Wellingtons (of No.221 squadron)
off from their base at L.G.226 to locate and illuminate an enemy
convoy off the Libyan coast, for a striking force of ten Welling
tons (of No,38 squadron). The convoy comprising four ships,
located in position 33° 27' north, 23° 29‘
dropped by the A.S.V. Wellingtons and a sighting report v/as sent
and "homing" procedure commenced. The striking force reached the
target, but owing to thick cloud visibility was very restricted
and three of the ?/ellingtons, observing gun flashes from enemy
ships in the vicinity, proceeded to bomb them.

One direct hit was claimed with a 1,000 lb. bomb (dropped
from AjOOO feet) on a light which resulted in an explosion, and
near misses y/ere observed on other vessels, ("I) Another Yfelllng-
ton savf three destroyers and attacked the near-most one, but the
bomb fell wide. On the return journey another Yfellington dropped
two bombs on an enemy gun position at Has El Daba y/hich y/as firing
at him, but results were not seen. The remaining aircraft brought
their bombs back to base.

on

took

was

east, and flares were

Ships Casu
alty List,
(Admiralty
Historical

Section)

No,201 Grp.
O.R.B. Aug.

Ibid: and

R.A.P, Anti

shipping
Ops,
(Merchant)
Vol,3

Ibid:

Sep. and
R.A.P. i\nti-

A successful attack on an enemy convoy occurred on 3 September;
at 15,00 hours on that day a Maryland of No,203 Squadron observed
a southbound enemy convoy comprising three merchantmen and four

shipping destroyers, south-west of Crete, Three Beauforts (of No.39
Ops,Merchant) Squadron) escorted by four Beaufighters (of No,252 Squadron) took
V0I.4 off to attack this convoy but failed to find it. However, a

force of eight Beaufightors(of Nos,252 and 272 Squadrons), which
had been sent to attack the convoy's escort to cover the Beau-

forts' torpedo attack, located the convoy and shot down an escort
ing HE.IIlK. On the return journey a Beaufighter attacked three
Piesler Storches, one of y/hich was destroyed and the others
probably destroyed. During the night, throe A.S.V. YYellingtons
and tv/o A.S.V. Liberators (of No,221 Squadron) and six torpedo
and two bomber Wellingtons (of No.38 Squadron) took off to attack
the convoy y/hich they sighted some 50 miles north-y/est of Tobruk,

One merchantman v/as hit and split in two by the Wellington's
torpedoes, another merchantman was sunk by H.M. Submarine ̂ rasher
(y/hich had been "homed" by one of the A.S.V. Wellingtons) (2/7 and

two other merchant vessels were set on fire by the torpedo
Wellingtons. (3) At dav/n, seven Hudsons (of No,459 Squadron) were

/sent

1) These v/ere officially assessed under Category IV,
2) The sinking of these two ships (the Davide Bianchi - 1,477

tons, and the Padenna - 1,589 tons) has been confirmed from
enemy sources.

(3) These v/ere officiadly assessed as severely damaged".

List from

enemy sources
of Italian

merchant

ships sunk.
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sent to attack the remnants of the convoy but found only tvro ships
ablaze, and three hospital ships engaged in rescuing survivors.

The Hudsons located and attacked one destroyer, by low level bomb

ing, v/hich was set on fire. A later reconnaissance shov/ed one

merchantman on fire and almost submergedO)and, another vessel
stationary'and on fire.

No.201 Grp.
O.R.B. Sep.
& Oct,

During September and October, shipping searches and strikes i

by aircraft of No.201 (N.C.) Group vroro of almost daily occurrence,
interspersed with "barge", "road" and (railway) "train strafing"
operations by the Beaufighters of Nos,252 and 272 Squadrons. On

6 October, a successful attack was made by throe of the Boaufighters
on the sea-plane base at Bomba; some tvTclve enemy 3-ongined sea
planes vrorc attacked, one of Virhich caught fire, and six others were

damaged. The follOTing day (7 October), four of the Beaufighters
(of the same squadron) roncT/od this attack on Bomba sea-plane base;
four Gants moored in the water were shot up and also one other on

the slipway. The Beaufightors then attacked enemy traffic on the

Gazala .road, setting a lorry and a petrol bowser on fire and leav

ing another lorry and trailer smoking. The Boaufighters next

attacked five enemy camps end a parade of troops, inflicting 50
casualties. On their return flight the Beaufighters sighted eight
fully laden "F"-boats escorted by two Macchi 202's, about 10 miles

north of Sidi Barrani. One Bcaufighter "strafed" the leading
"F"-boat, scoring several hits ¥/hich caused it to alter course

violently. During this operation a Macchi attacked one of the

Beaufighters causing slight dajaage; all the aircraft returned to
base.

No.252 Sqn.
O.E.B. Oct,

No.201 Grp.
O.R.B. Oct

and Ibid;

Appx "B" and
R.A.P. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant),
Vol.4;
List from

enemy sources
of Italian

merchant ships
sunk

One of the most successful series of operations against an

enemy convoy occurred on 25/26 October during the battle of Alamcin.
By this time the enony was badly short of many things, particularly
fuel, owing to v/ecks of incessant R.A.P. air attacks on his ship
ping. Much depended on a convoy of Wo merchant ships (one carry
ing petrol) and the 4^869-ton tanker Proserpina, escorted by four
destroyers, v/hich was discovered late in the afternoon of

25 October by No.201 (N.0.) Group's reconnaissance aircraft, sail
ing south from Italy for Tobruk, Pour separate striking forces

took off in succession to attack this convoy, guided by a series
of reconnaissance flights. The first striking force of nine

torpedo-Wellingtons (of No.38 squadron) one bomber IfYellington (of
No.458 squadron) and six A.S.V. Wellingtons (of No.221 squadron)
attacked the convoy during the night, four torpedoes and one stick

of 100 lb. bombs being released, but only a near miss (by the
stick of bombs) being obtained. Next morning (26 October) the
day reconnaissance aircraft re-located the convoy euid kept it under
observation, and by the early afternoon the convoy was about
18 miles north-west of Tobruk and T/ithin range of No.201 (N.C.)
Group's day striking force comprising eight torpedo-Beauforts (of
No.47 squadron) and five Bisley low-level bombers (of No.15
squadron S.A.A.P.), escorted by nine Beaufighters (of Nos,252
and 272 squadrons). The convoy VTas escorted by two JU.88's and
three single-engined fighters, serving as top cover,
ing force pressed home the attack, the tanker Proserpina being
hit by a torpedo and by four 250 lb. bombs; a heavy explosion
resulted, follovved by sheets of flame and smoke and she after-

Thc larger mcrctiant ship appeared to have been hit
s smoke v/as seen rising from it immediately after the

During the attack, one of the Bisleys collided with

The strik-

wards sank.

by bombs a
attack.

\

the tanker's mast and crashed into the sea.

A

(1) This "v/as probably the Alba Ghi^a (1,245 tons) stated to have
sunk 24 miles from Ras el Tin (i.e. approx, 30 miles from
Tobruk on 5 Sept.)

(2) This was officially assessed under Category IV.
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A second force of five Bcauforts and eight Boaufighters ('*)
failed to locate the convoy, hut the Beauforts sighted a large
barge about I5 miles north-east of Tobruk, y^hich they attacked
v/ith torpedoes but no results v/ere observed. Meanwhile, the
Beaufightors intercepted five HE.111's, destroying two, probably
destroying another and damaging two other

There was now some anxiety about the convoy; the tanker was

believed to have sunk, but the two merchant ships v/ere presumed
to be still on their way to Tobrule (although the larger
thought to have been daimaged).
tor bombers was sent to attack these ships, both of y/hich they
located.

one was

A force of eighteen U. S. Libera

Ty70 hits yrore claimed on one of the ships but 'S

result was not knovm. ( By this time the evening y/as dray/ing on
and three torpedo Wellingtons (of No.38 squadron) took off and
located and attacked the t\yo merchant ships at dusk, just outside
the entrance to Tobruk harbour,

larger ship y/-hich exploded with great violence,  a huge column of
smoke rising to 3,000 feet.(5)
ing force of tliree torpedo and two bomber Y/cllingtons was sent out
but found only the tanker still blazing fiercely from end to end,
with intermittent explosions,
ship which may have been sunk by the U.S.

the

Several torpedoes struck the

During the night a fourth strik-

Therc y/as no trace of the smaller
bombers.

Ibid: and

No.38 sqn.
O.R.B. Oct.

The destruction of this convoy y/as a severe blow to the enemy
who urgently needed the fuel and supplies vdiich it yyas bringing^)
The R.A.E. losses during the operations were six aircraft;
crei,/ of one of these v/as saved. (5)

the

Meanwhile, the enem^^'s losses to his convoys and supply ships
had resulted in his endeavouring to ferry supplies by air from
Greece via Crete. On 25 October, a force of thirty-three transNo,201 Grp.

O.R.B., Oct. port aircraft (jU.52's), escorted by six HE.110's, was attacked by
eight Beaufighters (of No.272 squadron) about 75 miles north by
west of Tobruk,

and severely damaged tv/o others.
The Boaufighters shot doym four of the JU. 52's

Three days later (28 October) the land and air battle of
Alamein reached its zenith, and it y/as probably on that day that
the victory v/as decided, although the conf'lict continued furiously
during the next few days. Mcany/hile it had become more necessary
than ever for the enemy to got further supplies into Cyrenaica,
The fate of the convoy to Tobruk (above described) decided him to
try Benghazi, and on 28 October -- y/hile the land battle v/as at

its height — a tanker and a supply ship sailed south from Italy.
They vrere attacked by Malta aircrqft, the tanlcer being sunk and
the supply ship severely damaged.

/On

1 Of No»39 sqn. and Nos.252 and 272 sqns.
This T/as officially assessed under Category 17.
This was the M.V. Tergestea (5,890 tons).
A.C.M. Tedder signalled to the A.O.C., No.201 Grp. (A.7.M.
Blatter) as follov/s;- "My sincere congratulations on the
destruction of the enemy convoy yesterday night under the
noses of his shore defences. It was a magnificent exampl

2

3

No.201 Grp.
O.R.B. Oet.

Appx. "B"

4,

e
of sheer courage, tenacity and determination to kill".
Of those losses, one v/as the Bisloy that crashed in the

first attack, and another Bisley and a Beaufighter collided

on the return flight from the first attack,
aircraft lost yrero shot down by A.A. fire from the ships and
in combat.

The other thre

(5)

e

(6) See pages438 (Sc439 supra.
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On the night of 31 Octoher/1 November the enemy tried again:
this tajne it was Tobruk, for even if a fuel convoy got into
Benghazi there was not sufficient time to transport the petrol to
the battle area either by road or by barge over the much longer
distance from Benghazi. The S.S. Tripolino (1,464 tons) and the
S.S. Ostia (348 tons), believed to bo laden with petrol, were sent
from Crete under cover of night, escorted by two destroyers.
When they were v/ithin 38 miles of Tobruk they were attacked by a
striking force from No.201 (N. C.) Group comprising two A.S.V.
Wellingtons (of No.221 squadron), six torpedo Wellingtons (of
No.38 squadron) and one bomber Wellington (of No.458 squadron).
The destroyers laid a smoke screen round the two ships but
of the Wellingtons found a gap (illuminated by the A.S.V. Welling-

chant ships sunk to^ which were carrying flares) and released tro
Tripolino which blew up and sank immediately. ("I)

No.38 sqn. also attacked but results were not observed. At dawn, three
O.R.B. Nov. Beauforts (of No.47 squadron) sent to attack the Ostia found hor

and the destroyers some 25 miles from Tobruk.
No.47 sqn. scored
O.R.B. Nov.

No.201 Grp.
O.R.B. Nov.;
R.A.P. Anti

shipping Ops,
(Merchant),
Vol.4; List
from enemy
sources of

Italian nnr-
one

torpedoes at the
The Ostia was

One of the Beaufort

grated.

s

"torpedo hit on this ship which completely disinte

In normal circumstances the enecy would probably have waited
for a few days before making another attempt, but Rommel's need
for petrol was too urgent for further delay, and on the following
night (1/2 November) a third convoy, sailing from Crete,
sighted by A.S.V. Wellingtons (of No.221 squadron), 10 miles south
west of Gavdos Island. The convoy comprised the S.S. Brioni
(1,987 tons) and Zara (1.976 tons) v/ith escorting destroyers.
Three other destroyers were also reported at 02.45 hours (2 Novem
ber) , 60 miles south-south-east of Gavdos Island,
torpedo and bomber Wellingtons (of Nos.38 and 458 squadrons)
sent to attack the convoy but. oi^y sighted the destroyers T/hich they
attacked, claiming hits with 100 lb. bombs and a near miss with a
1,000 pounder. Later, five Beauforts (of Nos. 39 and 47 squadrons)
were sent to make a dawn attack on the convoy but only the destroy
ers were sighted and no attack was made. A further striking force
of six Beauforts (of No.39 squadron) escorted by seven Beaufighters
(of No.272 squadron) eventually found the convoy north-north-west
of Tobruk; it v/as covered with an air escort of two ME. 110's, two
JU,88'3 and four MA.'s. The Beaufighters drove off these aircraft
while the Beauforts attacked the merchant ships which were torpe
doed and set on fire and ultimately sank.(3) During the attack
one Beaufort was shot down by A.A. fire, the crew escaping into
their dinghy; one other Beaufort and one Beaufighter were missing.
One JU* was destroyed, and one probably damaged.

This was the last eneny convoy which tried to enter Tobruk.
In the month before the Eighth Army's offensive began at Alamein,
it was believed that only one supply ship had got into Tobruk
harbour, and that during a period of six weeks not a single tanker
managed to reach Tobruk, due to the efforts of the R.A.P. and the
submarines of the Royal Navy.

The successful efforts of No.201 Group's squadrons in attack
ing enemy shipping and destroying the convoy on the night of 26/27
October evoked the following signal (on 29 October) from the
Eighth Army's Commander to Air Chief Marshal Tedder:-

was

A force of

was

No,201 Grp.
O.R.B, Nov.

R.A.P. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant),
Vol.4; List

from enemy
sources of

Italian

merchant

ships sunk.

Nos.39 and

272 sqns,
0, R. B's Nov.

A.H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B. Oct.

Appx. 'H'

/"I

(1) Sgt. MoNall captained the successful Wellington (The torpedoes
were released at a range of 500 yards).
P/O Pile captained this Beaufort.
Pour torpedoes were released, tv/o from 70/8O feet at ranges
of 800 yards, and two from 5O/6O feet at ranges of 1,000 yards.
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"I \vould like to express Kiy very sincere thanks for.^ho^vray
"in \7hich 201 Group are assisting to make easier the task of
"the 8th Array. Rooont attacks carried out against enemy
"ships so vital to his effort wore a wonderful achievement.
"I^V70uld bo grateful if you would convey those raspon-
"sible our gratitude for operations carried out which must
"be epics in attacks against ships at

6. Reconnaissance and Anti-Submarine Operations and Patrols

sea".

No.201 Grp.
O.R.B's

July - Oct, During the period under review, anti-submarine operations
T/ere carried out by Sunderlands of N0.230 Squadron, Blenheims of
No,13 (Hellenic) Squadron, Wellesleys of No,4.7 Air .Echelon, Hudsons
of No.459 Squadron, R.A.A.P., and Walrus and Swordfish aircraft of
Nos.700 and 815 Squadrons (P.A.A. These Squadrons made continu
ous patrols and searches of the coastal waters, the Walrus (based
at Beirut) and the Wellesleys (based at St. Jean) patrolling the
coasts of Palestine and Syria, the Hudsons patrolling the Delta
area and the other Squadrons operating from Port Said to Sidi
Barrani and Solium. On occasion, Blenheims of No. 203' (g.R.)
Squadron undertook anti-submarine patrols off the coast of
Palestine and over the Delta, in addition to their general
naissance duties.

re

A.S.V. Wellingtons of No.221 Squadron and
con-

Bisleys of the Free French "Nancy" Flight gave anti-subnarino
protection to our convoys along the Palestinian coast as and v/hon
required, and Bisleys of N0.I5 Squadron, S.A.A.F., made offensive
searches for submarines in addition to their reconnaissances for
enemy surface shipping and their attacks upon land transport
vehicles and railway trains.

Rorimel' s advance, which pushed the Eighth Arimy back to
Alamein, brought about a change in the eneny's submarine policy.
Prior to July, the U-boat effort was mainly against the British
T/estern supply routes, but thereafter the enemy submarines began
to bo in evidence in the Levant area. The U-boats generally opera
ted singly, confining their attacks to the night-time. However,
comparatively few British ships were sunk in the Mediterranean by
U-boats betv/oen the end of May and the end of October. During ■
that period the R.A.F. made over sixty attacks on U-boats; they
also co-operated in other attacks mads by Naval units, which
claimed eight U-boats destroyed and three damaged.

The anti-submarine policy of No,201 (N.C.) Group vras
necessarily affected by the number of aircraft which it had

available for the purpose. Considerable economy was effected in
reconnaissance searches by maintaining a series of standard patrols
carried out by all operational aircraft flying between coastal
landing-grounds.

It v/as found impossible to provide close anti-submarine
escorts for all convoys by day and by night, but when areas in
which U-boats were operating could be accurately forecasted by the
Navy's Intelligence branch, aircraft at once concentrated thereon.
If a U-boat was sighted it vras chased continuously up to forty-
eight hours by aircraft co-operating with Naval surface units.

The above procedure was shared by No.201 (N.C,) Group’s air
craft and those of No*235 Wing. The development of this combined
effort - which worked in close association with the Naval C.-in-G's .
staff - became one of the most important factors in this category
of activity in the Mediterranean.

Botv/eon 1 July and 1 November, aircraft of No.201 (N.C.)
Group and No*235 Wing accounted for (a) one submarine destroyed,

/(b)
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j one probably destroyed and (c) several others damaged,
circumstances of (a) and (b) were as follov^rs:-

(a) On 11 July, a Walrus (of N0.7OO Squadron, P.A.A.) attacked
the Italian U-Boat Ondina which had been sighted by the

destroyer Protea and H.M.S, Southern Seas, some l+O miles

north-west of Beirut. The Protea dropped depth-charges
over the U-boat which surfaced after these had exploded

and the Walrus then dropped two 25O lb. depth charges
from a height of forty feet. The depth charges straddled
the U-boat abaft the conning tower, one hitting the conn- ...

ing tower on the starboard side and the other falling a

few feet from the port side. Five men wore on deck
when the attack took place and were rescued - with other

- by H.M.S. Protea when the U-boat sank.V*}

(b) On 26 August a Wellesley (of No.47 Squadron Air Echelon)
on anti-submarine escort duty to a convoy some 20 miles
north-’,Test of El Arish (Egypt), sighted the wake and the

periscope of an Italian U-boat, The Wellesley attacked
with four 250 lb. depth-charges (from only fifteen feet)
which exploded each side of, and about twenty feet ahead

of, the apex of the U-boat's swirl. When the resulting
explosions had subsided a large air bubble appeared and
thereafter other air bubbles were seen rising continuous

ly from a patch of water 50 x 15 feet.v2j

(b) The

survivors

No.201 Grp,
O.R.B. July

.4

Ibid;

Aug.

Italian U-boats believed to have been damaged included the

following:- an attack by a Swordfish (of No,8l5 Squadron, P.A.A.)
on 4 August, 30 miles north-north-east of Alexandria;  _ an attack by
a Swordfish (of the same Squadron) on 18 August, 80 miles north-east
of Port Said; an attack by an A.S.V. Wellington (of No,221 Squadror)
on 22 August, 80 miles west of Tyre; and an attack by a Blenheim
(of No,13 Hellenic Squadron) on I4 October, 20 miles north-west of
Tyre.w) In addition to these attacks, an Italian U-boat was
probably damaged on 25 August by a Bisley (of No.15 S.A.A.P. Squad-
n), some 50 miles north-west of Port Said, while carry^g out an

anti-submarine patrol between Cape Brulos and Port Said,(^) and
another Italian U-boat was probably sunk on the following day by a
Wellesley (of No. 47 Squadron Air Echelon) between Port Said and
Gaza. V5)

ro

Ibid;

Aug. & Oct,

No.235 Wing
O.R.B., Aug;

Enemy Air Attacks on Alexandria, the Delta and Suez Canal Areas

During July, the enemy made intermittent raids and reconnais-
On the night of 2/3 July,

A.H.Q. M.E,
sances over the Delta and Canal areas,

about fifty enemy aircraft operated against the El Iraayid-
Alexahdria area and the Canal. Bombs were dropped along the Cana2

Amirya where the landing-ground was also machine-gunned.
Six night-fighter Beaufighters (of Nos.46 and 89 Squadrons)Vo;

/took

near

O.R.B. Appes.

(Op*
Summaries)

(piral Assessment; of A.M.C.0.12/194^ Eneiny Submarine Casualties)

1) This was officially confirmed as sunk.
2) This was officially assessed as "probably sunk",
3) These were all officially asseSfled as "probably damaged(B)"
4) This was officially assessed as "probably slightly

damaged."

(5) This was officially assessed as "probably sunk •
(6) Of No, 250 Wing, Ismailia (under Air H.Q. Egypt).

Admiralty
Monthly Anti-
Sub. Report
C£.04050/43(8)
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took off to intercept but failed to contact the raiders owing to
dense low cloud. On the nights of 5/6 and 6/7 July, a few enemy
aircraft operated against the Canal area; one raider was shot
down by tho Beaufighters, v/est of Cairo, and another v&a probably
destroyed.

A further raid was made on the night of 4/5 July by a force
of bct\7oen thirty-five and forty enemy aircraft over tho
Alexandria area and the Canal zono. Bombs wore dropped at Port
Said, Suez and Alexandria where a warehouse was destroyed and
some casualties occurred. Night-fighter Beaufighters went up on
patrol and shot down a JU.88 and an HE.111, north-east of
Alexandria; three other enemy aircraft were shot down and one
was damaged, off Port Said.

Occasional reconnaissance raids were made — chiefly by
the night of 25/26 July, four Spitfires (of No.601
shot doii'm one of these aircraft and probably destroy

ed another, west of Alexandria, and tho follo;Ting night a Spitfire
intercepted and shot do\-m a JU. 88 reconnoitcring over Alexandria.
Those reconnaissance raids were followed by bombing attacks on the
nights of 27/28, 28/29 and 29/30 July, during which damage
caused to buildings in the Canal area and at Heliopolis, and
several casualties occurred. The night-fighter Beaufighters
shot dovm one HE.111 and damaged another, and also destroyed
Cant. Z. 1007.

In August, the enemy raids were chiefly of a reconnaissance
nature, made by JU.86’s flying at heights up to 45,000 feet Y/hich
made interception difficult. On 24 August, a JU.86 reconnoitred
the Delta area at about 42,000 feet; Hurricanes (of No. 94
Squadron)(2) attempted to intercept but were unable to gain
sufficient height, but a Spitfire (on a test flight) chased tho
raider out to sea for 80 miles and got in several bursts at close
range which set its engine on fire.

JU.88’s; on

Squadron)(')

was

a

Ibid:

A few enemy bombing raids were made during this month, in
cluding an attack on tho night of 24/25 August when five enemy
aircraft bombed and machine-gunned a landing-ground south of
Alexandria,
Squadron)C 3)

A Hurricane (of No.73causing slight damage,
intercepted a JU.88 and shot it down near Burg El

Arab*

Ibid; During tho first week of September, the enemy made several
raids against the R.A.P. landing-grounds in the Alexandria area.
On the night of 4/5 September, about eighty enemy aircraft operated .
against the Amrya area: the night-fighter Beaufighters shot dovm

a JU.88 and two Cant. Z.1007*3. On the night of 7/8 September,
enemy aircraft dropped bombs in tho vicinity of Heliopolis,
Shallufa and Paiyoum: night-fighter Boaufighters shot do'.-m tvro

JU. 38's, west of the Delta, and severely damaged one unidentified
aircraft over the Canal zone.

In the following v;eek the enemy turned his attention to the
area round Cairo. On 11 September, about six HE.109's made
machine-gun attack at mid-day on a landing-ground and a military
camp west of that city; one training aircraft v/as shot down and

two others wrere destroyed on tho ground, and several casualties

to personnel occurred. Two Hurricanes (of Nod27 Squadron)\4)

/intercepted

a

(1) Of No,243 Wing, Kilo. 8, Suez Road (under No.211 Grp.,
Western Desert Command)

’2) Of No. 250 Wing.
13) Of No. 243 Wing.
4; Of No.244- Wing, Helwan (under No.211 Grp., Western Desert

Comruand)
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intercepted the raiders and shot dovm one ME.109, while another
v/as probably destroyed by A,A, fire.

The night of 26/27 Soptenbor was mrked by a lovi^-level boiA-
ing and machine-gun attack by some nine enemy aircraft (believed
to have been JU.88'3) on the aerodrome at Heliopolis: sane damage
T/as caused to barrack buildings, and bombs also fell near military
hospitals and a camp near Cairo, causing slight damage and a fev/
casualties. The night-fighter Beaufighters on patrol failed to

intercept successfully. During the same night about six enemy
aircraft attacked the landing-grotjnds south-west of Alexandria:

one of these aircraft forced-landed near Aiarya its crew of four

being captured. In the morning (2? September) three ME.109's
made a low level machine-gun attack on a landing-ground south-west
of Cairo and shot down a Boston v/hich was about to land. That

night (27/28 September) four enemy aircraft (believed to have been
HE.111's) operated over the Culf of Suez, probably laying mines.
The night-fighter Beaufighters went up on patrol and shot down one

of the raiders, south of Cairo.

.

In October, there were desultory raids on the Delta area;
these included an attack on the dockyard at Alexandria on 1 October

by three ME.109's, but no damage was caused; Spitfires (of No. 92
Squadron) on patrol did not sight the enemy. Next day a JU.88
returning from a reconnaissance of the Burg El Arab area was inter

cepted north-west of Alexandria by No.92 Squadron Spitfires and

shot down into the sea. In the evening, four ME. 109's escorted by
five other aircraft bombed a landing-ground near Burg El Arab from

a height of 12,000 feet, but no damage v/as caused.

On the night of 26/27 October, about twelve enemy aircraft
dropped bombs in the Alexandria, Amrya and Burg El Arab areas,
causing slight damage: a night-fighter Beaufighter intercepted a
CR.42 which went into a vertical dive, after being hit, and was
probably destroyed.

Operations of No. 1 G-.R, Unit, Ismailia

Ibid:

At the beginning of July - when the Eighth Army had been

pushed back to Alamein - it was anticipated that the enemy might
make mining raids on the Suez Canal, and in response to a signal
from the C.-in-C., Mediterranean, three D.W.I. Wellingtons (and
one in reserve) of No.1 G.R, Unit, Ismailia, wore ordered to stand

ready for such an emergency. During the enemy raid on the
night of 2/3 July(V some mines were dropped over  a section of the
Canal between Kilo.82 and Kilo,94* At 11.00 hours (3 July) the
D.W.I. aircraft began a systematic sweep of this area of the Canal
which vvas divided for this purpose into throe sections. As each

sweep took place, stationary Naval craft "pulsated". The sweeps
inly of an exploratory nature to ensure that no finely set

mines(2) had been dropped, but no mines v/ore exploded during the
of the D.W.I. aircraft. That night (3/4 July) the enemy

made another mining raid, this time over the southern end of the
Canal. Some fifty mines T,vere dropped during the two raids, of
which fourteen fell into the Canal. For the next fifteen days
the D.W.I. Wellingtons — in co-operation with the Navy — carried

out mining sv/eeps.

At this stage of the T/ar it was not possible to close the Canal

completely to shipping until all mines had been dealt with;
, it T/as found that the enemy was dropping mines fitted with

/"clocks"

were

runs

more

over

No,1 G.R.

Unit O.R.B*

July

Ibid:

See pageii.53 supX'a
Finely set nines would become
dropped.

live" itiraediately they v/ere
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"clocks" which alloived
80 days.

a delay-action setting of ai^thing up to
The role of No*1 G-.R. Unit therefore becane of

explorary and precautionary nature}
carried out to ensure that if

an

intensive norning sweeps
nines had becone "live" overnight

they would be destroyed, and it was considered that this procedure
justified the risk in passing ships through the Canal
the sweeps T/Vcre conpleted.

were

as soon as

Ibid; Aug;
Sept. & Oct.

During August, Septenber and October, no oneny lining raids
were made on the Canal; neamvhile the D.W.I. aircraft carried out
routine sweeps at intervals. On 10 October the control of No. 1
G.R. Unit -was transferred from Air Headquarters, Egypt, to No.201
Group.

PORT BCMBING

A, FROM MMJIk

The enemy* s heavy air attacks on Malta in July - which con
tinued intermittent^ during August and Septenber until the final
"blitz" in October^ V - precluded bombing attacks from the island
on the enemy's ports. Moreover, there were only some four or five
V/’ollingtons (of Nos, 38 and 221 Squadron detachments) at Malta and,
on occasion, bombers in transit to the Middle East, which
available for such operations.

were

A.H. Q. M. E. During July, the har-bour and railway area at Messina
O.R.B. attacked on the nights of 7/8 and 14/15 Dy  ^ single Wellington with
Appos, ^ 500 lb. bombs, but results v/ere not observed. No other ports
(Op.Summaries) were bombed from Malta throughout the period under review, although

and in August, in connection vvith Operation "Pedestal", strategic
Table of Ops. bombing of the aerodromes at Camiso, Decimomannu, Pantellaria
(A.H.B.II Island and Catania was carried out by
JI/3I/I) -Liberators in transit to the Middle East.

were

a single Wellington and two
Until the enemy had

been smashed at Alamcin (during the end of October and the first
v/eek in November) the R.A.P. at Malta had, perforce, to bide its
time before it could renew its bombing effort against the enemy
ports and bases.

s

.j

B. PROM EGYPT

At the beginning of July, while the Eighth Army was stabil
ising its position at Alamein and the eneny was endeavouring to
break through its lines, the long-range bomber squadrons of the
Western Desert Command - in co-operation v/ith Liberators and
Portresses of the U.S. Air Force - were engaged in almost nightly
attacks on Tobruk, varied by some heavy blows at Benghazi.
R.A.P. and U.S. Liberators and the R.A.P. Halifaxes (lately
arrived from the United Kingdora) - although based as far back as

could reach Benghazi, while the medium Wellington
bombers, operating from the Suez Canal Zone, were able to reach
Tobruk by re-fuelling en route between their base and Alexandria.

/Por

The

Palestine

(1) See page 440 supra.
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i

For the defence of Tobruk the Gemans had novod in the heaviest
A,A. barrage that had yet been soon in the desert,
led a large number of weapons and their gunners had had considerable
practice during their service in Africa and they shot with consider
able accuracy. During one of the first attacks on Tobruk a Well
ington, v/hich had been detailed to drop sixteen flares to illumin
ate the target, remained in the barrage for well over an hour during
which time it made sixteen separate "runs", its pilot considering
that the illumination would be much more effective if the flares
were dropped singly over carefully selected points, instead of
being dropped in groups of four at a time which was the normal
procedure. The Wellington was,hit during its first and most of
its succeeding "runs", but it succeeded in returning to its base.

The vital importance of dor^ing the use of Tobruk and Benghazi
was emphasized by the Vice-Chief of the Air Staff to Air Chief

Marshal Tedder. In a signal (dated 11 July) he stressed that
it was more difficult to stop enemy convoys getting to North Africa
a "more determined effort" vrauld have to be made to close the
teminal ports. He stated that this would call for "sustained
and heavy bombing" of these tvro ports "on the greatest scale of
which your forces are capable". While fully realising the
importance of the targets close behind the enemy's land battle front,
the V.G.A.S. enjoined Air Chief Marshal Tedder to make "the fullest

use of your resources in long range and medium bombers to destroy
the facilities at Benghazi and Tobruk".

They had assenb-

as

A.M.O. Ops.
(Personal
Telegrams)
II JI/64,
Pt.II, 2555

Ibid:

(unnumbered)
In his reply. Air Chief Marshal Tedder pointed out that enemy

supplies were his main pre-occupation and that he was doing every
thing possible to interrupt them both at sea and in port. He
informed the V.C.A.S. that towards the end of June and the early
part of July there had been a very large number of effective sorties
against both Tobruk and Benghazi which coincided with "the most

critical days of the Eighth Army's retreat when Wellington attacks

on enemy columns contributed very considerably in checking the

enemy's advance". But he did not consider that it was possible to
close Benghazi v;ith the heavy bomber forces at his disposal, and ho
pointed out that although during the past year the R.A.B'. had tv/ioe

blovm up aimirunition ships in Benghazi harbour, this had not had the
effect of closing that port* Ho stated however, that he would

continue "to direct the maximum heavy and medium bomber force against
enemy supplies of -which Benghazi and Tobruk and to a lesser extent

Matruh are the focal points" although ho felt it unwise to neglect
night attacks on enemy concentrations and columns in the battle area

value of 24 hour bombing"since all evidence goes to emphasise (th^
in reducing enemy rosiatanoe and will to right".

The outcome of these signals were further intensified bombing
attacks on Tobruk and Benghazi and some attacks on Mersa Matruh.

During July, Tobruk was attacked in force more than thirty tines:
these attacks wore usually made at night but sometines by day,
while seven attacks were made on Benghazi by heavy-bomber forma
tions. The attacks on Tobruk continued almost without inter

mission during August and September, and did not cease until the
end of October when the Eighth Amy had begun its historic advance
from Alamein. This task of the R.A

order issued by the Bomber Commander;
harbours are the front and back doors through which the enemy is
getting his supplies. The front door is being slowly closed to
hin - thero must be no back door".

was thus sunr:K)d up in an
"Tobruk and Benghazi

/On

(1) Air Cdre. A.F. Ritchie, A.P.C.
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On the night of 1+/3 July, Liberators of tho U.S.A.A.P. and
No.159 Squadron,!'^) E.A.P,, attacked shipping emd harbour install
ations at Benghazi; bor.ibs burst on the Juliana nolo and two ships
lying south-west of Juliana Point were hit. Tho next attack on

Benghazi was nade on the night of 8/9 July by the U.3. and R.A.P.
Liberators, but details of danage wore not observed. During the
sane night U.S. Portresses and Wellingtons (of Nos. 37, I04 and
148 squadrons)(2) attacked shipping and harbour facilities at
Tobruk with 1,000 lb. and 500 lb» bonbs, starting four or five
fires in tho dock area and other fires accaapaniod by explosions
near tho fuel tank depot. One of tho Wellingtons failed to return.
On the next night tho V/cllingtons attacked Tobruk and started largo
fires at the tank repair depot and on the base of the oil pipe-line
jetty, and also at the power house. Other fires broke out near
the fuel storage tanks, the flaaes being still visible when our
aircraft wore 70 niles distant on their return flight. This
attack was repeated on the following night (IO/II July) by
Wellingtons of the sane
70, 108 and 162 squadr
ship in the harbour(4) and largo fires and explosions occurred in
the dock area. One Wellington bonbed the satellite aorodrone at

El Gubbi starting tv/o fires ajnongst grounded aircraft.

U.S,, and R.A.P. Liberators (of N0.I59 Squadron) attacked
Benghazi at dusk on 11 and 13 July with 1,000 lb. and 5OO lb.
bombs. During the second of those attacks two ships
harbour v/ere hit and set on fire,(5) and one of tho three sunken
wrecks (which the enemy had converted into landing-stages by con
creting them to the jetties) was also hit. One of the Liberators
vj-as shot down by A.A. fire, three of its crow escaping by para
chute. Tt/o days later the Liberators repeated tho attack, start
ing a fire at the base of the Central mole; one Libe3ra.tor vj&s
shot dov/n.

squatoons augponted by those of Nos. 40,
ons.w) A probable hit was obtained on a

in the

Air H,Q.,
M.E. O.R.B.

Appes. (Op.
Summaries)
and

Tables of

* ̂

Ops.
(i\HB. II
JI/3I/I)

■  t

One of the most successful attacks on Tobruk occurred during
the afternoon of I7 July when four U.S. Liberators and four R.A.P.

Liberators (of No.159 Squadron) attacked shipping and harbour
installations with 1,000 lb. and 500 lb. bcanba (totalling 20 tons)
from 13/14,000 feet. The R.A.P, Liberators claimed direct hits
on petrol storage tanks which resulted in violent explosions
followed by fires and columns of black smoke which were visible for
75 miles. MearaThile the U.S. aircraft scored a hit on a 10,000
ton merchant ship and a medium sized tanker which was set on flre(Q:
a small motor vessel vras also hit. This attack was follovTSd soon

after mid-night by a force of some forty Wollixigtons (of Nos. 37,
40, 70, 104, 108 and 162 Squadrons) which added to the flames by
dropping 250 lb. bombs and incendiaries, A second large fire,
accompanied by explosions, was started near a concentration of
transport vehicles north-vrest of tho harbour: accurate A. A. fire
v;as encountered and a number of enemy searchlights were in

operation.

The bombing attacks on Tobruk were interspersed v/ith occasion-

On the night of 20/21
and U.S. Portresses

/carried

Ibid;

al mine-laying operations .in the harbo^.
July - while Wellingtons,(7) Halifaxes(°)

(1) Of No.292 Wing, (205 Grp.).
(2) Of Nos.231 and 236 Wings, (205 Grp.).

S3) Of Nos.231 and 238 Wings, (205 GiTP*) A.H.Q. Egypt.4) This was officially assessed under Category 17.
5) Those were officially assessed as "severely damaged".
6) These were officially assessed under Category IV.
7) Of Nos.108 and I48 Squadrons.
8} Of No.76 Squadfon. These aircraft and tho U.S. Portresses

carried 1,000 lb. bombs.

RJIP. Anti-

shipping Op
(Merchant)
V0I.3
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carried out diversionary bombing on the docks and jetties - five
torpedo Wellingtons (of No.38 squadron) dropped ten parachute mines
in the harbour from heights of 5,500 to 7,500 feet. This procedure
was repeated on the night of 22/23 July when throe torpedo
Wellingtons (of the same squadron) dropped six parachute mines in
allotted areas while bombers attacked the harbour,
laying aircraft encountered accurate A.A. fire directed by nine
searchlights.

The mine-

Ibid: Meanwhile the smaller Cyrenaican ports had also boon attacked
on several occasions by light and medium bomber aircraft. On the
night of I7/I8 July, t^lve Albacores (of No.826 Squadron, P.A.A.)
attacked shipping in Mersa Matruh harbour, by dive-bombing from
4,000 to 1,500 feet and dropping 500 lb. and 250 lb. bombs and
incendiaries,

some explosives occurred in the town,

progress, Blenheims (of No. I4 Squadron) dropped 250 lb. bombs
the harbour jetties. The atta(^ by the Albacores was repeated on
the following night by five AlbaSores (of No.821 Squadron P.A.A.)
v/hilo throe other Albacoros illuminated the harbour. In the mean
time four Blenheims (of No,14 Squadron) had bombod the tank work
shops from 7,000 to 5,000 feet - some hours earlier,
on Morsa Matruh included mine-laying by No.38 Squadron Wellingtons
on the night of 20/21 July, and further bombing attacks by the
Albacoros and Blenheims. On the night of 27/28 July, tvyelvo Bostons
(of No.24 Squadron, S.A.A.P.) bombod the harbour and barracks with
250 lb. bombs and incendiaries from heights of 3,000 to 10,000 feet.
One fire was started in a building on the south-west edge of the
harbour, and three fires accompanied by explosions wore started near
the barracks; a direct hit was scored on a gun position. One air
craft received slight damage frau A.A. fire,
repeated on the two following ni^ts by Albacorcs and Bostons, and
on seven nights in the first week of August (including further mine-
laying by the torpedo Wellingtons). Heavy, but inaccurate A.A.
fire Tra.3 encountered during these operations.

A largo petrol fire was started near the shore and
While this attack vms in

on

Other attacks

This attack was

In addition to the attacks on Mersa Matruh the ports of Bardia,
Bomba and Solium were bombed on several occasions, and mines were
laid in Solium harbour.

Ibid: Meanwhile, with a view to interrupting enemy supplies via Crete,
six R.A.P, Liberators (of No. I59 Squadron - carrying 500 lb. bombs)
wore briefed to attack shipping at Suda Bay at dusk on 21 July.
Two of the Liberators made this attack and registered a near miss on
a ship, but the other four aircraft, owing to fighter opposition and
lack of cloud cover, attacked (the secondary target of) Hcraklion,
their bombs falling in the harbour area and scoring a direct hit on
a jetty which caused an explosion followed by a column of smoke.
The Liberators encountered heavy and accurate A.A. fire at Suda Bay,
but that of Horaklion wras inaccurate.

Ibid: During August, the main weight of the allied port bombing was

directed against Tobruk, more than 1,600 sorties being made in
31 large raids. On the night of 31,Juiy/1 August, HalifaxesO),
R.A.P. LiberatorsV^) and Wellingtons(^) bombed shipping, harbour
and petrol installations at Tobruk, from heights varying from 11,000
to 7,000 feet. A hit vz-as scored on a large merchant ship near the
south side of the harbour, and another ship nearer the shore was set

/on

1) Of No* 76 Squadron.
2) Of No, 159 Squadron.
3) Of Nos,37, 40, 70, 108, 148 and 162 Squadrons.
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on firo. Largo fires and explosions were started along the water-
front near the naln jetties, and one fire near the petrol storage
tanks north-east of the harbour, v/hilo a nunbor of bonbs burst
near gun positions* Considerable A,A. fire ■was onoountered and
one Halifax and one Wellington failed to return* On the sane
night, YiTellingtona, (of No* 104 Squadron) bonbed Mersa Matruh,
starting snail fires ai-jong the barrack buildings*

Ibid; Sinilar attacks on Tobruk were repeated night after night.
On tiro occasions U.S« and R.A.P. Liberators nade dusk attacks,
carried out fron a great height, the crews using oxygen and ha'ving
to contend with intense cold* During one of these operations the
oxygen mask of a gunner froze, just when the aircraft was approach
ing the target. The gunner fell.unconscious on to the floor and
the mask was torn from his face* His life was saved by tho
navigator, who filled his mouth from an emergency bottle and,
putting his lips on those of the unconscious gunner, blew the
oxygen into his lungs*

Official
Account of

Air Ops*, M.E
Peb* 1942 -
Jon. 1943

Air H* Q., During a dusk attack on Benghazi by tho U.S, Liberators,on
9 August, a merchant ship lying at the Central mole was hit:^^^
other bombs burst on tho Central, Cathedral and Outer moles,
Meanwhile the Wellingtons continued their nightly attacks
Tobruk, in v/hich the Halifaxos aiid Liborators participated*
the night of 9/10 August, Halifaxes(2), LiberatorsC3) and
Wellingtons bombed shipping and Jiarbour installations starting
fires and explosions among the docks near the main jetties, and
causing a number of explosions among a group of transport vehicles,
and silencing an A.A. battery.

During this month (August), Mitchells of Nos, 81, 82 and 83
Squadrons U.S.A.A.P, (carrying 500 lb* bombs) began to bo employed
in bombing raids* On the night of 16/17 August, Mitchells (of
No,81 Squadron) bombed the harbour of Mersa Matruh while P,A.A,
Albacores illuminated the target with flares*
started at the tank repair workshops;
lost*

on

On

A number of fires
one of the Albacores was

M.E O.R.B*

Apps, (op.
Summaries)
afld Table of
Ops, (A.H.B.
II JI/3V1)

»j

Ibid;

On the night of 22/23 August, Mitchells (of No, 82 Squadron)
bombed the tank workshops at Mersa Matruh, causing an explosion and
a fire, while a Wellington illuminated tho target with flares.
Meanwhile, just before dark, U.S, and E.A.P. Liberators attacked
shipping and harbour installations at Robruk, obtaining bomb burst
on one of the jetties and sinking a small launch: one Liberator
failed to return.

Ibid; One of the heaviest attacks on Tobruk was made on the night
of 28/29 August when Halifaxes, ReA.P. Liborators and Wellingtons
bombed the harbour and shipping,
ships, two of which wore set on fire
started among the docks and the naval fuel tanks.

were scored on three
and large fires were

One of tho
Wellingtons failed to reach Tobruk and bombed Solium, causing a
fire and an explosion.

Hi

Rommel's Last Attack

Meanwhile, since the beginning of August, the desert had
Tho two armies faced each other on a linebeen fairly quiet,

south from Alamein while the opposing air forces flew as little

/as

R.A.P. Anti
shipping Ops.
(Merchant)
Vol. 3

G.I99915/EPI/8/48

1 This v/as officially assessed under Category IV.
2) Of Nos* 10 and 76 Squadrons.
3) Of No, 159 Squadron*
4) Of Nos. 37, 38, 40, 70, 104, 108, 148 and 162 Squadrons*
5) These wore officially assessed under Category 17*
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as possible so as to build up their strength. Then on the night
of 30/3'1 August, Ronnel launched his final attack v/ith the full
force of the "Afrika Korps". But as soon as his panzers began to
advance they were heavily bonbed by the Y/ollingtons many of which
flew double sorties, while by dawn Bostons, Baltinores and U.S.

Mitchells (escorted by Spitfires, Kittyhawks and Tonahav/ks)
attacked eneny concentrations in the southern section of the front.

The fighting went on all through the day,but the Allies’ aircrai't wore
har.ipered by a great sand storn which blotted out the airfields

while those of the eneny vfere clear. During the succeeding nights
the Tfellingtons continued to bonb the eneny’s amour and transport
vehicles: they were nost ably assisted in their attacks by the
P.A.A. Albacores which flew on ahead of the Tfellingtons and illunina-

ted the targets r/ith flares. The work of the Albacores was des

cribed as a "magnificent" achievement: it was recognised by Air
Chief Marshal Tedder in a signal to the C.-in-C., Mediterranean,
asking that the Albacore squadrons (Nos. 821 and 826) should be
congratulated; "There is no doubt" he vnrote, "that these continuous

night attacks were one of the decisive factors in crushing the

enemy attack."

By 5 September the enemy's attacks had been repulsed: the

Luftwaffe which had often put up formations of a hundred aircraft

at a time, had lost between fifty and sixty for certain (and many
more probably destroyed and damaged), and the "Afrika Korps" had
suffered severe losses in armour and M.T. vehicles. Rommel's

attempt to beat the Eighth Army and capture Egypt had utterly failed,
fundamentally ow-ing to the continued interruption by the allied air
forces of his supply lines coupled with the continuous attacks on

his ports before the battle began, and secondly from the effect on

the morale of his troops from incessant bombing during the progress
of their assault.

Heaviest Bombing Attacks on Tobruk and Benghazi

Air H.Q., M.E. Meanv/hile, during the height of the battle, the U.S. and R.A.P.
O.R.B. Apps. heavy bombers continued their nightly bombardment of Tobruk.

(Op. Summar- Their heaviest attack was made on the night of 13/'!4 September
ies) and during oporaaion "Agreement". ("I) ?milo the Naval and Military
Table of Ops. units were making a landing, a force of fourteen Halifaoces (of
(/LH.B.II J1/ No.462 Squadron R,A.A.P.) , sixty-two Wellingtons (of Nos. 37, 38,
31/1) AO, 70, 104, •'08 and 162 Squadrons) and five U.S. Portresses

attacked the harbour installations,

caused and large fires were started at the naval fuel tanks and the

Ijetrol installations north-Vi/est of the harbour. The fierce conflag'
ration which ernued caused a pilot of a heavy bomber (returning from

nghazi)^ to report that when hew flew
glcrwing and pulsating like a big red

At the beginning of this attack the whole of the Tobruk

■Violent explosions were

Official
Account of
Air Ops. M.E. a simultaneous raid on Be
Peb. 1942 to over Tobruk one fuel tank was
Jan. 1943* orchid"•

barrage was fifing furiously, but when the last of our bombers with
drew only three guns -were firing, wildly and intermittently; the
remainder had been silenced by the bombing.

Air H.Q.,M.E. On the night of 15/16 September, a further raid was made on
O.R.B. Apps. Tobruk, and on the follovang day (16 September) the R.A.P. and U.S.
(Op. Suninar- Liberators raided Benghazi in the second of a series of attacks
ies) and which were outstanding in the history of air raids on that city.
Table'^ Ops. The bombers took off during the morning from near Cairo and flew in

close formation 'until they reached Benghazi. Thej'’ had to dispense(A.H.B. II
JI/31/I) /with

(1) See page 447 supra.
(2) This raid on Benghazi was made by U.S. R.A.P. Liberators (of

No. 159 Squadron) (damage could not be observed ov/ing to low
cloud and ground haze).
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tlTAltlll flight as nono of
the fighters had sufficient range to roach the target. At nid-

^he bombers reached Benghazi harbour where some ships were
oil-loading on to the sunken wrecks ("George", "Harrv" and
"Joii^"). A 6,000 ton supply ship was hit and set
and two of the converted wrecks were hit.

fireC"^)on

This raid repeated at dusk on 22 September by U. S.
Liberators,^d some hours later (in darkness) by R.A.P. Libera-
tors. In the dusk attack one ship alongside the Outer mole and
another ship off-loading on to "Harry" were hit and set on fire,
the second vessel (the M.V, Apu^x^ - 7,549 tons which was prob
ably carrying petrol or ammunitionj blowing up with ,
e^losion.U; The force of this explosion broke "Harry
the Cathedral mole (to which she had been cemented) and overturned
Johnny on to her port side: it also sank two smaller vessels
and a converted v/reck (known as "Ink"), and burnt out another ship
ly^g on the far side of the Cathedral mole, when the R.A.P.
Liberators arrived they found the harbour still partly obscured
by smoke from the fires started by the U.S. Liberator^
bombs from the R.A.P. Liberators completed the destruction
shipping in the harbour and of the off-loading facilities,
effect of this series of attacks certainly halved the value
Benghazi as the "back door" to Cyrenaica for the ^
Rommel so urgently needed after the failure of his
beginning of the month.

a violent

" from

The

of the

The

of

stores which

assault at the

•  Halifaxes and Wellingtons had continued their
nightly attacks on Tobruk. On the night of 30 September/
1 October, the Wellingtons claimed a direct hit on a mediura sized
merchant ship outside the harbour loom
near some ships inside the harbour.\3)

, while other baabs burst

,. ^ Throe of the Wellingtons
were unable to reach Tobruk and bombed objectives near Puk'a and
Solli^: tTO aircraft failed to return from these operations.
For the next^few days the bombers were employed on enemy
shipping strikes at sea, and they then re-visited Tobruk,
night of 11/12 October the Wellingtons(4) started  a large petrol
fire visible for 100 miles — in the stores dispersal
near the El Gubbi satellite landing ground. A direct hit was
scored on a gun position and other bombs burst near gun and search
light positions at the southern end of the harbour, starting
several fires. Tvro Wellingtons, which were unable to reach
Tobruk, bombed Solium but the results were not observed, Mean-

Wellingtons (of Nos. l+O and 104 Squadrons) dropped mines
in the harbour.

On the

area

A week later (19 October)
of Alaraein when

the real beginning of the battle
,  . . ^ force of Baltimores and U.S. Mitchells (escorted
i Spitfires and Kittyhawks) raided the landing-ground at Baba,
starting a large fire and destroying several grounded aircraft,
bombing M.T. vehicles, tents and gun positions, Then, on the
night of 23/24 October, the Eighth Army began its assault, support-

f  Wellingtons (and flare-cariying Albacores)
which bombed the enemy's lines and played havoc with his ammunition
dumps, gun positions and M.T, vehicles,
the end of the battle the bombers

•  tions over the battle

saw

and

Prom that night until
v/ere engaged in similar opera-

area, and when (on 4 November) the enemy
began his retreat ~ v/hich quickly developed into  a disordered
flight — the intensive bombing of Benghazi and Tobruk
temporarily suspended.

was

/GIBRAXTAR

-3^—

R.A.P. Anti- (1J This was officially assessed as "drariaged
Shipping Ops. (2) These were officially confirmed
(Merchant)
Vol,4

.  - damaged" and "sunk",
/'t? of the Apuania being confimned by enemy sources.

f  mu from enemy sources of Italian merchant ships sunk),
f  officially assessed under Category IV,

(4) Of N0.37 Sqn. (wellingtons of Nos.70, 108 and I48 sens.
~ also took part. ^

as
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k.

GIBEALTi^

Spheres of R.A»P. iictivities, Malta and Gibraltar

Coastal

Cnd;

S.15,350,

In June, the A,0,C.-in-C», Coastal Connand (A.C.M. Joubert
do la Fertc) visited Gibraltar and reported that the activities
of the R.A.F. Gibraltar in the Tfestem Mediterranean suggested
the need for the definition of a boundary between the operational
spheres of the E.A.F. Malta and Gibraltar. The Air Ministry
agreed and (after consultation with the Admiralty) it was decided
that a boundary line should be fixed at 07°31' oast.

Erection of Fighter Aircraft for Malta

98A

Ibid;

10U, ̂ 06A

During July, the R.A.F. Gibraltar undertook considerable
"Flying from activities for the assistance of the R.A.F. Malta, by ai-ranging to
the Rock" assenble the much needed fighter aircraft for that. island which

were to be brought by sea fron the United Kingdom,
from the U.K. to Gibraltar precluded anything except long range
aircraft from making this journey by air, and the method employed
was to send crated aircraft to Gibraltar and fly then from there to
Malta (or from aircraft carriers at some point between Gibraltar and
Malta).
at Gibraltar, and accordingly arrangements v/ero made to assenble then
at the North Front aerodrome ) Tovrards the end of July a group of
N.C.O's and airmen — knovm as the Special Erection Party — arrived
at Gibraltar to undertake this work, and the shipment of crated
aircraft to Gibraltar began in August.

The distance

This method necessitated the erection.of these aircraft

The work of erection vras first carried out in a hangar at the
Nev/ Car.ip, but it v/as not possible to mako test flights of the air
craft v/hen erected, and there was not sufficient space for their
dispersal. Very soon the number of aircraft required rose much

‘ beyond the quota as originally anticipated, and this resulted in an
increase of the personnel of the Special Erection Party. On

•  1 September, the whole party moved to an adequate but bare site at
the North Front where workshops and offices were improvised fron
empty aircraft crates, and ?/here there ¥/as room for test flights to
be carried out. A fortnight later (I5 September)  a shipment of
seventy Spitfires, twenty-tv/o Hurricane fighters and five Hurricane
bonbei's arrived, together with fifteen tractors and six cranes to
speed up the work of hajidling these aircraft. In the space of
eleven days all these aircraft had been assembled, test flown, and
dispersed to vacant areas at various points on the station.

Ibid: The potential danger to the erected aircraft from enemy raids
was definitely grave, and several instances of destruction and

damage to aircraft had already occurred, notably on the night of
28/29 June when a raid by Italian aircraft had destroyed one Hudson,
damaged a Wellington and a Fuli-nar and had made several craters in

the dispersal area. The only satisfactory solution to this
"Flying from problem was the formation of a fighter unit, and eighteen of the
the Rock"

Air H. Q.,
Gib: O.R.B.

June

newly-erected Spitfires were v\/'ithdra\7n from the dispersal areas and
formed into a fighter defence flight.

The next shipment of aircraft arrived on 29 September and

consisted of twenty Spitfires. Seme of these had been damaged
during the voyage and this retarded their assembly. Hovyever, some

/soldiers -

(1) A somewhat similar procedure had been adopted two years before
(1940 - but on a much larger scale) for the reinforcement of

•  short-range aircraft from the U.K. to the Middle East, by send

ing crated aircraft by sea to Takoradi (Gold Coast) and flying
them from there across Africa to Egypt, (See R.A.F. Narrative:
"The West African Reinforcement Route"),

G.199'I5/EFI/9/48
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soldiers of the Sonerset Light Infantry were loaned to assist in
the non-technical part of the work and the aircraft were ready by
11 October. Mearayhile, the denands upon assenbled aircraft in
creased: thirty were required for aircraft carrier use at Malta
and t\TOlve Spitfires had to be fitted with overload tanks for
iixiediate direct flight to Malta* The aircraft required for the
carriers needed certain nodifications which could not be provided
at Gibraltar, and the necessary, apparatus v/as flown from the U.K.
with two specialist sergeants in charge, and the modifications
were begun on 24 October. By 28 October the work was completed *
and the aircraft were taken on the carriers.

an

Meanwhile, preparations were being put in hand for the forth
coming allied landings in North Africa — Operation "Torch"(1),
and on 28 October a further supply of 116 Spitfires and 13
Hurricanes arrived and orders were given for their assembly and
testing. These fighters were to be held for an "unspecified
purpose" (i,.e« operation "Torch"). The Special Erection Party,
assisted by 150 soldiers, assembled and serviced 108 of these
Spitfires and the I3 Hurricanes by the dawn of D-day (8 November).

Flying Control

Meanwhile, the increasing volume of transit aircraft —

including American aircraft flying to the U.S, squadrons in the
Middle East — necessitated a proper flying control organisation,
and on 20 August a senior Plying Control Officer arrived at
Gibraltar. For the next throe weeks flying control was exercised
by duty pilots assisted by an airfield control pilot v/ho was
appointed for each particular occasion by the squadron concerned
or by the Royal Naval Air Service. On I5 September the first
flying control watch was opened, the judge’3 box of the former
race course being used as the control tower. The Plying Control
Officers had several problems to contend with; these included
the miniature sand storms stirred up by the fighters when they
were being run up on the edge of the runway,., and the flooding of
the unfinished surface of the runway during the Winter rains which
needed 100 men to sweep and clear it of such casual ?/ater before
any aircraft could land.

Ibid:

The great.problem was the absence of diversion bases. The

pilots had the alternative of "ditching" their aircraft or of
trying to reach the airfield. This caused considerable concern

on one occasion (in October) when five Hudsons of No.233 Squadron
returned from an anti-submarine patrol to find that Gibraltar
v/as unexpectedly fog-bound* The R.A.P. Meteorological Officer
thought that the fog would clear before the aircrafts' endurance
was exhausted, and the aircraft were therefore ordered to remain
in the circuit until a favourable opportunity occurred for an
attempted landing. At the same time the Navy was asked to have
launches standing by round the Rock in case any of the aircraft
were cojTipelled to "ditch". Fortunately the fog cleared in.time
for four of the Hudsons to land (after remaining in the circuit
for some three hours). The fifth aircraft, while attempting to
land before the fog cleared, hit the sea and "ditched": the

crew v/erc picked up by one of the Naval launches.

R.A.F. Operational Activities

As formerly, the R.A.P. squadrons at Gibraltar were mainly
ea-.Tployed in anti-submarine patrols and sweeps and the protection
of shipping and convoys.

Air H. Q.,
Gib; O.R.B's

July - Oct.

/During

(1) See A.H.B. Narrative - MALTA.

G.I99915/EPI/9/48
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During operation "Pedestal" (in August) Catalina, Hudson and
Sunderland aircraft gave anti-sutoarine protection to our Naval
forces and the aerchant ships of the convoy during their passage
through the Straits of Gibraltar, and to H.M. ships on their
return to Gibraltar after the convoy had reached Malta.
09*50 hours on 12 August, a Hudson aircraft on this duty sighted a
surfaced Italian U-boat in position 37°25‘ north, 01°02’ east.
The Hudson attacked with four Torpex Mark YII depth-charges vvhich
straddled the U-boat as it was submerging* () A fev/ minutes later
the U-boat re-surfaced and some of the crew appeared on the conning
toT/er.

the U-boat .replied with its front gun and machine-guns,
hours the Hudson left the scene owing to shortage of fuel, leaving
the U-boat still on the surface.

On 16 August, during operation "Baritone"(2), three Hudson
aircraft made an anti-submarine patrol ahead of Force "H" from dawn
until dusk, the Spitfires being flovm off the carrier Furious from
a position north of Algiers,

Attacks by French Aircraft

At

The Hudson then attacked it v/ith machine-gun fire to vdiich
At 10.30

Ibid; Aug;

Ibid:

Ibid; On 29 August, two instances occurred of Vichy French Curtisses
attacking Gibraltar aircraft. One of these attacks was made by a
Curtiss 75A on one of four Hudsons (while searching for the survivors
of a missing Wellington) in position 35°24' north, 08°25* v/est (south
of Casablanca), After hitting and slightly damaging the Hudson
with machine-gun fire the Curtiss broke off and flew in the direction

of Casablanca, During the same day a transit Wellington en route to
Bathurst v/as attacked by a Curtiss 75A in position 33°55''north,
07°45‘ west. The Curtiss continued to attack for about 16 minutes
by which time the Wellington, which had immediately turned out to
sea, was about 45 miles from the French Moroccan coast. The

Wellington was hit and damaged but its rear gunner estimated that he
had scored several hits on the Curtiss although no definite damage
was seen.

Attacks on Enemy Sufaiarinos

Between the beginning of July and the end of October several

attacks were made by Gibraltar aircraft on energy submarines, includ

ing the sinking of a German U-boat (on 14 September) by a Sunderland
of No,202 squadron. The U-boat had been reported by H.M. submarine
Talisman at 13,40 hours in position 37° 19’ north, 02° 23’ east,
and at 14*30 hours the Sunderland sighted the U-boat, and sank it

in spite of heavy A.A, fire. About 36 of the U-boat)s crew were
photographed, some in a dinghy and others in the sea,(3)

Photographic Reconnaissance

Ibid; Sept*

Photographic reocnnaissances of the ports and aerodromes of

Southern Spain, the West African coast from Agadir to Casablanca
and the North African coast in the vicinity of Oran and Algiers,
were carried out by Gibraltar P.R.U, Spitfires and Marylands from
time to tii’ne as heretofore.

Ibid; July
- Oct,

(1) The U-boat was officially assessed as "probably slightly damaged"

’2) Sec page 435 supra,
3) This was officially confirmed as sunk.

Admiralty
Monthly Anti-
Submarine

Report
C.E. 04050/43 (8)

G. 199915/^/9/48
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SECTION VI

p-

(4 Noveanber 1942 - 14 May 1943)

STH/iTEGIC REVIEW OP THE PERIOD

After the initial success of Operation "Torch” the
war in Africa entered a new phase. Menaced from the west
hy the Allied armies which had landed in North-west Africa
and being unable to halt the Eighth Army in its victorious
advance from Alaraein, the Axis armies were forced back
into Tunisia which, in the view of the German High Command,
had always been and still was "the decisive key position

The Axis forces mnaged to hold
out in their Tunisian strongholds until the middle of May
(■1943) J by that time the combined pressure of the Allied
armies in the north-west and the Eighth Array from the
south-east - coupled with the vital co-operation of the
ii-llied air forces and the virtual blockade of Tunisia by
the latter and the Royal Navy - broke them irretrievably
and forced them to surrender.

Prom the aspect of air/sea warfare the period was note
worthy in the following respects;-

The-final relief of Malta and ivialta's change from a
Mediterranean outpost to an offensive base for attacks
on Tunisia and Italy,

in the Mediterranean,

1.

Puehrer
Conferences
on Naval
Affairs, 1942

2. Changes in the operational command of the Allied Air
and Naval forces (following upon the junction of the
Axis^forces in Tunisia and North Africa under
Von Arnim and Roznmel, and the approach of the Eighth
Array to the iiareth line), viz:-
Air

(a) the formation of the Mediterranean Air
Command as a combined R.A.P. and U.S.A.A.P*
operational Headquarters to co-ordinate all
air effort in the Mediterranean theatre

the expansion of Air Headquarters, Egypt,
into Air Defence Headquarters, Eastern
Mediterranean, responsible for protecting
the coast line and convoys from
Tripolitania, to the Levant, (Beyond
Tripolitania the work of the A.D.E,M, was
undertaken by the North-west African
Coastal Air Force’' whose responsibility
reached to French Morocco)

(l)

Naval

-the division of the sphere of operations into the
Mediterranean and Levant Commands.

The capture of Tobruk and Benghazi by the Eighth Army
and the subsequent Allied occupation of the remaining
Tunisian ports, culminating in the fall of Tunis and
Bizerta on 7 ^iay.

3.

/ As

1  See page 477 infra

G.199916/IL/8/48
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As in previous phases, the war in Africa was largely
a v/ar of supplies. Towards the end of 1942 the Allied air
forces were able to attack the enemy's supply lines from
three sides, Cyremica, I/Ialta and North-v/est Africa,
general, the squadrons from North-west Africa made daylight
attacks on the Tunisian ports vdoile bombers from Malta
carried out attacks by night, Tunis received the heaviest
attacks, U.S. Portresses and Liberators being chiefly
en^loyed on these operations. These attacks on his ports,
bases and shipping lanes resulted in the enemy employing a
large fleet of transport aircraft to augnient his supplies
to North Africa.

In

The K.A.P. made numerous attacks' on these

transport aircraft, but until full pressure could be brought
against the enemy from both east and Tfest in the Spring of
1943, the enmy contrived to keep his forces sufficiently
supplied.

Position at the End of ,1942

As the Eighth Army pursued Roiiuael' s retreating forces
during November, it was followed closely by the Naval
Go-operation Wings of No.201 Group, Their task was to

maintain a continuity of operations against the receding
Axis shipping routes, to protect .allied sea-borne supplies
and to assist the Navy in clearing captured enemy ports
for the reception of Allied supply ships. Meanwhile the
R.A.P. and U.S.A.A,P. struck at the enemy's supplies by
bombing his ports and bases along his line of retreat.

After the capture of Tobruk (13 November), No,247
(N.G.) Wing's offensive forced enemy convoys to Benghazi
and Tripoli westwards into Malta's range, and when Benghazi
fell (19 November) the enemy gave up trying to run his
supplies through the shorter Mediterranean route and
endeavoured to supply Tripoli by sending his ships from

the west along the coast of Tunisia, This resulted in

Tripoli becoming the principal target in Tripolitania of
the Allied air forces.

R. A. P. Naval Gq-qperation

Meanwhile, in order to augment ivlalta's striking power
as the war moved westward, units of No,201 Group were
transferred to. that island. At the same tiiae, anti
submarine and long-range fighter escorts were maintained
from special mobile Vv'ings as the Allies' shipping routes

extended further to the west. By the beginning of 1943 a

chain of Naval Go-operation units covered the sea routes from

Syria to the Gulf of Sirte. Similarly a chain of short-
range fighter units under Air Headquarters, Egypt, - with

liaison officers from the Royal Navy - was established to

safeguard Allied sliipping against enemy aircraft based on the
northern shores of the Mediterranean.

Pinal Relief of Malta

During November and December, Malta was finally relieved
by convoys from the east, and thereafter convoys sailed to

Malta almost without incident, the ships returning to Egypt
for re-loading. The British re-occupation of the Gyrenaioan
airfields again enabled raaxiraui'n air cover to be given, and
by that time the R,A. P. , Malta vra.3 sufficiently strong to
negative threats fron enemy aircraft based in southern

/Italy

G.I99916/IL/8/48
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Italy and Sicily. By the end of 1%2 the Axis air forces
in the Mediterranean had been outfought, and a force
strong enough to ensure that the Allies retained air
superiority had been built up. Thenceforward, Malta's
aggressive policy became increasingly strong while the

power of the Axis air forces steadily declined.

Events Leading to the Final Overthrow of the ixXj.s.in_
Africa

By the beginning of January (1943) "the enemy had been
forced to relinquish the use of his sea routes east of

Malta, and the Eighth Army's capture of Tripoli (23 January)
made little difference to his supply position, since
Tripoli's value as an off-loading port had practically
ceased at the end of 1942. In the New Year, the enemy's
direct routes from Naples to Tunis and Bizerta were
rendered impracticable by the Allied air strikes from
Malta and North-west Africa, The enemy therefore began to

bring his supplies to Sicily by sea and across the train

ferry at Messina, and from Palermo and Trapani in small
ships and auxiliary craft which were sent under cover of
darkness to the Gulf of Tunis. Nevertheless, these tactics

were only a temporary prolonging of the war in Africa, the
final outcome of which was not far distant.

By the beginning of March the situation had become
critical for the Axis, More ships were required to transport
troops and supplies to Tunisia and an increasing need for

the protection of these ships was daily becoming more
apparent. To the German High Command the solution of this
problem appeared to lie v/ith the Italian navy, but this

proved a broken reed and the burden of naval protection
had to be borne by the German U-boats and the Luftwaffe.
The Germans were well aware that the loss of Tunisia would

be followed by the loss of Italy, but the saving of Tunisia

required control of the sea,
"to confront the Italians vrith the alternative of either

making an all-out effort to get supplies through, regardless
of personnel considerations, or to lose Tunisia and with
that also Italy". To implement this‘decision Admiral
Doenitz^ was sent to Rome to confer with Mussolini, but
in spite of the Luce's promises the hoped-for assistance by
the Italian navy never materialised. Meanwhile the Allied
sea and air attacks continued to destroy the Axis shipping,
and in April the Italians suffered the loss of the cruiser
Trieste, and the disablement of the cruiser Gorizla, from
Allied air attacks.

During the latter phases of the campaign the North-west
Aftrican Coastal, Strategic and (to a lesser de^ee) Tactical
Air Forces (which had been formed in February)^ co-operated
with the Royal Navy in striking at every enemy ship in the
Mediterranean. These operations - although absorbing a

large proportion of the effort of the Allied air forces -

hastened the consistent decline of the supplies handled
at the African ports in the enemy's possession, until
eventually the Allied aircraft and warships achieved a

virtual blockade of Tunisia, vi.th the consequent cessation
of enemy traffic to that province.

Hitler therefore decided

Fuelrirer

Conferences on

Naval Affairs,
1943

/In

1  Admiral Doenitz had succeeded Grand Admiral Raeder
on the latter's resignation as C,-in-C. of the Genian
navy on 30 January (1943).

2 See page 47^infra.G.199916/IL/8/48
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In the meantime, the Eighth Amy’s continued advance had
driven Rommel from his Buerat line (in January) and forced him to
continue his retreat northwards. By 21 February the Eighth Amy
had reached the Mareth line, and the successful outflanking of
that position (in March), and the resumed effensive in Tunisia of
the Allied "Torch" forces during that month, led to the final
collapse of the Axis amies in May.

STATUS OF TTTC HEhTPAT. RASTN:

As a result of the Allied landings and subsequent advance in
North Africa' and the advance of the Eighth Amy from Alamein, the
centre of gravity of operations in the Mediterranean shifted to
the Central Basin where the EoA,F, Malta co-operated with the
Allied "Torch" air forces and squadrons from Egypt and the
Western Desert. Meanwhile, the Eighth Amy re-captured Tobruk on
13 November, and two months later it occupied Benghazi (l9
January) and Tripoli on 23 January,

Relief of Malta

After the August convoy (Operation "Pedestal")^, Malta had
to v;ait for throe months before the next convoy could be sent.
By the beginning of November, Malta was again in urgent need of
food and other supplies, and it v/as decided to send the fast
minelayer Manxman under cover of the "Torch" landings and the
Eighth Amy’s advance along the Libyan coast. The Manxman sailed
from Port Said on the night of 10 November with 200 naval and
military personnel and 350 tons of food, and reached Malta on
the afternoon of 12 November. Meanv/hile, plans had been made for
the minelayer Welshman to bring supplies from the U,K, via
Gibraltar and Algiers (Operation "Analysis"). The Welshman left
Plymouth on 1 November and reached Malta on the morning of
18 November-^,

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative

"The War at

Sea",
Vol,III.

Ibid: An attempt to send two small merchant ships from the west
(Operation "Crupper") was unsuccessful, the two ships being
captured by the Gemans and taken to Biserta where they arrived
on 9 November,

On 20 November the mine-laying cruiser Adventure carrying-
some Service passengers and nearly 2,000 aircraft depth-charges,
was sent from the U.K. to Malta, and on 15 December she made a
second successful voyage to the island with R,A,P, personnel
and stores.

Operation "Stoneage"

Ibid; Meanwhile a convoy to Malta from the east had been prepared
to sail from Port Said (Operation "Stoneage"). The convoy
(nimibered M,W, 13) con:prised four merchant ships escorted by a
cruiser and ten "Hunt" class destroyers, cover being provided by
four cruisers of the 15th Cruiser Squadron and seven Fleet
destroyers,

provided ample co-operation,
set up at the Headquarters of No,201 Group and provision
made by No, 201 Group for anti-submarine protection for the
convoy, while reconnaissance and shadowing of enemy surface

/ forces

Air Headquarters, Egypt, and the R,A,F
A combined Operations Room was

was

Malta♦ »No, 201 Gp,
0,R,B, Nov;

Ibid;

Appx: "B

1. Operation "Torch"
2, See SECTION V,, pages 42^ et sdq;
3. In January, the Welshman resumed her mine-laying duties;

she was subsequently sunk (probably by a U-boat)
1 February,

on

G.1999l6/tlM/8A8.
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forces in Taranto v/as undertaken by the R.A.F
Headquarters, Egypt, arranged for fighter protection from
D, 2]nas 1 until the convoy should pass longitude 29° 30' east
from whence R,A,F, ?/estem Desert Command was to be responsible.
On D, plus 3, RrA,P
change-over line between Egypt and Malta being 19° 15' east.
No,247 (Naval Co-operation) Wing (of No,201 Group)
briefed as a striking force against enemy surface forces should
they attempt to intercept the convoy.

Malta, Air• >

Malta was to provide fighter cover, the• »

Was

The convoy sailed at dusk on 16 November, No,201 Group
providing as escort throughout the night of Hudsons (of No,
459 squadron) and Swordfish (of No,815 squadron, P.A.A.).
The convoy reached Alexandria at dawn on 17 November:
fighters from the Western Desert Command were on patrol all
day and "inner" and "outer" patrolsl^ were maintained by
Wellesleys (of No,47 Squadron Air Echelon) and Bisleys (of
No,15 squadron, S,A,A,P,), On 18 November, Bisleys and
Hudsons carried out anti-submarine sorties, and Beaufighters
(of No, 252 squadron) gave dusk and dawn protection, but in
spite of the efforts of the Beaufighters the cruiser Arethusa
was torpedoed and damaged just after dusk by some Italian
S,M,79’s when the convoy was about 80 miles north-east of
Benghazi, A destroyer escorted the Arethusa back to
Alexandria T^ich they reached on the evening of 21 November,
During their return passage Hudsons and Bisleys and
Sunderlemd (of No,230 squadron) provided anti-submarine escort.

a

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative

"The War at

Sea" Vol.III

No.201 Grp,
O.R.B, Nov:

During the next day (l9 November) the convoy was covered
continuously by Malta Beaufighters and Spitfires, while six
Baltimores of No,203 squadron (No.201 Group) from Gambut made
a special reconnaissance to cover the approach of Italian
naval forces should they attenpt to intercept the convoy. At
the same time Malta aircraft made photographic reconnaissances
of the Italian ports and shortly before midnight they conf'irmed
that all the major Italian naval units were still in harbour, 2
The convoy reached Malta safely in the early hours of 20
November, the Naval escort returning to Alexandria escorted by
Hudsons, Bisleys and Wellingtons,

Purther Convoys to Malta

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative "The

War at Sea",
Vol.III and

No.201 Grp.
O.R.B, Deo,

After the successful passage of M,W,13, further convoys
for the relief and build-up of Malta proceeded as  a matter of
3routine, On 1 December, convoy M,W, 14 (comprising five
merchant ships) sailed from Port Said with an escort of
destroyers, a covering force being provided by a cruiser and
six more destroyers (Operation "Portcullis"),
submarine protection w'as provided by Air Headquarters, Egypt,
No,201 Group and R,A»Pc , Malta, a striking force from No, 247
Wing being briefed as formerly. The convoy arrived at Malta
on the morning of 5 December ̂ vithout incident, although it had
been shadowed by enemy aircraft during its passage.

Air and anti

Purther convoys (M.W.15, M.W,l6 and M.W,17) sailed on
6,9 and 17 December respectivelyj the operations for their
passage and cover were known as "Quadrangle", A,  B and C,
Air Headquarters, Egypt, No,201 Group and R,A,P
providing the necessary air protection,
these convoys the Governor of Malta reported that approximately

Malta

As a result of all
» >

/ lOfo

1 It was arranged that the "inner" patrols were to be at a
distance of 5 miles from the destroyer screen, and the
"outer" were to be 15 miles ahead of the leading ships,

2  In fact the Italian fleet made no effort to intercept the
convoy.G,1999l6/DMi/8A8.
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70^ of the island's coinraodities had been raised to the full

scale; moreover, supplies of urgently-needed aviation fuel had
also been receivedo

k.''

With the relief of Malta - after the island's long and
anxious defensive period - the R.A.P., Malta resumed its former
aggressive policy, ana was ready to repay T/ith interest the

damage which the island had sustained in the enemy "blitzes" of
the Spring and Autumn. The Royal Navy shared this offensive
spirit: destroyers and M,T,B's sailed from bases in Malta to
harass the enemy, and R,N, submarines - in addition to their

attacks on enemy shipping - patrolled as far as the Italian coast

and attacked railv^ay bridges and other targets with gun-fire.

Build-up of the R,AoF

At the beginning of November, Malta's air units comprised:-

Wellington VIII'8 (A.S,V) &
Baltimores

Spitfires
Beaufighters
Spitfire V's
Spitfire V's
Hurricane II'3 & Spitfire V's
Spitfire V's
Beaufighters

Malta• >

No.69 sqn. (P.R.U.) detacht:
No.89(Night-fighter) squadron
No.126(pT squadron
No.185(P) squadron
No.229(P) squadron
No.249(P) squadron
No.227(P) & shipping) sqn:

M.E.

Tables of Ops:
Nov: Dec: '42 No,69(G.E,) squadron
& Jan: '43,

A.H.Q• »

strikes)
No.272(P) sqn: detacht:
No.1435(P) flight
No.39(T.B.) squadron
No,40 sqn: (Med: B,) detaoht:
No, 104 sqn: (l.fed: B,) detaoht:
No.828 (P.A/A ‘
No.830 (P,A.A

sqn: detacht:
sqn; detacht:

Beaufighters
Spitfire V's
Beauforts

Wellington IC's
Wellington IIC's
Albacores^
Swordfish, Shipping strikes

Of these. No.227 squadron and
had been moved to I/[alta from No, 201 Group,
Nos,40 and 104 sqixadrons belonged to No. 238 Wi^ of No, 205 Group”^;
by the end of December the vdiole of these two squadrons^ had
moved to Malta v/here they were controlled operationally by the
A,0,C. through No,238 Wing,

the detachment of No,272 squadron
The detachments of

The transfers of these lonits to Malta were made to

increase Malta's striking power as the war moved westward. In
pursuance of this policy, No,821 squadron, P.A.A.  , (Albacores)
was moved to the island from No,201 Group in December, and the
Headquarters of No, 248 (N, C,) Wing of No, 201 Grovp was also moved
to Malta to operate the T,B,/A.S,V, Wellingtons and G.R, and
P,A,A, squadrons. In addition to these units, Malta was further
reinforced by the end of December by No,23 squadron (Mosquito II's)
from the United Kingdom, and a detachment of No,46 squadron
(Beaufighters) from No,201 Group, In January, detachments of
Nos. 221 and 458 squadrons (Wellington VIII's) from No,201 Group
were also moved to Malta,

/Reorganisation

1  No, 205 Grp. was under operational control of the Western
Desert Command,

2 With the exception of a detachment of N0.IO4 Sqn, At the
end of January: (after the fall of Tripoli) Nos,40 and
104. sqnsc returned to No, 205 G-rp,

A.H.Q. , Medt
O.R.B. Jan,

43.
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RE-ORGANISAJION OF COMURDS

Meanwhile, towards the end of November, the question as

to the re-organisation of Commands in the Mediterranean was

being examined b}'- the Chiefs of Staff, following upon
certain suggestions"* by the Joint Planning Committee,
three C's-in-C

The

Middle East, were asked for their views on
A,0,C,—in—C. me/
67/1 (Commd: in
the Med; Policy) the matter, and a few days later Air-Chief-Marshal Tedder

visited Algiers and Malta, At Algiers the Air-Chief-Marshal
was very unfavourably impressed with the air situation of

Operation "Torch"; in his opinion the U,S.A.A.P, was
"running a separate war’" although General Eisenhower
assured him that he bod given instructions that it was to be

under the operational control of Air-Marshal Welsh, Air-
Chief-Marshal Tedder felt strongly that one air command for

the whole Mediterranean should be set up at once under an

A,0,C.-in-C

Eisenhower as regards operations in Algeria and Tunisia and

should co-operate with General Eisenhower with regard to

air operations over the rest of the Mediterranean theatre.

• i

who should be subordinate to General* >

3A

(CAS. to A.C.M.
Tedder, 19.11.42)

Ibid;5A(Air Min;
to C's-in-C,

19.11.42)

Ibid:9A(A.C.M.
Tedder to CAS

28,11.42.)

Ibid;1lA(A.C.M,
Tedder to CAS

30.11.42.)

• >

• »

On 30 November, General Eisenhower proposed to the
combined Chiefs of Staff that Air-Chief-Marshal Tedder

should go to Algiers for a period of two weeks as his
adviser on air matters. While concurring with this request,

Ibid;12A(CAS. the Chiefs of Staff told the General that they were doubtful
to A,C,M,Tedder, if Air-Chief-Marshal Tedder's presence at the Allied

1,12,42,) Headquarters In aii advisory capacity would be satisfactory,
Ibid;14A(Air Min; and they suggested that the Air-Chief-Marshal should be made
to GentEisenhovET, responsible to the General for all operations of the "Iforch"

air forces (both British, American and Free French), and
responsible for all other operations in the Middle East to

the Chiefs of Staff by whom he would be instructed to

1.12.42.)

/co-operate

These suggestions were, briefly;1.

(a) one Naval Commander for the whole Med Red Sea, and
Atlantic within 60O miles of Gibraltar, the Naval Commander
to be responsible to the Admiralty for all except com
bined ops; in the Western Med; for which the latter
would be responsible to Gen. Eisenhower,

(b) land command to be divided by a line joining the
Tunisian-Tripolitanian frontier to Corfu,

(c) two Air Commanders: one under Gen. Eisenhower comprising
12th U.S,A,A.P. and all R.A.P. aircraft based in French

North Africa except "Coastal aircraft"; the other to be
called "lilddle East and Mediterranean" and to include

. j

all air forces based east of the Tunisian-Tripolitanian
frontier plus all "Coastal aircraft" in the Western

Med; and Gibraltar,

Malta to remain in the Middle East Command,

two Naval sub-commands, one each end of the Med; and an
Air sub-command for the (so-called) "Coastal aird'raft"
in the Western end.

(f) a Combined Naval H,Q, for the control of the Med: to
be set up near Gen, Eisenhower's H.Q, and to be
controlled by local representatives of the C.-in-C
Med: who would themselves remain at Cairo,

• 9
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co-operate ■with the General "in such a way as to secure most
quickly the defeat of both Nehring and Rommel",'* In his reply.
General Eisenhower did not think that Air-Chief-Marshal Tedder
"could v/ell serve as a Commander in two separate theatres which
were under separate ground Commanders"; he informed the Air
Ministry that "because of the pressure of time and the presence
here of Lieut.-General Spaatz of the 8th. U.S. Air Force in the
United Kingdom" he was appointing General Spaatz as his deputy
for air, but "his qrasition f/as not that of a Commander".
Eisenhower also asked for the loan of two R.A.P. Staff Officers
who should be "thoroughly experienced in the type of air fighting
that must take place".

General

Ibid;,17A
(Gen.Eisen-
hov/er to Air

Min,4.12.42)

Ibid; ,19A
(ACM.Tedder
to CAS,
5.12.42).

On the receip-t of this information (through the Chief of the
Air Staff), Air-Chief-Marslial Tedder pointed out that he was
being requested by General Eisenhower for the loan of bombers, and
by Air-Marshal Yfelsh for fighters, from the Middle East Command,
and that he felt strongly that as far as the R,A,P. was concerned
a Unified Command v/as urgently essential. In his opinion
"practically the whole enemy effort whether in Tunisia or in
Libya came from ports and air bases in Southern Italy and Sicily",
and the majority of these ■were closer to the E,A, P. hea^vy bomber
bases in Cyrenaica than they were to those being'used in North
Africa, The R^A. P, , Malta, had x^layed and was x:laylng a vital
part in these operations, especially "Torch", and he considered
that "close co-operation of the air operations from the east and
from the west was most urgently required".

Iliia.: ,20A
(M.E.Defence
Cora; to Air
Min; ,5.12.42)

Air-Chief-Marshal Tedder’s viev/s -tvere upheld by the Middle
East Defence Committee who signalled the Prime Minister and Chiefs
of Staff that in their view the A,O.C.-in-C. should be appointed
at Algiers under the supreme command of General Eisenhower in the
"Torch" area; that such A, 0. C,-in-C, should exercise strategic;
direction over all air forces in the Mediterranean theatre, the
U.S, forces to remain under U.S, command but to operate under the
A.O.C.-in-C’s strategic direction as they were already doing in
the Western Desert, In conclusion, the Committee enphasised that
Tunisia was the key to the operations in the Mediterranean and
they postulated that the strategic direction of all air forces
should be placed immediately in the hands of one man who, they
were "convinced", should be Air-Chief-Marshal Tedder in view of
his experience of operations in the Mediterranean. The appoint
ment of tiro Staff off*icers in an advisory capacity, as requested
by General Eisenhower would, in the Commiittee’s opinion, "be of
no practical value ?/hatsoever'''.

Iii^22A
(ACM Tedder
■to CAS, ,
9.12.42)

A.H.Q. M.E,
A.O.C./67/I,
22fA(A. C.M,
Tedder to CAS

13.12.42)

A few days later, Air-Chief-Marshal Tedder flew to Algiers
in response to a further request from General Eisenhower to
■visit him "in order thoroughly to co-ordinate air aoti'vities" of
the Air-Chief-Marshal's and the General’s air forces. While at
Algiers Air-Chief-Marshal Tedder discussed ■with General Eisenhower
the question of a unified air Command and also of the air Command
in North Africa, In ■che Air-Chief-Marshal’s ■view the existing air
organisation was "almost crazy, with two air forces vrorking
together with no effective command". Although he considered that
Lieut.-General Spaatz was "performing a useful function in
co-ordination" he had
and "he was not commanding".

no oiDerational experience or knowledge"
The Air-Chief-Marshal felt strongly

that one effective Commander of both the air forces was essential
and he believed that the only solution was to appoint an

/ American
1, This was, in effect, A,C,M, Tedder’s own suggestion to the

C.A,S, with regard ■to the ax;>pointment of an A,0.C,-in-C
Mediterranean (mentioned above), but it proposed A,C.M,
Tedder himself for that appointment*

• >
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Amerioan Commander v/ith "a first class British Deputy".
■ thought, however, that General Eisenhower was "coming round to
an agreement on unified British Air Command in the Mediterranean

hut in his (Tedder's) opinion the General had undertaken
Operation "Torch" with the idea of the United Kingdom and North

Africa being one theatre and was apprehensive that if Worth

Africa and Libya v/ere linked together as one theatre he would
lose control over the Ameircan Air Forces in the U.K. on which

he hoped to drav/ for the North African operations.

He

General Eisenhower's discussions with Air Chief Marshal

Tedder bore fruit in due course as far as unified Command for

During the next two
weeks the General found time to make "a thorough study of the

and by the end of December he had
come to the conclusion that "a single Command of the entire

"Torch" Air Forces was necessary". In his opinion the initial
organisation was not necessarily faulty, but he now felt that
the employment of both American and British air units in the

same areas had created conditions requiring centralised control
"by an officer who can act in his own name without referring
his problems to me". The General informed the Combined Chiefs

of Staff that he had decided (subiect to their approval) "after
earnest consideration and long reflection" to set up, directly
under himself, an Allied Commander-in~Chief for Air, and he
nominated Major-General Spaatz for that appointment.

A-.M, CS, "17572, the "Torch" Air Forces was concerned.
106a

(Genl.Eisen- Allied air organisation
hower to

Combined

(U.S.&
Brit;)
Chiefs of

Staff,
31.12,42)

The final answer to this and other suggestions was r

towards the end of January (1543) at Anfa (Casablanca)(1)
where the Prime Minister, President Roosevelt and the Combined

A.H.Q.M.E. Chiefs of Staff were in conference. At this Conference -

A,0.C./67/1, which was visited by Generals Eisenhower and Alexande.rl^)
Air Chief Marshal Tedder - the question of a comprehensive
re-organisation of the whole of the Mediterranean theatre was

discussed v/ith a viev/ to setting up a unified Command of the
Allied Naval, Land and Air Forces,
stage of the African campaigns that Von Arnim's forces in

Tunisia and Rommel's "Afrika Korps" - which was being steadily
pursued by the Eighth Army - would effect a junction, and it
was decided that when this event had occurred the projected
unified Command should be formed.

©ache

and

39A

It v/as apparent at this

d

CCS.163
(23.1.43)
CCS. 170/2
(23.1.43)

In accordance v/ith this decision the British Chiefs of

Staff submitted proposals to the Combined Chiefs defining the

Naval, Land and Air Commands, which were approved by the
Prime Minister and the Presidento

Air Forces

Ibid: The agreed proposals authorised the foiroation of a
Mediterranean Air Command (m.A.C.) under an Air Commander-in-
Chief, Mediterranean, v/hich was to comprise three subordinate

CooBsamds; North-West African Air Forces (N.A.A.F. ) Middle East,
and Malta.

General Eisenhower in respect of:

The Air C.-in-C, was to be subordinate to

(a) the air forces stationed from time to time in the
North-West African theatre and their operations

(b) The operations of other Mediterranean air forces in
conjunction with operations conducted in or from
the North-Y^est African theatre.

/and

1. This was the "Casablanca Conference".

2. G.O.C.-in-C Middle East,.)
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and General Eisonho’,7er was to afford the Air C.-in-C. all possible
support and facilities in the North-v/est African theatre for

the operation of the Mediterranean air forces and for their

efficient co-operation with the land and sea forces in that
theatre.

It v/as also agreed that Air Ghief Marshal Tedder should
be the Air C,-in-G., Mediterranean, with his headquarters at
Algiers. The organisation of the Middle East Command was to
remain unaltered; it v/as to be placed under command of

Air Chief Marshal Sholto Douglas(') as A.0.C.-in-C. Malta was
to become a separate Command (but directly under M.A.C.); the
third Command under M.A.C, - North-west African Air Forces -

was to be canmanded by Major-General Spaatz,

Formation of M.A.C. and N.A.A.F• »

The expected junction of Von Arnim's and Roramel^s forces

and the approach of the Eighth Array to the Mareth line, both
occurred in the middle of February, and the two theatres of war

A.H.Q.M.A.C. thus became merged into one.
OEB.App.2 sals of the Chiefs of Staff were put into force by General
(Genl. Eisenhower (on 1? February). Air Chief Marshal Tedder - .
Eisenhov/er's assumed command of M.A.C. with Air Vice Marshal Y/iggleswortm

as his Deputy and Brigadier-General Craig, U.S.A.A.F
Order No.20) Chief of Staff,

Accordingly, the agreed propo-

General as his• 9

Air Chief Marshal Sholto Douglas became
A.O.C.-in-C., Middle East, and Major-General Spaatz assumed
the command of N.A.A.P. with his headquarters at Constantine.
Air Vice-Marshal Park remained at Malta as A.O.C. of that

Command.

Role and Composition of N.A.A.F.

Torch" (R.A.F.) Eastern Air Command
Its primary task was to

shatter the enemy air foroe and then to attack his land and sea
forces,

formations, viz;

N.A.A.P. absorbed the

and the 12th, U,S. Air Force,

The Command was organised into five subsidiary

A.H.Q.M.A. C.

ORB.Feb.,
App.6.(Genl
Eisenhoweii^s

General

Order No. 1)
)  N.A.A.F. Strategic Air Force (General Doolittle) /  .
)  N.A.A.F. Tactical Air Force l^ir Marshal Coningham)'"'''

N.A.A.P. Coastal Air Force (Air Vice-Marshal Lloyd)
N.A.A.Po Training Command (Brig-Genl.Cannon)
N.A.A.F, Service Command (Brig-Genl. Dunton)

(i
(ii
(iii)

There vzas also a: N.A.A.P. Photographic Reconnaissance
Wing (Colonel Roosevelt)(5)^ and (later) a N.A.A.P. Troop
Carrier Command''°z,

A.H.Q.M.A.C.

ORB,March,
Appx.24

Role and Composition of N.A.A.F. Strategic, Tactical and
Coastal Air Forces, and Photo. Reconnaissance" Wing.

(i) The functions of Strategic Air Force were to plan and
control air operations of all bombers and escort

fighters assigned to the Coirmand for strategic support
of land and sea forces. It comprised:-

A.H.Q.M.A.C.

ORB. Feb.,
App.6.(Genl.
Eisenhovzer's

General Order

No. 1 .Annex: 2)-~
/(U.S.A.A.P.)

1, Dy. Chief of Air
Command, 1940-42.

2. Dy. Director Intelligence, Air Ministry, I936-9.
3. A.O.C., Western Desert Air Force
4. Formerly A,0.C., Mediterranean (Malta)
5» A son of the President

6. The Chain of Command of M.A.C. is given in Appendix "T

Staff, I94O; A.O.C.-in-C Fighter• >
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(IT.S.A.A.F. )

97th Ifeavy Bomber Group
513th Ifeavy Bomber Squadron
H.Q. 7th, Y/ing coinpriaihg: ~

i2th., 17th., 3'IOth., and 320th. Medium Bomber Groups
1st., lAth., and 82nd. Fighter Groups

(R.A.F.)

Nos. 14;.2 and I50 Bombe.r Squadrons (Tfellingtons)
and ancillary units.

(ii) The main function of Tactical Air Force was close support
of ground troops in Tunisia. It comprised:

(U.S.A.A.F.)

_XII Ai£ Support Command consisting of:

H.Q. and H.Q. Squadron
68tho Observation Group

31st. j, 52nd., 81st. and 325th. Fighter Groups
47th. Light Bomber Group
and ancillary units

£b_iG:
Annex 1

(E.A.F.)

No.242 Group (formerly of Eastern Air Command)
"’wEIclT*consisted of:

H.Q. No.242 Group
No.322 Wing (Nos.81p154,232 and 242
'Fighter squadrons (Spitfires) and Nos,
18 and II4 Light Bomber Squadrons (Bialeys)

No.324 Wing (Nos. 72, 93, 111, 152 and 243
Fighter squadrons (Spitfires))
No.326 Wing (NoSc13 and 614 Light Bomber
"(Bosleys) and Nos,225 and 241 Fighter-
bomber squadrons (Hurricanes))

and ancillary units.(v

(iii) The functions of Coastal Air Force were:-

(a) to plan the defence of North-west Africa
(b) uO direct the operation of the air-ground and

ground-air recognition system for North-west Afrioa
to control all sea/air reconnaissance
to control all anti-submarine operations

(e) to control air operations for the protection of
shipping in co-operation with the Royal Navy,

(f) to control all shipping strikes undertaken by
the Command.

(c)
(<i)

ibid: .

Annex 3

Coastal Air Force comprised:-

350th. (U.S.) B''ip:hter Group (Nss. 345.346 and 347 squadrons
Airacobras), and the following units of the former
R.A.F. Eastern Air Command, viz:

/No,

1. In March a Tactical Bomber Force was added.
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No« 323 Wing (Nos. 32, 87 and 253 Fighter squadrons -

Hurricanes - and No,43 Fighter squadron
Spitfires)

No, 325 ?^ing (Nos. I53, 255 and 500 Fighter squadrons -
Eeaufighters)

No.328 \Ying (Nos. 5OO and 608 G.R. squadrons - Hudsons
and No.813 T.S.R. squadron - Swordfish -
detailed from the F.A.A.- and Air/sea Rescue
aircraft - Walrus)

H.Q. and H.Q. squadrons of the (U,S.) 1st, and 2nd Defence
Wings and ancillary units.

The chief function of the Photographic Reconnaissance Vfing
was photo; reconnaissance of strategic targets in enemy
occupied Tunisia, Italy, Sicily, Sardinia and southern France,
It comprised the 3rd. U.S. P.R. G-ioup and No,682 squadron, R.A.F.
Detachments of this Y/ing were attached to the N.A. Strategic
and Tactical Air Forces,

A.H.Q.jM.A.C.
O.R.B.Apl:

Appx, 31.

Naval Forces

C.C.S.I69
(23,1.43).
Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative

"The Yifar at

Sea".Vol,IV.

On 20 February, the re-organisation of the Naval Command
of the Mediterranean (as proposed at the Casablanca Conferen^)
was effected, Admiral-of-the-Fleet Sir Andrew Cunningham( v
became once-more G.-in-G., Mediterranean, but the character of
the Command was altered,

eastern half of the Mediterranean, v^'hereas the new Command

comprised the original "Torch" area which was extended eastwards

to an imaginary line drawn from the Tunisian-Tripolitanian
boundary to latitude 35° north, longitude 16° east, and thence
to Cape Spartivento in Italy. ̂ J Admiral Harv/ood relinquished
his title of C,-in-C., Mediterranean, and assumed that of

C.-in-C., Levant, which v/as the nev/ designation cf his existing
Command in the Eastern Mediterranean, and included the Red Sea,

The former Command comprised only the

(3)

alta which became an

for offensive action
Admiral Cunningham’s Command included M

increasingly effective Naval and air base(^/
during the campaign in Tunisia,
yet in a position to supply the Naval and air forces in Malta, for
as long as the enemy could maintain his air strength over the
Sicilian "Narrows

The Allies were, however, not

it v/as inadvisable to send convoys to Malta
It was therefore decided thatthrough the Western Mediterranean,

the supply of Malta should continue to be the responsibility of

the C.-in-G., Levant^

Land Forces: Formation of Eighteenth Army Group

The co-ordination of the armies and corps which were to

close the encirclement of Tunisia had also been approved at

the Casablanca Conference, It had been agreed that after t
CCS. 169
(23.1.43); he

/Eighth

1. Admiral Cunningham had been promoted on 21st January.

2, On 1st June the boundary was moved eastward to 20°.

3. On 27th March, Vice-Admiral Leatham assumed the post of
C.-in-C., Levant on the relinquishment of that Command
by Admiral Harwood on medical grounds,

4. To quote Gnl, Eisenhower: "The services of Malta's air

forces in striking at Axis communications v/ere matched
by the attacks of Malta's destroyers and of the 10th.
Flotilla upon the enemy's shipping". (Despatch)#
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Eighth Army had entered Tunisia it should he transferred from
the Middle East Command to that of the Allied Forc3es under

General Eisenhower, and that General Alexander should become

General Eisenhower's Deputy,
primary task should be to command the Allied forces on the
Tunisian front with the assistance of a small Headquarters Staff

of his own provided by the Middle East Command,
February, therefore. Genera] Alexander became Deputy C,-in-C.,
Allied Forces, and C.-in-C., Eighteenth Array Group which comprised
the British First and Eighth Armies (Generals Anderson and
Montgomery) the U.S.II Corps (General Patton) and the Free
French XIX Corps (General Juin).

General Alexander's first action v/as to re-group the
Tunisian forces: he divided the battle area into three national

sections, the British First Army to operate in the north, the
U.S. II Corps in the south, and the Free French XIX Corps in the
centre,

force in the zone of operations to the south-east,
same time provision was made for a general reserve, to be

administered by the nov/ly-arrived British IX Corps Ifeadquarters
commanded by Lieut:-General Crocker,

In view of the Eighth Army having ome under General
Alexander, Air Chief-Marshal Tedder transferred the operational
command of the Western Desert Air Force to that of N.A.A.F.

(as envisaged in the approved proposals of the British Chiefs
of Staff),

Further, that General Alexander's

On 20th

The British Eighth Army remained as an advancing
At the

A.H.Q. ,M.A.C«,
0KB., Feb
Appx:2 (Genl.
Eisenhower's

General Order

Wo.20)

• >

A.H. Q. ,M.A.C.,
ORB., Feb
Appx.8.

• >

THE VfflSTEKN AND CENTRAL BASINS

The terapcrary abandonment of major ground operations by the
Allied "Torch" forces in January had little effect upon the
air/sea warfare in the Western and Central Basins v/here the
Allies were making every effort to cut the enemy's line of

communication to Tunisia, The enemy's policy^for transporting
(a) personnel and (b) supplies across the Sicilian "Narrows"
was as follows:-

(a) the employment of destroyers making passage by night
at high speed

(b) merchant ships sailing by day under fighter cover.

These irathods rendered night attacks by Allied naval
surface forces impracticable, and the Allied strategy was

therefore confined to submarine action, searches,^shipping
strikes by night by torpedo aircraft, daylight shipping strikes
by bombers, and heavy and medium bomber attacks on ports
according to the location of enemy target ships.^ It had,
however, been found by past experience that bombing attacks on
ports and bases (e.g, Benghazi and Tripoli in 194V42), however
relentless, did not achieve decisive results. The most

to locate and sink supply ships at sea, foreffective method was

A.H.Q. M.E.

DAOC/CC/4
("Strategy")
(War Cabinet's
"Chief tel"

No.1 of

23.1.43.)

which adequate air reconnaissance and air striking
furnished with the requisite fighter cover were essential factors.

In both the Western and Central Basins the "Torch" a.i.r

forces (comprising the R.A.F. Eastern Air Command and the 12th
U.S.A.A.F.) continued their operations which included almost

daily shipping sweeps, convoy escorts, and attacks on enemy-
occupied ports and bases and enemy airfields. In the Central
Basin the R.A.F. Malta - re-inforced with squadrons from No. 21

Group - again pursued its agressive policy against Axis shipping
and supply ports and railways in Sicily and Italy, and by
'intruder' operations over enemy airfields.

/OEERATIONS
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OEEMTIONS OF THE "TORCH" AIR FORCES

Attacks on Enemy Shipping

The most successful attacks on enemy shipping during January
H. Q. E.A.C.Op: and February v/ere made by aircraft of the 12th. U.S.A.A.F. On

SummariesjH,Q. 20th January, six U.S. Mitchells, escorted by tv/elve Lightnings,
12th.U.S.A.A.F. were sent to attack shipping between Tunisia and Sicily.
Inte 11:Summaries; '13.41 hours (off Plaea Island)(v they sighted the Italian
R.A.F. Anti- 5»022-ton tanker Saturno escorted by  a small motor vessel and two
shipping Ops; destroyers.
(Mercb't)Vol,4;
List from Enemy on the Saturno which caused an explosion, the vessel settling low

in the water and subsequently sinking.
(22nd January) five U
bombed a 4>000-ton freighter and a cargo ship, obtaining hits on
the stem and amidships of the freighter which was left listingC^]
while near misses v/ere registered on the cargo ship. On 23rd
January, five escorted U.S. Marauders attacked some freight barges
off the Tunisian coast: one barge exploded, one was set on fire

and capsized, and a third was listing when last seen. Four days
later (27th January), six escorted U.S. Mitchells bombed two enemy
destroyer? both of which had their decks loaded with troops; two
direct hits vrore scored on the starboard side of one of t

At

The Mitchells dropped fifteen 300 lb, bombs (from
a height of 200 feet), scoring one direct hit and two near misses

Sources of T?/o days later

Marauders, escorted by 'twelve Lightnings,Italian

merchant ships
sunk.

O

• o»

'

destroyers which was set on fire and left listing heavily
while near misses were obtained on the other,

six U.S. Mitchells, escorted by twelve Lightnings, attacked an

enemy convoy some 30 miles off Cape Bon, cemprising the 3,094-ton
merchantman Vercelli,(4) one 1,500-ton merchantman, six
freighters, four de'siroyera and several small escort vessels.
The convoy was bombed from 100 feet, two direct hits being scored
on the Vercelli which blew off her sui:ierrtructure and sank her.

The other merchant ship was hit and set on fii^e^while one of the
freighters was hit which caused an explosion,
attack was in progress, a formation of about sixteen enemy
aircraft attacked the Mitchells: one IvJL-. 109, one ME. 110 and one
ME. 210 were destroyed, one ME. 109, one ME. 110 and one ME. 120 T\/ere
probably destroyed, and one JU.88 was damaged.

On 29th January,

While the

On 10 February, nine escorted U.S. Mitchells, while on an

offensive shipping patrol, sigh'ted and attacked four barges
(believed to be Siebel ferries) some 40 miles north of Cape
The bombs, dropped from 500 feet, sank two of the barges,1°)

Bon,

Meanwhile, the Hudsons of Nos.500 and 608 squadrons, R.A.F.
were continuing their anti-submarine searches and patrols and

escorts to Allied shipping,
several attacks on U-boats, these included a moonlight attack on

17 Jan;rary by a Hudson (of No,500 squadron) while carrying out a
sweep near Bone,

which it attacked with three 250 lb. depth-charges. The depth-
charges overshot the target, and a firing duel follo'.ved.
Hudson then climbed to 3,000 feet and dive-bombed the U-boat

/with

During these operations they made

The Hudson sighted a fully-surfaced U-boat

The

1, Approxima-tely 30 miles north of Tunis,
2, This was officially assessed as "severely damaged".
3, This was officially assessed as "severely damaged",
4, The Vercolli was the ex-French ship Brestois,
5, These were officially assessed as "damaged" and "severely

damaged" respectively,
6, These were officially confirmed as sunk.
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with one 25O lb. bomb from 1,600 feet which exploded within
20 feet of the U-boat's starboard bov/.
"straffed

replying before submerging,
vicinity for over three hours and observed an oil streak about

eight miles long.

The Hudson then

the U-boat with machine-gun fire, the U-boat
The Hudson remained in the

A successful attack by Fleet Air Arm Swordfish on e
shipping at Perryville on the night of -13/14 December('^)

neray

wasH. Q. j E. A. C. Op,
Summarie s and

R.A.P. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant),
V0I.4.

repeated on the night of 12/13 January,
attacked a 3?000-ton coaster and a smaller vessel in the harbour,
the coasterJbeing hit amidships by one torpedo which caused an
expilosion;
ship.

Two Swordfish

0 results v/ere seen from the attack on the smaller

Attacks on Enemy Airfields and Transport Aircraft

During January, the 12th, U.S.A.A.P. made several heavy
attacks on the Caste1 Benito airfield (south of Tripoli) so as
to supplement the air attacks which v/ere being made by Middle
East squadrons and thus hasten the liquidation of the enemy's
air forces based in Tripolitania, On 9th Jeoiuary, five U.S,

Marauders, escorted by twelve Lightnings, attacked. Caste 1 Benito
dropping 40 x 1001b. fragmentation bombs on the hangars from

5,000 feet,
probably destroyed,
escorted U.S. Portresses repeated this attack with 120 lb,

fragmentation bombs, 500 lb, and 1,000 lb, bombs: numerous
bursts v/ere seen on the hangars and four fires v/ere started.
About seventy-five grounded aircraft were observed of which at

least twenty v/ere claimed as destroyed,
another aerodrome about 20 miles west of Caste 1 Benito was also

bombed. After leaving this target the U.S. aircraft were

attacked by twenty-thirty ME.109*s of which fourteen v/ere

claimed as destroyed and three others probably destroyed: one

of the Portresses was severely damaged,

A third attack on Caste 1 Benito was made (on 18th January)
by thirteen escorted U.S, Portresses which dropped 65 x 100 lb.
and 42 X 1,000 lb. bombs from 1,300/17,000 feet, while the
escorting fighters provided high cover at 23,000 feet,
fires were started in the target area; moderate "flak" was

encountered,

attacked the Portresses;

destroyed and four others x:)robably destroyed,
and one Lightning were missing.

Three I/IE,109's which endeavoured to intercept v/ere

Three days later (12th January) twelve

On the same day

Several

About fifteen/-tv/enty ME, 109's and P,W, 190's
two of the enemy fighters were

One Portress

H.Q.12th.U.S.
A.A.P.Intell:

Summarie s

(AHB.II JI5/8)

Ibid;

Meanwhile the enemy's forces were withdrawing from
Tripolitania, their nev/ base being made at Medenine (Tunisia),

v/ere about 100Patrolling U.S. Lightnings reported that there
aircraft on the Medenine landing-ground, and on the nighty of
22/23 January eleven Wellingtons (of the R.A.F. Eastern Air
Command) bombed this airfield with 24 x 500 lb, 2  x 1,000 lb,,
and 2 x 4,000 lb, bombs and incendiaries. The results of this
attack were difficult to assess but three large fires were

started. During the operation a considerable number of
aircraft were seen, but on the following night when eighteen
U.S. escorted Mitchells were sent to attack the same target no

Prom this it was presumed thatenemy aircraft were observed.

Ibid; and

H.Q.""E.A.C.0p.
Summarie s

/the

1, See A.H.B. Narrative of "Operations in North Africa",
2, This was officially assessed as "severely damaged".
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the aircraft had been dispersed as a result of the raid by the
Wellingtons on the previous night.

The outstanding raid of the month occurred on 22nd January
when three attacks were made on the El Aouina (Tunis) airfield.
The first attack was made at i1,00 hours by forty U.S.Portresses,
escorted by Lightnings, during which 471 fragmentation clusters

and 57 X 500 lb. G.P. bombs ?/ere dropped from 20,000 feet.
Several fires v/ere started some of v/hich were visible for up to

100 miles on the return flight,
12,40 hoars by twelve escorted U.S. Marauders which dropped
208 X 100 lb. bombs on dispersed aircraft, several of which were

destroyed,
time by eighteen escorted U.S. Mitchells which dropped 203
fragmentation clusters from 8,000/9,600 feet, numerous hits being
observed in the dispersal areas and several fires being started

among parked transport aircraft,
moderate and fairly accurate
was shot doTO.

The second attack was made at

At 14«40 hours the third attack was launched, this

During these three attacks
flak" was encountered: one Mitchell

Ibid

Early in February, the 12th, U.S.A.A.P. made heavy attacks

on the landing-ground at Gabes. On 3i'd February, fifteen U.S»

Marauders, escoi'ted by sixteen Lightnings, dropped 1,5^6 x 20 lb,
fragmentation bombs from 10,000 feet onto the main airfield,
bursts occurring in the target area. The Marauders were attacked
by a formation of lvlE.109's and a running fight ensued lasting for
forty minutes,
destroyed, two probables and three damaged:
one Lightning ?/ere lost. This attack v/as repeated on the
follov/ing day by eighteen escorted Portresses which dropped 2,592
X 20 lb. fragmentation bombs from 20,000 feet, starting several
fires on the airfield and in the dispersal area. Nine enemy

fighters were claimed as destroyed, three probably destroyed and
eight damaged. Later the same day twenty-four other escorted

_ Portresses attacked on important landing-ground v/est of Gabes,
many bursts said columns of smoke being seen in the target area.
In a running fight with enemy fighters, extending for over_50
miles, sixteen enemy fighters ??ere claimed as destroyed, nine

probably destroyed and one daraaged for the loss of one Portress
and four Lightnings <,

The U.S. aircraft claimed three enemy aircraft
one Marauder and

Ibid:

The attacks on enemy air bases were extended in February
across the sea to the Sardinian airfields in the vicinity of

Cagliari and at Elmas and Decimoraannu.
Portresses and Marauders bomber Elmas airfield and the sea-plane
base at Cagliari, and that night R.A.P. Wellingtons attaolced

20 miles noth-west of

On 7tb February, U.S.

the landing-ground at Villacidre, some

Ibid

Cagliari. For the next nine days bad weather conditions
prevented further attacks, but on 18th Sbbruary, forty-four
escorted U.S. Portresses bombed the airfield at Elmas, and on

the same day U.S. Mitchells and Marauders attacked the airfields
at Villacidro and Decimoraannu. At Villacidro bursts were seen

on the north-east side of the airfield; a considerable number

of grounded enemy aircraft were believed to have been destroyed
at Decimomannu over which two Marauders collided and were lost.

During January, the numbers of enemy transport aircraft
fron Sicily and Naples increased considerably, as many as

seventy-two JU,52's landing at Tunis in a single day.
U.S. Lightnings escorting the Marauders and Mitchells on anti
shipping sweeps, intercepted these JU.52's on several occasions.
On 14th January, six JU.52's, one ME.323 and two escorting
P.W.190*3 were destroyed and three Ju,52’s probably destroyed;
on 17th January, two JU«52's and one JU,.88 were destroyed for
the loss of one Lightning, and on 21st January, one Ju,52 and
one P.W.I90 were shot dovmc

The

Ibid:

/^vlcrgGr
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Merger of Eastern Air Command and 12th, U.S.A.A.P.

As already stated/"^) the (E.A.P, ) Eastern Air Command and
the 12th, U.S.A.A.P, were absorbed into the North-west African

Air Porces on the forraation of that Command on 18th February,
During the fev/ months of their existence as separate entities
the Eastern Air Command and the 12th. U.S.A.A.P. had done

excellent v/ork:

supporting ground operations they had provided protection to

Allied shipping convoys, maintained daily anti-shipying and

anti-U-boat sv/eeps and patrols, and had carried out heavy and
repeated attacks on enemy airfields and supply ports and bases.

During all these varied operations the Eastern Air Command and

the 12th, U.S.A.A.P. had together destroyed over 600 enemy
aircraft, probably destroyed upwards of 200 more, and damaged’
more than 300 others,

in addition to their heavy commitments in

Work of the Allied Naval Porces

The vital work of protecting Allied supplies and of
harassing the enemy's supply lines had been shared by the Eastern
Air Command and the 12th. U.S.A.A.P, with the Allied Naval forces.

It was estimated that ̂ Ofo of the Axis flow of men and supplies
across the Sicilian "Narrows" was seaborne, only 10^ being by
air,(3) and the enemy's sea-borne route with constant air cover
was considerably less vulnerable than the extended coastal route
of the Allies between Algiers and Bone. None the less,
submarines of the Royal Navy concentrated ihthe dangerous
approaches to Tunis and Biserta, and the cruisers and destroyers
of the Naval Force "Q" made repeated shipping attacks at night
from Bone. A particularly successful attack OGcirrred in the

eajrly hours'of 2nd December when three cruisers and the destroyers
Quentin and Quiberon attacked an enemy convoy about 40 miles
nort|3 of Cape Bon "and sank or set on fire four supply and troop
ships and three destroyers

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative "The

War at Sea",
Vol.III.

Q' forced the enemyThe constant night patrols of Force
to make daylight passages under air cover and this afforded

opportunities for shipping strikes to the Fleet Air Ann
squadrons operating from Bone and Malta, Moreover, Royal
Naval minelayers undertook the dangerous task of mining enemy
waters. Between 1st January and 7th April, H.M. S. Abdiel

laid eight minefields in the Sicilian Channel, operating without
escort or navigational aids, in waters which had been previously
mined and which were patrolled by enemy submarines, "E -boats

In February, the minelaying programme wasand aircraft,

increased by the employment of Motor Torpedo Boats from Bone
laid close in shore offcarrying American mines which were

Bizerta, /The

1. On page 474 supra.
2. The actual figures claimed were:-

De stroyed Probables
i’So55255Eastern Air Command

12th. U.S.A.A.P.
166384
326182Totals

confirmed the correctness of thisComments based on 3* Intelligence sources
Genii-Eisenhower's
Despatch from notes
by A.C.A.S.(1) and
D.of Ops.(A.D.):
A.M. 0/30435/4f

estimate.

4. A few hours later the Quentin was sunk by an aircraft torpedo
and the Quiberon was damaged by a near miss. (Five days
earlier’•^'28 November - these two destroyers had sunk 

a

German U-,boat, north of Bone, following upon a report 
from

fighter aircraft).a
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The primary task of the Navy was, however, to protect
supplies for the British First Army, Conveys escorted by
destroyers and other Naval vessels sailed eastwards from Algiers
to Bone once every fortnight: these convoys had to be protected
from air and, on occasion, U-boat attacks. The greater risk
v/hich would have been incurred by using large ships for the

movement of personnel v/as circumvented by the employment of four
cross-Channel steamers which ran a shuttle service between Algiers
and Bone and carried over 3j000 troops on each journey* Other
small ships transported guns, tanks, M.T., oil, and military .
personnel from Oran to Phillipville and Bone. On 7th January,

hp Tasajara •- was damaged by a torpedo
froT) an enemy aircraft;^vduring aXl their operations these small
ships were liable to enemy air- attack and, occasionally, to
attacks by U-boats, As a counter to air attacks at Bougie and
Bone, all available French anti-aircraft guns were concentrated

at these two ports, while aircraft of No.325 Wing, R.A.F. ,
provided night-fighter protection.

one of these vessels th

0EE:RA.TI0NS OF THE N.A.A.F.

The air/sea warfare of the North-west Africab Air Forces
was carried out by the N.A. Coastal and Strategic Air Forces*
The Coastal Air Force was responsible for the defence of all

Allied ports and shipping, shipping svreeps and anti-submarine
operations, while attacks on enemy ports and convoys were the

primary tasks of the Strategic Air Force,
did not, however, operate in "v/ater-tight" ccrapartments": their

commitments (and - to a lesser degree - those of the N.A.Tactical
Air Force) often over-lapped, and squadrons of the different
formations co-operated as necessary,
the N.A.A.F. was the creation of a flexible "all-round" air force,
the guiding principle being the selection of the most appropriate
aircraft for whatever task was in hand.

These two formations

The fundamental aim of

Attacks on Enemy Shipping

Several successful attacks v/ere made by the Strategic Air

Force on enemy shipping during March.
A.H.Q., N.A.A.P.
Inte11:Reports

(AHB.II.j/15/8); on the morning of yth March when six U.S, Mitchells, escorted by
fourteen Lightnings, sighted and bombed a convoy coaprising the

Italian merchantmen Ines Corrado (6,200 tons) g.nd Balzac

(Merch't)Vol.5,* ('l;t947 tons) and obe 2,000-ton merchant ship, with some six
List from Enemy escort vessels, between Sicily and Tunis. The Mitchells dropped
sources of 35 x 5OO lb, bombs from 200 feet which sank the Inns Corrado and
Italian merchant and the Balzac and set the third merchant ship and one of the

escort vessels on fire,

"flak" from the convoy: barrage balloons v/ere seen attached, one
fore and one aft, to the Ines Corrado which were released as the

The convoy v/as escorted by several
enemy fighters and a Cant»Z.506j during the engagement one
ME,109 was destroyed and one probably destroyed by tte Mitchells

and tv/o JU..88‘s, one unidentified two-seater fighter and the
Gant, were destroyed by'the Lightnings,

These included an attack

R.A.P.Anti

shipping Ops,

The Mitchells encountered intenseships sunk.

Mitchells made their run up.

/The

1, For account of further casualties to and losses of

H.M. ships and Allied transports in the Mediterranean
during the period vbdar review, see Admiralty Preliminary
Narrative, "The V/ar at Sea", Vol, III, chapter 32 and

Vol.IV, chapters 35 and 38.
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The success of this attack+V, 4. X •, ” further evidenced by the
fact that a strike sent out that night from Malta to complete
the convoyfs destruction found only the third merchant ship
burning fiercely and low in the water, and no further action
appeared necessary, I' )

Ibid:
The most successful attacks during the latter half

March occurred on the 20th and 22nd, On the first occasion,
fifteen escorted U.S. Mitchells attacked (at 12.05 hours) a
convoyorfour merchantmen and two escort vessels off cape Bon

dropped from 750 to I50 feet.
A 4,000-ton merchant ship was set on firev^/ and near misses
were registered on one of the escort vessels.

of

On 22nd March, thirteen escorted U.S. Marauders attacked
a convoy comprising the Italian troopship Ombrina (6,400 tons)
the merchantman Mon;^ (4,301 tons) and two 4,000-ton merchant
Ship and six escort vessels, some ton miles north-east of
Zembra Island. attack was made by 13.55 hours, 52 x 500'
ip. bombs being dropped from 7,500 to 3,500 feet,
hits were scored on the Ombrina causing an explosion and
setting her on fire 13);'the Monti received one direct hit and
subsequently sank and tv/o hits were scored on an escort
vessel, 14) Sliglit and inaccurate "flak" v/as encountered, and
the Marauders were attacked by tv/elve/f if teen fighters, three
of which were destroyed. Before the target was reached the
escorting Lightnings were attacked by some thirty fighters.
P.W. 190's and 1vIA.,202»s, of which five were destroyed and
seven probably destroyed.

Several

Ibid: Attacks were also made on shipping in enemy harbours.
The most effective of these attacks occurred at 15,42
22nd March when twenty-two U.S, Portresses, escorted by
twenty-seven Lightnings, bombed enemy shipping in Palermo
harbour, dropping 287 x 500 lb, bombs from 24,500 feet. The
merchant ships Lanusei (3.713 tons), Modena (3,080 tons) Velta
(1,189 tons) and three small ships (Trentino - 67I tons) Rosa
- 559 tons,and the tanker Lab or - 5'I0 tons)" were surjk or
destroyed,'' ) a large 6,000-ton merchantman v/as damaged(^)
one destroyer was claimed as damaged.(7) intense and
"flak" was encountered over the target. During the operation
the Portresses were attacked by fifteen/twenty ME.I09's,P.W.109's
and RE.2001's: four ME's, and one Iffl. were destroyed and one
RE. probably destroyed for the loss of one Portress shot down.
Over Agadi Island the escorting Lightnings were attacked by six
MA.202»s of yhich one was destroyed,
one damaged,(8)

Hours on

and

accurate

one probably destroyed and

Position of the Land Pighting

Meanwhile, towards the end of Pebruary, Von Arnim had
launched an attack in the northern sector of Tunisia, and
-  /4th

-r

on

1. This ship was officially assessed as sunk,
2, This was officially assessed as "severely damaged",
3. The Ombrina, which had been severely damaged in the attack,

managed to reach Bizerta harbour where she blew up and sank
on 24th March,

4. This was officially assessed as "damaged",
5. Two of these small ships vrere blown to to the St. Lucia

pier. (The force of one of the explosions \vas felt by the
bombers).

6. This was officially assessed as "damaged".
7. The (Air Ministry) assessment of this v/as "damaged".
8, These enemy fighters carried long-range tanks which they

dropped before they engaged the Lightnings,
G.I99916/JW/8/48
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By 7th March the enemy4th March his forces captured Sodjenane,
attack had lost its momentum and the Allied forces succeeded in

holding Medjez el Bab, which was still their nearest approach to
Tunis,

local attacks and patrols,
a strong attack on the enemy's positions east of Djebel Abiod,
re-occupied Sedjenane on 30th March and i^enetrated as far as

Cap)e Serat,

From 7th to 17th March operations 7/ere restricted to

On 28th March, the First Array made

In the meantime the Eighth Array had pursued Rommel's "Afrika

Korps" into Tunisia,! v On 6th March, Rommel attacked in force
at Medenine (some 20 miles south of Mareth), but the Eighth Army
crushed this assault, destroying fifty of the enemy's tanks and

losing none of its ovvn,
line which was attacked by the Eighth Army on the night of 20/21

During the next few days heavy fighting - supported

Rommel then retreated to the Mareth

March,

by intense attacks of the Western Desort Air Force - took place,
and the Mareth line v/as outflanked.. On the night of 27/28 March
the enemy evacuated the Mareth line and concentrated for a

further stand at Oued el Akarit, and on the following day
(29th March) the Eighth Army occupied Gabes,

While the Mareth battle was in progress, American forces
in the southern sector had occupied Gafsa and Maknassy (232rd
March),
north-east from Sbeitla (26th March) and had occupied Fondouk, and
by the end of month they 7/ere threatening Kasserine - the focal
point of the road system of the central Tunisian plain,
by the beginning of April, the Allies 7/ere closing in on the
enemy's Tunisian forces and the campaign was about to enter its
final phase.

From 1st to 5th April the Eighth Array and Rommel's forces
concentrated for a renewal of the combat which had ended

temporarily v/ith the latter's evacuation of the Hareth line.

Then, early in the morning of 6th April, the Eighth Army attacked
the Oued el Akarit defences and by that evening Rommel's forces

had begun to retreat to Enfidaville, some I50 miles to the north.
During these operations squadrons of the Western Desert Air Force
and U.S. bombers of the Tactical Air Force made heavy attacks

on the enemy.

Meanwhile, in the central sector, the Allied forces
maintained a steady pressure against the enemy in the Pondouk
and Pichon area, and on 11th April the First Army's IX Corps^
captured Kairouan, and the same day it effected a j’kinction v/ith
the Eighth Array's X Corps advancing from the south. In the
meantime Allied forces v/ere operating northwards of Medjaz el
Bab; Ghaouch was capitured on 9th April and by 15th April the

On 10th April,

In the central sector Allied forces had advanced

Thus,

advance v/as proceeding northv/ards to Djebel Ang,
Allied combined air and ground attacks had forced Rommel to

The town had already been damagedevacuate the port of Sfax,
by air attacks, and the'enemy had blocked the harbour channel
and blown up the quays at intervals of 40 yards. Sousse was

occupied on 12th April: the harbour entrance of this port was
found to be partially blocked by a sunken v/reck, During
the next ten days Sousse was prepared as an advance striking
base for Naval motor torpedo boats, and on 28th April these

vessels made their first daylight sweep of the Tunisian coast,
in the course of which they attacked and severely damaged two

enemy minesweepers and two enemy aircraft (on the beach), and
sank a 3^000“ton merchantman, escorted by two destroyers and

fighter aircraft.

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative

"The ¥/ar at

Sea",Vol.IV.

./UlMd.
1, A brief accountcf the Eighth Array's advance through

Tripolitania is given in Sub-section THE EASTERN BASIN,inOru.
2, For the final R.A.F. bombing attacks on these ports see

page- 523 infra.
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Allied Occupation of the Kerkennah Islands

Ibid: In the maantime, on 14th April, the first Axis-held
territory outside Africa was occupied when a small commando

force from Malta, operating in four Naval motor launches, seized
the Kerkennah Islands off the east coast of Tunisia,

opposition was encountered, and after leaving gendarmes in

charge the force returned to-Malta on 19th April,

Further Attacks on Enemy Shipping (i)

In April, the attacks on enemy shipping by the Royal Navy
and the Allied Air Forces increased in intensity and v/ere

largely successful in depriving the enemy of his supplies,
especially fuel, during the critical phases of the land battle.

The aircraft of the Strategic Air Force employed in anti

shipping operations by day in the Sicilian "Narrows" and the

Tyrrhenian Sea were U,S. heavy bombers and U.S, and R.A.F.
fighter-bombers,
shipping in harbours and large envoys and, on occasion, against
specific E
Maddalona:.

ships at sea and it was estimated that the Fortre-sses required
to drop about 28 tons of bombs to sink a merchant ship of medim
size,

usually employed, but during April, U,S, Lightnings v/ere used

increasingly against ships and convoys at sea, but not generally
against shipping in harbour.
Lightnings escorting the medium bombers to carry bombs themselves,
and when these had been dropped the Lightnings then became part
of the ordinary escort,
(consisting of six aircraft) attacked at altitude intervals of
300 to 300 feet in order to give freedom of movement for evasive

action against "flak".

No

U.S. Fortresses were employed against

targets such as the Italian cruisers at La
High altitude bombing proved effective against!U)

For day shipping sweeps the U.S, Mitchells had been

It also became usual for the

In attacks on convoys each flight

Sinking of the Trieste

At the beginning of April the Italian Navy still possessed
three 10,000-ton cruisers, the Trieste, Gorizia andBcg^OjA '
Two of these cruisers, the Trie ste and Gorizia, were observed

at La Maddalena (Sardinia) Naval Base by aircraft of the N.A.
Rjoonnaissance T/ing, and on 10th April eighty-four

(3) attacked them. At 13.37 hours the first
Photo;

U.S. Fortresses

A.H.Q.N.A.A.F.

IntelliReports
(AHB.II.j/15/8)

and

R.A.F. Anti

shipping Ops.

(Merch*t)Vol.5
wave (comprising twenty-four Fortresses) dropped 144 x 1,000 lb,
(,1 and .025 seconds delay) bombs on the Trieste from 18,750
feet, and six minutes later a second v/ave (of thirty-six
Fortresses) dropped 2l6 x 1,000 (,1 and .025 seconds delay)
bombs on the Gorizia fron 18,000 feet, --r,-- -
wave (comprising twenty-four Fortresses) attacked the submarine
base and harbour installations with 287 x 500 lb. (delay) bombs

dropped from 18,000 feet. The Trieste and the Gojozia both
received several hits and near misses which sank the Trieste

and damaged the Gorizia.

Three days: later (13th April) three U.S. Lightning-bombers
the Gorizia dropping three 1,000 lb, (delay) bombs frem

a hit was scored on the cruiser's stern and tv/o

/near

attacked

3,000 feet;

1, See the following paragraph.
2, The Bolzano had been damaged by a torpedo attack during

Operation "^’Pedestal" in August,1942 (see SECTION V, page 431 )
and was still undergoing repairs at Spezia.

this and the following attacks the aircraft were of
Strategic Air Force (unless stated otherwise).

3. In
the
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In spite of the severe damagenear misses were registered,
which she had sustained from the attacks by the Fortresses and

Lightnings, the Gorizia managed to steam to Spezia.
the sinking of the Trieste and the dajnage done to the Sorizia

(and the Bolzano) the Italian fleet was left without any
serviceable heavy cruisers.

After

Further Attacks on Enemy Shipping (ii)

During April, aircraft of .the N.A.A.F. made nine attacks
on enemy shipping in the Tunis area and also carried out some
sixteen effective shipping sweeps. The majority of the attacks

made by the U.S. Fortresses were effective as these aircraft
sent to attack selected convoys or ships whose locations

had' been determined by reconnaissance, in addition to shipping
in harboufs. On the other hand, only about of the sorties
made in shipping sweeps by the U.S. Mitchells and Lightning-
bombers resulted in attacks: this v/as generally due to lack

of sightings or to the return of escorting fighter-bombers
owing to jettisoning their long-range tanks. On several
occasions, however, when no shipping sightings were made,
formations of escorted Mitchells successfully attacked enemy

aircraft flying to Tunis; casualties were also inflicted on

enemy aircraft escorting convoys.

Of the successful attacks on enemy shipping during April
the follov/ing were the most conspicuous.

On 4th April, thirty-eight U.S. Fortresses bombed
shipping in the harbour at Naples, dropping 45^ x ,
(.1 and .025 seconds delay) bombs from 23,500' feet
9,64^-ton merchant ship Sicilia was set on fire and sunk, a
tanker was reported to have been.hit and near misses v/ere

registered on a small 50Ci“‘ton ship,
and three MA.. 202^3 attacked .the bombers over the target; one

of these enemy fighters was proLably destroyed and one other

was damaged.

were

The

One RE. 2001, one ME.110

Ibid: and

A. H. Q.N. A. A. F.
0p.& IntoII:
Summaries

(AIIB.II
j/15/10)

Ibid

List from Enemy
sources of

Italion

merch't ships
sunk.

and

Two days later (6th April) two formations of U.S.
Fortresses and one of U.S, Mitchells attacked enemy convoys,

attacks v/as made at l6,25 hours
s on a convoy comprising the 8',5^4-ton
two other large merchant ships and

The most successful of the O'-'

by twenty-two Fortresse
merchantman Roverto,!^)
three escort vessels, some 5 miles off, and heading for,
Biserta, The Fortresses dropped 262 x 500 lb. (delay)
bombs from 10,000 feet which blew up the Roverto and set one
of the other merchantmen on fire. Intense and accurate
"flak" was encountered and some twenty enemy fighters

Fifteen ME.109*s wereattacked the bombers over the target,

claimed as destroyed and three others damaged; two of the
Fortresses were severely damaged and ten other slightly
damagedo

On 17th April, forty-four U.S. Fortresses, escorted by
thirty-six Lightnings, attacked shipping in Palermo harbour
at 12.42 hours, dropping 522' x 500 (delay) bombs from
24,000 feet. Several ships were hit including the 5>457-
ton Chieti and the 1.068-ton Lentini^^.* which were both

/sunk

1. Tv/o other formations of Fortresses bombed the harbour and

dock areas (see Sub-section PORT BOMBING,page 523 infra.)
2, The Roverto v/as the ex-French ship Yalou.
3, This" was officially assessed as "severeiy damaged".
4. The Ghieti and Lentini were the ex-French ships Arizona

and Herraa.

>
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sunk, and considerable damage was done to the dock area,
heavy "flak" was encountered and fourteen of the Portresses
damaged,

forty fighters and JU.88's, of which five ME,110's and seven
ME,210's were claimed as destroyed, three probably destroyed and
several others damaged;

Very
were

The Portresses ?/ere attacked by a formation of about

one Lightning was shot down.

The follov/ing day (18th April), eighteen U,S, Mitchells,
escorted by thirty-four Lightnings, attacked shipping in the

harbour of Porto Torres (Sardinia), dropping 108  x 500 lb,(delay)
bcmbs from 9>500 to 8,500 feet at 13*55 hours,
were scored on the merchant ship Liv (5,0^8 tons) which sank,
and the 1,333-ton ship Tiziano was set on fiireC'O,
no encounters with enemy fighters during this operation,!^

Direct hits

The were

Towards the end of April, formations of R.A.P. Kittyhawks
and U. S. Warhawk fighter-bombers of the Western Desert Air Poroe

made several successful shipping sweeps in the Gulf of Tunis,

These included an attack on 26th April by a striking force of
Kittyhawks on two motor cargo vessels (one of 2,000 tons), off
Cape Bon, which had been located by Spitfires on shipping
reconnaissance. The Kittyhawks attacked with 500 lb, (delay)
bombs: one of the vessels blew up(-5) the other was
believed to have been damaged,(4)

On 29th April, a large force of Kittyhawks bombed four
enemy landing craft, escorted by two naval auxiliarj’- vessels,
near Cape Bon, v/hich were hqading for Tunis,

d two others (believed to be carrying petrol)
the Kittyhav/ks sighted and attacked
(1,599 tons) which was left blazing

On the same day eighteen U.S,

One of the landing

craft was bjown u
were set on fire La

the merchant ship Terramo
and was subsequently beached,
Mitchells, escorted by nineteen Lightnings, attacked two

scorted merchantmen (of 3,000 arid 2,000 tons respectively) in
the Gulf of Tunis, dropping 94 x 500 lb, (delay) bombs. The
larger
flames,^
carrying 500 lb, bombs) attacked the
hit amidships and another hit aftv°)
attacked the Lightnings which accounted for four ME. 102‘s,
MA.202 and one unidentified aircraft, and one other aircraft

une

sel was hit on the stem and left stationary and in

Meanwhile, four of the Lightnings (which were
smaller ship, claiming one
Some twelve enemy fighters

one

damaged.

/During

1, The Tiziano was subsequently sunk in a bombing attack at

Leghorn on 28th May,
2, The absence of enemy fighters on this occasion,

presence of JU.88's with formations of fighters on other

occasions (described above) would seem to indicate the enemy
was experiencing a shortage of fighter aircraft at this stage
of the campaign,

3, This was officially assessed as sunk,
4. This was officially assessed under Category IV.
5, These were officially assessed as sunk,
6, The Terramo was the ex-Prench ship Mario-’The rt; se^ le Be rgne.
7, It appears that this ship was located in the early hours

of the following morning by some Wellingtons on an offensive
reconnaissance. One of the Wellingtons thereupon attacked
it, a 500 lb, bomb striking the vessel amidships and blovdng
it up. (This was officially assessed as sunk),

8. This was officially assessed as sunk.

and the

G.199916/J^/8/4S
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During 29th April a very considerable amount of enemy
reconnaissance airshipping activity was reported by N.A.A.F.

craft, especially in the Sicilian Straits and off the Tunisian
coast. In consequence, several shipping sweeps were made next

day (30th April) by Kittyhawks, U.S. Warhawks, Marauders and
Mitchells which resulted in the sinking of an enemy destroyer,
an escort vessel, a large launch, a Siebel ferry and "E"-boat and
an "P"-boat; and damage to a cruiser, a destroyers, a 1,500-ton
merchant ship and-small cargo vessel (all in the Gulf of Tunis)j
a small merchant ship was also attacked in the Sicilian Straits

(by two U.S. Lightnings) but no damage was observed.

These operations were what Air Chief-Marshal Tedder
described as "the opening round of operations against enemy
shipping of all classes, similar to recent operations against
his air transport"( ). The Air Chief-Marshal stressed that the
importance of these anti-shipping operations was not only their
effect on current land battles and of interrupting enemy supplies
but also an indication of the Allied air prospects in preventing
the enemy from staging a"Dunkirk" (in other words of successfully
evacuating his forces from Tunisia during the last stages of the
campaign, which, it was apparent, were fast approaching.)

Attacks on Enemy Airfields and Transport
Aircraft -'"'Operation "Fl^"^

The enemy's employment of air transport to Tunisia from

Italy via Sicily (which had increased considerably in January)
became still more in evidence during the • follov/ing weeks. By the
end of March the tmffic of the JU. 52's - augmented by "giant"

ME. 323 transports(2) - was reaching its peak, in spite of heavy-
raids on enemy airfields and attacks on transport aircraft in the

air, and it estimated that daily average of at least a

hundred transport aircraft were arriving in Tunisia during the
last days of that month.

Early in February a plan (icnown as Operation "Flax") had
been formulated which was intended to effect a complete

dislocation of the enemy's air transport system; but its

execution was held in abeyance, partly to obtain further
intelligence on which to gauge the position of enemy transport

(AHB.II JI5/IO); aircraft at given times, but more especially so that the operation
and,Op.Bulletin could be staged at a time most critical to the enemy. The

essential information necessary for the planning of "Flax"

included the size of the enemy's transport formations and escorts,
their airports of arrival, departure, and intermediate stopping
places, the time-tables and routes to be followed, and the scale
of enemy fighter cover from Tunisia.

The original plan included the following elements;-

a Lightning sv/eep in the Sicilian Straits to intercept
enemy air transport planes flying to Tunisia (peirt of
this force was to exngage enemy fighter cover and part
to destroy transports),

figh-ter sweep of Spitfires to patrol the Gulf of Tunis
and destroy transport units escaping from the
Lightning sweep (a) and to engage any enemy fighters
which might be sent from Tunisia.

A.H.Q. M.A.C.

AOC/52
(Corresp: with
CAS., Etc.,)
48A

A.H.Q. N.A.A.F.

Inte11;Reports

(AHB.II JI5/8:
& Op. & Intell:
Summarie s

N0.I (AHB.II
JI5/6).

(a)

(b) a

/(o)

Operation "Flax" and subsidiary operations,
2, The JU.52's carried loads of about 2^- tons and the ME.323‘s

of 10 tons.

1. i.e. ^.9.
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(o) an additional Spitfire formation to give fighter
protection to formations of Portresses which were to
bomb the Tunisian aii*fields where the enemy transport
aircraft would land

(d) medium bombers (Mitchells), escorted by long-range
fighters, to bomb enemy staging airfields in Western
Sicily

a shipping sweep by Mitchells, with fighter escort, to

be oarried^out in conjunction with the fighter
sv/eep

Owing to increases in fighter strength of the Strategic
Air Forces and changes in enemy strength, dispositions and

transport schedules,, the "Flax" plan was revised several times.
At length, on 5th April - the first day when weather and ether
relevant conditions were favourable - the plan was put into
action.

(e)

■

The operation began at 06.30 hours when*twenty-six U.S.
Lightnings were sent out on an independent fighter sweep over
the Sicilian Straits.* At 08.00 hours they intercepted a

formation of fity-seventy JU.52*s and six JU.87*s escorted by
twenty ME. 109*s, four F.W. 190*s and one P.W. 187 flying
towards Tunisia. (Some of these fighters were, apparently,
escorting a convoy of twelve medium and small cargo ships).
The Lightnings attacked the enemy formation, destroying eleven

JU. 52*s, two ME. 109’s, tv70 ja.87*s and the P.W. 187; two
Lightnings were missing. About the same time eighteen U.S.

Mitchells, escorted by thirty-two Lightnings, took off to bomb
an enemy (sea) convoy of three large merchantmen, six Siebel
Ferries and three barges, escorted by three destroyers. Tvra

of the Mitchells' and six Lightnings returned early while the

remainder attacked the convoy, dropping 70 x 500 lb* (delay)
bombs from 6,000 and 100 feet. Two of the ‘merchantmen and
two barges were hit and one of the destroyers was reported as

blown up(2)4 one of the Lightnings was shot down by "flak*?.
08.05 hours the escorting Lightnings encountered  a l^ge
formation of JU.52*s and four JU.87's, escoirted by sixteen «

MB.109»s and 110*s and one ME.210, north of Cape Bon. The

Lightnings shot down seven JU.52*s, three JU.87*s> three MB.109*s,
ME. 110 and the ME. 210 for the loss of four of themselves.

At

one

Soon after this, U.S. Portresses attacked the main enemy
airfields in the Bizerta and Tunis areas; one formation of

eighteen Fortresses dropped 2,448 x 20 lb. fragmentation bombs
from 22,500 feet on Sidi Ahmed (Bizerta), and another formation
of twenty-three Portresses dropped 3^312 x 20 lb. fragmentation
bombs from 20,500 feet on El Aouina (Tunis). In the latter
attack, bombs fell among some thirty aircraft, mostly transport,
which were parked on the airfield* During both these attacks
R.A.P. 'Spitfires gave fighter protection to the Portresses.

X

Meanwhile, U.S. Portresses and Mitchells attacked Sicilian
airfields. Eighteen Portresses dropped 2,44B x 20 lb.
fragmentation bombs from 22,500 feet on over a hundred aircraft

/Boca

1. It had also been intended to ask the U.S.9th Air Force (Middle
East Command) to send a bombing mission of Liberators to
Naples, as the enemy air transport formations generally
originated at that place before leaving for Sicily and thence
across the Straits to Tunisia.

2, The two merchantmen were officially assessed under Category IV,
and the two barges and one destroyer as sunk.

N

R.A.E. Anti
shipping
{■Merdh* t )V41.5*
G. 199916/^^/^
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Booa di Paloo airfield, starting large fires, and destroying
two 1®, 109^s and one MA..200 in air combats without loss to

themselves. At Milo (a transport intermediate landing-
ground near Trapani) twenty-six U.S. Portresses, escorted by
Lightnings, dropped 3,^9^ x 20 lb* fragmentation bombs from
13^000 feet on seventy/eighty large aircraft on the ground,
destroying seme fifty transports and bombers and setting a

hangar on fire.
esco:t*ted by fifteen Lightnings, attacked Bo Rizzo airfield

dropping 2,41f2 x 20 lb. fra.gmentation bombs from 10,000 to
8,000 feet among some eighty poorly dispersed transport,
fighter and multi-engined aircraft,
covered with bursts and hits were also made on some buildings.
In combats vdth enemy fighters six MB, 109*s were shot down;
two of the Mitchells were also shot down but they made good
landings an the sea.
of U.S. Lightnings covered the Sicilian Straits but no

enemy aircraft were sighted.

A formation of thirty-four U.S. Mitchells,

The airfield was well

On the same afteinoon two formations

/

The casualties to enemy aircraft during Operation "Plax"
were estimiated to be forty shot down by fighters and bombers

and one hundred and sixty-one destroyed
a total of two hundred and one all told

the ground, making
.m-

Operation "Flax" was repeated on a smaller scale on the

morning of 10th April by a sweep in the SiciliaiD Straits
carried out by twenty U.S. Mitchells in t770 flights, twelve

aircraft flying very low and eight at 1,000 feet. A
formation of about fifty JU.52^s, escorted by some fifteen

MA..200*s and P.Y/', 190*s, was encountered flying towards Tunis
about 20 miles north-north-east of Cape Bon* The lower

flight of Mitchells destroyed twenty of the JU.52‘s and the
upper flight accounted for eight of the fighters. On the
'same day, shortly after noon, eighteen U.S. Mitchells, escorted
by twenty-one' Lightnings on a shipping sv/eep 10 miles north
of Cape Bon, intercepted a formation of twenty-five JU.52's
escorted by a number of JU.87*s QJ^d 88^s and MB.109*s and
110*s. The Mitchells shot down ten JU.52*s and two JU.88*s,
and the Lightnings destroyed ten more JU.52*s, one JU.88,
one ME. 109 and one ME. 110. One Lightning was lost in
collision with an MB.tlO. Most of the enemy transport
aircraft attacked burst into flames and exploded,
indicating that they were carrying oil and petrol (which was
so urgently needed by the Axis forces then engaged in the
battle of Oued el Akarit). On the same day twenty-five
R.A,P. Spitfires of the Tactical Air Force engaged on a

fighter sweep in the Tunis-Biserta area - shot down four
JU.52»s and damaged one other, for the loss of two of
themselves.

On the following morning (11th April), nineteen U.S.
Lightnings, while carrying out a fighter sweep over the
Sicilian Straits, encountered off Cape Bon a foiraation of
some twenty OU. 52*s and an unidentified transport aircraft,
with a miscellaneous escort of fighters, flying towards Tunis;

all the twenty-one enen^ transport and five other aircraft
were desteoyed by the Lightnings. Later the same morning
another U.S. Lightning formation intercepted twenty-five/
thirty unescorted JU.52»s, 10 miles south of Marettimo
Island, and destroyed five of them. ■/

/lileanwhile ,

1. The tabulation of aircraft destroyed on the ground was '
made after reconnaissance aircraft had photographed ^
the airfields which had been attacked, the photos.baing
carefully checked by experienced photo, —interpretation
officers.

0.i999^6/£m/8/W
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Meamvhile.i the Eighth Army had continued its pursuit of
Rommel's forces in their retreat to Enfidaville. The Eighth
Army's advance made it possible for the Western Desert Air Force
to operate further forward and this gave added scope for attacks

on the enemy's air transport. Since the enemy's.transport
convoys were ccncentrated and heavily escorted v/ith fighters,

^  it was considered that success was only possible if a large
\ Allied fighter force were to be concentrated at the right time

l®pd place. The enemy's methods were therefore carefully
sti^iied by observation of intercepted enemy V//t. signals and this

an approximate period during which Allied chances of
inter\ception were relatively good,
arrang'ed to cover a period of one and a quarter hours by means
of five'xRatrols of fifteen minutes each, overlapping by a few
minutes a^d in average strength, of three Kittyhav/k/Warhawk
squadrons v/ith one squadron of R.A.F. Spitfires flying as top
cover; this method used the whole of the Westera Desert Air

Force. On 18th April, the last of the five patrols (comprising
forty-six V/arhav/ks), while flying over the Gulf of Tunis, was
fortunate enough to be "in the right place at the right time"

and intercepted about a hundred JU*52's, v/ith a strong escort
of fighters, flying northv/ards at sea level. The Warbav/ks
attacked and destroyed fifty-eight JU,52's, fourteen l/IE.109's
and tv/o M. 110's, and damaged nineteen JU.52's, nine ME.109''''3
and one IIE.IIO, The Allied losses in this operation v/ere six

Warhav/ks end one Spitfire,

As a result, it was

A.H.Q. M.A.v

.  A.0.0/52
(Corresp.with
G.A.S, etc.)

45A.

A.H.Q, N.A.A.P,

Intell;Reports
(AIIB.II JI5/8)
& Op, & Intell:
Summarie s

-  (AHB.II JI5/IO)
and

Op .Bulletin
No, 1

(AHB.II JI5A)
On the next day (19th April), strong formations of

Kittyhawks and Spitfires of the Tactical Air Force, flying over
the Gulf of Tunis, intercepted and attacked several formations

of JU.52's and other enemy aircraft. In all, tv/elve JU.52's,
two SM» 79^s, tv/o RE. 2001's,, one JU,88, one JU.87 towing a
glider, and two IIE. 109's were destroyed: three Kittyhawks and

five Spitfires were lost*

These heavy losses to the enemy's transport aircraft
resulted in an almost complete cessation of transport flying for
the next two days, but on 22nd April the enemy made a further
attempt to send over supplies and reinforcements to Tunisia in

"giant" ME.323’3, A formation of twenty-one of these aircraft,
with a strong fighter escort; was intercepted by five squadrons
of Kittyhawks and tv/o and a half squadrons of Spitfires (all of
the Tactical Air Force) over the Gulf of Tunis,
IvIE,323's were claimed as destroyed besides eight ME. 109's,
ME.202 and seven RE, 2001's; four Kittyhawks were lost.(l)

All the
one

Operation "Flax" and its subsidiary operations described
above v/ere probably unique in the history of aerial warfare.

They caused a great disruption of the enemy's air transport
system over the Mediterranean at a critical period of the

campaign, and their contribution to the Allied victory in
Tunisia can hardly be over-estimated,^2)

,  /The

1, The total enemy air transport losses from 3th April to 22nd
April (inclusive) were estimated at 232 JU.52's and 21
ME.323'3 destroyed, 5- <OT.52's probably destroyed, and 27
JU,52's damaged.

2. In a signal of 24th April to A.S.M.Tedder, the Prime Minister
said "I congratulate you ell on the brilliant scries of
operations •"

A.H.Q. M.A.O.

AOC/52 47A

G. 199916/J77/8/48
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THE 14 A. COASTAL AIR FORGE

(1) Gemral Outline. :

1

H.Q. N.A.G.A.F.

O.R.B.Feb: *1+^.
The Headquarters of the Coastal Air Force ware ‘vcated

in the Standard Oil Company's building at Algiers. I'ts

functions included shipping strikes, antl-submarine/'^5nations,
the protection of Allied port andjand installatioi^s from
Casablanca to Bone, and the protection of all Allied and
friendly shipping in the Yfestern Mediterrancanyrrora longitude
3° west as far as Bone, This latter task necessitated
additional fighter strength, ( ) and accordingly No,81 Fighter
Group of the U. S. Xll Air Support Comniand(2/7 was transferred
from the N.A. Tactical Air Force to the Coastal Air Force.
Other reinforcements included the transfer of N0.I4 squadron,
R.A.F. (Marauders) from No.201 Group, Nps. 820 and 826 /
squadrons of the Fleet Air Arm (Albacores), - which were
incorporated into No.325 Wing, R.A.F. - and No.958 balloon
squadron, ’

(a) Anti-Submarine Precautions

H.Q. M.A.O.

O.R.B.March,
Appx. 24

In order to develop the technique of anti-submarine'
warfare, a system of extensive training v/as instituted
during April (in close liaison with the Royal Navy) at the
principal ports by the employment of targets towed on the
v/ater. Meanwhile, the Hudsons of Nos, 500and 6O8 G.R.

(5) were converted to rocket propulsion
this necessitated additional training of their

crev/s, photographic exercises against land targets for the
extenuation of range and angle of divo, and firing at
targets towed by Naval units,(4)

squadrons, R.A.F
armament:

‘ >

■  H.Q. N.A.C.A.F.

O.R.B. March/
Apl; Ap .-'X -

(unnumbered)

(b) Fighter Defence - RadarIbid: and

"Their Victory"
(History of N.A
C.A.F. March-

30 Sept:
by A V:■id

The dividing line' of fighter defence responsibilities of
the Tactical and Coastal Air Forces was defined as being 50
miles behind the front line, but as the Tactical Air Force

Lloyd) had no night-fighter squadrons the Coastal Air Force was called
upon for night-fighter operations in the battle area.

It v/as the responsibility of the Coastal Air Force to
safeguard the transport of supplies in and between the ports
of Oran, Algiers, Djidjelli, Phillipville and Bone,
meant that the Radar problem was two-fold, namely.

This

(i) the provision of adequate protection against
hostile air attack by the employment of ground
Radar for warnings and for the control of
Allied fighters.

(ii) The employment of A.I, fighters for night inter
ception v/ork in conjunction with Radar control.

/Eastern

1, For the initial strength of the N.A.G.A.F. see page 47^ ■
supra

2, See page 475 supra
3. Of No. 328 Wing
4. In addition to the training of crews of Nos. 500 and 608

sqnds: four u^ews from G.R. sqns: from Gibraltar were
also trained at the N.A.A.F. Training Centre at Blida.

Gi 1999164^^/8/48
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Eastern Air Command had established a chain of Radar

stations along the coast from Oran to the east of Bone.. These

stations v/ere, however,of various types e.g, IIRU., JIh , GCI.,
and COL., the IvIRU's and LW. sets being for warning purposes
only and the GCl/COL. for tte control of fighters. The COL.
stations (v/hich ¥/ere‘originally designed only for warning and
inforr^ation) v/ere later provided v/ith VHP. and control
personnel, and were sited along the coast for the protection of

Allied convoys against lov/ flying attacks. The GCI's, with
their higher cover, v/sre used mainly for the defence of the

ports of Oran, Algiers, Djidjelli, Phillippevill.e and Bone.
Soon after the formation of the Coastal Air Force  a network of

Radar coverage v/as installed and connected with the various

operations and filter rooms situated along the coast. Air

Formation Signals were responsible for the installation of land

lines and if these should break dov/n W/T. facilities wore
available. During the Tunisian campaign American Radar
equipment arrived in North Africa and this was substituted in
the western area for British Radar units v/hich then became

available for use elsewhere as the area for which the Coastal

Air Force was responsible gradually extended.

*><■

Ibid. The protection of convoys and ports in the daytime v/as
effected by the employment of single-engined fighters either ■
directly under Radar control or vectored as a result of Radar

To co-operate at night, but without ground
Radar, the three Beaufighter squadrons (Nos. 155^ 255 and 600 ,
of No. 525 Wing, R.A.F.) were available, v/hich v/ere equipped
with Hark IV. A.I.
Maison Blanche with the responsibility of the defence of shipping'
in the Algiers area and v/estward to Oran; the other tv/o
squadrons were based at Setif and operated their aircraft on
forward aerodromes for the defence of shipping and the ports of
Philippeville and Bone,
was made the lesp^nsibility of the squadrons of the U.S. 81st
Fighter Group,

information.

One of these squadrons was^ based at

Meanwhile the defence of Casablanca

At the beginning of the period the enemy's attacks on
Allied ports and shipping had been by high ahd medi’cm bombing
v/hich had been countered effectively by the use of the Mark IV.
A.I. Beaufighters, but as a result of increasing casualties to
his aircraft the enemy changed his tactics by adopting lev/ level
attacks. For the bombing of Allied-occupied ports the enemy
aircraft climbed to the necessary height as close in as possible,
thus shortening the period of warning, and for attacks on
shipping he employed toipiedo bombers.

The R.A.F. - in conjunction with the Royal Navy -
established that the enemy's low leve^. attacks on shipping were
being delivered from altitudes of about 200 feet,
stations along the coast v/ere therefore tested for their ability
to pick up aircraft at that altitude at ranges of 45 mile
Furthermore, a training school was established at Algiers, and
practice interceptions at low altitudes under COL. control were
carried out with Mark VII A.I. Beaufighters which had been made
available from the U.K.

employed operationally and the enemy’s losses became as great
TVie re after the Mark VII A, I. equipment

reserved for the protection of shipping routes, Mark IV A.I.

All COL.

s.

The experience thus obtained was then

in either form of attack.
was

being used for the higher forms of defence which was necessary
for countering attacks on ports, Towards the end of the
Tunisian campaign (after the Allied occupation of Bizerta and
before the surrender of the Cape Bon area) Mark IV A.I. aircraft,
controlled from the area north of Tunis, intercepted enemy

This was effected directly vinderaircraft leaving Cape Bon.
GXl/COL. control, as although it was known that the enemy
aircraft v/ere flying low, no Mark VII A. I. aircraft were then
available.

/TheG.I99916/JW/8/48
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The enemy casualties resulting from the Coastal Air
Force' fighter defence system during the first two weeks of
April were five aircraft destroyed, and during the latter
half of that month twenty-<ine enemy aircraft were shot down.

(c) Reconnaissance and Shipping Strikes

The Coastal Air Force was deficient in long-range
reconnaissance aircraft and shipping striU squadrons: this
enabled the enemy to send numbers of largo ships, routed well
to the north-west of Sicily, into Tunis and Bizerta, Although
No, 14 squadron, R.A.F., v/as equipped with torpedo-carrying
Marauders, this squadron was greatly overworked as it had to
carry out its own reconnaissance. It V7as therefore, decided
to abandon the torpedoes and to change the Marauders into
proper reconnaissance aircraft. To maJce good the
deficiency of shipping strike forces, two squadrons of U.S.
Fortresses v/ere allocated daily from the-Strategic Air Force,
to the Coastal Air Force to follow up any ship sightings
which might be made,

of the approaches to Bizerta were carried out by one of the
Fleet Air ArmAlbabcoro sqiairons Y/hich was therefore based
as far to the east as possible.

Short-range offensive reconnaissances

(d) Aerodromesibid;

The Coastal Air Force's anti— shipping operations
also hampered by the lack of aerodrome space and the scarcity
of all-weather aerodromes. Bone aerodrane was not yet
completed and could not be used by No, I4 squadron's
reconnaissance Marauders v/hich had, therefore, to operate
from Blida, For the same reason.the Hudsons of Nos. 500
and 608 squadrons, R.A.F., were unable to carry out night
reconnaissances of the Sicilian "Narrows", The preparation
of all-v/eather aerodromes and landing-grounds v/as, therefore,
one of the first tasks with which the Coastal Air Force
faced*

(2) Operations

(a) General

were

was

A.n.Q. N.A.A.F.

Intell: Reports

(AIB.II Jl5/8)&
Op: & Intell:
Summarie s

(AHB.J 15/10)

The work of the Coastal Air Force squadrons ensured
that Allied and friendly shipping Y/as adequately escorted,
that Allied-occupied ports, harbours and land communications
were protected against enemy air attacks and that the subtiarine
menace was kept in check. In addition to these tasks air/sea
rescue work was also undertaken.

During the daytime, flurricanes and Spitfires, and at night
Beaufighters, carried out continuous, patrols on local defence
and convoy escort duties. On the offensive side. Marauders
and Beaufighters by day and Hudsons and Albacores by night
watched the enemy's shipping lanes. The two Hudson squadrons
(Nos, 500 and 608, R.A.F.) and the Swordfish (of No.813
squadron, F.A.A.) - all fitted with Mark III A.S.V. - kept up
their unceasing patrols and searches against U-boats,
several occasions enemy submarines were attacked, but results
could in general only be conjectured. A successful attack

v;as made on 4th March by a Hudson (of No,500 squadron) which
sighted a fully surfaced U-boat at 10.05 hours aboijt 80 miles
north-east of Oran and attacked it with three 100 lb. anti
submarine bombs dropped from 1,500 feet. The U-boat remained
on the surface and the Hudson then attacked it with machine-

gun fire and subsequently with three 250 lb, depth-charges

/(dropped

On

No,500 sqn,
O.R.B. March
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(dropped from 75 feet) tv/o of which exploded on each side of
the conning tower. White smoke, oil and bubbles vrere
the- U-boat began to sink. The Hudson remained in the vicinity
for an hour and a half by which time the U-boat had disappeared
and about twenty-five bodie
sea, (")

(b) Hurricane and Eeaufighter Cperations

Although the enemy possessed convenient bases in Sardinia
for attacks on Allied coast-wise convoys, only a few such
attacks - which v/ere made at dusk - were launched. On 5th April,
an attempted dusk attack on an Allied convoy near Bone by four
S.M. 79 torpedo-bombers was intercepted by five Hurricanes (of
No, 253 squadfon) all the S.M's being destroyed. On 13th April,
twelve German torpedo-bombers in Southern Sardinia took off to

make a dusk attack on a convoy sailing from Gibraltar towards

Algiers, The probability of such an attack had been
anticipated by the Coastal Air Force, and nine Beaufighters (of
No.255 squadron) were sent to patrol the route which it was
expected that the enemy aircraft would take, south-v/est of

Sardinia and more than 200 miles from the convoy.
Beaufighters intercepted the enemy aircraft at 18.00 hours and

destroyed one JU.88 and one DO,217, probably destroyed another
JU. 88, and damaged two other Ju.88*s arid one HE.Ill, for the
loss of one of themselves. Meanwhile the remainder of the enemy
aircraft jettisoned their torpedoes and fled.

seen as

s of its crew were observed in the

The

No.255 Sqn.
O.R.B, April.

In the early morning of 21st April an attack v/as made on an
The attack wasAllied convoy off Algiers by fifteen JU.88*s.

intercepted by Beaufighters and the convoy escaped unharroed.

The JU’s then approached Djidjelli and dropped bombs, scoring a
hit on a landing craft v/hich caught fire, but the enemy aircraft
were again intercepted by Beaufighters and four JU*s were

claimed as deiroyedo

The effectiveness of the Coastal Air Force’s protection of

Allied shipping was reflected by the safe passage of two large
escorted convoys v/ithout loss or air attack through the
Sicilian "Narrows" en. route to the Middle East in May:

successful voyages demonstrated that at long last the
Mediterrane

sea traffic

these

oute to the East v/as once again open to Allied

The work of the Beaufighters included the defence of Allied

ports. On the evening of 18th April, four Beaufighters (of
No.153 squadron) made a successful interception of some fifteen/
eighteen JU.88's which attacked Algiers:
were reported as destroyed and one probably destroyed.

During the last week of April the enemy began to make use
of his air bases in Sardinia as intermediate landing-grounds for

his transport aircraft in an attempt to minimise the danger of
interception by Allied fighters, following upon the heavy
casualties which had had sustained in Operation "Flax" and its

/'subsidiary

three of the JU*3

No.153 Sqn,
O.R.B.April

1, The U-boat was officially assessed as sunk (Final Assessment

of. Enemy Submarine Casualties)
(The crew of the Hudson 7/ere Sgts,
Sherriffs).

2. Occasional enemy attacks on convoys were, however, still made,
notably on 26th June when over 100 enemy aircraft attacked the
"Tedw'orth" convoy sailing from Gibraltar to Tripoli. This

convoy was protected by the N.A.C.A.F. and no major damage
v/as sustained by any of the ships.

Jackimov, Joy, Blair and
A.M.C.0.12/1946
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subsidiary operations.(^) The enemy's tactics were to fly
small formations of transport aircraft from these Sardinian
air bases to Northern Tunisia at dawn, but the Beaufighters
kept watch for them. At about 05.00 hours on the morning
of 30th April, a Mark VII A.I. Beaufighter (attached to
No.153 squadron), operating from Bone, was vectored on to a
formation of JU 52's flying north some 30 miles south of

Cagliari, The Beaufighter destroyed five of the JU.52's,
dll of which caught fire and crashed into the sea. The

Beaufighter was slightly damaged by the JU's return fire.v^/

(c) Shipping Sv/eeps by Albacores

During April, the Albacores made several night shipping
sweeps; these included the following operations:- On tb

night of 10/11 April, one toipedo and two bomber Albacores
attacked a beached merchant ship south of Cape Garina: the

torpedo attack failed but three near misses were scored v/ith
bombs.

ti

Six nightslater (I6/17 April) four Albacores

)

carried out a shipping sweep over the Sicilian Channel, At

00,46 hours they sighted one 7,000-ton merchantman, one
5/6,000-ton tanker and several "E" or "E"-boats,
Albacores attacked with torpedoes aid bombs, near misses
being registered on the merchantman and one torpedo hit on

the tanker which was left stationary.(4)
22/23 April, four Albacores made a sweep over the Bizerta
area. At 01.15 hours they sighted and attacked a 2,000-ton
motor vessel and a number of Siebel ferries, off Cape Zebib.

The attack v/as made with bombs, near misses being
registered on the motor vessel.

The

On the night of

(To illustrate the varied daily operations of the
Coastal Air Force, the entries in the North-west African
Air Force Operational Summary (No.56) - N.A.C.A.F, section
for 16/17 April) are given in Appendix "(r)".

OPERATIONS OF THC R,A.F. MALTA

During the period January to May (1943)^5) the main
activities of the R,A.F. Malta, v/ere as follows:-

reconnaissance of enemy ports and shipping routes
for the purpose of obtaining information on which
to base strikes, and to watch the movements of
the Italian fleet

(a)

(6) reconnaissance of airfields in Sicily and Italy so
as to observe any concentrations of aircraft and
to discover the best places for attack

(°) strikes on enemy shipping wherever it could be
found

(<i) intruder oi^erations over enemy airfields: these
frequently coincided with shipping strikes and
were designed to disrupt enemy night-flying
activity

/(e)

1. See pages2f88 to 492 supra,
2, The Beaufighter was manned by F/Sgt. Downing (Captain) and

Sgt. Lyons: they belonged to N0.60O Sqn. (The five JU's
destroyed v/ere probably loaded with petrol).

3. In this and the subsequent attacks recorded above the

Albacores were of No.826 sqn., F.A.A.
4. This was officially assessed as "Damaged",
5. See A.H.B. Narrative - Malta.

A

R.A.F. Anti

shipping Ops:
(Merchant) ,Vol.5,
G..i999l6/jY//8/48
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(e) attacks on railways in Sicily, Italy and North Africa

protective patrols over Allied and friendly shipping

bombing attacks on ports, bases and airfields and
road traffic in Tripolitania and Tunisia, in
co-operation with the "Torch" (and, later, the
N.A.A.F.) squadrons, and squadrons from the Middle
East Command, (v

(f)

(g)

Reconnaissance

A.H.Q. Med: I’hotographic reconnaissance in Pebruany showed that the
(Malta),0.R.B. Italisins hadsbandoned Messina as  a cruiser base;
Peb:Appx:"E" presumably, due to Allied air attacks on that port,

same reason.shipping activity at Palermo showed a marked
On the other hand, Trapani was still used for

destroyers and escort vessles accompanying merchant ships across
the Sicilian "Narrows", while its inferior facilities for
handling merchant shipping were overcome to some extent by an
increasing use of "P"-boats and Siebel ferries which could be
loaded with guns and M.T, without recourse to cranes,
with which these vessels could be loaded and their comparative
immunity while at sea from submarine or air attack were

doubtless the main reason for their employment in transporting
supplies from Italy to Tunisia.,

this was.
For the

decrease.

The ease

On the night of 3'! Januany/1 February, Malta reconnaissance
aircraft found that the three Italian 6-inch cruisers v/hich had
been lying at Messina had been dispersed in the face of heavy
daylight bombing attacks by the U.S.A.A.F. aircraft. One of
these cruisers was located soon afterv/arcls at Naples and the
other two at Taranto where they joined the two Gayour-class
Battleships, Duilio and Doria^ v/hich had been there since
September (1942), A fourth S-inch cuirser (which had been
undergoing repairs at Castellamare di Stabia) arrived at Naples
on 18th February.

Valuable photographs were taken by a No,69 squadron
Balitmore on 20th February v/hich shw/ed the 10,000 ton tanker
Thor3heimer(2) (previously seen loading fuel at Naples) v/ith
a dummy funnel amidships intended to disguise her as an ordinary
merchant vessel,

an armed merchant cruiser and several destroyers saved this

tanker from an -attack on the following night by four Beauforts
which torpedoed and sank her, ,

But neither this Gamouflace nor an escort of

Ibid:

A. H. Q,,Malta,
O.R.B’3 Feb;

March & April.

During February, several submarines believed to be French
were observed at Naples and Taranto, Other French ships which
were identified included at least one large tanker in Naples
which had been seen in Marseilles when the Germans occupied that
port. The Axis^in in merchant shipping as a result of tte
occupation of Prance was greater than that of naval units, the
majority of which had been scuttled at Toulon in November,
although several submarines believed to be French arrived at

Naples and Taranto, while three French torpedo-boats and two
escort vessels, which had been at Bizerta v/hen the Germans

landed in Tunisia, were seen in the harboui’ at Spezia,

/in March

1, Bombing attacks on ports are revie'wed in the sub-section
"PORT BOMBING", infra.

2, The Thor she imer was an ex-Norv/egion ship: an account of her
sinking is given on page 302 infra.
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In March, Taranto, Palermo and Naples were the principal
ports covered by (Spitfire) photographic
Taranto, v/hich had formerly been an important supply base for
Tripoli and Benghazi, was used almost exclusively as a naval
base.

reconnaissaince.

Palenno v/as used chiefly by munition ships and small
vessels, while Naples remained the chief supply base for
Tunisia. Following the policy of dispersal begun in February,
merchant ships loaded in Naples were moved to the small
adjacent ports of Torre Annunciata, Torre del Greco and
Pozzuoli before proceeding south in convoy. Most of the large
merchantmen wore routed from Naples tov/ards Sardinia and thence

a southerly direction to avoid getting within range of Malta
torpedo aircraft.

in

During the final weeks of the campaign, photographic
connaissance showed that, while an increasing number of enemy

supplies were sent to Sardinia and Sicily, only a few convoys
attempted the passage to Tunisia. This was apparently due to
the dangers ofrithe crossing in the Sicilian "Narrows" and also
to the enemy*s increasing lack of suitable merchant vessels.
TOT/ards the end of April this shortage vms partly remedied by
the employment of some large tankers and transports taken
over from the French which arrived at Naples from. Genoa and
Spezia. Apart from these arrivals there was only slight
activity at Naples, the fey/ vessels using that port being
dispersed as heretofore in the small adjoining harbours. Further
south, shipping activity was similarly on a small scale:
harbour at Palermo had become choked with vyrecks (the effects
of Allied air bombing), and Trapani was almost deserted by
vessels of any size.

Meanwhile, the visual reconnaissance by the Baltimores
covered the enemy's convoy routes in the Naples and Tax'anto
areas,

successful shipping strikes by the Malta squadrons^

re

the

These reconnaissances v'ere rev/ardcd with several

Systematic checks were also made by Malta EecGnnaisE.anGe
aircraft of the enemy airfields of Sicily and Southern Italy.
The most significant feature v/as the great increase in the
number of transport aircraft. During February. I3I transport
aircraft were photographed on the north~v/est Sicilian airfields,
and convoys of as many as 50 <inLT.52's were seen flying to
Tunisia where 100 transport aircraft were reported to have
landed in one day. In March, more than 300 aircraft were
employed in ferrying men and supplies to Tunisia, and for their
protection and that of the sea convoys some 65O aircraft were
based in Sicily,

A.H. Q.Malta,
O.H.B.March,
Appx, "A"

Shipping Strike s

During January, the squadrons operating under No.248 (N.C.)
A.il.Q.Med: Wing(1) against enemy shipping on the Naples-Palermo-North
(Malta) African route achieved several
orb's Jan: attack on the night of 18/19 January by three Wellingtons and
ApljA.n.Q. a Beaufort on four enemy merchant vessels off Marettimo Island.
M.E. Op. The largest of these vessels (8,000 tons) was hit by a toipedo
Summaries; from one of the V/ellingtons'^"^-' and left partially submergedORB'S of sqns. after an explosion on the starboard bow(3), v/hile a 5,000 ton
concerned; vessel was torpedoed by another Wellington, a red glow and flash
E.A.F. Anti-

/resulting

These included ansuccesses.

—

1. Transferred from No.201 Group, (see page W2 supra).
2. Of No,69 sqn., captained by Fg.Off.Douglas. (The toipedo

was fired from 50/60 feet at a range of 1,000 yards).
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resulting* ("*) Other results could not be observed, but a
4>000 ton ship was subsequently seen moving at a reduced speed.
On the following night four Albaoores (of No.821 squadron,?,A.A.)
bombed and torpedoed two north-bound Italian vessels of 5j000

The smallerand 2,000 tons rospeotivq.ly off Cape Turguenne.

shipping Ops,
(lierchant)
Vols,4 & 5;
List from

Enemy sources
of Italian

merchant ships
sunk.

ship blev; up and sank, .and an escorting destroyer was damaged,
small merchantOn the same night tv/o Wellingtons torpedoed a

vessel north of Djerba,(3)

On the night ,of 23/24 January, six Wellingtons and six
Beauforts attacked a south-bound convoy north-north-west of

Ustica, comprising the Italian S,S« Verona (4,459 tons) and
Pistoia (2,2f48 tons), escorted by two destroyers, which had been
previously sighted by a reconnaissance Baltimore,
merchan

in two)
the Beauforts and hit.

Both these

traen were torpedoed and set on fire (the Verona breaking
and sunk, v/hile one of the destroyers was bombed by

A week later (on- the night of 31st

Ibid:

lioh v/ere sent to attack an

escorted by tw/o destroyers
and three M.T.B's, off the west coast of Sicily, found the convoy
obscured by a heavy smoke screen,
merchantman by one of the Y/ellingtons was followed by an orange
flash and a large oo].umn of smoke, and the vessel was seen to
list heavily and Y/as abandoned by her crew:
sank.

January/1 st February) We llingtons .v/h
east-bound 5^000 ton merchantman,'^)

A torpedo attack on the

she subsequently

Ibid: . In February, the enemy's intensified effort to run supplies
to Tunisia provided good targets for the Malta squadrons on the
Naples-Tunisia shipping route. Eighteen strikes vrere made
during the month of v/hich the roost successful were the following:
On the night of I5/I6 February, Wellingtons, Beauforts and
Albacoras v/ere sent to attack a convoy of merchantmen, escorted
by destroyers, v/hich had been sighted on the previous morning by
a reconnaissance Baltimore outside Palermo harbour. One

Wellington'®) sighted the Italian tanker Capo Orsa (3,149 tons)
south of Marettimo Island, and scored a torpedo hit amidships
which set the ship on fire from stem to stem and sank her.W)
Another Wellington and two Beauforts and two Albacores found and

attacked three other merchantmen in the convoy but results could

not be observed owing to poor visibility. Meanwhile another . .

Wellington bombed two destroyers but only obtained near misses,''®)'

On the night of 17/18 February, three Wellingtons (of
No,221 squadron) attacked the east-bound Italian motor vessel
Qol di Lana (5.891 tons) v/hich had been sighted by a reconnais
sance aircraft north of Trapani,
Wellingtons scored a direct hit on this vessel which burst into

flames and sank by the stern(9).
during this month was made on the Italian (ex-Norwegian) tanker

/Thorsheimer

At 05.00 hours one of the

The most outstanding strike

Ibid:

1. This was officially assessed as "damaged".
2, The 2,000-ton ship was officially assessed as sunk and the

5,000-ton ship as "severely damaged''^ (The torpedoes were
fired from 50 feet at a range of 5OO yards.)

3» This was, probably, tte 654 ton tanker Alfredo stated to have
been sunk by "aircraft torpedo" 3^,000 No,24° 4^ E
20th January,

4« The Verona was torpedoed by a Wellington captained by
F/SgT. Homing (No. 221 sqn,).

5. This was, apparently, the Italian S.S. Pozzuoli (5*345 tons)
which is stated in the List from Enemy sources to have been
sunk off Cape St. Vito (Sicily) on 1st Feb: (The torpedo
which sank her was fired from 80 feet at a range of 1,000 yds)

6, Of no,221 sqn., captained by Sgt, Fraser,
7. The torpedo was fired from 75 feet at a range of 600 yds,
8, All these were officially assessed under Category IV.
9* The Wellington was cantsdned by Wg.
I  fired from 60 feet at a range of

on• >

dr,Hutton
yards).

The torpedo was
00

List from

Enemy sources
of Italian

merchant diips
sunk.
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Thorsheirner (9,955 tons) which was first sighted in a convoy
hy a reconnaissance Baltimore at 08.12 hours on 20th February,
south of Naples. The same night, Wellingtons, Beauforts and
Mbacores were sent to the attack and located the tanker some
4-0 miles north of Trapani, Several torpedoes were fired
^d probably owing to damage which it sustained the tanker

attempt to cross to Tunisia until the next night
^21/k2 February) when it was located at 20.10 hours about
mid-way between Trapani and Cape Bon. Four Beauforts(^)
attacked It with torpedoes, obtaining three direct hits which
set the tanker on fire and several explosions occurred. A
fourth torpedo hit the vessel amidships and sank it.

Ibid:
Three nights later (24/25 February), the Wellingtons

and Beauforts attacked a v/est-bound convoy comprising the
(6>987 tons) and another merchantman

nr three escorting destroyers, south of
Marettimo Island, which had been previously sighted bv
reconnaissance Wellington. Two of the Beauforts fired their
torpedoes, one of which hit the Alcamo amidships and sank her(2)
while a Wellington bombed the smaller vessel and scored a hit^
which caused an ejsplosion. Meanwhile another Beaufort
torpedoed one of the destroyers,, a large mushroom of smoke
being observed. Considerable "flak" was encountered and
tv/o Beauforts and one Wellington were missing from this
operation.

a

Ibid:
During March, the Wellington, Beaufort and Albacore

squaurons operating under No,248 Wing continued their
attacks against enemy shipping with considerable success.
The outstanding attack of the month occurred on 17th March
in the Gulf of Taranto,
reconnaissance Baltimore sighted
and at 13*30 hours a strike of

At 0705 hours that morning a
■  ■ an enemy southbound convoy,

.  nine Beauforts (of No.39
squadronj, escorted by nine Beaufighters (of No, 272

,  squadron), located this convoy off |’oint Stilo, The convoy
consisted of one 8,000-ton tanker (disguised as a merchantman)

merchant ship, escorted by three destroyers

aircraft while the Beauforts attfeked and
th^stpt^ ^ column of smoke being seen at
the stezn.k4; Later on, a Baltimore sent to photograph the
results found one JU.88 and a tv;in-engined flying-boat
Inlo lll large patch of oil. The flying-boat climbedinto the cloud on seeing the Baltimore, stalled and crashed
into the sea. Meanwhile the Beauforts had attacked the
merchant ship but with no visible results.(5) A marked
eatuxB of this^strike was the accuracy of the Beauforts‘

witr'thP^Jf+^S^K^ attacking enemy aircraft, which togetherith the attacks by the Beaufighters accounted for one ME.110
drstroyed, two ME*s probably destroyed, and several.ME‘s
damaged. The Beaufighters also damaged a DO. 217 and a JU.52

/in
1.

N°/^5 Sqn. captained by Capt, Tilley (S.A.A.F. attached
to No.39 sqn), P/o Feast, and p/Sgts*
(The Wellington which
P/O Feast's).

2, The TV/o Beauforts (No.39 sqn.) were captained by f/O's
Cartwright and Muller-Rowland.

3. The smaller vessel and the destroyer
assessed as "damaged".

4» This v/as officially assessed as
5» This was officially assessed under

Gillies and Deacon,
gave the coup de grace was

were both officially

severely damaged".
Category IV.
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in the strike area.

Ibid. In April and the early part of May there was a marked
decrease in the number of enemy convoys to Tunis and Bizerta,
but nevertheless several successful shipping strikes were
made in spite of bad weather conditions.

April, six torpedo Wellingtons (of Noa458 squadron) made searches
for enemy shipping between klarsala, Marettimo Islan
and northwards. At 02,55 hours one Wellington( v
Italian S.S. Fabiano(^)
accompanied by one (presumed) escort vessel. The Wellington
released its torpedo which struck the Pabiano just aft the bridge,
the ship immediately blowing up and sinking in ten minutes. Some

hours later, Albacores searching off Marettimo Island sighted a
number of ’'P"-boats en route to Tunisia and attacked them with

bombs and machine-gun fire: four of these vessels were damaged.

On the night of 11/12

d. Cape Galo
sighted the

(2,343 tons) north-west of Palermo

the night of 23/24
had been bcmbed and

Another successful strike occurred n

April; the 5>079-ton Italian S.S. Aquino
left burning north of Marettimo Island by U.S.A. Portresses of
the N.A.A.P

information at Malta a striking force of Beauforts (of No,39
squadron)
Be auf orts

during 23rd April, and on receipt of this• >

At 21,45 hours one of thwas sent to destroy her,
torpedoed the Aquino amidships, an explosion and

e

1 listing to starboard,
torpedoed the vessel amidships

Atflashes resulting and the ve
00,35 hours another Beaufort

and sank her.

Intruder Operations and Attacks on Railways over
Sicily. Italy and North Africa

During January, Spitfire-bombers (carrying two 250 lb,bombs),
escorted by fighter Spitfires, made almost daily sweeps against
enemy ground targets in Southern Sicily and shipping north of

Malta. The chemical factory at Marseraini v/as put out of action,
the power station at Cassibele was bombed, and hits were obtained

on warehouses at Ipsica and on the aerodromes at Gela and Comiso.

Mosquitoes (of No.23 squadron) and Beaufighters (of No,89
squadron) carried out several intruder operations over Sicily and
they also attacked suitable land targets, particularly railv?ay
locomotives. Tov/ards the end of the month the Mosquitoes
extended their offensive patrols to cover tl:ie "toe" of Italy,
with considerable success. This activity increased in

importance and efficiency as the campaign progressed. The enemy
relied largely on his railways to carry material to Sicily where
it could be loaded onto small craft bound for Tunisia, Prom both

Naples and Taranto the railway followed the coast southwards, the

two tracks meeting opposite the Messina train ferry from which

point the railway led westward along the north coast of Sicily
to Palermo. All these lines were targets for the Mosquitoes,
Spitfires and Beaufighters, the Mosquitoes especially proving
to be ideal "train-busters". Similar operations were carrif,)d

out over enemy territory in North Africa, and considerable damage
was done to both road and mil traffic with 25O lb, bombs, cannon
and machine-gun fire. The attacks were usuaily made at night time,
but the Spitfire bombers and fighters also operated in daylig
against railways, stations, bridges and sidings. The combined

results of these attacks were gratifying, fourteen locomotives

being destroyed or severely damaged during the month.

V,4-
1.^ -'j

(later A. H.Q.
Med.Malta),
O.R.B's Jan:-

Apl: and

A.H.Q. ,M.E.
Op.Smmaries

/In

1, Captained by p/O Hailstone, R.G.A.P.
2, Porraerly the Prench S.S, Mayenne.
3. Pormerly the Prench S.S. El Kantara,
4, Captained by p/Lt, Muller-Rowland,
5. Captained by P.O. Balkwill,
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Ibid: In February, Mosquito intruder patrols were generally
Concentrated over the Coraiso-Catania and Caste Have trano-Trapani
groups of aerodromes.

Mosquitoes' programme to only 18 nights during which 87 sorties
were made. Five enemy aircraft were destroyed in these sorties
and others were attacked and probably damaged, but results could
not be observed owing to the violent evasive action which the
aircraft wore forced to employ due to the enemy's ground defences*

Poor weather conditions limited the

Ibid: The attacks on the Italian and North African railways
increased in February, thirty locomotives being destroyed
seriously damaged. The majority of these results were ach

were

or

ieved
by cannon fire but a few were obtained by the Eeaufighters*
250 :^b. bombs. Attacks by the Beaufighters included the
bombing of the railv/ay bridge, track and sidings at Termini, and
a bridge and railway buildings at Cefalu (Sicily), and on the
railway junctions at Nicastro and Marina di Cioiosa (Italy),

Meanwhile, the Spitfire bombers and fighters continued
their offensive against Sicilian targets. They also made
attacks on the aerodromes at Lampedusa Island and Comiso,
numerous hits being scored in the dispersal areas. On the
return journey from one of these operations a U-boat was sighted
^d attacked five miles east of Avola, considerable damage being
done to the hull, superstructure and conning tower. Other
Spitfire operations included a bombing attack (on 27th February)
on Syracuse when a seaplane hangar was destroyed and hits were
scored on the railv/ay yards and buildings.

During March, the Spitfires made numerous sweeps and patrols
over lampedusa and Linosa Islands and Southern Sicily; seventy
sorties were made over Sicilian aerodromes during which two
aircraft were destroyed, one was probably destroyed, and two
others were damaged. As a result of these intruder sortie
the enemy s anti-aircraft defences apparently developed bod
attacks of "nerves", violent "flak" barrages being aimed over the
aerodromes at their own fighters while patroling Mosquitce
having withdrawn some miles distant - were interested spectators
of these fraticidal displays. Meanwhile, the attacks on enemy
railways were continued during the month with greater successes
and intensity. Mosquitoes operating at night and the Spitfires
in the day time. The effect of these operations on the
enemy 3 morale was very pronounced, the Italian Press complaining
bitterly of the "barbarity of the British attacks" and announcing

le award of a posthumous aecoration to an engine-driver who had
remained at the controls on his foot-plate during one of these
attacks. In all, the Malta aircraft accounted for seventy-four
locomotives during March, besides setting on fire two petrol-
c^^ing trains. Furthermore, considerable damage was caused
to the electrified railway down the west coast of Italy, as

continuous flashes which frequently
follOTed attacks on the railway tracks and buildings. On one
of ttese occasions a Mosquito patrolling this line almost
reached the environs of Rome; during this patrol it "strafed
four trains between Cisterna and Sezze,

enemy

s

3 -

These operations against the enemy's already over-burdened
railway system proved to be a severe handicap to his supply and
tr^sport service,and were no doubt a considerable ibctor^to the
ultimate elimination of the Axis forces in Tunisia,

operations during April were carried out on an
"the preceding months, a total

being flown by Spitfire-bombers which were
directed against the aerodromes on Lampedusa and Pantellaria

/islands

Ibid:
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Islands and aerodromes and industrial objectives in Sicily, •
These operations included attacks on the power station and factory
buildings at Porto Empedocle, and the oil tanks at Ragusa and
Augusta, and on the submarine and "E"-boat base and berths at the

latter place,
attacked when bomb bursts were seen in the target areas and among
dispersed aircraft.

The aerodromes at Biscari and Gomiso v/ere also

The Spitfires also made offensive sweeps and patrols over

Southern and Eastern Sicily, and (when fitted with long-range
tanks) as far as the Sicilian "Narrows" and to the north of
Messina,

engaged and destroyed tv/o JU. 52's, which brought the total of

enemy aircraft destroyed by the R.A.P. Malta since the beginning
of the war to 1,001,
air were six JU, 88's, six JU, 52's and one Caproni 513 destroyed,
one ME. I09 probably destroyed, and one JU.88, three ME.202fs,
one FW, 190 and one G, 50 damaged.

In the Messina area, tv/o of these long-range Spitfires

Other casualties to enemy aircraft in the

During April the Mosquitoes made a total of I24 sorties of

which 106 were on intruder patrols, 6 on attacks against ground
As atargets and 12 in co-operation with shipping strikes,

Ibid:

counter to the intruder attacks the enemy adopted decoy tactics

to entice the Mosquitoes within range of his ground defences.

These decoys consisted of lights being shown ajnd pyro-technics
fired from otherwise inactive aerodromes, and searchlights and

flare-path illuminations which were used in attempts to encourage
the Mosquitoes to place themselves in suitable positions as

targets for the enemy's anti-aircraft batteries.

The attacks against the enemy's rail traffic in Sicily and

the "toe" of Italy v;ere continued as heretofore, ten locoBotives

being accounted for, and one electric train being set entire,
while rolling-stock, station buildings and goods-yards were

"straffed" and' damaged. A factory near Taranto was set on
fire, and road traffic v/as attacked on several occasions. Although
enemy bombers and transport aircraft v/ere less active by night
than in the previoijs months, the Mosquitoes destroyed two

JU.88's, one JU.52 and one unidentified aircraft, and damaged
four others during their intruder operations over Sicilian
aerodremes and Pantellaria Island,

In the course of this month (April) the Mosquitoes flew
twelve sorties in the Cape Bon-Maxettimo area to protect Allied

shipping, ,but no enemy fighters were encountered. During these
patrols the Mosquitoes made several attacks on enemy shipping
which resulted in one M.T.B. blown up, damage to one 5>000-ton
and one 2,000-ton merchant ships and to three small vessels.

R.A.P.Anti-

shipping Ops.

(Merchant),
V0I.5.

Enemy Air Activity over Malta

After the "blitz" on Malta in 0ctober('’) -there was little
(later Malta) enemy activity against the island for some weeks. One heavy
orb’s, Dec: night attack was made in December but no serious daylight
'2+2 - May '43 bombing attacks occurred. In January, enemy raiders approached

the island on several occasions, but few attempted to cross the

coast and no bombs were dropped.

Malta were, no doubt, precluded by the enemy's great efforts to

get supplies by air to Tunisia, and in March his aircraft made

only a fev/ reconnaissance and high-flying sweeps over the island,
Similar tactics were employed in

A.H.Q. ,Med:

During February, raids on

but no bombs v/ere dropped,

April, and during that month there were seven "Alerts" but again
no bombs were dropped on or near Malta,

/in

1, See SECTION V, Sub-section "THE CENTRAL BASIN".
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In May, tov/ards the end of the campaign, enemy aircraft
were withdrawn from Tunisia to Sicily before the final collapse
of the Axis, and this resulted in an increase of air activity
against Malta,

during the month and on two occasions bombs were dropped.
Enemy fighters crossed the coast eleven times

THE EASTERN BASIN

While the events reviewed above were in progress in the
Western and Central Basins, the squadrons of No.201 (Naval
Co-operation) Group, R.A.P., and bomber units of the 9th U.3,
Air Force, Middle Bast, mre continuing their operations in
the Eastern Basin.(')

Advance of the Eighth Army

Meanwhile, on Ath November, the British Eighth Army had
begun its advance from Alamein in pursuit of Rommel*'s
retreating "Afrika Korps"o
November:

Tobruk was re-occupied on 13th
the enemy had evidently left the place hurriedly

Admiralty
Proliminary
Narrative

"The Wr^r at

Soa",Vol.III

as there was little demolition, the jetties being intact
except those that had been damaged by Allied bombing. There
v/ere, however, a hundred sunken wrecks in the harbour -  a

further mute testimony of the work of the R.A.F. and U.S.Air
Force bombers. The work of clearing the harbour was under-
tak)n by the Royal Navy., and by l6th November the port was
open to Allied shipping,
occupied Derna, and on 21st November their forward ■units
entered Benghazi.

On that day British troops

The damage at this port was considerable ;
eighty-six wrecks, varying from lighters to merchantmen and
warships, lay in ■the harbour and the enemy had breached the
moles. By 29th No^vember the Royal Navy had completed mine
sweeping of the approaches, and in the meantime the first
two supply ships had arrived on 26th November,
Benghazi became the main base for the Eighth Army's supplies
through which convoys delivered personnel, tanks, petrol,
ammunition and stores. By the end of December the daily
discharge of cargo had reached an average of 3,000 tons.

Thereafter

The Eighth Army's advance continued to the El Agheila
line where Rommel made a stand but was defeated on 15th
December. The Eighth Army pressed on to Sirte which it
occupied on 25th December, and on 15th January General
Montgomery attacked Rommel's strongly-held Buerat line and
forced him to evacuate it. Misurata fell on 18th January,
Homs was occupied on the following day, and on 23rd January
the Eighth Army entered Tripoli.

The first convoy for Tripoli (comprising four merchant
men and Naval escort) sailed from Alexandria on 21st January
and reached Tripoli on 26th January. The ships had to anchor

/outside
No.201 Grp.
ORB'S, Oct:
& Nov: and

A.E.Q.,M.E.
Tables of Ops,

1. For the composition of No.201 Grp, at the beginning of the
period (i.e, 4th November 1942) see SECTION V, page 442
with the addition of No,I4 (light-medium bomber) sqn,,
(Bostons and Marauders) - formerly under No,3 Yfing of the
Western Desert Air Force - and No,46 (fighter) sqn,
(Beaufighter Vs) - formerly under No,250 Wing, A.H.Q.
Egypt - which came under control of No.201 Grp,
of October and early in November respecti'vely.

at the end

(No.14
sqn. was incorporated into No.248 (Naval Co-op;) Wins of
No, 201 Grp.)
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outside the harbour v/hich had been completely blocked by the
enemy with eight sunken ships* The Royal Navy contrived to make
a large gap in the obstructions through which the first store
ship passed on 2 February; thereafter the work of clearing the
harbour v/as continued, and in a short time the Mediterranean
Fleet had a port capable of supplying the Eighth Army
commensurate with the task y;hich lay ahead.

Bombardment of Zuara

Meanwhile, on 22 January, H.M.S. Cleopatra and Euryalus
of the 15th, Cruiser Squadron, with four destroyers "of"Force "K",
left Malta to bombard Zuara. The bombardment took place
between 00.30 and 01.30 hours on 23 January, causing fires and
explosions. One E.A. P, Mosquito from Malta co-operated with
the Naval force and one Sunderland provided anti-submarine
protection.

In order to delay the departure of enemy shipping from
Zuara befoi’e the Naval attack, a force of fifty-six Kittyhawks
escorted by eight Spitfires”* made three bombing attacks on the
harbour and jetty on the night of 2l/22 January. The
Kittyhawks carried 40 lb. bombs; several hits were made on the
wharves and jetty and hits were claimed on a 4,000-ton
merchant ship, The .Kittyhawks also machine-gunned  a U-boat
and some lighters in the harbour, and railv/ay trucks, supply
dumps, M,T, and troops in the dock area. During the third
attack, five ME,109's circled the harbour: three of them were
shot dovna and the other two were damaged.

Further Advance of the Eighth Ari^

Ibid:

Ibid: and

A.H.Q. M,E.

Op.Summaries
and R.A.P,

anti-shippin,
Ops.(Merch't
V0I.4.

The enemy evacuated Zuara on the night of 30/31 January
and the Eighth Army occupied the place next day. During the
ensuing twelve days the Eighth Army* s advance was slowed up
considerably owing to very heavy rains and thq mining of the
coastal road by the enemy. On 20 February the Eighth Army
occupied Medenine, and engaged the enemy's armoured units at
Metameur,

drawal of the enemy's 15th, Armoured Division and by the
following day (21 February) it had taken up its position on the
Mareth line where Romel proceeded to concentrate his remaining
forces. For the next two weeks Rommel v/as occupied in
strengthening the Maretb line while the Eighth Army was pre
paring for its assault,

This engagement resulted in the accelerated with-

R^~o£g.anisation of Fighter Defence for Allied Naval Fojrr^egj^pd
Merchant Shipping.

Meanwhile, towards the end of November, it had been decided
to re-organise the fighter defence for Allied Naval forces and
merchant shipping in the Eastern Mediterranean, The respon
sibility for this fighter defence was shared by No,201 (n, G.)
Group (Alexandria) and Air Headquarters, Egypt, (Cairo), and
thenceforward the responsibilities of these two Coimmands in
this respect were, briefly, as follows:-

/ Noc 201

1, The Kittyhawks were of No,239 Wing and the Spitfires were
of No.244 Wing, Western Desert Air Force,

2. This was officially assessed under Category IV.
3. For the attack on the Mareth line, page 486 supra.see

G. 199916/DM\i/9/48.
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No,201^(N.C.) Group was responsible to the Naval C,-in-C. for the
direction of all air operations conducted from Egypt in
operation vd.th the Fleet, rath the exception of short- -

fighter defence of Naval forces and merchant shipping.
Air Headquarters, Egypt, v/as responsible for the fighter defence
ot all Naval forces and merchant shipping within forty miles
the Egyptian (and, after the end of December, of the Cyrenaioan
^d Lev^tine) coast(s), No. 201 (N,C, ) Group being responsible
for such defence outside these limits. Air Headquarters, Egypt,
was also responsible for the co-ordination of air defence by
fighters. A,A. guns, searchlights and balloons of all Naval
bases, shore establishments and ports in Egypt (excepting
Alexandria which remained under the Rear-Admiral
Coram^der). Prom^the end of December the same responsibility
applied to G3rrenaica and the Levant (except that control of A.A.,
defences was to be retained by the Eighth and Ninth Armies
respectively).

Expansion of Air Headquarters, Egypt.

CO-

-range

of

as Portress

A.H.Q. Egirpt,
O.R.BJ Nov

Appx. "A" and
Dec: , Appx.

• 9

'P

O.E.B, Dec.

Appx,
No, 209 Gr];),
O.R.B, Dec.

S7P

Ilf. II,

^, In December, the area of Air Headquarters, Egypt’s command
was extended to include Cyrenaica (as far as Benghazi) and also
tne Levant, and two new fighter Groups were formed:-

(i) No. 209 (with its H.Q, at Rar.aeh) which took over
operational control of all units for the static
defence of Cyprus, Syria, Palestine and Transjordan;
(in April the H.Q, of this Group were moved to Haifa)
and

Ibid: Appx,
and No.

219 Grp.
O.R.B. Dec.

II
ij.

(ii) No,219 (with its H.Q, at Alexandria) which was respon
sible for the air defence of Egypt including the
protection of ports and coastal shipping from the
Libya/Egypt frontier to the Egypt/Palestine frontier,
including the Delta and Suez Canal zone#

A,H.Q, Egypt,
O.R.B. Nov,

Appx.

No. 212 Grp,
O.R.B, Dec,

Meanv^hile No,21 2 Group was re-formed V7ith its H.Q. at Benina
p.i . ̂ control of fighter squadrons for the
B  and defence of the lines of communication in Cyrenaica and the

tection from air attack of Allied coastal shipping sailing
between Solium and Benghazi, ^

pro-

Trlnnll opcupation of
Tripoli, No.245 Wing (Western Desert Air Force) was transferred
to No.212 Group_and was made responsible for the defence of the
ports of Tripoli and Misixrata and the protection of
yoys and shipping routed vathin forty miles of the coast in
that area. In February, a further new fighter Group - No.210 -
was fomed ;vith its H.Q. at Tripoli to take the place of
No,245 Wing, _The^area of No,210 Group's command was from the
Cyrenaican/Tripolitanian boundary to longitude 15° east, the
latter boundary to move westv^ards as the Western Desert Air

Allied oon-

A,H.Q, Egypt
O.E.B, Jan:

Appx."A"

Ibid:

"H"

/ Force
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1
Force moved up into Tunisia v/ith the Eighth /in-ny.

Air Headquarters, Egypt, also controlled (in.tex..alia)
No, 260 (balloon) Wing, vvith its H.Q. at Ismailia. This V/ing
ooraprised five (later seven) balloon squadrons for the defence
of ports and bases. Of these squadrons. No.976 v/as estab
lished at Tripoli and in February it passed under the full
operational control of No, 210 Group^*

A.H.Q. M.E.

Tables of Ops,

A,H.Q. Egypt,
O.R.B, Feb;
Appx. "H".

A.H.Q. M.E.
Tables of

Ops,

1, At the end of March the sqns. and locations of Nos.209, 210,
212 and 219 Grps, were:-
NQ,.2.Q9-fi;rp-* Raj-.LLeh (later..H^fa)
No. 127 Sqn, Sti^ Jean1‘“llets, at Beirut

& Nicosia (Cyprus)

Beirut; Bet, at Tripoli
(Levant)

Tripoli.. CCyrsnaiaa)
Castel Benito

Hurricane IIB/
Spitfire VB/c(V.H.F

No.973

No, ,2.1Q„Gip.
No, 89 Sqn.

.)

Balloons(Under adnin:
control of A,H.Q,

Levant)

Beaufighter Fl/VI
(Night fighter)
Hurricane IIC(V.H.F.
Hurricane IIC(V,H,F,
Spitfire VB/VG

No,213 "
No, 274 ’’
No, 474 "
(R.C.A.F.)

Misurata West

Mellaha (Tripolitania)
Mellaha, Bet, at Ben
Gardana

Jfc.2.12_Grpj Banina.

No, 7 Sqn, (S.A,A,F.) Bersis
No. 33 Bersis

Hurricane IIC

Hurricane IlC/Spitfire
VB(V.H,F.)
Beaufighter IcAl
(V,H,F, Night Fighter
Hurricane IIC(V.H.F.)
Hurricane IIC

Liberator II(under
Op,control of 9th.
U,S, Bomber Command)

Beaufighter IC/VI
(V.H.F.)

Beaufighter
Hurricane IIB/IIC

Nigh

IFigh

No. 46' Beta Bu Aniud

No. 80

No. 94
No.178

Bu ilmud

Cyrene
Hose Ruai

Nb,,...219___Gzp, Alexandria
No, 46 Sqn. Edku, Bet,. Abu Sueir

No. 108

No. 134

No. 237
No, 238

No. 335
No, 451

Shandur

L.G. 121, Bet.
Matariya

(Rhodesian) L.G. 106 (j
II

Hellenic) L.G. 8
R.A.A.F.) Edku

t

ter
Delta) Hurricane IIC

Port Said Hurricane Ilc/
Spitfire ¥C (V.H.F.)
Hurricane IIB (v.H.F.)
Hurricane IIC/
Spitfire VC & Various

)

2. By the end of March No, 260 Wing's (balloon) sqns,
follows;-

A.H.Q. M.E.

Tables of Ops,
were as

No, 971 Sqn,, Alexandria
No. 972
No. 973

Haifa

Beirut, Bet
It

, at Tripoli (Syria) Under admin: control
of A.H.Q. Levant

GeneifaNo. 974

No. 975
No. 976
No. 977

El Firdan

Tripoli (Libya) Controlled by No, 210 Grp.
Benghazi, Bet. at Tobruk, Under admin; control
of No. 212 Gip.
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On 1 March, the title of Air Headquarters, Egypt,
was changed to Air Defence Headquarters, Eastern
Mediterranean.

Tunisia, the area of Air Defence H*Q. Eastern Mediterr
anean's command was extended further westward, and hy
i^ril its responsibility for the safety of Allied land
and sea communications extended from the Levant to

Tunisia,

i\s the Eighth iirmy advanced into

A.H.Q. Egypt

(/lir Defence H,Q.
East: Med:)
O.R.B, March,
Appx, "B".

Operations of No. 201 (ri. C.) Group

The squadrons of No. 201 (N. C.) Group — in oo-
operation with the Royal Na\’y — kept a constant watch for

eneny shipping and submarines,
driven further west by the Eighth Amy's advance, the main

stream of the enemy's shipping came increasingly more
within the sphere of operations of the Malta squadrons and

those of the Eastern Axr Command of Operation "Torch"
(and, later, the North-west African Air Forces), and the
offensive sorties of No. 201 Group's aircraft decreased
correspondingly, Meanv/hile No. 201 Group's bombers, and

bombers of the 9th U.S. Mr Force based in Egypt,^ carried
out shipping strikes and the bombing of enem^' ports* ̂
T/ith regard to shipping strikes. Marauders (of No. 14
squadron), Baltimores (of No. 203 squadron) and A.S.V.
Wellingtons (of No. 221 squadron) made frequent
reconnaissances for enemy shipping and convoys.

i"iS the Axis forces were

No. 201 Grp;
O.R.B's;
a.ii.. 111. E

Tablc-s of Ops.
• j

In addition to the above operations, anti-U-boat
and "close cover" sorties over Allied’shipping were
carried out by Wellingtons, Sunderlands, Baltimores,
Blenheims, Marauders, Bisleys, Wellesleys, Beauforts,
Hudsons and Beaufighters, 3 and Walrus and Svfordfish air
craft of the F.^ squadrons.i.O 2.X9

/shipping

1 A.H.Q. 9th U.Sc Air Force was at Cairo,

The bombing of enemy ports is reviev/ed in Sub
section "PORT BOMBING", infra.

These aircraft were of the following squadrons of
No, 201 Group.

2

3

Wellingtons, Nos. 38, 221 and 458
Sunderlands, No, 230
Baltimores, . No, 203
Blenheims, No, 13 (Hellenic)
Marauders, No, 14
Bisleys, No, 15 S.A.A.F.
V/ellesleys, No. 47 air echelon
Beauforts,
Hudsons, No. 459
Beaufighters,Noe. 46 and 252

Ifo. 47

G» 1 9991!6/tc/9/48
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Shipping protection was afforded by Hurricanes
Beaufighters, ̂  and rainelaying was carried out by
Wellingtons, ̂  Beauforts ̂  and Marauders*5
operations were carried out by T/ellingtons and other air

craft of the Sea Rescue Plight, and several successful
rescues were made.

and

Sea Rescue

No, 201 Grp:

O.R.B. Appcs.

(Resumes of Ops.)

By the end of November units of No. 201 Group wijre
operating along the coast from Latakia (Levant) to
Benghaai. No. 701 squadron, P.j:i. n. , (based on Beirut with
a detachment at Haifa) was responsible for anti-submarine
opera.tions along the Levant coast to Cyprus,
(N. C. ) 'I'dng at Shalluf a operated Nos.
453 squadrons; No, 15 squadron, S.^wn.P,, (Bisleys)
operated from Mar5rut, No, 230 squadron (Sunderlands)
operated from Aboukir, and No, 203 squadron (Baltimores and
Marylands), No. 459 squadron (Hudsons) and No. 13 (Hellenic)
squadron (Blenheims) from Giannaclis, No, 235 (N.C,)
Wing w'as established at Gatbut with a detachiTient at Mersa

Matrul where No. 8l5 squadron, P
bsLSsd at an adjacent aerodrome. No. 247 (N.C.) Wing v/as
established at Berka* iis already stated, aircraft from

several units of the Group had been detached to the R.xi.P.,
Malta,

No. 247

14, 38, 47, 221 and

,  (Swordl’ish) was also• j.i0 jl*

.1^

Reconnaissance and iOiti-Submarine Operations and Patrols

No, 201 Grp:
O.R.B. Nov: Reconnaissance and shipping searches over the Eastern

Mediterranean wore carried out by Baltimores and Maryl.ands
of No, 203 squadron,

patrol (known as "Creek") was instituted with a view to
harassing and destroying enemy submarines along the coastal

The "Creek" patrol was carried out by

Towards the end of November a new

route to Tobruk,

aircraft of Nos, 235, 247 and 248 v/ings.

No, 201 Grp,
O.R.B. zippcs,

(Resumes of Ops,
Nov, *42 - Peb,

By the beginning of December the enemy had ceased
routeing his supply ships for Tz'ipolitania via Malta and he

was using the shore route off Tunisia instead.
were therefore out of range of No, 201 Group's aircraft for

the greater part of their voyages,
(of No. 14 squadron) carried out offensive reconnaissances
off the Tunisian coast,

(after the Eighth iirimy's occupation of Tripoli) the task
of harassing eneny shipping became mainly the responsibility
of the R

of Tripolitania the organisation of Np. 201 Group's mobile

Wings (under v^hich advanced detachments of day and night
reconnaissance and striking forces and anti-submarine
forces and fighter escorts had operated since the end of

1941) had fulfilled its function. Thenceforward the main

_ _ _ _ __ __ _ .. /activity

His convoys

Meanwhile Marauders

Towards the end of January,

With the final /CLlied occupationBL , Malta.

•43)

(Hurricanes) of Nos. 238 and 417 R.A. A.P. sqns. (No, 201
Grp:) (and also of Nos. 33, 80, 94, 127 and
355 (Hellenic) sqns. of A.H,q. , and
Nos. 213 and 274 sqns. of ii.H.Q. , Western
Desert)

(Beaufighters) of Nos.46 and 252 sqns, (No. 201 Grp:-)
(and also of No, 89 sqn, of A,H. Q., Egypt)

(Wellingtons) of Nos,38 and 458 sqns, (No,201 Grp:)
(Beauforts) of No,47 sqn, (No. 201 Grp:)
(Marauders) of No. 14 sqn, (No, 201 Grp:)

1

2

3

4

5
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activity of No. 201 Group v/as the protection of Allied
shipping in the Eastern Mediterranean,
the establishment of several permanent operational
Headquarters located at intervals along the whole coastline
from Tripolitania to Syi'ia,

Meanwhile, during Cecember, the Allies' shipping route
from Port Said and -Alexandria had become very busy as
convoys and suppl.ies for the forward areas of the Eighth
Jinny increased in number. Aircraft of No. 201 Group made
constant patrols of this route for enemy submarines, and
many Allied convoys v/ore supplied with close cover escorts.
In all, 28'.' separate day and night sorties (of which 198

as close cover for convoys) were made in December, in
addition to 150 sorties made by aircraft px’oceeding to and
from bases between Benghazi and the Delta area which kept a
constant look-out for enemy U-boats during these flights.

By the end of January, the shipping routes patrolled
by No,20l Group's aircraft against enemy submarines (v/hich
included those in the Levant and Cyprus and from Port Said
to Benghazi) were extended a further 430 miles westv/ard to
Tripoli. A total of 3^0 anti-submarine sorties were made
in January during ■v'vliich four U-boats were sighted. One
attack resulting from these sightings was made by  a Beaufort
in the AppoIonia area with four depth-charges, but
results v/ere observed.

T?iis necessitated

were

no

Ibid:

>

Ibid

In February, anti-submarine sorties rose to 427 (i.e.
288 by day^and 139 by night). Of these, 16 day and 16
night sorties were carried out in direct co-operation
v/ith R.N. surface forces in special offensive combined
operations against U-boats which had been located previously.
The U-boats wore most active off the Cyrenaioan "bulge"
and - to a lesser degree - between Cyprus and the Levant
coast. Three sightings were made, two of which resulted in
effective attacks by R.N. surface units co-operating vd.th
aircraft, as follows

(i) At 10,45 hours on 17 February, a Bisley (of No,15
squadron, S.A. A.F. ), v/hile providing anti-submarine
for a convoy with other aircraft, north-vrest of Dorna, saw
an escorting destroyer (H.M. S.Paladin) suddenly make a
reverse sweep and drop depth-charges. Iimiediately after
wards the conning-tower of a U-boat appeared on the surface,
and the Bisley at once attacked with two depth-charges, but
results were not observed. As the orew of the U-boat
attempted to leave the conning-tower the Bisley attacked
them with riiachine-gun fire. At a signal from the Paladin
the Bisley vri-thdrew out of range and the Paladin then pressed
home the attack. The U-boat was later abandoned by its
crew and Y/as taken in tow by destroyers but at 16,40 hours
it foundered.

cover

No. 201

O.R.B. , Feb;
and

Admiralty
Preliminary
Nfirrative,"The
'rlax' at Sea",
Vol,17

(ii) On the ni^ht of 19/20 February, a Wellington (of
No.58 Squadron) while giving protection v/ith five other
Wellingtons of the saiiie squadron to a convoy, west of
Ras el Haraaxia (Cyrenaica), sighted a U-boat but lost
contact with it v/hile manoeuvring to attack. The Wellington
directed escorting destroyers (lI.M.S. Isis and Hursley) and
resumed its patrol. The search for the U-boat v/as continued
by three other Wellingtons and later the destroyers
contacted the U-boat and sank it with depth-charges.

Ib:ld; and
No. 38 Sqn.
O.R.B. Feb:

/In

1  The Wellington was captained by F, 0. Butler, A, F.C.
■&,i999l6/lL/9/48
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No,201 Grp.
C.K. L. Appcs.
(Resume? of
Ops,, March)

In March, there were only two sightings of U-boats by
aircraft of No, 201 Group.
area in -v/hich an R.N. submarine was knovm to be operating
that the captain of the aircraft decided not to attack it.
The second U-boat was sighted on the surface north of
Cape Aamer, but it crash-dived before the aircraft could
get to its position. During that month combined Naval and
aircrait hunts were made on five occasions but no aircraft
observed any results although Naval surface forces were
seen to make attacks.

During the month of April the increase in Allied
shipping convoys in the Eastern Mediterranean resulted
in a large number of sorties by No.201 Group's aircraft,
total of 122 convoys vrere given anti-submarine protection

as against 94 convoys during March. Only one U-boat was
sighted during these operations when, on 19 April, a Hudson
(of No.459 Squadron) sighted a sulmorged U-boat ahead of a
convoy, 3 miles south-south-east of Ras el Tin. The Hudson

dropped only one depth-charge owing to the difficulty in
estimating when the aircraft v/as over the target,
the convoy was warned and took avoiding action,
one of the escorting destroyers attacked the U-boat with
depth-charges but no results were visible.

A total of 218 independent anti-submarine patrols and
area patrols were flown bj'- aircraft of No. 201 Group during
njjril, in addition to 25 sorties on combined R.N. and R.A.E.
hunts for U-boats. During an independent patrol on
29 ̂ ipril a Baltimore (of No. 52 Squadron) sighted a U-boat
with part of its conning-tower awash, but the vessel crash-
dived before the Baltimore could attack it.

The first was so close to an

ii.

however,
Meanwhile

Ibid:

No,201 Grp.
O.R.B. Apl.

No.201 Group.
O.R. B. Appos.
(Resume
Ops., Apl.)

ot

Shipping ̂ trik£s

No.201 Grp.
O.R. B's: and

R.A.P. Anti

shipping Ops.
(Merchant),
Vols. 4 and 5«

During November and December, only a few shipping
sightings were made and these led to disappointing results.
The most successful attacks were made by the Marauders of

No. 14 Squadron, On 17 December, tv/o of these aircraft on
an offensive reconnaissance of the Tripolitanian coast
sighted nine enemy barges proceeding at 14 knots. One
Marauder attacked with five 100 lb. bombs and cannon fire,
claiming tvro bomb hits and a near miss."' On 20 January,
two torpedo-carrying Marauders on an offensive reconnaissance
in the Aegean Sea sighted a 1,500-ton cargo vessel, 2? miles
east of Melos Island, escorted by one Arado 196. The
Marauders launched their torpedoes and obtained a direct
hit on the bows of the vessel which e^iploded and sank aDiiost

imraediately, 2 During tl:e attack the enemy air-craft engaged
the Marauders but the latter sustained no damage.

Another successful attack occurred on 21 February when

six bomber and three torpedo-Iiarauders made a daylight
shipping raid on Melos harbour. The Gennan cargo ship
Artemis Pitta (1,433 tons) and another cargo vessel and a
smaller ship lying in the harbour were attacked v/ith

/torpedoes

1  Ty/o barges were officially assessed (Air Min:
assessment) as sunk,

2  This was officially confirmed as sunk,
successful torpedo vra.s fired from 90 feet at a range
of 600 yards.).

(The
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"torpedoes and 300 lb, bombs. The .n.rteinis Pl'tta was s"truck
by a torpedo and blew up and sank, the saoond~hip set on
fire and the smaller vessel was straddled vd.th four 500 lb,
bombs but results were not observed,''

Ibid: During April, Beaufighters (of Ko,227 Squadron) made
several successful attacks on small vessels. These included
the sinking of a 250-ton schooner off the west coast of
Greece by two Beaufighters with cannon fire on 24 ̂ xpril,
and two days later the sinki'ig of a schooner and  a sailing
vessel (of 250 tons each) off the east coast of Greece by
four Beaufighters vrith bombs and cannon fire. One Beaufighter
struck tiie mast of one of the vessels and force-landed in
the sea. On the folio-wing day (2? Ipril) two Beaufight
on a

cannon fire a t25-ton caique, north-west of Rhodes,
vessel T/as left drifting with a heavy list to port and with
smoke pouring from it.2 The next successful attack by the
Beaufighters occurred on 1 May v/hen three of these aircraft
attacked and set on fire a 150-ton steamer, off Siphno
Island, with cannon fire and bombs.

Operations of No, 1 G.R. Unit, lauailia

iifter the battle of Alamein and the Eighth Array's
advoaice into Tripolitania, enenb'’" air activity over the Delta
area virtually ceased, only a few reconnaissance raids
being made over Port Said in November and December and
over Alexandria in December.

ers

sweep over the Aegean Sea, sighted and attacked ViTith
The

s

one

O.K. B' b;
No.1 G.R.Unit

B's.(') L)^ • -V.*

The headquarters of No.1 G.R. Unit remained at Ismailia,
but a detachment of two of its D.W.I. Wellingtons was sent
to Giannaclis on 9 November to sw-eep for mines in the
channel and harbour of Mersa Matruh.

at that port, and on 11 November the detachme'nt laoved to
Gambut and began sweeping the approaches and harbour at
Tobx^lk.4

No mines were exploded

One niine -was exploded in the harbour on that day
and another was exploded on 16 November, No further mines
vrere encountered at Tobruk, and on "1 December the detactirae'nt
returned to Ismailia, Thereafter sweeps were made of the
approaches to Port Said and over the Great Bitter Lake,
Suez Canal, where some mines v;ere still thought to be
located, but none were encountered.

On 20 January, tv/o D.W.I. Wellingtons were sent to
Gambut satellite aerodrome to svfeep for mines at Tripoli
harbour and its approaches. These operations were continued
for three days; one raine was exploded.

During February and March further sweeps were made over
the Suez Canal, On 11 April a detachment of two D.YAI.

/vVellingtons

Ibid;

1  These two ships were officially assessed under Category
IV.

2  This was officially assessed as "severely damaged",’
3  This was officially assessed as sunk.
4 Tobruk y/as occupied by the Eighth Army on 13 November,

G.20 G,199916/IL/9/48
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Wellingtons v/as sent to sv/eep the harbours at Sfax aiad
Sousse,1 but only nega.tive results vrere obtained at
these ports.

Operations of Air Headquarters^ Egypth.ater Aip PBfnupft
Headquarters, Eastern Mediterranean; '

As already stated, ener/y air activity
area virtually ceased from November (194-2).

over the Delta

There was,
hoYrever, some eneijy activity over the Arab's Gulf (west of
iilexandria) on the night of 9/l0 November Y/hen two unidentified
enemy aircraft reconnoitred the Gulf, dropping flares, while
one other dropped bombs near Burg el alrab. On the night of
15 November, a JU. 88 approached the Daba area and dropped
four bombs which damaged a fixed petrol tank, and on the
night of 21 November an unidentified enemy aircraft dropped
three H. E. bombs north of El Hai’nman, but no damage v/as
caused. Fighters from Edku were scrambled but failed to
intercept the raiders.

A. H. Q. Egypt,
O.R.E, Nov.

rpid; Dec. V/ith the extension of A. H. Q's Egypt's comaand Iri^
December 75^ of its fighter sorties (viz. 1,120 out of
a total of 1,551) Yvere convoy patrols during that month.
Enemy air activity Yvas very small; a few raids Yrere made on
Benghazi, Benina and Tobruk but little dajnage v/as effected
and several of the raiders were destroyed by No. 212 Group's
fighters. In January, operations vrere again mainly confined
to shipping protection, 1,580 out of 1,956 fighter sorties
being on convoy patrols. Of the four fighter Groups in the
Coi.T)qand, No. 212 v/as the most busy, seven enemy night bomber
raids being made in the Benghazi area and five in the Tobruk
area. On 8 January, a Malta convoy was attacked by five
HE, Ill's and JU 80's but no damage resulted to any of the
ships: Beaufighters (of No.89 Squadron) destroyed one of
the he's and one of the JU's.

Ibid; Jan;

During Pebi’Uary, a few enemy raids were made on Benghazi
and Tobruk but no damage resulted. A fe\Y enemy raiders
approached the coast of Egypt but only five crossed the

coast line. There v/as marked activity over Cyprus and the

Levant coast which necessitated 259 fighter sorties fi’om

No.209 Group's fighters. During the month a total of
thirteen enemy aircraft were destroyed and seven daioaged
throughout the v/hole of A. H. Q. Egypt's coi-nmandj half of these
were accoemted for by No. 89 Squadron based at Castel Benito

(Cyrenaica),

In March, a total of 3,298 fighter sorties vrere flown
by the Command of which 1,8l2 vrere convoy patrols. The
protection of Tripoli harbour (No,210 Group) accounted
21^ of the total number of sorties, several night raids

.  /being

for

Ibid; i/iarch

1  These two ports were occupied by the Eighth Army on

10 and 12 April respectively,
2  The part which No,1 G.R. Unit had played in assisting

the Royal Navy to clear the North African ports of mines

during the advance of the Eighth Arny was acknowledged
in an address to the Unit's personnel by the Secretary of
State for Air v/hen he visited Isriiailia on 22 June,

3  See page 507 supra.

Ibid:
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Narrative

"The War at

Sea", Vol.IV

nd being Hiade over Tripoli, Tt/o of these vrere serious, one
on 7 March) destroying No.880 A.E. M. S. and the other
on the night of 19 iiarch) when some twelve eneny aircraft

•made a bombing and circling torpedo attack and sank the
British i^m-.iunition ship Q.aeaii._Yjayage, (7,174 tons), the
Greek ship (1,354 tons) and dajaaged the destroyer
B.*5£l!efit,, This attack Y/as made at low level in hea'vy rain
- v/ith 10/l0 cloud obscuration - which prevented R.A. P.

■ fighters from carrying out patrols.

Ener^ reconnaissance raids over Egypt somewhat
increased during March, although few came v/ithin fighter
range. On 27 March, a few Italian aircraft made a raid
over Cyprus and Syria during which eleven bombs Y/ere,
dropped outside Tripoli (Levant) but no damage ensued.
The number of enemy aircraft destroyed for the month
thraughout the CoLTi.iand was seven in addition to three
others damaged.

During April, there was little enemy night activity.
Three enemy reconnaissances vrere made over Alexandria,
six over Tripoli, four over Cyprus, four over areas in
the Levant, and nine over Cyrenaica, Tripoli harbour was
mided only once (on 13 April) YYhen thirteen JU, 88’s and
HE, Ill’s attacked vri-th bombs, circling torpedoes and
parachute mines, from heights of 10,000 to 3,000 feet,
but no casualties and only slight damage occurred. A few
Italian a-ircraft raided over the Levant, notably on
24 April when Beaufighters destroyed one CZ,1007 and
daiviaged one other. In all, 2,6ij-3 fighter sorties were
flov/n throughout the Command during the month of which
1,265 were convoy patrols and 696 were standing patrols
over Tripoli harbour. Casualties to enemy aircraft Yvere

four destroyed and three others damaged.

Air Defence

H. Q. East:
Med; O.R. B.

■  jipl.

Ibid; ila

.and,

AdiaJ-ralty
Prelii'ninary
Narrative

"The 'vYar at

, Vol.IV

'V There T/'as only one major enemy air attack on a convoy
during May, wiiich occurred on the first of the month v/hen

a large Allied convoy (comprising three personnel ships,
eleven store, ships and a tanker for Tripoli, and fourteen
store ships, two tankers and one personnel ship for Malta)
v/as attacked north-vrest of Benghazi at 20,00 hours by two
JU. 88’s, both of which were shot down. At 20,50 hours
twelve plus HE. Ill’s attacked the convoy: four of them

were shot doYvn by fighters and one by A.A. fire from the

ships. The British S, S, Erin-pura (5,143 tons)1 and the
tanker British Trust were sunk. The convoy reached
Tripoli and ivialta on' 3 and 4 iiay respectively without
further loss.

W'-

/PPIT,

The Erinpura was the Commodore of the convoy's ship:
she carried 1,000 Army personnel (mostly of the Pioneer
Corps) of whom 464 YTere rescued.

1
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FORT BOIJBING

The ijlied air attacks on eneny ports and bases during
the period under review T/erc carried out contenporaneously
by aircraft operating in the Yfestern, Central and Eastern
Basins.- In the Western and Central Basins these attacks

v/ere made by the squadrons of the ’’Torch" Eastern idr
Command and 12th.

in February, into the newly-formed North-vroat African Air
Forces)-^, and also from Ivlalta.
operating in the Eastern Basin T/ere made by the bomber
squadrons of No. 205 Group and the Bomber Command of the
9th U.S.ii.o Air Force based at Cairo.

U.S.A. Air Force (until their absorpt

The attacks by aircraft

ion

YOSSTERN i'lND CENTRiiL Bi^INS

(i) Torch" Squadrons (Eastern Air Command and I2th U.S lA

H.Q. East:

idr Command,
Op. Summaries.

The attacks by the Wellingtons (of Nos. 142 and I50
squadrons) of the Eastern Air Command on Tunisian ports and
bases which had been begun early in January ^ vrere continued
during the latter half of that month. On the night of
14/15 January and on four of the five folloTn.ng nights, the
Y/ellingtons made seventy effective sorties over Bizerta
harbour and caused wide-spread damage in the dock area.
The bombs v/hich they dropped included a number of 4,000
and 1,000 pounders in addition to 500 lb. and 250 lb,
bombs and great numbers of incendiaries, v/hich caused
explosions and large fires,
the docks at Ferryville, notably on 1 8 January when tim

4,000 lb. and 54 x 500 lb. bombs, and incendiaries, were
dropped over the town and the dock area starting fires
which v/ere visible for 40 miles on the aircraft's return

journey,

daylight attacks on Bizerta and Perryville which totalled
In addition to starting

fires in the docks some direct hits v/ere scored on enemy
shipping in the harbour.

U.S. Fortresses, escorted by Lightnings, bombed enemy
shipping in Bizerta docks and sank the 3,168-ton S.S.
Noto (ex-French D.iebel Nadorl.

The W'ellingtons also attacked

Mean¥/hile the U.S. Fortresses made several

some 100 effective sorties.

On 30 January, twenty-seven

This attack was repeated

H.q. 12 th.
U.S...i.A.F, Intell:

Summariesj a.H.B.
II.JI5/8 R.A.F.
^\nti-shipping
Ops, (Merch't)
Vol. 4; List from
Eneiny souroes of
Italian merchant

ships sunk.

next day (3I January) by tv/enty-six escorted U.S.
Fortresses 'vvhich resulted in the sinking of the S.S.
Spolete (ex-French Caledonien) of 7,96O tons,
attacks on Bizerta and Ferryville a considerable number of

enemy fighters were shot down — not only by the escorting
Lightnings but also on occasion by the concentrated fire
of the Portresses.

Tunis, the attacks including the power-house, military
camps and the railway marshalling yards as well as the
dock areas.

During the

The U.S. Portresses also bombed

*L. H. 0, E. A..G.

Op. Summaries
The chief objective of the 'Wellingtons- was Bizerta

which v/as bombed on several occasions,

attacks were made on the nights of 3/4 and I5/16 February
by eleven and tv/elve Wellingtons respectively,
first of these attacks 4 x 1,000 lb
4 X 250 lb. bombs and incendiaries were dropped, many
bursts being seen along the dock quay and in the town,
the attack of 15/I6 February, 86 x 500 lb. bombs and
incendiaries were dropped in the harbour and town

The most effecti

In the

59 X 500 lb. and•»

ve

In

/areas.

See page 47^ supra.
See A.H. B, Narrative of "Operations in North ilfrica"
Volume 1.

1

2
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areas.. During this operation a JU. 88 attacked one of the
wellingtons and in the ensuing comhat the JU. was
proba.bly^ destroyed. In the opinion of the iiir Ministry
the V/ellingtons had "put up a most creditable perfor
mance" and had "paid a good dividend".

iuM. C.S. 17572,
186 A.

G, xi* S.Ops.) to
A.H. u'elsh,

1 2. 2.43.

In addition to the frequent attacks made by the
wellingtons, thirty-tv/o escorted U.S. Fortresses made
a heavy attack on Bizerta on 25 February when mny hits
were scored in the dock area and near misses on ships in
the outer harbour. Meanwhile, on 1 February, nineteen

fl. j. 12th» U.S.
Intell:

Summaries

(a.H.B.II.J15/8)
and ,R.a.P. ;toti-

shipping Ops.
(Merch't)
Vol. ;

escorted U.S. Portresses had bombed the harbour at Tunis,
dropping 60 x 1,000 lb. and 166 x 500 lb. bombs from
23,000 feet on the docks and shipping
started along the harbour and hits vrere scored on a
5,000-ton and a 3i000-ton ship lying in the docks.^
During the bomb run enemy fighters attacked the Portresses
which, with the escorting Lightnings, accounted for nine
aircraft destroyed, two probables and four damaged.
Portress was lost by being rammed head-on by a P.U. 190,
the pilot of which had, apparently, been killed.

Fires were

One

Ibid: , Attacks y/ere also made on the docks and shipping at
On 8 February, forty-tr/o escorted U.S. PortressesSousse.

dropped 186 x 1,000 lb. bombs’from 22,000 feet;
bursts were seen on buildings and jetties, the north dock
and seaplane base being especially well covered with
bursts: two small ships in the harbour were hit.2
Meanwhile bombing attacks had been carried out on
Sicilian and Sardinian ports. On the nights of 31 Jan-
uary/l February, and 9/10 February, thirteen and ten
'wellingtons attacked Trapani with 500 lb. bombs, bursts
being observed in the dock area and on the gas works on
each occasion.

15 February when eighteen (unescorted) U.S. Portresses
bombed the port and harbour, setting an oil tank on fire
and hitting an 8,000-ton ship which was left burning in
the harbour. 3

many

Pfilermo was also attacked, notably on

In the southern sector of the combat area U.S. Port

resses, Mitchells and Marauders made attacks on the port of
Sfax, The heaviest of these attacks occurred on 28

January yyhen twenty-seven Fortresses, with an escort of
eighteen Lightnings, bombed the docks at 14.20 hours v/ith
319 X 500 lb. G.P, bombs.. Six ME. 109's attaclced the for

mation, three of v;hich ware destroyed and one damaged. At
14.30 hours a second attack was made by eighteen Mitchells
escorted by eleven Lightnings; I36 x 300 lb. bombs were
dropped from 10,000 to 8,000 feet and hits were seen at 50
foot intervals along the whole length of the railway yards
and also on rolling-stock and a barracks. At 14.50.hours
a third attack was imade, this time by fifteen escorted
Marauders v/hich dropped 273 x 100 lb, bombs from 9,000 feet

in the wai’ehouse area from which large columns of smoke were

seen. Twelve P.Yf. ip9's attacked the Marauders, one P.'f.
109 being shot down. ̂

/ii) North-west

1 The larger ship was officially assessed as "damaged
and the smaller ship (v/hich was set on fire) as
"severely damaged".
These were officially assessed under Category IV.
This was officially assessed as- "severely damaged".
The U..S. losses in these attacks were one Mitchell

and one Lightning.

2

3
4
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(ii) North-west African Air Forces(A.H.B.II
j/15/8)
A.H.Q.
W.A.A.P. Air

In tell:

Reports R.A.F. attacks on Cagliari, the chief port of Sardinia.
Anti-shipping February, nineteen U.S. Fortresses bombed the docks, railway yards
Ops, (Merch't) and the industrial area of the town, Tv/o days later
Vol.4; List (28th February) forty-six U.S. Fortresses, escorted by thirty-nine
from.Enemy Lightnings, bombed Cagliari starting large fires in the docks and
Sources of in the town and sinking the 5>000“"ton S.S. Santa Rita and the

Italian 3,825-ton S.S.Paolo. Moderate but inaccurate "flak" was

merchant ships encountered over the target, and during the operation nine ME.109’s
and MA..200’s v/ere engaged by the Lightnings, tv^o ME‘s and one MA.
being damaged: all the U.S. aircraft returned to base.

On 1st March a heavy attack was made on Pale mo-when thirty-
eight U.S. Portresses, escorted by Lightnings, dropped 40 x 1,000
lb, and 213 x 500 lb. bombs which fell on the docks and ship

building areas in the town,
smaller vessels were hit, five of v/hich v/ere claimed as set on
fire.(1)
chiefly engaged on shipping patrols varied by the bombing of the
aerodromes at Tunis and Bizerta, and other enemy aerodromes and

landing grounds,
switched their attacks to the enemy's ports of off-loadin
23rd March, twenty-two U.S. Portresses, escorted by tv/enty
Lightnings, bombed the port of Bizerta, bursts being seen on both
sides of the channel and on quays and in the town, and one near

miss being registered on a ship in the harbour,
operation the Lightnings engaged a number of enemy fighters of
which three Iffi. 109's were destroyed for the loss of one Lightning.

Towards the end of Pebruaigy (after the absorption into the
N.A.A.P. of the Eastern Air Command and 12th. U.S.A.A.P.squadrons)
the newly-fomed Strategic Air Force of the N.A.A.F. made heavy

On 26th

sunk.

Ibid,

One large merchant ship and several

For the next three weeks the U.S. Fortresses were

During the last week of March the Portresses
Ono»

During the

On 24th March, twenty-one U.S. Fortresses bombed Perryville
harbour, dropping 250 x 500 lb, bombs wliich caused several i’i^es
and explosions and hitting or near-missing three cargo ships.( )
On the follov/ing day twenty-tv/o UcS, Fortresses, escorted by
Lightnings, attacked Sousse harbour, scoring hits on the jetties
and on a large ship at the south qua.y and on one small ship in the
harbour.(3) On 3lst March the U.S. Portresses re-visited Cagliari,
twenty-four of these aircraft (v/ithout escort) bombing the docks
8ind shipping v/ith 5OO lb, (delay) bombs from 23,000 feet. Bursts
were seen all over the dock area and a large explosion occurred in
the north-west corner of the harbour.

Cap Figalo was hit and sunk and photographs taken by the bombers
showed that another merchant ship was set on fire, hits vmxo scored

on three other mercheuit ships and a coaster, and damaging near

misses were scored on nineteen small craft.

The 2,811-ton S.S,

In April, heavy attacks were made by Wellingtons of the
Strategic Air Force on the docks and marshalling yards at Tunis,
total of 117 tons of bombs being dropped in fifty effective

sorties during these attacks,
successful attacks on Bizerta, dropping over 50 tons of bombs.
Medium bomber attacks were also delivered, chiefly in the moonless

period of the month, the targets being illuminated by "pathfinder"
aircraft which marked the targets by dropping incendiary bombs

while the remaining aircraft dropped their bomb loads including
several 4,000 and 1,000 pounders. The most effective attacks by
the U.S. Fortresses on Tunis and Bizerta were made in the second

v/eek of the month, eighteen effective sorties being flown against
Tunis and tv/enty-seven against Bizerta,.

a

The Wellingtons also made two

/(iii)

Ibid:

1. These were officially assessed under Category IV
2, These v®re officially assessed under Category IV
3. These were officially assessed under Category IV
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(iii) Malta

the first lult of January('’) the Malta bomber
were engaged in mine-laying off the Kerkennah Islands

and La Goulette (Tunis) harbour and in attacks on Sfax and Sousse
harbours. The attacks v?ere then switched to Tripoli, which was
raided on the night of 16/17 January and the three following
nights by Wellingtons and Albacores,
attacks was made on the night of I7/I8 January v/hen seven
Wellingtons dropped 52 x 500 lb. bombs from 10,000 to 7>000 feet
on the railway station and military stores dumps, starting several
fires and causing explosions. Meanwhile the Spitbombers
(carrying 250 lb. bombs and incendiaries) made several attacks on
the power station at Avola and Porto Empedocle.

;

The heaviest of these

A• i. Q« M.E.,
Tables of Ops. aircraft

Dur

Ibid; In the first two weeks of February, Beauforts and Albacores
vrere employed in mine-laying off Columbia Island, the Kerkennah
Channel,and tlie harbours of Sfax and Trapani, v/hile the Spitbombers
made attacks on Sicilian targets including the power station at

Gassibile, the chemical factory at Marzamimi-Pachino and the railway
area at Pozzallo.

bombing took place, although the Spitfires continued their attacks

on Harsamimi and Poazallo, and raided the railv/ay area at Scicli

and the power station and harbour at Syracuse.(3;
were continued during March, the factory and railway station at

Ragusa and the factory at Samaeri also being raided. Moreover,
the Spitborabers varied their operations by raiding the Sicilian
airfields and the airfield on Tjampedusa Island,

During the latter part of the month no medium

These attacks

Ibid: During the first v^eek of April, the Beauforts and Albacores

laid mines at the harbour entrance of Trapani, and the Wellingtons
and Albacoros made attacks oh the harbours of Marsala, Port

Empedocle and at Lampedusa,
their raids on Sicilian ports and bases which included an attack

on the '’E"“boat and sea-plane base at Syracuse on 4th April when
six Spitbombers dropped 12 x 250 lb, bombs, eight of which fell
among seven sea-planes and two near the ''E"-boat base. On 26th
April, six Spitbcmbers attacked the U-boat and "E"-boat bases at

Augusta, scoring several hits with 250 lb, bombs on these targets,
and on the following night they attacked the same targets and also

the oil tanks (from 8,000 feet), several bombs dropping over these
targets and also over the ta=vn. Two days later (28th April)
tv/elve Spitbombers attacked the "E"-boat base, wharves and power
house at Syracuse, bursts being observed on all these targets.

Meanwhile, the Spitbombers continued

B. EASTERN BASIN

Prom the rime that Rommel established his forces on the

Buerat linn late in November (1942), the R.A.P. Y/ellingtons^^/
lialifaxes^^and Liberators^®'' of No.265 Group and the U.S»
Liberators of the Bomber Command of the 9th U.S. Air Force (based
at Cairo) made heavy attacks on the Axis supply ports in
Tripolitania, Tunisia, southern Italy and Sicily.  A considerable

/number
1. See A.H.B. Narrative - Malta.

2, Comprising ’Wellingtons (of Nos.40, I04 and I62 sqns.
Albacores (of No„821 sqn., F.A.A,) Beauforts of No,39 sqn»
detcht:) and Spitbombers (of Nos.
NO0I435 flight)0

3. These bombing raids were generally made from heights of
either 10,000 or 2,000 feet.

4. The Liberators vrere of N0.160 aqn,which was under operational
control of the 9thc U.S.A.A.P.

5. Cf No.462 sqn., R.A.A.F.
6. Of Nos,37, 40, 70,104 and 108 sqns.

and 249 sqn. and
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number of the attacks made by the U.S. bombers were directed
against enemy shipping in harbour and several successes were
obtained,, .

Portofino^ ̂ '
These included the sinking of the 6,424-ton tan

A.H.Q. M.E.
Op.Summarie s
and Tables of ker

in Benghazi harbour by a force of tv/enty-one U.S,
Anti-shipping Liberators on 6th November, and the sinking of the 2,153-ton
Ops,(March't) Etiopia by five U»S, Portresses in Tobruk harbour on the same day,
Vols. 4 & 5.

5jist from Enemy
Sources of

Ops: R.A.P.

Italian merchant

ships sunk.

During November and December, bombing attacks were made

against Tripoli and enemy shipping in Tripoli harbour, and in
November the R.A.P. Liberators also attacked Naples and Benghazi,
the attacks on the latter port being supported by the Wellingtons,
On the night of 10/11 November, V/ellingtons and Halifaxes made
several sorties against Tobruk preparatory to its re-occupation
by the Eighth Army two days later.

Towards the end of December, U.S. and R.A.P. Liberators made

four attacks (with 1,000 lb, bombs) on enemy shipping in Sousse
harbour which resulted in the sinking of the S.S. Anna Maria

(1,205 tons) by the R.A.P. Liberators on the night of 27/28
December and the S,S. Armando (1,541 tons) and Giuseppe Leva
(1,430 tons)
U.S. Liberators

2^th and 29th December re spe ctivelyb'y' 'tlie
•  ̂

on

Ibid:

»
The attacks on Tripoli harbour were re-commenced on 15th

January by U.S, Liberators and were continued for the next six

days,

effective sorties and dropped 3^4 x 1,000 lb. bombs on shipping in
During'these

In this week of bombing the Liberators made over seventy

the harbour and on the port installations,
operations the 8,329-ton motor vessel Agostino Bertani was sunk

(15th January), and damage was caused to other shipping,
occasions the Liberators encountered heavy A.A. fire and three of

them were damaged,
the Liberators which demonstrated the effectiveness of their fire

On two

109's and MA,2:''0>s attackedMoreover, ME.

by shooting d'w/n one and one MA. and damaging several others
without loss to themselves.

As the Eighth Areiy neared Tripoli the Italians sailed all

their sea-v/orthy ships from that port, Pive other ships
(including the 8,289-ton Hospital, ship Tevere and the 5,^28-ton
S. S. San Giovani Batista) were sunk in the harbour by the Italians
in an attempt to bXocKr'tne entrance. Two days later (23rd
January) armoured units of the Eighth Army entered the town which
the enemy had already evacuated.

Meanwhile, in Tunisia, the R.A.P. and U.S. Liberators v/ere

roajdng heavy bombing attacks on Sousse and Tunis, and during the
first three weeks of January they bombed the Axis supply bases at

Naples and Palermo. On 11th January, eight U.S. Liberators
dropped 40 x 1,000 lb, bombs on the harboirr installations at Naples
observation of results v/as obscured by low cloud, but a fire was
seen to have been started in the town. Two of the Liberators

v/ere damaged by A.A. fire, and two others were shot down by
ME. 109's, one of v/hich was destroyed.

/

Ibid;

Low

1. The Portofino had already been attacked in a convoy of tv/o

merchantmen and pscorting destroyers, by Egypt a^d Malta-based

Wellingtons and U.S. Liberators off Benghazi on the night of
3/4 November. During this attack the Portofino and the tvra
merchantmen had been hit; the latter v/ere both officially
assessed as "severely damaged".

2, A fourth ship was officially assessed as sunk on 27th December
by U.S. Liberators (but it is not mentioned in the List from
Enemy Sources),
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Low clouds over Naples hampered the bombers' efforts during
February, but at dusk on ISth February twenty U.S. Liberators
successfully attacked shipping in Naples harbour, sinking the
1,956-ton S.S. Lecce (ex-French Cuerka) and scoring direct hits
on another medium-sized merchantman. The attacks on Naples
v/ere continued during March by the U.S. Liberators and also by
R.A.F. Liberators(2; which raided Wanles on -n-n rfVrt-c^which raided Naples on three nights,
the previous month, adverse weather conditions limited the scale
of these attacks, but considerable damage was caused to the port
installations and shipping in the harbour.

In the meantime the success of the Allied air attacks on his
shipping by the North-west African Air Forces and the E.A.F.,
Malta,resulted in the enemy ceasing his efforts to supply Bizerta
and Tunis direct from Naples. Instead, the enemy made increasing
use of Sicily as an advanced dumping base and sent his ships under
cover of darkness from Palermo and other Sicilian harbours to the
northern Tunisian ports. This had the result of greatly in
creased road and r&il traffic down the Italian coast and across the
train ferry at Messina, which gave an excellent opportunity for
the Malta squadrons to attack these road and rail communications.(5)
As the Sicilian ports and the railway terminus at Messina became
increasingly important to the Axis in the above respect, the
Middle East bombers correspondingly increased their attacks both
in scale and in frequency on Palermo and Messina.

I
Ibid: ^During January, the U.S. Liberators made twenty-two effective

sorties against Palermo and a similar number against Messina.
In February, the majority of their attacks were concentrated on
Messina while the R.A.F. Wellingtons and Halifaxes made Palermo
their chief objective, but the weather considerably curtailed their
efforts. The heaviest attack on Palermo was made by thirty
Wellingtons and- five Halifaxes on the night of 22/23 February,
which resulted in the explosion and eight fires in the harbour and
town areas and bomb bursts

dock. (4) Intense A.A.
failed to return.

across the naval jetties and the dry
fire was encountered and one Wellington

The most effective attack on Messina during February was
carried out by tv/o formations comprising sixteen U.S. Liberators
on 23rd February, Kits'V'ore scored on the train ferry terminus
and the railway sidings to the south of the harbour, and several
fires and explosions occurred,
vessel at the ferry terminus. (5)
Liberators were attacked by enemy fighters of which one ME.I09
was shot dov-m: one Liberator v/as slightly damiaged tiy A.A. fire.

One bomb burst on or near a

Both formations of the

During the first half of March, four attaoks were made on
Palermo by R.A.F. Wellingtons and Halifaxes, but low cloud
prevented full obser^/ation of results,

several times, the heaviest attack being on 24th March when
nineteen U.S. Liberators dropped 1+2 tons of bombs scoring hits
an the northern arm of the harbour near the naval fuel storage

Messina was bombed

/tanks

1. This was officially assessed as "severely damaged". (Photos
taken on the next day showed that this vessel's stern was
submerged)

2. Of No.178 (formerly No,160) sqn.
3. See page 503 supra.

4. The Halifaxes attacked from 13,’000 to 10,000 feet with 1,000
and 500 lb, bombs, and the Wellingtons from 16,000 to 6 600

feet vdth 500 lb, bombs (and a few 250 lbs.)

5. This-was officially assessed under Category IV.
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tanks where fires were started, and on railway sidings south of
the terminus. About ten J'HE. 109’s and one ME. 110 attacked the

Liberators which destroyed twoME.IO^'s,
R.A.P. Liberators followed up this attack by dropping 48 x 1,000
lb. bombs on the ferry docks.

That night, six

These attacks on the Italian and Sicilian ports of loading
during the first three months of 1943 proved to be a valuable

contribution tov/ards hampering the enemy's efforts to supply his
forces in Tunisia.

Early in April, while the Eighth Army v/as engaging Rommel's

forces at Oued el Akarit,( v the Middle East R.A.P.' bombers made
several attacks on Sfax and Sousse,

nights:

Sfax v/as bombed on three

the night of 4/5 April, twenty-nine Ti7ellingtons(^)
dropped 235 x 5OO lb, and -^o 4,000 lb. bombs (from 12,00 to 6,500
feet) while one Albacore(3) dive-bombed with 250 lb. bombs and
also illuminated the target with flares,
bombs burst near the railway station and in the factory area and

hits were scored on barrack buildings and factories north of the
tovm,

twenty-one Tfellingtons (when the phosphate quay and stores’ depot
were hit), and again on the night of 7/8 April when five Halifaxesv^
and four Wellingtons dropped 36x 1,000 lb. and 27  x 500 lb. bombs
respectively (from 11,000 to 7,500 feet): large fires mre seen in
the barracks area.

on

The two 4,000 lb.

This attack v/as repeated on the night of 6/7 April by

On the follov/ing night (8/9 April) four Halifaxes and seven
V/ellingtons attacked Sousse, dropping tv/o 4,000 lb., 37 x 1,000 lb,
and 52 X 500 lb. bombs,

the town and near the railway station,
Bursts were observed among buildings in

C. JOINT ATTACKS BY N.A.A.P. AED MIDDI^, EAST

SQUiiDRONS ON IJCIS PORTS OP LOiiDING

Ibid: and

N.A.A.P. Air

Intell:

Reports

(AHB.II
J.15/8)

During April, as the Tunisian campaign was drawing tov/ards

its close, the maiti Axis ports of on-loading wore heavily attacked
by North-west African and Cyrenaican-based Middle East squadrons.

Apart from attacks made by the R.A.P. Liberators of No.178 squadron
and a few sorties by R.A.P. Wellingtons of the N.A.A.P. Strategic
Air Porce, the attacks were carried out by U.S. aircraft of the
N.A.A.P. and of the Bomber Command of the 9th, U.S. Air Force

(Middle East),

The main Axis supplj”- port of Naples became the chief objective
More than eighty effectiveof the Allied bombers in April,

sorties vrere flown against that port by Liberators of the 9th,U.S,

Air Porce, over sixty by U.S. Portresses of the Strategic Air

Forces, and sixteen by No,178 squadron's Liberators, The sorties
by the U.S. Portresses were all carried out on the morning of 4th
April v/hen ninety-one aircraft in three waves dropped over 100 tons

of bombs on the port facilities and shipping, and some 55 tons on

the marshalling yards. The power and gas plants, benracks and

docks were all hit and damaged, the S. S. _^cil^ (9,646 tons) was
(5) and other damage was inflicted on sTupping in the harbour.sunk

During the evening of the same day nine U.S. Liberators of the

9th. W. S. Air Porce attacked Naples harbour, dropping 81 x 500
lb, bombs from 25,000 to 23,000 feet, bursts being observed on two

/of
1. See page 486 supra,
2, Of Nos, 40 a-nd 104 sqns,
3, Of No.821 sqn,, P.A.A. two Albaoores were sent but one

returned early o’wing to excessive vibiation,
4, Of No,462 sqn., R.A.A.P.
5, See page ,488 supra.
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of the moles. Heavy A.A. fire was encountered and all the
Liberators were hit. These attacks were repeated on 10th and
11th April by Liberators of the 9th. U. S. Air Force which bombed
the harbour moles and quays and obtained hits or near misses on
shipping in the harbour. During these attacks three enemy
fighters were shot down and seven others were probably destrayed
for the loss of one Liberator.

Palermo was attacked on eight occasions during April, three
times by Strategic Air Force aircraft of the N.A.A.F. and five
times by squadrons from the Middle East. The attacks by the
Strategic Air Force were made on l6th, lyth and 18th April: that
of the l6th. resulted in the sinking of the 4)638-ton merchemt
ship G-iacomo. and that of the 17th. in the sinking of the
S. S. Chieti (5,457 tons) and Lentini (1,068 tons),*'^) During
these attacks the power station and’”marshalling yards were hit.
Most of the attacks by Middle East U.S. and R.A.F. Liberators
were intended primarily to inflict damage to the quays and moles,
and many direct hits were scored which started several fires.
On 5th April a force of nineteen (Middle East) U.S. Liberators,
while bombing the harbour and quays, sank the 4,999-ton S.S. Todi
(ex-French Rabelais) and also damaged a large lighter.

Six attacks v/ere made during April on Messina by Middle East
aircraft, seventy-one effective sorties being made by U.S.
Liberators and thirteen by R.A.F. Liberators,
attacks considerable damage was caused to the train ferry berths
and on the building housing the operating gear, and also to the
railv/ay sidings south of the terminus.

Meanwhile, Trapani was attacked on three occasions from
north-vrest Africa; tvdce by U.S. Fortresses and once by R.A.F.
Yfellingtons.

primarily against shipping in the harbour; in arj attack by
eighteen of these aircraft (on 6th April) a raediurtii^sized vessel
v/as sunk(2) and bursts vrare seen among several vessels in the
southern dock and on the north side of the harbour.

During these

The attacks by the U.S. Fortresses were made

Ibid; and

K.A.A.F. Op:
and Intell:

Summarie s

(AHB.II
J.15/10)

Tov/ards the middle of April it was ascertained that there

was increased enemy shipping activity at Gataroia, and accordingly
several atacks wer

R.A.F. Liberators:
re made on that port by Middle East U.S. and
,(•5) On 15th April, thirteen U.S. Lit

attacked Catania, bombs bursting close to a tanker and on the mole
and dockside. This attack was repeated by fifteen U.S.
Liberators on the following day when hits v/ere scored on the
tanker(^) and on the main harbour mole, v/hile bomb bursts were
seen near the oil storage tanks and the port railway station.
The U.S. Liberators made further attacks on Catania on 17th and
18th April, causing further damage to shipping and starting
fires near the oil depot. Meanwhile on the night of I7/I8
April, six R.A.F. Liberators bombed the harbour and mole (with
500 lb. bombs from 17,000 to 13,500 feet) but although bombs
burst in the target area results could not be observed.

In addition to all these attacks on the ports of on-loading
the Middle East heavy bombers made a fev/ sorties against the
smaller Italian ports of Bari, Reggio di Calabria, Grotone,
Cosenza and Pizzo. Bombers of the N.A.A.F. Strategic Air Force
attacked port facilities at Carloforte and Maddalena (Sardinia)
and the Siciliaii port of Marsala on a few occasions during the
month.

/ALLIED
1. See page 4^9 supra,
2. This ship v/as probably the S.S. Scottoss (1,465 tons)
3. Of No.178 Sqn.

4. This was officially assessed as sunk (but it dees not
appear in the List from Enemy sources).
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ALLIED OCCUPATION OP TUNISIA

Position of the La.nd Fighting

Meanwhile, during the second v/eek of April, the Eighth Army
v/as pursuing Rommel's forces v/hich had retreated from Oued el
Akarit to Enf idaville. ( )
Rommel at Enfidaville and occupied that place on 22nd April after
severe fighting,
first Army advancing from Medjez-el-3ab was attacked by a German
armoured division in the Goubellat plain on the night of 20/21
April,

the area between Goubellat and Bu Arada, good progress being made
in the north of this sector although strong enemy resistance was
encountered in the south.

On the night of I9/20 April it attacke

While these operations were in progress the

A counter-attack was launched on the follov/ing day in

d

On 23rd April, Allied ground forces operating east of Medjez
advanced along the Medjerda valley and occupied Crich el Oued;
two days later they captured Heidous (north of Medjez), Meanwhile,
American forces were advancing along the axis of the Beja-Mateur
road, while on the Eighth Army’s left flank Free French troops
advanced (on 24th April) with little resistance from the enemy who
retreated towards Pont du Pahs. These operations were greatly
assisted by heavy attacks on the enemy troops and positions from
the Tactical and Western Desert Air Forces,

During the last week of April the Allied armies made further

progress ard early in May they were ready to begin their final

assaults which broke the enemy's resistance in Tunisia,

Attacks on Enemy Shipping and Ports by N.A.A.F. and
Middle East Squadrons

During the first week of May, while the Allied land forces

were preparing for their advance on Tunis and Bizerta, the enemy
made great efforts to get further supplies through to the ports
of Northern Tunisia,

extent, but tcw/ards the end of the week the enemy's traffic v/as

greatly disrupted by Allied air attacks on his ports and shipping.

These efforts succeeded to a limited

In the earlier part of the week the N.A.A.P. U.S. Mitchells,A.H,B.M.E.0p,
Summaries and Lightnings and Marauders carried out several shipping sweeps but
Tables of Ops; Lad weather and consequent poor visibility precluded sightings
N.A.A.F. Op. & being made.
Intell:

An attack by U.S, Fortresses on Bizerta was

largely ineffectual by adverse weather conditions.
Summaries 5th May the Strategic Air Force took advantage of an improvement

(AH.B.II the weather to make several shipping sweeps.
J,15/10):RAF U.S. Fortresses, escorted by tv/enty-one Lightnings, covered the
Anti-shipping Sicilian Straits as far as Palermo, Off Cape St. Vito they
Ops,(Merchant) attacked a 6,000-ton merchant ship (probably carrying munitions)
Vol.5; List escorted by two naval vessels, dropping 3'12 x 500 lb, (delay
from Enemy action) bombs from 15,000 feet.
Sources of a column of smoke and flames being seen for 60 miles o
Italian return journey, and the ship disintegrated and sank,

However, on

Tv/enty-seven

A tremendous explosion followe
the

Cn the

d,

merchant ships same day six U.S. Mitchells, escorted by fourteen lightnings (four
sunk. of which were bombers), attacked an unescorted convoy of one

medium and two small merchant ships v/est of Marettirno ls;j.and.

The Mitchells attacked vdth 5OO lb. (4 seconds delay) bombs from
200 to 100 feet, sinking one small vessel, setting another ship

fire and damaging the third,(3) Another sv/eep was made on

the same day by eighteen U.S. escorted Marauders which bombed
on

/a

1. See page 486 supra,
2, This was officially assessed as sunk (it does not appear in

the List from Enemy Sources),
3, The official assessment was one ship sunk and two "damaged".
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a beached merchant ship east of Cape Zebib.*''^) Meanv/hile,
formations of twenty-eight and twenty-nine U.S. Portresses had
bombed^Tunis and La Goulette harbours, causing several fires and
obtaining^near misses on a large merchant vessel and several small
boats: 2,000 pamphlets (in German) were dropped at Tunis, V/hile
all these operations were in progress a large formation of U.S.
Vfarhawks escorted by Spitfires (of the Western Desert Air Force)
carried out shipping sweeps over the Gulf of Tunis and bombed two
1,000-ton merchant ships, one of which was set on fire;(^)
ItfE. 109»s T/ere destroyed in combat.

two

On the next day (6th May) squadrons of the Strategic Air Force
continued their successes. U.S. Lightning-bombers attacked a
convoy of Siebel ferries and small boats loaded with personnel,
30 miles west of Marettimo heading for Sicily, The Lightning-
bombers sank three Siebel ferries and four of the small boats (with
500 lb. bombs from 3,000 feet). A few minutes later U.S.
Marauders attacked a similar convoy, 45 miles south of Marettimo
(also heading for Sicily), sinking three Siebel ferries with
300 lb, (delay) bombs from 8,000 feet(^) Later the same morning
U.S. Mitchells blew up another Siebel ferry and damaged one other,
west of Marettirao, which were heading for Tunis,(4) Meanwhile,
attacks were made on Marsala, Trapani and Parignana whence
shallow-draft vessels v/ere attempting to cross to northern Tunisia,
At Marsala, twenty-one escorted U.S. Portresses scored hits and
near misses on six Siebel ferries and four medium-sized merchant
men, one of which vfs.3 left on fire and one severely damaged;
33^)000 pamphlets (in Italian) were dropped in the target area.
At Parignana, thirty-six escorted U.S. Mitchells obtained
misses on two merchant ships and hits were scored on the dock
installations.

near

At Trapani, twenty-eight escorted U.S. Portresses
bombed the docks, the naval base, the oil storage area and railway
marshalling yards, the entire target being left burning with
volumes of black smoke. During the same day two beached ships
at Gape Zebib ?;ere bombed by a formation of thirty-one escorted
U.S. Marauders v/hich dropped 25 x 500 lb, and 144 x 300 lb. (delay)
bombs from 8,400 feet, A beached vessel was also bombed by
twenty-four U.S. Yferhav/ks, 5 miles east of Cape Portass,
misses being registered,

out shipping sweeps over the Gulf of Tunis: during the last sweep
(in the evening) they sighted and attacked two enemy destroyers
heading north-east of La Goulette, One destroyer received
three hits and blew up and the other was set on fire but was later

seen proceeding on its course,(^) That night (6/7 May) thirteen
Strategic Air Force V/ellingtons bombed the docks and shipping
at Trapani as a diversion for a
based aircraft

near

On the same day U.S. Y/arhawks carried

mine-laying operation by Malta-
Considerable "flak" was encountered and one

Vfellington was lost. Meanwhile, a formation of fifty-one
Middle East U.S. Liberators had attacked the harbour and shipping
at Iteggio di Calabria (with 500 lb, bombs from 23,500 feet)
sinking the French S.S. St. Saveur (1,394 tons), the steam
transport Xilla (932 tons)'and the'~S.S. Giuseppina (735 tons),
and starting large fires and causing e^q^losions iil the harbour
area, {()

/On

1. This was officially assessed under Category IV,
2. These were officially assessed as "damaged".
3. All these claims v/ere officially ccnfirmed as sunk,
4, These were officially confirmed as smik and "damaged'

respectively,

5. These were officially assessed under Category IV.
6, These were officially assessed (Air Min. Assessment)

sunk and "damaged" respectively.
7. On the previous night (5/6 Ifey), six R.A.P Liberators (of

No,178 sqn.) had also bombed Reggio di Calabria, causing
an explosion and starting two fires:
Liberators dropped leaflets.

as

two of the
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On the following day (7th May) the weather deteriorated and
the Allied shipping strikes were hampered in oonsequenoe.
Nevertheless the 4>299'*ton Belluno (ex-French Fort de France) was
sunk in the &ulf of Tunis during a bombing attack by We’sterii~~
Desert U.S. Warhawks, and two motor-boats and a 150-foot yacht
were sunk by another formation of Warhawks.

While these operations by the Allied air forces were in

progress the Royal Navy v/as also taking toll of enemy shipping.
On the night of 3/4 May three destroyers sank the 3,566-ton
Campo Basso (ex-French Bonifacio, rspor
and an escorting destroyer,'off Kelibia
provided illumination for this operation.

to be carrying munit
1  .

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative "The

War at Sea",
Vol.IV: List

from Enemy
Sources of

Italian

Merchant Ships
sunk.

ions)
;  Albacores from Malta

Capture of Tunis and Bizerta

Meanwhile the Allied ground forces had been closing in on the

north-v/est comer of Tunisia, and during the'first five days of
May they took up their positions for the final attacks.
3rd May, U.S. forces captured Mateur and next day they occupied
the Achkel ridge some I5 miles south-west of Bizerta,
Medjez-el-Bab sector preparations vrere being made by the First
and Eighth Armies for the break-through to Tunis, while the Free
French were continuing their advance south of Pont du Pahs,

At dawn on 6th May the Allies' main d:tack on Tunis was
launched along the Medjez-Tunis road, and next day their armoured
vehicles entered Tunis,

was approaching Bizerta, and having outflanked the enemy's
positions east of Mateur, its forces entered Perryville on the

afternoon of 7th May, and a few hours later they occupied Bizerta,

On

In the

In the meantime the U.S. 2nd Corps

Operation"Retribution" - Abortive "Dunkirk"

C,-in-C.Med:'s

Despatch
"Control of

the Sicilian

After the capture of Ti-Uiis and Bizerta the enem.y's attempts
to run supplies practically ceased, although a few small vessels

made crossings in a last effort to bring in certain supplies and
to evacuate personnel.

Straits during enemy might attempt a full-scale evacuation, and to meet such a
the Pinal

It had long been foreseen that the

contingency orders had been issued (under the code name of
"Retribution") for the concentration of naval light forces in the
Sicilian "Narrows",

in on Tunis and Bizerta, night destroyer and motor-boat patrols in
"Narrov/s" v/ere intensified, ?;hile the air forces undertook

the task of destroying any enemy shipping which might escape the
submarine patrols and offensive minefields.

As the Allied ground forces began to close
Stages of the
N.African

Campaign".
(A.M. C.32026) the

On 9th May, by arrangement with the Air C-in-C., daylight
patrols by destroyers were instituted.
Air Forces should continue to attack enemy shipping and small
craft within five miles of the Tunisian coast^ and that surface

It was arranged that the
Ibid:

forces should have complete freedom of action elsewhere,

night,the inshore area was occupied by motor gun-boats and torpedo-
boats of the Royal and U.S. Navies.

By

/Meanwhile

1. Situated approx: 18 miles south of Cape Bon,
2, The reason for this was because enemy shore-based batteries

could prevent naval craft closing the shore by day.
Air Staff

Comments to

C.-in-C,Med:'s

De spatch

(A.M. C.32026)
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Meanwhile, naval minesweepers had been concentrated at Bone
when the fall of Bizerta was imminent, and by 11th May they had
swept a channel through to Bizerta. The R.A.F. fighters gave
protection to the minesweepers which, being unraanoeuvrable owing
to the nature of their operations, provided excellent targets for
air attack. As a result of this fighter protection the
minesweepers were virtually free from enemy interference.

Air St£tff

Comments to

C. •■in—C.
Med: 's
Despatch
(A.M, 0.32026)

The combined naval and air operations (as detailed above)
made it impossible for the enemy to stage a "Dunkirk", and only a
small number of craft endeavoured to run the gauntlet. The naval
patrols resulted in the capture of some 700 prisoners, and
included the torpedoing of a ship which blew up and of a barge
full of men, ^munition and oil, on the night of 8/9 May. Bymidnight of 9/10 May it was reported that there was practically
no enemy shipping left on the Tunisian coast betv/een Cap
west of Cape Bon.w; Meanwhile the Italian fleet had made no
effort to inteivene for the purpose of supporting an evacuation.
Its strategic situation for such a move was extremely fav'^urable,but - as had happened on other occasions - it showed no desire to

Zebib and

Admiralty
Preliminary
Narrative
"The War at
Sea",VolcIV

engage with the Allied Navies,

Attacks on Enemy Air Bases and Italian Ports

Just before the capture of Tunis and Bizerta the enemy withdrew
as many of his aircraft as he could from the Tunisian airfields.
This resulted in more aircraft being located on the Sicilian and
Sardinian airfields and also on Panellaria Island. There was
also a larger number of enemy bombers in Sardinia which could be
used to attack the Allies* Algerian ports and shipping. Accordingly,
dicing the last week of the Tunisian campaign, the N.A.A.P. and
Middle East squadrons made heavy attacks on Pantellaria and the
Sardinian airfields.

AHQi H.E.Op, Meanwhile, air reconnaissance of the enemy's Mediterranean
Summaries and ports showed greatly increased shipping activity in the Sardinian
Tables of Ops; and western Italian harbours,

attack these bases as part of the necessary prei^arations for the
assault on the southern strongholds of the Axis European "fortress"
v/hich v/as soon to take place.

It was therefore decided to
N.A.A,P.
& Intell:
Sumaai'ie s

(AIB.II J15/10)
R.A.P, Anti-'
shipping Ops
(Merchemt)
Vol.5; List
from Enemy
Sources of
Italian merchant
ships sunk

Op,

»}

On 10th May, strong formations of R.A.P. and S.A.A.P. light
bombers and U.S. Mirchells (of the Western Desert Air Force)
attacked shipping in Pantellaria harbour.
East heavy bombers concentrated their attacks on Messina, Augusta
and Catania, At Messina tv/o attacks v;ere made on the train
ferry by seven R.A.P. and thirty-three U.S. Liberators
r^ectively. During the U.S, Liberator attack (on 9th May)
hits were scored on the fei-ry slips and railway yards, bombs fell
near the naval and commercial fuel storage tanks, and the motor
transport Scilla (2,807 tons) was set on fire and sunk at the
ferry terminus. On 11th May, forty-eight U.S. Liberators,
escorted by Malta-based Spitfires, bombed Catania harbour starting

On/0th May one small craft was sunk off Cape Bon by naval
units, and a number of small boats were attacked in Kelibia
anchorage, but results were not observed,.

Meanwhile the Middle

1.
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large-fires among the oil installations and sinking the 4,425-ton
S.S. Martinioo (ex-French Tlemcen) and setting two ships on fire,
one of which left the harbour under its own steam. ('^) Six of the

\ Liberators were hit by A.A. fire and the formation was attacked by
eight enemy aircraft, two of v/hich were shot down. Tv/o days
later ('13th May) fifty U.S. Liberators scored hits and near
misses on several ships in Augusta harbour and bursts v;ere seen
among fifteen seaplanes,
the oil installations.

In addition, fires were started at

Meanwhile, the N.A.A.P. Strategic Air Force squadrons carried

out heavy attacks on the Sicilian ports of Palermo, Marsala and
Cagliari,
twenty-two U.S. Portresses and again by eighty-nine U.S. Mitchells
and Marauders, escorted by Lightnings, the attacks being followed
at night by some twenty R.A.P. Wellingtons,
explosions were caused, particularly in the dock, railway yards
and army headquarters areas, and a gas holder was hit and
exploded,(2) Intense and accurate A.A. fire was encountered and
one Portress was Aot down and fifty-one others were damaged (most
of them slightly),
encountered over the target of which fifteen were claimed as

destroyed and three others damaged.

On 9th May, Palermo was attacked by one hundred and

Large fire s and

About twenty-five enemy fighters were

Two days later (11th May) a total of one hundred and eighty-
nine U.S. Portresses, Mitchells and Marauders, escorted by
Lightnings, attacked Marsala and dropped 435 tons of bombs, the
attacks being followed at night by Wellingtons. During the day
attacks hits were seen on the docks, v/arehouses and railv/ay yards,
and fires were started in both the day and night attacks the
latter being visible from the Tunisian coast, Cagliari was
attacked on 13th May when one hundred and seven U.S. Pore tresses
and ninety-six Mitchells, followed at night by twenty-three
V/ellingtons, bombed the harbour and the south-eastern area of the
town, starting huge fires some of which were visible for 100

miles at a height of 15,000 feet. I15 the night attack the
Wellingtons' bombs caused a series of heavy explosions from v/hich
smoke rose to a height of 6,000 feet which was visible for 80
miles on the return flight. Several ships in the harbour were

claimed as hit, one of which was thought to have exploded.(3)

In addition to the above attacks U.S. Portresses bombed

Civita Vecchia (north-west of Rome), U.S. Marauders attacked
Porto Ponte Romano, U.S. Mitchells bombed Olbia (v/hich had by
then become the busiest port of Sardinia), and U.S. Lightning-
bombers attacl-ced Alghero and Porto Torres (north-west Sardinia),
all on 14th May. In the attack on Civita Vecchia, twenty-three
Portresses dropped 552 x 500 lb. (.1 and ,025 seconds delay) bombs
from 23,000 to 19,000 feet,
one 5,000-ton, one 4,000-t"
smaller vessels were sunk,

and a fuel storage area and a munition dump acploded.

The entire target was covered and
and one 3,000-ton ships and four
Moreover, large fires vie re started

/The

1. One of these ships was officially assessed as "damaged",
2, A ship in the docks was also claimed to have exploded,

but it was officially assessed under Category IV.
3, This was officially assessed under Category IV.
4, These ships were:-

A S.S. Garibaldi (5.278 tons)
"  Pitta di Trieste (4,658 tons)
"  Mira (3,615 tons)
"  Cita di Benghazi (2,813 tons)

2,423 tons)
2,350 tons

Orione (1,144 tons

Motor vessel Verdi

I
S.S. Price
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The attack on Olbxa was made by fifty-four Mitchells,
escorted by eighty-seven Lightnings (eleven of which carried
bombs), A total of 83 tons of 500 lb, bombs were dropped many
of which burst in the dock and town areas causing fires and smoke.
Two ships, the Agata (2.282 tons) and the Oarducci (2.028 tons)
were sunk in the liarbour and hits or near misses" were registered
on other vessels,

Sardinian ports wore an appropriate finale to the work of the
Allied air forces during the Tunisian campaign.

Surrender of the Axis Forces in Tunisia

These attacks on Civita Vecchia and the

Meanwhile, follor/ing upon the Allied occupation of Tunis and
Bizerta, the land fighting had entered on its last phase.
Allied armies advanced, supported in great strength by the air forces;
on 8th May they cleared the Marsa I-eninsular (north-east of Tunis)
and occupied La Goulette. This was followed by the surrender
of the Gerraari forces which had fallen back to the Protville
Allied armoured forces continued their advance from Tunis and
captured Hammamet on the night of 10/11 May, and colunms branched
out north and south to the areas of Nabeul and Bu Ficha
respectively. These movements threatened the Axis troops
(Italian) from both front and rear, and on the morning of 13th May
the Commander of the Italian First Array surrendered unconditionally.
In the meantime, on 11th May, Rommel's "Afrika Koxps" (on the west
flank) had surrendered to Free French forces west of Zaghouan, and
Von Amim and bis staff had been captured in the St. Marie du Zit
area (east of Zaghouan) on the following day. By 14th May the
last pockets of enemy resistance had been "mopped-up" and the
Tunisian campaign v/as endedo

The

area.

>0^

GIBRALTAR

Strength of the R.A.F.

In November (1942) the following units were operating at
Gibraltar:-

No, 202 squadron (Catalinas/Sunderlands)
No, 210 sqn. detachment (Catalinas)
No,233 squadron fHudsons)
No, 500 squadron (liudsons)
No.608 squadron (Hudsons)
No,179 squadron, (Leigh Light Wellingtons)
No,700 squadron, F.A.A. (Walrus)
N0.8I3 squadron, F.A.A. (Swordfish)
No, 1404 Met.flight (Hudsons)
P.R.U, flight (Spitfires)
No,71 air/sea Rescue unit,(v

In December these units w6re augmented by the arrival of
No.-!+S squadron (Hudsons) from Coastal Command,
was fully operational in January, and during that month "its
aircraft carried out 245 sorties with a total of 1,625 flying

/hours,

1, Of these, detachments of No.210 sqn, and Nos, 500 and 608
sqns, and Nos. 700 and 8I3 sqns. (p.A.A.) and a detachment
of 8 aircraft of No.179 sqn, had been sent to Gibraltar
in connection with Operation "Torch". On 12th Dec. the
remainder of No.179 sqn. arrived at Gibialtar. No.202 sqn,
was occasionally reinforced by detachments of Sunderlands
of No.10 sqn, sent from Coastal Command,
of No.210 sqn. returned to the U.K, in April,

This squadron

The detachment

A. H, tJ. GiB;

ORE, Ai'pesn

No.48 sqn,
0.R.B, Dec,
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hours, )
233 squadrons were posted at Agadir at the end of January from
whence they carried out anti-submarine duties.(2)

By the middle of December, Nos, 500 and 608 squadrons had
been moved to Blida; from that date until 5th April No, 608
squadron was employed training in rocket projectile work at that
base.

Detachments from this squadron and from Nos. 179 andPlying from
the Rock"

Operations

After the initial stages of Operation "Torch", the R.a.P.
Gibraltar was fully occupied with anti-submarine sv/eeps and patrols,
and anti-submarine escorts for Allied convoys. During December
(1942) and the Spring of 1943 there were many U-boat sightings
and several attacks were made by the Hudsons and Wellingtons.

A.H.Q.Gib:

ORB, Appcs.

Special Anti-Submarine Patrols

In January a special anti-submarine patrol was inaugurated
with the object of flooding the area bounded by Cape Gata - Gape
Palos (south-east Spain) - Gape Ivi(^) and the Habibas Islands(^0
with A.S.V. so as to prevent U-boats in that area from surfacing
and charging their batteries. In the event of U-boats being
forced to surface for this purpose they would then be attacked
by aircraft on the patrol,
by day and night by Hudsons and Wellingtons,

This patrol ?/as carried out both

A.H.Q. Gib,
OPvB. Jan.

Appcs.

Attacks on Submarines

ddition to the four German U-boats sunk in November

(1942)?5l,aircraft of the Gibraltar squadrons sank five other
Gerroan U-boats between the first week of February and the end of
the Tunisian campaign. These sinkings occurred as follov/s:-

At 14,02 hours on 12th February, Hudson "F"(^) of No,48
squadron while on an A.S. sweep, sighted U-boat No,442 which v/as
fully surfaced, about 145 miles ?/est of Gape St. Vincent,

12/l946(Final Hudson attacked v/ith four 25O lb, depth-charges (released from
Assesst: of 40 feet) as the U-boat was submerging, the first two depth-charges
Enemy Sub- exploding alongside and level with the conning-tov/er  and the other
marine two in line ahead.

Casualties) charges, about 100 feet of the U-boat's stern became visible and
the Pludson's rear gunner fired ^00 rounds at the deck,-
the attack there was a considerable swirling and  a patch of oil
200 yards in diameter was observed.

A.H,Q. Gib:
ORB. Appcs;
A.M.C.O. The

On the explosion of the first two depth-

After

On the night of 13/'I4 February at 23,30 hours, Catalina
"J"^'/ of No,202 squadron, while on convoy escort, sighted a
U-boat about 115 miles v;est-by-north of Lisbon,
attacked with five depth-charges which overshot the target and
exploded 50/60 yards from it.

The Catalin

The U-boat immediately submerg

Ibid: and

N0.2C2 sqn,
ORB. Feb. a

ed

/and

In Feby, this sqn, flew a total of 1,777 hours, (This was a
record for Coastal Command),
No, 179 sqn, also had detachments at Blida, Casablanca and

Port lyautey.
Situated approx: 22 miles v/est of Oran,
Situated approx: 38 miles east of Arzeu.
See A.H.3. Narrative on Operations in North Africa.

Captained by p/o Mayhew
Captained by F/Lt, Sheardown

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.No,48 sqn,

O.R.B. 7.
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after I5 minutes the Catalina returned to the convoy. About
half an hour later the Catalina sighted a surfaced U«.boat("rLd
attacked it with its remaining depth-charge (released from 50 feet)
which exploded near the stern as the U-boat was aubmerging in a
steep dive. The Catalina, also opened fire with its machine
registering hits on the conning-tower,
again and the Catalina returned to the

-gun,
The U-boat was not seen

convoy.

A.H.Q.Gib:
O.R.B.Appc
A.M.C.Q. '
12/1946

At 11,25 hours on 28th March, about 65 miles east of
Cartegena, Hudson "L"V ) of No,48 squadron sighted the conning-
tower of U-boat No.77 and attacked with four 250 lb, depth-charges
(released from 20 feet) which fell 25/30 yards ahead of the swirl
and straddled the U-boat's track. (The U-boat had begun to
submerge before the depth-charges V7ere released). When the
esqplosions subsided oil and bubbles appeared. At I7.45 hours
Hudson "L"(3; of No, 233 squadron intercepted a "465" message(^)
and proceeded to the given position. Having sighted the U-boat
(which v/as surfaced but down by the stem and, was leaving a large
oil track) the Hudson attacked with one A.S. bomb dropped from
5/600 feet which burst about I5 yards from the tt-boat. The U-boat

^9

opened fire on the aircraft with one large gun and two machine-
gms, ̂ About eight minutes later the Hudson again attacked, this
tirae^ with four depth-charges released from 100 feet. One of these
fell 30 feet from the U-boat which was by that time leaving
circular patches of oil of about 30 feet in diameter. The U-boat
was^still on the surface when tte Hudson, (which had had its
aerials shot away and its electrical equipment damaged) left the
scene.

On the following morning, Hudson No,48 squadron while
on an anti-submarine sweep, sighted the same U-boat on the surface
at 08,34 hours. The Hudson dived to attack it, firing a machine-
gun burst from 300 feet, and the U-boat began to dive. The Hudson
then released four depth-charges (from 20 feet), three of which
appeared to drop in salvo on to the top of the periscope while one
exploded a short distance astern. Nothing further was seen of the
U-boat, and the oil track which it had been leaving did not continue
beyond the scum from the depth-charge explosions.

Ibid: The next U-boat (N0.I67) was simk on 5th April, about 10 miles
M G-^sn Canaria, At 09,27 hours that morning Hudson
"L"(°) of No,233 squadron (while on an A.S. sweep) sighted the
U-boat which opened fire on the aircraft with tv/o guns and machine-

The Hudson attacked it from the stem, releasing four
depth-charges from 50 feet, A few minutes later tvro patches of
bubbling oil were seen. At 16,56 hours Hudson "T'O) of the
squadron (also on an A.S. sweep) sighted this U-boat and attacked
it with four depth-charges (released from 50 feet)^ while it was
still surfaced. The depth-charges straddled the U-boat which
turned to port and submerged. The Hudson then dropped a bomb
(ten seconds after the U-boat had completely submerged), and about
six minutes alter an oil patch 400 yards by 50 yards appeared:
nothing further of the U-boat was

guns.

same

seen.

/At
1. This was, probably, the same U-boat already attacked, (The

U-boat officially assessed as sunk on this occasion was No,620),
2, Captained by p/o Horrap
3. Captained by p/o Caste1

.4«.s« the official code signal reporting the sighting of
surfaced U-boat,

5. Captained by p/o ]LaT7son
6. Captained by Sergt. Dalton.

a

7, Captained by p/Lt. Willets, (These two Hudsons,
were from No.233 sqn.'s detachment at Agadir),

L" and "W'
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Ibid; At 18,43 hours on the evening of 7th May, Hudson of
No.233 squadron (while on an A.S. sweep) sighted U-boat No.447
on the surface (about 180 miles south
which had been attacked by Hudson "I”
few minutes earlier. Hudson "X" released four depth-charges
(from 50/70 feet) which straddled the U-boat's track.
U-boat was lifted by the force of the explosions and then
settled down by the stern,
in circles, seeming to lose and regaiin its buoyancy, and then
finally submerged stem first.

In addition to these sinkings, other attacks on German U-boats
included the following;-

A U-boat was attacked on I4th December, I30 miles north-east
of Oran, by Hudson "Y

attacked on 24th February, 340 miles west of Lisbon, by Catalina
"D" of No.202 squadron. In both these attacks the U-boats v/ere

officially assessed as "probably damaged (a)".

-west of Cape St. Vincent)
of the same squadron a

The

For some minutes the U-boat steered

of No.233 squadron, and another U-boat was

A.H.Q. Gib;
0. R.B.Appcsj
Admiralty
Anti-submarire

Report

(C.B.04050
/43/8));

Ibid; In December, two German U-boats wore attacked and

officially assessed as "probably damaged (B)".
were made on 5th December by Hudson "N" of No.179 squadron, 18
miles north-north-west of Cape Tenes, and by Hudson "D" ‘of the
same squadron on 14th December, 55 miles north-by-west of Oran,
In February, two German U-boats v/ere attacked and officially
assessed as "probably slightly damaged"; the attacks were
carried out on 4th February by Hudson "G" of No.48 squadron,
about 80 miles south-east of Cape Palos, and on 8th February by
Hudson "U“

Lansarote Island,

other attacks v/ere made on U-boats during the period January -
May, but were not assessed as successful.

Combats v/ith Enemy aircraft

These attacks

of No,233 squadron, about 75 miles north-by-west of
In addition to all these attacks, several

Occasionally the Gibraltar aircraft on anti-submarine or

convoy escort duties sighted and engaged enemy aircraft,
instance occurred on l6th January when Hudson "D" of No,48
squadron, whilst carrying out an auiti-submarine sweep about 50
miles north-east of Algiers, sighted a JU.88 at 5,400 feet. The
Hudson engaged the JU'. which immediately replied and closed to
150 yards,
JU's perspex a.bove the cockpit, whilst the JU‘s fire failed to
hit the Hudson.

An

Hits were estimated to have been obtained on the

The JU. dived below the Hudson and v/as last

No.48 sqn.
O.R.B. Janx

seen flying at 100 feet on a westerly course.

P.R.U. Reconnaissance

A.H.Q. Gib;
O.R.B.Appcs.

As formerly, the P.R.U. Spitfires continued their
reconnaissances over the pcrts and aei’odromes of southern Spain
(and, on occasion, as far inland as Madrid) and the Balearic .
Islands and Spanish Morocco. These reconnaissances v/ere ̂
perhaps, of greater strategic value than waa realised, as in

December (1942) Admiral Raeder had pressed on Hitler the importance
of the Germans occupying Spain,
and Hitler the occupation by Germany of "the entire Iberian
peninsular" v/ould be of "the utmost strategic importance" in order

In the opinion of both Raeder

Fuehrer

Conferences

on Naval

Affair3,1942

/ (among

1, Captained by Sergt, Holland,
2, Captained by Sergt, McQueen.
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(among other reasons) to intensify the U-boat warfare and blockade-
running, and to neutralise or eliminate the Allied occupation of
North Africa,

unwise to divert either the military or the economic forces for

such an. operation unless it were to become imperative, it would

still be necessary for the Axis to maintain Spanish neutrality.
However, both Raeder and Hitler agreed that Germany should be

ready to seize Spain and Portugal in the event of the Allies '

attempting to occupy those countries, as an Allied occupation
v/ould, in their opinion, confront the Axis "with an extremely
critical situation".

Nevertheless, as at that time it was considered

Transit Aircraft

b (■1943) ibe final extension of the new runway at
v/as nearing its completion, and transit aircraft

In M.
Gibraltar
movements reached the exceptional figure of 4,292 for the month.
The route to and from the U.K., v/hich ?/as of necessity carried far
v/est of the coast of Prance, made it essential for aircraft in
transit to land at Gibraltar to re-fuel, and during May the namber
of Euch aircraft rose to 5,320.
completed to its full length of 1,800 yards in July and this enabled
the transport traffic movements to reach a total of 6,386 in August*

The runway extension v^as

Plying from
the Roc]:"

1. See SECTION IV, Sub-section GIBRALTAR.
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II ,1 ItJlPPEI-JDIX

I'LW/iL GO-OPEEL'iTION OESli''J:iOK''J. ca'iET

(as G-t 10 J^lne 19¥))

H.Q. R.A.I?. lliddlfi Ec.st

H. Q, Mediterranean H, Q. xiden

No.200 (G-.R. ) Groiip, Gibraltar 201 Group, Alexandria 203 Squadron (Blenheim iv)
Kliomaksar1

No.202 Squadron (Londons), Gibraltar
No, 3 A.A.C.U. (Swordfish), Halfar, Malta
No. 3 A.A.C.U. Detachment, Gibraltar

101 '.Ting, ^ilexa-ndria

230 Squadron (Sunderlands), Alexandria
li|. Squadron (lie lies leys) , Port Sudan

C/INote: No.228 Squadron’s first echelon reinforced the Eastern Mediterranean on 11 J\me.

This chart gives only the R.l^.p. formations specifically earmarked for na.val co-operation,
and does not represent the whole forces available for such work,
direct other squadrons to naval support as the necessity arose,
borne formations.

The A.0.0.-in-G. had pov/er to
The Fleet had its o\’'m carrier-

m

O
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APPgKDIX "B

AIR MINISTRY INSTRUCTIONS OW AIR ACTION AGIJIRST
SHIPPIirr SE/l

(issued by H.Q. M.E. 14 February 1940 and
ibncndod 13 April 1940)

The action of aircraft against shipping at sea is to conform with

the folloT/ing instructions' which axe ba.sGd on Maritime Law.

aircraft must not bo ordered to attack at sight and without

challenge any vessels except the following

(a) vessels definitely identified as enemy v^arships;

(b) vessels definitely identified as enemy mine-layers,
mine sweepers, patrol vessels or troopships|

els other than those specified in (a) and
(b) above which arc definitcl3r established b3r
observation to form poxt of an enemy fleet.
(Merchant ships in convoy arc not repeat not part
of an enemy fleet),

(d) Any vessel in a special zone which opens fire on
•  a British'or Allied .Aircraft. The attack should

not be mo.de if it involves risks to innocent ships
in the vicinity. "Special Zones" will be

;  defined from time to thne in Air Ministry Admiralty
Instx'uctions.

Aircraft should not be ordered to cliallenge vessels at sea

1.

2.

(c) a.n3 VOss

3.
unless

(a) The o.iroraft is engaged in contraband control
opcro.tions in co-oporo.tion with H.M, ships or in
conjunction vd-th a contro.band control base. In
such circumstorces specific orders as to the general
description and probable location of vessels v/hich
mya be chr.llcnged or diverted ere to be issued.
(For detailed .procedure see paragraph 4).

(b) The Aircraft has been ordered to search for or keep
a look out for -

An enemy vessel being .used openly: or under
disguise for military purposes (e. gt. a
suspected ra-ider.)

(i)

In suchFarticulcr cncra3'' nercho.nt ships,
circumstances an.aircraft may challenge and
divert any ship in the area ordered to be
searched viiicli corresponds vdth the
description of any of the vessels described

(Ror detailed procedure seein the orders,

(ii)

paragra^ph 5).

The following pi-ocediXTe is to be followed by aircraft
engaged in contrabemd control operations in co-operation v/ith H.M.
ships or in conjunction with a contraband control base. (See
para.3(a) above).

4.

(a) The aircraft is to report the position of the vessel
to the coroperating worship or contro-band control
ba.se.

/(•b)

Special zones were v/ithin the North Sea.1 /



2.

(b) The p.ircraft is to pass .on-to the vessel by lamp., using the
international code of signals Part I, the orders received
from the co-operating va^xship or contraband control base,

(c) If the vessel obeys, it is to be' escorted for as long as
possible or until it is taken over by the co-operating
v/arship or the contraband control bo.se or relieving
aircraft.

(d) If the vessel docs not obey the c.ircraft is to rcpoo..t the
orders three times o.nd if the vessel still docs hot obey
the orders tlu-cc times and if tho vessel still does not

obey the ciircraft is to fire a number of rounds as a

v/o.rning into tho sea o.hcad of the ship and repeat the
orders,

(c) If the ship still refuses to obey, the aircraft is to
request further instructions from tho co-operating waxship
or- Gontro.bo.nd control ba.so.

(f) In no cir cum stances is the vessel to be atta.cked unless
the foregoing instructions have been complied vdth and
specific orders to attack have been received from the

ojoerating v/axship or contra.band control base,

(g) If orders circ received to a.ttack the ship the aircraft is
to follow the procedLU-c set out in para..5(d), (e) and (f)
bolov/.

(h) Even if tho vessel opens fire the aircraft is not to
a.ttack it until ordered to do so by tho co-operating
warship or contraband control base unless the ship is
within a "Spccia.l Zone" when it may bo dealt Vv'ith under
para,2(d) above.

(3) If the aircraft for any reason has to cease escorting
the vessel before a relieving aircraft or one of H.M,
ships arrives, and the vessel in the intervr.l ceases to
obey the orders given to her, the procedure described in
sub-paras, (a) to (h) above must be rocoiranenced and
followed in its entirety if it is designed to regain
control of the vessel.

co-

5. An aircraft which identifies a vessel as a suspicious ship which it
hivs been, ordered to seaxch for and clmllenge under para.3(b) above,~ is to
adopt the following proccdui’c;-

(a) The aircraft is to report the description, position,
and speed of the ship to its base and to the neo.rest British
or Allied warship,

(b) Order the ship by lamp, using the international code of
signals Part I, to steer a. course towards tho nearest
British or iillied wexship or a suitable port,

(c) If the shi]p obc3'-s, it is to be escorted for as long
as possible, or until the aircra.ft is relieved,

the order is to be repeated
If it still does not obey the aircra.ft

is to fire a number of’ rounds into the sea ahead of the
ship and a.goJLn repco.t the signal,

(e) If the sliip still does not obey the

course

(d) If t he ship docs not obey
three times.

order, it may be

./assumed



3.

assumed tho.t she hr.s enemy chejracter rjid force may
be used to secure corapliancc mtli orders given.
The aircraft is to mo-chine gim the bridge ivith a
short^burst of fire. If this has no effect the
ship is to bo bombed until one hit is registered,
ftor a reasonable lapse of time if the ship still
continues on her course, the o.ircraft is to
continue bombing until the

(f) If at any stage of this procedure the vessel opens
fire, the aircraft raay at once attack it with all
the force at its coramojad whether it is in a
"SipCGial Zone" or not.

Orders to aircraft arc to make it cleccr that as all
raercha.nt ships ha.ve a right to self defence aircraft must in all
circumstances be careful not to provoke an innocent merchant
ship to open fire by approaching any merchant ship, whether
suspect or not, in such a manner as to give the vessel rcasona,ble
grounds for apprehension that she is a.bout to be attacked.

ship obeys.

6.
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System of Clo.ssificr.tion of Results Adopted by Adniuralty
Shipping Losses, Assessment Comiaittco.

ClrijAs in attacks on sliipping \?GrG assessed hy the Committee
on the follo\7ing basis

Category I. Sunk or constructive loss, i.c.

a) Must be seen actually to sink, blov/ up or be burnt out.
bl Enemy admission o.ftor air atto-ck.
c) Subsequent definite confirmatory reconnaissance, i.e.

ureck or v/reckage seen, boo.ts, etc.
(d) Hit by sufficient v/eight of bombs to class as constructional

loss,

(e) Captured,

Category II. Seriously damaged.

0.) Beached,

b^ V/oll on fir's,
c) Abandoned,

d) Reported well dovm by stern, bad list, etc., not .actually
observed to sink,

(o) Hits by sufficient \7oight of bombs to
d;-mm.gQ.

Category III. Dema-ged.

cause serious

H. Q. Med.

3247A9/ifAir'

Seen to be hit, but not sufficiently heavily enough, or
insufficient evidence to assess under Co.t, II.

Co-tegory IV. - Wo observed result. nern misses, no definite claim.

al Unob sci'vc d re suit s.
bl Wear misses,

c) Believed hit.

rPTES.

SMp of 2,000 tons and belov," if hit in vulnerable part by
250 lb, bomb is placed in Ca.t. I or II.

Ship of 2,000/4,000 tons if hit in vulncrcable part by two 250 lb.
bombs is placed in Co.t. I or II.

Ship over 4,000 tons if hit in vulnera.blc part by three or more
250 lb. boms is plo.ced in Cat. I or II.

If 500 lb. bombs, figures should be halved,
figures should probablj? be doubled.

one

If ship is a tanloir.

Wqar misses: Claims classed under Celt. Ill if within I5 yojads
rath 500 lb. bomb. Ship torpedoed by one aircraft torpedo in
Cai. II, ■unless a tanker.







SECRET

iJ’EEI'TDIX "E"

Bxporionccs of Pilots of Ho. 203 (Blonhoiin) Squo-(3ron in Rrotcction
of Nc.vc-.l Gonvoys Evacucating Troops fron Grocco.

(Extrc.cts frora No.203 Sqmdx-on O.PwB.)

April 26th: First sortie escorted south-bound convoy o^nd wus fired on

by one of tv/o north-bound convoys seen, slightIjr d^jnc-ging one oArcro-ft.
TIttcc nircro.ft of second sortie I’cturnod to report thut the south-bound

convoy c.nd two north-bound Ix-d been left in vicinity of 36 dogs. 30 N,,
24 dogs. E. a.ftor o.n cngr.gencnt vdLth 0. oonsiderublc enenjr force of dive-
bombers cmd fighters. -Enemy first sighted o.t 1100 hours L.T. approaching
convoys from the north at 10.000 feet. Our tlTToc aircraft vrarc at 8,000
feet vhon the first bursts of from N.E. of convoy shoT/cd 0. Ju.87
commencing 0. dive <att.-clc, o.nd the Blenheims vent into line astern and dived
to attack. The raain formation wms then sighted, o.nd No. 2 clinbed to

10,000 feet and engaged then just .as they v/crc turning to dive on the

convoy, but v/as engaged by -m Ju.87 and five Me. 109s. The enemy were
Gvc-dod after diving to 1,500 feet to 1^0.0. hnem across the very heavy naval
bo-rrage. No. 3 o.ircraft, after close engagenonts v/ith eight Ju. 87s, 'with
front o.nd rear guns firing many bursts at close range which entered their

targets, S0.W the cnomj^ v/crc retreating northwojrds and pursued them
’Without being able to close for some ten minutes
disapiijccr’ed by 1120 hours. Owing to our aircraft and the very accurate
naval bn.rrago, no-attack v/as carried out against the ships. All enemy
.aircraft seen still carried their bombs. No enemy aircraft scon bro-ught

dovm, but many hit. No.3 aircraft slightly damaged.

Enemy hr.d a.ll

April 27th: T-wo sorties of tlircc Blenheiins on convoy oscort. First sortie

reported tlm-t in sweep to west of Hydra Island at 0749 ho'ors a 10,000/15,000
tons pa.sscnger vessel w.as seen on fire in position 37 4Gg. 04 N., 23 degs.
12 E, -with a cruiser standing b;y picking up survivors. Cruiser was firing
ojod at 0800 hours an .aircraft was seen hco.ding north. Blenheim fonmo-tion

TiTont in pursuit and cncounteicd a. nueber of enemy a.ircraft. A gcnera.l
engo-gement ensued, .and altogether some 20 Ju. 87s. 6 Me, 110s. and O-n
■unknown nuiaber of Mo. 109s wore soon. The leader p-ursued a.nd obtained three
accurate bursts a.t close rn.ngc on one o.ircr.aft, but sa.w no result, while
he w-as atto-cked by enemy aircraft n.nd sustained serious damage, both inner
tanks being holed .and starboard engine dama.gcd. The other Blenheims cha.sed
a Me. 110. One got in a,n of'foctivo biu'st, then dived steeply awo.y and wa,s
not seen aga.in. The leader of the fom.ation, being out of o-i-nraunition a.nd
dajaaged, set cotirso for ba.30. The I’onaining Blenheiim rot-urnod to the cruiser
-and burning ship, a.nd from 08I5 to 0905 continua.lly cha.scd formations of fi-ve
or six a.ircraft .as they a.pproamhod. This one Blenheim vaas unable to iprevont
some a.tta-cks.

Ivpril 28th: Throe Bicnhoij-.is required to intercept strong na.val convoy west
TMrd destroyer in line first sighted 0704 hours, and

though aircraft aporoachod 'with undercarriage do-vvn firing green cajrtridges
and flo-sloing latter a.t 5OO feet, to pa.ss well a.ft of -vessel, this destroa^cr
opened fix’o a,t jy mile; a.nd a.lthough cartridges Vircre aga.in fired, dcstrojrcr
fired a second time. Bursts were all round aircra.ft. No dama.ge noticed at
tlae ti’me, but after cvcntu’.l recogn.ition a.nd ’when a.ircrapft ha.d been with
convoy 55 minutes, sta.rboard engine ca..ught fire. Aircra..ft set course for
ba.se, fa.ilod to nia.ko Retij-ao a.nd handed in sea 1^ miles to north, ilir gunner
got rubber boa.t out a.nd a.longside wring in-maedia.tcljr-. Na.vigator wwas stuck
under na.viga.tion ta.blc under -viator but imana.gGd to scramble out end then
tunned to help ca.pta.in of .aircra.ft avho awa.s tra.ppcd in his soa.t below wire.ter,
and pulled Mm out in tiinc. The crow?- paddled to Rctirao a.nd on landing avere
covered by rifles as the Greeks thought they were Germans. The captain of the
aircra.ft, on hea.r’ing .an uiacertain but fahailian ancent suggesting British
soldiery ga.-ve the inspired cry (a.ftor ono soundless attempt) of "Ifc're

■g British". This oonvi.ncGd all of tlic crew’s undoub-fcedly British
claara.ctcr. Signa.l sent to ..l.H. Q., Crete 28.4.41:
"Request you infoira nava.l authorities to Yfcjrn ships not to open fire on
Blcnhcii-a .a.ircra.ft a.pproa.ching to identify tlacmsolves in rmnner requested.
Throe sorties laa-ve been fired on in -this rarnner. One a.ircra.ft foroe-lr.ndod

of Melos

f-

/in



2.

in the sc.'., total loss. c-loost Gorteinlj/- due to nr.v^.l

.eoril 30th: Squr.rlron rccoivod orders
foiT.ir.tion of Blonhohss
hours

oo^le.-ve for iuibrit The
-vii-o-np-, 1 1 - Hcreklion at 15;'13 hours siehtod at I720

_  ̂ .BJi-crIul a.val lorco including one aircraft carrier nhich took
vaoicno avoiding .action, and our aircraft detoured the fo-cc ' nonont
later^air pnnor reported .aircraft on port qiniter lato^-soon to be Sul.,
icn nu-ibcr .of other Pulrrs, tlrcc of vihich attacked -/q ’^hlson'-'

3.or.;t?;n'fisSS w
vilho;^'"SSrS;ii:°S;Sc£;: • l-dedhabrit 2500 heirs.

c-
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ItAPPMIDIX "P

•  G-EHi'/JiJ\T /lIR force ORDEl OF E.^.TTLE
i.iBDiT]nRR.-m'j'T :pe i

17.2. U.

Fornc.tion o.nd

Conponont Units
Tj^o of

r-ircrc-ft.

EstoJblish-

ncnt

Believed

loc-ationV-

Lclir I

X

Gruppon I & II Ju 88 69 Ce.tr.nic.

Grippen III Ju 88 30 Tr-rr.nto

K.G, 26

’ Gruppen 1 & II

Eg cco. S quadro n

LEE.

SJ+9949

6oHe III Pr.lcmo o-nd

Coni so

Coni so9

F.121 (Rccco)
Staffel 1 Ju 88 9 Sicily

K.G.4

Gruppe I
Staffcl 2 He 111 9 Coniso

St. K.G.l

Gruppe I Ju 87 30 Libya

Lehr 1

Grippe IV Ju 87 30 Sicily
and

St, K.G.Ill

Grippe (?) Ju 87 30 Sardinie.

Z.G.26

Grippe I Me 110 30 Lib3ra

J.G. (?) Me 309 30 Believed Sicily

Total number of Gerno-n o.ircraft by types
estimated to be in Mediterranean area;

Long range bombers
Dive bombers

Ee co nnai s sance

Fighters

Transport

168

90
18

6o
180



APPENDIX "G'

SECRETEST:3LISmMTSTEE;iGTII0O£±ilil£Jiii™ll^21
FEBRDIP.Y4i'JlGH 1941

ITALY, SICILY
EI'IIDIl'lIil :jid

ALBANi;.

TOT.ILLIBYA D0DSC;A]ESS I.E.A

him BOilBERS

S 81

S 79
BR 20

GZ ddotCb)
S 82

502012 153
3272282837 34
180180

3434
1818I—

60943 47749Totr.l 40

DIVE BOIIBSRS

Ju 87 1010

COLOIILIL BOJffiERS

Cll 133
Ghibli

Total

3232
3030
6230 32

M,E.

]V'AID PIG-HTERS

OR 32

CP 42
MC 200

G 50

183 15
2651678 15912S. 49949
150ly)

108 14537

57841715 31Total 115

L/JD RECCO.

RO 37
G/1 310

Oil 312

S 79

Total

23215 •  4 213
1515

¥3 43

4 4

34 4 291253

SE/. BOlffiER

OZ 506 (b) 61601

SE-L PIGIiTER

RO hh
RO 43

7 2720

11

Tot 0-1
288 20

SIR EEC0m'R.IS-

3AEGE

126cz 501 1359

82 1,774229TOTAL 110 1,353



APEElJ^X "H") )
TO'KiL a«ff .fJH lOECES IH TBS ivlEDITEBiX'JIJl'JI

May 24th 1941

I GREECE and
BAUG'aEBUBIL iJiXHjl/dTSICILY

TOTALI  I

ProL. all Germaniltalian TotalSicily German

80 40 22^03D 30 90 30Bombers

M.E.

3.49949

60 I8585 30Dive-Bombers 70 25

16560 4159021550Fighters

Colonia.1 a.nd

Reconnaissance 21520150 3030 12015

m
1,055170 170225 490TOTilL 150 3hO

It v/as estirrated that the enemy also ha.d a stro.tegic reserve

of 650 aircxra.ft
ITj
H

y
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OF NO. 69 SQUADRON»S O.R.B, FOR 30 SEPmiBER 1941EimtEES
APmclEx "j:*

Aircraft

Type & Ho.
Time Time

Duty up dovmCrew
Remarks

Hurricane

z. 2332

30.9.41

Wg.Cdr, Dowland Recce 09.45 11.45 Recce. East Sicilian Coast. 1 Seaplane at Syracuse, 1 T.B. O8O0
Syracuse 15* Co. OI50-2O kts.

Hurricane

2. 3053
30.9.41

Fg.Off. Weetton Recce 09.45 11.35 Recce. South Sicilian Coast. Port Empedecle, 1 merchant vessel 25
small craft. Accurate A. A. ^

M^land I

B.S. 774
30.9.41

Flt.Lt. V/illiams

PI t. Of f. V^i s eman

Pit. Off .Berrett

Recce 10.I5 13,10 Recce. East Calahrian Coast, Hospital ship O9O0 C. Rassere 15* Co.
160-6kts. 1 - 600 ton schooner stationary 10' E, of Syracuse,
2 merchant \-essels 2 destroyers I3O0 C. Spartivento 15' Co.
Q45-8kts. 1 merchant vessel 225o C Stile 10' C0.O450 - 6 kts.

M'land I

B.S. 762
30.9.41.

Fg.Off. Drew

Sgt. Doran
Recce 11.55 I4.10 Recce. Tripoli, 6 destroyers, one liner, 1 tanker, 5 merchant vessels

Sligjnt A. A, and 1 OR. 42 at 3-4,000'.LaT/sonSgt.

M'land I

B.J. 427

30.9.41

Sgt.

Sgt.

McDonald

Hall

Cameron

Willson

Recce I3.OO I6.3O Recce. East Sicilian Coast. 4^-50 small craft and  4 barges in port
between Syracuse and Augusta. 1 merchant vessel 1 anall craft
O6O0 Rizzuto 15' Co. 020 - 12 kts. 2 possible E. boats near C,
Spartivento, Go. W.2 Seaplanes patrolling near Coast at 2,000'

area. 2 stationary schooners 1 mile
East of Kerkenneh. 3 merchant vessels 3 destroyers 27O0 Tidpoli
20' Co. 27O0 - 8 kts. '

Search for shipping in Tripoli

Sgt.

Sgt.

M'land I

A.E. 725
30.9.41

Pit.Off.Smith

Sgt.
Sgt.

Thccaas

Stripp

Recce I6.3O 19.15

HG.I999II/JLL/6/48
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APPENDIX “L"

1.

TRANSLATION OF EEAPLETS DROPPED ON NAPLES. OCTCBER 1941

Neapolitans, We British, who have never been at war with
you before, send you this message. We bombed Naples toni^t.
We did not want to bomb you Neapolitans. We have no quarrel
with you. All we want is peace with you. But we were forced
to bomb Naples because you let the Germans use your port,
long as ships continue to leave Naples with German arms and
German supplies for the Geimans in Libya your City will be
bombed again,
coming storm.

So

Tonight's bombing is only the first drop of the
Therefore if you wish to save yourselves -

1. Your dockers must refuse to load ships for the Germans,

Your sailors must refuse to sail ships for the Germans.

You must go yourselves to the docks and scream at
your dockers and sailors to cease work.

2.

3.

1. 'The above is excerpted from Pile A.O. C,A7, Part I, N0.I6IB.

G,19991l/JLL/6/if8



SECRET
JLPPEHDIX "M"

STATEMENTS OF KIGii OFFICEBS AS TO KIB CANCET.Tj^jTM
OE THE INTEMDED INVASION OF MALTA IN TFTE 5?mfRR OT? •1q']|7 '

General Von Pohl.

As the Luftwaffe attacked and advanced in the Desert,
they were by no means as fortunate as the Geiman army in finding
quantities of stores and equipment, and the British attacks
Benghazi and Tripoli were most effective in destroying their

By the be^nning of the Spring (1942) it was considered
that Malta v/as sufficiently weakened by blockade and bombardment
for an assault to bo successful, and plans were made accordingly*
The German Hi^ Command was under no illusions as to the tenacity
of the defence of Malta but they believed that their air support
and the knovm shortage of supplies on Malta, combined with
ruthless attacking spirit, would achieve success. Just when,
in the Spring of 1942, the moment had arrived for the decisive
assault, Rommel was on the march towards the Wile and insisted
that the Luftv/affe should give him the ma-rimnm support* The
Supreme Ccanmand of the German Armed Forces supported Rommel in
his demands and ordered the Luftwaffe to assist him, and leave
Malta until later. The unexpectedly rapid fall of Tobruk
(20 June) played into Rommel^3 hands and he was able to press his
Case for immediate assistance because his prospects of ultimate
success seamed very good. The result was that Field-Marshal
Kesselring received orders from Hitler himself to subordinate
everything to Rommel's demands. In Von Fohl's opinion this was
the German High Gcamnand's supreme blunder in the Mediterranean
campaign*

Mote by Raichs' Marshal Goering; (whose only comment on the
question v/hy there vrns no invasion of Malta was "You try to
carry out an invasion with the Italians*,) He stated that he
himself was ready for this invasion. That the Italians insisted

that they should be allovyed to participate and, more important
still, that such an operation was impossible without the effective

00-operation of the Italian Government, The Geimans, knowing
that they could not rely on the Italian fleet, preferred to call
off the whole undertaking* (Goering claimed that the Luftwaffe's
effort in their attacks on Malta were not futile as it had

served the purpose of eliminating the striking power of the R,A,F,
based on the island.)

MOTE;

of Generals Student and Von Kohl and Reichs' Marshal Goering*
may be compared with the following account by Vice-Admiral Ifeiohold:-

"Once again the threatening monster of reduced supplies for
"The War Africa loomed on the horizon* liVhile at the front the soldiers of

at Sea in the Afiika Korps fou^it and conquered, far from the decisive areas
the Med," of the land fighting the British wore systematically throttling the
Part II supplies of the Geiman-Italian Panzer army. We were threatened
N. I,D, with losing the fruits of the Gyrenaican victory. Only a quick
i/GP/2i solution of the Malta problem, by the occupation cf the island,
(AHB,1^,10) as had already been provided for in the great operational plan of

In this

on

reserves.

The above statements were obtained from the interrogation
They

Essay;

1942, could finally remove the again impending danger*
situation the Supraae Command, in agreoaent vdth the Italian
Command, decided to postpone the execution of the Malta operation.
This far-readiing decision was made under the impression cf the
Panzer army's success in the area of the Egyptian frontier*
Comu'ianders of the Luftwaffe and Kriegsmarine in the Mediterranean

/were

The

G. 19991 I/JLL/6/48



W6r@ no,t parties to this alteration in the plans, whilst the
influence of Field Marshal Roiaael turned the scales

The new plan, of coiapaign was a terrific ganhle, everything
was st^ed on one card. Everything depended upon the lightning
execution of the land operations. If this expectation was not
fulfilled, heavy defeat vrould ensue. The Genaan Nkval Cumiiand raised
no objection to the postponavient of the Malta plan, and inforaed
the Naval Ccpiaander..who v/as in charge of'the coastal supplies in
Africa of the alteration of the great operational plan.

Thus the die, was cast in favour of the further developcient
of the y/ar in ..North Africa' and the Mediterranean..  . . Apparently the
decision had been influenced by the tying-dovm of the Geriiian forces

the Russian war (the. Sunnier offensive mth the object of
attaining a decision in.the centre and southern parts of the
Eastern Front in the direction of the Don, the Volga and the
Caucasus) and a desire, of econoniising in German forces set aside
for the Malta operation,"

in

I *V

G, 199911/Jli/6A8
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AEPBNDIX "N"

RECONMISSAISCE OPEEATIOKS HICM EGIPT

On 25 Eebruary 1942 the reconnaissance tally for the day
consisted of:-

(1) Reconnaissances to the South-West of Greece hy a Maryland
and a Blenheim of No.2O3 Squadron,

Patrol to the North of Alexandria by a Dornier of No.2 Souadron
S,I.S.A.P.

Patrols of the Libyan coast by two Wellingtons of No.221
Squadron,

Si^'iting of enemy submarine by an aircraft of N0.2O3 Squadron
on A/S patrol.

By 19 May the day's effort froa Egypt had grown to the

(ii)

(iii)

(ivl

following;-

(1) A/s patrol for convoy off Egyptian coast by tv/o Wellesleys
of N0.47 Air Echelon, tvro Albacores of No.821 Squadron
and tvfo Swordfish of N0.8I5 Squadron,

(ii) Fighter protection for above convoy by four Beaufighters of
No.252 Squadron and two Beaufighters of No.272 Squadron.

a/s and filter patrols round second convoy off the
Western Desert coast by two Blenheims of No.I3 Hellenic
Squadron and tv/o Beaufightera of No.272 Squadron.

(iii)

(iv) a/s patrols by two Blenheims of N0.2O3 Squadron
maxirntm depth of sixty miles off the Western Desert
coast.

to

One submarine was sighted and attacked

a

.

(v) a/s patrol by Maryland of No,203 Squadron off coast from
Sidi Barrani to Burg El Ai’ab.

^S patrol of Levant coastal area between Beirut and Haifa
by two Walruses of No. 700 Squadron.

Shipping search by two Wellingtons of No.221 Squadron in
the Gulf of Sirte,

Photographic reconnaissance of Martuba, Derna,
Piraeus, Salamis, Heracles and Hassani,

Search by two aircraft of the Sea Rescue Flight up to
thirty miles off Crete for missing Wellington

Unidentified aircraft sight

Enony convoy sifted.

Ras El Hila

crew.

ed.

(vi)

(vii)

(viii) l,

(ix)

NCXTE:

The above is exceiqited from Appendix "A" to "R,A.F. Operations
in the Western Desert and Eastern Mediterranean, 18 November 1941
to 19 May 1942" (A.H.B.IIJ1/12).

G. 199911/JLI/6/48
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APfEKDIX ”0"

STEENG-TH OF glE GERIvIAW AIR FORCE IN THE

IviEDITERRANEAN ON 21 JUNE 19U2.

Trpe of Aircraft Str^pfth Servloeable

Long-range Recce; 49 27

S.E. Fighters • 186 128

Night Pieters 33 14

T. E. Fighters 57 34

Bombers 165 105

Dive-Bombers 80 36

Coastal it4 23

Totals 614 367

NOTE: The above has been extracted from official returns made
by the Quartermaster-General's Department of the
German Air Ministry,

G.199911/JLI/6/48
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APPEMJIX "P"

OPERATION "PEDESTAL"

R.A. P. JJNITS QEPEATIMG PRCfc'I ivIALTA BET^^N 9 AMD 15 AUGUST 1942 '

EEGHTERS

No, 185 squadron^
No. 126 squadron;
No, 229 squadron;
No, 249 squadron
No,1435 s quadron

No, 248 squadron)
No, 235 squadron)
No, 252 squadron)

No, 89 squadron

TORPEDO BOfflERS

;1
Spitfires

Coastal Beaufighters

Night Beaufighters

No. 86 squadron
No, 39 squadron
No, 217 squadron)

R» N, A, S quadron

Beauforts

Albacores and Swordfish

night bombers

No, 38 squadron'
No, 40 squadron.
No, 159 squadron

DAY BCSffiERS

Wellingtons

Liberators

No, 55 squadron

RECQMAISSANGE

Baltiinores

No, 69 squadron
No, 203 squadron

from Middle East

Baltimores, P.R.U. Spitfires & Wellington Till's
Marylands

2 P.R.U. Spitfires

NOTE;
The above is transcribed from A-V-M. Park's Report on
Operation "Pedestal" j (A.H. !2, P.C. , WSD/S9),

G,199911/JLI/6/48





jypEEI'iDIX "R"

jj^^-^WEST AERIGM coast/.T, ATP pn^n-ff.

(Op. Sum; Entries, N.A.A.P. , 16/17 April 1945)

Day April I6

One Beaufighter I53 sqn., scrainbled in Algiers area
with no contact, and three Beaufighters, 133 sqn., flew defensive
patrols also; six Hurricanes and one Spitfire flew defensive patrols.
Might April 16/17

Four Albacores, 626 sqn., flew shipping sweep in Sicilian
„  , 7,000“ton M/v., one 5/6,000-ton tanker, several "E
F  boats and two additional vessels sighted at OO.46 hours.

Ships were attacked v/ith torpedoes and bombs,
by torpedo and v/as left stationary.

Channel, ■
o

Tanker believed hit

r

Hudson, 500 sqn,, and two of 608 sqn,, flew recce ovei*
Sicilian Channel, One was chased by tvan-angined enemy fighter, but
no combat took place. One Hudson, 608 sqn., and two, 5OO sqn., and
one Swordfish, 813 sqn., flew U-boat hunt sorties.

•n Deaufighters, 153 sqn,, flew convoy escort sorties,
Beaufighters, 6OO sqn., flew defensive patrols in Bone area,
Beaufighters, 255 sqn., intruded over Sardinia. One attacked a vehicle
south of Decimomannu; vehicle extinguished his lights and appeared to ^
leave the road.

Six

Pour

Day April 17

Two Hudsons, 6O8 sqn., and six of 5OO sqn., flev7 U-boat
hunt sorties. One Hudson, 5OO sqn., escorted a convoy.

One Beaufighter flev7 recce, along east coast of Sardinia,
Nothing to report.

Three Marauders, 14 sqn., flew armed recce, of approaches
to Naples,

Convoy escort sorties were flown by four Airacobras, 93 sqn
sixteen Hurricanes, 87 sqn., tv/o Huu?ricanes, 32 sqn,, and twenty
Airacobras, 93 sqn.

• f

Defensive patrols were flown by two Airacobras, 93 aqn.,
eiglit Spitfires, 43 sqn., four Hurricanes, 87 sqn., six Hurricanes,
32 sqn,, and two Airaoobras, 91 sqn.

TWO Hurricanes, 0/ sqn,, one Spitfire, 87 sqn., and two
Spitfires, 43 sqn., scrambled to intercept hostile aircraft which
turned out to be friendly.
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